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PREFACE

Phage research, after a fitful history during its first twenty

years, had all but died out in the middle 1930's. In the text-

books of bacteriology, the bacteriophages, if they were men-

tioned at all, figured as a curiosity item, unconnected with the

rest and disposed of in a couple of pages at most. Today, phage

research is vigorously pursued in many outstanding laboratories

in this country, in France, and to a lesser extent in other coun-

tries. There are perhaps 100 people directly engaged in basic

research. In addition, the field has become well known to many
scientists in other fields: genetics, biochemistry, virology, im-

munology, to name the most important. Indeed, there is every

reason for the popularity of phage research, and for the interest

in its results on the part of other scientists. Phage research has

become so interwoven with these other fields that it is quite

difficult to extricate it from its entangling alliances, and to pre-

sent it as a unit.

The author of this book, Mark Adams, has a large share in

recent developments, by his own research, by his teaching at

New York University, and by two special contributions: the

phage course at the Biological Laboratory in Cold Spring Har-

bor, and the review on the methods in phage research first pub-

lished in Methods in Medical Research, Vol. 2, 1950, and now re-

printed in revised form as an appendix to the present volume.

The phage course in Cold Spring Harbor was instituted in 1945.

Mark Adams took it the second year, and taught it since then

every summer, except two. In this course were trained many
of those who are presently engaged in phage research, and in

addition many who are interested in related fields acquired

through it a critical understanding of the phage literature. It

thus served to bring phage research out of its isolation, and to

foster the many links to other parts of modern biology. The re-

view on Methods is a classic, and easily the paper most often
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referred to in the current phage Uterature. The sentence "the

methods employed in this work are those described by Adams,

etc.," is almost like a ritual invocation used by every phage

worker, with a sigh of relief, relieving him of the necessity of an

otherwise burdensome chore.

Phage research has also been discussed in, and its knowledge

disseminated through, numerous, perhaps too numerous, review

articles, but there has been no book covering the whole field

since 1926, long before the modern era of this field. The fact is

that the literature on this subject has grown so complex as to

deter everybody, except Mark Adams. I do not believe, in fact,

that anybody, besides Adams, had the qualifications for this

task. Adams started writing this book several years ago, and

even he, in spite of his tremendous knowledge, critical ability,

and superb expository gifts, found the going very hard. On
October 17, 1956, Mark Adams died, of an acute infection, at

the age of 44. At that time about three-quarters of the chapters

of this book were in a semi-finished state, the rest not begun.

Some of the chapters had been finished recently, and were up

to date. Some had been written several years ago and needed

additions and revision. All of them needed some editing. At

the request of Mrs. Adams, a committee consisting of A. D.

Hershey, R. D. Hotchkiss, A. M. Pappenheimer, Jr., and E.

Racker, in consultation with the publisher, went over the

manuscript and decided that several specialists should be invited

to write the missing chapters, while Hershey volunteered to edit

the others. After proceeding with this plan for some time, it

became clear that the editorial job was greater than anticipated,

and could not be completed by one man within a reasonable

length of time. Accordingly, an inquiry was sent around asking

for volunteers for the editing of individual chapters, the over-all

editorial responsibility to remain in the hands of Hershey. This

inquiry met with a wide response, and the plan was promptly

executed.

Accordingly we now have before us, for the first time in thirty

years, a book on bacteriophages, reasonably complete, reason-
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ably up to date, and reasonably elementary; useful, we trust, to

every student of modern biology in the widest sense. We also

have before us a monument to Mark Adams, our unforgettable

friend.

Pasadena, California M. Delbruck
May, 7958
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Definition

The name bacteriophage was given by F. d'Herelle to a

bacteriolytic substance that he isolated from feces. Now usually

shortened to phage, it means "eater of bacteria" and refers to

the remarkable ability of bacteriophages to bring about lysis of

growing bacterial cultures. More remarkable still was

d'Herelle's evidence that the lysis is accompanied by produc-

tion of more phage ; the lytic agent is transmissible in series from

culture to culture of susceptible bacteria.

Today phages are universally recognized to form a group of

bacteria-specific viruses, that is, ultramicrobes of diverse char-

acter exhibiting all the signs of a long history of manifold varia-

tion, adaptation, and specialization. D'Herelle himself sub-

scribed to this view only in part: he considered all bacterio-

phages to belong to a single variable species. In so doing he,

and many of the opponents of the virus theory, ignored or de-

nied the strongest evidence for it, with the unfortunate result

that some of the ostensibly fundamental research on phages was

for a decade or more directed along fruitless channels.

The lytic cycle recognized by d'Herelle was such a striking-

aspect of bacteriophage activity that other aspects were largely

ignored. However, a nonlytic phase of reproduction has been

rediscovered recently, causing phage research to branch out in

new directions. Certain strains of bacteriophage when infect-

ing a susceptible bacterial culture are able to enter into an in-

timate symbiotic relationship in which the host cell continues to

multiply, carrying the virus intracellularly in a noninfective

condition for an indefinite number of cell divisions. This
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delicately balanced phase of viral growth in which the infected

host cell and its carried "prophage" multiply at the same rate has

been termed "lysogenesis" or "lysogeny." Infection leading to

lysogeny is now thought to produce a modification of the genetic

apparatus of the bacterial cell and often results in changes in

bacterial properties, a striking example being the conversion of

avirulent strains of diphtheria bacilli to toxigenic potency by in-

fection with an appropriate phage.

Under certain conditions some bacteriophages can attack and

kill susceptible bacteria with no evidence of bacterial lysis or of

phage multiplication. In these circumstances the phage par-

ticle behaves as an antibiotic rather than as a virus. In fact

certain antibiotics produced by bacteria, the colicins and pyo-

cins, are rather similar to bacteriophages in certain of their

properties. For these reasons the colicins as well as phages will

be discussed in this book.

2. Discovery of Bacteriophages

There is no doubt that numerous early bacterio ogists saw

and described signs of phage action in bacterial cultures. How-
ever, no intensive investigation of these phenomena was under-

taken prior to the appearance of a brief but provocative paper by

F. W. Twort (1915). This British bacteriologist described an

acute infectious disease of staphylococci that produced marked

changes in colonial morphology. The infective agent was

filterable and could be passed indefinitely in series from colony

to colony. Twort considered various hypotheses to explain this

phenomenon; among others that it was a filterable virus analo-

gous to the virus pathogens of animals and plants. Twort's

remarkable paper contained in essence the present concept of the

nature of bacteriophage, yet the paper remained unnoticed by

scientists and Twort failed to pursue the matter further, perhaps

because of his wartime duties in the British Army.

In 1917, Felix d'Herelle, a Canadian bacteriologist working at

the Pasteur Institute in Paris, published his independent dis-

covery of "bacteriophage." In a noteworthy series of papers he
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reported and correcdy interpreted many of the significant as-

pects of bacteriophage action, and in 1921 published his classic

book entitled Le bacteriophage: son role dans rimmiinite.

D'Herelle, stimulated by the announcement that hog cholera

was due to the synergistic action of a bacterium and a virus, was

searching for evidence of such a mixed etiology for bacillary

dysentery in man. He prepared Chamberland filtrates of stools

of dysentery patients and added these filtrates to young cultures

of Shiga's bacillus. He incubated the mixtures overnight intend-

ing to inject the supposed mixture of bacterium and virus into

experimental animals next day. To his surprise some of the

culture fluids were clear and sterile. He filtered some of the

lysed cultures and inoculated fresh cultures of Shiga's bacillus

with the filtrates, keeping other cultures of the bacterium as un-

inoculated controls. On incubation overnight he found the con-

trol cultures to be turbid as expected while the bacterial cultures

inoculated with the filtrates were completely clear. The "lytic

principle" could be passed indefinitely from culture to culture

using each time for phage inoculum a bacteria-free filtrate of the

previous culture. This behavior suggested to him an ultravirus,

pathogenic for bacteria, destroying its host cells as it multiplied.

During the next few years bacteriophages were found for a

variety of pathogenic bacteria such as staphylococci, cholera

vibrio, and typhoid bacteria. Because of the susceptibility of

pathogenic bacteria to phages, and because of the wide distribu-

tion of phages in nature, d'Herelle suspected that they played a

role in resistance to and recovery from disease.

D'Herelle shares with Twort credit for the discovery of phages

and did much of the basic research concerning them. In addi-

tion his ideas relating phages to immunity to disease attracted

the general attention of medical scientists, indirectly yielding

both practical and theoretical benefits. The importance of the

role of bacteriophages in natural control of infectious disease has

not been assessed to this day, however.

A vast amount of research was devoted to possible therapeutic

^applications of bacteriophages between 1920 and 1940. In
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most cases results were equivocal or disappointing but in certain

diseases such as cholera there was some evidence for a favorable

effect of phage therapy. Interest in this application has largely

subsided since the introduction of the more convenient chemo-

therapeutic agents. The early hopes of effective medical use

stimulated much valuable work on host range, immunological

properties, stability and variation, and other attributes of bac-

teriophages. Many of the well-known names in bacteriology

and immunology are found in the phage literature of this

period: J. Bordet, Costa Cruz, Doerr, A. Fleming, Hauduroy,

Levaditi, Prausnitz, and Topley. Also during this period a few

men made phage research their life work. Included in this

group besides d'Herelle are Asheshov, Bronfenbrenner, Flu,

Gratia, and the elder Wollmans. These scientists were inter-

ested in the biology of bacteriophages as well as in possible ap-

plications and made many contributions of fundamental impor-

tance. During the second decade of phage history appear a few

men whose work combined biological "feeling" and quantitative

methods in the modern manner: Burnet, M. Schlesinger, and

C. H. Andrewes. The contributions of these older phage workers

and of a very large contemporary school form the subject matter

of this book.

3. Nature of Bacteriophages

In his original publication, Twort (1915) considered the na-

ture of his as yet unnamed lytic agent, asking if it was similar to

bacteria, protozoa, or to the filterable viruses; whether it was a

filterable stage in the life cycle of the micrococcus affected ; or

whether perhaps it was a bacterial enzyme, produced autocatalyt-

ically while destroying the bacterium that produced it. A
much more elaborate series of hypotheses is discussed in

d'Herelle's book (1926). Of these hypotheses two only have

survived to the present: the "precursor" theory and the

"virus" theory. An active controversy between the proponents

of these two theories continued for many years and stimulated

much experimental work as well as verbiage.
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According to the precursor theory bacteriophages are en-

dogenous, existing in bacteria as precursors which either sponta-

neously or after stimulation are transformed into characteristic

lytic substances, much as trypsinogen can be converted into

trypsin. This theory was supported by Gildemeister (1921),

Bordet (1925), Northrop (1939a), Kreuger and Scribner (1939),

and Felix (1953). Much of the experimental support for it was

derived from studies on lysogenic bacteria, to be discussed pres-

ently.

According to the virus theory the bacteriophages are autono-

mous microbes analogous to plant and animal viruses but obli-

gately parasitic on bacteria. This hypothesis was adopted very

early in his work by d'Herelle and seemed obvious to most

virologists once something had been learned about the biology

of viruses in general. In the light of current knowledge this

theory amounts to very little, however, since both autonomy and

parasitism as applied to viruses are terms difficult to define.

Some current views are presented below in connection with

theories concerning the origins of viruses.

As is often the case in the historical development of a scientific

field each of the rival hypotheses can now be construed as part

of the truth; each was incomplete by itself. The current con-

cept of the nature of bacteriophage is a synthesis of the old ideas

plus a few novel ideas developed recently. Somewhat as a

typical bacillus may exist in the spore state or the vegetative

state, a typical bacteriophage may exist in three states, called

prophage, vegetative phage, and mature phage. Phages exist

outside of the host cell in mature form, metabolically inert and

resembling very crudely the spore state of bacteria. Following

adsorption to the host cell, part of the phage particle penetrates

within and may begin to multiply. When it does, the multiply-

ing, intracellular state of the phage particle diff'ers in many re-

spects from mature phage and has been termed vegetative phage

in recognition of its almost unlimited reproductive capacity.

Some phages, called temperate, are distinguished by the fact

t^at they can exist in a third state, prophage, as well. When a
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mature temperate phage particle infects a susceptible bac-

terial cell it may be transformed either to the vegetative state

leading to destruction of the host cell, or to the prophage state in

which it enters into the hereditary symbiotic relationship with the

host cell known as lysogeny. This relationship has been termed

symbiotic rather than parasitic because it may be readily sur-

mised that the lysogenic condition is of great survival value to

both phage and host cell.

The recognition that temperate phages could exist in three

distinct states served to unify the precursor and virus theories.

The endogenous precursor in lysogenic bacteria is simply the

phage-specific prophage state of temperate phages. This

synthesis of the opposing concepts was clearly foreseen by Burnet

and McKie (1929). The status of precursor theories as applied

to infection by exogenous phages is still unclarified, however.

Recent research has demonstrated a marked similarity in

physical, chemical, and biological properties between bacterio-

phages and other viruses. The similarity has stimulated much
research in which bacteriophages have been used as models for

animal viruses, even in extensive screening programs for anti-

biotics against viruses. To a limited extent this procedure has

already justified itself, but it is doubtful whether the homology

can be pursued very far. It is possible that bacteriophages and

other viruses have evolved from quite distinct ancestors, as the

following paragraphs suggest. The facts that the known bac-

teriophages contain deoxyribonucleic acid whereas several typi-

cal plant and animal viruses contain ribonucleic acid may prove

more significant than the rather casual resemblances demon-

strated so far.

4. Origin of Bacteriophages

Theories of the origin of bacteriophages have been closely

associated with theories of their nature. Many diverse ideas

have been proposed, most of which fall into one of two cate-

gories, the "creation" hypothesis or the "degeneration" hypothe-

sis. The creation hypothesis considers that viruses are the direct
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descendants of some very primitive form of life that originated

prior to the evolution of organized cells (Oparin, 1938). This

hypothesis is not very useful or satisfying, but it could be true for

some or all phages, or for soine or all viruses. The degeneration

hypothesis considers that viruses have gradually evolved from

more complicated forms of life by the loss of all protoplasm un-

necessary to the peculiar mode of existence bacteriophages have

chosen. This hypothesis has a certain intellectual appeal in that

it is easy to visualize intermediate steps in the degenerative proc-

ess, and progressive loss by bacteria of synthetic abilities is sub-

ject to experimental study. This hypothesis avoids the problem

of the ultimate origin of life, which is not necessarily related to

the problem of the origin of viruses, and it provides for the in-

dependent evolution of different viruses. By this hypothesis

there is no need to assume that animal viruses and bacterio-

phages are derived from a common progenitor.

Recent studies of the phenomenon of lysogeny have lent

credence to a variant of the degeneration hypothesis that maV be

called the "mutation" hypothesis (Lwoff, 1953). According to

this hypothesis a series of mutations occurring in a segment of the

genetic material of a bacterium has conferred on that segment

a certain degree of autonomy. The mutations resulted in the

synthesis of a specific kind of protein covering to protect the seg-

ment of genetic material from damage by the extracellular en-

vironment and to facilitate the transfer of the genetic material

from one cell to another. It is not impossible that bacterio-

phages may have evolved from a primitive mechanism of

sexuality originally developed for the purpose of transfer of ge-

netic materials between bacterial cells. At least certain bacterio-

phages are able to perform that function at present. According

to this hypothesis the phage genetic material would be a modi-

fied form of the bacterial genetic material, yet sufficiently like

the homologous segment of bacterial gene stuff to undergo ge-

netic recombination with it or even to replace it. This hypothesis

is consistent with the observed fact that the genetic material of

certain temperate phages can associate more or less perma-
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nently with definite genetic loci in the hereditary apparatus of the

host cell, and thus become part of that apparatus. Once
temperate phages have evolved they could be irreversibly

transformed into virulent phages by further mutations. It is

suspected that certain virulent phages have retained the ability

to undergo genetic recombination with host cells. Host range

mutations of a virulent phage might permit it to attack hosts

with which it had no genetic affinity whatever and so ultimately

to give rise to hypervirulent phages that have lost all resemblance

to any known bacterial strains. According to this hypothesis

different phage strains may have completely independent phylog-

enies and a given phage may be much more closely related to

its host cell phylogenetically than to other phages. It is clear

that if this hypothesis has any validity there may be no phylo-

genetic relationship between bacteriophages and any other type

of virus. The resemblances of phages to plant and animal

viruses may be superficial and due to their filling of similar

ecological niches. Referring to bacteriophages as bacterial

viruses may convey some information about their way of life

but it should carry no implications about their origins.

5. Lysogeny

From what has been said above it is clear that the phenomenon
of lysogeny has played a central role in the formulation of ideas

about bacteriophages. Because of its significance to all aspects

of phage research today, lysogeny must be discussed early in

this book. Literally, the term means production of lysis and

refers to the habit of bacterial strains that characteristically

produce a bacteriophage capable of lysing other bacterial

strains. Unfortunately the term has been applied to two en-

tirely distinct phenomena with consequent confusion in thinking

and definition.

One of these phenomena results from the contamination of a

partially susceptible bacterial strain with a bacteriophage. In

such cases it is sometimes technically difficult to rid the bacteria
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of the phage. D'Herelle (1930) referred to this phenomenon as

"symbiose bacterie-bacteriophage," a name that reflects his

interpretation of lysogeny. He assumed that the bacterial

population was composed of individuals covering a considerable

spectrum of susceptibility to phage action, while the phage

population covered a considerable range of virulence. The most

virulent phage particles would multiply at the expense of the

most susceptible bacteria and in this way bacteria and phage

particles would be perpetuated in mixed culture. D'Herelle re-

fused to recognize any other explanation for lysogenic strains of

bacteria. An essentially similar idea was proposed by Del-

bruck (1946b) for a phenomenon he called "pseudolysogenesis,"

in which the contaminating phage reproduced at the expense of

phage-susceptible bacteria produced by mutation during growth

of a phage-resistant culture. Pseudolysogenic bacterial strains

have been termed "carrier strains" by Lwoff (1953).

In contrast to pseudolysogenic or carrier strains are those

bacterial strains that exhibit true lysogeny. In such strains the

prophage multiplies as an integral part of the genetic apparatus

of each bacterial cell. During bacterial growth the conversion

of prophage to vegetative phage occurs spontaneously with a

small but characteristic frequency, for example in one cell per

million cell generations, as evidenced by the lysis of an occasional

cell to liberate infective phage particles. In some but not all

lysogenic cultures the natural frequency of productive lysis may
be greatly increased by exposure to ultraviolet light, X-rays,

nitrogen mustard, peroxides, and certain other agents. The

biochemical mechanism of such "induction" is unknown.

It has been repeatedly demonstrated that each bacterial cell

in a lysogenic culture is capable of transmitting the potentiality

of phage production to its progeny in the absence of contact with

exogenous phage. With inducible strains of bacteria, for in-

stance, it is possible with suitable doses of ultraviolet light to

cause at least 90 per cent of the cells to lyse and liberate viable

phage particles (LwofF, Siminovitch, and Kjeldgaard, 1950).

In the classic experiment of den Dooren de Jong (1936), spores
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of a lysogenic strain of Bacillus megalerium were heated above

lethal temperatures for free phage particles without killing the

spores. Each spore on germination gave rise to a lysogenic cul-

ture. Similar conclusions had been reached from studies on a

lysogenic strain of Salmonella enteritidis by Burnet and McKie
(1929) who wrote that "the permanence of the lysogenic char-

acter makes it necessary to assume the presence of bacteriophage

or its anlage in every cell of the culture, i.e., it is a part of the

hereditary constitution of the strain."

For many years the manner of release of phage particles from

lysogenic bacterial cells was a subject of dispute. One popular

theory proposed that the phage was secreted by the growing

bacterial culture in the manner of extracellular bacterial enzymes

(Northrop, 1939b). An alternative theory held that the oc-

casional disintegration of a bacterial cell liberated a number of

phage particles in a way that was already familiar to students of

the virulent phages (Burnet, 1929a). This question was finally

settled by the work of Lwoff and Gutmann (1950) who demon-

strated by the use of micromanipulator techniques that phage

particles were not secreted by multiplying lysogenic bacteria, but

appeared in groups simultaneously with the disintegration of

single bacterial cells.

The recent revival of interest in lysogeny begins with impor-

tant reinvestigations of the phenomenon by Lwoff and Gut-

mann (1950), Bertani (1951), and the Lederbergs (1953).

These papers are all the more interesting because they record

three quite different experimental approaches.

Lwoff (1953) lists the characteristic signs of lysogeny as fol-

lows:

7. In a lysogenic culture lysogenesis is a property of every cell

and every spore.

2. Bacteria of a lysogenic culture generally can adsorb the

mature phage produced by the culture, but are not damaged by

it.

3. Lysis of lysogenic bacteria by enzymes, by other phages, or

by mechanical means does not liberate mature phage particles.
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The intracellular phage in lysogenic bacteria is noninfectious;

it is prophage.

4. Infection of a susceptible bacterial culture by a temperate

phage may result in the conversion of a considerable proportion

of the bacterial cells to the lysogenic condition, potentially ca-

pable of liberating the same kind of phage that was used to infect

them.

5. Lysogenic bacteria can multiply without liberating mature

phage and can undergo many cell divisions in the absence of ex-

ternal phage without losing the lysogenic propensity.

6. Lysis of single lysogenic bacterial cells spontaneously or

after a characteristic latent period following induction is ac-

companied by the release of many mature phage particles.

Lysogeny is potentially lethal to the bacterial cell.

One may define lysogenic bacteria as bacteria in which the

capacity to produce bacteriophage is a hereditary property

perpetuated without intervention of mature phage particles.

Lysogenic bacteria are very common in nature and probably

constitute the principal reservoir of bacteriophages. Lysogeny

resembles in some respects the phenomenon of latency in ani-

mal and plant viruses, but work in the latter fields has not pro-

gressed to the point that permits one to judge the validity of the

analogy. The phenomenon of lysogenesis is intimately related

to the problems of bacterial genetics and has already served as a

powerful tool in the study of genetic structure and function in

certain genera of bacteria. These and other aspects of lysogeny

will be discussed in detail in later chapters.

6. Classification of Phages

Phages are conveniently described as typhoid phages, staphy-

lococcal phages, or coliphages, meaning phages attacking the in-

dicated types of bacteria. In addition, phages are known by

individual designations, such as lambda, Tl, or P8, which serve

to identify the particular phage. These specific symbols usually

have no meaning in themselves, except to indicate that the phage

eame from a particular collection. The coliphages Tl, T2,
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. . . T7, for instance, were collected by Demerec and Fano (1945)

and have in common only the ability to infect a strain of Escheri-

chia coli known as B. In this instance, but in relatively few

others, the phages have been classified by other means. They
fall into four groups of "related" phages: Tl ; T2, T4, T6;

T5; T3, T7. In this instance the phages within a single group

are morphologically identical, and serologically related but not

identical. In the following pages we shall frequently speak of re-

lated phages, meaning two or more phages having a common
host, common morphology, and usually also some common anti-

gens. A given "wild-type" phage and its mutants are always

related in this sense, as far as is known. In much of the earlier

work on phages unclassified specimens, often no longer available,

were used. These can only be described as "a staphylococcal

phage," or "a coli-dysentery phage." When a phage is re-

ferred to by a symbol without indication of host specificity, it is

likely to be one of the better known coli-dysentery phages.

These remarks will serve to indicate the meaning, or lack of it, of

names of phages referred to in this book. General problems of

taxonomy are discussed in the final chapter.



CHAPTER II

THE INFECTIVE PROCESS

As d'Herelle found, the inoculation of a growing culture of

susceptible bacteria with an appropriate bacteriophage results

in a few hours in lysis of the bacterial cells and an increase in the

amount of bacteriophage far above that added. D'Herelle

conceived of this phenomenon as an infection of the bacterial

host cell by a virulent virus particle which as a result of its

multiplication brought about death and dissolution of the host

cell. He noted that in order for lysis to occur the host cells

must be growing in an appropriate physical and chemical en-

vironment. It is not difficult to find environmental conditions

of temperature, pH, salt concentration, or chemical composition

in which the host cells will multiply but lysis will not occur.

For convenience in discussion d'Herelle divided the infective

process into arbitrary stages: (7) adsorption of the phage par-

ticle to the host cell, (2) penetration of the phage particle into

the bacterium, (3) the intracellular multiplication of the virus,

and (4) the lysis of the host cell and release of phage progeny.

This division is peculiarly appropriate from the experimental

viewpoint and leads to the following interpretation of the lytic

process.

If to an actively growing fluid culture of susceptible bacteria

one adds a single phage particle, it will adsorb to a bacterial cell,

multiply therein, and eventually cause the cell to lyse. On lysis

about 100 phage particles will be liberated thus completing one

growth cycle. The 100 phage progeny from the first cycle will

then infect 100 bacteria to initiate the second growth cycle. The
progeny of the second cycle will initiate a third cycle and so the

process will continue at an exponential rate until all susceptible

bacteria are lysed.

13
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Similarly, if to a film of susceptible bacteria growing on an agar

surface one adds a phage particle, it will adsorb to a bacterium

and initiate the first lytic cycle. The phage progeny from the

first cycle will infect neighboring bacteria to initiate the second

cycle, thus producing a spreading lesion in the bacterial film.

Eventually this process will result in a readily visible sterile area

in the film of growing bacteria, the bacteria-free area being

known as a plaque. Under ideal conditions each infective

phage particle will produce a plaque, so that plaque counts give a

simple and reproducible measure of the number of phage parti-

cles present in a sample inoculated on the assay plate.

1. The One-Step Growth Experiment

The over-all aspects of the infective cycle are most conveniently

studied by means of the one-step growth experiment of Ellis

and Delbriick (1939), which gives the minimum latent period of

intracellular virus growth and the average burst size. The latent

period is defined as the minimum time between the adsorption of

phage to host cell and the lysis of the host cell with release of

phage progeny. The burst size is the mean yield of phage par-

ticles per infected bacterium. Each of these characteristics can

be determined by other techniques, but the one-step growth ex-

periment enables both to be determined at once. The tech-

nique is as follows:

7. Phage and bacteria are mixed at concentrations that per-

mit rapid adsorption.

2. After a suitable adsorption period the mixture is diluted

into antiphage antibody to stop adsorption and inactivate unad-

sorbed phage.

3. After sufficient time for antibody action the mixture is

further diluted in growth medium so that each sample will con-

tain about 100 infected bacteria.

4. The suspension of infected bacteria is sampled at intervals

until lysis is completed and each sample is assayed by the plaque

count method.

Each infected bacterium if plated before lysis will produce one
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plaque. If permitted to lyse before plating each bacterium

liberates a considerable number of phage particles each of which

will produce a plaque. Therefore the plaque count of succes-

sive samples remains constant until the end of the latent period

when lysis begins. From this time the plaque count increases

with each sample until all infected bacteria have lysed, after

which it remains constant at the new higher level. The final

count of liberated phage particles divided by the initial count

of infected bacteria gives the average burst size.

The dilution of the adsorption mixture at the end of the ad-

sorption period is an essential feature of the experiment because

it prevents further adsorption. If the suspension of infected

bacteria were not diluted, much of the phage released by the

early lysing bacteria would be adsorbed onto yet unlysed bacteria

and initiate secondary cycles of infection.

The antiphage antibody inactivates unadsorbed phage without

affecting the multiplication of adsorbed phage (Delbriick,

1945b). If unadsorbed phage were not inactivated the early

plaque counts would include unadsorbed phage as well as in-

fected bacteria and the estimate of the burst size would be too

small.

The one-step growth technique has been discussed in some
detail because its significance has not been understood by all

phage workers. This technique enables one to determine very

simply the effect of changes in the physical and chemical en-

vironment on the duration of the infectious cycle and on the

yield of virus per infected host cell.

2. Adsorption

Adsorption of phage to host cell is the stage in the infectious

cycle which is most readily accessible to laboratory study and

hence best known. If adsorption is prevented the infectious

process cannot proceed and the host cells continue to multiply as

if the phage were not present. One crucial factor in adsorption

is the ionic environment, so one of the first things to consider in
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Studying any new bacterium-phage system is the effect of vary-

ing th^salt concentration in the growth medium. An unfavor-

able sah concentration can prevent phage adsorption. It is

probable that antiphage antibody acts in part by interfering

with adsorption, and antibacterial antibodies can also prevent

adsorption by coating the bacterial receptor sites.

The specificity of the phage-bacterium relationship is in most

cases determined by the adsorption process. When a coliphage

for instance fails to attack a particular strain of E. coli, the failure

is usually due to lack of adsorption. Certain exceptions to this

generalization will be noted in later chapters. The adsorption

process is remarkably specific. A single mutation on the part

of a host cell can result in loss of ability to adsorb a particular

bacteriophage, without loss of susceptibility to other closely re-

lated phages. The bacteriophage by a single mutation can

gain the ability to adsorb to a particular host without other de-

tectable change in viral properties.

Another interesting aspect of adsorption specificity is the re-

quirement for adsorption cofactors by certain phages. A particu-

larly well studied example is a tryptophan requiring variant of

coliphage T4 which fails to adsorb to its host cell unless trypto-

phan or certain other substances are present in the medium.

The tryptophan reacts reversibly with the phage, changing it

from a particle incapable of adsorption to a particle which ad-

sorbs with high efficiency (T. F. Anderson 1948a). This "'sen-

sitization" of the phage particle to adsorption can be counter-

acted by indole (Delbriick, 1 948) . Since E. coli can convert tryp-

tophan into indole, we have a bacterium converting a sub-

stance essential for the attack by a hostile virus into a substance

which renders the virus innocuous. This is antibiosis on a

primitive level.

An important observation by T. F. Anderson (1951) gives

further evidence for a high order of specificity in the adsorption

process. Stereoscopic electronmicrographs show that the tailed

bacteriophages T2, T4, and T6 attach to the host cell by the tips

of their tails only.
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3. Penetration

Very little is known about penetration, the second step in the

infectious process. It has been assumed that the phage particle

must penetrate into the host cell interior, since microscopic stud-

ies have quite clearly demonstrated that the phage progeny are

formed intracellularly and released on rupture of the host cell

membrane. Either the parental phage particle must penetrate

the membrane or one must invoke biological action at a dis-

tance as great as the membrane thickness. Convincing evidence

of penetration was obtained by Hershey and Chase (1952) using

T2 coliphage labeled with either radioactive phosphorus or sul-

fur. The phosphorus labels the phage nucleic acid while the

sulfur labels the sulfur-containing proteins. Hershey and Chase

found that if the infected bacteria were subjected to violent agi-

tation in a Waring Blendor shortly after infection, a remarkable

fractionation of the labels took place. The high shearing forces

of the Waring Blendor resulted in the liberation of 75 per cent of

the radioactive sulfur but only 1 5 per cent of the phosphorus into

the medium, the remaining radioactivity staying with the bac-

teria. The treatment did not interfere with the infective proc-

ess ; the cells remained capable of yielding phage progeny. The
radioactive sulfur-labeled substance which was shaken loose by

the Waring Blendor was precipitable by antiphage serum and

could be readsorbed to sensitive bacteria, that is, it had the

biological specificity of the phage particle. The reasonable con-

clusion is that the sulfur-containing proteins of the infecting

bacteriophage particles remain on the host cell surface from

which they can subsequently be shaken loose, while the nucleic

acid of the phage particle penetrates into the host cell. The ex-

periment completely alters the problem of phage penetration

since it is evident that the intact phage particle does not pene-

trate and only certain parts of the particle participate in phage re-

production. These parts may well gain entrance by some en-

zymatic damage to the host cell membrane produced by viral

enzymes, or by viral stimulation of host cell enzymes. Evidence

for enzymatic activity on host cell materials is particularly good
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for the influenza group of animal viruses (Hirst, 1948), for

phages T2 and T4 (Barrington and KozlofT, 1956; Koch and

Weidel, 1956b), and for a Klebsiella phage (Adams and Park,

1956). This topic is discussed in Chapter XI.

4. Multiplication

Of the basic mechanisms of intracellular phage multiplication

very little is known. As usual where knowledge is meagre,

hypothesis is rampant. We will not consider hypotheses but

merely describe briefly those events that are known to occur dur-

ing multiplication of phages related to T2.

One type of information is obtained from the survival curves of

infected bacteria as a function of dosage of ultraviolet or X-ray

irradiation (Luria and Latarjet, 1947). The plaque-forming

ability of infected bacteria is as susceptible to ultraviolet inac-

tivation immediately after adsorption as is that of unadsorbed

phage. However, within a few minutes after adsorption the

infected bacteria become far more resistant to inactivation than

they were earlier. It is probable that this marked increase in re-

sistance is correlated with the first replication of the phage nucleic

acid in the interior of the host cell. The inactivation curves re-

main exponential until nearly half way through the latent period

and then rapidly become multiple hit curves. Apparently there

are few potential virus particles in the cell for the first half of the

latent period, but then the mean number of potential virus

particles per infected host cell rapidly increases. During the

initial quiescent period the cytological appearance of the infected

bacterium changes markedly, the "nuclear bodies" disintegrate,

and the chromatin appears to migrate to the cell periphery.

About the middle of the latent period the cell begins to fill with

granular chromatin (Luria and Human, 1950).

Chemical studies of infected bacteria during the latent period

have also been of interest. Following phage adsorption cell

division stops. The synthesis of certain adaptive enzymes is in-

hibited but energy metabolism as judged by respiration con-
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tinues (Cohen, 1949). Synthesis of ribose nucleic acid almost

stops but protein synthesis continues. The synthesis of bacterial

deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) stops but after a short lag the

synthesis of phage DNA begins. The synthesis of phage protein

and DNA then continues until bacterial lysis occurs (Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954).

A third approach to a knowledge of intracellular multiplica-

tion consists in stopping virus synthesis by chilling or by meta-

bolic poisons such as cyanide at appropriate intervals in the latent

period. The infected cells are then lysed by secondary means

such as a second phage or sonic vibrations and the lysates are

assayed to determine the mean number of mature phage par-

ticles present per infected host cell. By such means it has been

found that no mature, infectious phage particles are present

intracellularly until half-way through the latent period. Then
the number of mature phage particles increases as a linear func-

tion of time until shortly before lysis (Doermann, 1952).

In such circumstances it is useful to distinguish between two

kinds of phage particles, mature or infective particles and im-

mature, noninfective, vegetative particles. The mature phage

particle is the typical extracellular stage which is assayed by its

plaque forming ability. The immature or vegetative phage

particle is the intracellular stage, undergoing multiplication,

potentially capable of producing mature phage particles but not

detectable by the plaque count method because it is noninfec-

tious.

The following picture of phage multiplication emerges from

these observations:

7. The phage particle adsorbs to the host cell surface.

2. Certain reproductively essential components of the phage

penetrate to the cell interior, expendable portions being dis-

carded at the ceil surface. The phage particle thus changes from

the mature to the vegetative condition.

3. The host cell stops dividing, certain synthetic reactions

stop, and extensive cytological changes occur.

4\. Synthesis of phage protein and phage DNA start, and the
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irradiation inactivation curves become multiple hit, indicating

that phage multiplication has started.

5. At about the mid-point of the latent period, conversion of

vegetative phage particles into mature phage begins and the

number of infective particles found per cell increases until host

cell lysis occurs.

It should be noted that this picture applies specifically to T2
and related coliphages. The details of the reproductive cycle

may be quite different for other phages. Much additional in-

formation about the reproduction of bacteriophages has been

obtained from nutritional studies, tracer experiments, and genetic

analysis, which will be reported later in appropriate chapters.

5. Lysis of Host Cell and Release of Phage Progeny

Of the last stage in the infectious process, lysis of the host cell,

almost nothing is known. Lysis is not dependent on the ac-

cumulation of mature phage particles because lysis will occur

even when phage multiplication is interrupted by chemicals such

as cyanide (Cohen, 1949) or proflavine (Foster, 1948). No
general method of temporarily interrupting the lytic process is

known except chilling, which slows down all enzymatic reactions.

Many chemical agents will interfere with phage growth but the

application of such agents soon leads to irreversible changes and

failure of lysis.

The latent period of growth of certain phages can be greatly

prolonged by the phenomenon of "lysis inhibition" (Doermann,

1948a) but the mechanism of this is not understood. Lysis may
be induced before the end of the latent period by "lysis from

without" by massive doses of phage (Delbriick, 1940b), by sonic

vibration (Anderson and Doermann, 1 952a), or in certain cases by

enzymes such as lysozyme (Lwoff, Siminovitch, and Kjeld-

gaard, 1950). Towards the end of the normal latent period the

infected bacteria become increasingly fragile and some, lysis will

result from laboratory manipulations such as pipetting (Levin-

thai and Visconti, 1953). This pre-burst fragility of the bac-

terial membranes has led to the erroneous conclusion from the
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examination of electronmicrographs that the bacterial cell wall

ruptures before the end of the latent period and that the phage

particles then mature in the extruded cell sap (Wyckoff, 1 949a)

.

Lysis of the host cell accompanied by release of virus particles

is readily demonstrated by direct observation in the dark field

microscope. The bacteria can be observed to disintegrate at a

time corresponding to the end of the latent period. At the

moment of disappearance of each bacterium a cloud of scintil-

lating particles is released in numerical agreement with the

known burst size (d'Herelle, 1926; Merling-Eisenberg, 1938;

Pijper, 1945). Release of phage particles is coincident with

lysis of the host cell also in lysogenic bacteria, as demonstrated by

micromanipulation techniques (LwofT and Gutmann, 1950).

6. Lysis in Fluid Media

We have described the sequence of ev^ents when a few phage

particles are added to a growing culture of susceptible bacteria.

The phage particles adsorb and in due course the infected

bacteria lyse liberating the phage progeny. These then adsorb

to unlysed bacteria initiating a second cycle of infection. The
infectious cycles follow one another, the phage population in-

creasing in each cycle by a factor equal to the burst size, until

all susceptible bacteria have lysed. The final phage population

is usually of the order of ten to several hundred times the maxi-

mum bacterial population achieved. The theoretical phage

yield would be the bacterial population multiplied by the aver-

age burst size. The actual yield is often less because some of the

liberated phage is lost by readsorption to yet unlysed bacteria or

to bacterial fragments. The over-all time required for lysis

depends principally on the latent period and the number of

phage particles inoculated, and to a lesser extent on the ad-

sorption rate and the bacterial concentration.

If the entire bacterial population is susceptible to the phage,

the culture after lysing will remain clear indefinitely. However,

if the culture contains a few phage-resistant variants, the lysed

culture will on further incubation become turbid again due to
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multiplication of the variant cells. The mutant bacterial

population will be resistant to most of the phage particles, but it

not infrequently happens that a large phage population contains

a few variant phage particles with an extended host range,

capable of attacking the phage resistant bacteria. These

host range mutant phage particles will multiply at the expense of

the mutant bacterial population and may cause a second clearing

of the culture. The second lytic episode may be followed by a

third turbidity if the bacterium has produced a mutant which is

resistant to the host range mutant of the phage. Bacterial and

phage mutations will be discussed in more detail in later chapters.

The physiological state of the bacterial population is another

important factor in the lysis of fluid cultures. The latent period

is minimal and the burst size largest when the bacteria are grow-

ing in the logarithmic phase in a nutritionally adequate me-

dium. If the bacterial population has passed from the logarith-

mic growth phase into the stationary phase, the cells become

poor hosts for phage growth, and lysis becomes very slow or may
not occur (Delbriick, 1940b).

7. Lysis on Solid Media

If 10^ bacteria are spread on the surface of an agar plate, and

then incubated, they will grow as a multitude of minute colonies

which soon become confluent giving a uniform film or "lawn" of

bacterial growth. The bacteria will continue to grow until ex-

haustion of nutrients or accumulation of toxic products inter-

feres. If a single phage particle is placed on the plate early in

the growth of the bacterial film, it will adsorb to a bacterium

and initiate an infectious cycle. The phage progeny remain

localized at the site of lysis, and gradually radiate from this site

by a slow diffusion through the agar. In this process neighbor-

ing bacteria will be attacked and lysed, increasing the phage

population further. Eventually the zone of lysis may become
large enough in area to be readily visible to the naked eye as a

circular zone devoid of bacteria. These cleared areas were ob-

served by d'Herelle who called them "taches vierges" (virgin
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spots), or "plages" (beaches). In German they are called

"Locher" (holes), and in English "plaques" or "clearings."

The plaque size and morphology are characteristic features for

a particular phage-bacterium combination, and may vary for

different phages grown on the same bacterial host or for the same
phage grown on different bacterial hosts. Also the plaque size

and morphology may change as a result of a single step mutation

on the part of the phage.

The plaque size increases during incubation of the inoculated

plate, usually reaching a maximum after 8 to 12 hours, although

there is sometimes a further slow increase in size on longer in-

cubation. Plaque development does not continue indefinitely

because it is dependent on active growth of the host bacteria.

When bacterial growth slows because of exhaustion of nutrients,

the lysis of infected bacteria is interfered with and the burst size

is markedly reduced.

Another factor affecting size of plaques is the size of the in-

dividual virus particle. Elford and Andrewes (1932), who
measured the particle size of a number of strains of bacteriophage

by filtration through collodion membranes, noted that there was

a rough inverse relationship between particle size and plaque

size. They suggested that a small particle diffuses more rapidly

than a large particle and consequently that, during the limited

time available for plaque development, a population of small

particles will radiate farther from a common center than will a

population of large particles. In spite of the fact that this is a

valid generalization and that its physical basis is readily under-

stood it has been repeatedly criticized and does not invariably

hold (Felix, 1953). In fact, plaque size may be limited by
many factors other than diffusion. Such factors are the burst

size, latent period, and adsorption rate. The meaning of the

general correlation between plaque size and phage particle

size may be questioned because there is also a tendency for small

particle phages to have short latent periods.

The role of adsorption in affecting size of plaques has been

n6ted several times. If a phage particle does not adsorb to a
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bacterium to initiate the first infectious cycle until late in the de-

velopment of the bacterial lawn the result will obviously be a

small plaque or perhaps no visible plaque. It is typical of

slowly adsorbing phage-bacterium systems that a single plate

will show great diversity of plaque sizes, those particles ad-

sorbing early producing much larger plaques than those ad-

sorbing late (Wahl and Blum-Emerique, 1952a; Sagik, 1954).

That this is the correct explanation can be demonstrated by

adsorbing the phage particles to bacteria in fluid medium, in-

activating or removing the unadsorbed phage, and then plating

the infected bacteria. This results in a much greater uniformity

of plaque size than when free phage is plated because all plaques

start to develop at about the same time.

Since the diflfusion rate is often a limiting factor, anything

that interferes with diffusion will reduce the plaque size. The
concentration of agar in the plating medium is irriportant for this

reason, a more dilute agar permitting development of larger

plaques. The agar layer method of Gratia (1936c) using a

diluted agar in the upper layer is a useful means for increasing

plaque size over that obtained by the classical spreading tech-

nique.

Another factor which may affect plaque size and morphology

is the genetic constitution of the phage particle. Phage T2r"''

when plated on strain B of £". coli produces a small, fuzzy plaque.

Phage T2r, derived from T2r''" by mutation, gives a larger

plaque with a sharp outline. The difference is due to the

phenomenon of "lysis inhibition" (Doermann, 1948a) caused by

superinfection with phage during the latent period. These

plaque type mutants have been of great value in the study of

bacteriophage genetics (Chapter XVIII).

The clearness or opacity of the plaque is a characteristic

feature of the phage-host pair. If the bacterial culture is com-

pletely susceptible, containing no resistant bacteria, the resultant

plaques will be clear. If a small proportion of resistant bacteria

is present the plaques will be clouded by scattered minute

colonies. If large numbers of resistant bacteria are present the
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plaques will be turbid and may be completely overgrown and in-

visible on longer incubation. This may also occur if the phage

particles are able to convert a considerable proportion of the

sensitive bacteria into the lysogenic condition.

In certain cases plaque development is accompanied by the

release of a soluble lytic enzyme of much smaller particle size

than the phage and which produces a spreading halo of lysis

around the plaque. This lytic substance does not reproduce

itself and in certain cases is a capsule hydrolyzing enzyme
(Humphries, 1948; Adams and Park, 1956). It will diffuse

across bacteria-free areas on the agar to alter the appearance of

bacteria that are beyond reach of the more slowly diffusing phage

particles (Sertic, 1929a).

An additional morphological peculiarity of certain plaques

should be noted. One sometimes observes on large plaques,

which are turbid because of the growth of resistant bacteria,

small subsidiary plaques developing on the secondary turbidity.

These small plaques are due to host range mutants which are

produced during phage growth in the parent plaque. These

secondary plaques are quite analogous to papillae on bacterial

colonies, and are illustrated by Wahl and Blum-Emerique

(1952a).

The importance of plaques in phage research is two-fold.

They furnish a highly accurate and reproducible assay method
for counting the number of viable phage particles present in a

given sample of phage preparation, and they furnish most of the

characters by which hereditary variation in phages is studied.





CHAPTER III

ENUMERATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE
PARTICLES

Quantitative work with bacteriophages depends on simple

and accurate means of counting the particles. It is essential to

be able to determine relative numbers of phage particles in

different samples with precision and it is often important to be

able to measure the absolute number of particles.

Three principal assay methods have been used: (7) plaque

counts on nutrient agar plates seeded with phage-susceptible

bacteria, (2) dilution end-points using lysis of fluid bacterial

cultures as an indicator for presence of phage, and (3) measure-

ments of the length of time required for lysis of a standard fluid

bacterial culture.

1. Plaque Counts

Only the first method mentioned is generally useful. The
method was originally described by d'Herelle in 1917. An ap-

propriate dilution of a phage preparation is mixed with a con-

centrated suspension of susceptible bacteria and an aliquot of

the mixture is spread on the surface of an agar plate. On in-

cubation the bacteria grow as a film, spotted with circular clear

areas or plaques produced by the lytic action of the bacterio-

phage. D'Herelle found that large amounts of phage could be

recovered from the plaques, but that none was present in the

unlysed areas of the plate. Since the number of plaques ob-

tained was directly proportional to the amount of phage prepara-

tion spread on the plate, the plaques could be understood as

phage colonies containing the descendents of single phage

particles. It does not follow, however, that every phage particle

27
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will produce a plaque. Although the plaque count is a good

relative assay method, it will not give the absolute number of

phage particles present in the inoculum.

If the same phage preparation is assayed under different en-

vironmental conditions it is immediately obvious that the plaque

count has no absolute significance. A change in salt concentra-

tion can change the assay of coliphage T2 1,000-fold, while omis-

sion of tryptophan can reduce the plaque count of certain

strains of phage T4 by a factor of 10"*. Assaying the same phage

preparation on a series of different susceptible bacterial strains

will often result in a different assay value with each host. Such

observations led to the concept of efficiency of plating (Ellis and

Delbruck, 1939).

The relative efficiency of plating (EOP) can be defined as the

plaque count obtained under a given set of conditions relative

to the plaque count under standard conditions; for instance,

the EOP of phage T2 on E. coli strain B/6 is 0.8 of that on strain

B. For such comparative purposes it is reasonable to use as

standard those conditions that are found to give the highest

plaque count. However, it is unwise to assume that such

standard conditions enable one to count all the potentially in-

fective phage particles present in the inoculum.

The absolute efficiency of plating may be defined as the plaque

count relative to the total number of phage particles present in

the sample. At present there are few practicable methods for

determining the absolute efficiency of plating. One method

compares the plaque count obtained per unit volume of phage

preparation with an electron microscopic count. Luria, Wil-

liams, and Backus (1951) made measurements of this kind.

The phage was suspended in a solution containing a known con-

centration of polystyrene latex particles, and the mixture was

sprayed upon specimen screens for electron microscopy. All

morphologically characteristic phage particles and all latex

particles were counted in a number of fully visible droplet pat-

terns. The latex particle count was used to determine the total

volume of counted droplets, and the phage particle count then
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gave the phage concentration within the sampHng errors of the

two counts. The electron microscopic count was then compared

with the plaque count obtained per unit volume of mixture.

Such comparisons were made with a number of preparations of

phages T2, T4, and T6. The ratio of plaque-forming units to

visible particles varied from 0.4 to 1 .4, falling below unity for 8

preparations and rising above for 3. These results indicate that

the assay methods for T2, T4, and T6 have an absolute EOP
greater than 0.5. The low EOP for most of the preparations

probably indicates that they contained noninfective particles.

A mechanism of origin of noninfective particles of phage T2
has been identified by Sagik (1954), and it is likely that similar

principles apply to other phages.

A considerably less accurate way of measuring the absolute

EOP involves determinations of the weight of the infective

particle by two independent methods. For phage T2 the dry

weight per infectious unit in purified preparations (Herriott

and Barlow, 1952) is about twice the weight of a single particle

as measured by hydrodynamic methods (Taylor, Epstein, and

Lauffer, 1955). The correspondence indicates an absolute EOP
of about 0.5 and also shows that the phage preparations are not

grossly impure.

A modification of d'Herelle's plaque counting method, called

the agar layer method, is almost universally used by phage workers.

This method was invented by Gratia (1936c) and independently

by Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner (1943a). About

2 ml. of melted 0.6 per cent agar is cooled to 45 ° C. and inocu-

lated with a drop of a concentrated suspension of the host

bacterium. A measured volume of phage suspension is then

added and the entire mixture poured over the surface of a

hardened layer of nutrient agar. After the upper agar layer has

solidified the plate is incubated. The bacteria grow as a multi-

tude of tiny colonies within the soft agar layer, fed by the layer

underneath, forming an opaque background against which

plaques are easily seen. Advantages of the agar layer method

are: (7) phage samples up to 1 ml. in volume can be plated per
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petri dish; (2) the time required for plating each sample is less

than 30 seconds; (3) the plaque size is larger than that given by

the spreading method ; and (4) the efficiency of plating is often

higher. The agar layer method has permitted accurate kinetic

study of reactions that were too rapid to be followed by other

methods of phage assay, and has been indispensable in genetic

studies relying on recognition of different types of plaque.

2. Dilution End-Points

The dilution end-point method consists in finding the smallest

amount of the phage preparation that will bring about lysis of a

growing culture of susceptible bacteria. Subject to the assump-

tion that one phage particle will cause lysis, this method measures

the number of particles. However, if the adsorption is poor or

phage multiplication slow, lysis may occur only when a consider-

able number of phage particles are inoculated, and so the phage

population will be grossly underestimated. In such cases the

estimate can be improved by testing for presence of phage in all

tubes in which lysis failed.

This method can be made quite precise by multiplying the

number of tubes tested at the limiting dilution. The phage

preparation is diluted to the point where each sample should

contain about one phage particle. Then 50 young cultures of

the host bacterium are each inoculated with a sample of the

diluted phage preparation and incubated. Each tube is then

checked for lysis or for presence of phage. If the test for infec-

tive particles is reliable, the proportion of cultures in which

phage multiplication did not occur will be equal to e~", from

which n, the mean number of infective particles per sample, can

be computed. The measurement fails unless roughly half but

not more of the tubes tested prove to contain phage, which means

that the method is too laborious for routine assays. It is in-

dispensable, however, in certain types of experiment, and the

student of phage should be familiar with the Poisson distribu-

tion, of which the computation mentioned is an application.

The accuracy of experimental results obtained by this method
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can be computed (Haldane, 1939). Phage assays by this method

should check closely with assays by the agar layer method if both

media are optimal for phage multiplication. This is one way
of defining the relative efficiency of plating.

3. Measurement of Lysis Time

A kinetic method of phage assay was developed by Krueger

(1930), for use with rapidly lysing phages, which gives precise

and reproducible results within certain limits. The procedure

is to add appropriate dilutions of phage to tubes containing

standard suspensions of actively growing host cells, and to de-

termine the length of time required for lysis to reduce the bac-

terial turbidity to an arbitrary end-point. The time of lysis is

inversely proportional to the logarithm of the initial phage con-

centration over a considerable range. A standard phage prep-

aration is assayed in parallel with the unknown and the activity

of the unknown is expressed in terms of an arbitrary unitage de-

fined for the standard. One defect of the method is that it does

not give the assay in terms of infectious phage particles but only

in amounts relative to the standard. This defect could be reme-

died by determining the content of infective particles in the stand-

ard phage preparation by one of the methods discussed above.

Another defect is that the method is applicable only to free phage

particles. A suspension of phage after adsorption to host cells

will assay higher than the same amount of free phage because the

time required for adsorption is not included in the observed

lysis time for the adsorbed phage but is included in the case of

the standard phage suspension. Therefore the application of

the kinetic assay method to the study of phage adsorption

(Krueger, 1931) and intracellular multiplication (Krueger and
Northrop, 1930) has led to erroneous interpretations of the data.

The method has been applied successfully to the assay of phages

for anaerobic bacteria when for technical reasons the plaque

count method did not giv^e satisfactory results (Gold and Wat-
son, 1950). The method may well have other applications and
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should be considered whenever plating methods are unsatis-

factory.

One or another of these assay methods should suffice for most

purposes. A few other methods have been used for special pur-

poses. The use of the electron microscope to determine the total

number of morphologically typical phage particles in a known
volume of suspension has been mentioned above. A method that

involves the ability of phage particles to kill the host cell on

adsorption is particularly suitable to the assay of phage inac-

tivated by ultraviolet light. On adsorption the phage particles

are distributed over the host cell population in accordance with

the Poisson distribution. The viable bacterial population is

accurately determined before and after phage adsorption. The
proportion of the bacterial population that survives is equal to

^~" where n is the mean number of lethal particles adsorbed per

bacterium. Then n times the initial number of bacteria per

unit volume gives the number of phage particles, per unit volume,

adsorbed and capable of killing. Conditions should be such

that most of the phage particles present are adsorbed to bacteria

and the value of n should be greater than one (Luria and

Dulbecco, 1949).

4. Intracellular Phage

Mature phage particles present in yet unlysed bacteria present

a special assay problem. An infected bacterium if plated be-

fore bursting will form only a single plaque regardless of how
many mature phage particles it may produce. However, the

number of mature phage particles present in the bacterium at

any time during the latent period may be determined by inter-

rupting phage development by chilling or by chemical agents,

and liberating the mature phage by breaking open the infected

bacteria by biological, enzymatic, or physical means (Doermann,

1952; Anderson and l])oermann, 1952a). The average number
of mature phage particles per bacterium liberated by premature

lysis may then be determined by plaque counting methods.

A peculiar biochemical feature of phage T2 and its relatives
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has been exploited for the analysis of vegetative phage within

infected bacteria. The nucleic acid of this serological group of

phages contains the unique base hydroxymethylcytosine (Wyatt

and Cohen, 1953). This base may be readily distinguished

from the other bases present in bacterial or phage nucleic acids

by paper chromatography of acid hydrolyzates of the nucleic acid

fraction, and may be determined quantitatively. It is there-

fore possible to distinguish the DNA of phage T2 from host cell

DNA and to determine quantitatively the total amount of

phage DNA present per infected cell. The amount of mature

phage DNA per cell can be calculated from plaque counts on

prematurely lysed infected bacteria. The amount of phage

DNA present as vegetative phage in the infected bacteria can be

calculated by subtracting the mature phage DNA from the total

phage DNA. This method has been used by Hershcy, Dixon,

and Chase (1953) to study the intracellular multiplication of

phage T2.

Another method for assay of intracellular phage substances is

based on the high specificity of phage antigens. The antibody

that neutralizes phage infectivity reacts with a protein situated

on the phage tail but fails to react with any substances present

in uninfected bacteria. The relative amount of neutralizing

antibody present in a sample of serum can be accurately deter-

mined (see Chapter VIII). Phage tail antigen will combine

with phage neutralizing antibodies and so decrease the neutraliz-

ing ability of the serum. This "serum-blocking power" of

phage antigens can be calibrated in terms of phage particle

equivalents and used as a measure of the total amount of phage
tail antigen present in infected bacteria when they are prema-

turely lysed at various times during the latent period. The
amount of phage tail antigen already included in mature phage
particles can be calculated from the mean number of mature

phage particles present and the known antigen content per

phage particle. The difference between the content of total tail

antigen and mature phage tail antigen gives the phage tail

antigen not yet built into mature phage at the time of prema-
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ture lysis (DeMars, 1955). Similar techniques have been used

to determine the amount of phage-specific complement-fixing

antigen present at various times in the latent period (Y. T.

Lanni, 1954).

It is evident that the speed and accuracy of assay methods for

extracellular and intracellular mature phage and for various

phage components have been major factors in the very rapid

increase in knowledge of phage reproduction. The introduc-

tion of plaque counting methods into the field of animal virology

by Dulbecco (1952c) is permitting a parallel development in this

field.



CHAPTER IV

SIZE AND MORPHOLOGY OF
BACTERIOPHAGES

The presence of phage particles inside the infected bacterial

cell and the release of these particles on bursting of the cell were

seen in the dark field microscope by d'Herelle (1926) and

photographed by Merling-Eisenberg (1938). The agglutination

of phage particles by antiphage serum was photographed in the

ultraviolet microscope by Barnard (Burnet, 1933c). Although

there is no difficulty in seeing light scattered by the larger phages

under these conditions, they are not resolved by light micro-

scopes. Consequently our knowledge of the morphology of the

particles begins with their examination under the electron

microscope.

1. Electron Microscopy of Bacteriophage Particles

The electron microscope was first applied to the study of

phages by Ruska (1940) and Pfankuch and Kausche (1940). It

was soon clear that the particles are striking and characteristic in

shape (Ruska, 1943; Luria, Delbriick, and Anderson, 1943).

Most of the phages examined resemble tadpoles, with long tails

attached to spherical, cylindrical, or polyhedral heads. Some
phages at first thought to be tailless spheres revealed on closer

examination polyhedral shapes and a rudimentary tail (Wil-

liams and Fraser, 1953). In numerous instances the tail proves

to be a specialized organ for attachment to bacteria ; very likely

all phages possess such an organ (T. F. Anderson, 1953). Mi-

crographs of several phages are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3

and the frontispiece of this book.

35
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TABLE I

Phage Morphology in Electron Microscope

Subject Reference

Book on Electron Microscopy

Review on Bacteriophages

Coli phage Tl

Coli phage T2
Coli phage T4
Coli phage T6
Coh phage CI 6

Coli phage T7
Coli phage T5
Salmonella puUorum phage

Erwinia carotovora phage

Streptococcus lactis phage

Streptomyces griseus phage

Bacillus megaterium phage

Streptococcus lactis phage

Corynebacterium diphtheriae

phage

Mycobacterium smegmatis

phage

Streptococcus lactis phage

Bacillus subtilis phage

Salmonella paratyphoid B

phage

Staphylococcus phage

(Twort)

Staphylococcus phage K
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

phage

Many phages

Wyckoff (1949b)

Ruska (1943)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Giuntini, Lepine, NicoUe, and Croissant (1947)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Williams and Eraser (1953)

Baylor, Severens, and Clark (1944)

Chapman, Hillier, and Johnson (1951)

Cherry and Watson (1949)

Koerber, Greenspan, and Langlykke (1950)

McLauchlan, Clark, and Boswell (1947)

Parmelee, Carr, and Nelson (1949)

Toshach, S. (1950)

Whittaker (1950)

Williamson and Bertaud (1951)

Giuntini, Lepine, Nicolle, and Croissant (1947)

Giuntini, Lepine, Nicolle, and Croissant (1947)

Giuntini, Lepine, Nicolle, and Croissant (1947)

Hotchin (1954)

Schultz, Thomassen, and Marton (1948)

Terada (1956)

Although many phages have now been examined (Table I), it

is unfortunate that no morphological comparison has been made
of a large group of phages classified also by other means. From
the study of a small group, it appears that morphological fea-

tures will aid in classification of phages much as they do in classi-

fication of other organisms (Delbriick, 1946b).
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Microscopic measurement of size of virus particles is com-

plicated by shrinkage and distortion on drying, increase of size

by shadowing with metals, and difficulties in calibration. These

difficulties have been minimized in various ways (Anderson,

1951 ; Williams, 1953). Some very careful measurements have

been published by Williams and Fraser (1953). Estimates of

Figure 1. Phages of diverse morphology. Left, phage 1'3, unpurified

lysate. X 46,000. UnpubHshed. Right, two phages carried by a lysogenic

strain of Bacillus cereus (Kellenberger and Kellenberger, 1952). Unpurified

lysate, X 40,000. Unpublished.

particle size of several bacteriophages by electron microscopy

and other methods are given in Table II.

Further information about the structure of several phages has

been obtained by degradation of the particles in various ways.

Coliphage T2 and its relatives, and the staphylococcal phage K,

are subject to osmotic shock (Anderson, 1949; Hotchin, 1954).

To observe this, the phages are suspended in concentrated solu-

tions of sodium chloride and, a few minutes later, water is

dumped in. The phage particles lose their characteristic in-

fectivity. Microscopic examination now reveals empty, but

more or less intact, phage ghosts. Herriott (1951a) showed that

the ghosts, after treatment with deoxyribonuclease, contained
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most of the phage proteins and retained abihty to adsorb to and

kill bacteria. The phage nucleic acid presumably escapes

through cracks in the phage head and may be seen in electron

micrographs as long filaments about 20 A in thickness (Williams,

1953). These phage particles consist, therefore, of a nucleic acid

core surrounded by a membrane responsible for the overall

Figure 2. Phage T2 seen inside bacteria infected 40 minutes earlier. UJ-

trathin sections prepared as described by Kellenberger, Ryter, and Schwab

(1956). X 32,400. Unpublished.

shape of the particle (T. F. Anderson, Rappaport, and Musca-

tine, 1953). T5, as shown in a somewhat diff'erent manner, is

similarly constructed (Lark and Adams, 1953).

Some additional features of the tail structure of phages T2
and T4 have been resolved in considerable detail. Kellenberger

and Arber (1955) observed stepwise changes in the morphology
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of these phages during the action of oxidizing agents (Figure 3)

.

WilUams and Fraser (1956) described degradation products

produced by freezing and thawing. Both groups reached es-

sentially similar conclusions about the structure of the phage

tail, which may be described as follows. The tail is composed

of a rigid central core or pin running the full length, and an

outer tubular sheath. The sheath itself is composed of two

Figure 3. Left, phage T2, purified prepai ales. X31,-

500. Unpublished. Right, T2 particles treated with hydrogen peroxide

showing alteration of tail structure. X 32,500. Reproduced from E. Kellen-

berger and W. Arber, 1955, Z. Naturforsch., 10b, 698, with permission.

parts. The half proximal to the head of the particle retains its

integrity under the influences mentioned, and is occasionally

obtained in detached form, when its hollow structure becomes

evident. The distal half of the tail sheath is readily removed,

and yields long slender fibrils, probably four per phage particle,

in the process. These fibrils may be coiled about the tail pin,

or may already exist partly as free ends, in the natural state.

The central pin often shows a knob at one end, to which remnants

of fibrils may or may not be adhering. Isolated pins were ob-
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served earlier in unpurified lysates by Herriott and Barlow

(1952). Avery similar structure for the tail of the staphylococ-

cus phage K had been surmised by Hotchin (1954). The func-

tional significance of this structure is discussed by Williams and

Fraser (1956).

Discontinuity of internal structure of the phage head is notice-

able in certain types of preparation (Luria, Delbruck, and

Anderson, 1943; Terada, 1956). Unlike the tail structure de-

scribed above, which undoubtedly reflects functional differentia-

tion, the appearance of the head contents may depend on acci-

dents of drying (T. F. Anderson, Rappaport, and Muscatine,

1953).

2. Ultrafiltration

Some of the earliest attempts to measure the size of phage

particles sought to determine the largest pore diameter of col-

lodion membranes through which the particles could not pass.

The method was chiefly developed by Elford, whose review (El-

ford, 1938) is the source of the information given here. The

method is based on the following principles.

A series of graded collodion membranes can be prepared by

systematically varying the solvent mixture from which the mem-
brane is precipitated. Measurements of the rate of flow of water

through such membranes yield, with the aid of hydrodynamic

theory, a nominal average pore diameter. Finally, an empirical

factor, arrived at by testing substances of known particle size,

relates the average pore diameter of the membrane to the size of

particles it will hold back. This factor presumably corrects for

heterogeneity of pore size, adsorption, electrostatic effects, and

other imponderables. (Adsorption is minimized by suspending

the phage in peptone solutions.) Elford multiplied the hydro-

dynamic pore diameter of the coarsest membrane that would

fail to pass phage by factors varying between 0.33 and 0.50, de-

pending on the membrane, to obtain the diameter of the phage

particle. The sizes he determined have proved to be somewhat

too small. Approximately correct diameters are obtained from
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Elford's data by increasing his empirical factor to 0.83 (Lea,

1946). Nevertheless, Elford's data were for a long time the

best information available as to size and diversity of size of dif-

ferent phages. The relative sizes he determined were remark-

ably exact. This is shown in Table II, which lists Lea's correc-

tions to Elford's estimates.

The method is still useful. Now that a number of phages of

known size are available, it should be possible to estimate the

comparative size of an unknown phage with considerable pre-

cision. The usefulness of the method is all the greater since it

does not require the phage to be purified or concentrated. For

some of the smaller phages, not yet identifiable in the electron

microscope, probably no better method is available.

Ultrafiltration is also useful for concentrating and purifying

phages (Elford, 1938) and for isolating phage-specific materials

smaller in size than phage particles (Burnet, 1933b; DeMars,

1955).

3. Analytical Centrifugation

Centrifugal measurements of particle size of phages were also

attempted some years ago. Ingenious methods were developed

to follow the sedimentation of infective particles by plaque counts

under conditions in which no sedimentation boundary is es-

tablished. This work is reviewed by Elford (1938). The ap-

plication of the modern optical ultracentrifuge to the study of

phages is described by Hook, Beard, Taylor, Sharp, Beard

(1946), Putnam (1950), and Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer

(1955).

Sizes of some phage particles calculated from sedimentation

constants are given in Table II. These are computed without

correction for water content and departure from spherical

shape, which means that they are underestimates that have, in

fact, no exact meaning. From combined sedimentation and dif-

fusion measurements, the true particle weight can be calculated.

In this way Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer (1955) found the dry

weight of a particle of T2 to be 3.3 X 10"^" grams. Putnam's
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(1950) estimate for T6 is very similar. This corresponds to a

particle diameter of 75 mju, which should be understood as the

diameter of a phage particle dried and compressed to a sphere

of density 1.5. These hydrodynamic measurements of the

particle weight of T2 and T6 are the only satisfactory ones of

their kind for any phage.

Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer (1955) also measured the wet

density of T2 by sedimentation in a sucrose gradient. The
density found, 1.27, calls for a water content of 37.5 per cent, a

natural particle weight of 5.3 X 10"^*^ grams, and a spherical

diameter of 92 m^u. If anything this water content is probably

underestimated, because sucrose may extract water from phage

(Anderson, Rappaport, and Muscatine, 1953).

Phages T2 and T6 exist in two reversibly interconvertible

forms. One, sedimenting and diffusing the more rapidly, pre-

dominates at pH 5, the other at pH 7. According to Taylor,

Epstein, and Lauffer (1955), these probably differ only in shape.

It is possible that these difTerences reflect different states of the

tail fibrils described earlier.

4. Diffusion Constants

Measurements of diffusion coefficients are needed for the

proper interpretation of sedimentation constants, and also lead

directly to an equivalent particle diameter computed on the as-

sumption of spherical shape (Putnam, 1950). Early applica-

tions of diffusion measurements by the porous disk method to

phages (Northrop, 1938; Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner,

1939) yielded erroneous results and improbable theories.

What was measured was not diffusion but flow of solvent

through the disk (Hershey, Kimura, and Bronfenbrenner, 1 947)

.

Poison (1948) measured reasonable diffusion constants of phages

T3 and T4 but Poison and Shcpard (1949) studying the same two

phages again decided that T4 must be self-motile. In all these

attempts, efforts were made to measure diffusion of infective

particles in dilute solutions. None of them proved very suc-

cessful.
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Diffusion of phage T6 across an optically visible boundary was

carefully studied by Goldwasser and Putnam (1951). They
found that the particles diffused like spheres 94 mfx in diameter,

in excellent agreement with physical predictions. Similar re-

sults were obtained by Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer (1955) for

T2.

5. Electrophoresis

The mobility of particles in an electric field yields information

about the sign and density of charges on their surfaces, but does

not permit any estimate of size. Only phage T6 has been stud-

ied in this way (Putnam, 1950). The particles were negatively

charged down to pH 5.2, below which measurements were not

attempted. Only one rather diffuse boundary was observed for

the best preparations. Since reversal of the electric field did not

sharpen the boundary, no evidence for electrophoretic in-

homogeneity was obtained. The relatively slow mobility sug-

gested a protein, rather than a nucleic acid, surface.

6. Ionizing Radiations

Certain radiations such as electrons, protons, deuterons,

neutrons, alpha particles, gamma rays, and X-rays are called

ionizing radiations because in traversing matter they produce ion

pairs by ejecting electrons from atoms. This ionization is

often followed by chemical change, which if it occurs in an es-

sential molecule can result in death of cells and viruses. All

viruses and many single-celled organisms are inactivated by

ionizing radiations as an exponential function of the dose of

radiation. This has been interpreted as indicating that a

single ionization is sufficient to inactivate (Lea, 1 946) . One may
readily determine the dose of radiation which will produce an

average of one lethal event per organism; that is the 37 per cent

survival dose. Since the density and something about the

spatial distribution of ionizations produced by a given dosage
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of various radiations are known, it is possible to calculate from the

37 per cent survival dose the size of the target in which ioniza-

tions must be produced in order that inactivation results. A
description of the target theory and of the methods of calculating

the target size from the 37 per cent survival dose of ionizing

radiations is given by Lea (1946). For small viruses the calcu-

lated target size is within experimental error the same as the

virus size, indicating that a cluster of ionizations anywhere within

the virus particle may be lethal. However for larger viruses the

target size has been found to be smaller than the size of the virus

particle. The larger viruses are heterogeneous in sensitivity

containing considerable amounts of material that is relatively

insensitive to irradiation. The target size will be a minimum
estimate of the virus particle size. When the target size is de-

termined using two different kinds of radiation such as X-rays

and alpha particles, the results are usually in good agreement in

the case of small viruses. However with larger viruses the target

size determined from alpha particle data is larger than that

calculated from X-ray data. This has been taken to mean that

with the larger viruses the target is not a uniformly sensitive

sphere as assumed in the theory but is structurally complex.

That the particles of the larger viruses are structurally complex is

evident from electron micrographs, and the inactivation data

extend this complexity even into that portion of the particle which

is radiation sensitive. Further applications of the target theory

to the study of size and structure of viruses are discussed by Pol-

lard (1953, 1954).

Size of bacteriophages determined with the aid of target

theory are included in Table H for comparison with sizes de-

termined by other methods. These have been derived from

graphs given by Lea (1946) and more recent data. It should be

realized that the theory involves arbitrary assumptions that

render interpretation doubtful (Watson, 1950). In particular

it is assumed that two or more ion pairs are wasted for each

lethal ionization within the phage particle, the number depend-

ing on target size and kind of radiation.
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7. Nonionizing Radiations

Ultraviolet and visible light can also inactivate viruses. How-
ever, the mechanism of inactivation is quite different from that

of ionizing radiations. In the case of the relatively low energy

ultraviolet and visible radiations, entire quanta of radiation are

absorbed by specific chemical structures. Under suitable con-

ditions the energy absorbed may be enough to break chemical

bonds and inactivate viruses. Since the energy is absorbed only

by certain structures, the rate of killing gives no information

about the size of the virus particle. It was thought at one time

that there was an inverse relationship between sensitivity to

ultraviolet light and virus particle size. However, lambda, the

phage carried by the lysogenic strain K12 of £". coli, is 13 times

more resistant to ultraviolet radiation than is coliphage T5,

which is about the same size (Weigle and Delbriick, 1951).

The various physiological effects of ionizing and nonionizing

radiations will be considered in detail in Chapter VI.

8. Weight of the Infectious Particle

For those phages that have been isolated in highly purified

form, the dry weight of the infectious particle has usually been

determined. If the dry density is known the particle size can be

calculated from the relation

Particle weight = 47rRV3 X density

where R is the radius of a sphere of mass and density equal to

those of the dried phage particle. Sizes calculated in this way
from available data are summarized in Table III, and may be

compared with particle sizes of the same viruses obtained by

other methods and summarized in Table II. As might be

expected particle size estimated in this way is somewhat larger

than the size obtained by other methods. Any impurity in the

phage preparation would increase the dry weight per infective

particle, and any inactivation of phage during purification, or

an efficiency of plating less than unity, would have the same ef-
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TABLE III

Sizes of Phage Particles Estimated from Particle Weights
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able shrinkage on drying. Analytical centrifugation, supple-

mented by measurements of diffusion, hydration, and wet density,

also yields precise information. Weight measurements of puri-

fied preparations, related directly or indirectly to electron-

microscopic counts of particle number, together with independ-

ent estimates of chemical purity, are now feasible.

All the available methods have been applied only to T2. For

this phage the particle "diameter" in m/x is 65 to 95 in electron

micrographs, 75 by sedimentation and diffusion, and 86 to 110

computed from the weights per infective particle, all referring to

dried particles. These estimates are consistent with an equiva-

lent spherical diameter of about 90 irifx and other characteristics

of the natural particles as determined by hydrodynamic methods.

In addition, very simple methods, such as ultrafiltration or

measurements of sensitivity to X-rays or beta rays, suffice to

classify one phage in relation to others. These methods are

available in instances where the other methods fail.



CHAPTER V

EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
AGENTS (EXCEPT RADIATIONS)
ON BACTERIOPHAGE PARTICLES

The commonly studied bacteriophages are extraordinarily

stable under appropriate conditions. The infective titer may
fall at the rate of one per cent per day, or often much less.

Needless to say, the stability depends on many environmental

factors, some of which act differently on different phages. A
knowledge of these factors is of immediate concern to anyone

interested in the concentration, purification, or preservation of

phage.

Phages are generally stable in their own lysates provided these

are free from specific inactivating agents (receptor substances)

derived from the lysed bacteria, and contain suitable electro-

lytes. The absence of general poisons is more or less guaranteed

by the fact that the phage grew in the first place. Purified

phages are generally stable in neutral, buffered solutions, pre-

pared from glass-distilled water, containing 0.1 M sodium

chloride, 0.001 M magnesium chloride, and, if the phage con-

centration is low, a small amount of gelatin. The effects of

receptor substances, if these are not completely removed, can be

minimized by choosing conditions unfavorable for specific

interaction, but these conditions vary greatly from phage to

phage. Low temperatures, of course, favor stability, especially

if other conditions are suboptimal.

In addition to these purely practical considerations, the study

of inactivation of phages under controlled conditions has yielded

important information about the structure and function of

phage particles. Much of the recent systematic work has dealt

49
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with the effects of radiations, which will be considered separately

in Chapter VI. This chapter describes the effects of other

physical and chemical agents on phage particles. Some of the

agents that have been studied tend to be phage-specific in their

action, and can be used as aids to the classification of phage

types (Burnet, 1 933e) . This application is discussed in Chapter

XXII.

1. Effect of pH

Bacteriophages are usually stable over the pH range of 5 to 8.

At low temperatures the range can often be extended to pH 4

and pH 9 or 10. T2 can be precipitated at pH 4 without loss

of infectivity (Herriott and Barlow, 1952). Curves showing

stability as a function of pH are given for purified preparations

of coliphage T2 by Sharp, Hook, Taylor, Beard, and Beard

(1946), of coliphage T6 by Putnam, Kozloff, and Neil (1949),

and of coliphage T7 by Kerby, Gowdy, Dillon, Dillon, Csaky,

Sharp, and Beard (1 949) . Some kinetic data on phages CI 6 and

SI 3 are given by Wahl and Blum-Emerique (1947) over the

pH range between 3 and 8.

2. Urea and Urethane

Both urea and urethane denature proteins and inactivate

enzymes. They also inactivate viruses. Burnet (1933e) in his

studies on the classification of the dysentery-coli phages used

susceptibility to inactivation by concentrated solutions of urea

as a differential characteristic. He found large differences in

rate of inactivation from one strain to another. Sato (1956)

studied the action of urea on phage T4 and observed minimal in-

activating effects at temperatures near 15°. Urea has been

used also to extract nucleic acid from phage T2 (Cohen, 1947a).

The effect of urethane on the thermal inactivation of coliphage

T5 was investigated by Foster, Johnson, and Miller (1949).

The thermal inactivation rate was increased by urethane at all

concentrations above 0.05 M, the first-order velocity constant

increasing as the 2.3 power of the urethane concentration. The
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Arrhenius constant (see Glossary) was somewhat increased by

the presence of urethane. The authors suggest that there may
be more than one urethane-catalyzed reaction involved in phage
inactivation.

3. Detergents

Because of the marked bactericidal effects of soaps and other

detergents, these agents were tested quite early for possible

virucidal effects. Vaccinia virus and influenza virus are rapidly

inactivated by detergents while poliomyelitis virus is resistant.

The earlier literature was reviewed by Stock and Francis (1940)

in connection with studies on the effects of soaps on influenza

virus. These authors found that influenza virus was rapidly

inactivated by oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acid soaps at pH 7.5

without impairment of antigenicity. Burnet and Lush (1940)

tested dodecyl sodium sulfate, sodium deoxycholate, and saponin

on a number of animal viruses and also on phages CI 6, D6,

D44, two salmonella phages and two staphylococcus phages.

All of the phages were resistant to inactivation by the three

detergents although many of the animal viruses were rapidly

inactivated. Klein, Kalter, and Mudd (1945) tested a number
of cationic and anionic detergents on vaccinia virus, phage T2,

a shigella phage, and a staphylococcus phage. Excepting phage

T2 which was resistant to all the detergents tested, all the viruses

were susceptible to inactivation by some of the detergents.

Putnam, Miller, Palm, and Evans (1952) noted that phage T7
but not T6 was rapidly inactivated by the cationic detergent

dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride. However, phage T6 is

inactivated by A//1,000 benzyldodecyldimethylammonium

chloride and less effectively by cetyltrimethylammonium bro-

mide and dodecyl sodium sulfate (Putman, Kozloff, and Neil,

1949).

Certain detergents cause the separation of protein from nu-

cleic acid of tobacco mosiac virus, permitting the reconstitution of

virus particles from the separate components (Fraenkel-Conrat,

1956). Dodecyl sodium sulfate has been used in a similar
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manner for the isolation of nucleic acid from T2 (Mayers and

Spizizen, 1954).

Bacteria are generally more sensitive to detergents than are

bacteriophages, suggesting the use of detergents to rid phage-

containing materials of bacteria (Kalter, Mordaunt, and Chap-

man, 1946). Detergents presumably act by denaturing proteins

and cell membranes. Their properties are summarized in a

symposium (Anson, 1946).

4. Chelating Agents

Chelating agents are chemicals that form undissociated

complexes with metal ions. Lark and Adams (1953) found that

citrate, ethylenediaminetetraacetate and -triphosphate ac-

celerated the inactivation of phage T5 at low salt concentrations.

These substances may act by forming a complex with some

cation bound to the phage particle. Stocks of phage T5 are

heterogeneous with respect to susceptibility to the action of

chelating agents, since inactivation curves are not exponential

with respect to time.

5. Mustard Gas

Mustard gas and nitrogen mustard are of biological interest

not only because they inactivate enzymes and kill viruses and

microorganisms but also because of their mutagenic activity.

Mustard gas was tested on a variety of microorganisms, viruses,

enzymes, and on the pneumococcus transforming principle by

Herriott (1948). Among the test objects were coliphage T2 and

a staphylococcus phage. The phages were inactivated in ac-

cordance with first-order kinetics, the velocity constants being

of the same order of magnitude as those found for microorganisms

but larger than those for enzymes. Luria and Dulbecco (1949)

reported that nitrogen mustard inactivated T2 and T6. An
analysis of the effect of mustards on phages might help to eluci-

date the nature of the so-called radiomimetic action of mustards.

Herriott and Price (1948) found that mustard-killed bacterial
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cells Still retain their ability to serve as hosts for phage multi-

plication, another resemblance to the action of radiations.

6. Alcohols

Cold aqueous solutions of glycerine and ethyl alcohol do not

inactivate most phages, and in fact cold 30 per cent alcohol at

pH 5.4 has been used to precipitate phage T6 as one step in the

concentration and purification of this virus (Putnam, KozlofF,

and Neil, 1949). Undiluted glycerine and ethanol cause rapid

inactivation of phages (d'Herelle, 1926). Bronfenbrenner

(1925) studied the effect of salts on the stability of phages during

alcohol and acetone precipitation and concluded that suitable

mixtures of monovalent and divalent cations were preferable to

pure salts in stabilizing the phage. Wahl and Blum-Emerique

(1949a) used alcohol precipitation to purify phage CI 6, and

Hotchin (1954) used acetone to precipitate phage K.

7. Other Chemicals

The enzyme poisons, cyanide and fluoride, do not damage

phages in concentrations that are lethal to bacteria. Cyanide

has been used to stop phage development without inactivating

phage particles at desired times in the latent period (Doermann,

1952). Thymol and chloroform are bactericidal but do not

inactivate phages. Any of these substances can be used to

preserve phage lysates (Wahl and Blum-Emerique, 1949b;

Fredericq, 1952a, Sechaud and Kellenberger, 1956).

Formaldehyde inactivates bacteriophages, but Schultz and

Gebhardt (1935) reported that formalin inactivated staphylococ-

cus phage could be reactivated by dilution. Labaw, Mosely,

and Wyckoff (1949) noticed a large difference between coliphage

Tl and phages T2 and T4 in susceptibility to inactivation by

formaldehyde.

There are many observations to the effect that mercuric ion

inactivates phages. Krueger and Baldwin (1934) found that the

rate of inactivation of staphylococcus phage K by HgCl2 fol-
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lowed first-order kinetics to 99 per cent inactivation and then

slowed. With 2.8 per cent HgCl2 a phage stock titering 5 X
10^ per ml. could be completely inactivated in a few days.

Treatment of such a stock with hydrogen sulfide followed by

centrifugation resulted in complete reactivation. Essentially

similar results were obtained by Wahl (1939, 1946c) with six

different phages, which differed, however, in rate of inactivation.

Oxidizing agents such as peroxide, halogens, ozone, and

permanganate rapidly inactivate viruses. In contrast mild re-

ducing agents have no harmful effect and Wahl and Blum-

Emerique (1946) have suggested the addition of hydrosulfite to

protect phage preparations from oxidation during storage.

Contrary to general expectation, however, Alper (1954) sug-

gests that phage SI 3 is inactivated by the reducing action of

hydrogen peroxide. In support of this he finds that the in-

activation by peroxide is accelerated by exclusion of oxygen,

that mild oxidizing agents like chlorate and iodate do not in-

activate the phage, and that ascorbic acid does. The question

calls for systematic work.

8. Sonic Vibration

High intensity sonic vibrations imparted to a fluid medium by

a vibrating crystal or diaphragm can denature proteins and

destroy bacteria. They have been used to liberate enzymes

from bacteria by rupture of the bacterial cell walls (Shropshire,

1947). The effect of intense sonic vibration on the seven coli-

phages of the T group and on their common host, strain B of

E. coll, was studied by T. F. Anderson, Boggs, and Winters

(1948) using the Raytheon magneto-striction apparatus oper-

ating at about 9,000 cycles per second. The inactivation fol-

lowed the kinetics of a first order reaction and there was a large

variation in sensitivity among the phage strains tested. The
small particle phages Tl, T3, and T7 were relatively resistant

(99 per cent inactivation in 60 minutes) whereas the large

particle phages T2, T4, T5, and T6 were sensitive (99 per cent

inactivation in about 5 minutes). The host bacteria were
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somewhat more resistant than the large phages but much more

sensitive than the small phages. T. F. Anderson and Doermann
(1952a) applied this information in studies of the intracellular

development of phage T3 (Chapter XI).

Anderson and Doermann (1952b) also tested the effect of

sonic vibration on phage that had been inactivated w^ith anti-

body. Phage T3 was treated with anti-T3 serum to a phage

survival of 10~^. After dilution, treatment of the neutralized

phage with sonic vibrations resulted in a 40-fold increase in

phage titer, presumably due to breaking of the bonds linking

antibody molecules to phage particles.

9. Surface Denaturation

Proteins are rapidly denatured when subjected to the un-

balanced forces existing at gas-liquid or liquid-liquid interfaces,

and physiologically active proteins such as enzymes and toxins

are thus inactivated. The first quantitative study of this

phenomenon with phages was made by Campbell-Renton (1942).

She found that all the phages tested were rather rapidly in-

activated when aqueous solutions were vigorously shaken in air.

In one experiment for which detailed data are given the in-

activation was first order to a survival of less than lO""*, except for

an initial lag of 25 minutes due to the presence of 100 /xg. per ml.

of peptone in the medium. The inactivation could be greatly

retarded by increasing the concentration of peptone, and ac-

celerated by omitting peptone.

The same phenomenon was studied by Adams (1948) with the

seven coliphages of the T group. Surface inactivation occurred

very rapidly in a chemically defined diluent at the gas-liquid

interfaces formed by bubbling or shaking with air or nitrogen.

Under conditions of vigorous shaking the inactivation kinetics

were first order with a low temperature coefficient, as might be

expected of a reaction in which the rate-limiting step is diffusion

of the virus particles into the region of the interface. The re-

action rate was nearly independent of pH over most of the

stability range of the phages but was greatly accelerated near the
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acid and alkaline ends of this range. The first-order velocity

constants differed from one phage type to another, ranging from

0.05 to 1.2 per minute. The velocity constant calculated from

the data of Campbell-Renton is 0.06 per minute.

Surface inactivation can be completely prevented by adding

enough protein to the diluent to saturate the gas-liquid interface

and prevent access of the virus to the surface. For this purpose

10 to 100 ixg. of gelatin per ml. of solution are adequate. Sur-

face inactivation must be considered whenever virus prepa-

rations are diluted in buffer solutions free of protein or peptones,

especially when surface-volume ratios become large. Similar

losses can be expected at solid-liquid interfaces, and call for

similar precautions.

The effect of denaturation at liquid-liquid interfaces has not

been studied systematically. Garen (personal communication)

isolated DNA from phage T2 by shaking aqueous suspensions

with chloroform. Hotchin (1954), on the other hand, reported

no inactivation of phage K on shaking with isobutanol-chloro-

form mixtures; he used this method as a step in purification of

the phage. From what has been said above the effects should

depend very much on total concentration of phage and other

proteins.

10. Heat Inactivation

D'Herelle (1926) noted that several phages were inactivated

by heating at 75 ° C. for 30 minutes, whereas some survived and

some did not after heating at 70 ° C. Observations of this type

led to the notion of a qualitatively defined inactivation tempera-

ture, characteristic for each phage, analogous to the thermal

death point used to report the results of similar tests with bac-

teria. Such qualitative information sufficed for practical

purposes, and led to the use of heat treatment in lieu of filtration

to eliminate bacteria from phage preparations.

Quantitative study of the effects of heating showed that phages

are inactivated in accordance with first-order kinetics. The
temperature coefficient of inactivation is very high, the Ar-
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rhenius constant being of the order of 100 kilocalories (Krueger,

1932). The only known reaction with such a high coefficient

at laboratory temperatures is the heat denaturation of proteins.

Presumably heat inactivation of phages is the result of denatura-

tion of this kind. Some data from the literature on Arrhenius

constants and the temperature range tested are given in Table

IV.

TABLE IV

Arrhenius Constants for Heat Inactivation of Phages
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and Tegarden (1950). In both cases the value below 65° C. is

exceedingly low, 5,000 and 14,000 calories. These low values

are probably due to chemical inactivation of the phages by some

substance in the broth diluent, which becomes inappreciably slow

in comparison with thermal inactivation above 65 ° C. With
these two exceptions, all Arrhenius constants recorded for wet

phage are above 70,000 calories.

The inactivation constants for dry phages listed in Table IV
are difficult to interpret because drying itself inactivates most

phages and subsequent heating may merely continue the drying

process. Phage Tl is exceptionally resistant to drying, however,

and the dried phage is notably resistant to heat. The low Ar-

rhenius constant in this instance may, therefore, reflect the ef-

fect of drying on thermal denaturation. These results suggest

further experiments, as discussed by the authors (Pollard and

Reaume, 1951).

It is obvious that different determinations of the Arrhenius

constant for the same phage do not always agree. A signifi-

cant clue to these discrepancies is found in the paper of Foster,

Johnson, and Miller (1949). These authors failed to obtain a

first-order inactivation rate for phage T5 in broth. However, the

addition of 0.01 A^ MgClg to the broth resulted in typical first-

order curves with a velocity constant about half that found in the

absence of added magnesium salt. The addition of phosphate

accelerated the inactivation. Since broth is not a chemically

defined medium it is not likely to give reproducible results from

one lot to another.

In chemically defined media the heat susceptibility of phages

depends very markedly on the chemical composition of the

medium. Nanavutty (1930) found a coliphage to be inactivated

10 times faster in saline than in broth. Burnet and McKie
(1930) found several phages to be far more susceptible to heat

inactivation in 0.1 N solutions of sodium or potassium salts than

in broth. The addition of magnesium or calcium salts made the

salt solutions equivalent to broth as far as phage stability was

concerned. Similar results were obtained by Gratia (1940).
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The coliphage T5 belongs to the same class, and its response to

heating has been studied in detail by Lark and Adams (1953).

T5 is maximally resistant to heat at cation concentrations

exceeding Af/1,000 for magnesium or M/X for sodium, and

maximally sensitive at concentrations less than M/10^ for magne-

sium or M/10 for sodium. The span of inactivation rates at 50
°

C. (measured indirectly) between these two extremes is about

1 X 10'''. These and other characteristics of the dependence on

cations presumably indicate complex formation between cations

and some heat-labile phage protein. In its stable form, the

complex resists heating to 70 ° C. ; in its least stable form the phage

is rapidly inactivated at 30 ° C, or even below in the presence of

chelating agents. Inactivation of the phage by heat is accom-

panied by release of nucleic acid into the solution. The result-

ing nucleic acid-free ghosts do not adsorb to bacteria. Further

details of the physical and biological characteristics of heat in-

activation are given by Lark and Adams (1 953).

Coliphage T5 mutates to a form, T5st, that is about 1,000

times more heat resistant in 0.1 iVNaCl than is the parental wild

type (Lark and Adams, 1953). The two forms do not differ in

heat sensitivity at high salt concentrations. They differ, there-

fore, in the manner of interaction with cations. The mutant

occurs with a frequency of about 1
0~^ in wild type stocks initiated

from single plaques, but on repeated subculture accumulates

until it may amount to 10 per cent of the population. Wild

type stocks of phage T5 also contain a phenotypically heat-resist-

ant form composing about 0.1 per cent of the population. The
phenotypically heat-resistant particles have the same stability

as the heat-resistant mutants but differ in that the property of

heat resistance is lost on a single growth cycle in the host bac-

terium. Similar phenotypically heat-resistant particles have

been found in stocks of phages BG3, 29 alpha, and PB which are

serologically related to phage T5 (Adams, 1953a). No satis-

factory explanation for the origin of these phenotypically heat-

resistant particles is available at present.

Another example of nonheritable heat resistance was observed
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in a coliphage by Fischer (1950). The heat resistance increased

on rapid subcuhure and decreased on storage at room tempera-

ture. It may be related to the cofactor independence of nascent

phage T4 (E.-L. Wollman and Stent, 1952).

11. Hydrostatic Pressure

The effect of high pressure on the heat stability of phages was

investigated by Foster, Johnson, and Miller (1949). Pressures of

10,000 pounds per square inch were found to increase the stability

of phages Tl , T2, and T5, but to accelerate the inactivation of

phage T7. The change of velocity constant for inactivation of

phage T5 with changing pressure indicated that thermal inacti-

vation of this phage was characterized by a volume increase of

activation of 113 cubic centimeters per mole. This is the type

of effect usually found in protein denaturation.

12. Osmotic Shock

The production of ghosts from phages T2, T4, T6, and K by

osmotic shock, first described by T. F. Anderson, has already

been noted in Chapter IV. The phenomenon shows that

phages are rapidly penetrated by simple electrolytes, glycerol,

sometimes by sucrose, and even more rapidly by water. Sudden

reduction of salt concentration presumably causes water to enter

the particle until the membrane ruptures, permitting the internal

contents to leak out more or less completely. Gradual changes

in salt concentration do not have this effect (T. F. Anderson,

Rappaport, and Muscatine, 1953).

Purely mechanical considerations suggest that the principal

damage should occur to the membrane of the head and this

seems to be so, since the tail structure of the ghost remains

morphologically and functionally intact (Herriott, 1951a;

Kellenberger and Arber, 1955). The same considerations

probably explain in part the resistance of the smaller phages

Tl, T3, T5, and T7 to osmotic shock (Anderson, 1949). Other
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factors are probably involved as well, however. Anderson,

Rappaport, and Muscatine (1953) describe variants of T6
differently sensitive to osmotic shock, and an unexpected tem-

perature-dependence in some of them.

The discovery of osmotic shock was of the greatest importance

in contributing to an understanding of the structure (Chapter

IV) and function (Chapter XIV) of phage particles.

The properties of the ghosts produced by osmotic shock of T2
have been studied in some detail. All observers agree that they

kill bacteria with a low efficiency varying between 10 and

50 per cent. That ghosts can adsorb to bacteria without

killing them is especially clear from the microscopic observation

of Bon ifas and Kellenberger (1955) and the metabolic studies of

French and Siminovitch (1955), which show that the surviving

bacteria are damaged. Multiplication and protein synthesis

are interrupted for about 80 minutes, and ability to support

growth of superinfecting phage is temporarily lost. Since in-

fection with live T2 does not interrupt protein synthesis, it ap-

pears that ghosts and phage damage the cell in different ways.

For this reason it is incorrect to say that the killing power of T2
resides in its protein coat ; the death of the cell penetrated by a

ghost could be due, for example, to leakage of material through

fissures in the ghost. This consideration, as well as the observed

low efficiency of killing by ghosts, does not support the idea some-

times expressed that phage T2 belongs to a necessarily virulent

species.

13. Summary

Substances or conditions that denature proteins or react chemi-

cally with proteins or nucleic acids inactivate phages. The
effects tend to be phage-specific, and sometimes help in classi-

fication of phages. Substances that react reversibly such as

formaldehyde and mercuric ions cause reversible inactivation

under appropriate conditions. Specific enzyme poisons such as

cyanide, fluoride, and dinitrophenol have no effect on phage
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particles. These substances, as well as thymol and chloroform,

can be used to kill or inhibit bacteria and molds in the prepa-

ration and preservation of phage stocks.

Several protein denaturants, as well as osmotic shock, can be

used to liberate nucleic acid from phage particles. Osmotic

shock also permits isolation of the proteinaceous ghost of certain

phages in relatively undamaged form.



CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF RADIATIONS ON PHAGE
PARTICLES

The discussion of the action of various physical and chemical

agents on the viability of bacteriophages will now be continued

by a consideration of the effects produced in phage particles

which have been exposed to various sorts of radiations. The
irradiation of bacteriophages has been a very useful tool in the

elucidation of their structure and physiology, and it may be said

that with bacteriophages radiobiological methods have found one

of their most profitable applications. Diverse types of bacterio-

phages have at some time or other been subjected to radiations of

almost all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, ranging in

wavelength from the infrared (3,000,000 to 7,600 A) through the

visible (7,600 to 4,000 A) and ultraviolet (4,000 to 130 A) to

the X-ray regions (100 to 0.1 A), and extending even to the

most highly energetic radiations of extremely short wavelength

emitted by radioactive substances and those produced in the ac-

celerators of atomic physics. The body of literature concerned

with this subject is already so large that not all of the results can

be discussed here. The reader may find further information in a

number of specialized reviews (Lea, 1946; Bowen, 1953;

Luria, 1955; Pollard, 1954; Kleczkowski, 1957; Stent, 1958).

1. Visible Light

Wahl and Guelin (1942) observed that the small phage SI

3

is particularly sensitive to inactivation by light, being killed by

radiations from the visible part of the spectrum at a much
greater rate than the large phage CI 6. Wahl (1946b) found by
use of appropriate filters that the wavelength of the active

63
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radiations is in the vicinity of 4,500 A, or in the blue region.

He also observed that, like SI 3, a large subtilis phage is sensi-

tive, while the phages coli 36 and streptococcus B563, like CI 6,

are resistant to inactivation by visible light. This differential

action of visible radiations is presumably due to some difference in

the chemical composition of these phage strains, in that only the

light-sensitive phage types contain some pigment which absorbs

blue light. Wahl and Latarjet (1947) examined the inacti-

vation spectrum of SI 3 more critically and found that light of

wavelengths greater than 5,550 A is ineffective, the efficiency of

inactivation increasing with decreasing wavelength down through

3,650 A. Throughout this part of the spectrum phage SI 3 is

more radiosensitive than phage CI 6. Between 3,130 and

3,650 A, an inversion of the relative sensitivities of these two

phage strains occurs, so that at shorter wave lengths in the ul-

traviolet CI 6 becomes more radiosensitive than SI 3. The ki-

netics of inactivation of SI 3 by light at both 3,650 and 4,500 A
are complex in that the first 75 per cent of the phage particles

are killed according to an exponential survival curve (see

Glossary) of greater slope than the rate of inactivation of the

remaining 25 per cent. A change of temperature from 17

to 37° C. does not change the rate of inactivation of phage

SI 3 at 4,500 A, indicating that the lethal action results from a

direct photochemical effect. The effectiveness of the incident

energy in the visible region at 4,500 A is only 10~'* of that in the

ultraviolet region at 2,537 A, although no data are available for

such a comparison in terms of the absorbed energy. The dif-

ferential sensitivity of phages to visible light may be an im-

portant clue to their chemJcal structure, although no informa-

tion appears to be as yet at hand concerning the nature of the

material which absorbs the blue light.

The photodynamic action of dyes on a bacteriophage was inves-

tigated by Clifton (1931) who observed that addition of 0.01 per

cent methylene blue to a suspension of a staphylococcus phage

has no effect on the viability of the phage particles as long as the

suspension is kept in the dark but results in complete inactivation
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within 5 minutes after the suspension is placed in light. The
presence of 0.01 per cent cysteine gives complete protection

against such photodynamic action, for which also oxygen ap-

pears to be essential, since no inactivation takes place in the light

in a nitrogen atmosphere. Similar results were reported by

Perdrau and Todd (1933). Burnet (1933e) investigated the

photodynamic action of methylene blue on a series of coli-dys-

entery phages. He found marked differences in sensitivity,

differences which were correlated not with particle size but

rather with serological classification. Hence photodynamic

sensitivity, like sensitivity to visible light, is of taxonomic signifi-

cance, although here too the chemical basis for such differential

behavior is as yet unknown. Krueger Scribner, and Mc-
cracken (1940) reported the photodynamic inactivation of a

"phage precursor." In these experiments, a reduced yield of

phage was encountered after illumination prior to infection of

the host bacteria in the presence of 10~^ M methylene blue, a

treatment which was said not to reduce the bacterial colony

count. Since the assays in this experiment were made by

Krueger's kinetic method, it is difficult to interpret such results.

Illumination of bacteria in the absence of methylene blue sup-

presses their capacity to produce phage without killing them

(Dulbecco and Weigle, 1952; Latarjet and Miletic, 1953;

Hill, 1956).

Yamamoto (1956) studied the relation between structure of

dyes and photodynamic inactivation of the T series of coliphages,

and observed competitive interactions between effective and in-

effective dyes. Welsh and Adams (1954) found that photo-

dynamic action on T2 destroys infectivity three times faster than

it destroys the host-killing property of the particles. No photo-

reactivation or multiplicity reactivation could be demonstrated.

2. Ultraviolet Light

Of all the agents capable of inactivating bacteriophages, ul-

traviolet light has been studied most extensively and has shown
the most diverse and interesting effects. Besides simply in-
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activating phage particles, ultraviolet light produces important

physiological and genetic effects, such as inducing phage de-

velopment in lysogenic bacteria, causing a growth-delay in the

phage particles surviving irradiation, stimulating genetic re-

combination, and exerting a mutagenic action. Some of the

effects of ultraviolet light, furthermore, are reversible under ap-

propriate conditions. Ultraviolet light has also been used to

study the course of intracellular phage development. The pos-

sibilities of ultraviolet light as a tool in phage research appear to

be far from exhausted.

a. Lethal Effect

Repeated observations of the lethal effect of ultraviolet light

on bacteriophages have been made ever since 1922 (see d'-

Herelle, 1926). The first quantitative study appears to have

been carried out by Baker and Nanavutty (1929). These authors

found that the inactivation of a shiga phage is an exponential

function of the dose of ultraviolet light to a survival of 10"\

By use of filters it was possible to determine that wavelengths

above 3,000 A are harmless and that the wavelength of maximum
effectiveness is somewhere below 2,650 A. Gates (1934), using

a monochromator to isolate single emission lines, studied the

inactivation of a staphylococcus phage and found that the

kinetics of inactivation follow a simple exponential at all wave-

lengths studied from 2,300 to 2,970 A. The energy output of the

radiation source was determined at each wave length by means

of a thermopile, thus permitting a determination of the action

spectrum for the ultraviolet inactivation of this phage. It was

found that the incident energy required to inactivate a given

fraction of the phage population decreases continuously between

2,950 and 2,600 A, then increases to a peak at 2,400 A and finally

decreases again toward 2,300 A. Northrop (1938) determined

the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of purified staphylococcus

phage and found it to be very similar in shape to Gates' action

spectrum. Analogous investigations carried out subsequently to

determine the action spectra of ultraviolet inactivation of Tl, T2,
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and the megaterium phage M5 (Fluke and Pollard, 1949;

Zelle and Hollaender, 1954; Franklin, Friedman, and Sedow,

1953) and of the ultraviolet absorption spectra of suspensions of

purified T6 (Putnam, KozlofT, and Neil, 1949), T2 (Cohen and
Arbogast, 1950b), and T7 (Putnam, Miller, Palm, and Evans,

1952), showed that in all these cases both action and absorption

spectra are very similar to the typical absorption spectrum of

purified nucleic acids, which displays a maximum absorption

near the wavelength of 2,600 A. It seems probable, therefore,

that the inactivating photons of ultraviolet light are absorbed by

the phage nucleic acid. The quantum yield, i.e., the number of

phage particles inactivated per quantum absorbed, has been

estimated for Tl and T2 at various wavelengths by Zelle and
Hollaender (1954). These authors found that the yield for

either phage is only about 3 X lO^^ throughout the range of

wavelengths from 2,200 to 3,000 A.

Campbell-Renton (1937) compared the efl^ects of ultraviolet

irradiation on five strains of phage and found the inactivation to

be an exponential function of dose. The ultraviolet sensitivity of

these strains, measured as the slope of the exponential survival

curve, varied over a ten-fold range. Latarjet and Wahl (1945)

compared the ultraviolet inactivation of phages CI 6 and SI 3 and
found that while the survival curves for both types are exponen-

tial, phage SI 3 has only ^/g the ultraviolet sensitivity of phage
CI 6, although SI 3 contains only about V30 as much nucleic acid

as CI 6 (Sinsheimer, 1957). The nucleic acid of SI 3, therefore,

appears to be intrinsically more sensitive to ultraviolet light than

that of CI 6. It is possible that the same difference in chemical

composition which is responsible for the very different sensi-

tivities of these two phage strains to visible light is also respon-

sible for the greater intrinsic ultraviolet sensitivity of SI 3. In

this connection it may be noted that although T4 is indistin-

guishable from T2 and T6 in size and morphology, it has only

one half the ultraviolet light sensitivity of its two relatives.

Streisinger (1956a) traced the difference in ultraviolet sensi-

tivity of these three strains to a single genetic locus. Phage
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lambda is inactivated by ultraviolet light at only V13 the rate of

phage T5, although these two phages have almost the same size

(Weigle and Delbriick, 1951). As we will see later, there is

much evidence that different strains of phages react very dif-

ferently towards ultraviolet light.

Latarjet and Morenne (1951) found that phage T2 is in-

activated slowly when irradiated by Mazda fluorescent lamps of

the daylight type. Examination of the radiations emitted by

these lamps showed that appreciable amounts of radiant energy

emanate at wavelengths from 3,130 A down to 2,890 A, and

calculations indicate that these radiations can account for the

observed rate of phage inactivation. The kinetics of inacti-

vation by fluorescent lamps are not strictly exponential but

follow a "3-hit" curve, which suggests that the mechanism of

ultraviolet inactivation of these phages may be more complex

than had been imagined previously. A downward concavity

of the exponential survival curve has also been noted at low doses

of ultraviolet light for phages T2, T4, T5, and T6, but the sig-

nificance of these deviations from first-order kinetics is not known.

In contrast, the ultraviolet light survival curves of phages Tl,

T3, and T7 show an upward concavity at low survival values, as

if a fraction of the phage is inactivated at a slower rate than the

bulk of the population (Dulbecco, 1950). This break in the

survival curve of such phages, as well as the low intrinsic ul-

traviolet sensitivity of the salmonella phage P22, led Garen and

Zinder (1955) to propose that some of the particles in ultraviolet-

irradiated populations of such phage types are reactivated by

homologous genetic material present in the nuclear structures of

the bacterial host cell. A comprehensive discussion of this

hypothesis is given by Stent (1958).

b. Growth-Delaying Effect

Luria (1944) noted that the latent period of bacteriophage

particles surviving moderate doses of ultraviolet light is con-

siderably increased. This observation indicates that phage

particles can be damaged by the action of absorbed ultraviolet
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quanta without being killed, and hence that ultraviolet light can

produce more than one kind of lesion. The growth delay in-

creases with increasing dosage of ultraviolet light and is not

hereditary, in the sense that progeny of affected phage particles

reproduce themselves with normal latent period. The magni-

tude of the effect varies from one phage type to another, the

growth delay for a given dose of ultraviolet being much greater

with phages Tl and T7 than with T2. Setlow, Robbins, and

Pollard (1955) determined the ultraviolet action spectrum of the

growth delaying effect in Tl and found that wavelengths near

2,600 A, the absorption peak of nucleic acids, have the maximum
effect. This suggests that extension of latent period, like in-

activation, results from the absorption of radiation by nucleic

acid.

c. Host Killing

Luria and Delbriick (1942) discovered that ultraviolet in-

activated T2 phage particles, though no longer able to reproduce

themselves, are still capable of killing phage-susceptible bacterial

cells. By determining the proportion of surviving bacteria after

infection with various amounts of ultraviolet-inactivated phage

particles, these authors demonstrated that the adsorption of a

single irradiated phage particle suffices to kill the host cell.

A dose of ultraviolet light that reduces the number of plaque-

forming particles to lO"'' of their initial number leaves Va of the

original phages still able to kill susceptible bacteria. The host-

killing property of phage T2, therefore, is enormously more
resistant to ultraviolet light than the viability of the phage.

Heat, in contrast to ultraviolet light, destroys both of these

activities at the same rate. Microscopic examination of bac-

teria infected with ultraviolet inactivated T2 particles shows that

such cells do not multiply and do not lyse, Cohen and Arbogast

(1950c) demonstrated that infection of bacteria with heavily

irradiated T2 phages arrests synthesis of both ribonucleic acid

and deoxyribonucleic acid.

Cytological methods were employed by Luria and Human
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(1950) to study the effects of phage infection on the chromatinic

structures of the bacterial host cells. These authors also ob-

served the effects of infection with ultraviolet-inactivated Tl, T2,

and T7 phages. It was found that ultraviolet-inactivated

phages, like normal unirradiated particles, cause marked al-

terations of cell structure. The details of this work will be

discussed in a later chapter. Luria and Human also followed

the synthesis of material absorbing ultraviolet light at 2,600 A
in bacteria infected with normal and with irradiated phages.

They found that infection with irradiated Tl or T2 phages causes

some increase in optical density at 2,600 A, but at a much slower

rate than in uninfected bacteria. It may be concluded, there-

fore, that although ultraviolet-inactivated phage particles are

unable to reproduce themselves, they can nonetheless cause ex-

tensive changes in the infected bacterium, changes which ulti-

mately result in the death of the host cell.

d. Interference

Luria and Delbriick (1942) found that infection of bacteria

with ultraviolet-inactivated T2 phages makes it impossible for

unirradiated particles of Tl to multiply in these cells. In this

respect, ultraviolet-inactivated T2 phages behave exactly as do

active T2 particles. In contrast, ultraviolet-inactivated Tl

phages do not interfere with the multiplication of active T2
phage. Infection of bacteria with ultraviolet-inactivated phages

also results in interference with induced enzyme synthesis under

the same conditions under which active phages produce such

interference (Luria, 1950). These results demonstrate that

ultraviolet-inactivated phage particles still possess some of the

physiological properties of active phages.

e. Photoreactivation

Kelner (1949) discovered while working with ultraviolet-

inactivated conidia of Streptomyces grisens that visible light has the

remarkable ability of restoring viability in this material. Since

this observation, there have been numerous reports of the photo-
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reversal of radiation lesions in a number of different organisms.

Photoreactivation of bacteriophages was discovered independ-

ently by Dulbecco (1950), who observed that ultraviolet-

inactivated phages can be reactivated by exposure to visible

light, but only after their adsorption to susceptible bacteria.

Visible light does not reactivate unadsorbed ultraviolet-ir-

radiated phages, nor induce phage development in bacteria il-

luminated just before infection with such phages. The rate of

photoreactivation of adsorbed phage particles is a function of the

temperature, increasing by a factor of two in the interval from

25 to 37 ° C. These observations suggested that photoreacti-

vation depends on some enzyme system present in the bacterial

host cell but absent from the phage particles. Attempts to

obtain photoreactivation of free phages in cell-free extracts of

bacteria have thus far been unsuccessful, although photoreacti-

vation of ultraviolet-inactivated transforming DNA has recently

been demonstrated in extracts of E. coli (Goodgal, Rupert, and

Herriott, 1957). Photoreactivation of adsorbed phages is not

inhibited by cyanide or anaerobiosis. The rate of photoreacti-

vation is a linear function of the intensity of the reactivating light

at low intensities and approaches a maximum value at high in-

tensities, at which point some factor other than absorption of

light quanta becomes rate limiting. Light of wavelength near

3,650 A possesses the maximum efficiency of photoreactivation,

although the entire wavelength range from 3,000 to 5,000 A is

effective. If ultraviolet-inactivated phages are adsorbed to

rapidly growing bacteria and the infected cells are incubated for

various lengths of time before exposure to photoreactivating light,

it is found that the maximum amount of photoreactivation at-

tainable decreases rapidly. If such phages are adsorbed to

resting bacteria, however, the complexes remain photoreactivable

at 37 ° C. for at least 70 minutes. The rate of photoreactivation

at a given light intensity is less in resting than in rapidly me-

tabolizing bacteria.

Only a portion of ultraviolet-inactivated phage particles is

photoreactivable. The fraction of the phage population capable
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of forming plaques after maximum photoreactivation decreases

as an exponential function of the dose of ultraviolet light, but less

rapidly than the fraction which survives in the dark, i. e., in the

absence of photoreactivation. If the absorption of ultraviolet

light in a given type of phage has a probability a of producing a

photoreactivable lethal lesion and probability \-a of producing

a nonphotoreactivable lethal lesion, then a is said to be the

photoreactivable sector of ultraviolet damage in this phage

strain. The ratio of the slope of the dose-survival curve after

maximum photoreactivation to the slope of the dose-survival

in the dark, or in the absence of photoreactivation, is then

evidently 1 -a. The photoreactivable sector a may vary from unity

(complete photoreactivability) to zero (no photoreactivability)

in different phage strains. Experimental values for the photo-

reactivable sectors of the 7 T phages are : Tl = 0.68 ; T2 = 0.56

;

T4 = 0.20; T6 = 0.44; T3 = 0.39; T7 = 0.35; T5 = 0.20.

These values show no simple correlation with any of the other

properties of the phage concerned ; for instance, the three closely

related phages T2, T4, and T6 are seen to differ widely in their

photoreactivable sectors. In spite of this, the photoreactivable

sector is a remarkably reproducible characteristic of a particular

phage strain, although it depends on the physical conditions

under which the ultraviolet light has been administered (Hill

and Rossi, 1954). The photoreactivable sector also depends

somewhat on the type of host cell to which the ultraviolet-in-

activated phage particles have been adsorbed (Dulbecco, 1955).

By means of experiments in which phage-infected bacteria

were exposed to flashes of photoreactivating light rather than to

continuous illumination it could be shown by Bowen (1953)

that photoreactivation consists of at least two steps. One, a

temperature-sensitive dark reaction (i. e., one for which no light

is required) appears to precede a second, temperature-insensi-

tive light reaction (for which light is required). Bowen pro-

posed that the function of the dark reaction is to generate those

substances which absorb the visible radiations and thus become
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"activated" for the reactivation process. Lennox, Luria, and

Benzer (1954) carried out experiments in which phage-bacterium

complexes were inactivated by ultraviolet light, photoreactivated

and then subjected to a second ultraviolet irradiation. They

observed that photoreactivated complexes have the same ul-

traviolet sensitivity as nonreactivated complexes and inferred

from this fact that photoreactivation probably constitutes a

direct reversal of the primary ultraviolet damage, rather than a

by-pass mechanism.

/. Multiplicity Reactivation

When assaying phage stocks inactivated by ultraviolet ir-

radiation, Delbriick and Bailey noticed that the plaque counts of

surviving phage particles appear to depend on the relative pro-

portions of phage particles and bacteria in the plating mixture.

Luria (1947) investigated this titration anomaly further and

discovered the phenomenon of multiplicity reactivation. An
ultraviolet-inactivated phage particle, though unable to re-

produce itself, is, as we have already seen, far from physiologically

inert. It may kill the host cell, interfere with the multiplication

of other phages, or even regain its ability to reproduce after

exposure to visible light. Now if two or more such ultraviolet-

inactivated phage particles are adsorbed to the same host bac-

terium, then there exists a good chance that they may cooperate

in some way so that this multi-infected cell lyses and liberates

viable progeny phage particles. This is multiplicity reactivation,

which can be demonstrated readily with phages T2, T4, T6,

and T5. It is, however, barely or not at all detectable with

Tl, T3, T7, and lambda. Luria formulated a theory of multi-

plicity reactivation in terms of genetic exchange of undamaged
parts between irradiated phage particles, a theory whose essence,

though not its particulars, later work has shown to be indeed the

most likely explanation of this phenomenon. The detailed

results of studies on multiplicity reactivation, as well as those of

an associated phenomenon, cross reactivation, will be considered

in Chapter XVIII.
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3. Ionizing Radiations

Most investigators of the effects of ionizing radiations, i.e.,

radiations belonging to the shortest wavelength sector of the

electromagnetic spectrum, have been interested in the interpre-

tation of inactivation data in terms of the "target theory." It

was hoped that development of the target theory would yield in-

formation about the size and shape of the radiation-sensitive

structures in viruses (Latarjet, 1 946 ; Lea, 1 946) . Some of the

calculated target sizes have already been presented in Chapter

IV, and their relation to phage particle sizes determined by

other means has been discussed. Recently, an increased em-

phasis has also been placed on the study of the physiological

effects of ionizing radiations on phage particles, stimulated, no

doubt, by the amazing variety of effects produced by ultraviolet

(nonionizing) radiation.

Extensive discussions of the chemical effects of ionizing radia-

tions and possible mechanisms for their biological action can be

found in Lea (1946) and in Hollaender (1954). We may state

briefly here that the effects of ionizing radiations may be classed

under two categories: direct and indirect. Direct effects are

produced when an ionization occurs directly in the substance

under investigation, whereas indirect effects are caused by chemi-

cal agents produced by the action of ionizing radiations on the

solvent molecules. Irradiation of pure water produces highly

reactive but unstable free radicals, such as OH, H, and OoH, as

well as more stable peroxides. The presence of dissolved oxygen

increases the toxic and mutagenic effects of ionizing radiations,

while the presence of sulfhydryl compounds and certain simple

organic substances reduces these effects.

The irradiation of dry substances will result in direct effects

only, since there is no solvent. Irradiation of dilute solutions

will result in both direct and indirect effects, while irradiation of

concentrated solutions will result in predominance of direct

effects and a relative decrease in indirect effects. The addition

of certain kinds of solutes will protect against the indirect effects

because the added solute molecules will react preferentially with
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the radiation-activated solvent molecules—free radicals and

peroxides^in competition with the material under study.

Since target volumes are calculated on the assumption that the

lethal action has resulted from energy absorbed within the

physical domain of the biological structure whose death is being

followed, it is important to remember that target-size estimates

of bacteriophages can be based only on experiments in which

exclusively direct effects come into play. Indirect effects must

be excluded by the addition of protective substances.

Luria and Exner (1941) found, while studying the inactiva-

tion of phages with X-rays, that the inactivation rate in distilled

water or buffers is very much greater than the rate in nutrient

broth. The addition of gelatin to water, however, gives maxi-

mum protection, so that the rate of X-ray inactivation of phages

suspended in this medium is no greater than that in broth. Egg
albumin and serum albumin also protect against this indirect

effect, while sugars do not. Alper (1948) made similar obser-

vations of the protective effect of proteins and attributed the

indirect effect to the lethal action of hydrogen peroxide. Latar-

jet (1942) had considered this possibility but his experiments

indicated that not enough peroxide is produced to account for

the indirect effect on phage CI 6. It seems to be generally

agreed that although some peroxides are produced by ionizing

radiations, the major portion of the indirect effect is due to short-

lived radicals generated in the water (Alper, 1954). Latarjet

and Ephrati (1948) investigated a number of simple chemical

substances for protective action against the indirect effect.

They found that glucose, sucrose, alanine, and histidine confer

little or no protection, while thioglycolic acid, tryptophan,

cysteine and cystine, glutathione, ascorbic acid, and phenylal-

anine possess considerable protective power. The presence or

absence of oxygen has no effect on the inactivation rate either in

the presence or absence of protective substances.

The properties of X-ray-inactivated phages may be compared
with those of ultraviolet-inactivated phages discussed in the

previous section of this chapter, principally on the basis of an
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extensive investigation by Watson (1950, 1952) of the physiologi-

cal modifications produced in bacteriophages by both direct and

indirect effects of X-irradiation. To study the direct effect,

phage preparations were irradiated in broth. It was found that

T2 phage particles inactivated by the direct effect are still

adsorbed to bacteria as efficiently as active T2 particles. Not

all the inactivated phage particles, however, are able to kill the

host cells on adsorption, the host-killing property being abolished

by X-irradiation at Vs the rate at which plaque-forming ability

is lost. X-ray-inactivated T2 particles are also able to interfere

with the multiplication of active Tl phages, the interfering power

being inactivated by X-rays at the same rate as the host-killing

property. X-ray-inactivated T2 phages retain their ability to

cause "lysis from without," and are even more effective in this

regard than unirradiated phage particles. Cytological obser-

vations on bacteria infected with X-ray-inactivated T2 phages

show nuclear disintegration and chromatinic change, analogous

to those observed with ultraviolet-inactivated T2 phages. The
proportion of inactivated phage particles capable of inducing

these cytological changes is the same as the proportion capable of

killing the host cell, so that host cell death appears to be the

result of the phage-induced destruction of the nuclear apparatus.

The ability of T2r"'" phage particles to cause "lysis inhibition" is

retained after X-irradiation even after the host-killing property

has been abolished. Photoreactivation can also be detected in

X-ray-inactivated T2 phages, but in a much smaller proportion

of the phage particles than after ultraviolet inactivation. Both

multiplicity reactivation and cross reactivation of X-ray-inacti-

vated T2 and T4 phages exists and will be considered in detail

in Chapter XVIII. It is evident that X-irradiation permits one

to isolate several physiological properties of the phage particles.

It is also evident that the effects of X-rays are quite distinct from

those of ultraviolet light, suggesting that the nature of the lesions

produced by these two types of radiation are different. This is

also indicated by the fact that a population of T2 bacteriophages

inactivated by ionizing radiations is no longer able to inject all
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of its DNA into the bacterial host cells, whereas a similar popula-

tion inactivated by ultraviolet light to the same extent is still

able to do so (Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954). It

would appear that T2 phage is a rather complex organism, which

can be functionally dissected by means of radiations.

The indirect inactivation of viruses by X-irradiation in the

absence of protective substances is in reality an inactivation by

chemical agents generated by the radiant energy. These chemi-

cal agents, as stated above, are of two kinds : the short-lived free

radicals and the long-lived "peroxides." Because of the brief

life of the free radicals, their range of action is short, and only

those radicals produced in the water of hydration of the phage

particles can have an appreciable probability of causing physio-

logical damage. The properties of phage particles damaged by

the short-lived radicals (indirect effect) can be studied by ir-

TABLE V
The Properties of Bacteriophage T2 Inactivated by X-rays and Ultraviolet

Light"
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TABLE VI

The Sensitivity of Various Bacteriophages to Ionizing Radiations
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TABLE VI {Continued)
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direct and after effects is quite different from that caused by direct

effect or ultraviolet light.

Buzzel and Lauffer (1952) studied the effect of X-rays on

phage T5 under conditions in which either the direct effect or the

indirect effect was predominant, and then investigated the sen-

sitivity to heat inactivation of the surviving phage population.

It was found that the survivors of the direct effect irradiation

have the same sensitivity to heat inactivation as an unirradiated

control population, while the survivors of the indirect effect ir-

radiation are far more heat-sensitive than the control. The
chemical agents responsible for the indirect effect thus increase

the heat-sensitivity of the survivors. The fact that the survivors

of the indirect effect are already modified in some way was also

shown by Watson (1952) who found that such survivors have an

increased X-ray sensitivity upon a second exposure to indirect

effects, i.e., that the indirect effect is cumulative (see also

Alper, 1954). In contrast, Watson found that direct damage is

not cumulative, i.e., that there is no evidence for "sublethal"

direct lesions.

For purposes of reference, the available data for the sensi-

tivity of various phages to ionizing radiations are presented in

Table VI.

4. Decay of Radiophosphorus

It was discovered by Hershey, Kamen, Kennedy, and Gest

(1951) that T2 and T4 bacteriophages lose their infectivity upon

the decay (half-life of two weeks) of radiophosphorus P^^ atoms

incorporated into their DNA. The kinetics of this inactivation

proceed in such a manner that the surviving fraction of the

population is an exponential function of the proportion of P^-

atoms which have decayed by the time of assay. The rate of

inactivation is proportional to the specific radioactivity of the

medium in which the phage has been grown and is independent

of the phage concentration during decay, provided that the

particles are stored in sufficiently great dilution in a medium
which contains protective substances against any indirect effects
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produced by radiations attending the radioactive decay. These

observations indicate that the death of each radioactive phage
particle is the consequence of the disintegration of one of its own
atoms of P^-. It is possible to calculate the fraction of all radio-

active disintegrations which are actually lethal to the phage
particles in which they occur, on the basis of the inactivation rate

and the number of P^^ atoms per phage known to have disinte-

grated at various times. This fraction is approximately 0.1 in

the case of T2 and T4, an efficiency of killing so high that it is

possible to show by means of reconstruction experiments that the

ionizations produced on the way out of the virus particles by the

hard /3 electrons emitted at each P^^ disintegration cannot be the

principal cause of death. Instead, a short range consequence of

the radioactive disintegration, like the transmutation of phos-

phorus to sulphur or the recoil energy sustained by the decaying

nucleus, must be responsible for the loss of infectivity. When the

lethal effects of P^- decay were similarly studied in phages Tl,

T3, T5, T7, and lambda (Stent and Fuerst, 1955) and in the

salmonella phage P22 (Garen and Zinder, 1955), it was found

that the efficiency of killing per P^^ disintegration is very nearly

the same in all of these strains, i.e., that approximately one out of

every ten P^^ disintegrations kills any phage particle in which it

occurs. This efficiency depends on the temperature at which

radioactive decay is allowed to take place, rising from a minimum
value of 0.04 at -196° C. to 0.3 at +65° C. (the value of 0.1

holding only at +4° C.) (Stent and Fuerst, 1955; Castagnoh,

Donini, and Graziosi, 1955a, 1955b). On the basis of these

findings, Stent and Fuerst inferred that the efficiency of killing

reflects the double-stranded helical Watson-Crick structure of the

DNA which harbors the decaying P^^ atoms. They proposed

that the high proportion of nonlethal decays derives from the

possibility that the physiological function of the DNA macro-

molecules can be preserved even after radioactive decay has

interrupted one of the two single polynucleotide strands and that

the small proportion of lethal decays represent disintegrations

which have resulted in a complete cut of the DNA double helix.
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Phage particles inactivated by decay of P^^ can still participate

in cross reactivation (Stent, 1953; Stahl, 1956), indicative that

the lethal radioactive disintegrations destroy only part of the

viral genome. The details of these experiments will be con-

sidered in Chapter XVIII. It has not been possible, however,

to detect any multiplicity reactivation of phage particles in-

activated by decay of P^^ xhe ability to give the lytic and

lysogenic responses are both destroyed by P^^ decay at the same

rate in the temperate phages lambda and P22.

5. Summary

The group of physical agents whose effects on bacteriophages

have been considered in this chapter includes various forms of

radiant energy, such as visible and ultraviolet light and ionizing

radiations, as well as the energy released by radioactive decay.

In the case of radiant energy, the inactivation of phage particles

is seen to result from the chemical reactions caused by the ab-

sorption of the electromagnetic quanta, whereas in the case of

radioactive decay the local energy suddenly generated in the

vicinity of the disintegrating atom appears to be responsible for

the lethal effect. Inactivation by these agents is often highly

specific, involving only certain properties of the phage particle

and leaving other properties unharmed. A thorough investi-

gation of the mechanisms by which bacteriophage particles are

inactivated may reveal much information about the complexities

of structure and function in viruses. The results already ob-

tained and discussed here serve as an indication of what may be

accomplished.



CHAPTER VII

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

In order to determine the chemical composition of a virus one

must be able to isolate and purify adequate amounts of it. Ap-

propriate criteria of purity must be applied if the analyses are

to have any validity. Therefore, these subjects will be discussed

before presentation of the available data on chemical composi-

tion. An extensive review, "Bacteriophages," by Putnam

(1953) includes methods of concentration and purification, cri-

teria of purity, and determination of size, density, and chemical

composition of purified bacteriophages. A similar review by

Beard (1948), "Purified Animal Viruses," includes some ma-

terial on bacteriophages.

1. Concentration and Purification

In general, it is unusual to obtain more than 10^" phage par-

ticles per ml. in lysates prepared on a large scale. However,

lysates of the even-numbered T phages are now easily obtainable

which titer up to 5 X 10^^ per ml., or 250 mg. of phage per liter.

The first successful purification of phage was achieved by

Schlesinger (1933a) using coliphage WLL related to the T2-G16

serological group. The host bacteria were grown in a chemi-

cally defined medium to avoid contamination of the product

with peptones and proteins from the starting material. Bacteria

and large particle debris were rem.oved by bacteriological filters.

The phage was concentrated by means of collodion membranes

of a pore size sufl^ciently small to retain the phage particles.

The concentrated phage was further purified by high speed

centrifugation. Modern criteria of purity were not yet availa-

ble, but comparison of Schlesinger's results with recent data

83
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indicates that his phage preparations were probably as pure as

any up to date.

Northrop (1938) concentrated and purified a staphylococcus

phage by applying the techniques so successfully used for enzyme

purification. The host bacteria were grown in a yeast extract

medium, and after phage lysis was complete much nonphage

material was removed by precipitation with lead acetate. The
supernatant fluid was concentrated in vacuo to 1 /20 of its volume

and digested with trypsin, which does not harm the phage.

The phage was then precipitated with ammonium sulfate and

further purified by ammonium sulfate fractionation.

Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner (1939) concentrated and

purified a strain of coliphage T2, using collodion membranes.

Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner (1943a) prepared

highly concentrated phage suspensions by simply washing the

phage from the surface of agar plates on which large populations

of bacteria had been lysed. From 10^^ to 10^^ phage particles

per ml. were obtained in this way. This method was further

developed and applied to the seven coliphages of the T series

by Swanstrom and Adams (1951), with resultant phage concen-

trations about ten-fold greater than those obtained with broth

lysates. This method was applied by Cohen and Arbogast

(1950a) and Marshak (1951) and is useful in laboratories with

limited centrifuge facilities. Fraser (1951a) developed an ap-

paratus for growing bacteria in batches up to 6 liters under

conditions of vigorous aeration. He obtained yields of phage

T3 of better than 10^^ per ml. in large scale lots.

Coliphage T2 had been concentrated on a large scale from

fluid lysates by means of the Sharpies continuous flow centrifuge

(Hook, Beard, Taylor, Sharp, and Beard, 1946). The concen-

trated phage suspensions were then further purified by sedi-

mentation in a high speed vacuum centrifuge. Similar methods

were used by Kerby, Gowdy, Dillon, Dillon, Csaky, Sharp, and

Beard (1949) for the purification of coliphage T7 and by Putnam,

Kozloff, and Neil (1949) for the purification of coliphage T6.

In the latter paper are preliminary reports of the fractionation
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of phage concentrates with alcohol in the cold and by acid pre-

cipitation at pH 4.2. These methods were also applied to the

purification of phage T7 by Putnam, Miller, Palm, and Evans

(1952).

Herriott and Barlow (1952) reported yields of 2 to 5 X lO'^

per ml. of phage T2 in a chemically defined medium. Ap-

parently, adequate aeration brought about by vigorous shaking

is the explanation of the high yields, as in the case of the results

with phage T3 of Fraser (1951a) noted above. The phage

stocks were filtered through a calcined diatomaceous earth

(Celite) to remove bacterial debris, and the phage was pre-

cipitated in the cold by acid at pH 4.0. The precipitated

phage was resuspended at pH 6.5 and treated with deoxyribo-

nuclease, after which it was purified by differential centrifuga-

tion.

A fairly simple method of preparing T2 phage lysates in 10

liter quantities was described by Siegel and Singer (1953). A
defined medium was aerated by forcing air through a sintered

glass tube and lysates which titered 2 to 5 X 10^^ per ml. were

produced. Wyatt and Cohen (1953) obtained lysates titer-

ing up to 1 X 10^2 per ml. through the use of a thin film of en-

riched medium in which cells at 3 X 10^ per ml. were multi-

infected.

Wahl and Blum-Emerique (1949a) used alcohol precipitation

for concentration of phage CI 6 with good recovery of activity.

Wahl, Terrade, and Monceaux (1950) used successive adsorp-

tion and elutions from calcium phosphate for concentration and

purification of a salmonella phage. Northrop (1955b) again

applied salting out and enzymatic treatment to purify a mega-

terium phage, which is inactivated by repeated centrifugation.

2. Criteria of Purity

Certain criteria of purity have been discussed from another

viewpoint in Chapter IV. From its dry weight and density one

can calculate the diameter of the infective particle. If the size

calculated in this way is larger than the true size but the effi-
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ciency of plating is high, the discrepancy must be attributed to

aggregation or gross impurity in the phage preparation. This

is a rather crude criterion of purity but it suffices to discredit

many claims in the literature that pure phage has been pre-

pared. Direct examination in the electron microscope can de-

tect aggregates of phage as well as contaminating particles with

sedimentation properties similar to those of phage particles.

The analytical centrifuge is useful for detecting impurities with

a slower rate of sedimentation than the phage particles. It also

gives a measure of the homogeneity of the preparation with re-

spect to particle size and density (Putnam, 1953). Electro-

phoresis is a useful technique for detecting impurities which have

a different mobility in the electric field (Putnam, 1953). Opti-

cal analysis of diflE'usion at a phage-buffer boundary has been

used also as a test for homogeneity of preparations of phage T6
(Putnam, 1953). The specific infectivity of preparations will

be low if a fraction of the phage particles are not infective for

any reason. Such a preparation might well react as though it

were homogeneous by any other test. An inhibitor of phage T2
which produces a low specific infectivity has been observed in cer-

tain phage lysates but fortunately Sagik (1954) and others have

found methods for separating it from the phage.

An immunological criterion of purity has been used by Cohen

and Arbogast (1950a). The most probable impurity in phage

purified by diff"erential centrifugation is particulate bacterial

debris which should react with antibacterial antibodies to give a

precipitate. Cohen obtained such precipitates with purified

phage preparations and demonstrated that ribonucleic acid was

removed in the precipitate, so that treatment with antiserum

was a method of purification as well as a test of purity. Serum

proteins could then be removed by centrifugation. The im-

munological criterion was used by Kozlofl^ and Putnam (1949)

and by Herriott and Barlow (1952).

The constancy of certain properties of the phage preparation

such as infectivity per mg. nitrogen, infectivity per unit of

turbidity (extinction at 4,000 A) and infectivity per unit of ab-
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sorbancy (extinction at 2,600 A) was used as a criterion of homo-

geneity of purified T2 phage by Herriott and Barlow (1952).

The phage was assayed for these properties before and after

fractionation by alcohol precipitation, adsorption with alumina

or copper hydroxide, centrifugation, acid precipitation, adsorp-

tion to host cells, and treatment with antibacterial sera.

The criteria of purity offered by an investigator for his ana-

lyzed preparations are an essential part of his evidence for any

unusual analytical results claimed. This point is too often dis-

regarded.

TABLE VII

Elementary Composition of Purified Bacteriophages

(per cent of dry weight)

Phage
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TABLE VIII

Gross Chemical Components of Phages

(per cent by weight)

Car-

Pro- bohy-

Phage tein DNA" RNA" drate Lipid Referer

T2
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The carbohydrate of T2 is part of the nucleic acid, but that of

T7 may be in part a constituent of the phage particle or an im-

purity. It is desirable to have additional analyses of this type,

since only two serologically distinct groups of phages have been

analyzed and this is an inadequate sample from which to draw
general conclusions about the chemical nature of phages.

The gross chemical composition of the few phages analyzed is

quite different from the composition of any plant or animal

virus which has been analyzed (Beard, 1948). The known bac-

teriophages are characterized by a large content of deoxyribo-

nucleic acid (DNA). The well known plant viruses contain

ribonucleic acid (RNA) exclusively, usually in relatively small

amounts. Two, and perhaps three, animal viruses contain pre-

dominantly RNA. The latter include the carefully studied

PR8(A) and Lee(B) strains of influenza virus (Ada, 1957) which

are reported as having 0.9 per cent RNA and 0.1 per cent DNA,
and MEF-1 poliomyelitis virus (Schwerdt and Schaffer, 1955)

which analyzed 24 per cent RNA and 1 per cent DNA. Nearly

10 per cent RNA was found in Eastern equine encephalitis virus

by Taylor, Sharp, Beard, and Beard (1943). Wyatt (1952)

reported DNA in some insect viruses.

5. Amino Acids, Nucleotides, and Bases

Poison and Wyckoff (1948) published the first amino acid

analyses for phage T4. The phage was purified by centrifuga-

tion, hydrolyzed, and the amino acids separated by paper chro-

matography. No criteria of purity were presented and the

authors seem to have reservations about the significance of the

results. Luria (1953a) reported amino acid analyses of T2 and

T4 bacteriophages from his laboratory. Fraser and Jerrell

(1953) described in more detail the amino acids in preparations

of T3. Hershey (1955) analyzed several protein fractions from

T2. The results are summarized in Table IX. The phage pro-

teins do not diflfer markedly in composition from plant and ani-

mal virus proteins but are quite diflferent from the histones and
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protamines that form part of the nucleoproteins of higher organ-

TABLE IX
Amino Acid Analyses of Some Bacteriophages

Amino acid
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Studying transfer of host cell pyrimidines to phage T6, isolated

thymidylic acid, deoxycytidylic acid, and adenine from the

phage. Smith and Wyatt (1951) reported the presence of ade-

nine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine in both T5 and T2.

Marshak (1951) found adenine, guanine, and thymine in phage

T2 but made the rather startling observation that neither cytosine

nor 5-methylcytosine could be found, although cytosine was

present in phage T3. Marshak also noted that the absorption

spectrum for the guanine isolated from phage T2 was abnormal

suggesting the possibility of contamination of the guanine with

some other base. The confusion was finally resolved by Wyatt

and Cohen (1953) who reported that phages T2, T4, and T6
contain neither cytosine nor 5-methylcytosine, but contain in-

stead a new base, 5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine. Some analyses on

the nucleic acids of phages are given in Table X. A few addi-

tional data are given by Lwoff (1953). It appears that only T2,

T4, and T6 contain 5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine.

TABLE X
The Molar Proportions of Nucleic Acid Bases in Phages
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by work from several laboratories. The presence of a hexose in

the material released from T4 by a specific lipocarbohydrate was

first mentioned by Jesaitis and Goebel (1953). Sinsheimer

(1954) independently found glucose attached to some but not

all of the HMC released from T2 phage DNA by the combined

action of pancreatic deoxyribonuclease and purified venom phos-

phodiesterase. Volkin (1954b) reported similar results for T2,

T4, and T6 phages, except that in T4 he found one mole of glu-

cose for each mole of HMC. In addition, he found no glucose in

Tl phage. Sinsheimer (1956) confirmed the difl?"erence between

T2 and T4, and found that glucose content is one of several

characters showing unusual inheritance in crosses between T2
and T4 (Streisinger and Weigle, 1956).

Cohen (1956) reported that the r mutants of T2, T4, and T6
contain higher glucose/deoxyribose ratios than do the wild type

phages. Sinsheimer's (1956) analytical results do not support

this finding so that clarification must await further studies.

6. Extinction Coefficients of Phage Preparations

An analytical quantity of some interest to phage workers is the

light absorption at 2,600 A since this is a measure of the nucleic

acid content of the virus particle. However, there has been no

uniformity in the presentation of data. The absorbancy has been

expressed as extinction coefficient per infective phage particle,

per morphologically typical phage particle, or per mg. of phage

phosphorus per ml. In some cases the extinction coefficient has

been corrected for light scattering, in some cases not. This lack

of uniformity makes comparison of data difficult. The expres-

sion of analytical results in terms of the infective particle is very

convenient for the analyst but is only of comparative value be-

cause of unknown contamination of phage preparations with

inactive phage particles and uncertainties in the efficiency of

plating. Luria, Williams, and Backus (1951) avoided these

difficulties by giving the absorbancy per morphologically typical

phage particle counted in the electron microscope. Examples of

the available data are given in Table XI. They express optical
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densities per cm. divided by phage concentrations in visible

particles per ml., plaque-forming particles per ml., and mg. of

phosphorus per ml., insofar as the data given permit. In many
instances values are given for the best of numerous preparations

that vary considerably. These variations depend in part on

variable content of noninfective phage particles in the prepara-

tions but, as the data of Luria, Williams, and Backus (1951)

show, depend also on other impurities that contribute to the

absorbancy or light scattering by the preparation.

TABLE XI
Extinction Coefficients of Phage Preparations
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measure of contamination by impurities that contain nucleic

acid, on the one hand, or of the efficiency of the plaque count on

the other.

7. Phosphorus and Nitrogen Contents per Infective Particle

The content in phosphorus and nitrogen per plaque-forming

particle has been frequently measured, and a few data are given

in Table XII. The phosphorus content of some additional

phages is cited by Lwoff (1953) and Stent (1958). The results

are only moderately consistent among themselves and with the

expectations based on size measurements, composition, and

absolute infectivity. The results for T5 given by Smith and

Wyatt (1951) illustrate the uncertainties that are inseparable

TABLE XII

Phosphorus and Nitrogen per Plaque-Forming Particle

(yUg./lO" particles)

Phage
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from measurements of this type. The ratio of nitrogen to phos-

phorus indicates that the material consists of phage particles

but the plaque count is improbably low. The phosphorus (or

nucleic acid) content per particle is important for several reasons

(Stent, 1958) and reliable ways to determine it need to be de-

veloped.

8. Summary

The few phages that have been analyzed contain deoxyribo-

nucleic acid and protein in approximately equal amounts and

very little else. This distinguishes them from most living things

including most of the other viruses, excepting perhaps certain

animal sperm and some insect viruses.

A few phages, notably T2, contain a chemically unique nucleic

acid. Phage proteins have been relatively little studied. Most
of the protein of T2 is membrane material. It is not unusual

with respect to amino acid composition.





CHAPTER VIII

ANTIGENIC PROPERTIES

Early studies on the antigenic properties of bacteriophages

have been reviewed by d'Herelle (1926) and Burnet, Keogh,

and Lush (1937). The latter reference gives an excellent dis-

cussion of the mechanism of the antigen-antibody reaction

from the kinetic viewpoint and, in addition, contains much
experimental material which has not been published elsewhere.

Bordet and Ciuca (1921) first demonstrated that injection of

rabbits with phage lysates stimulates the production of phage-

neutralizing antibody. Their antisera also contained aggluti-

nins for the host bacterium. The injection of host bacteria,

however, failed to stimulate the production of phage-neutraliz-

ing antibody. Otto and Winkler (1922) were able to remove

all bacterial agglutinins by absorption with host bacteria with-

out affecting the antiphage properties of the serum. These

findings demonstrated that phage is antigenically distinct from

its host.

It was early recognized that antiphage sera had considerable

specificity, inactivating the homologous and some heterologous

strains of phage but not others. The fact that serological re-

lationship was correlated with other properties of bacterio-

phages was not generally appreciated, however, until the taxo-

nomic work of Burnet and Asheshov.

Since these early experiments it has been found that the ac-

tivity of antiphage antibodies is not confined to neutralization.

The addition of a suflSciently concentrated suspension of phage
particles to homologous antiserum results in visible aggregation

of the virus particles followed by settling of the clumps as a

precipitate. By suitable ultrafiltration methods one can sep-

97
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arate from phage lysates soluble substances possessing the

antigenic specificity of the phage particles. When antiphage

antibody is allowed to react with such substances it loses its

ability to neutralize phage. Some, if not all, phage-antiphage

systems fix complement. These and other properties of anti-

phage sera will now be discussed in more detail.

1. Preparation of Antiphage Sera

Rabbits are the most convenient animals to use for antibody

production, and most of the serological work with phage has

been done with rabbit sera. The phages themselves are non-

toxic and nonpathogenic for animals and can usually be in-

jected in large amounts without damage to the recipient.

Crude phage lysates, however, may contain toxic bacterial sub-

stances, such as the endotoxins of the enteric bacteria and the

much more potent exotoxins of the corynebacteria and Clos-

tridia. In such cases the toxins must first be removed by frac-

tionation or inactivated. For many purposes it is desirable to

purify the phages before using them for immunization, since

adequate purification will result in the absence of host-cell

antibodies from the resultant antisera (Kalmanson, Hershey,

and Bronfenbrenner, 1942). If crude phage preparations

are used it may be necessary to remove host-cell antibodies by

absorption with bacterial suspensions. This is essential, for

instance, in studies involving complement fixation.

Stimulation of antibody production requires the administra-

tion of adequate quantities of antigenic material. The daily

injection of about 10^'' virus particles (about 10 jjig.) for five days

will usually result in the presence of considerable neutralizing

antibody in serum obtained one week after the last injection.

Repetition of this course of immunization will further increase

the antibody titer. The final result does not seem to depend

greatly on the route (intravenous, intraperitoneal, or subcu-

taneous) by which antigen in administered. Use of the sub-

cutaneous route, however, is least likely to lead to toxic or ana-

phylactic reactions. Since there are large differences in anti-
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body response from one rabbit to another, it may be desirable

to immunize at least three rabbits with the same phage prep-

aration. Judged by the neutralization test, antisera prepared

against certain phages, such as T2, T3, T4, T6, and T7, usually

have very high homologous antibody titers in comparison with

antisera against others, such as Tl and T5, which may be rela-

tively weak. Such differences do not necessarily reflect corre-

sponding differences in antibody concentration, since the rate

of neutralization may easily depend on other factors as well.

Actually, a very few determinations have been made of the

absolute antibody content of antiphage sera.

The effect of adjuvants on phage antigenicity has been very

little studied, probably because most phages are already ex-

cellent antigens. Wahl and Lewi (1939) obtained a marked
improvement in the antigenicity of a low-titer B. suhtilis phage

by adsorption to alumina. Intraperitoneal injection of 3 X
10^ particles of unadsorbed phage gave little or no antibody

response. Injection of the same amount of absorbed phage re-

sulted two weeks later in an antiserum giving 90 per cent in-

activation at a dilution of Vsq. The titer increased to V200 in

a month. This technique may be useful to workers dealing

with low-titer temperate phages.

Phages retain antigenicity, in some instances without appre-

ciable loss, following careful inactivation of their infectivity by

heat, formaldehyde, ultraviolet irradiation (Muckenfuss, 1928;

Schultz, Quigiey, and Bullock, 1929; Nagano and Takeuti,

1951; Pollard and Setlow, 1953; Miller and Goebel, 1954);

phenol, photodynamic action of methylene blue (Burnet,

Keogh, and Lush, 1 937) ; osmotic shock, and sonic vibration

(F. Lanni and Lanni, 1953; Nagano and Oda, 1954). Phage

which has been "overneutralized" by homologous antibody is,

however, nonantigenic in guinea pigs, even after treatment with

papain (Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner, 1943; Nagano and
Takeuti, 1951).

The antigenicity of premature lysates of a staphylococcal

phage has been studied by Rountree (1952); of purified T2
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"doughnuts" by Lanni and Lanni (1953); of proflavine lysates

of T4, and of T4- and T3-infected bacteria by Barry (1954);

and of infected and lysogenic B. megaterium by Miller and Goebel

(1954). The antigenicity of ultrafiltrable phage-related ma-

terials is discussed below.

2. Multiplicity of Phage Antigens

Until a few years ago it was believed, simply because there

was no contradictory evidence, that each strain of phage pos-

sessed a single kind of antigen. Accordingly, all of the specific

eflfects of antiphage serum were interpreted in terms of the reac-

tion of a single antibody (neutralizing antibody) with the virus

particles. In an extensive study, Lanni and Lanni (1953)

(see also Rountree, 1952; De Mars, Luria, Fisher, and Levin-

thai, 1953) presented clear evidence for the existence of at least

two distinct antigens in phage T2. One of the antigens, which

appears to be localized in the phage tail, reacts with neutralizing

antibody. The primary measurable eff'ect of this reaction is

neutralization of infectivity; under appropriate conditions

virus aggregation and complement fixation can also be demon-

strated. The second antigen, which appears to be localized in

the phage head, participates in specific aggregation and com-

plement fixation, but does not react measurably with neutraliz-

ing antibody. The two antigens are confined to the surface

structures (protein) of the virus ; thus far, the internal contents,

liberated by osmotic shock, have given no sign of serological

activity (see also Hershey and Chase, 1952; Hershey, 1955).

The available evidence indicates that staphylococcal phage

3A (Rountree, 1952) and phage T5 (Fodor and Adams, 1955)

likewise possess two distinct antigens, only one of which reacts

with neutralizing antibody. Evidence bearing on the sero-

logical heterogeneity of the phage tail will be discussed in later

sections.

The failure until recently to recognize the antigenic complexity

of phage attaches considerable doubt to many of the structural

interpretations given to early serological observations.
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3. Neutralization of Phage Infectivity

When a phage preparation is mixed with homologous anti-

serum there is a progressive decrease in the number of plaque-

forming particles. The inactivation process can be interrupted

at any time by diluting the phage-antibody mixture below the

antibody concentration at which collisions between the reactants

occur at a significant rate. Following this dilution there is,

in general, no detectable reversal of the inactivation process;

the titer of surviving phage does not increase. Apparently,

dissociation of the phage-antibody complex does not occur at a

measurable rate (Burnet, Keogh, and Lush, 1937; Hershey,

1943; see, however, Andrewes and Elford, 1933b; Jerne and

Avegno, 1956). Attempts to facilitate dissociation by the addi-

tion of formalin-inactivated phage to bind the antibody were

unsuccessful (Hershey, 1943). The addition of soluble phage

antigen, however, appeared to have a slight reactivating effect

(Burnet, 1933b). Although in most instances antibody does

not appear to dissociate from the phage particles spontaneously,

there is evidence that it can be removed by certain methods.

Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner (1943) found that neutralized

phage could be completely reactivated by digestion of the anti-

body with papain providing the antibody had not been too

concentrated or the serum treatment too prolonged. Appar-

ently, if a sufficiently large number of antibody molecules had
reacted with the phage particle, the inactivation became irre-

versible. Anderson and Doermann (1952b) succeeded in ob-

taining more than a 30-fold increase in titer of a neutralized

preparation of phage T3 by subjecting it to sonic vibration.

In the cited reactivation experiments with papain and sonic

vibration the concentration of phage during preliminary treat-

ment with antiserum was sufficiently high in most instances as

to admit the possibility that part, at least, of the plaque-count

decrease was due to specific aggregation. It is not certain,

therefore, to what extent the observed reactivation can be

ascribed to reversal of neutralization, as opposed to disaggrega-

tion of virus clumps. However, Hershey (1943) found that
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papain can reactivate phage which has been treated with serum

under conditions minimizing the possibility of specific aggrega-

tion. These successful attempts to reactivate neutralized phage

particles indicate that antibody does not kill or destroy phage

particles. Presumably, it interferes with some step in the inter-

action of the intact virus particle with the host cell. The nature

of this interference will be discussed in a later section.

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that neutralizing

antibody acts on the phage particles themselves, rather than

on the host cell. Pretreatment of host cells with phage anti-

bodies has no effect on the infectious process. Delbriick

(1945b) found that, following phage adsorption to the host cell,

the infected bacteria are immune to antiphage serum through-

out the latent period (see, however, Lieb, 1953; Gross, 1954a;

Nagano and Mutai, 1954a). The resistance of infected bacteria

to antiphage serum is of great importance in phage technology

because it permits the inactivation of unadsorbed phage with-

out affecting the multiplication of phage which is already ad-

sorbed.

Although complement is not required for specific neutraliza-

tion, it can modify the neutralization of Tl and T2 (Hershey

and Bronfenbrenner, 1952). Complement and properdin to-

gether, but not separately, inactivate T2 in the absence of

specific antibody (Van Vunakis, Barlow, and Levine, 1956).

4. Properties of Incompletely Neutralized Phage Preparations

Following the treatment of phage preparations with anti-

serum, the surviving infectious particles are not normal. An-

drewes and Elford (1933b) reported that the survivors of anti-

body treatment produced smaller plaques than normal. They

interpreted this as indicating a delay in the initiation of the

infectious process. The surviving particles also failed to pass

through bacteriological filters and collodion n^embranes which

were freely permeable to the same phage particles prior to

serum treatment. This might be ascribed to increase of par-

ticle size or change of surface charge due to an antibody coating,
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or to aggregation of phage particles. Frequency distribution

curves for plaque sizes of phage CI 6 before and after treatment

with antiserum are given by Burnet, Keogh, and Lush (1937).

The distribution for the incompletely neutrahzed preparation

was bimodal with one maximum at less than Vg the peak plaque

diameter of the unimodal curve for normal phage particles.

Surprisingly, Delbriick (1945b) failed to find any difference

between normal T2 phage and serum-survivors at the 1 per

cent level with respect to adsorption, latent period, or burst

size (cf. Adams and Wassermann, 1956). The reason for the

discrepant observations wdth these closely related phages is

not obvious.

Gough and Burnet (1934) extracted from suspensions of the

host bacterium a phage-inhibiting agent (PIA) which was able

to inactivate phage particles in m.uch the same manner as anti-

phage sera. They regarded the extract as a solution of the

bacterial receptors for phage adsorption. Burnet and Freeman

(1937) investigated the effect of PIA on phage preparations

which had been inactivated to the extent of 90 per cent with

dilute antiphage sera. The survivors of serum inactivation

proved to be very resistant to the inhibiting action of PIA
whereas the untreated phage population was 99 per cent in-

activated by PIA. This is further evidence that phage anti-

body can modify the properties of phage particles without in-

activating them. It also suggests that the isolated PIA is not

identical to the receptor substance on the bacterial surface,

since the survivors of the serum action are still able to infect the

host cell although they are resistant to the action of PIA.

Another very striking property of partially neutralized phage

preparations was demonstrated by Hershey, Kalmanson, and

Bronfenbrenner (1944) using a variant of phage T2. The var-

iant adsorbed very poorly to bacteria in a salt-free medium
and had a relative efficiency of plating of 10~^. In a medium
containing 0.1 N' NaCl the phage adsorbed well and the effi-

ciency of plating was about half of that under optimal condi-

tions. The phage was treated with very dilute antiphage
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serum (dilution 10~-^ )to a survival of about 0.2. The plaque

count in a salt-free medium of the survivors of serum treatment

was increased 1,000-fold as compared with that of the untreated

phage preparation. Treatment with a small amount of anti-

serum had the same effect on phage infectivity as an increase in

salt concentration. It is probable that these effects of salt and

of antiserum on phage infectivity are due to effects on electro-

static charge (see Cann and Clark, 1955), although this explana-

tion was discarded by the authors. This problem will be dis-

cussed further in the chapter on phage adsorption.

It is not certain at present which of the several antibodies in

antiphage serum is responsible for the effects described above.

A peculiar antibody which stabilizes the activated state of a

tryptophan-requiring strain of T4 has recently been described

(Jerne, 1956).

5. Complement Fixation

Early results (d'Herelle, 1926) left considerable doubt as to

the ability of phage-antiphage systems to fix complement.

These doubts have been dispelled in recent years by studies

showing not only that such systems do, in fact, fix complement

but also that complement fixation offers a valuable quantitative

tool for the study of those phage antigens and phage-related

materials that do not react with neutralizing antibody. An
example is the work of Lanni and Lanni (1953) in their demon-

stration of a serological relationship between T2 doughnuts

and T2 phage and their use of antidoughnut sera for studying

the structure of the infective virus particle. The scope of the

procedure is not restricted, however, to such antigens.

Other recent studies illustrate further the broad applicability

of complement fixation to problems of phage structure and

growth. In confirmation of the discovery of Hershey and Chase

(1952) with T2, Lanni (1954) showed that the bulk of the com-

plement-fixing antigens of infecting particles of T5 remained

outside the infected host cells. Previous work had suggested

instead that the complement-fixing antigens of T5 (Rountree,
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1951b) and of staphylococcal phage 3A (Rountree, 1952) dis-

appeared during the early stages of infection. Both workers

observed that newly synthesized complement-fixing antigens

appeared and increased intracellularly a few minutes before

mature virus. Miller and Goebel (1954) injected lysogenic

cells of B. megalerium into rabbits and failed to demonstrate the

production of phage-specific, complement-fixing, or neutralizing

antibodies. Since nucleic acids have not, in general, been

found antigenic, this negative result, which extended an earlier

failure by F. Lanni (cited by LwofF, 1953), accords with the

current conception that prophage consists of DNA. Fodor

and Adams (1955) used complement fixation in analyzing the

antigenic relationship of T5, the related phage PB, and T5
X PB hybrids. Details of a photometric complement titration

are given by Lanni (1954).

6. Specific Aggregation

Schlesinger (1933a) observed the aggregation of phage WLL
particles by antiphage serum using the dark field microscope.

Burnet (1933c) demonstrated that phage CI 6 gave a visible

precipitate when mixed with antiserum. Photographs of the

aggregated phage particles, taken by Barnard with the ultra-

violet microscope, are included in Burnet's paper. A visible

precipitate was formed when antiserum was mixed with phage

CI 6 at all concentrations above about 2X10^ particles per ml.

For smaller virus particles a considerably higher concentration

is needed to give a visible precipitate, since the amount of

precipitate formed is dependent on the total mass of antigen

added. The relationship between the size of an antigenic

particle and the concentration of particles needed to give a

visible precipitate has been discussed by Merrill (1936). This

author also discussed the relationships between particle size

and the minimal concentration required for complement fixation

and for the stimulation of antibody production. These relation-

ships should be of considerable value to virologists. Ignorance

of them has been responsible for much wasted eflfort.
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The phage-antibody system could be readily investigated by

the techniques of the quantitative precipitation reaction, but

the only attempt at such a study was made by Hershey, Kal-

manson, and Bronfenbrenner (1943a) using coliphage T2.

The authors concluded that the nitrogen of phage lysates which

was specifically precipitable by phage antibodies corresponded

to less than 10~^^ mg. N per lytic unit. Chemical analyses of

purified T2 phage preparations by various investigators agree

with a figure for the nitrogen content of the lytic unit which is

close to 10~i3 mg. (Chapter VII). The amount of antibody

nitrogen capable of precipitating with phage T2 was found to

be 0.6 mg. per ml. for a serum with a K value of about 360 min-

utes ~^ It would be of interest to know the ratio between anti-

body content and A' value for various other antiphage sera.

With sera of low neutralizing antibody content, it is possible

to follow specific aggregation of phage by observing the con-

sequent reduction in plaque count (Lanni and Lanni, 1953;

Fodor and Adams, 1955).

7. Agglutination of Phage-Coated Bacteria

Individual cells of susceptible bacterial strains are able to

adsorb a considerable number of phage particles. Delbriick

(1940a) found that cells of E. coli became saturated after ad-

sorption of from 20 to 250 phage particles depending on the

physiological condition of the cells. Burnet (1933a) investi-

gated the serological properties of such phage-coated cells

using formalin-killed bacteria to avoid lysis. The formalinized

bacteria were suspended in a high-titer phage stock for an hour,

then centrifuged and washed to remove unadsorbed phage.

These phage-coated bacteria were less susceptible than uncoated

bacteria to agglutination by antibacterial sera, but were readily

agglutinated by antiphage serum which had no effect on un-

coated bacteria. The agglutination was phage-specific. Ab-

sorption of the serum with phage-coated bacteria depressed

both the agglutinating and the phage-neutralizing activities.

The result is interesting since it suggests that antigens capable
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of binding neutralizing antibody exist elsewhere than at the

tip of the phage tail. More work is needed, however, before

this interpretation is accepted.

Burnet also performed cross-absorption experiments using

serologically related phages. Absorption with bacteria coated

with homologous phage reduced the neutralization titer for

homologous and heterologous phages alike, whereas bacteria

coated with heterologous phage absorbed antibody against

this phage but had little effect on the titer against homologous

phage. This type of experiment permits one to make an anti-

genic analysis of a series of related phages. Antiphage sera

can also be absorbed with phage concentrates, the precipitated

phage particles being removed by low-speed centrifugation

(Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner, 1943a, 1943b;

Hershey, 1946a). An advantage of the use of phage-coated

bacteria is that the adsorption of the phage particles to the bac-

teria serves to concentrate and purify them in one step. It

should be kept in mind, however, that those phage antigens

which are located at or near the site of adsorption to host cells

may not be accessible to antibody.

8. Specific Soluble Substances

The first evidence for a soluble substance having the antigenic

specificity of phage particles was obtained by Asheshov (1925).

He filtered a phage preparation through a collodion membrane
of a pore size small enough to retain the phage particles. The
immunization of rabbits with the phage-free filtrate resulted

in the production of specific phage-neutralizing antibody.

Burnet (1933b) prepared sterile ultrafiltrates of high-titer stocks

of coliphage CI 6 using Gradocol membranes of a suitable per-

meability to retain all the phage particles. The ultrafiltrates

immunized rabbits with the production of neutralizing antibody

for phage CI 6. The ability of the ultrafiltrate factor to react

with antibody was most conveniently detected by mixing it

with antiphage CI 6 serum and observing a decrease or blocking
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of the phage-neutralizing activity of the serum. The antibody-

blocking effect showed the serological specificity of phage CI 6.

The ultrafiltrate factor was not adsorbed by phage-sensitive

bacteria and had no bacteriolytic activity. It was relatively

heat resistant, requiring treatment at 90 ° C. for 30 minutes for

inactivation. On this basis Burnet suggested that it might be

a polysaccharide.

DeMars, Luria, Fisher, and Levinthal (1953) demonstrated

the presence of similar specific soluble substances in bacteria

infected with coliphages T2, T4, or T5. The substances were

liberated from the infected bacteria during the latent period by

premature lysis, and were separated from phage particles and

bacteria by ultrafiltration through collodion filters. The quan-

tity of ultrafiltrable specific antigen increased during the latent

period. What is probably the same type of substance was lib-

erated from bacteria infected with phage T2 or T6, in which

normal phage development had been prevented by the addition

of proflavine (see also DeMars, 1955; Barry, 1954). The ultra-

filtrable fraction had the same serological specificity as the in-

fecting phage. At equivalent antibody-blocking activity the

ultrafiltrable fraction from T2 lysates had roughly the same

complement-fixing activity as intact virus (Lanni and Lanni,

1953).

Crude T2 lysates contain a second noninfectious antibody-

blocking component, which appears to be intermediate in size

between the ultrafiltrable component and the infectious virus

particle (Lanni and Lanni, 1953; DeMars, 1955). The latter

reference should be consulted for details of the measurement of

antibody-blocking agents and for a description of their intra-

cellular development. Actually, the antibody-blocking meas-

urement may be regarded as an abbreviated absorption experi-

ment, in which the absorbing agent and its attached antibody

are allowed to remain in the system during subsequent measure-

ment of residual neutralizing activity.

Lanni (1954) has found that at least one-half of the total

phagc-specific complement-fixing activity of T5 lysates is
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associated with a noninfectious fraction which sediments more

slowly than the virus.

Efforts to isolate phage antigens by degradation of the virus

])article have met with partial success (Lanni and Lanni, 1953;

DeMars, 1955; see also Hershey, 1955).

9. Kinetics of Neutralization

It had been recognized since the work of Prausnitz (1922)

that the neutralization of phage activity by antiserum was a

relatively slow process, and that a small proportion of the phage

population resisted inactivation by antibody. There seems to

have been no further attempt to study the kinetics of phage

neutralization until the work of Andrewes and Elford (1933a).

These authors systematically varied the concentrations of

antiserum and of phage in the reaction mixture, and determined

the decrease in the number of infectious phage particles as a

function of time. The "percentage law" is a summary of their

experimental results: "over a very wide range a given dilu-

tion of serum neutralized in a given time an approximately

constant percentage of phage, however much phage there was

present." This relationship held from concentrations of a

few hundred phage particles per ml. up to at least 10^ per ml.,

and for serum concentrations from 10~^ to undiluted. Although

this relationship between phage and antibody is taken for granted

by phage workers today, it was very startling at the time of its

discovery, and its implications are still not understood or ap-

preciated by many immunologists and virologists.

Burnet, Keogh, and Lush (1937) presented kinetic measure-

ments for the inactivation of various phages by antiserum.

In most cases the proportion of active virus decreased logarith-

mically with time after a slight initial lag. The rate of in-

activation was directly proportional to the concentration of

antiserum. The inactivation was assumed to be the result of a

collision between a phage particle and an antibody molecule.

Since the reaction is usually carried out in the presence of a

large excess of antibody, phage neutralization does not decrease
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the concentration of antibody perceptibly. Therefore, the

kinetics is that of a first-order reaction, represented by the equa-

tion:

-dPidt = KP/D

Integration gives the very useful result:

23DK= -y- logio (Po/P)

in which A' is the velocity constant with the dimension minute ~\
D is the dilution of serum (100 for serum diluted 1/100, etc.),

/ is the time in minutes, Pq is the phage assay at zero time, and

P is the phage assay at time t.

Burnet found that the kinetics of neutralization of phage CI

6

agreed satisfactorily with this equation at serum concentrations

from V30 to ^/3o,ooo• Phage neutralization was logarithmic to

an inactivation of more than 99 per cent, but then the rate

slowed, the survivors appearing to be more resistant. Most of

the phages studied by Burnet behaved in this manner, including

a streptococcal phage and a staphylococcal phage as well as

various immunological types of enterophages. However, he

noted that the neutralization of coliphages in serological group

3 deviated markedly from a first-order reaction, and that a

relatively large proportion of the phage population was resist-

ant to inactivation by even high concentrations of antiserum.

Delbriick (1945b) found that the neutralization of T2 and T7
obeyed the equations above, but that neutralization of Tl did not.

The rate of inactivation of Tl decreased progressively throughout

the course of the reaction. Similar anomalous behavior has

been observed with phages related to T5 (Adams, 1952), with

the M phages of B. megaterium (Friedman and Cowles, 1953),

and with D20, a relative of Tl (Adams and Wade, 1955).

The value of K, the velocity constant, is a characteristic of a

particular lot of serum and may vary from one rabbit to another

or from one bleeding to another from the same animal. The
K value is a convenient measure of the neutralizing potency of
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a serum, a high A' value indicating a high titer. Once the A'

value of a sample has been determined, it can be substituted in

the equation and used to calculate the dilution, D, of this serum

required to inactivate any desired fraction of the phage in

any given time. The range of inactivation over which the

equation is applicable must be determined by experiment.

For most purposes an inactivation of 90 to 99 per cent is ade-

quate and within the range of first-order kinetics.

Any phage-antibody system which follows first-order kinetics

will necessarily obey the percentage law of Andrewes and Elford.

The law is more general, however, since it applies also to phages

in serological group 3, which do not follow first-order kinetics.

Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner (1943a) found

that the inactivation of phage T2 by antiserum followed first-

order kinetics, the K value being independent of D, t, and Po

up to a concentration of about 10^ phage particles per ml.

Above this concentration, aggregation of phage particles by

antiserum resulted in an increased A' value.

Kalmanson, Hershey, and Bronfenbrenner (1942) studied

some of the variables influencing the rate of neutralization of

phage T2 by antibody. A particularly careful study of the

reaction using highly diluted antiserum confirmed the initial

lag in the neutralization that had been noted by Burnet. Analy-

sis of the convexity of the inactivation curve suggested that

between 2 and 3 antibody molecules must react with each

phage particle on the average for neutralization to occur.

Neutralization of T2 by antibody thus appeared to be a multi-

hit process. However, it is now known (Sagik, 1954) that a

large fraction of the phage particles in certain stocks of T2 are

unable to form plaques when plated directly, but become in-

fective during treatment with antiserum. The inhibited par-

ticles may also be activated in other ways, for example, by

heating or by lowering the salt concentration. Activated

stocks showed no sign of deviation from first-order neutralization

kinetics (Cann and Clark, 1954). Since allowance must be

made for genetic differences in the lines of T2 employed by
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different workers and for differences in antisera, these findings

do not necessarily explain all examples of multi-hit neutraliza-

tion kinetics (see Park, 1956).

The temperature coefl^cient for the velocity constant A' was

determined by Burnet, Keogh, and Lush (1937) for phage CI 6.

The K value at 0, 37, and 45° C. was 45, 930, and 1350 min-

utes"'^ respectively, the Qio thus being about 2.1. Similar

studies were made by Kalmanson, Hershey, and Bronfenbrenner

(1942) with the serologically related phage T2. The A' value

was found to be 0.05 seconds"^ at 0° C. and 0.7 seconds"^

at 37° C, corresponding to a Qjo of about 2. The Arrhenius

constant was determined by Hershey (1941) to be about 11,000

cal. per mole. The meaning of these estimates has been placed

in doubt by the finding of Cann and Clark (1954) that the neu-

tralization of activated T2 (see above) shows a Qio of only 1 .4,

suggesting that the process is limited solely by diffusion. How-
ever, their measurements, unlike earlier ones, were made using

media of low salt concentration.

Essentially all serological work with viruses has been done

with antiserum diluted either in physiological saline or in broth

containing added salt because such diluents are conventional

in serology. Recently Jerne (1952) and Jerne and Skovsted

(1953) reported that physiological diluents actually inhibited

phage neutralization, monovalent cations above 10"^ M and

divalent cations above 10~^ M being inhibitory. Optimum
rates of inactivation were obtained in \Q~^ M NaCl containing

a few jug. per ml. of certain proteins which appeared to act as

cofactors. Highly diluted normal serum, ^gg white, and crys-

talline lysozyme were effective as cofactors. An anti-T4

serum with a K value of 600 minute"^ in broth gave under

optimal conditions a A value of 100,000 or more. The kinetics

were first order to a phage survival of 10^^ to 10~^. It has

long been recognized that salt concentration has a marked

effect on reactions involving colloidal particles because of

surface charges, but no one had anticipated such an astonishing

effect on the rate of the antigen-antibody reaction. Additional
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data and discussion of these effects are given by Cann and Clark

(1954, 1955).

Hershey (1941) discussed the absolute rate of the phage-

antiphage reaction, giving theoretical equations from which

the maximum rate could be calculated. The calculations and

some of the discussion in this paper are incorrect because of

erroneous concepts of the nature and size of phage T2 current

at that time. However, recalculation using Hershey's methods

and more modern data indicates that the actual inactivation

rates observed by Jerne are of the same order of magnitude as

the maximum rate attainable assuming that every collision

resulted in antibody attachment. Control of the ionic environ-

ment and the use of cofactors in Jerne's experiments resulted

in increasing the number of effective collisions between anti-

body molecules and susceptible sites on the phage particle to

nearly the theoretical limit.

A theoretical analysis of the neutralization of T4 is given by

Mandell (1955).

10. Anomalous Neutralization Behavior

A fact which puzzled Andrewes and Elford (1933a) was that

neutralization of their phages proceeded rapidly until 90 to

99 per cent of the phage was inactivated and then slowed down
rather abruptly, the residual phage activity appearing to be

very resistant to neutralization. They demonstrated that this

could not be due to exhaustion of antibody and hence must be

due to inhomogeneity of the phage population with respect to

susceptibility to inactivation. That this inhomogeneity was

not genetic in origin was demonstrated by subculturing plaques

of phage particles which had survived treatment with antiserum.

The descendants proved to be normally susceptible to neutraliza-

tion by antiserum.

The possibility that the inhomogeneity was caused by the

action of antiserum itself, combining with the phage particles

in such a way as to make them resistant to neutralization, was

next considered. This possibility was discarded because the
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resistant survivors of the action of Vioo serum were inactivated

by Vio serum at the same rate as untreated phage particles;

however, the description of this experiment leaves much to be

desired. Attempts to correlate resistance to antiserum with

other properties such as heat resistance, abihty to adsorb to

host cells, age of phage stock, and plating efficiency on different

bacterial hosts were unsuccessful.

Delbriick (1945b), dealing with the anomalous neutralization

behavior of Tl, suggested that the inhomogeneity might be

inherent in the virus population or, more likely, that it might

develop during the course of the reaction as a result of attach-

ment of antibody at noncritical sites on the phage. Although

many samples of anti-Tl serum are like that described by Del-

briick in failing to follow first-order kinetics, Hershey (personal

communication) found that anti-Ti sera from two rabbits gave

excellent first-order inactivation curves. Similarly, Fodor and

Adams (1955) found only one antiserum, of some dozen pre-

pared against various strains of the T5 serological group, which

gave good first-order neutralization curves. It is not clear,

therefore, whether the observed neutralization anomalies

reflect an inherent heterogeneity of phage preparations, to

which not all rabbits respond, or a heterogeneity which is ac-

quired during interaction with certain samples of antiserum.

Nor is it clear that the responsible serum factor is necessarily

specific antibody. According to Hershey and Bronfenbrenner

(1952) anomalous neutralization behavior may be an uncon-

trolled effect of complement. Recent studies (Van Vunakis,

Barlow, and Levine, 1956) show that serum properdin, together

with complement, have nonspecific effects which could confuse

the study of specific neutralization. Unfortunately, nonspecific

serum efl?"ects have not received explicit attention in most studies

of anomalous neutralization behavior.

11. Host Dependence of Serum-Survivor Assay

It has been known for many years (d'Herelle, 1926) that difl^er-

ent assay hosts may give diflfcrent estimates of the fraction of
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unneutralized phage in a given phage-antiserum mixture.

Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner (1942) analyzed this host

effect with a strain of T2 that plated on certain strains of Shiga

and Flexner dysentery bacteria with very nearly the same effi-

ciency as on E. coli. The host-range properties and suscepti-

bility to neutralization by antiserum were independent of the

bacterial strain used as host for production of phage stocks.

When the kinetics of neutralization were studied by plating

replicate samples of serum-phage mixtures on each of the three

host strains, it was found that the rate of neutralization

was decidedly greater when measured with the Shiga and Flex-

ner hosts than when measured with E. coli (see also Friedman,

1954; Tanami and Miyajima, 1956). This was interpreted

to mean that a certain fraction of the initial phage population

lost its ability to produce plaques on the dysentery strains while

retaining its infectivity for E. coli. Subculture of these "mono-

valent" survivors on E. coli resulted in a "polyvalent" phage

stock with full infectivity for all three host species. Reaction

with antiserum had seemingly produced a phenotypic modifica-

tion of host range. Bronfenbrenner had previously been able

to produce the same kind of modification of host range in this

phage by mild heat treatment.

The authors suggested (see also Tanami and Miyajima, 1956)

that their experiments provide evidence for a serological hetero-

geneity inherent in individual phage particles. In the present

conceptual framework, this heterogeneity would be a feature of

the phage tail. It is not necessary, however, to postulate het-

erogeneity, either of antibody-attachment or of host-attach-

ment sites, in order to explain the results. The differential host

effects could easily be due to minor differences in the phage

receptor sites on the several bacterial hosts, such that there

would be differences in bonding strength between phage and

the different hosts. In the random reaction of antibody mole-

cules with uniform antigen sites on the phage particles, the

virus surface could be so altered that certain of the particles

would adsorb abortively, or even be unable to adsorb, to the
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dysentery host cells, whereas stronger bonds with E. coli would

still allow productive interaction. Both of these interpretations

attribute the observed effects to antibody-induced phenotypic

modification of host range, as opposed to selection from a genet-

ically uniform, phenotypically heterogeneous population (see

Lanni and Lanni, 1956). Direct evidence that "monovalent"

survivors have indeed reacted with antibody in a significant

fashion is contained in a brief note by Lanni and Lanni (1957).

12. Inheritance of Antigenic Specificity

The perpetuation of serological character of phages during

continued subculture indicates, of course, that antigenic struc-

ture is genetically stable. On the other hand, the existence of

phage strains which show partial serological cross-reaction

implies the possibility of mutations affecting serological behavior.

Efforts to demonstrate serological mutation in phage, by

examining either the survivors of prolonged serum action or

mutants selected for nonserological markers, have generally

been unconvincing (d'Herelle and Rakieten, 1934, 1935;

Burnet and Freeman, 1937) or unsuccessful (Luria, 1945a;

Hershey, 1946a, 1946b). Recent reports, however, indicate

that some success may have been achieved in isolating serolog-

ical mutants of a Xanthomonas pruni phage (Eisenstark, Goldberg,

and Bernstein, 1955) and of T5 (Lanni and Lanni, 1956, 1957).

Detailed verification of these briefly reported observations could

make the antigenic structure of these phages amenable to or-

dinary genetic analysis.

Several workers, proceeding along a different line, have ob-

tained valuable information by examining hybrids obtained

from crosses of serologically related phages. Fodor and Adams
(1955) have shown that certain T5 X PB hybrids resemble one

or the other parent serologically, while others resemble both

parents to some extent. By contrast, Streisinger (1956b)

found that the genetic determinants of serological specificity

in T2 and T4 are allelic and inseparable from the host-

range determinants. Progeny from T2 X T4 crosses pos-
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sessed the serological genotype of one or the other parent, but

never of both. Interestingly, the first-cycle T2 X T4 progeny

were found to fall into three phenotypic classes : the two parental

classes, and a class with mixed serological phenotype (Streisinger,

1956c). The quantitative distribution among these classes

was independent of genotype (Chapter XVI).

At the moment, it is not possible to give a unique structural

interpretation to the particles, obtained in either the T5 X
PB or the T2 X T4 crosses, which resemble both parents serolog-

ically. It is tempting to draw the conclusion that they con-

tain two distinct tail antigens, corresponding to the distinct

parental antigens. They could, however, contain neither of

these but a third antigen, which cross-reacts with both anti-

bodies. In this respect, serological data obtained with cross

progeny are no less ambiguous than data obtained by cross-

absorption analysis of related phage strains. This ambiguity,

clearly stated for phage workers by Hershey and Bronfenbrenner

(1952) and Luria (1953a), is conveniently overlooked by most

serologists. But while the heterogeneity of the tail antigen

has proved elusive, there can be no question of the heterogeneity

of neutralizing antibody. The simple demonstration that ex-

haustive absorption of an antiserum with heterologous phage

removes part but not all of the antibody for the homologous

phage proves that the neutralizing antibody molecules in the

serum are not all alike. Unfortunately for structural interpre-

tations, it is well known that a single antigen can stimulate the

production of a variety of antibody molecules.

13. Mechanism of Phage Neutralization

We shall briefly review the observations that seem especially

relevant to the mechanism of neutralization by antibody.

7. Neutralized phage can be reactivated by treatment with

proteolytic enzymes or high frequency sound. Hence, antibody

molecules do not destroy the phage, but interfere mechanically

with infection by their presence at the phage surface.

2. Although a particle of phage T2 can accommodate a total
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of about 4,600 antibody molecules (Hershey, Kalmanson, and

Bronfenbrenner, 1943b, Hershey, Kimura, and Bronfenbrenner

1947), not more than two or three molecules, and possibly only

one, actually participate in neutralization, regardless of how
many attach.

3. Depending on the conditions of preparation, neutralized

phage may absorb to host cells normally, poorly, or not at all

(Burnet, Keogh, and Lush, 1 937 ; Hershey and Bronfenbrenner,

1952; Nagano and Mutai, 1954b; Nagano and Oda, 1955). It

may even adsorb to one host, which it proceeds to infect, but not

to another, for which it has been neutralized (Lanni and Lanni,

1957). A normal particle which has already adsorbed to a host

cell may or may not be resistant to neutralization.

4. The tip of the phage tail is the site of adsorption to the

host (T. F. Anderson, 1952).

5. Following adsorption of a normal phage particle, the

phage DNA enters the host cell, while the phage protein (ghost)

remains outside and can be stripped off without interfering with

phage reproduction (Hershey and Chase, 1952). Hence, infec-

tion consists in the injection of phage nucleic acid into the bac-

terium, this process being mediated by the phage tail in a way
which is not yet clear. Neutralized phage that succeeds in

adsorbing to a host cell does not inject its DNA (Nagano and

Oda, 1955; Tolmach, 1957).

6. Neutralizing antibody is just one of several species of anti-

phage antibody. There is evidence that its action is confined to

the phage tail, while other antibodies react mainly with the

phage head (Lanni and Lanni, 1953).

These observations clearly indicate that the phage tail is

critically important for neutralization. It would appear that

attachment of one or a few antibody molecules at appropriate

sites on the tail can render the virus noninfectious either by pre-

venting adsorption, or by interfering with injection if the virus

remains capable of adsorbing. Reaction of adsorbed virus with

antibody, after injection of the DNA, would have no consequence

for the infection. How antibody manages to prevent injection
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without preventing adsorption is not known, but mechanisms
are not difficult to imagine. Nor is it difficult to understand, in
oudine, how attachment of antibody at other sites on the phage
might even, by altering the distribution of surface charges or in
other ways, facilitate adsorption rather than inactivate the phage
(Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner, 1944- Sao-ik 1954-
Jerne, 1956).

' ^ '





CHAPTER IX

HOST SPECIFICITY

Because the bacteriophages are obUgate intracellular parasites

of bacteria, the properties of the host cell must be of major inter-

est to the virologist. Of particular concern are those properties

which permit a bacterium to serve as a host for phage multiplica-

tion or which render it immune to phage attack. As is true of

plant and animal viruses, phage strains vary in their host

specificity. This specificity was obvious to early phage workers

and led to the practical classification of these viruses into such

categories as coliphages, staphylophages, streptococcal phages,

and cholera phages. Although the utility of such a classification

is evident, it has no phylogenetic significance, any more than

has a classification of mammalian viruses based on tissue tropisms

or host pathology. The role of host specificity in the classification

of phages will be discussed in Chapter XXII on phage taxonomy.

1. Microbial Hosts for Phages

It would be a difficult task to list all the bacterial hosts for

phages that have been recorded in the literature. Such a list

would include bacterial strains belonging to the following genera

:

Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas, Vibrio, Rhizobium, Chromobaclerium,

Micrococcus, Gaffkya, Neisseria, Streptococcus, Lactobacillus, Coryne-

bacterium, all genera of Enterobacteriaceae, Pasteurella, Brucella,

Bacillus, Clostridium, Mycobacterium, Streptomyces, Nocardia, and

probably others. There are some bacteria such as the pneumo-
cocci and the spirochaetes for which phages have never been

found. More highly organized microbial forms such as yeasts,

molds, algae, and protoza also seem to be free of phages, unless

the kappa substance of paramecia (see Sonneborn, 1955) might

be considered a relative of the viruses.

121
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2. Host Ranges of Bacteriophages

D'Herelle (1926) noted that some phage strains were highly

specific attacking only certain strains in a single species of bac-

terium, while other phage strains possessed "multiple virulences"

enabling them to attack bacteria in different genera. He noted

one pure phage strain which attacked several species of shigella,

several strains of E. coli, and some strains of paratyphoid B.

Phage strains capable of attacking only a single bacterial species

were termed "monovalent," while phages capable of attacking

two or more bacterial species were called "polyvalent" (Kalman-

son and Bronfenbrenner, 1 942) . The difficulty with this termi-

nology is that the term polyvalent phage was also applied to

mixtures of phages prepared for therapeutic use, and it is often

difl[icult to tell in the early literature whether a "polyvalent

phage" was a "pure line phage" or a mixture of phages.

It is evident that the host ranges of some phages cut across the

lines of bacterial classification. A Pasteurella peslis phage, for

instance, also lyses some salmonella and some shigella species

(Lazarus and Gunnison, 1947). Such extensive host ranges are

also observed with certain strains of plant and animal viruses.

The host range is a useful characteristic for the identification

of phage strains. For instance the closely related coliphage

strains T2, T4, and T6 are similar in most respects but may be

readily distinguished by their host ranges on appropriate

mutants of their common host, strain B of E. coli (Demerec and

Fano, 1945). Mutant B/6 is resistant to T6 but susceptible to

T2 and T4, whereas mutant B/3,4 is resistant to T4 but suscepti-

ble to T2 and T6. Similarly B '2 is resistant only to T2.

The host range is not an invariant characteristic of a phage

strain, however, because the host range can alter as a result of

phage mutation, or as a result of phenotypic modification. Also

the phage susceptibility of the indicator bacterial strains may be

changed by several methods. These modifications of host range

will be discussed later.
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3. Host Specificity in Adsorption

D'Herelle (1926) demonstrated that centrifugation of a mix-

ture of phage and host bacteria, following a brief incubation, re-

sulted in sedimentation of 98 per cent of the phage with the

bacteria. Because of the generality of this phenomenon,

d'Herelle concluded that adsorption is an essential first step in

phage multiplication. He also showed that bacteria which are

not able to adsorb a given phage cannot serve as hosts for its

multiplication. The reverse, however, is not necessarily true.

Burnet (1927) in an extensive study of the host ranges of a

group of salmonella phages noted a high correlation between the

possession of certain heat stable agglutinogens (the O or somatic

antigens) and susceptibility to certain bacteriophages. Smooth

to rough mutation in these salmonella strains was correlated with

a loss of the heat stable antigens and with loss of susceptibility to

the phages. At the same time the bacteria acquired sensitivity

to a new group of phages, specific for rough salmonellas (Burnet,

1929b). Certain of these rough salmonella strains were able to

undergo the reverse mutation to smooth, simultaneously becom-

ing resistant to the "rough-specific" phages and reacquiring

susceptibility to the "smooth-specific" phages. Although the

correlation between antigenic structure and phage susceptibility

was not complete, it was evident that susceptibility or resistance

to certain groups of phage was dependent on the presence or ab-

sence of certain host cell antigens (Burnet, 1930). The suscepti-

bility to other phages was dependent on surface substances

which apparently were not agglutinogens.

An interesting example of phage specificity is seen in the

typhoid phage reported by Sertic and Boulgakov (1936b) which

attacks H (flagellated) strains but not O (nonflagellated) strains.

Phage-resistant mutants are invariably nonmotile, nonflagel-

lated, and lacking in H-antigen. The growth of phage-suscepti-

ble, motile strains on agar containing phenol results in the loss of

flagella and confers phage resistance on the population. The
phage is also inhibited in typhoid strains possessing Vi antigen.
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Mutation with loss of Vi antigen makes such strains susceptible

to phage.

Further examples of a relationship between host antigenic

structure and phage susceptibility are found in the dysentery

bacteria (Burnet and McKie, 1930), the typhoid bacterium

(Craigie and Yen, 1937; Sertic and Boulgakov, 1936a), Vibrio

cholerae (Asheshov, Asheshov, Khan, and Lahiri, 1933) and E.

coli (Sertic and Boulgakov, 1937). A good review and discussion

of the role of bacterial antigens in protecting bacteria against the

attack of certain phages is given by Nicolle, Jude, and Diverneau

(1953). In most cases the protective antigens seem to act by

preventing the phage from adsorbing to the receptor sites by

mechanical interference. This may be, however, an over-

simplified concept. The evidence for a higher order of chemical

specificity in the adsorption of phage to host cell will be pre-

sented in Chapter X.

Bacterial cultures are not necessarily homogeneous in their

ability to adsorb a given phage. Wahl (1953) has called "semi-

resistant" those bacterial strains which appear to be heterogene-

ous in receptivity. Such strains contain bacteria that are able

to adsorb the phage and bacteria that are not. The cell types

do not breed true and must therefore be considered either as

phenotypic modifications or as genetic changes recurring at high

rates, similar perhaps to the diphasic variation of salmonella

strains.

4. Host Specificity in Infection

Some bacteria are able to adsorb phages very well but fail to

serve as host cells for phage multiplication. Lysogenic bacteria,

for example, usually adsorb the phage they carry in the latent

(prophage) state, but are not affected by it. Lysogenic bacteria

are therefore said to be immune to superinfection. Lysogenic

bacteria are susceptible to lysis by other phages however.

Some phage-resistant bacterial mutants retain the ability to

adsorb the phage to which they are resistant. For instance, a

mutant of £". coli called B/1 adsorbs coliphage Tl in a reversible
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manner. Its resistance to infection is not due solely to failure of

attachment. A different mutant of the same strain of E. coli,

called B/1,5, is resistant to phage Tl because of failure of adsorp-

tion (Garen and Puck, 1951). There are numerous other refer-

ences in the literature to phage-resistant variants that adsorb the

phage to which they are resistant. In such cases the mechanism
of resistance is not known.

Some bacteria adsorb a phage, are killed by it, but fail to

liberate viable phage progeny. In such cases the phage simu-

lates an antibiotic and the bacterium cannot be considered a host

for the phage. Although the individual bacterial cell is killed,

the ultimate result may be protection of the bacterial culture

because the adsorbed phage particle is destroyed. In some cases

a bacterium may either respond in this way to phage attack or

may respond normally with phage multiplication depending on

environmental conditions such as nutrients or temperature.

Literature references to the antibiotic action of phages have been

collected by Fredericq (1952b), and "abortive infection" is dis-

cussed in Chapter XV.

5. Acquisition of Phage Resistance by Mutation

Bacteria may become resistant to phage attack either by
mutation or by becoming lysogenic. Since the mechanisms of

these processes are distinct, they will be discussed separately.

A mutation is a permanent, heritable, modification in some
property of a cell. Mutations occur spontaneously during cell

reproduction. Since mutation is typically a rare event, m.utants

are usually detected by the use of appropriate selective agents in

the environment. For instance the presence of phage-resistant

mutants in a population of phage-susceptible cells may be de-

tected by plating the population with an excess of phage. The
phage-susceptible bacteria are destroyed and the phage-resistant

mutant cells produce colonies which may be readily subcultured

and free of phage.

That the mutation occurs spontaneously prior to the addition

of the selecting agent has been demonstrated by the fluctuation
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test of Luria and Delbruck (1943), the replica plating technique

of Lederberg and Lederberg (1952), and the redistribution test of

Newcombe (1949). Methods for the determination of mutation

rates have been discussed by Newcombe (1948), Lea and

Coulson (1949), and Armitage (1953). Measured mutation

rates to phage resistance are of the order of 10 ~^ to 10~^° muta-

tions per bacterial division.

Mutation to phage resistance may involve any of a number of

distinct physiological mechanisms. Resistance to infection cor-

related with the failure of phage adsorption has been noted

above. Lack of adsorption may be due to the absence of the re-

ceptor substance to which the phage particle normally becomes

attached. When this receptor substance happens to be a major

antigen of the bacterial cell, its loss by mutation may be readily

detected by immunological techniques. If the receptor substance

is nonantigenic or is a minor antigen, it may be more difficult to

discover the reason for failure of adsorption. Failure of adsorp-

tion may also be due to the covering of the receptor substance by

some other bacterial layer, as in the mutation from rough to

smooth in the salmonellas. In this case the acquisition of the O
antigen results in loss of susceptibility to the "rough specific"

salmonella phages (Burnet, 1930). Mucoid variants of phage-

susceptible bacteria are usually phage-resistant because the

masses of slime material interfere with phage adsorption (Gratia,

1922). Doubtless other mechanisms may play a role in the

acquisition of phage-resistance by mutation, but these have not

been studied.

Phage-resistant mutants of bacteria very often retain a normal

susceptibility to some phages while becoming resistant to others.

Such mutant strains are of considerable value in phage research

since they can be used as specific indicators to demonstrate the

presence of a particular strain of phage in a mixture.

The nomenclature used for phage-resistant mutants was origi-

nated by Burnet and McKie (1933) and modified by Demerec

and Fano (1945). Strain B of E. coli is susceptible to phage-Tl

through T7. A phage-resistant mutant isolated by means of
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phage T3 is designated B/3. If this mutant is found to be resist-

ant also to phages T4 and T7 it is called B/3, 4, 7. If a subsequent

mutation confers resistance also to T6, it is named B/3,4,7/6,

each mutational step being distingished by a bar.

Mutations to phage resistance have been extremely important

in the development of bacterial genetics, because of the ease

with which they can be selected, and because of their great

variety.

Certain mutations to phage resistance are accompanied by the

loss of the ability to synthesize growth factors such as tryptophan

(E. H. Anderson, 1946) or proline (E.-L. Wollman, 1947).

Selecting for phage resistance in these cases is thus an easy way
to obtain biochemical requirements in bacterial strains. Since

rates of mutation to phage resistance are easily measured, this

type of mutation has been extensively used to test for the ability

of various physical and chemical agents to induce mutations (see,

for instance, Novick and Szilard, 1951b). Because of the variety

of properties which may be associated with resistance to a given

phage (resistance to certain other phages, biochemical require-

ments, colony type, etc.), often several mutant types can be

easily distinguished among all the resistant mutants that are

selected with a given phage. One obtains thus a "mutation

pattern" which can be used as a test of the specificity of various

agents capable of inducing mutations (Bryson and Davidson,

1951). More information on this general subject will be found

in the book by Braun (1953).

Bacterial mutations involving a change from resistance to

sensitivity are more difficult to study because of lack of selective

agents for isolation of the mutant strains. An exception is found

in the phages specific for rough and smooth strains of salmonella

studied by Burnet (1929b), which can be used for selection in

both directions. In other cases phage-sensitive variants can be

selected because of morphological differences from the phage-

resistant parent stocks; for example, in E. coli (Nelson, 1927),

Sh. dysenteriae (Arkwright, 1924), and Sh. sonnei (Miller and

Goebel, 1949).
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6. Acquisition of Phage Resistance by Lysogenization

The adsorption of a temperate phage to a susceptible bacterial

cell may have either of two results; the bacterium may be lysed

with release of phage progeny, or the bacterium may be con-

verted to the lysogenic condition, in which the cell and its

progeny are permanently endowed with the potentiality of pro-

ducing phage. This potentiality is controlled by a latent, non-

infectious form of the infecting phage, the prophage, which is

carried by lysogenic cells and inherited as part of their genetic

make-up. To unify the terminology of lysogenic cultures it has

been agreed to use the notation of Williams Smith (1951a). In

this system the symbol designating the latent phage is placed in

parentheses after the sym.bol designating the bacterial culture.

For instance if Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain 13 is lysogenic for

phage strain 8, the notation is 13(8). Lysogeny is discussed in

Chapter XIX. Only a few facts concerning the effects of lyso-

genization on host specificity will be mentioned here.

It has been noted before that lysogenic bacteria are immune to

superinfection by the phage of the type they carry as prophage,

although adsorption occurs normally. Burnet and Lush (1936)

first realized that the acquisition of phage resistance by lyso-

genization is a very different process from the acquisition of

resistance by mutation. These authors reported that from 10 to

20 per cent of effective contacts between phage and susceptible

bacteria resulted in conversion of the bacteria to the lysogenic

condition. The conversion was not attributable to genetic

heterogeneity in the bacterial population.

Bertani (1953a), using the terrperate enterophage P2, was

able to convert up to 40 per cent of the infected cells of strain Sh

oi Shigella dysenteriae to the lysogenic form, Sh(P2). The suscepti-

ble strain, Sh, is subject to lysis by the 7 coliphages of the T
group, and, of course, by P2. The lysogenic strain, Sh(P2),

adsorbs all these phages but is resistant to lysis by P2, T2, T4,

T5, and T6. Strain Sh(P2) is lysed by phages Tl, T3, and T7
only. In this case conversion of the bacterium to the lysogenic

condition results in the acquisition of resistance not only to the
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carried phage, but also to a number of unrelated virulent phages.

Several other examples of this phenomenon are known and will

be discussed later on. Infection with a latent phage would ap-

pear to be a valuable protective mechanism to the bacterium.

The intimate details of this acquired resistance to virulent

phages are unknown, but must be rather specific since the bac-

terium remains susceptible to lysis by certain other phages.

Lysogenization may produce phage-resistance in still another

way. Salmonella strains of group E2 (somatic antigens 3,15)

are lysogenic for a phage which can be demonstrated by means

of indicator strains from group Ei (somatic antigens 3,10).

Strains of group Ej, which become lysogenic for such a phage,

lose at the same time the ability to adsorb the phage (Uetake,

Nakagawa, and Akiba, 1955). In this case lysogenization is

accompanied by a change in the surface of the host cell, such

that adsorption is blocked. The change can be demonstrated

serologically, since the lysogenized strains have also lost antigen

10 and gained antigen 15. If such lysogenic strains are exposed

to antiserum specific for antigen 15, antigenic variants can be

obtained which have lost antigen 15, and show now antigen 10.

These variants are not lysogenic any more, and are susceptible

to the phage, thus confirming the close association of the lysogenic

condition with the change in the cell surface.

7. Phage Mutations Affecting Host Range

D'Herelle (1926) considered the extension of host range of a

phage preparation to be an adaptive process which he called

"acquisition of virulence." His procedure of adaptation was to

grow two bacterial strains in mixed culture, add a phage active

for one strain and watch for lysis. If lysis was not evident the

culture was filtered and the filtrate used to inoculate a fresh

mixed culture, this process being repeated until lysis occurred.

Then the "adapted" phage was isolated by repeated subculture

on its new bacterial host. A better method is to spread the same

mixture of bacterial strains and phage on the surface of agar
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plates, because the presence of a host range mutant is promptly

made evident as a plaque.

Unfortunately the earlier experimenters did not examine

critically the properties of the "adapted" phage strains and con-

sequently certain of their claims should probably be discounted.

For instance d'Herelle claimed to have adapted a staphylococcus

phage to lyse a strain of Shiga's bacillus. It is probable that this

"adaptation" was the result of phage contamination, especially

as the fully adapted phage had lost its lytic power for the staphy-

lococcus strain. No such radical alteration of host range has

been reported in recent years.

What appears to be the first clear description of the isolation

of host range variants of a phage was given by Sertic (1929b).

His experiments will be briefly summarized using his nomencla-

ture for the phage and host cell variants. Cells of strain Fb of

E. coli were lysed by strain beta of phage Fez except for a few

cells of a phage resistant bacterial mutant called Fbrl. If a

lawn of variant Fbrl was inoculated with phage strain beta, iso-

lated plaques were obtained with a frequency about 1/1,000 that

of the plaques obtained on the parent host strain Fb. By suc-

cessive single plaque isolations on strain Fbrl, a pure culture of

host range variant beta/rl was obtained, which was able to lyse

both bacterial strains, Fb and Fbrl. By inoculating host strain

Fbrl with phage variant beta/rl a second phage resistant mutant

Fbr2 was obtained. Mutant bacterial strain Fbr2 was com-

pletely resistant to phage strain beta, but when inoculated with

phage beta/rl yielded a few plaques of a new variant, beta/r2.

Sertic pointed out that by this two stage process he was able to

obtain a variant phage virulent for a bacterial strain which was

completely resistant to the original phage.

Many reports of host range mutants of bacteriophages have

since appeared, many of them dealing with adaptation of phages

to attack new host strains in the development of phage

typing methods. In most cases the authors have presented no

evidence to prove that the "adapted" phage was actually derived

from the supposed parent.
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The significance of this omission was demonstrated by Roun-
tree (1949b) in an investigation of the serological relationships of

a number of staphylococcal phages. She found that typing

phages 42C and 42D were serologically unrelated to phage 42B

although all were supposed to have been derived from a common
source, strain 42. Strain 42 had been adapted to host strain 36

to give phage strain 42A ; 42A was adapted to host strain 1 307

to give 42C, which on adaptation to host strain 1363 became
42D. On investigation Rountree found that host strain 36 was

lysogenic, carrying a latent phage which was capable of lysing

host strain 1307. This latent phage from host strain 36 proved

to be serologically related to phage strain 42C and 42D. There-

fore the phage strains 42C and 42D were derived from a con-

taminating phage from a lysogenic host strain used for passage

and were not host range mutants of strain 42. Since the fre-

quency of lysogenic strains is high in many bacterial species,

this source of confusion must be kept in mind. Serological rela-

tionship is the minimum evidence required to demonstrate

derivation by mutation, and resemblance in other properties

should be looked for as well. These requirements were clearly

stated by Craigie and Felix (1947) in discussing the standardiza-

tion of the Vi typing phages for S. typhi.

Luria (1945a) in a detailed study of host range variants of

phages Tl and T2 applied the fluctuation test to demonstrate

the spontaneous mutational origin of these variants. The mutant

phage particles proved to be indistinguishable from their parents

in serological specificity and in growth characteristics on the

common host strain B of E. coli. They appeared to differ only in

host range. The frequency of these host range mutant virus

particles in small independent culture lysates was of the order of

10-8.

Hershey (1946b) demonstrated the existence of sev^eral inde-

pendent host range mutations of phage T2 and that in mixed

infection experiments genetic recombination between host range

and plaque type mutants could occur (Hershey and Rotman,

1949). In further studies Hershey and Davidson (1951) found
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that host range mutations of phage T2 occurred at two different

gene loci, and that three different mutant alleles might occur at

one of these loci.

The host range mutants of phages Tl and T2 just mentioned

have gained the ability to adsorb to indicator strains of bacteria.

Phage mutants are also known that are able to overcome the

immunity produced by the lysogenic condition, which has a

different basis. The temperate phage P2, mentioned in the

preceding section, does not lyse lysogenic cells Sh(P2), although

it does absorb onto them. Rare mutants of phage P2 are found,

which are able to lyse Sh(P2) cells. This mutation is commonly
associated with the loss of the ability to establish lysogeny in

susceptible cells (Bertani, 1953a). In a similar case involving

the temperate coliphage lambda, it is possible to demonstrate

genetic recombination between the factor imparting virulence

and other mutations affecting the plaque type (Jacob and Woll-

man, 1954).

These studies have demonstrated conclusively the mutational

nature of some examples of host range variation in bacteri-

ophages. It has become evident in recent years that host range

modifications may occur by mechanisms other than mutation

of the virus. These phenotypic modifications of host range will

be discussed next.

8. Phenotypic Modification of Host Range

A phenotypic modification of the properties of an organism

implies a nonhereditary change, usually attributable to some

environmental influence. A phenotypic modification is re-

versible in the immediate descendants of the organism in the

absence of the causal environmental factor. Numerous examples

of phenotypic alterations in phages have been discovered in

recent years. Some examples involving host range are described

below.

a. Phenotypic Mixing

The first clear example of a phenotypic modification in host

range was brought to light in consequence of an observation re-
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ported by Delbruck and Bailey (1946). When bacteria were

mixedly infected with the closely related phages T2 and T4, up
to 90 per cent of the bacterial population liberated both T2 and
T4 phage particles when plated on the mixed indicator bacteria

B/2 and B/4. However when plated on B/4, the indicator for

phage T2, only a small proportion seemed to yield T2. The
authors concluded that the liberated T2 particles had a low

efficiency of plating on B/4 as compared with that on mixed
indicator.

This paradoxical result was explained by Novick and Szilard

(1951a) who found that bacteria mixedly infected with T2 and
T4 might liberate three kinds of phage particles, typical T2.

typical T4, and particles with the genotype of T2 but the host

range phenotype of T4. The latter particles adsorbed to host

strains B and B/2 but not to B/4. After one passage through

either B or B/2, the phage reverted to its T2 phenotype and
henceforth would multiply on B/4 but not on B/2. This ex-

plains why such particles produced plaques on mixed indicators

or on strain B, but not on either B/2 or B/4 by itself. In this

case the T4 phenotype was the result of the presence of particles

having the genotype of T4 in the mixedly infected bacteria.

Since the T4 host range characteristic is replaced by the T2
phenotype on subculture, these particles must be genotypically

T2.

b. Host-Controlled Variation

Another type of phenotypic host range modification was dis-

covered by Luria and Human (1952). This involves a phage

resistant mutant of E. coli called B/3,4,7 (2,6). This mutant may
be isolated from cultures of E. coli strain B by the selective action

of T3, T4, or T7 but not by T2 or T6. It is resistant to T3, T4,

and T7 because of failure of these phages to adsorb, but it's resist-

ance to T2 and T6 is of a different kind. When concentrated

T2 and T6 phage stocks are plated with this bacterial mutant, a

clear, sterile area results; but if the phage stocks are progres-
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sively diluted, this effect is lost without ever passing through a

level of dilution at which discrete plaques are formed. The
phage particles adsorb normally to the mutant bacteria, and the

infected bacteria lyse after the usual latent period. They also

liberate phage particles which, however, cannot multiply fur-

ther. After considerable search it was found that strain Sh of

Sh. dysenteriae was a suitable indicator for the phage particles

liberated on lysis of B/3,4,7(2,6). After passage through strain

Sh the phage progeny had the properties of normal T2 or T6
phage.

In summary, phage T2 infects bacterial strain B '3,4,7(2,6) to

produce a phenotypically modified phage progeny symbolized

as T2*. Phage T2* does not produce plaques on B/3,4,7(2,6),

or on B, but does produce plaques on strain Sh. Phage T2*
after passage through strain Sh reverts to phage T2. Phage T2*
adsorbs to strains B, B/4, and B/6 and kills them, but the infec-

tion is abortive.

These experiments indicate that the phenotypic change in

T2* is different from that found in the phage liberated from the

bacteria mixedly infected with T2 and T4. In the latter case

the modification is in the specificity of adsorption. In the case

of T2* the adsorption specificity is the same as that of T2, so

the phenotypic modification must involve some stage in multi-

plication subsequent to adsorption. It may be noted that the

changes in this instance are not adaptive.

An adaptive type of host-induced modification was reported

by E. S. Anderson and Felix (1952), involving the Vi typing

phages of S. typhi. The original Vi II phage strain, phage A,

when tested at the limiting test dilution gives confluent lysis with

Type A typhoid strains only. When tested at higher concentra-

tions with a bacterial lawn of a Type C strain, a few plaques may
be found. When these plaques are picked and subcultured on

Type C bacteria, an "adapted" typing strain is obtained, which

at the limiting test dilution will give confluent lysis with both

Type C and Type A typhoid strains but only partial or no lysis

with all other strains of typhoid bacteria. So far, the behavior is
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typical of that of host range mutants and these adapted typing

phage strains were referred to as mutants by Craigie (1946).

The significant observation of Anderson and Felix is that when
the "adapted" phage C is plated on a lawn of Type A typhoid, it

reverts completely to the characteristics ofphage A. For this and

other reasons, Anderson and Felix designated this adaptive re-

sponse "phenotypic modification of host range." The general

phenomenon is very common and exhibits other remarkable

features that are discussed in Chapters XVI and XXI.

9. Summary

Most taxonomic groups of bacteria include strains which are

susceptible to some bacteriophage. The host range of a given

phage is often restricted to a single bacterial genus but exceptions

to this rule are common. Changes in the surface of a bacterium

may block the adsorption of a phage otherwise able to multiply

in such a host. These changes may occur by mutation, and are

often associated with antigenic changes. Multiplication of a

phage in a given host may be blocked at a stage past adsorption.

This is often a consequence of the lysogenic condition of the host.

Both types of blocks may be overcome by mutation of the

phage. The host range of the phage may be affected by the

conditions of its growth in a way not involving mutation and

selection. One class of such effects is called phenotypic mixing.

It is observed when two closely related phages differing in adsorp-

tion-specificity multiply in the same bacterium, and affects pri-

marily adsorption-specificity. The effects are promptly reversed

when the phage multiplies in pure culture. A second class of

such effects is called host-induced modification, and affects host

range independently of adsorption-specificity. It is conditioned

by the genotype (including carried prophages) of the bacterial

host. This class of effects is likewise reversed by transfer of the

phage to another host.





CHAPTER X

ADSORPTION OF PHAGE TO HOST CELL

The first step in the infectious cycle is the adsorption of the

phage particle to the host cell. Adsorption may be defined as

attachment of phage particles to bacterial surfaces so that phage

and bacteria will sediment together. As described in Chapter

IV, phages adsorb to their host cells by the tips of their tails.

The attachment is made to specific receptor substances on the

cell surface, often parts of the cell wall (Chapter IX).

Adsorption is usually measured by centrifuging a mixture of

bacteria and phage, and counting the phage in sediment or

supernatant fractions, or both, by means of plaque counts. The
reduction in plaque count in the supernatant fluid can be used

to measure adsorption in excess of 30 per cent ; for smaller frac-

tions the measurement by difference is too inaccurate, and the

sedimented phage must be counted directly. If the fraction

adsorbed is very small, antiserum must be used as well (Hershey

and Davidson, 1951). Other methods of measurement do not

require centrifugation. One such method depends on the fact

that infected bacteria can be destroyed by agents such as chloro-

form that do not inactivate free phage particles (Fredericq,

1952a). Another makes use of antiserum to inactivate un-

adsorbed phage (Delbriick, 1945b). Adsorption can also be

measured in terms of the fraction of bacteria killed by the phage.

Many of these methods, however, depend on steps in the infective

cycle taking place subsequent to adsorption as defined above.

It cannot be assumed, without test, that any other measurement

will yield information equivalent to the reduction in plaque

count of the supernatant fluid on centrifugation of the adsorption

mixture. Moreover, the results of this measurement may vary,

137
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under conditions in which adsorption is reversible, depending on

whether the mixture is diluted or not before centrifugation.

1. Kinetics of Adsorption

Krueger (1931) investigated the adsorption of a phage to liv-

ing and heat-killed staphylococci. He found that with an excess

of bacteria, the adsorption follows the kinetics of a first-order

reaction. The rate of adsorption is

-dP/dt = kBP (1)

in which k is the velocity constant, B is the bacterial concentra-

tion, and P is the phage concentration. The appropriate solu-

tion yields

^ = ^log^ (2)

in which Pq is the concentration of unadsorbed phage at the

beginning, and P at the end, of the time interval t.

Krueger found k to be 2.4 X 10"!" ml. per minute either with

living or heat-killed bacteria.

Equations (1) and (2) are generally applicable to adsorption of

phage, as indicated by further work described below. In them

B can be considered constant provided the ratio of phage to bac-

teria is kept sufficiently low so that the bacterial surfaces remain

effectively unaltered. This explains why the two-body inter-

action can be described by first-order kinetics.

Krueger (1931) also attempted to study adsorption-equilib-

rium with results that are not now interpretable owing to

ambiguities of his assay method (Chapter III).

A very extensive study of phage adsorption was made by

Schlesinger (1932a) using coliphage WLL. This phage was re-

ported by Burnet (1934a) to be related to phage CI 6 and hence

is also related to T2. The bacterium used was E. coli 88, either

as a broth culture of living cells, or as a cell suspension killed by

heating at 70 ° C. for one hour. Adsorption was carried out at

37 ° C. In these experiments the amount of unadsorbed phage
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decreases as an exponential function of time until about 95 per

cent of the phage is adsorbed. The adsorption rate then de-

creases and, when killed bacteria are used, an unadsorbed

residue is obtained amounting lo 10~^ of the initial phage popu-

lation. This unadsorbed fraction does not adsorb if additional

heat-killed bacteria are added, indicating that failure of adsorp-

tion is not due to saturation of bacterial receptors, nor to a re-

versible equilibrium. The unadsorbed fraction adsorbs slowly

to living bacteria.

After adsorption of 90 to 99 per cent of the phage to heat-

killed bacteria, the residual phage was titrated before and after

removal of the bacteria by centrifugation. The plaque counts

are the same in either case, indicating that adsorption is essen-

tially irreversible. However, after prolonged periods of adsorp-

tion it is found that a small fraction (10~^) of the phage popula-

tion can be eluted by washing. The phage population therefore

consists of three kinds of phage particles: those that adsorb

irreversibly, those that adsorb reversibly, and those that do not

adsorb at all to heat-killed bacteria.

In his next paper Schlesinger (1932b) demonstrated that the

adsorption of at least 95 per cent of the phage population obeys

the kinetics described by equations (1) and (2) above. The
observed velocity constant k is independent of B, P, and t over

ranges of B from 3 X 10*^ per ml. to 7 X 10^ per ml., of Pq from

6 X 10^ per ml. to 6 X 10^ per ml., and of ^from 2 minutes to

12 hours. The adsorption rate on living bacteria is 2.6 times

faster than on heat-killed bacteria. Schlesinger interpreted this

difference as being due to destruction of somewhat more than

half of the receptor sites during the heat-killing of the bacterial

culture.

Schlesinger determined the adsorption capacity of heat-killed

bacteria for phage by increasing the phage to bacterium ratio to

several hundred. The maximum adsorption capacity is 140

phage particles per bacterium. If Schlesinger's explanation for

the reduced adsorption rate is correct, the adsorption capacity

of living bacteria might be 140 X 2.6 or 360 phage per bac-
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terium. Delbriick (1940a) using a different coliphage and a

different strain of E. coli found that the saturation value for a

culture in the logarithmic growth phase was 250 phage per bac-

terium, and Watson (1950) found a maximum value of 300 phage

per bacterium for the adsorption of T2 to heat-killed E. coli

strain B.

Schlesinger (1932c) adapted the coagulation theory of von

Smoluchowski to the kinetics of phage adsorption, and derived

the equation

:

-dP/dt = AttDRBP (3)

in which —dP/dt is the rate of adsorption, D is the diffusion con-

stant of the phage particle, R is the radius of a sphere of the

same surface area as the bacterium, and the other symbols are

as in equation (1). By combining equations (1) and (3) he

ohtained the equation

k = AttDR (4)

Equation (4) contains the assumptions that every collision

between phage and bacterium results in irreversible adsorption,

that the bacteria and surrounding fluid are stationary, and that

the phage particle itself is dimensionless. In spite of obvious

defects, it gives a rough estimate of what the maximum possible

rate of adsorption ought to be.

Schlesinger calculated the diffusion constant from his observed

adsorption-rate constant by means of equation (4)

:

3.4 X 10-"
6.3 X 10-'* cm.- sec. -1

At X 4.3 X 10-^

According to Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer (1955), the diffusion

coefficient of phages T2 and T6, related to WLL, is about 3.5 X
10-^ cm. 2 sec.-^ at 20° C, in reasonable agreement with

Schlesinger's indirect measurement at 37 ° C. This means that

the observed adsorption-rate constant of equation (2) is in agree-

ment with the theory represented by equation (4), as found also

by Delbriick (1940a), Puck, Garen, and Cline (1951), and Stent
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and Wollman (1952). These results seem to show that a large

fraction of the collisions between phage and bacterium lead to

successful attachment. Tolmach (1957) and Hershey (1957)

question this interpretation, and we conclude here only that

adsorption-rate constants in the range 10"^ to 10~^ per minute

can be expected under optimal conditions. The optimal condi-

tions depend on size and condition of the bacterial cells (Del-

briick, 1940a; Hershey and Davidson, 1951), and numerous

environmental factors to be discussed below.

2. The Ionic Environment

Many reports in the early literature of the effect of salts on

phage lysis have been summarized by d'Herelle (1926) and by

Sertic (1937). For example, da Costa Cruz (1923) reported that

bacteria grown in salt-free Witte's peptone were not lysed by

phage, but that the addition of sodium chloride or calcium chlo-

ride resulted in lysis. Lisbonne and Carrere (1923) confirmed

this salt effect with three different phages. The addition of

sugars had no effect. These authors demonstrated that the effect

of the electrolytes was on the adsorption of phage to host cell ; if

phage and bacteria were mixed in salt-free peptone, they could

be readily separated by centrifugation. In the presence of salts,

the phage speedily became attached to the bacteria and could

not be separated by centrifugation.

An interesting paper by Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfen-

brenner (1944) gave a preview of later developments in this field.

These authors found that the relative efficiency of plating (EOP)

of phage T2 varies markedly with the concentration of electro-

lyte added to the agar medium. The EOP is 0.001 or less in the

absence of added electrolyte, 0.1 in 0.03 M sodium ion, and 1.0

in 0.2 M sodium ion. Similar results were obtained with potas-

sium, lithium, and ammonium ions. Divalent cations were not

tested at comparable concentrations. The EOP was inde-

pendent of the nature of the anions present.

In an attempt to determine whether the cation effect was on

adsorption, phage adsorption was studied with and without
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added salt, by means of the centrifugation technique. The sedi-

ments and supernatants were assayed on both salt-free agar and

on agar containing the optimal amount of salt. The fraction of

phage adsorbed was calculated from the plaque counts on agar

containing salt. It was found that appreciable adsorption of

phage occurs in salt-free tryptose broth. The striking observa-

tion is that phage adsorbed to its host cell in the presence of salt

has a high efficiency of plating on salt-free agar, while phage

absorbed in the absence of salt has a very low EOP on salt-free

agar, as does unadsorbed phage. It would appear from these

experiments that phage adsorbed in salt-free broth does not

initiate infection of the host cell and may be reversibly adsorbed.

The possibility of reversing adsorption was tested by adsorbing

the phage in the absence of salt, sedimenting the bacteria, and

washing the sediment with broth to remove free phage. The
sediment was then diluted in salt-free broth, incubated for 20

minutes, and centrifuged again. Assays on both supernatant

and sediment indicated that about 50 per cent of the adsorbed

phage had been eluted. Phage adsorption in salt-free broth is

partly reversible and infection of the host cell by the adsorbed

phage does not occur in the absence of salt.

Hershey, Kalmonson, and Bronfenbrenner (1944) also found

that phage T2 treated in the presence of salt with very dilute

anti-T2 serum showed an increased rate of adsorption under

suboptimal conditions, and a greatly increased EOP on low-salt

agar. This effect may be related to the activation of cofactor-

requiring strains of T4 by one of the anti-T4 antibodies (Jerne,

1956). The observations with T2 might be well worth reinvesti-

gating but are now of doubtful meaning owing to possible com-

plications caused by inhibitors of adsorption often present in

phage stocks (Sagik, 1954). The same could be said, in fact, of

much of the work reported in this chapter.

The experiments on reversible adsorption described above

were abandoned by the authors because it appeared that the

transition from reversible to irreversible adsorption could not

occur on addition of salt, and therefore that reversible adsorption
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could not be a step in the infective process (Hershey, personal

communication). Further work described below has led to the

contrary interpretation.

There were no further quantitative studies of the effect of salts

on phage adsorption until the work of Puck, Garen, and Cline

(1951). These authors studied the rates of adsorption of various

phages to E. coli under a variety of environmental conditions,

and reached the conclusion that the initial step in phage adsorp-

tion is the establishment of electrostatic bonds between appro-

priate configurations of ionic charges on the two bodies.

In these studies the first-order velocity constants are used to

characterize the adsorption rates as the environmental conditions

are changed. With phage Tl in buffered salt solutions at 37 ° G.

the optimum salt concentration for phage adsorption is about

0.01 M for salts of univalent cations and 0.001 M for salts of

divalent cations. The rate of adsorption is depressed markedly

by higher or lower concentrations. The maximum velocity

constant is the same in simple salt solutions and in broth, sug-

gesting that no cofactors other than salts are required. Puck,

Garen, and Gline (1951) adopted the hypothesis, consistent with

their results, that the efficiency with which collisions between

phage particles and cells lead to attachment is controlled by

electrostatic charges on the colliding bodies, and that cations in

the medium afTect adsorption bv influencing these charges.

3. Organic Cofactors

T. F. Anderson (1945a) discovered that some phages are un-

able to adsorb to their host cells unless certain organic compounds

are present in the environment. He compared plaque counts of

phage stocks on the usual nutrient broth agar with counts on

agar prepared from ammonium lactate and other salts. Coli-

phage T2 gives the same counts on the two media, whereas

counts of T4 and T6 are much lower on lactate agar than on

broth agar. By testing various substances that might be present

in broth he found that the addition of tryptophan or phenyl-

anlaine to the svnthetic medium results in a large increase in the
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efficiency of plating. Tryptophan is more effective. Anthranilic

acid, indole, and indole-3-propionic acid are inactive. Anderson

showed that the role of cofactor is to allow adsorption to occur.

In a later paper T. F. Anderson (1945b) reported that Bz-3-

methyl tryptophan, which inhibits growth of bacteria and phage,

can substitute very efficiently for tryptophan as an adsorption

cofactor. T. F. Anderson (1946) listed a number of organic sub-

stances which had varying degrees of cofactor activity. Substi-

tutions or changes in the amino or carboxyl groups of tryptophan

destroy all cofactor activity, whereas quite extensive changes are

permissible in the remainder of the molecule. Replacement of

the indole structure by pyridine, benzene, or thiophene results

in a cofactor activity about 1 per cent of that of tryptophan.

Delbriick (1948) reported that DL-norleucine had about 0.3 per

cent of the activity of L-tryptophan. The remarkable structural

specificity of the cofactor is indicated by the fact that L-trypto-

phan is the most highly active substance yet tested but o-trypto-

phan is inactive.

By kinetic methods, T. F. Anderson (1948a) showed that

cofactor reacts with the phage particles rather than with the host

bacteria. This process is termed "activation." Anderson esti-

mated that about six molecules of tryptophan are involved in the

activation of each phage particle. There is a rather high tem-

perature coefficient for activation with a temperatu»'e optimum

at about 35 ° G. When activated T4 is diluted in a tryptophan-

free medium, the phage very rapidly become "deactivated." It

is evident that phage T4 reacts in a reversible manner with

tryptophan to form an activated complex capable of adsorbing

to the host cell.

A small portion of the particles of phage T4 in certain stocks

are able to form plaques when plated on tryptophan-free agar.

When these plaques are picked and subcultured they give rise to

strains which can adsorb in the absence of tryptophan. Thus the

ability to adsorb lo the host cell in the absence of cofactors is a

genetically determined characteristic of ihc j^hage (T. F. Ander-

son, 1948b).
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Delbriick (1948) isolated additional cofactor-requiring vari-

ants of T4. One of these requires calcium ion in addition to

tryptophan for adsorption to take place. The calcium require-

ment can not be met by magnesium ion. A second strain ad-

sorbs well in the presence of tryptophan without either Mg or Ca
ions. The adsorption of both tryptophan-requiring strains is

inhibited by the presence of indole in the medium. Anderson's

tryptophan-requiring stock, however, is indifferent to indole.

The sensitivity to indole also varies among different lines of T2,

none of which requires tryptophan.

The reversible activation of phage T4 by tryptophan and the

adsorption of the activated complex to the host cell make an
interesting kinetic problem which was analyzed in a series of

beautiful papers by Wollman and Stent (1950) and Stent and
Wollman (1950, 1951), confirming and extending the previous

work ofT. F. Anderson. The deactivation of the T4-tryptophan

complex is a first-order reaction. The rate of activation by

tryptophan is proportional to the fifth power of the tryptophan

concentration at low concentrations, but is independent of

tryptophan concentration at high concentrations. This indi-

cates that five tryptophan molecules must react at a single site

to form an activated phage particle. The limiting rate of activa-

tion at high concentrations is attributed to a step involving re-

arrangement of the five adsorbed tryptophan molecules into a

specific and relatively stable configuration.

The rate of deactivation is markedly sensitive to tryptophan

concentrations below the level at which measurable activation

occurs. This is explained by the assumption that deactivation

involves loss of a single tryptophan molecule from the organized

site leaving the remaining four molecules in a specific configura-

tion. The active configuration can then be restored by the addi-

tion of a single molecule at a rate much faster than that charac-

teristic of the primary activation.

The fraction of the phage population activated by a given con-

centration of tryptophan decreases very rapidly with decreasing

temperature. This effect can be overcome by increasing the
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tryptophan concentration, so that all phage particles are acti-

vated l)y concentrations above 100 ;ug. per ml. independently of

temperature. The rate of activation is also markedly tempera-

ture-dependent at low tryptophan concentrations but not at

high concentrations. These temperature characteristics are

consistent with the model proposed.

The work of Stent and Wollman yielded a satisfactory kinetic

model for activation by tryptophan but failed to clarify the

nature of the activation process in relation to adsorption. Sato

(1956) found that activation could also be brought about by urea

under circumstances suggesting that the underlying process

resembled protein denaturation. By extension of his idea it

might be guessed that all or many phages require a similar acti-

vation, differing only with respect to the nature of the requisite

cofactors, organic and inorganic. Williams and Fraser (1956)

showed that the cementing substance for adsorption is composed

of a number of fibrillar structures in the tail of T2, which can be

induced to "unwind" under conditions not yet clarified. Pos-

sibly activation involves a reversible orientation of these fibrils,

and possibly the pH-dependent transformation of T2 described

by Taylor, Epstein, and Lauffer (1955) (Chapter IV) is a re-

lated phenomenon.

Jerne (1956) found that one of several antibodies produced in

response to immunization with T4 can permanently activate

cofactor-requiring strains of this phage. His discussion of this

phenomenon is very suggestive in connection with the ideas

discussed above. Probably a little more work on requirements

for adsorption will elucidate the nature of the activation of T2
and related phages by salts and other cofactors.

A paradoxical fact discovered by Anderson (1945a), that in-

fected bacteria form plaques on synthetic agar although the free

phage T4 particles do not, was explained by Wollman and Stent

(1952). They found that T4, immediately after release from

lysed bacteria, is able to adsorb to bacteria without added co-

factor. This activated state is transient but deactivation is slow.

The natural cofactor responsible for "nascent" activity has not

been identified.
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In Studying the adsorption of various phages to sintered-glass

filters, Puck, Garen, and Cline (1951) noted that cofactor-requir-

ing strains of phage T4 adsorb to glass in the presence but not

in the absence of tryptophan. A variant of T4 which does not

require cofactors for adsorption to cells adsorbs to glass in the

absence of tryptophan. This observation discouraged the view

that tryptophan might serve to activate an enzyme responsible

for adsorption.

4. The Stepwise Nature of Adsorption

Some experiments by Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfen-

brenner (1944) discussed above demonstrate that phage T2 can

adsorb to its host cell in salt-free broth, but that under these con-

ditions it fails to infect. On dilution in salt-free broth some of

the adsorbed phage elutes. These experiments demonstrate

that adsorption of phage to susceptible bacteria is not equivalent

to infection. A similar experiment was performed by Puck,

Garen, and Cline (1951) with phage T2. They also obtained

clear-cut evidence for the reversibihty of phage adsorption under

certain environmental conditions.

Under other conditions, adsorption is irreversible and Garen

and Puck (1951) investigated the hypothesis that irreversible ad-

sorption is a two-step reaction passing through a reversible

phase. Several methods were devised for separating the steps,

mostly in experiments with phage Tl . One method depends on

effects of temperature. The rate of attachment of Tl to its host

cell was determined by centrifuging the undiluted adsorption-

mixture (so that elution would not occur) and assaying the super-

natant fluid for unadsorbed phage after various periods of ad-

sorption. Under these conditions, the first-order velocity con-

stants were 2.7 X 10~^ ml. per minute at 2° C. This result

showed that the rate of adsorption was indifferent to temperature

except for small effects that might be attributed to the change in

viscosity. This result was unexpected since Puck, Garen, and

Cline (1951) had previously reported a 40-fold increase in rate of

adsorption with a rise in temperature from to 37 ° C. How-
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ever, in the earlier experiments the adsorption mixture had been

diluted 100-fold before centrifugation, thus permitting elution of

any reversibly adsorbed phage. That this accounts for the dis-

crepancy was demonstrated by Garen and Puck (1951) who
showed that phage Tl adsorbed at 3 ° C. could be largely eluted

on dilution into cold broth, but that phage adsorbed at 37 ° C.

could not. Thus the temperature coefficient is low for reversible

adsorption and high for irreversible adsorption.

Other methods devised for separating the two kinds of adsorp-

tion are the following

:

7. Zinc ions specifically prevent irreversible adsorption of

Tl (but not of T2). Phage Tl adsorbed to B at 37° C. in the

presence of zinc ions is largely eluted on dilution, whereas Tl

adsorbed in the presence of calcium ions is not. Zinc competes

with calcium and magnesium ions for sites on the surface of the

bacterial cell, thereby protecting the bacterium against in-

vasion by phage Tl

.

2. Suspensions of bacteria heavily irradiated with ultra-

violet light still adsorb phage Tl quite rapidly at 37 ° C, but on

dilution into cold broth all the phage is eluted. With unir-

radiated bacteria, the adsorption is irreversible under the same

conditions. Irradiation must destrov some bacterial substance

essential for irreversible adsorption.

3. Strain B of E. coli has at least two different spontaneous

mutants that are resistant to phage Tl, B/1,5 resistant to both

Tl and T5, and B/1 resistant to Tl only. Phage Tl fails to ad-

sorb to B/1,5 under any condition tested, but adsorbs reversibly

to B/1. Thus, mutation to B/1 results in loss of some factor

essential for irreversible adsorption without seriously affecting

reversible adsorption. In B/1,5 both kinds of adsorption fail.

Similarly, B/2 does not adsorb T2. There is also no reversible

adsorption of T4 to B/4 (Stent and WoUman, 1952).

Similar experiments on the adsorption of phage T4 to its host

cells in +he presence and absence of tryptophan show that no

attachment of the phage to the host cell takes place unless

tryptophan is present. This indicates that trytophan is essen-
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tial for the reversible adsorption to host cells (Garen and Puck,

1951). As mentioned previously, the same is true of the ad-

sorption to glass.

Stent and Wollman (1952) found that the rate of irreversible

adsorption of T4 decreases with decreasing temperature in the

range from 25 to 5 ° C. The rate constant also depends on bac-

terial concentration, decreasing at concentrations in excess of

10^ per ml. They considered three hypotheses to account for

these characteristics.

7. A reversible equilibrium exists between two states of the

phage particle, an active state capable of adsorption, and an

inacUve state which cannot adsorb. The equilibrium would be

temperature dependent.

2. Adsorption may occur by two competing reactions, revers-

ible and irreversible. At high bacterial concentrations, most

of the phage is adsorbed reversibly and the rate of desorption

controls the rate of irreversible adsorption.

.3. Adsoiption necessarily involves an initial, reversible at-

tachment. Reversibly adsorbed phage may desorb, or become

irreversibly attached, by competing reactions. At high bacterial

concentrations and especially at low temperatures the conversion

from reversible to irreversible attachment, dependent on tem-

perature, becomes rate-limiting.

The third hypothesis is the same as that of Garen and Puck

(1951). The infection of host cell (B) by phage (P) may be ex-

pressed as:

k^ k3

P + B . PB > X
ki

where X represents the irreversibly infected host cell. The ve-

locity constant ki is the rate of primary attachment and has a low

temperature coefficient. The constant k^ is the rate at which

reversibly attached phage becomes irreversibly fixed to the host

cell. This rate has the relatively high temperature coefficient

discussed above. The constant Ajo is the rate at which reversibly

attached phage is liberated again into the medium. Stent and
Wollman using T4, and Garen (1954) using Tl, demonstrated
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that ko must have a low temperature coefficient, as might be ex-

pected for the rupture of ionic bonds. Garen and Puck (1951)

have reported evidence suggesting that /..-j may be an cnzymically

catalyzed reaction. Garen (1954) made a detailed study of the

reversible interaction between Tl and B/1, showing that the

rate of primary attachment of Tl to B and to B/1 is about the

same.

This relatively simple conception of a two-step mechanism of

adsorption has been widely accepted and seems to be the most

reasonable explanation for the kinetics of adsorption of phages

Tl, T2, and T4 to their host cells. Tolmach (1957) thoroughly

reviewed the evidence for this view. Hershey (1957), however,

pointed out that the experimental evidence leaves much to be de-

sired, notably because no test has been made of the postulate that

the transition from reversible to irreversible attachment is pos-

sible and rapid.

5. Chemical Nature of Receptor Sites

There have been two principal approaches to the problem of

the chemical nature of the bacterial receptor sites for phage ad-

sorption. One approach involves a studv of the kinetics of

phage adsorption to bacterial cells treated with various agents

which might alter the cell surface. The second approach in-

volves a study of the chemical properties of the receptor sub-

stances after their isolation from the bacterial cells.

The dominant role of salt concentration in the adsorption

process led Puck, Garen, and Cline (1951) to postulate that the

primary attachment of phage particle to host cell is by electro-

static bonds. The chemical nature of the charged groups in-

volved in adsorption was studied by Tolmach and Puck (1952)

and Puck and Tolmach (1954). They used phage labeled with

P'^- and studied the distribution of radioactivitv between super-

natant and sediment in centrifuged samples of adsorption mix-

tures. This technique permits the study of adsorption under

environmental conditions which would destroy the viability of

phage or host cell. The effect of pH was studied over the range
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from 5 to 12 using phage T2 and E. coli B. Maximum adsorp-

tion occurred at pH 6 to 8. The pH dependence suggested to

Tolmach and Puck that carboxyl and amino groups are pri-

marily involved in phage T2 adsorption and that phosphoric,

sulfhydryl, and phenolic groups are unimportant.

This notion was tested by studying the adsorption of phage to

host cells which had been treated with various reagents designed

to eliminate specific chemical groupings. The results are given

in Table XIII. They were interpreted by the authors as indi-

cating that adsorption of phage T2 involved primarily carboxyl

groups of the bacterial surface while adsorption of Tl involved

amino groups.

TABLE XIII

The Binding of Phages Tl and T2 to Chemically Modified Host Cells"
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formaldehyde, ethylene oxide, ethanol, periodate, thymol,

chloroform, heat, sonic vibration, and osmotic shock, and were

then tested for their ability to adsorb phage. In all cases the

adsorption of phage T3 is very quickly lost whereas the ability to

adsorb T7 is scarcely impaired. The adsorption of T4 is

markedly decreased following treatment with heat and ethvlene

oxide. Killing of the bacteria with moderate doses of ultra-

violet light does not affect the adsorption of any of the phages but

heavier doses selectively inactivate the T3 receptors. It is

evident that the receptor for T3 is markedly labile to all the

agents tested and that these experiments give no clue to the

chemical nature of the receptor sites other than to emphasize

that the sites for various phages are different.

Similar experiments on strain B of E. coli were performed by

Weidel (1953a). Formaldehyde decreases the activity of the

receptors for Tl, T3, T5, and T7 but not for T2, T4, and T6.

Periodic, nitrous, and other weak acids destroy the receptors for

Tl, T3, T4, T5, and T7 but not for T2. Sodium hydroxide

(A^/60) removed the T5 receptor from the bacterial surface with-

out affecting the T2 receptor. Weidel notes the unusual stabil-

itv of the T2 receptor; "means to destroy it specifically have

not yet been found." However, Tolmach and Puck found that

T2 receptors are destroyed by CH3OH -}- HCl without inactiva-

tion of the Tl receptors. Further work along these lines with

more specific chemical reagents may be well worth while.

If phage particles attach to antigenic substances on the bac-

terial surface (Chapter IX), one might expect that bacterial ex-

tracts containing soluble antigens should react with the phage

particles to interfere with adsorption. Early attempts to test

this possibility met with failure because of faulty concepts of the

nature of the bacterial antigens. Because in many cases the

immunological specificity is due to a polysaccharide hapten, the

efforts of immunochemists were devoted to the isolation of the

polysaccharides in pure form. When these were tested for

phage neutralizing activity they were usually found to be inert

(Burnet, 1934b). It was later found that the phage-inactivating
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activity was dependent in many cases on the intact structure of

the bacterial antigen, and could be destroyed by relatively mild

reagents.

Apparently the first demonstration of the inactivation of

bacteriophages by bacterial extracts was made by Levine and

Frisch (1934). Saline extracts of salmonella and shigella

species were found to protect the homologous organisms from

attack by phage. The active substance could be precipitated

by alcohol and partially purified . These results were confirmed

and extended by Burnet (1934b) who referred to the active sub-

stance as "phage-inhibiting agent" (PIA). The PIA was pre-

pared by autolyzing the bacteria for two days at 55 ° C, after

which bacterial debris was removed by centrifugation and the

solution filtered through gradacol membranes of one micron

pore size. Filtration through Seitz or Berkefeld filters resulted

in loss of activity. The activity was measured by incubating

appropriate dilutions of PIA with diluted phage preparations and

determining the surviving phage by plaque count assays. Ex-

tracts were prepared from five variant strains of Flexner Y dysen-

tery bacilli, and tested for inhibiting activity against eight differ-

ent phages. In general it was found that phages attacking a

given bacterial strain were inhibited by extracts from that strain,

while these extracts had no effect on phages to which the bac-

terial strain was resistant. Occasional extracts that failed to

inactivate the expected phages are not surprising in view of the

lability of many receptor substances.

The active extracts invariably gave precipitates when mixed

with homologous antibacterial serum, the amount of precipitate

being proportional to the phage inhibiting activity. After re-

moval of the specific precipitate, the supernatant fluid was devoid

of phage-inhibiting activity. The neutralization of PIA by anti-

bacterial sera is parallel to the agglutination by these sera of the

bacteria from which the extracts were prepared. An antiserum

which agglutinated several bacterial strains also neutrahzed the

PIA extracted from these strains.

The action of the most potent preparation of PIA was studied
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kinctically, and it was found lliat j)hagc inaclivalion by this bac-

terial extract was remarkal)ly similar to phage neutralization by

antiphage serum. The inactivation rate was initially first order

and later decreased. The fraction of the phage inactivated was

independent of the initial phage concentration. The rate was

directly proportional to the PIA concentration and had a tem-

perature optimum at about 37 ° C. The phage particles which

survived incubation with PIA produced plaques which were

smaller than normal and widely variable in size suggesting a de-

creased rate of adsorption to the host cell.

Burnet concluded that PIA is intimately associated with the

somatic bacterial antigen, and that this substance blocks phage

infection by combining with receptor sites on the phage particle

which in the normal course of events make contact with the

bacterial surface.

Further interesting experiments were reported by Burnet and

Freeman (1937) using phage H (related to T2) and PIA from a

Flexner Y strain of shigella. A variant of phage H was isolated

which adsorbed at a slower rate to its host cell. The variant

also differed from its parent in a number of other characteris-

tics : larger plaque size, higher titer stocks, greater susceptibility

to heat inactivation, and more rapid inactivation by antiphage

serum. The variant was also extremely resistant to a prepara-

tion of PIA which rapidly inactivated the parent phage stock.

A similar variant was isolated from stocks of phage CI 6.

Successive interaction of antiphage serum and PIA with phage

H was also examined. Phage which had been treated with

dilute antiphage serum to a survival of 50 per cent proved to be a

great deal more resistant to inactivation by PIA than was un-

treated phage. In contrast treatment of phage with PIA had no

effect on its subsequent neutralization with antiphage serum.

These facts suggest that combination of phage with PIA is dif-

ferent from combination of phage with antiphage serum or with

host cells.

Phage H which had been inactivated to better than 95 per

cent by PIA was still able to adsorb to the host cell as judged by
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the fact that the host cells became agglutinable by antiphage

serum. PIA did not prevent adsorption of phage to host cell

but did interfere with the next step in the infectious process. As

we have seen in Chapter VIII phage particles treated with anti-

phage serum are also able to adsorb to the host cell ahhough they

are noninfectious. Burnet and Freeman concluded from these

experiments that phage antibodies and PIA probably do not re-

act with the same site on the phage surface but rather at adjacent

sites.

The interaction of phage, PIA, antiphage serum, and host eel)

is discussed further by Burnet, Keogh, and Lush (1937)

:

The first stage in the lysis of susceptible bacteria requires tiie mutual specific

union of certain elements of complementary molecular configuration on the

surfaces of the phage particle and bacterium respectively. The specific ele-

ment on the bacterial surface is intimately related to the polysaccharide hapten

which determines the antigenic character of the bacterium. The hapten, as

finally isolated by chemical methods, is not present as such in the living bac-

terial surface, but forms an essential part of a more complex molecular pattern.

It is to certain aspects of this pattern, not necessarily the same for each phage

lysing the organism, that specific phage adsorption occurs.

Any process by which the bacterial surface components are

brought into solution necessarily destroys to some extent their

specific molecular pattern. The fact that reaction of phage

with its antibody makes the phage resistant to inactivation by

PIA must mean that neutralizing antibody and PIA react with

receptors that are spatially contiguous and parts of a single com-

plex. These detailed suggestions have been shown by later

work to be remarkably accurate.

The kinetic experiments of Burnet were confirmed by Ellis

and Spizizen (1941) using coliphage PI. The inactivation by

PIA was markedly influenced by salt concentration, being opti-

mal at 0.5 per cent NaCl and negligible in 25 per cent NaCl or

in the absence of salt. Phage inactivated by PIA could not be

reactivated by changing the salt concentration. About 5 per

cent of the phage population was very resistant to inactivation.
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Similar observations were made by Goebel (1950) using phage

T3 and the purified somatic antigen of phase II Sh. sonnei.

Phage T3 was rather slowly inactivated by the somatic antigen

and a residue of the population, about 1 in 10^, proved to be

completely resistant to inactivation. The original T3 phage

population plated with equal efficiency on E. coli strain B and on

Sh. sonnei, phase II. However, the PIA-resistant survivors

showed a 40 times greater plaque count on E. coli than on Sh.

sonnei. PIA-resistance and the property of plating only on E.

coli were not hereditary.

There are many references to qualitative observations on the

phage-inhibiting activities of bacterial extracts among which are

Freeman (1937), Rountree (1947b), Beumer (1947, 1953),

Weidel (1953a, b), and Mondolfo and Hounie (1948).

There have not been many experimental studies of the

physical and chemical properties of the phage-inhibiting agents

of bacterial extracts. Gough and Burnet (1934) reported on the

properties of PIA isolated from Sh. fiexneri. The material was

soluble in half-saturated ammonium sulfate but was precipitated

by saturated ammonium sulfate, and by 2.5 volumes of alcohol.

Material repeatedly precipitated by these agents was active

serologically and as PIA. It gave a strong Molisch test for

carbohydrate, a weak biuret test, and no pentose color reaction.

Treatment with hot one per cent NaOH liberated the poly-

saccharide hapten which was serologically active but had no

phage-inhibiting activity. Heat treatment at 90° C. and pH 9

caused a rapid loss of PIA with no change in serological activity.

The inhibitory activity toward different phages was lost at

widely different rates suggesting that not all phages reacted with

the same part of the PIA. Attempts at further purification in-

variably resulted in decreased PIA activity.

Meanwhile a great deal of chemical work on the somatic anti-

gens of the enteric pathogens demonstrated that these antigens

are not simple polysaccharides, but are, rather, a complex as-

sociation of polysaccharide, phospholipid, and protein. The
phospholipid can be separated by use of polar solvents without
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affecting the antigenicity of the mucoprotein, but the polysac-

charide and protein separately are nonantigenic.

The most intensive study of the phage-inhibiting activity of

purified bacterial antigens was made by Goebel and collabora-

tors using Sh. sonnei and the T series of coli-dysentery phages.

Phase I of Sh. sonnei is susceptible to phages T2 and T6 but resist-

ant to the other T phages. Phase I organisms mutate to phase

II, which is serologically distinct from phase I, and concomi-

tantly become susceptible to phages T3, T4, and T7 in addition

to T2 and T6. The somatic antigens of phase I and phase II

cultures have been shown to be lipocarbohydrate-protein com-

plexes (Baker, Goebel, and Perlman, 1949). The highly puri-

fied and electrophoretically homogeneous antigens were tested

for phage-inhibiting activity by Miller and Goebel (1949).

Phages T2 and T6 were inhibited by neither antigen, and phages

T3, T4, and T7 were inhibited by the phase II antigen only.

The diluent used had a marked effect on the extent of inhibition.

T3 and T7 were strongly inhibited in broth but not in buffer.

A tryptophan-requiring strain of T4 was inhibited in broth but

not in buffer unless tryptophan was added. A variant of T4
which did not require tryptophan was inhibited equally well in

buffer and broth. These results again suggest that the role of

tryptophan is in the attachment of phage T4 to the bacterial re-

ceptor substance. They also suggest the possibility of a cofactor

requirement for T3 and T7.

Heat treatment of the phase II antigen resulted in rapid loss

of phage-inhibitory activity. Digestion with pancreatin followed

by dialysis and deproteinization by shaking with CHCI3 and octyl

alcohol yielded a lipocarbohydrate with negative tests for pro-

tein. This material was fully active serologically and essentially

as active as the undegraded somatic antigen in its ability to in-

hibit plaque formation with phage T4. The material is similar

to that isolated by Gough and Burnet (1934) from autolyzed cul-

tures oiSh.flexneri.

By using somewhat different isolation procedures, Jesaitis and

Goebel (1952) isolated a phase II antigen which inactivated
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phages T2, T3, T4, T6, and T7. The difference between this

antigen and that described above which inactivated only T3, T4,

and T7 was traced to the use of pyridine in the extraction proce-

dure. Incubation in 50 per cent pyridine at 37 ° C resulted in a

rapid destruction of the T2 and T6 neutralizing activity of the

purified antigen without affecting its activity against T3, T4,

and T7. The purified antigen was an electrophoretically homo-

geneous complex of protein, lipid, and polysaccharide.

Digestion with pancreatin resulted in removal of most of the

protein, with a concomitant increase in serological activity and

in phage-neutralizing activity. Extraction with phenol, which

removed all detectable protein, resulted in loss of T2 and T6
activity. This lipocarbohydrate contained glucose, galactose,

glucosamine, and heptose. Its composition was 45 per cent re-

ducing sugars, 29 per cent lipids, 4 per cent acetyl, 4 per cent

phosphorus, and 1 3 per cent ash.

In an extension of this work, Goebel and Jesaitis (1953) studied

the properties of a somatic antigen isolated from a phage-resist-

ant variant of phase II Sh. sonnei, designated as 11/3,4,7, sus-

ceptible only to T2 and T6. The somatic antigen was isolated

from strain 11/3,4,7 and its chemical, serological, and antiviral

properties were examined. The purified lipocarbohydrate

protein antigen inhibited T2 but had no inhibiting effect on T3,

T4, T7, or T6. The purified antigen was digested with pan-

creatin to remove much of the protein. This degraded antigen

was much more active against T2 but still was without effect on

the remaining T phages. The variant antigen is serologically

distinct from the parent phase II antigen, but is related to it.

The enzymatically degraded antigen of the variant differs from

the corresponding antigen of the parent in electrophoretic

mobility, optical activity, and chemical composition. The
lipocarbohydrate was separated from the protein by treatment

of the degraded antigen with phenol. Paper chromatography

of the hydrolyzed lipocarbohydrate revealed only one saccharide,

an amino sugar which was neither glucosamine nor chondrosa-

mine. In the case of phase II Sh. sonnei, mutation to phage re-
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sistance is marked by a change in the chemical constitution of the

polysaccharide moiety of the lipocarbohydrate-protcin antigen

of the organism. Whether changes occur also in Hpid or protein

portions is not known.

The mechanism of phage inactivation by PIA is in most cases

unknown. However, Jesaitis and Goebel (1955) studied the

inactivation of phage T4 by the specific lipocarbohydrate which

had been isolated from the antigenic complex of phase II Sh.

sonnei. The addition of this lipocarbohydrate to a concen-

trated suspension of T4 phage results in an immediate large in-

crease in viscosity (see also Jesaitis and Goebel, 1953). Elec-

tron microscope examination reveals phage ghosts and long

filaments, probably of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The

phage DNA is susceptible to degradation by deoxyribonuclease.

These results show that attachment of T4 to bacterial receptor

substance causes the release ofDNA from the phage particles.

Weidel and his collaborators studied receptor substance for T5,

isolated from E. coli B, with results paralleling those described

above in many respects (Weidel, Koch, and Bobosch, 1954;

Weidel and Koch, 1955; Weidel and Kellenberger, 1955;

Koch and Weidel, 1956a).

6. Summary

Adsorption is defined as attachment of the phage particle to

the host cell surface. The particles attach by the tips of their

tails. The kinetics of adsorption is that of a first-order reaction,

the rate being proportional to the varying phage concentration

and to the constant amount of bacterial surface. The adsorp-

tion rate is markedly aff'ected by environmental conditions such

as salt concentration, pH, and temperature. Some phages re-

quire the presence of organic molecules which must become fixed

to the phage before adsorption occurs. This cofactor require-

ment for adsorption is subject to modification by mutations of the

phage. Adsorption probably involves at least two successive

steps, the first of which is reversible. The rate of the first step is

little affected by temperature, whereas the rate of the second
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Step is temperature-dependent. The first step involves the for-

mation of salt linkages between charged groups on the phage and

host cell surfaces. Carboxyl and amino groups play the prin-

cipal role in a few systems which have been studied. In some

cases the phage receptor substance on the bacterial surface is a

major bacterial antigen. Bacterial extracts containing the

somatic antigen have the property of inactivating some phages.

Highly purified antigens in the form of complexes of lipid, pro-

tein, and polysaccharide retain this property. Treatment with

various chemical reagents has a diff'erential effect on the inhibi-

tory activity toward various phages.



CHAPTER XI

STAGES IN PHAGE MULTIPLICATION

An over-all view of the lytic cycle of phage reproduction was

given in Chapter II. In this chapter we shall examine in more

detail some of the biological and physical methods used to

elucidate the sequence of events. Strictly chemical experiments

will be discussed in Chapter XIV.

1. Initiation of Infection

a. Penetration

The electron microscope furnished convincing evidence that

phage multiplies within the host cell and is liberated by rupture

of the cell membrane (DeMars, Luria, Fisher, and Levinthal,

1953). A section of an infected bacterium illustrating in-

tracellular particles of phage T2 is shown in Figure 2 (Chapter

TV). Evidently the infecting phage particle must penetrate

through the cell wall to reach the interior. Chemical evidence

of penetration was furnished by the observation that phosphorus

and nitrogen from the infecting phage were contained in the

phage progeny (Chapter XIII). However, these observations

did not at first yield information about the chemical composition

or biological organization of the phage material which pene-

trated the host cell wall.

A direct attack on this problem was made by Hershey and

Chase (1952) by using isotopic labels. The proteins of phage

T2 were labeled with S^^ and the nucleic acid was labeled with

P^2. The labeled phage was purified by differential centrifu-

gation and its properties studied by following its radioactivity.

Neither the phosphorus nor sulfur was acid-soluble and neither

became soluble on exposure of the phage particles to deoxy-

161
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ribonuclease. About 90 per cent of both the phosphorus and

sulfur was specifically adsorbable to sensitive bacteria and

precipitable by anti-T2 serum, suggesting that the phage was

relatively free of extraneous protein and nucleic acid. The
labeled phage was subjected to osmotic shock, which separates

the phage nucleic acid from the phage membrane or ghost

(Chapter V). In the resulting shocked phage neither the

phosphorus nor the sulfur was acid-soluble. However, treat-

ment with deoxyribonuclease made 80 per cent of the phos-

phorus acid-soluble, the sulfur remaining insoluble. About
90 per cent of the sulfur was still adsorbable to sensitive bac-

teria but only 2 per cent of the phosphorus could be adsorbed.

About 97 per cent of the sulfur was precipitable by anti-T2

serum but only 5 per cent of the phosphorus. These results

confirm the previous observations of Anderson and Herriott

that osmotic shock permits the separation of phage T2 into

a protein membrane and soluble DNA. They indicate fur-

ther that almost all of the phage sulfur and almost none of the

phage phosphorus is in the membrane which adsorbs to the

host cell and precipitates with antiserum. Conversely, most

of the phosphorus and little of the sulfur is in the DNA which is

liberated from the membrane and thereby made susceptible

to attack by deoxyribonuclease.

Electron micrographs of infected bacteria had demonstrated

that phage T2 adsorbs to its host cell by the tip of its tail (Chap-

ter IV). This suggested the possibility that the adsorbed

phage might be broken off from the bacterial surface by the

strong shearing forces in a Waring Blendor. In fact, Anderson

(1949) had found that phage does not adsorb to the host cell

while the adsorption mixture is agitated in the Blendor. Her-

shey and Chase (1952) performed the appropriate experiments

using isotope-labeled phage. The phage was adsorbed to the

host cell at low multiplicity of infection and unadsorbed phage

was eliminated by centrifugalion. The infected bacteria

were agitated in the Blendor for various times and the cHs-

tributions of sulfur and phosphorus between bacteria and
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extracellular fluid were dclcrniined by ccntrifunation. The

results of this signihcant experiment are as follows.

7, The plaque-forining potentiality of infected bacteria

is not afifected by agitation in the Waring Blendor.

2. Seventy-five to 80 per cent of the phage sulfur can be

stripped from the infected cells in the Blendor. This liberated

sulfur is precipitabie by antiphage serum.

3. Only 20 to 35 per cent of the phage phosphorus is

liberated into the medium, half of it without any agitation.

These results demonstrate that, following adsorption of phage

T2, the phage membrane remains on the bacterial surface,

from which it can be stripped in the blendor without affecting

the course of infection. In contrast, most of the phage DNA
enters the host cell soon after phage adsorption. A similar

situation holds for the T5 serological group of phages. T5
injects its DNA into the host cell, while the complement-fixing

antigen remains on the host cell surface and can be liberated

in the Waring Blendor (Y. T. Lanni, 1954).

Considered as "injection" of DNA, the penetration mech-

anism presents at least three problems : the opening of a hole in

the tail of the phage particle, the opening of a hole in the cell

wall, and the passage of DNA through these holes. Ore and

Pollard (1956) suggested that the passage of DNA into the cell

can be explained by purely physical mechanisms. The other

two problems have been partly clarified by several types of ex-

periments summarized below.

h. Release of DNA from the Phage Particle

Hershey and Chase (1952) noted that partial release of DNA
into solution, and complete exposure of viral DNA to deoxyri-

bonuclease, followed the attachment of T2 to the bacterial debris

left after lysis of infected cells. They also confirmed important

experiments by Graham (1953), showing that adsorption of T2
to heat-killed (but not living) bacteria resulted in exposure of the

viral DNA to enzyme action. These findings were extended to

the interaction between phage and isolated receptor substances.
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for T4 by Jesaitis and Goebel (1953, 1955) and for T5 by Weidel,

Koch, and Bobosch (1954). These results seem to show that the

opening of a hole in the phage particle and release of DNA does

not call for the action of a bacterial enzyme.

DNA can also be released from phage T2 following interaction

with ion exchange resins (Puck and Sagik, 1953) or with cad-

mium cyanide (Kozloff and Henderson, 1955), and from T5 by

interaction with citrate or merely by removal of calcium (Lark

and Adams, 1953). In the last two cases, the reaction is ac-

companied by loss of adsorbability of the phage ghosts and al-

terations at the tip of the tail of the phage particle. The relation

of these facts to normal injection is obscure, however, especially

since the injection by T5 requires calcium and is presumably in-

hibited by citrate (Luria and Steiner, 1954). If a phage enzyme

is involved in the release of DNA, it remains to be demonstrated.

The morphological aspects of penetration by T2 were clarified

by Kellenberger and Arber (1955) and Williams and Fraser

(1956) (Chapter IV). Fibers at the tail-tip of the phage particle

attach to the bacterial surface, exposing the central pin which

actually penetrates the cell wall. This penetration could be

purely mechanical (Williams and Fraser, 1956) or might be aided

by enzymic processes.

Phage T2 inactivated by formaldehyde still adsorbs to the host

cell, and kills it with low efficiency. However, the DNA of the

inactivated particles is not injected into the bacteria but remains

within the phage membrane in a form resistant to deoxyribonu-

clease. It could be supposed that formaldehyde inactivates an

enzyme in the phage particle but in view of the complicated

nature of the penetration process, the action of formaldehyde can

be explained in other ways.

c. Puncture of the Bacterium

Infection of bacteria by T2 initiates a complex series of cellular

reactions many of which have to be considered in any discussion

of mechanisms of penetration, especially because no satisfactory

conclusions can be reached at this time.
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It will be recalled that infection with large numbers of T2
(but not of many other phages) is abortive and causes prompt
"lysis from without." Smaller numbers of T2 ghosts (Barlow

and Herriott, 1954) or of phage particles inactivated by ultra-

violet light (Watson, 1950) produce the same effect, as do also

phage particles inactivated by X-rays until bacteria-killing ability

is lost (Watson, 1950). These facts may be summarized by say-

ing that phage particles can damage cells severely at the time of

infection, and that this damage is independent of injection of

DNA, appearing, in fact, to be especially severe when one or

another early step in the normal sequence of events is blocked.

Thus sensitivity to lysis from without is also increased in the

presence of metabolic inhibitors or by deprivation of food

(Heagy, 1950; Watson, 1950), but is greatly reduced in the

presence of high concentrations of magnesium that do not pre-

vent infection (Barlow and Herriott, 1954). Many of these

facts can now be partly understood in terms of two competing

processes, one lytic and one antilytic, set in train by the normal

process of infection.

Doermann (1948a) first noticed that normal infection pro-

duces a rapid change in cellular properties. He observed a

sudden fall in turbidity of bacterial cultures following infection.

The turbidity passed through a minimum at about 10 minutes

after infection, and then rose again. The initial drop was caused

by T2, T4, T6, and T5, but not by Tl, T3, or T7. It was seen

also following infection with T5 in the absence of calcium (no

injection), in which case there was no subsequent rise. The
effect was independent of multiplicity of infection in the range

between 3 and 10 or 15, above which lysis from without was ob-

served. Doermann suggested a spreading alteration of the bac-

terial surface followed by "recovery." Subsequent experiments

confirm his interpretation, except that his "recovery" is much
too slow to reflect the development of resistance to superinfection

and probably should be ascribed to the general biosyntheses

accompanying phage growth.

Two phenomena, the chemical breakdown of superinfecting
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phage and their genetic exclusion, led to the recognition that in-

fected cells rapidly develop refractoriness to penetration by phage

in a reaction completed after about two minutes (Chapter

XVII). Visconti (1953) showed that a reaction of similar swift-

ness produces almost complete resistance to lysis from without by

superinfecting phage. The resistance to lysis cannot reflect

merely the failure of normal penetration, because cells infected

at multiplicities sufficient to cause lysis in the presence of cyanide

do not lyse if the cyanide is added a few minutes later. Evi-

dently the properties of the cell surface as a whole are very quickly

altered by metabolic processes occurring after infection. This

alteration must account for faulty penetration, genetic exclusion,

and breakdown of superinfecting phage, as well as resistance to

lysis by numerous agencies.

Puck and Lee (1954, 1955) described important experiments

that clarified considerably the nature of these processes. They
measured leakage of cell constituents, labeled with radioactive

phosphorus or sulfur, into the culture fluid during the first few

minutes following infection. Most of the experiments were per-

formed with T2, although a slight leakage occurred also with

several other phages tested. Like lysis from without, leakage is

prevented by magnesium ions and, unexpectedly, also by po-

tassium ions.

The chief difliculty in these experiments is to discriminate be-

tween leakage accompanying normal infection, and frank lysis

from without. The difficulty is increased because in most of the

experiments of Puck and Lee infection was allowed to occur at

low temperatures, which causes abortive infection (Chapter XV).
In one experim.ent (Figure 3 of Puck and Lee, 1955) infection

at moderate multiplicities liberated considerable amounts of

acid-soluble phosphorus but practically no ribonucleic acid or

galactosidase. Since all these substances are released during

lysis from without, it seems clear that the leakage of acid-soluble

phosphorus is something different. In other experiments galac-

tosidase was released at moderate multiplicities and the authors
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draw conclusions from these experiments based on the assumption

that there was no lysis from without, but this seems doubtful.

In still other experiments it appears that homologous super-

infecting phage does not cause a second leakage. This could be

explained by exhaustion of acid-soluble phosphorus during the

first leakage coupled with resistance to lysis from without. The
authors postulate instead a "resealing reaction." Since this re-

action is supposed to explain resistance to lysis from without and,

in fact, faulty penetration by superinfecting phage, the two

interpretations are not very different.

It seem.s reasonable to conclude, in agreement with Puck and

Lee, that normal infection causes leakage of some cellular con-

stituents, incidentally to penetration of the cell wall by phage,

and that the holes have to be repaired before viral growth can

proceed. All of the facts discussed above show that the repair

does not merely restore the cell surface to its initial condition,

but confers on it several new properties.

The ideas of Puck and Lee serve to unify numerous observa-

tions, as already discussed. Penetration of the cell wall causes

damage detected as leakage of low molecular weight constituents

and possibly others, and causes a slight fall in the turbidity of the

bacterial suspension. This damage is limited in some way, since

it is independent of multiplicity of infection in the absence of lysis

from without. The damage is accompanied by an overcompen-

sating repair process that explains resistance to lysis from without

and exclusion of superinfecting phage. The two processes are in

competition : lysis from without results when the repair mecha-

nism is overwhelmed by excessive damage. The repair mecha-

nism, at least, depends on cellular metabolism. Metabolic in-

hibitors favor lysis and magnesium ions oppose it.

Puck and Lee (1954) attributed leakage to holes produced by

bacterial enzymes, largely by analogy between lysis from without

and effects of certain synthetic polyamino compounds that cause

lysis. The following work does not contradict this view but sug-

gests the participation of phage enzymes as well.

Barrington and Kozloff (1956) and Koch and Weidel (1956b)
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described rather similar experiments in which solubiHzation of

nitrogenous constituents of isolated cell walls by adsorbed phage

is measured. The effect is seen with phages T2, T4, T6, and

T5, but not with T7. Their results may be summarized as fol-

lows.

The amount of material solubilized corresponds to about 1

per cent of the cell wall nitrogen per phage, increasing linearly

with multiplicity of adsorption up to about 1 5 per cent solubili-

zation, after which attachment of additional phage particles has

no effect. This maximal solubilization can also be achieved

with fewer phage particles if the mixture is repeatedly centri-

fuged, an effect attributed to an increased opportunity of contacts

between insoluble phage enzyme and insoluble substrate. In

either case, the maximum solubilization produced by T2 is not

increased by adsorption of additional particles of either T2 or

T4. This result shows clearly that the materials solubilized are

not the phage-specific receptor substances. Phosphorus and

amino acids are both solubilized. The reaction fails at low tem-

peratures, but is not inhibited by pretreatment of the cell walls

with heat or with phenol. The role of this reaction in penetra-

tion is not clear, especially because of the limited effects observed,

but an important role in infection may be surmised. It seems

very likely that it prepares the cell for the leakage of cell constit-

uents observed by Puck and Lee. It also helps to explain their

"sealing reaction," since cell wall materials are very rapidly syn-

thesized after infection (Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis,

1954).

Park (1956) and Adams and Park (1956) described an enzyme

present in phage lysates of Klebsiella pneumoniae that acts on the

capsular material of these bacteria. The enzyme is found both

free in the lysate and attached to phage particles, and the amount
produced seems to depend on the hereditary constitution of both

bacterium and phage. It is not found in uninfected cells. The
role of the enzyme in adsorption and penetration has not yet been

studied.
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2. The Latent Period

After adsorption of phage to the host cell, a period of time

elapses before the cell lyses, liberating phage progeny. This

time interval is known as the latent period and is measured by a

one-step growth experiment (Chapter II). In such an experiment,

not all the infected cells lyse at the same time. However, if the

plaque count is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of the

time of sampling, the rising portion of the curve is linear (Adams,

1949b; Maal0e, 1950; Barry and Goebel, 1951; Doermann,

1952; Bentzon, Maal0e, and Rasch, 1952). On such a plot,

the intersection of the line with the baseline count of infected bac-

teria provides a suitable working definition of the miniinum la-

tent period.

The latent period depends on the phage and host strains, and

also on the environmental conditions. Different phages growing

on the same bacterial strain may have widely different latent

periods (Delbriick, 1946b). Even closely related phages such as

T2, T4, and T6 (Delbriick, 1946b) and T5 and PB (Adams,

1951b), may have quite distinct latent periods on the same host.

In the case of T5 and PB, Adams (1951b) showed that the latent

period of each phage may be separated from other characteris-

tics by genetic recombination. The influence of different hosts

on the latent period of the same phage has been reported by

Barry and Goebel (1951). The latent period is strongly affected

by the physiological state of the host cell, as demonstrated by

Delbruck (1940a) and by Heden (1951). Delbruck (1946b) re-

ported that the latent periods for phages Tl, T2, and T7 were

the same in a synthetic medium as in broth, even though the

bacterial growth was much slower in the synthetic medium.

This is not true of all phage-host systems; Adams (1949b) found

a latent period for phage T5 of 55 minutes in synthetic medium
as compared with 40 minutes in broth.

Temperature generally affects the latent period in a similar

manner to its effect on the generation time of the bacteria (Ellis

and Delbruck, 1939); at lower temperatures, both increase.

Metabolic poisons are known to alter the latent period. For
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example, the addition of penicillin (Krueger, Cohn, Smith, and

McGuire, 1948) or aureomycin (Altenbern, 1953) shortens the

latent period. Damage to phage particles caused by ultraviolet

light can result in a prolonged latent period for those phage par-

ticles surviving the irradiation (Luria, 1944).

A phenomenon which has a marked effect on the duration

of the latent period is lysis inhibition (Doermann, 1948a), which

occurs with phages in the T2-C16 serological group. If,

throughout the latent period, an infected bacterium is con-

tinuously reinfected with phage, bacterial lysis may be delayed

for an hour or longer. The m_echanism of lysis inhibition is not

known. The ability to produce this phenomenon may be lost by

mutation of the phage to the so-called r (rapid lysis) form.

However, a mutant which is r type on one host may still produce

lysis inhibition on a different host (Benzer, 1957). Thus, lysis

inhibition is controlled by both phage and host.

The latent period is insensitive to the number of phage par-

ticles with which the host cell has been infected (Delbriick and

Luria, 1942). This result was originally interpreted as indicat-

ing that only one of the adsorbed phage particles participated in

the infectious process. However, later work with genetically

marked phage particles indicated that as many as 10 particles

might successfully infect a single bacterial cell (Dulbecco, 1949b).

Although the minimum latent period is a reproducible charac-

teristic of a given phage-host system, the precise times of lysis of

the individual cells are far from identical. There may be a two-

fold difference between the latent periods of individual cells.

Adams and Wasserman (1956) described a probit method for

analyzing the variation in latent periods for individual cells.

They show that the method permits one to recognize heteroge-

neous populations of bacteria or phage arising from experimental

treatments of either one.

3. Burst Size

The burst size is the number of phage particles released per in-

fected bacterium. Its average value is determined by the one
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Step growth experiment. The average burst size depends on the

phage strain, the host cell, and the environmental conditions.

J3ifTerent phages growing in the same host strain may have quite

different burst sizes (Delbriick, 1 946b) . The same phage growing

in different host strains may also have different burst sizes

(Barry and Goebel, 1951). An effect of the physiological state

of the host cells was demonstrated by Delbriick (1940b) who ob-

tained an average burst size of 20 with resting bacteria and 170

with growing bacteria. Heden (1951) studied the burst size

during the period of transition from the resting phase to the phase

of logarithmic growth of the host cell. He found the maximum
yield per cell at about the time of onset of bacterial division.

This was also the time when the bacterial cell size and the con-

tent of ribonucleic acid per cell were maximal. This applied to

bacteria grown in broth or in synthetic iriedium. The burst size

is generally much larger in media such as nutrient broth than it is

in synthetic media.

Under conditions of lysis inhibition, where the time of lysis is

delayed, the burst size may be more than doubled (Doermann,

1 948a) . Since delaying lysis of the cell permits inore phage par-

ticles to be produced, it would appear that lysis rather than ex-

haustion of materials interrupts phage growth.

The phage yield from individual bacteria can be determined

by the single burst technique. A suspension of infected bac-

teria is diluted sufficiently so that, when samples are distributed

into separate tubes, only a small proportion of the tubes will con-

tain infected cells, mostly only one. The samples are incubated

until the bacteria have lysed, and then each is plated to deter-

mine its phage content. In experiments of this type with phage

Tl, Delbriick (1945a) found that burst sizes ranged from below

20 to over 1,000. Since the distribution of burst sizes was much
broader than either the distribution of host cell dimensions or the

distribution of latent periods, the enormous range in burst sizes

was probably not due to either of these factors. Similar observa-

tions have been reported by Delbriick (1945c) and by Hershey

and Rotman (1949). There is no adequate explanation at

present for the wide range of burst sizes in a culture.
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4. Premature Lysis

The one-step growth experiment reveals nothing about the im-

portant intracellular events during the latent period. In order

to penetrate behind the scenes, various methods for rupturing the

host cell before the end of the normal latent period have been

.0=
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A LYSIS BY KCN -t- T6

• CONTROL LYSIS

SONIC DISRUPTION OF CELLS
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MINUTES OF INCUBATION IN GROWTH MEDIUM AT 30*

Figure 4. Maturation of phage T3 in infected bacteria. The curve marked

"control lysis" is the ordinary one-step growth of this phage. The other two

curves show the yields of infective particles released by two different methods

of artificial lysis. Reproduced from T. F. Anderson and A. H. Doermann,
1952a, ./. Gen. Physiol., 35, 657, with permission.
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devised. Several methods for inducing "premature lysis" are

described below.

One method utilizes intense sonic vibration to disrupt the host

cell and liberate its contents (Anderson and Doermann, 1952a).

This method is limited to phages that are more resistant to sonic

vibrations than are their host cells. Phage T3 is suitable for this

purpose. The results of a typical experiment are presented in

Figure 4. The curve marked "control lysis" is an ordinary one-

step growth curve for phage T3 ; the latent period is 20 minutes

at 30° C. and the period of lysis covers the next 10 minutes.

The curve marked "sonic disruption of cells" gives the number of

infective centers found after sonic treatment of the samples. The
count of infective centers remains constant at about 10 per cent

of the number of infected bacteria until the 12th minute. This

count probably represents infected bacteria which were not dis-

rupted. The samples taken near the end of the latent period

(at 16 and 18 minutes) show a marked rise in phage count due to

the premature release of mature phage particles. Sonic treat-

ment at 24 minutes or later liberates the normal yield of phage

particles.

A second method of premature lysis developed by Doermann

(1952) is based on the phenomenon of "lysis from without"

described by Delbruck (1940b). If bacteria are attacked by a

very large number of phage particles of the T2 species, they may
respond by lysing without liberating phage progeny. The
phenomenon is due to damage to the host cell membrane by the

phage particles rather than to infection in the usual sense. In

some cases, as with phage T2 itself, single infection may confer

resistance to lysis from without by a secondary challenge with

many T2 particles (Visconti, 1953).

In the experiments of Anderson and Doermann (1952a), cells

infected with T3 were "lysed from without" by exposure to

large concentrations of phage T6 (plus cyanide added to "freeze"

the metabolism). By using B/6 as the plating bacterium, it is

possible to assay T3 without interference from the T6 present.

In Figure 4 the curve marked "lysis by KCN plus T6" gives the
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results of such an experiment using the same culture of E. coli

infected with phage T3 that was used for the other two curves in

the figure. The base line for the cyanide-T6 lysis curve is very

low, corresponding to less than one per cent of the infected bac-

teria, showing that this method of lysis is very efficient. Other-

wise the two methods of premature lysis yield remarkably

similar curves. This suggests that either method accurately

measures the intracellular content of infective phage particles at

the time of sampling.

Two important conclusions about the multiplication of phage

T3 may be drawn from these results: (7) during the first half of

the latent period there are no mature phage particles inside the

infected cell (this interval is called the "eclipse period"), and

(2) during the second half of the latent period the number of

mature phage particles increases rapidly, reaching an average of

about 50 per infected bacterium at the tim.e when spontaneous

lysis begins.

Doermann (1948b, 1952) also studied the growth of phage T4
by premature lysis, and many other phages have been studied

since with similar results. Doermann also noted that cyanide or

5-methyltryptophan alone could cause premature lysis when
added after the end of the eclipse period. Other lysing agents

have since been used, notably proflavine (Foster, 1948; De-

Mars, 1955), dinitrophenol (Heagy, 1950), shaking with glass

beads (Joklik, 1952), decompression under nitrous oxide (Fraser,

1951b; Levinthal and Fisher, 1952), glycine at high concentra-

tions (Kay, 1952; DeMars, 1955), chloroform (Sechaud and

Kellenberger, 1956), and chloramphenicol (Tomizawa and

Sunakawa, 1956) (see also Chapter XV).
In all of these methods some means must be used to prevent

loss of the liberated phage by adsorption to bacterial debris.

One may use dilution as in the usual one-step growth experiment,

a culture medium unfavorable to adsorption, an inhibitor of

adsorption (French, Graham, Lesley, and Van Rooyen, 1952),

or addition of a large excess of homologous irradiated phage

(Maal0e and Watson, 1951). In the latter case the irradiated
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phage serves both as a lysing agent and as an inhibitor of adsorp-

tion but the specificities are difl'erent: T2, T4, and T6 cause

lysis fi'om without but only T2 can compete with the adsorption

of T2 (Hershey and Chase, 1952).

The lysing agents mentioned above doubtless act in many dif-

ferent ways. Two extremes may be noted. Cyanide promptly

stops biosynthesis generally by blocking certain steps in respira-

tory metabolism, and lysis ensues shortly. Proflavine does not

stop synthesis of phage-specific materials, but blocks some final

step in maturation of phage particles (DeMars, 1 955) . Lysis fol-

lows only at the end of the normal latent period.

Cyanide and chloroform are perhaps the most generally useful

lysing agents.

To summarize, premature lysis of infected cells may be induced

by various means. During an eclipse period lasting half way

through the latent period no intact phage particles can be de-

tected within the cell. The noninfective form of the phage be-

lieved to multiply in the cells during this time is called" vegeta-

tive phage" (Doermann, 1953). Its nature was a mystery until

the discoveries of Hershey and Chase (1952) and subsequent

work pointing to the identity of vegetative phage and phage-pre-

cursor DNA (Chapter XIV).

5. Phage Multiplication Studied by Irradiation of Infected Bacteria

The theoretical basis for this method of studying phage multi-

plication is quite simple, but as often happens in biological sys-

tems the interpretation of the experiments is unexpectedly com-

plicated. The inactivation of a suspension of phage particles by

ultraviolet light or X-rays is a close approximation to a "one-hit"

phenomenon, that is, the surviving fraction is an exponential

function of the dose of radiation (Chapter VI). The survival

fraction jy equals e~''^ where D is the dose of radiation and the

coeflficient k depends on the dosage unit and on the sensitivity

of the phage. If a bacterium contains n phage particles and the

survival of any one of these is sufficient for survival of the plaque-
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forming potential of the infected bacterium, the survival should

be given by the expression

;; = 1 - (1
kD\n

Such theoretical survival curves for bacteria containing various

numbers of phage particles are given in Figure 5, taken from the

paper of Luria and Latarjet (1947).

^^
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In these curves the length of the initial plateau is related to the

number of particles per cell, and the ultimate slope of the linear

portion is determined by k, characterizing the sensitivity of the

individual particles to the radiation. Therefore the survival

curves obtained at various times during the latent period should

give a clue to the kinetics of phage reproduction. This approach

to the study of phage multiplication was made by a number of

investigators including T. F. Anderson (1944), Luria and Latar-

jet (1947), Latarjet (1948), Benzer (1952), and Benzer and

Jacob (1953). The subject has been reviewed by Latarjet

(1953).

An assumption underlying this method is that the loss of the

plaque-forming ability of infected bacteria is due to the effect of

the radiation on the intracellular phage particles, rather than on

the host cell mechanisms required for phage multiplication.

Anderson (1944, 1948d) and Benzer (1952) demonstrated that

E. coli B treated with many lethal doses of ultraviolet light re-

tained the capacity to support multiplication of bacteriophage

T2. The same result for bacteria killed by X-rays was observed

by Rouyer and Latarjet (1946) and Labaw, Mosley, and Wyck-
ofF (1953). Very heavy doses could render bacteria incapable

of serving as hosts for phage growth, but such doses were much
larger than those used in the inactivation of intracellular phage.

In the case of some phage-bacterium systems, however, the

"capacity" may be very sensitive (Benzer and Jacob, 1953).

The essential steps in a so-called "Luria-Latarjet experiment"

are the following: (7) phage is mixed with bacteria and ad-

sorption permitted to occur for a short period of time; (2) un-

adsorbed phage is eliminated, and the number of infected bac-

teria is determined; {3) phage multiplication is permitted to

take place, and samples are removed at intervals during the

latent period; (4) each sample is exposed to several doses of

radiation; and (5) the surviving fraction of infective centers is

determined for each dose of radiation, and a survival curve is

constructed for each time of sampling.

In experiments of this type it is important to have phage
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growth in the population of infected bacteria synchronized as

much as possible, and to be able to arrest phage development

during the irradiation. Benzcr (1952) devised techniques which

solved these problems for T2 and 17. The bacteria were grown

in broth, then aerated in buffer at 37 ° C. for one hour to starve

them. Adsorption of phage added to such bacteria is rapid but

the infective process is arrested at a very early stage. If broth

at 37 ° C. is subsequently added, phage growth starts and pro-

gresses normally. This technique permits the separation of

adsorption from growth, and presumably phage growth starts in

all bacteria simultaneously when broth is added. A defect of

this method is that a considerable proportion of the adsorbed

phage particles may be inactivated during the adsorption period,

a phenomenon known as "abortive infection." Another tech-

nique for arresting development without interfering with adsorp-

tion is the use of cyanide. When the cyanide is removed by dilu-

tion, development starts promptly (Benzer and Jacob, 1953).

Phage growth can be stopped at chosen times during the latent

period by dilution in chilled buffer. Chilling halts phage de-

velopm^ent and the samples can then be irradiated at conven-

ience; dilution serves to reduce the ultraviolet absorptivity of the

medium, which is prohibitive with broth. The results for phage

T7 (Benzer, 1952) come close to the theoretical expectations as

may be seen in Figure 6. For the first 3 minutes of the latent

period the survival curves are similar to that for free phage T7.

At later times, the curves become multiple hit in character, in-

dicating that phage multiplication has started. By the sixth

minute, the curve indicates a relatively high multiplicity but the

ultimate slope is only slightly less steep than for free phage.

For the remainder of the latent period the multiplicity increases

further and the ultimate slope decreases som.ewhat. These sur-

vival curves do not have the flat initial plateau seen in the

theoretical curves of Figure 6, but have a steeper initial gradient.

Benzer (1952) suggested that this may reflect lack of synchroni-

zation of phage growth in different bacterial cells.

Similar experiments with T2-infected bacteria were carried
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out by Luria and Latarjet (1947) and by Benzer (1952). The
results with this phage are strikingly different from those ob-

tained with T7. Immediately after infection, the infective cen-

ters have the same sensitivity to ultraviolet inactivation as free

phage, but there follows an increase in resistance to inactivation

until, at 5 or 6 minutes after infection, the resistance has doubled.

100 200 300
UV DOSE IN SECONDS

Figure 6. Survival of phage-producing capacity of bacteria infected with

T7. The bacteria were irradiated at times after infection indicated on the

curves in minutes. Latent period (at 37° C.) 12 minutes. Reproduced

from S. Benzer, 1952, J. BacterioL, 63, 59, with permission.

Thereafter the resistance increases with great rapidity until

maximum resistance, 20-fold greater than that of free phage, is

reached at about 10 minutes after infection. At this time the in-

activation curves become definitely multiple hit in character.

From 10 minutes to the end of the latent period the multiplicity

of the inactivation curves increases while the slope of the curve
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becomes steeper, the sensitivity approaching again that of free

phage. This remarkable change in sensitivity to ultraviolet in-

activation during the first half of the latent period was com-

pletely unexpected and entirely different from the behavior of

phage T7. It cannot be explained on the basis of screening by

ultraviolet absorbing materials (Benzer, 1952).

Latarjet (1948) studied the sensitivity of T2-infected bacteria

to inactivation by X-rays at various times during the latent pe-

riod. During the first 7 minutes, the sensitivity remained essen-

tially the same as that of extracellular virus. Then, during the

8th and 9th minutes there was an increase in resistance to X-rays

without a change in the multiplicity of the inactivation curves.

From the 9th to the 13th minute the multiplicity increased very

rapidly to a value of over 100 with little change in the sensitivity

to inactivation. For the remainder of the 21 -minute latent pe-

riod there was little change in the multiplicity of the inactivation

curves, but there was a gradual increase in X-ray sensitivity,

tending toward that of extracellular phage.

An interpretation of the results obtained with T2 (Benzer,

1952) is that infection may be followed by a series of steps, each

step having a certain cross section for interference by ultraviolet

light. For free phage, or immediately after infection, the total

cross section is the sum of the individual cross sections. As de-

v^elopment proceeds, the completed steps drop out and the cross

section progressively decreases. This process could be related

in some way to multiplicity reactivation. Both the rapid change

in ultraviolet sensitivity during the latent period and the phenom-

enon of multiplicity reactivation occur with phages of the T2
serological group; neither efi'ect occurs in the T7 serological

group.

The remarkable resistance of the phage-producing mechanism

to agents supposedly acting on the intrabacterial DNA can be

shown in another way. Phage particles containing P^^ of high

specific radioactivity are subject to "suicide" owing to the decay

of radiophosphorus, which presumably produces local damage in

the viral DNA. Stent (1955) applied this principle in experi-
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ments designed to explore the role ofDNA during infection. He
infected bacteria with phage in various combinations such that

the parental phage DNA, the newly synthesized intrabacterial

DNA, or both, contained ?'- of high specific radioactivity.

Phage growth was allowed to proceed for varying time intervals,

and samples of the infected culture were frozen. Decay of

radiophosphorus occurred for various times in the frozen state,

after which the samples were thawed and titrated to measure the

number of infected bacteria still capable of producing phage.

The results may be summarized as follows.

/. When only the parental viral DNA contained P'^-, the

ability of the infected cells to produce phage was initially about as

sensitive to radioactive decay as are free phage particles. As

phage development progressed, however, this sensitivity was

gradually lost. By the ninth minute it had disappeared com-

pletely.

2. When the newly synthesized viral DNA (and indeed all the

intrabacterial phosphorus excepting the parental viral DNA)
contained P'-, the ability of the infected cells did not at any time

reach a stage at which the ability to produce phage was ap-

preciably sensitive to radioactive decay.

3. When all the intrabacterial DNA contained P^-, the results

were virtually the same as when only the parental viral DNA
contained P^^.

These results show in an interesting way the dependence of

viral growth during its early stages on the integrity of the paren-

tal viral DNA. Otherwise they show the same remarkable fact

revealed by the experiments with ultraviolet light, namely, that

the T2 phage-producing mechanism becomes highly resistant to

damage to intrabacterial DNA near the mid-point of the latent

period. Stent suggests three ways in which such stabilization

might be brought about: (/) a stage in viral growth may be

reached after which damage to DNA can be repaired, as in the

phenomenon of multiplicity reactivation (Chapter XVIII)

;

(2) a stage may be reached in which some or all the intrabac-

terial DNA becomes insensitive to radiochemical damage; or
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(3) a stage may be reached after which the intrabacterial DNA is

dispensable, presumably owing to a transfer of DNA function to

other substances not containing phosphorus.

The tliird alternative was also suggested by Tomizawa and

Sunakawa (1956) on the basis of experiments showing that

chloramphenicol, added to cultures infected with phage T2
under conditions permitting synthesis of DNA but not protein,

blocked those processes resulting in stabilization of the infected

bacteria toward the destructive effects of ultraviolet light.

At the present time no decisive choice can be made among the

three hypotheses suggested by Stent. It should be recalled,

however, that the experiments with T7 do not show the same

phenomenon, and one can ask which result reflects basic features

of viral growth least complicated by side eff'ects. These and

other related experiments are discussed in somewhat different

contexts by Hershey (1957) and Stent (1958).

6. Morphological Stages in Phage Development

Objects the size of bacteriophages can be studied by means of

the electron microscope, which has revealed structures that may
be intermediate stages in the maturation of infective particles.

One of these is known by the colloquial namie "doughnut." It is

a crumpled disk with a central depression which makes it look

like a torus in shadowed electron micrographs. Beautiful pic-

tures of doughnuts were published by Wyckoff' (1949b). They
are also illustrated in papers by Hercik (1955), Heden (1951),

Levinthal and Fisher (1952), DeMars, Luria, Fisher, and Levin-

thai (1953), and T. F. Anderson, Rappaport, and Muscatine

(1953). The latter authors prepared specimens by the critical

point method and show that doughnuts are really empty mem-
branes of the same size and shape as the phage head but without

any tail. They have been found in association with the large,

tailed phage particles T2, T4, T6, and T5.

The size, shape, and occurrence of these particles suggested

that they might be an intermediate stage in reproduction.

Evidence in support of this view was obtained by Levinthal and
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Fisher (1952) in quantitative studies of T2-infected bacteria

which were prematurely lysed by the decompression technique at

different times during the latent period. The lysates were

mixed with polystyrene latex particles and sprayed on collodion

films for electron micrography, thus permitting counts of the

number of particles per infected bacterium. Doughnuts are

first detected at about the 9th minute of the latent period. By
the 12th minute, when mature phage first appears, the doughnuts

number about 15 per bacterium. At the 21st minute their num-
ber reaches a inaximum of 30 per cell, while mature phage par-

ticles continue to increase, numbering 60 per cell at 25 minutes.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the doughnut represents a

stage in the assembly of phage particles. The relationship of

phage nucleic acid to these structures is not clear. It is possible

that the incomplete forms contain nucleic acid that is lost during

the preparative manipulations.

Relatively pure preparations of doughnuts can be obtained by

the use of proflavine, which specifically inhibits final steps in the

maturation of phage particles (DeMars, Luria, Fisher, and

Levinthal, 1953). The incomplete particles can be readily con-

centrated and purified by high speed centrifugation. On ex-

amination in the electron microscope they are indistinguishable

from doughnuts observed by other means and are essentially free

of tailed particles. The formation of doughnuts during early

stages of viral growth occurs at the same rate with or without

proflavine.

The preparation of purified concentrates of doughnuts ob-

tained by the proflavine technique permitted a study of their

serological properties. They fix complement with antiphage

serum with about half the efficiency per particle of mature phage.

They are precipitated by antiphage serum but do not adsorb

phage-neutralizing antibodies from the serum. Purified dough-

nuts were used for the immunization of rabbits by Lanni and

Lanni (1953). The resulting sera gave very strong complement

fixation reactions with both doughnuts and matui^e phage par-

ticles, but contained very little neutralizing antibody. From
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this and other evidence these authors concluded that the dough-

nuts are serologically equivalent to the heads of phage particles

(Chapter VIII).

Proflavine lysates were prepared ft'om T2-infected bacteria

labeled with either P'^- or S^'". The isolated doughnuts were

found to contain about -/s as much sulfur per particle as mature

phage, but less than Ve as much phosphorus. These observa-

tions are in agreement with the electron microscope studies in

suggesting that the doughnuts are empty phage heads, made of

protein and containing little or no nucleic acid. The dough-

nuts do not adsorb to bacteria, which is consistent with the

absence of tails.

Further morphological study was facilitated by the develop-

ment of the "agar filtration method" of quantitative electron

microscopy (Kellenberger and Kellenberger, 1952; Kellenber-

ger and Arber, 1957). In this method a sample of crude lysate

is placed on a collodian membrane supported on a specially pre-

pared agar surface. Water and crystalloids pass into the agar,

while larger particles are deposited on the membrane. The
material is fixed with formaldehyde vapor and the membrane is

transferred to a specimen grid for electron microscopy. Count-

ing of particles per unit volume of lysate is achieved by calibra-

tion with latex spheres. The advantage of this method over

others is that no fractionation of the lysate is necessary before

preparation of specimens.

Kellenberger and Sechaud (1957) applied this method to pre-

mature lysates of both normal and proflavine cultures of bac-

teria infected with T2 and T4. They found, in confirmation of

earlier work, that doughnuts appeared a few minutes before

phage particles in the lysates, and soon reached a constant num-

ber of about 50 per bacterium, whereas phage particles increased

for a longer period, to 150 per bacterium. Proflavine greatly

suppressed the formation of phage particles but did not afTect the

formation of doughnuts. This result is unexpected, because, if

proflavine acts mainly to prevent the conversion of doughnuts

into phage particles, some additional mechanism must be invoked
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to explain the failure of doughnuts to accumulate in response to

the drug. However, the effect of proflavine may be more com-

plicated (Chapter XV).
Kellenberger and Sechaud were able to count tail pins as well

as doughnuts (Chapter IV). Tail pins did not appear until

phage particles had already become very numerous, and finally

Figure 7. Products of lysis by T2 in the presence of proflavine. Intact

phage particles, empty heads, tail pins and, in the upper part of the micro-

graph, fibrils that may be DNA. X22,125. Reproduced from E. Kellen-

berger and J. Sechaud, 1957, Virology, 3, 256, with permission.

numbered about 30 per bacterium. Their formation was not

affected by proflavine. The delayed appearance of tail pins

might suggest that they are products of defective synthesis or

breakdown of phage particles, rather than precursors, in which

case some of the doughnuts might originate in a similar way.

Kellenberger and Sechaud found that tail pins of T2 adsorb in-

completely and mostly reversibly to bacteria. They do not react

with the neutralizing antibody of antiphage serum.
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Figure 7 shows an electron micrograph of the products re-

leased by lysis of bacteria infected with T2 in the presence of pro-

flavine.

The same and other intermediate structures related to viral

growth have been detected by serological methods (Chapter

VIII) and by chemical methods (Chapter XIV). The total in-

formation may be summarized as follows. Infected cells con-

tain at least four phage-specific materials in addition to phage

particles: free DNA, doughnuts, tail pins, and free tail antigen,

all separable from each other in lysates. Only free tail antigen

and free DNA are caused to accumulate by proflavine, that is,

proflavine does not aff'ect the total amount of these substances

formed, but suppresses their incorporation into phage particles

(DeMars, 1955; Kellenberger and Sechaud, 1957).

Doughnuts, tail antigen, and tail pins are probably made of

protein. Tail antigen might be expected to correspond to the

tail fibers of phage particles. When prepared by degradation of

phage particles, the fibers can adsorb to bacteria (Williams and

Fraser, 1956). Free tail antigen found in premature lysates,

however, cannot. The significance of this difference cannot

now be assessed, because present information about the adsorp-

tion characteristics of materials found in premature lysates seems

to be unreliable. Thus doughnuts never adsorb, but Maal0e and

Symonds (1953) reported adsorption of an S^Mabeled fraction in

T4 lysates that should have been chiefly doughnuts. Kellen-

berger and Sechaud (1957) observed adsorption of tail pins

found in T2 lysates, but none of the materials, including phage

particles, found in their T4 lysates would adsorb. Unfortu-

nately little of the work with premature lysates has been carried

out with adequate precautions to prevent interactions between

phage-specific materials and bacterial debris in the lysates,

partly because these interactions are not themselves understood

(Sagik, 1954) (Chapter XVI).

The free DNA found in premature lysates undoubtedly is a

phage precursor (Hershey, 1953a). Some of the antigenic pro-

tein is, too (Maal0e and Symonds, 1953; Hershey, 1956b).
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The phage-specific protein precursors include materials that

sediment like doughnuts as well as smaller fragments, in approxi-

mately equal amounts as measured by sulfur content (Hershey,

1956b).

7. Conclusion

Phage growth is initiated by the injection of the viral DNA into

the cell. Completed phage particles do not reappear until the

mid-point of the latent period. Morphologically recognizable

elements are formed somewhat earlier. Radiobiological analy-

sis of phage growth also shows that important processes occur

during the eclipse period of viral growth. These and other

lines of evidence suggest that noninfective phage particles, called

vegetative phage, are multiplying during the period of eclipse.

Attempts to enumerate vegetative phage particles in infected

cells by radiobiological methods have generally failed. Instead

the experiments show that vegetative phage T2 is remarkably

resistant to ultraviolet light, X-rays, and decay of constituent

radiophosphorus. Vegetative phage T7 does not show this

property. For this and other reasons the proper interpretation

of the radiobiological experiments is not clear.





CHAPTER Xll

GYTOLOGIGAL CHANGES IN THE
INFEGTED HOST GELL

This chapter is devoted to studies of visible changes in bacteria

caused by phage infection, and to the sequence of cytological

events during the latent period of intracellular phage multipli-

cation. These studies may be conveniently classified into cate-

gories on the basis of the technical methods used : ( 7) direct ob-

servation of living cells by dark field, ultraviolet, and phase con-

trast microscopy
; (2) observation of fixed and stained prepara-

tions to determine the succession of cytochemical changes; and

(3) observation in the electron microscope of fixed and dried

whole cells and of embedded and sectioned preparations to ob-

tain higher resolution than is possible in the first two techniques.

All methods agree in demonstrating that marked changes oc-

cur in bacterial cells as a result of phage infection. A major

problem is the correlation in time of the events observed by the

various techniques, and almost as difficult is the elimination or

control of artefacts caused by the technical methods employed in

the preparation of specimens for observation. Other complicat-

ing factors include variation in the sequence of events with dif-

ferent phages attacking the same host strain, and variation in the

time required for intracellular virus growth under different en-

vironmental conditions, which make it more difficult to compare

the experiments of difTerent investigators. These technical

hurdles as well as the highly developed imaginations of the inves-

tigators are responsible for the great diversity of interpretations

which have been published.

189
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1. Observations on Living Cells

The lysis of bacteria by phage may be readily observed under

the ordinary light microscope. For such studies a culture of the

susceptible bacterium in the logarithmic growth phase is exposed

to an excess of bacteriophage under conditions in which at least

90 per cent of the bacteria are infected within a few minutes.

The infected bacteria may then be observed under oil immersion

by hanging drop methods or on the surface of agar under a cover

glass. Bacterial lysis begins after the usual latent period for the

conditions of temperature and bacterial nutrition used. The
time course for the number of bacteria lysed corresponds to that

for phage liberation as observed in the one-step growth experi-

ment, which suggests that the lysis of a bacterium coincides with

the liberation of the mature phage particles contained in that

bacterium.

With most of the phage-host cell systems studied, infection in-

hibits further cell division. An exception occurs with certain

temperate phages studied by Lwoff, Siminovitch, and Kjeld-

gaard (1950) in which the infected cell undergoes one or two

divisions before lysis. In many cases no gross change in cell

morphology occurs up to the moment of lysis, at which time the

refractive index of the cell suddenly changes, the cell bursts and

becomes invisible. Studies of this event by cinematography have

demonstrated that cell disappearance can occur within 3 seconds,

the time interval between successive photographs (Bronfen-

brenner, Muckenfuss, and Hetler, 1927; Bayne-Jones and Sand-

holzer, 1933).

Many observers have reported morphological changes occur-

ring in cells after infection. In some cases the cells swelled

markedly and became nearly spherical in shape before bursting.

In other cases greatly elongated, filamentous forms developed

which might or might not lyse (Burnet, 1925; Bronfenbrenner,

1928). This variety of changes in cell morphology gave rise to

some controversy in the early literature (see Bronfenbrenner,

1 928) and may have been due to differences in phage and host

strains or differences in environmental conditions in use in
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different laboratories. An important development was the

demonstration by Delbrtick (1940b) that two distinct types of ly-

sis could be observed with the same phage-host system depending

on the multiplicity of infection. Under conditions of normal in-

fection there was no change in cell shape up to the moment of

lysis. In contrast, when the multiplicity of infection was of the

order of 200 phage particles per cell, there was a relatively rapid

swelling of the rod-shaped bacteria into an oval or spherical

shape which then slowly faded out. The latter process, termed

"lysis from without," was never accompanied by liberation of

viable phage particles. At intermediate multiplicities of infec-

tion part of the bacterial population would lyse by the normal,

productive bursting, while the remainder of the population would

suffer the unproductive "lysis from without." There has been

relatively little study in recent years of modes of lysis during

bacteriophagy and a comparative study of various phage-host

cell systems might well be rewarding.

Observations of the lytic process in the dark field microscope

were first reported by d'Herelle (1921, 1926). "Au debut, I'as-

pect des bacilles est normal; apres quarante-cinq a soixante

minutes on voit des fins granules, de plus en plus nombreux,

dans I'interieur des bacilles, le nombre des bacilles avec granules

inclus augmente rapidement avec diminution parallele du

nombre des bacilles normaux." As the number of intracellular

granules increased the bacteria swelled, became spherical, and

burst, liberating the granules into the medium. The bacterial

debris, however, quickly became invisible in the ultramicroscope.

D'Herelle concluded that the highly refractile granules that he

observed inside the infected bacteria were actually the bacterio-

phage particles. He based this conclusion on two kinds of evi-

dence: there was always a parallelism in lysates between the

number of granules seen in the ultramicroscope and the number

of phage corpuscles determined by plaque count; and the num-

ber of refractile bodies counted per bacterium infected with the

Shiga phage under study varied from 15 to 25, corresponding to

an average: yield of 1 8 phage corpuscles for one particle inocu-
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lated as determined by plaque counts. The quantitative rela-

tionship between the number of highly refractile particles seen

in the dark field microscope and the number of infectious par-

ticles determined by plaque count was confirmed much later by

Schlesinger (1933b).

Dark field observations of phage lysis of E. coli in hanging drop

cultures, made by Merling-Eisenberg (1938), may be summa-
rized as follows. He found that the motile organisms became

motionless following infection. Then fine internal granules be-

gan to appear, which were in motion in some cases, while the

bacterium increased in size. After a variable period of time

lysis occurred. The disruption might occur without any fur-

ther change in the size or shape of the bacillus as if the whole cell

membrane suddenly became permeable. On other occasions

an opening appeared at one end or at the side of the bacterium,

through which the granules were spewed. The explosion re-

leased a very distinct cloud of particles with a blue diffraction

color showing marked Brownian movement and soon leaving

their "birthplace." They could be readily distinguished from

bacterial debris and unspecific particles by this blue color and

their fairly uniform size. The phage bodies (1 50 to 350 per cell)

were expelled by the force of the explosion to a distance esti-

mated at 5 to 6 times the length of the bacterium. During lysis the

number of phage bodies free in the medium soon reached astro-

nomical figures. This very interesting description of lysis is illus-

trated with photographs which clearly demonstrate the refractile

granules both inside the bacteria and in the medium. Merling-

Eisenberg (1941) made similar observations of phage lysis of

staphylococci, in which 1 to 4 granules per cell were released.

Very nice motion pictures of phage lysis were made with dark

field illumination by Pijper (1945), which are in agreement with

the earlier observations described above. Similar dark field

observations were reported again bv Weigle (see Benzer, Del-

briick, Dulbecco, Hudson, Stent, Watson, Weidel, Weigle, and

Wollman, 1950).

The possible use of the dark field ultraviolet microscope for
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Studying phage multiplication was suggested by the work of Barn-

ard who published very fine pictures of some of the larger viruses.

Pictures of phage CI 6 before and after agglutination by anti-

phage serum were taken by Barnard and published by Burnet

(1933c). The phage particles were very easily visible, could be

counted, and were barely below the limits of resolution of the

microscope. This beautiful optical system does not seem to have

been applied to the study of phage-infected bacteria.

The use of the light field ultraviolet microscope for pho-

tography of phage infected bacteria by F. L. Gates was described

by Bronfenbrenner (1928). He wrote: "In unstained cells

photographed at this stage (swollen but not lysed) by means of

ultraviolet light, the cytoplasm appears to be of uneven density,

quite unlike that of normal bacteria."

Studies of E. coli infected with phage T2 were made by ultra-

violet microscopy by Heden (1951) and compared with observa-

tions by phase contrast microscopy, electron microscopy, and

light microscopy of stained preparations. This permitted a

direct comparison of developmental changes in unfixed and living

cells (ultraviolet and phase contrast observations) with corre-

sponding stages in fixed cells (electron microscope and stained

preparations). Uninfected cultures of £". coli in the logarithmic

growth phase were uniformly opaque in the ultraviolet micro-

scope, presumably because of the cytoplasmic RNA which ob-

scured the DNA-containing bodies, which are so prominent in

Feulgen stained cells. After infection with T2 and incubation

the bacterial poles gradually became much more light-absorbent

at 2,570 A than the equatorial region. After several hours of in-

cubation under conditions of lysis inhibition the polar bodies con-

tained several times more light-absorbing material than did the

rest of the cytoplasm. This contrast between polar and equato-

rial regions was not evident at a wave length of 3,300 A, suggesting

that nucleic acid is in reality the light-absorbing material.

In phase contrast studies of living bacteria, the cells appeared

uniform until infected. Within 15 minutes after infection the

bipolar appearance became evident, and the contrast between
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polar and equatorial regions increased until lysis. In dried

preparations fixed with osmium the bipolar arrangement had

disappeared. Polar bodies were not seen in fixed and stained

preparations, which suggests that the procedures of fixation and

dehydration may create artefacts having little resemblance to the

situation in living infected cells.

Similar phase contrast observations of living, phage-infected

cultures were made with Salmonella typhimurium (Boyd, 1949a) and

E. coli (Boyd, 1949b). Again the uniformly dense appearance

of the uninfected bacteria quickly changed after infection to a bi-

polar distribution of dense areas. For reasons that are not clear,

Boyd assumed that the less dense areas are due to bacteriophage

and the darker polar areas are clue to bacterial cytoplasm dis-

placed toward the poles by the developing phage. The obser-

vations of Heden with the ultraviolet microscope, referred to

above, suggest that it is the DNA and, presumably, bacteriophage

synthesis which is concentrated at the poles rather than the bac-

terial cytoplasm. This suggestion of Heden's is further sup-

ported by the dark field photographs of phage-infected bacteria

taken by Merling-Eisenberg (1938) which clearly show a polar

distribution of the phage particles.

Boyd (1949b) studied all seven T phages by phase contrast

microscopy using strain B of E. coli as host. He found charac-

teristic changes in cellular appearance which were similar for

serologically related phages but differed from one serological

group to another. These observations are significant in demon-

strating that the physiological response of the bacterium to in-

fection depends on the genetic constitution of the phage and sug-

gest a rather remarkable control by the phage of enzymatic

processes in the bacterium. Such characteristic phage-specific

changes in morphology have been defined with greater clarity

in stained preparations as we will see. Other observations of

phage action using phase contrast have been reported by Hofer

(1947), Delaporte (1949), Rice, McCoy, and Knight (1954), and

Murray and Whitfield (1953).
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2. Observations on Fixed and Stained Preparations

Stained smears, made after the fashion of diagnostic bacte-

riology, were the basis of the earlier observations and they were

not very informative. More recently, however, cytological

methods appropriate for the study of bacteria have been de-

vised and these have provided a more rewarding approach to the

study of the effects of phage infection on the structure of the host

cell. These involve the fixation in situ of the cells in or on the

culture medium with cytological fixatives (such as osmium tetr-

oxide and other, more complex, solutions) ; the application of

selective staining methods allowing the differentiation of the nu-

clear chromatin bodies and the cytoplasm, which is strongly

basophilic due in large part to RNA (see Murray, Gillen, and

Heagy, 1950); and suitable mounting of the preparation to

minimize distortion of the cell and to provide for optical needs.

D'Herelle (1926) described briefly the effects of phage in-

fection on the staining properties of the bacterial host. The
affinity of the infected bacteria for basic dyes gradually decreased.

Weakly staining, amorphous debris gradually increased in

amount as the number of intact bacteria decreased. He never

saw corroded or broken bacterial cells. The intact cells often

became spherical and then burst, becoming amorphous im-

mediately. The spherical forms were extremely fragile and were

always less numerous in stained specimens than in dark field

preparations made at the same time. The phage particles them-

selves were below the limits of visibility in the stained prepara-

tions.

Rather similar observations were recorded by Bronfenbrenner

(1928). The cytoplasm showed marked changes during the

swelling of the bacteria, staining less intensely and more un-

evenly so that the bacteria appeared segmented or beaded. In

highly swollen bacteria the chromatin was distributed through-

out the bacteria in the form of dustlike particles.

Borrel (1928, 1932) used an iron-tannate-fuchsin mordant

which was effective in making visible bacterial flagellae and the

larger animal viruses such as vaccinia and moUuscum contagio-
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sum. When applied to phage-infected bacterial cultures during

lysis it enabled him to see a halo of adsorbed phage particles sur-

rounding the yet unlysed bacteria. Although this procedure

may have permitted visualization of extracellular phage particles,

it did not contribute to knowledge of the infectious process.

Hofer (1947) also used a flagellum stain and the Ziehl-Nielsen

stain in an attempt to color extracellular phage particles but

again without yielding much information about phage multipli-

cation. His claim to have seen phage particles under these con-

ditions is not convincing.

A remarkable paper by MacNeal, Frisbee, and Krumwiede

(1937) described the application of the Casteneda rickettsial

stain to the study of the lysis of the cholera vibrio by phage and

by antiserum plus complement. The phage-infected bacteria

were pleomorphic, enlarged and distorted, and filled with as

many as 50 tiny blue-staining granules per cell. Such granules

were never seen in normal bacteria, nor in bacteria undergoing

lysis by complement and antibody. It seems very probable that

the granules were intracellular phage particles. This work does

not seem to have been followed up nor to have attracted much
notice.

The first applications of chromatin-staining procedures to the

study of phage-infected bacteria seem to have been made by

Luria and Palmer (1946) and by Beumer and Quersin (1947).

Luria and Palmer used Feulgen and Giemsa stains following the

general procedures of Robinow (1944). Infection with phage

T2 resulted in the disorganization of the nuclear bodies and mi-

gration of the chromatin to the periphery of the cell. The cells

then gradually filled up with granular chromatin. Phage Tl

caused relatively little change in the appearance of most cells.

Infection with phage T7 caused great swelling of some nuclear

bodies and shrinking of others. The different phages caused

characteristically distinct cytological changes in appearance of

the host cell nuclear apparatus.

Beumer and Quersin (1947) and Quersin (1948) used Robi-

now's staining techniques to study the cytological changes pro-
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duced bv several different phage strains on a number of different

host bacteria. They found that in general the bacterial nucleus

was distorted or destroyed and replaced with a mass of chro-

matinic material, and the bacterium swelled. The type of

lesion produced was characteristic of the phage and not of the

host cell because the same phage produced essentially the same
sequence of changes in different bacteria, whereas different

phages acting on the same bacterial strain produced characteris-

tically different lesions. Delaporte (1949), using similar meth-
ods, studied the action of phage T4 on normal E. coll cells and
on ultraviolet-treated bacteria. Lysing cells liberated large

numbers of tiny, stained particles which may have been the

phage particles. The action of a phage on B. cereus was also de-

scribed briefly. Rita and Silvestri (1 950) gave a brief description

of modifications in the host cell nucleus resulting from infection

of £". coli with phages of the T series, including T5.

P'an, Tchan, and Pochon (1949) studied the action of phage
on Pasteurellapestis. The cell and its nuclei increased in size after

infection, and the nuclei fused into a convoluted axial filament.

At lysis the cell outline became less distinct and the axial filament

disappeared.

A rather detailed description of progressive cytological changes

produced in E. coli following infection with phages Tl, T2, T4,

T6, and T7 was published by Luria and Human (1950). Sam-
ples of the infected bacteria were taken at intervals during the

latent period and added to a formalin-dichromate fixative. Af-

ter fixing the bacteria were washed, and spread on agar, and im-

pression films were stained by the Robinow technique. Again
the sequence of cytological changes was found to be characteris-

tic of the phage type ; the effect of the closely related phages T2,

T4, and T6 being very similar but quite distinct from the changes

caused by Tl and T7. With ultraviolet-inactivated T2 phage,

infection was followed by the same initial destruction of the bac-

terial nucleus as occurs with active T2 phage. However, these

cells did not subsequently fill up with granular chromatin as do
cells infected with active phage. With inactivated Tl phage
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the cytological changes were the same as those observed with

active Tl except that lysis did not occur. With inactivated T7
phage the initial changes were the same as with active T7 phage,

but then the cells filled up with chromatin like Tl -infected cells

instead of forming a large central chromatinic body as was seen

with active T7 phage. In the case of infection with irradiated

Tl phage, synthesis of material absorbing at 2,600 A proceeded

at the same rate as with active phage, but with irradiated T2
phage the synthesis of light-absorbing material proceeded at a

relatively slow rate compared with synthesis in bacteria infected

with active phage T2. Heden (1951) reported that his cytolog-

ical studies with T2-infected E. coli cells were in essential agree-

ment with the results of Luria and Human.
An intensive study of the cytological changes produced in E.

coli by infection with phage T2 was made by Murray, Gillen, and

Heagy (1950). The staining methods of Robinow were used,

and replicate samples of infected bacteria taken at intervals dur-

ing the latent period were stained with Giemsa (after treatment

with HCl) for chromatin, with thionine for cytoplasm, and with

tannic acid and gentian violet for cell walls. The Giemsa and

thionine staining methods complemented each other and the cell

wall stain permitted the visualization of bacterial "ghosts" after

lysis had occurred. The observations with the Giemsa stain

were in agreement with those of Luria and Human (1950).

During the first few minutes the bacterial nucleus disintegrated

and the chromatin migrated to the periphery of the cell forming

"marginated cells." Then during the second half of the latent

period, this chromatin became granular. In lysis-inhibited cells

the granules increased in size and coalesced, giving a banded ap-

pearance. The staining capacity of the cytoplasm with thionine

decreased and was alm.ost lost at the time of lysis. The authors

suggested that late in the latent period the chromatin is distrib-

uted cylindrically near the cell wall. This paper is illustrated

with beautifully reproduced photographs of stained preparations.

Studies of T2-infected bacteria by Beutner, Hartman, Mudd, and

Hillier (1953) using DeLamatcr's staining technique are in agree-

ment with the results obtained by the previous investigators.
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Murray and Whitfield (1953) made a detailed study of the

effects of phage strains of the T5 species on various host cells.

Again it was found that the cytological changes were characteris-

tic of the phage and independent of the particular host strain,

whether Escherichia, Shigella, or Salmonella. The sequence of

changes was similar to that observed with the T-even phages:

cessation of cell division, loss of stainable nuclear chromatin and

disruption of nuclear sites, followed during the second half of the

latent period by a new synthesis of finely granular chromatin.

However, unlike the T-even phage infections, the loss of stain-

able chromatin was virtually complete and was not accompanied

by migration to the periphery of the cell. In the case of three of

the phages (T5, BG3, and 29 alpha) lysis occurred at this stage;

with three other strains (PB, PBl, and poona) there was an ac-

cumulation of spherical masses of chromatin during" the last 10

minutes of the latent period preceding lysis. Five hybrids of

T5 with PB isolated and characterized by Adams (1951b) were

studied by Murray and Whitfield. Three were found to behave

like the T5 parent and two like the PB parent. The cytological

pattern segregated independently of host range, latent period,

and heat resistance, and thus behaved as an additional genetic

marker for this group of phages. Adsorption of ultraviolet-

inactivated phage to the host cell caused the initial nuclear disin-

tegration, but the secondary synthesis of granular chromatin did

not occur. Adams (1949b) had previously demonstrated that

calcium ion was essential for some step in the reproduction of

phage T5 subsequent to adsorption. Murray and Whitfield

found that when infection occurred in the absence of calcium ion

there was nuclear disintegration as usual, but the new synthesis

of granular chromatin did not follow. Later Luria and Steiner

(1 954) demonstrated that calcium was essential for the penetration

of phage T5 nucleic acid into the host cell. These results show

that adsorption of phage T5 to the host cell is of itself enough to

cause nuclear disintegration, even though the phage nucleic acid

does not penetrate to initiate phage replication. Adsorption of

phage T5 in the absence of calcium may be analogous in its ef-

fects to the adsorption of ghosts of phage T2 (Herriott, 1951a).
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Bonifas and Kellenberger (1955) observed that adsorption of

ghosts of phage T2 caused an aggregation of the host cell chroma-

tin rather than the peripheral migration observed when either

active or ultraviolet-inactivated phage was adsorbed. This was

confirmed by Whitfield and Murray (1957) who further ob-

served that if the multiplicity of infection with the active phage

was increased to 70 or 100 phage per cell chromatin aggrega-

tion preceded the premature "lysis from without." Multiple

infection with T5 phage likewise caused aggregation to precede

the usual loss of stain able chromatin. The above observations

suggest that alterations of the cell boundary, more severe follow-

ing infection with ghosts than with phage, contribute to cytologi-

cal effects.

Puck and Lee (1954, 1955) suggested that infection with any

of the T phages initiates a cycle of permeability changes in the

cell boundary during the period following the attachment of the

phage to the cell. Direct evidence of visible as well as chemical

disorganization of cell membranes by phage adsorption has also

been noted (Chapter XI). The studies of Whitfield and Murray

(1956, 1957) showed that some of the cytological effects of infec-

tion may be secondary to permeability changes. They found

that the chromatin aggregation, so commonly observed as a

first cytological stage of infection (e.g., with phage T7), occurred

at low multiplicities of infection if a sufficient quantity of sodium

chloride was present in the medium; on salt-deficient medium
this effect was replaced by chromatin fragmentation. With
phages T2 and T5 the same was true, provided that there was a

sufficient multiplicity of infection. The results suggest that the

conformation of chromatin is dependent on the ionic balance

maintained in the living cell; disturbance of this balance,

whether by phage adsorption to the cell surface or by metabolic

interference, is reflected in the subsequent behavior of chroma-

tin, which varies according to the cationic environment provided

for the experiment. These considerations underline the cau-

tions expressed at the beginning of this chapter.

Lysogenic systems have not been subjected to much cytological
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Study. Observations of cultures of lysogenic B. megaterium 899

after induction by ultraviolet light have been reported by Dela-

porte and Siminovitch (1952). For the first 17 minutes after

irradiation the bacterial cells continue to grow and divide in a

manner that is not distinguishable from nonirradiated cultures.

After this time the nucleus is disposed as an axial filament nearly

as long as the cell. This then begins to swell at some points and

the chromatin seems to move to form the surface of a cylinder,

considerably larger in diameter than the original filament. Dur-

ing this time the bacterial cell increases in both length and diam-

eter. The central nuclear cylinder is about Vs the diameter of

the bacterium at the end of the latent period. At the time of

lysis the bacterial membrane loses its rigidity and the cytoplasm

disperses, followed immediately by the disappearance of the

axial cylinder. This sequence of events diflfers from that seen

with previously studied lytic systems. The authors suggest that

the phage particles are synthesized at the surface of the hyper-

trophied nuclear filament.

Whitfield and Murray (1954) studied the sequence of cytolog-

ical events during the lysogenization of Shigella dysenteriae with

the temperate phages PI and P2. The first stage of infection

with both phages consisted of the condensation of the chromatin

into annular aggregates which tended to fuse and form into an

axial filament. In PI infections this stage occupied about half

of the latent period. The axial filament then expanded within

the cell to form a complex reticulum which, in the case of lyso-

genization, separated into discrete normal nuclear elements.

The resulting cells were indistinguishable from those of the sensi-

tive strain. The same stages were observed when a virulent

mutant of PI was used, but lysis occurred while the chromatin

was in the stage of expansion. In P2 infections, on the other

hand, the axial filament of chromatin persisted up to lysis or, in

the event of lysogenization, the chromatinic filament showed ex-

pansion and separation into discrete normal elements, starting

from the poles of the growing elongating cells. The first normal-

appearing cells were nipped off" from the terminal portion of the

cell and division was not equatorial.
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As an interesting comparison with the previous studies, Dela-

porte (1952) described the cytological changes in an induced

colicinogenic strain of £. coli. Strain ML after ukraviolet induc-

tion was incubated at 37 ° C. and sampled at intervals. Intra-

cellular colicin is detectable within 15 minutes, and appears in

the medium after 75 minutes, increasing in amount until about

2 hours after irradiation. During this tim.e the bacteria swell

and gradually fill up with Feulgen positive chromatin which

seems to have no definite arrangement in the cells. The lysis

which liberates the colicin is accompanied by a gradual de-

crease in cell size and amount of chromatin per cell. However,

it should be mentioned that Kellenberger and Kellenberger

(1956) published an electron microscope study of lysates of

cohcinogenic strains (including ML). They were unable to

identify a colicin particle, possibly because the size of these

would be of the same order as the many granules liberated from

normal bacteria. In any case, the colicins m.ay not correspond

in structure to the phages and there are not enough studies to al-

low a clear statement of cytological events.

3. Electron Microscope Observations

There is a very extensive literature dealing with electron micro-

scope studies of phage-infected bacteria. The pertinent refer-

ences have been listed by Beutner, Hartman, Mudd, and Hillier

(1953). There are a number of defects which severely limit the

value of much of this work. The ability to distinguish phage par-

ticles and other minute structures within the relatively large,

whole bacteria is limited by electron scattering and by lack of

contrast, and the situation is made worse by shadowing. It is un-

likely that studies of whole bacteria by electron microscopy can

be very rewarding; however, various means of circumventing

the difficulty have been devised and these will be discussed. The
techniques of studying biological materials with the electron

microscope are still in embryonic state.

One approach is breaking open the bacteria at intervals dur-

ing the latent period and studying the liberated material. The
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rapid decompression technique of Fraser (1951b) was used by

Levinthal and Fisher (1952, 1953) (Chapler XI). Phage-in-

fected bacteria are unusually fragile and may be easily ruptured

(Levinthal and Visconti, 1953). This undoubtedly accounts for

the claim by Wyckoff (1949a) that phage-infected bacteria lyse,

in the sense of cell rupture, within 5 minutes after infection.

Wyckoff concluded "that the membranes of young bacteria rup-

ture soon after contact with phage which then proliferates in and

at the expense of the bacterial protoplasm by a process that re-

sembles the division shown by bacteria and other microorgan-

isms." This conclusion is at variance with all other evidence

about phage multiplication.

Useful information can be obtained from experiments with iso-

lated host cell components, as was the case in Weidel's (1951)

study of the effect of the T-even phages upon isolated cell mem-
branes of E. coli B (see also Chapter XI). He showed that a

local damage to the cell wall occurred after adsorption had taken

place. The local loosening of the wall fabric was recognizable

as visibly altered patches of the wall and, if a sufficient number
of particles were adsorbed, could result in complete destruction.

His description of the phases of destruction is very reminiscent of

the previously noted descriptions of "lysis from without."

Another method for studying whole phage-infected bacteria in

the electron microscope employs a high contrast lens system,

which permits some differentiation of structure to be observed

even in uninfected cells (Mudd, Hillier, Beutner, and Hartman,

1953). In cultures of E. coli typical cells have three opaque

areas, at the two poles and in the center of the cell. These

opaque, cytoplasmic regions are separated by areas of lesser

density corresponding to the two nuclear bodies as seen in stained

cells and to the "vacuoles" seen in sectioned bacteria by Birch-

Andersen, Maal0e, and Sjostrand (1953). Some minutes after

infection with phage T2, the less dense areas move to the margins

of the cells, much as does the chromatin seen in stained prepara-

tions. For the first half of the latent period there is no evidence

of any intracellular objects resembling mature phage. During
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the second half of the latent period there is a decrease in the

opacity of the bacteria and they become markedly granular.

Mature phage particles appear within the bacterial cell, more

numerous as time goes on. Also one may see objects, slightly

larger and less opaque than mature phage, which are probably

homologous to the "doughnuts" described by Levinthal and

Fisher (1952). At a still later time the infected bacteria are

disrupted and exhibit a ruptured membrane, a dense pile of

phage particles, and relatively little other bacterial substance.

Prominent features of the cells throughout this course of events

are large, opaque bodies, several hundred m^ in diameter, which

are referred to by the authors as bacterial mitochondria. The
properties of these large granules were reported by Hartman,

Mudd, Hillier, and Beutner (1953), When triphenyltetrazolium

chloride was added to a growing culture of E. coli, it was reduced

to formazan which stained these granules red. They remained

stainable and unchanged in location or size throughout the pe-

riod of phage multiplication, even while the bacterial nuclei were

disintegrating and the bacterial cells were filling up with phage

particles. Quantitative studies indicated that the tetrazolium-

reducing activity of an infected bacterial culture remained con-

stant throughout the latent period and only decreased when
lysis began. Even after the bacterial cells had lysed, the red-

stained granules were readily visible in the microscope. These

granules are, according to these workers, functionally analogous

to mitochondria in the cells of higher organisms, and much cir-

cumstantial evidence suggests that they play an essential role in

phage multiplication.

A technique likely to have extensive and useful application in

the future is the sectioning of fixed bacteria embedded inmethac-

rylate (Birch-Andersen, Maal0e and Sjostrand, 1953; Kellen-

berger, Ryter, and Schwab, 1956). Preliminary results with

T4 and E. coli B indicate that this may become a powerful tool

for following the course of intracellular events in infected bac-

teria (Maal0e, Birch-Andersen, and Sjostrand, 1954). Log

phase cells of E. coli contain two or more large vacuoles, each
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vacuole in turn containing a dense central object which is inter-

preted to be a coil of tightly wound threads. The vacuoles oc-

cupy positions in the cell corresponding to the nuclear bodies

seen in stained cells. Cells fixed 4 to 8 minutes after infection

showed considerable rearrangement. The nuclear areas, in

particular, were replaced by similar foci (containing elongated

dark bodies) at the periphery of the cells. The uncertainties of

fixation and damage during polymerization of the embedding
plastic must be considered as major difficulties to be solved be-

fore really useful preparations and interpretations can be ex-

pected (see Maal0e and Birch-Andersen, 1956).

A defect in the interpretation of much of the work with the

electron microscope is the tendency of the technologist to arrange

his photographs in what seems to him to be a logical sequence.

Even when samples for examination are taken serially during the

latent period, it may be impossible to arrange them in true tem-

poral order. This is in part due to difficulties in starting and
stopping the infectious process simultaneously in all cells and in

part because, even when trouble is taken to synchronize phage

development in the population of infected bacteria, the develop-

mental process soon gets out of phase in the individual cells

(Benzer, 1952). However, probably none of the difficulties is

insuperable, and current technical developments lead one to

hope that micrographic work will contribute greatly toward an

understanding of viral growth.

4. Summary

Phage multiplication is accompanied by major changes in the

cytology of the host bacteria. Bacterial multiplication stops, in

some cases immediately after phage adsorption but in other sys-

tems only after one or two cell divisions. In most systems there

is an enlargement of the bacterial cells during the latent period.

The release of phage which terminates the latent period is usually

accompanied by an abrupt disintegration of the cells. In a few

cases where the bacterial cell walls seem to be unusually sturdy,

lysis involves a slow collapse of the cell with leakage of the cyto-
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plasm through a hole in the wall. Phage multiplication in-

variably involves marked changes in the appearance of the bac-

terial nucleus and, usually, a marked decrease in the stainability

of the cytoplasm; however, the sequence of changes varies

greatly from one phage to another. The cytological changes ob-

served are characteristic of the phage rather than of the host cell,

are under genetic control, and are of taxonomic significance be-

cause phylogenetically related phages produce similar cytological

patterns.

A careful comparison of the appearance of living cells by dark

field or phase contrast microscopy with the appearance of fixed

and dried cells by electron microscopy or in stained preparations

suggests that the procedures of fixing and drying are likely to re-

sult in the production of artefacts. This places limitations on

the interpretation of some of the cytological evidence that have

not always been evident to workers in this field. Any interpr-e-

tation should take into consideration the large amount of infor-

mation about the mechanisms of phage multiplication which has

been obtained by other means.

Up to the present the nuclear staining techniques have been

the most productive of new information about the response of the

host cell to invasion by bacteriophage. However, it is probable

that recent improvements in electron microscope technology will

permit studies of the phage-infected bacterium at an order of

resolution approaching that of biochemical techniques.

As is true of most recent phage research, a tremendous amount

of effort has been devoted to the cytological examination of a

very few phage strains. It would be desirable to apply the

techniques now available to a broader range of phages and host

strains and conditions.



CHAPTER XIII

ISOTOPIG STUDIES ON THE FATE OF THE
INFECTING PHAGE PARTIGLES

The first use of the expression, "fate of the infecting virus par-

ticle," occurs in the title of a paper by Putnam and Kozloff

(1950). The expression is usually understood in the sense of the

fate of the chemical constituents of which the infecting virus

particle is composed. However it could with equal justification

be used to mean the fate of the genetic factors with which the in-

fecting virus particle is endowed. In the present chapter we will

be concerned primarily with the fate of the material substance.

The principal experimental approach to this problem calls for

the use of isotopes, because it is only by the use of such specific

labels that one is able to distinguish phage material from host

material. By using appropriate differential labels it is possible

to trace phage protein and phage nucleic acid during the infec-

tious process. The bacteriophage particles are labeled by grow-

ing the host bacteria in a nutrient medium containing the ap-

propriate labeled ingredient, infecting with phage, and per-

mitting lysis to take place in the labeled medium. The phage
is then isolated and purified by differential centrifugation until

the isotope content becomes constant. Putnam and Kozloff

(1950) found no evidence that extracellular phage can exchange

isotope labeled compounds with the environment. This is in

agreement with the generally accepted principle that bacterio-

phages have no metabolic activity of their own. The isotope

composition of a labeled phage preparation which has been prop-

erly purified remains constant until infection, except for changes

due to radioactive decay.

207
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1. Morphological, Functional, and Chemical Differentiation of the

Phage Particle

A most important discovery relative to the fate of the infecting

phage particle was reported by Hershey and Chase (1952) and

further elaborated by Hershey (1955). These experiments have

been described in detail in Chapter XI. The essential features

together with other relevant details will be briefly summarized

here. Most of the information has been obtained with the T2
serological group and with T5, and it may be unwise to ex-

trapolate at present to other kinds of phage.

a. Chemical Composition

Phage T2 consists almost exclusively of protein and deoxy-

pentose nucleic acid (DNA). Few attempts have been made as

yet to fractionate the proteins of phage but serological evidence

suggests that at least two different proteins are present, one in the

phage head and a second in the phage tail. The protein con-

tains a considerable amount of methionine and so can be con-

veniently labeled with S^^. The DNA may be labeled with P^-

and both protein and DNA can be labeled with C and N isotopes.

h. Physical Fractionation — Osmotic Shock

Phage T2 consists of a protein membrane and a DNA core.

By means of osmotic shock followed by high speed centrifugation

it is possible to separate the sedimentable membranes from the

DNA in the supernatant fluid. Not more than 5 per cent of the

total phage protein remains with the DNA fraction. Even

this protein has the same amino acid composition as the sedi-

ment. About 3 per cent of the total sulfur-containing protein

of the phage may enter the host cell with the phage DNA. The
function of this protein is not known. This does not leave much
room for a hypothetical, sulfur-free, basic protein which might

be in intimate association with the liberated DNA. If such a

protein exists it must amount to less than 5 per cent by weight of

the phage DNA (Hershey, 1953c). Therefore phage T2 must
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consist almost exclusively of a sulfur-containing protein mem-
brane and a DNA core, which can be separated from each other

by osmotic shock. The membrane is undamaged by this pro-

cedure as far as can be observed in the electron microscope and
retains important physiological properties (Chapter V).

c. Physiological Fractionation — the Blendor Experiment

Phage T2, difTerentially labeled with S^'^ and P^', is adsorbed

to the host cells in a salt medium which insures a high efficiency

of attachment. The infected bacteria are freed of unadsorbed

isotopic material by centrifugation and resuspension in an appro-

priate diluent. The infected bacteria are now vigorously agi-

tated in a Waring Blendor, centrifuged, and both bacteria and
supernatant fluid assayed for S^^ and P^^. The stirring in the

Blendor has essentially no effect on the plaque-forming potential

of the infected bacteria. After this treatment about 80 per cent

of the phage S^^ is found in the supernatant in the form of protein

which is sedimentable after two hours at 12,000 X g and is

precipitable by anti-T2 serum. From 20 to 35 per cent of the

phage P^2 is left in the supernatant, the rest being sedimented

with the bacteria. This means that 80 per cent of the phage pro-

tein can be separated from 65 to 80 per cent of the phage DNA
phosphorus by the physiological procedure of infection of the

host cells. The Blendor serves to tear the phage membranes
loose from the bacterial surface, but the separation of phage DNA
from phage protein has already occurred as a stage of infection.

d. Functional Differentiation of Phage Protein and Phage DNA

These experiments demonstrate that at least 80 per cent of the

sulfur-containing proteins of the phage remain on the surface of

the infected bacteria, from which they can be detached by agita-

tion in the Blendor. Because this treatment has no efTect on the

course of the infection, it may be concluded that the bulk of the

phage protein is expendable after infection and plays no role in

the intracellular multiplication of phage. Similar conclusions
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were reached in the case of T5-infectecl bacteria by Y. T. Lanni

(1954) who found that the complement-fixing antigens of the in-

fecting phage could be removed from the bacterial surface by-

treatment in the Blendor.

Conversely 65 to 80 per cent of phage P^^ [^ j^ot removable by

treatment in the Blendor, presumably because the phage DNA
has penetrated into the interior of the bacterial cell where it is in-

volved in intracellular phage multiplication. The general con-

clusion from these experiments is that following adsorption the

protein membrane of the phage serves as a syringe to "inject"

the phage DNA into the host bacterium.

It may be assumed, but it has not yet been proved conclusively,

that nucleic acid is the sole agent of genetic continuity during

multiplication of the phage (Hershey, 1956a) and that the phage

protein, after injection of the DNA has been completed, plays no

further role in phage replication. If these assumptions are cor-

rect it greatly simplifies the problem of the fate of the infecting

phage particle. The phage protein after infection is discarded,

and so the fate of the phage DNA is all that remains to be con-

sidered. Remembering that these are tentative assumptions

rather than proved conclusions we can see what other evidence

can be brought to bear on this problem.

2. The Breakdown of the Infecting Virus Particle

We have seen that the infection of the host cell results in a

physiological fractionation of the phage particle into an external

protein portion and an internal nucleic acid portion. We may
now consider whether these two major segments remain intact

during infection, or whether there is a chemical degradation of

either portion into smaller fragments. The evidence in the case

of the phage protein seems to be more clear cut and will be

presented first.

a. Absence of Breakdown of Phage Proteins

In the experiments of Hershey and Chase (1952) with S^'^-

labeled phage T2, about 80 per cent of the phage methionine
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could be liberated from the infected bacteria by violent agitation,

together with about 80 per cent of the carbon of other amino acids

(Hershey, 1955). All of the liberated S^^ is sedimentable at high

speed and specifically precipitable by antiphage serum, which in-

dicates that the fragments must be more or less intact phage mem-
branes. Examination of the liberated phage membranes in the

electron microscope shows them to have damaged tails, suggesting

that part of the missing 20 per cent of phage S'^ may consist of

phage tail tips which remain fixed to the bacterial surface when
the remainder of the phage is torn away in the Blendor. Much
of the residual S^^ remains attached to the bacterial debris after

bacterial lysis and when the final phage lysate is analyzed only

about 2 per cent of the initial phage S^^ is found in the superna-

tant after centrifugation at 12,000 X g for 30 minutes (Hershey

and Chase, 1952). These experiments indicate that essentially

none of the proteins of the infecting T2 phage are converted into

low molecular weight fragments during the infectious process.

This is in agreement with the basic assumption that once the in-

jection of phage DNA into the host cell has been completed the

phage protein plays no further role in the infectious process, but

remains physiologically inert, outside of the bacterial cell wall.

Experiments by French (1954) are in essential agreement with

these conclusions. French prepared stocks of phage T2 which

were labeled with 2-G^^ lysine. He was able to demonstrate by

fractionation procedures that in the purified phage more than

90 per cent of the C^'^ label was in the lysine of the phage protein.

This labeled phage was then used to infect host bacteria at a

multiplicity of 10 and after lysis the lysate was fractionated by

centrifugation and the distribution of the C^^ label was deter-

mined. The bacterial debris, sedimented at 5000 X g, con-

tained 83 per cent of the C^^, and the high speed supernatant con-

tained 1 1 per cent. Unfortunately this nonsedimentable mate-

rial was not further investigated so it is not known whether it con-

sisted of phage protein or of smaller brciikdown products. Only
1.2 per cent of the label was found in the final yield of purified

phage. One may conclude from these experiments that there is
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little or no degradation of the protein of infecting phage particles

during the infectious process.

In contrast to these conclusions are those of Kozloff (1952a,b)

which are based on experiments with N^Mabeled T2 phage.

Kozloff concluded that "up to 80 per cent of the parent virus

DNA and protein was extensively broken down to a variety of

small fragments during virus reproduction." Actually these

papers give no experimental evidence that the virus protein was

broken down.

b. Breakdown of Phage Nucleic Acid Following Superinfection

The work of Hershey and Chase (1952) demonstrated that

shortly after phage adsorption the bulk of the phage nucleic acid

enters the bacterial cell. There seems to be general agreement

that some of this nucleic acid is broken down to very small frag-

ments during intracellular phage growth. The first indication

of the extent of this degradation is in a paper of Putnam and

Kozloff (1950). Purified labeled T6 phage was used to infect

bacteria at a multiplicity of 3, and after bacterial lysis the lysate

vvas fractionated to determine the distribution of the P^- label.

About 10 per cent of the P^^ was found in the bacterial debris,

40 per cent in the purified phage progeny, and 50 per cent failed

to sediment at 20,000 X g for 2 hours. In another experiment

in which the lysate was fractionated by means of a Sharpies

supercentrifuge 57 per cent of the P^^ was found in the effluent.

On further fractionation of the effluent, 26 per cent of the initial

phage P^^ was recovered in acid-soluble form. Of this about half,

or 13 per cent of the initial phage P^^, was inorganic phosphate.

Essentially the same distribution of P^- was found whether the

multiplicity of infection with labeled phage was 1 or 3.

The next important development was the investigation of the

kinetics of release from infected bacteria of trichloroacetic acid-

soluble phosphorus derived from the infecting phage. This

work led to the discovery that a considerable part of the P*- of

phage T2 may be liberated within a few minutes of the time of
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adsorption, and that the amount liberated depended on the

multiplicity and timing of the infection (Lesley, French, and

Graham, 1950). This phenomenon, which is called "superin-

fection breakdown," has been studied further with results sum-

marized by Graham (1953). The essential features of the

phenomenon may be summarized as follows.

7. At a multiplicity of 0.2 T2r+ phage particles per bacterium,

about 5 per cent of the phage P^^ is liberated within 10 minutes of

adsorption. No more P^^ is liberated until bacterial lysis when

readsorption of the first phage liberated occuis. During the

ensuing period of lysis inhibition about 20 per cent more of the

phage P^2 is liberated.

2. At multiplicities of 3 to 10, about 15 per cent of the P^^ is

liberated in the first 10 minutes, followed by a slow liberation of

P'^2 starting at 30 minutes.

3. If bacteria are infected with unlabeled phage, followed 5

minutes later by labeled phage, about 50 per cent of the P^^ of the

superinfecting phage is liberated within the next 10 minutes.

This phenomenon of superinfection breakdown is in part responsible

for the small amount of P^^ released after primary infection at low

multiplicity.

4. If the time interval between primary infection and super-

infection is varied, it is found that the amount of P'^^ liberated is

30 per cent after a 1 minute interval and nearly maximal after a

2 minute interval. The physiological condition responsible for

superinfection breakdown is established within 2 minutes after

primary infection.

5. Primary infection with one phage particle per cell is enough

to establish the conditions for superinfection breakdown and in-

creasing the multiplicity to 10 has no further effect.

6. The multiplicity of the superinfecting phage is also without

effect.

7. The phenomenon can be demonstrated repeatedly with the

same batch of infected bacteria under conditions of lysis inhibi-

tion. Superinfection with a multiplicity of 3 labeled phage at

5 minutes, 23 minutes, and 43 minutes after primary infection re-
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suited in liberation of 56 per cent, 53 per cent, and 74 per cent,

respectively, of the added P'''-.

8. Superinfection breakdown of 'r2/'+ phage occurs after pri-

mary infection with T2, T4, and T6 phage, r or r+, and with T5
but does not occur after primary infection with Tl, T3, or T7.

Superinfection with r phages follows the same pattern as with

r+ phages but the amount of breakdown is less (30 per cent).

Primary infection with T3 followed by superinfection with

T2r+, followed still later by superinfection with labeled T2r+ does

not lead to superinfection breakdown. Primary infection with

T2 or T7 does not result in breakdown of superinfecting T7.

9. Superinfection breakdown does not occur in heat-killed

bacteria but does occur in bacteria killed by ultraviolet light.

Superinfection breakdown is prevented if cyanide is added to the

bacteria before the primary infection, but is not prevented if

cyanide is added 5 minutes after primary infection and before

superinfection. One may recall that in cyanide-poisoned bac-

teria the development of phage T2 is arrested at an early stage

(Benzer and Jacob, 1953). Streptomycin added either before

or after primary infection prevents superinfection breakdown,

even in streptomycin-resistant bacteria in which phage develop-

ment is normal. Deoxyribonuclease isolated from E. coli is in-

hibited by streptomycin.

10. Heat-killed phage T2 is inactive both in primary infection

and superinfection, whereas ultraviolet-inactivated T2 performs

either role in superinfection breakdown.

7 7. In all experiments recorded above the bacteria were grown

in tryptose broth. KozlofF (1952a) records a personal commu-
nication from Graham that superinfection breakdown does not

occur with bacteria which have been grown in ammonium lac-

tate medium. It likewise does not occur when magnesium is de-

ficient. Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis (1954) report that

reduction of the magnesium level in their cultures to 10~° M
blocks superinfection breakdown, presumably by inhibiting bac-

terial deoxyribonuclease. They also state that the limitation of

breakdown at about 50 per cent is due to incomplete injection

by superinfecting phage.
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As discussed in Chapter XVII, superinfection breakdown is

probably related to but does not cause genetic exclusion of

superinfecting phage. Similarly, it seems clear that superin-

fection breakdown results from the action of bacterial deoxyri-

bonuclease, but it is not likely that it depends simply on the

activation of this enzyme after infection, because T3 activates

enzyme but does not activate the breakdown mechanism.

Pardee and Williams (1952, 1953) found that the activity of

bacterial deoxyribonuclease increases after infection with T2 and

T3. KozlofF (1953) showed that the effect is due to the destruc-

tion of a specific inhibitor of the enzyme, probably part of the

bacterial ribonucleic acid.

The role of the enzyme in superinfection breakdown is indi-

cated by the fact that streptomycin and low magnesium concen-

trations interfere with breakdown and with the action of the

enzyme (Graham, 1953).

Superinfecting phage is treated differently from the primary

infecting phage in three ways. The superinfecting phage, only,

is subject to a powerful genetic exclusion, to partial interference

with injection, and to complete breakdown of the injected DNA.
Inhibition of deoxyribonuclease prevents breakdown but does

not affect exclusion or injection. The exclusion may mean that

injection is not only incomplete but also abnormal in other, un-

known, ways. The fact that the breakdown products do not re-

main in the cells also suggests this conclusion. If so breakdown,

though requiring active deoxyribonuclease, probably depends

primarily on the hypothetical, abnormal kind of injection. In

any case the breakdown as such does not influence the outcome

of the infection in any discernible way (Graham, 1953; Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954).

Also following primary infection, a small amount of the phage

DNA, not exceeding 5 per cent under optimal conditions, is

broken down to low molecular weight material by the intrabac-

terial deoxyribonuclease. This may reflect some side reaction

to which only a few of the phage particles are subject, rather than

a necessary consequence of the infectious process itself. Further
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investigation might show that the breakdown of both primary and

secondary infecting phage is the resuk of a similar failure at some

early step in the infectious process, differing only with respect to

the proportion of particles involved. In general, some particles

are excluded from participation in viral growth by failure to in-

ject, and some by subsequent unspecified failures, under all con-

ditions (Chapter XVII). Genetic exclusion of superinfecting

phage is thus the consequence of two distinct but probably re-

lated kinds of physical exclusion, one measurable by the Blendor

experiment, the other by the breakdown effect. Both may be re-

garded as consequences of a pathological exaggeration of a nor-

mally inefficient excluding mechanism.

3. Material Transfer from Infecting Phage to Progeny

An interesting aspect of the fate of the infecting phage particle

is the transfer of its chemical substance to the phage progeny.

One may propose such questions as: Does the DNA of the in-

fecting phage particle or a major portion of it appear as a unit in

the phage progeny? Is the entire phage particle expendable

once it has served its function as a pattern for the synthesis of

new phage? Answers to these questions have been sought by

the use of isotopic labels with a detailed analysis of the distribu-

tion of the isotope in the various fractions of the lysate. The

most interesting information has been derived from experiments

in which the infecting phage has been labeled with different iso-

topes so that differential transfer of the various parts of the in-

fecting phage can be detected. This type of experiment has

already yielded much information which in relation to genetic

experiments has suggested mechanisms of phage replication.

a. Lack of Transfer of Phage Protein to Progeny

As discussed previously, the protein membranes of the infecting

phage particles do not participate in the intracellular replication

of phage. Once penetration of the phage nucleic acid into the

host cell is accomplished, the membranes can be detached from
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the infected bacteria by vigorous shaking without affecting

phage development. These facts in themselves imply that

little or no transfer of phage protein from parent to progeny

should be expected. However, prior to this discovery there were

several papers which indicated that phage protein was indeed

transferred to progeny. It is worth while to discuss these experi-

ments briefly as an indication of the type of technical error which

can result in false conclusions. In a brief report Hershey, Roe-

sel, Chase, and Forman (1951) stated that about 35 per cent of

the sulfur of infecting T2 phage was found in the phage progeny,

and that when this phage progeny was used in a second cycle of

infection, 40 per cent of its sulfur was found in the second cycle

progeny. Since only the phage protein is labeled in sulfur,

these experiments were interpreted as transfer of parental pro-

tein to progeny. The transfer of about 18 per cent of parental

T6 phage N'^ to progeny was reported by Kozloff (1952b).

The apparent transfer of protein N was not equal to the transfer

of nucleic acid N, and the ratio of the two was not constant from

one experiment to another, varying from 0.4 to 0.9. Kozloff

(1952c) concluded that nucleoprotein was not transferred from

parent to progeny as a unit, but that there was extensive rear-

rangement of the contributed parental material which suggested

the use of breakdown products of the infecting virus for synthesis

of protein and DNA of the progeny virus.

The earlier reports of the transfer of parental protein to

progeny were demonstrated by Hershey and Chase (1952) to be

the result of unsuspected contamination of progeny phage with

protein remnants of the infecting phage. If, after infection with

sulfur-labeled phage, the bacteria were agitated in the Waring
Blendor, centrifuged to eliminate the dislodged membranes, and

then permitted to lyse in a fresh medium, the isolated phage

progeny was found to contain only one per cent of parental sul-

fur. Therefore there is no obligatory transfer of sulfur-contain-

ing proteins from parent to offspring. Under the usual condi-

tions of multiple infection there is a considerable spontaneous

elution of phage membranes which cannot be distinguished from
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or separated from the phage progeny and which therefore simu-

late a material transfer from parent to progeny. The treatment

of the infected bacteria in the Waring Blendor followed by cen-

trifugation seems to be a useful way of preventing this contami-

nation. These conclusions were confirmed by Kozloff (1953)

and by French (1954).

Experiments by Volkin (1954a) suggested that phage T4 con-

tains about 30 per cent of its total protein content in tl>e form of

a nucleoprotein. Hershey (1955) failed to confirm this in care-

ful studies of phage T2 labeled with either S'''' or C^^ He did

find evidence for a "nonsedimentable" protein fraction in osmot-

ically shocked T2 preparations, amounting to about 3 per cent of

the total protein. This nonsedimentable protein was chemi-

cally similar to phage ghosts but serologically distinct and ap-

parently was injected into the host cell along with the phage

DNA. There was no evidence that this protein contributed

materials to the phage progeny.

b. Transfer of Phage Nucleic Acid to Progeny

In marked contrast to the situation with phage protein, there is

conclusive evidence that substances from the infecting phage con-

tribute to the nucleic acid of phage progeny. In experiments

of Hershey and Chase (1952) with P^Mabeled phage T2 there

was a transfer of 30 per cent of the parental phosphorus to the

progeny phage after treatment of the infected bacteria in the

Blendor. Therefore this cannot be due to residual DNA in

contaminating phage membranes. The results of a number of

other transfer experiments are recorded in Table XIV. The
transfer of parental nucleic acid substance to progeny varies

from 1 5 to 60 per cent in diff'erent experiments, the efficiency of

transfer depending largely on experimental conditions. The
percentage transfer is of the same order of magnitude for T2, T3,

T4, T6, and T7; for P'^^^ for DNA-N^^ and for C^^-purines and

pyrimidines. Much of this work has been briefly summarized

by Kozloff (1953), and more recent work by Hershey and
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Burgi (1956). Some of the factors which affect the efficiency of

transfer will now be considered.

TABLE XIV
Transfer of DNA from Parent to Progeny Phage

Isotopic

Phage marker

Per cent

transfer Reference

T6
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firmed with P'' '^-labeled phage T4 by Watson and Maal0e

(1953). This cause of reduced efficiency of transfer can be elimi-

nated by making the adsorption period less than one minute.

2. Readsorption of progeny phage. If some of the labeled prog-

eny phage is lost either by readsorption to yet unlysed bacteria

or to bacterial debris, this fraction of the transferred label will be

lost from the progeny. This will cause an apparent decrease in

the efficiency of transfer of parental materials to progeny phage.

This loss of daughter phage was prevented in the experiments of

Watson and Maal0e (1953) by treating the infected bacteria

with antibacterial serum toward the end of the latent period.

Antibacterial serum effectively prevents adsorption of phage to

otherwise susceptible bacteria (Delbriick, 1945b). In earlier

studies Maal0e and Watson (1951) prevented loss of progeny T2
phage by saturating the bacterial receptors with ultraviolet-

killed, unlabeled T2 phage. These or similar devices have been

used in most subsequent experiments.

3. Latent period and burst size. In infections with P"'--labeled

T4r phage, lysis occurs at the end of the usual latent period with a

burst size of about 140 and a transfer of P^^ ^q progeny of 40 to 50

per cent (Watson and Maal0e, 1 953). About half of the parental

P^2 is liberated into the medium in a nonsedimentable form. A
natural question is whether or not some of this wasted P^^ would

be converted into mature phage if the infectious process had not

been interrupted by lysis. To answer this question Watson

and Maal0e (1953) infected bacteria with labeled T4r+ and

then produced lysis inhibition by reinfection with unlabeled

phage. Although the burst size was increased to 350 the transfer

of parental P^^ was still only 50 per cent indicating that essentially

no parental P^^ was transferred to phage particles formed after

the end of the normal latent period.

The converse experiment, shortening the latent period by pre-

mature lysis, has been done several times. Maal0e and Watson

(1951) using P'^--labeled T2/-+ for infection, lysed the infected

culture prematurely at 1 1 minutes, before there was one mature

phage per cell. With an excess of ultraviolet-inactivated T2
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phage as a carrier, the lysate was fractionated in the usual way

and only 1 .6 per cent of the parental P^^ was found in (he phage

fraction. In a second sample lysed at 34 minutes, the burst size

high speed pellet

ow speed pellet

ocid-soluble

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

MINUTES AFTER INFECTION

Figure 8. Transfer of radiophosphorus from parental to offspring phage T2.

The curves show distributions of P^^ measured by centrifugal fractionation of

lysates prepared at different times after infection with 3 labeled phage particles

per bacterium. The vertical lines span the observed range of variation in

three independent experiments. Acid-soluble P^^ is measured from separate

aliquots of unlysed culture. P^^ not accounted for is DNA nonsedimentable

after lysis. The dashed line shows infective phage particles per bacterium

released during lysis. These are distributed, independently of time of lysis,

in the ratio 14 : 86 between low and high speed pellets, and account for the

rise in both fractions after 10 minutes. The observed efficiency of transfer

is therefore about 60/0.86 = 70%. The rise in acid-soluble P^- is probably

the combined result of superinfection breakdown of readsorbed offspring

particles and enzymatic destruction of phage-precursor DNA, both occurring

after lysis of some bacteria at about 25 minutes. Experiments by A. D. Her-

shey, unpublished.
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was 248 and the P" transfer was 29 per cent. This experiment

served two purposes: it demonstrated that contamination of the

progeny with parental P"^^, as contrasted with incorporation of

the isotope in the progeny, was not a significant factor in such

experiments. It also demonstrated that just prior to the appear-

ance of mature phage in the infected bacteria there is no pre-

cursor DNA in a sedimentable form that might simulate mature

phage in its behavior.

Kinetic experiments, in which the incorporation of parental

phosphorus into offspring phage particles is measured at various

times after infection, were reported by French, Graham, Lesley,

and van Rooyen (1952), Watson and Maal0e (1953), and

Hershey (1953a). The experiments of the last-named author

are especially detailed. The results of subsequent experiments of

the same kind, embodying minor improvements in technique, are

illustrated in Figure 8. They show all the features discussed

above. Shortly after infection, the parental DNA in prema-

turely lysed cultures does not sediment at centrifugal speeds

sufficient to throw down phage particles. It remains largely in-

soluble in acid, howev^er. Beginning at the end of the eclipse

period, the parental DNA is reincorporated into phage particles,

most of it entering the first ones to mature. By 50 minutes after

infection the maximal incorporation has been achieved, al-

though phage particles continue to be formed after this time.

The observ^ed transfer is about 70 per cent.

c. Material Transfer Without Genetic Transfer

In previous sections of this chapter we hav^e considered the fate

of the substance of the infecting phage particles when these were

the direct ancestors of the final phage yield. We will now con-

sider the available evidence with respect to transfer of substance

from phage particles which are not the parents in a genetic sense

of the final phage yield. These experiments call for mixed in-

fection with two phages in which matters are arranged so that

only one of them is capable of multiplying.
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/. Material transfer between unrelated phage strains. The first ex-

periment of this type was performed by Kozloff (1952b). Host

bacteria were infected with unlabeled T7 at a multiplicity of 6

and after incubation for 3 minutes were infected with P^Mabeled

T6 at a multiplicity of 1.5. The infected bacteria were centri-

fuged to remove unadsorbed phage and then permitted to lyse.

The final yields of the phages were 4.4 X 10^ T7 and 3.3 X 10^

T6 per ml. The T6 and T7 phages were liberated from dif-

ferent bacteria because plating on mixed indicators gave no

clear plaques, confirming the occurrence of mutual exclusion be-

tween this pair of phages. The phage yield was purified in the

usual way by differential centrifugation and the T6 progeny

were then removed by repeated absorption of the phage mixture

with B/3,4,7. Of the original P^- present in the parent T6
phage, 37 per cent was found in the T6 progeny and 4.6 per cent

in the T7 phage. This experiment suggests the transfer of P^^

from T6 to T7 in mixedly infected cells, although the amount
transferred is far less than in the homologous system. Unfor-

tunately the incorporation of the P'^^ \^^q ^j^^ 'py phage was not

further checked by determining the distribution of the isotope

after adsorption of the T7 phage to B/6, for instance, or after

precipitation with anti-T7 serum, so that the transfer cannot be

accepted as proved by these experiments.

In experiments by French, Graham, Lesley, and van Rooyen

(1952) the transfer of V^"- from T2 to T7 and to Tl was tested.

The experimental conditions were such that T2 was almost com-

pletely excluded, the T2 yield being at the most 10 per cent of the

total phage. The amount of P^- which was found in the isolated

phage progeny varied from 3 to 6 per cent. However this repre-

sents maximum possible transfer values to heterologous phage

rather than actual transfer values, because in these experiments

neither parental labeled T2 phage which failed to absorb, nor

progeny T2 phage which should be relatively rich in P^^ label,

were removed from the phage yield. Therefore these experi-

ments do not demonstrate actual heterologous transfer of phage

materials, as was realized by the authors who concluded "that
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little of the phosphorus of T2 phage is incorporated into Tl or

T7 progeny."

A definitive experiment involving heterologous transfer of

phage label was reported by Watson and Maal0e (1953). Bac-

teria were mixedly infected with 5 particles of unlabeled T4r

and 1 particle of P*--labeled T3 per bacterium. Under condi-

tions of simultaneous infection with this pair of phages, T3 is ex-

cluded from multiplication in essentially all bacteria. In one

such experiment 24 per cent of the P^^ label was in the bacterial

debris, 49 per cent was not sedimentable, and 27 per cent was in

the purified phage yield. Of the P"*'- in the phage yield only 4

per cent was precipitated by anti-T3 serum, whereas 92 per cent

was precipitated by anti-T4 serum. The authors concluded that

about 25 per cent of the P^^ label of the excluded T3 phage was

incorporated into the yield of T4. This experiment seems to

demonstrate quite conclusively that material transfer can take

place between unrelated phages in the absence of genetic transfer

and under conditions in which the donor phage does not multiply.

The reasonable assumption is that the excluded donor phage

was extensively degraded inside the host cell and part of its

chemical substance used as raw material for multiplication of the

dominant phage. In different experiments, V2 to Vs of the P'^^ of

the excluded phage was liberated on host cell lysis in a form not

sedimentable at 12,000 X g, further evidence that extensive

degradation of the excluded phage occurs.

2. Material transfer from inactivated phages. In the experiments

of KozlofT (1952b), N^Mabeled T6 was inactivated with various

doses of ultraviolet light or X-rays, mixed with unlabeled active

T6, and the mixture used to infect bacteria. The T6 progeny

was isolated and the amount of label incorporated into progeny

nucleic acid and protein determined. Between 5 and 18 per

cent of the parental N^'' was found in the nucleic acid of the

phage yield and Kozloff^ concluded that transfer had occurred.

This interpretation, however, is weakened by the parallel finding

that from 4 to 15 per cent of the parental N^^ was found in

progeny protein. This is evidence for contamination of progeny
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phage with the protein membranes of parental phage as dis-

cussed previously and raises the possibility of a similar contamina-

tion with parental phage nucleic acid.

Similar experimental findings were reported by French,

Graham, Lesley, and van Rooyen (1952) and by Watson and

Maal0e (1953) but their results are likewise ambiguous due to

the possibility of contamination of progeny particles with

damaged parental phage. This danger is well illustrated by the

following experiment of Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis

(1954). T2 was suspended in a 2 per cent peptone solution

containing P^^ When the radiation damage had reduced infec-

tivity to about one per cent of the initial value, the inactivated

phage was tested in a Blendor experiment. The damaged phage

adsorbed normally but injected less than 20 per cent of its

DNA. A mixed infection was made with P^^.i^beled, /3-ray-

inactivated phage and unlabeled active phage. The progeny

were then examined as in Kozloff's experiment but it proved im-

possible to interpret the results. A large proportion of the in-

activated phage do not inject and at the time of cellular lysis be-

come detached from the bacterial cells. Apparently many
particles killed by ionizing radiation not only fail to inject but

also make a weak attachment to bacteria.

Ultraviolet radiation has less effect upon injection and here it

may be possible to follow the fate of the injected damaged DNA.
Hershey and Burgi (1956) studied this question. They repeated

Kozloff's experiments in which bacteria are infected with ultra-

violet-killed, P^Mabeled T2 and unirradiated, unlabeled T2.

They confirmed Kozloff's conclusion that there is normal transfer

of isotope from the irradiated particles to the issue of the mixed

infection. However, by special techniques they could show

that about half of the reincorporated P^^ is in noninfective par-

ticles among the offspring. Apparently such particles are non-

infective because of the radiation-damaged DNA they receive.

If so, the results tend to support the idea of direct transfer of large

pieces of DNA from parental to offspring particles—quite the

contrary of conclusions suggested by the early experiments of

this type.
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d. Physical Slate of Parental Isotope during Transfer

The above experiments demonstrate that constituents of

parental nucleic acid appear in progeny particles. They do not

directly tell us, however, whether the transfer occurs by way of

genetically specific macromolecules or whether the parental DNA
is first degraded to low molecular weight nucleic acid precursors.

KozlofT favored the latter route, largely because of his observa-

tions of transfer unconnected with genetic transfer. Hershey

and Burgi's experiments cited above destroy the force of this

argument. Another possible way of deciding between these

alternatives is to examine the physical state of the parental

isotope during various stages of the latent period. This was done

by Watanabe, Stent, and Schachman (1954) who broke open

infected bacteria by decompression and examined the sensitivity

to deoxyribonuclease and sedimentation characteristics of the

intracellular isotope. At all times over 50 per cent of the P^^

was in high molecular weight form, either as fibrous DNA or as

part of mature phage particles. In all their experiments some

isotope was observed in low molecular weight material, partly

owing to suboptimal conditions of viral growth. Their experi-

ments (which had another purpose) thus failed to answer the

question asked here. All observations of this type are com-

patible with breakdown of parental DNA if we allow for the

possibility of very rapid resynthesis into genetically specific

material.

Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis (1954) made sev^eral at-

tempts to find evidence for possible short-lived intermediates.

By growing infected bacteria in the presence of large amounts of

nucleic acid precursors, they tried to influence the outcome of

transfer experiments with C^Mabeled T2. Even though free

bases and nucleosides compete efficiently with CO2 and glucose

as a source of viral DNA carbon, they are without effect on

parent to progeny transfer when added to cultures infected with

labeled phage. The same amount of parental G^^ is transferred

to the progeny irrespective of the amount of precursors added to

the infected system. Not only is the total transfer of QV^ the
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the intermediates must be nucleotides or larger fragments.

Kozloff (1953) summarizes early experiments in which unequal

transfer of parental phosphorus and DNA nitrogen was ob-

served. This result is inconsistent with all other comparable

observations, summarized by Hershey and Burgi (1956).

Kozloff's results remain unexplained, but it should be pointed

out that the transfer experiments he describes were performed

under conditions rather unfavorable to phage growth and ef-

ficient transfer.

It must be concluded that there is no decisive evidence for or

against the possibility that some of the transfer occurs by way of

small, functionally unspecific, fragments of DNA.

e. Distribution of Parental Isotope among Progeny Particles

All the previous work has dealt with populations of virus

particles multiplying within a very large number of bacteria.

The measured efficiency of transfer is an average summed over

very many individual infections. By themselves, the incomplete

transfer values are compatible with the assumption that the DNA
of the infecting phage remains intact during replication and with

a certain probability becomes infective again and reappears

among the progeny. This possibility, however, is ruled out by
the P^2_suicide experiments of Hershey, Kamen, Kennedy, and
Gest (1951). In their experiments phage containing P^^.i^^gj^j-j

DNA loses infectivity upon radioactive decay (Chapter VI).

Uniformly P'^Mabeled bacteria growing in P^'-labeled medium
were infected with nonradioactive parental T4 particles. Fol-

lowing lysis and the release of about 100 progeny particles per

bacterium, the progeny were isolated and all proved to be sub-

ject to killing by radioactive decay. The failure to observe any

stable progeny indicates that none of them contained the intact

DNA from an unlabeled parental particle. It is clear that the

phage DNA does not remain in one piece but is dispersed among
progeny particles.
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The DNA is not randomly dispersed among a large fraction

of the progeny particles. This was first suggested by the transfer

experiments already discussed which showed that most of the

parental isotope is incorporated into the earlier formed progeny.

More recently Stent and Jerne (1955) confirmed this point in

some remarkable experiments employing the P^^-decay principle.

In their experiments nonradioactive bacteria were infected with

heavily P^2_i3i3eig(^ particles of phage T2, and a progeny of early

formed particles secured. These particles proved to be stable

insofar as repeated plaque-counts could determine, although they

contained large amounts of P^^. Stent and Jerne realized that

this must reflect an extreme concentration of P^- in very few

particles, so few that their loss by suicide could not be detected

by reductions in plaque count. To prove their inference, they

performed the following experiment.

Unlabeled bacteria were infected with a highly radioactive

parental generation of phage particles as before, to obtain a. first

generation of particles that was likewise radioactive, but contained

only P^^ derived from its parents. As a test of viability of the

labeled first generation particles, they measured the transfer of P^^

from particles of the first generation to those of a second. They

found about 50 per cent transfer as expected. However, if a

sample of the first generation progeny was tested again, a few

days later, the eflficiency of transfer to a second generation had

markedly decreased. Thus the first generation progeny must

contain much of its P^^ concentrated in a few particles that are

subject to radioactive decay. Other particles also contain P^^^

but are not subject to decay at appreciable rate. Stent and

Jerne concluded that part of the transfer of DNA from parental

to off'spring particles preserves large pieces of parental DNA
among the offspring particles.

Levinthal (1956) developed an autoradiographic method for

determining the amount of P*^ in individual phage particles.

This furnishes a powerful technique for investigating the distribu-

tion of transferred P^^ among offspring phage particles. By it he

shows that the phage DNA is indeed transmitted to off'spring
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particles partly in the form of large pieces each containing about

20 per cent of the DNA from a single parental particle.

The possible implications of these and other experiments in

progress make exciting reading and are discussed by Levinthal

(1956), Hershey and Burgi (1956), and Delbruck and Stent

(1957) . The experimental results and interpretations are still too

fluid, however, to discuss here in detail.

/. Efficiency of Transfer

As previously described, the efficiency of transfer of labeled

parental DNA to offspring seldom exceeds 50 per cent even

under the best attainable experimental conditions. This fact

occasionally prom^pted speculation that the limited transfer

signified something fundamental about replication of DNA.
One such speculation was testable. Maal0e and Watson (1951)

performed the first two-cycle transfer experiment, which had been

suggested by S. S. Cohen. They found that the efficiency of

transfer during first and second cycles of growth from P^Mabeled

parents was the same. This result disposed of the possibility

that phage particles contain two kinds of DNA, one transferable

and one not. Hershey and Burgi (1956) present evidence that

the incomplete transfer should be attributed to random losses

that have nothing to do with the mechanism of transfer (Figure

8). Other developments support their contention to this extent:

it now seems clear that an explanation of the low eflficiency of

transfer will not contribute much to an understanding of the

mechanism of transfer.

The experiments of Levinthal (1956), Hershey and Burgi

(1956), and Stent, Jerne, and Sato (1957) revive the idea that

the DNA of T2 is composed of functionally distinct parts. The
merits of this idea are still debatable. However, it is clear that

such parts, if they exist, are transmitted from parents to progeny

with similar efficiency and probably without interconversion.

4. Summary

Here we will summarize the contributions which the transfer

experiments give to our knowledge of phage reproduction. Al-
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most all these experiments have been done with the T series of

coli phages, and most of them with T2 and its relatives. First of

all the transfer experiments confirm the differentiation of the

phage particle into a DNA core and a protein membrane. The
components are structurally different and functionally distinct.

Upon adsorption to a host cell, most of the protein membrane
remains on the bacterial surface while most if not all the nucleic

acid core penetrates to the interior of the bacterium. Accordingly

little phage protein, unlike the injected DNA, is incorporated

into progeny particles. The Blendor and transfer experiments

thus establish the physical basis for the disappearance of the in-

fective virus particle upon infection.

In contrast to the rather static role of phage protein, the

nucleic acid is functionally and materially active. The Blendor

experiment of Hershey and Chase suggested a primary genetic

role for phage DNA and a major aim of present day transfer ex-

periments is to establish a connection between genetic function

and material behavior of DNA. Early experiments showed that

approximately 50 per cent of the parental DNA reappeared

within progeny particles but they left open the question whether

the phage DNA remains intact during replication or whether it

is dispersed and fragmented. After much early confusion and

ambiguity this problem now seems capable of experimental reso-

lution. The entire DNA content of the phage particle certainly

does not remain intact during replication. This was shown by

the initial P^^-suicide experiments. It was not apparent, how-

ever, whether this dispersal of DNA involved fragmentation of a

single molecule, the distribution of several intact molecules

among several progeny particles, or possibly both processes.

This question can now be attacked by methods capable of

analyzing the isotopic composition of single progeny particles.

Independently, Levinthal and Stent and Jerne have achieved

this objective, the former by the development of an elegant auto-

radiographic technique, the latter by subtle manipulation of the

P^2-suicide experiment. Both agree that the parental isotope is

not randomly distributed among progeny particles. Approxi-
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mately half of it is transmitted as pieces containing perhaps 20

per cent each of the DNA in one particle, the remainder in con-

siderably smaller pieces.

The transfer as large and small pieces without apparent inter-

conversion suggests to Levinthal a functional division into two

kinds of DNA which, however, must be transmitted with equal

efficiency. The large pieces, at least, may have genetic function

since they seem, in the experiments of Hershey and Burgi, to be

transmitted in association with radiation damage and authentic

genetic markers. At present, however, these ideas are rather

precariously based on preliminary results that are by no means

free of inconsistencies.

An unexpected finding of the transfer experiments is the phe-

nomenon of superinfection breakdown. Shortly after infection

with T2, the receptivity of the cell to virus is changed in several

important ways. Superinfecting T2 injects only half its DNA,
and this half is quickly broken down to low molecular weight

material and excreted into the culture medium. If the cell is

superinfected with some other phages no breakdown occurs, but

the superinfecting phage particles are nevertheless excluded from

participation in growth. It is clear that the cellular deoxyribo-

nuclease brings about the breakdown of superinfecting T2, and

that an intracellular inhibitor of this enzyme is partly destroyed

shortly after infection. The fact remains, however, that the DNA
of the primary infecting phage is subject to little or no breakdown

at the time of infection, and remains immune afterwards. It must

be protected either by a change in state, or by a favored location

in the cell that the DNA of superinfecting phage fails to reach.

The second alternative is perhaps favored since injection by super-

infecting T2 is clearly abnormal, and may fail entirely for other

phages whose DNA is not subject to breakdown. In any case it

is clear that the breakdown by deoxyribonuclease is not the

primary cause of genetic exclusion of superinfecting phages.





CHAPTER XIV

NUTRITIONAL AND METABOLIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR PHAGE PRODUCTION

The nutritional requirements for phage production are con-

siderably more complex than are, for instance, the requirements

for bacterial multiplication. How complex they seem depends

on our frame of reference and on the operational methods used.

The nutritional requirements for phage reproduction will be

quite different whether one considers the intracellular vegetative

phage, the infected bacterium, or the mixture of free phage and

uninfected bacteria to be the reproducing unit. In the latter

case one has to consider requirements for adsorption as well as

sources of food. If the infected bacterium is the unit under con-

sideration, the nutritional requirements are in general the

same as those of the host cell alone in the same environment be-

cause the infected cell is synthesizing chemically similar proto-

plasm using the same enzymes as are used by the uninfected cell.

A few exceptions to this generalization will be noted below. If

the intracellular phage particle is considered as the reproducing

unit, the nutritional environment must include all the chemical

elements, amino acids, and nucleotides that go to make up the

particle because the phage particle is incompetent to synthesize

these substances for itself. If one uses isotopic labels to determine

the ultimate source of nutrients, further refinement is possible.

One can, for instance, allocate the source of some of the phage

phosphorus to the infecting phage particle, some to the bacterial

host before infection, and some to the extracellular environment

after infection. These various aspects of phage nutrition will be

considered in what is hoped will be a logical fashion. Certain

points of view with respect to phage nutrition have been pre-

233
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sented in reviews by Cohen (1949, 1953b, 1956) and by Putnam

(1952) and the topic has been briefly considered in a number of

general reviews of phage work such as that by Benzer, Delbriick,

Dulbecco, Hudson, Stent, Watson, Weidel, Weigle, and Woll-

man (1950) and one by Putnam (1953). The role of the enzy-

matic constitution of the host cell as a factor in the nutritional

environment of the reproducing phage has been discussed by

Cohen (1952) and by E. A. Evans, Jr. (1954).

1. Requirements for Adsorption and Penetration

The role of the ionic environment in phage adsorption has been

discussed extensively in Chapter X and will be briefly summa-
rized here. Adsorption of phage to host cell involves at least two

separate steps, the first step being a reversible attachment of

phage particle to host cell and the second step being irreversible.

The second step involves liberation of phage DNA from the pro-

tein membrane and under appropriate conditions this DNA
penetrates into the host cell interior. For a particular phage-

host cell system there is an optimum salt concentration at which

the rate of attachment is maximal. The optimum salt concentra-

tion for monovalent cations diff'ers from that for divalent cat-

ions in instances where either is effective. The cationic environ-

ment also controls the rate of the second step and for some phages

the cationic requirement is rather specific. A surprisingly large

proportion of the phages which have been examined have a more

or less specific requirement for calcium ion. In many cases this

requirement is known to involve a step subsequent to adsorption

and in the case of phage T5 the step is definitely penetration of

the phage DNA into the host cell. In addition to the ionic re-

quirements just mentioned, there is one case of a relatively

specific requirement for an organic cofactor for adsorption, the

tryptophan-requiring strains of phage T4 which have been dis-

cussed in Chapter X. It would be surprising if this were a

unique case.

The very extensive literature dealing with the ionic cnxiron-

ment required for adsorption or penetration would make pretty
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TABLE XV
Salt ElTccts or Requirements

Phage Comment Reference

Megaterium 899 Calcium requirement

Megaterium

Megaterium 899

Diphtheria, B and

Pasteurella

Streptococcus

Streptococcus

Streptococcus

Streptococcus

Streptococcus

Streptomyces

Staphylococcus

Staphylococcus

Staphylococcus

Staphylococcus

Coli Lisbonne

Coli Lisbonne

Shiga phage

Coli phage

Coli phages

Coli phages

Coli phage SI 3

Typhoid phage

Enterophages

Staphylococcus

Coli phages

Various phages

Various phages

Loss of calcium require-

ment

Calcium after adsorption

Calcium for adsorption

Calcium requirement

Citrate inhibition

Calcium after adsorption

Calcium required

Calcium required

Calcium for penetration

Citrate inhibition

Citrate inhibition

Citrate inhibition

Calcium after adsorption

Ca or Mg for adsorption

Oxalate inhibition

Calcium for adsorption

Citrate inhibition

Calcium after adsorption

Citrate inhibition

Calcium after adsorption

Calcium requirement and

phosphate inhibition

Calcium after adsorption

Divalent cations required

Salt effect

Salt effects

Salt effects

Salt effects

WoUman and Wollman
(1936a)

Wollman and Wollman

(1938)

Clarke (1952)

Barksdale and Pappen-

heimer(1954)

Rifkind and Pickett (1954)

Cherry and Watson (1949)

E. B. Collins, Nelson, and

Parmelee (1950)

Shew (1949)

Reiter (1949)

Potter and Nelson (1953)

Perlman, Langlykke, and

Rothberg (1951)

Asheshov (1926)

Burnet and Lush (1935)

Rountree (1955)

Rountree (1951a)

Bordet and Renaux (1928)

Beumer and Beumer-

Jochmans (1951)

Stassano and de Beaufort

(1925)

Andrewes and Elford

(1932)

Burnet (1933e)

Wahl (1946a)

Wahl and Blum-Emerique

(1951,1952b)

KayandFildes (1950)

Fildes, Kay, and Joklik

(1953)

Scribner and Krueger

(1937)

Gest (1943)

Gratia (1940)

Sertic (1937)
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dull reading. Much of it consists of some such statement as

"inhibited by 0.01 M citrate" with no attempt to study the

mechanism by which citrate inhibits phage reproduction.

Therefore much of this literature is summarized in Table XV.
There are undoubtedly many additional references which have

been overlooked, but the table does suggest how broad is the

range of phage types that require calcium. For a discussion of

the more fundamental papers dealing with mechanisms see

Chapters X and XI.

2. Metabolic Requirements for Phage Multiplication

Phage multiplication involves the synthesis of about 100 copies

of the infecting phage particle in a period of time commensurate

with the generation time of the host cell. The total amount

of new phage protoplasm synthesized in a single host cell, per-

haps 10~^^ gram, is considerably less than the weight of the host

cell which is of the order of 10"^^ gram, so the effort involved in

producing the usual yield of phage is certainly no greater than

that required for duplicating the host cell. The raw materials,

the energy supply, and the anabolic enzymes required for phage

synthesis should be well within the capabilities of the host cell

insofar as phage protoplasm contains the same ingredients as the

host cell. The only building block so far found in phages but

not in the host cell is the hydroxymethylcytosine of the DNA of

phages related to T2 (Wyatt and Cohen, 1953). With this single

known exception, one might anticipate that the host cell would

be able to furnish everything needed for phage multiplication ex-

cept the unique patterns such as those which control the antigenic

specificity of the phage proteins. These patterns are presumably

furnished by the DNA of the invading phage particle. Despite

this apparent simplicity of the problem of phage nutrition, a

considerable amount of effort and ingenuity has been devoted

to work which is directly or indirectly related to the requirements

for phage multiplication. A question which has often been

asked is, does the phage particle contain any enzymes, or is it

entirely dependent on the metabolic activity of the host cell?
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This question should be divided into two parts, one concerning

the mature extracellular phage particle, the other involving the

intracellular, vegetative phage. The answer may be quite dif-

ferent in the two cases.

a. Lack of Metabolic Enzymes in Mature Phage

As discussed previously in Chapters X and XI, it is quite

possible that phage enzymes are involved in the release of phage

nucleic acid from its protein shell, and in the penetration of

phage DNA into the host cell. Yet even here there is no certain

evidence for the existence of phage enzymes. Far less evidence

is available for the participation of phage enzymes in the later

stages of phage reproduction. The important work of Hershey

and Chase (1952) demonstrated that, following adsorption of

phage to the host cell, most of the phage protein remains on the

host cell surface while the phage nucleic acid penetrates through

the cell wall into the cell interior. Other experiments indicate

that about 3 per cent of the total phage protein penetrates into

the host cell (Hershey, 1955). The function of this protein is

not known but it might be enzymatic. Prior to this work it was

commonly assumed that phage infection involved the penetration

of the entire phage particle into the host cell where it multiplied

in the host cell juices like a miniature bacterium. It is un-

doubtedly this concept which induced various workers to search

for oxidative and fermentative activities in phage preparations.

Much of the earlier work on possible metabolic activities of

phage particles was reviewed by Bronfenbrenner (1928) who con-

cluded that although there was no evidence for an independent

metabolism of phage, the question was still open. Bronfenbren-

ner attempted to measure COo production by phage in a micro-

respirometer using 10^^ particles (about 1 mg.) of phage. Al-

though the method was sensitive to 5 /il. of CO2 he was unable to

detect any COo production by this relatively large amount of

phage.

A very careful study of the respiratory and fermentative ac-

tivities of a resting phage suspension was made by Schiller (1935)
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using phage WLL of Schlesinger, which is related to T2. This

phage was concentrated and purified by high speed centrifuga-

tion and contained 2.3 X 10^^ particles per mg. dry weight. Its

respiration was measured in the Warburg apparatus in various

nutrient media, including ammonium lactate-phosphate me-

dium and glucose broth, both in the presence and absence

of heat-killed bacteria. With amounts of phage varying from

1 to 17 mg. per vessel the respiration was negligible. For in-

stance, with 1 7 mg. of phage in glucose broth containing 30 mg.

of boiled £". co// cells the uptake of oxygen was 0.28 jul. per mg.

per hour, in contrast to about 100 for bacteria. Glucose fer-

mentation, measured as displacement of CO2 from a bicarbonate

buffer, was likewise negligible in comparison with the fermenta-

tive activities of E. coli.

In an attempt to study the respiration of multiplying phage,

Schiller measured the oxygen uptake of living host cells in lac-

tate-phosphate medium in the presence of an excess of ac-

tive or heat-killed phage. There was no detectable difference

in respiratory activity whether the phage was active or dead.

Schiller also tested 1 mg. amounts of active phage for the pres-

ence of the following types of enzymic activity, trypsin, papain,

lipase, amylase, maltase, nucleosidase, catalase, urease, arginase,

and phosphatase. In tests lasting 24 hours, all results were

negative except for phosphatase. The phage preparations were

very active in splitting hexosediphosphate and also in hydrolyzing

hexosemonophosphate, glycerophosphate, and nucleic acid. The
phosphatase activity was inhibited by Af/10 fluoride. It could

be greatly decreased by washing the phage with distilled water,

and then largely restored by addition of a bacterial filtrate which

had little activity itself, suggesting a requirement for some kind of

cofactor. It is quite possible that this is bacterial phosphatase

which is adsorbed to the phage particles, but if so the adsorption

seems to be rather specific.

A similar study was reported by Ajl (1950) using centrifu-

gally concentrated T2 phage. Measurements in the Warburg
respirometer using 5 X lO^'^ T2 particles per vessel showed no
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detectable oxygen uptake with succinate, fumarate, malate,

pyruvate, acetate, or glucose as substrates. An equal amount

(4.5 mg. dry weight) of E. coli cells catalyzed the uptake of 100

to 200 ^il. of oxygen in 2 hours with these substrates under the

same conditions. Similar experiments using 8.6 mg. of phage

with glutamic or aspartic acids resulted in no detectable oxygen

uptake, CO2 evolution, or NH3 liberation. Dehydrogenase ac-

tivity was measured in Thunberg tubes using methylene blue at

1 :5,000 to 1 :50,000 and phage at 5 X 10^2 particles per tube.

There was no detectable reduction of the dye in 6 hours using

glucose, succinate, malate, or boiled E. co/z juice as substrates.

No endogenous CO2 production and no CO2 evolution from

glucose could be detected, but pyruvate and oxalactate as sub-

strates yielded considerable amounts of CO2. However, this

was readily demonstrated to be nonenzymatic in nature because

boiled phage was more active than unhealed phage. Prelimi-

nary experiments indicated that concentrated phage preparations

did contain some ATPase activity, but no quantitative results

were given and it is not clear whether this is a true property of the

phage or due to a contaminating bacterial enzyme. With this

single exception, all experiments were in agreement in that they

failed to yield evidence for metabolic activity in mature phage

particles.

Similar studies on concentrated preparations (5 X 10^^ ^^ly-

ticles/ml.) of staphylococcus phage have been reported by Price

(1952) but without details. "Tests for all the reactions in gly-

colysis and those in the Krebs cycle were negative." Price also

stated that there was no oxidation of gluconic acid, amino acids,

or fatty acids

Putnam (1953) reported that Kozloff (private communication)

was unable to detect the presence in phage T6 of glycerol phos-

phatase, phenolphthalein phosphatase, DNAase, ATPase, or

protease. These results are in conflict with those of Schiiler and

Ajl, who used closely related phages.

One may safely conclude that up to the present there is no

unequivocal evidence for the existence of any enzymic activity
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in mature, extracellular phage, and there is strong evidence

against the existence of the usual enzymes of intermediary

metabolism. This implies that the multiplying phage is de-

pendent on the host cell for energy yielding enzyme systems and

for the synthesis of the common organic compounds which are

constituents of mature phage. In addition the infected host cell

may synthesize certain new enzymes which are required for

phage replication and which are found in neither the uninfected

host cell nor in mature phage. Such hypothetical enzymes would

then be uniquely associated with the vegetative state of bacterio-

phage.

b. Enzymic Activity Associated with Vegetative Phage

The infected bacterium has a number of physiological proper-

ties not shared by the normal bacterium. It synthesizes several

antigenically specific proteins that are unique to the phage

particle, as well as a unique kind of nucleic acid. These proteins

and nucleic acid molecules are assembled into the peculiar

morphological structure characterizing the mature phage particle.

Nothing is yet known about the enzymes required for the syn-

thesis of proteins and nucleic acids, but if any of the specificity of

these substances is dependent on specific enzymes, then vegetative

phage must have associated with it some phage-specific en-

zymes. A search for such enzymes is beyond the reach of

present biochemical techniques.

In the meantime, several pieces of evidence suggest the

possibility that there may be enzymes of intermediary metabo-

lism specifically associated with vegetative phage. One piece of

evidence stems from the discovery of the pyrimidine base 5-

(hydroxymethyl)cytosine (HMC) in phages T2, T4, and T6 by

Wyatt and Cohen. This base is not present in detectable

amounts in the uninfected host bacterium and has not yet been

found elsewhere in nature. Infection of the host cell with phage

T2 results in a prompt halt in the synthesis of cytosine and initia-

tion of the synthesis of hydroxymethylcytosine (Hershey, Dixon,

and Chase, 1953). It has been suggested by Cohen (1953b) that
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this shift in the synthetic activities of the bacterium following in-

fection with T2 phage is sufficient explanation for the long-

recognized fact that the net synthesis of bacterial DNA and

RNA stops following infection. If this suggestion is correct there

still remains the major problem of the mechanism for the shift

from cytosine synthesis to the synthesis of HMC. Various

possible mechanisms have been discussed in detail by Cohen

(1953b), among them the possibility that the infecting phage

supplies the essential enzymes for HMC synthesis.

A possible example of enzymic activity supplied by the infect-

ing phage was reported by Earner and Cohen (1954). A mutant

strain of E. coli, 15T~, is unable to grow unless thymine or

thymidine is supplied. When this strain is infected with phage

T2 in the absence of thymine, the phage multiplies and its

thymine content ultimately exceeds that of the cells prior to in-

fection. The authors suggested two possible explanations, that

the infecting virus supplies an enzyme or coenzyme essential for

thymine synthesis, or that virus infection releases an inhibition of

an enzyme system already present in the uninfected cell. A later

paper furnished further information on the metabolism of strain

15T~ (Cohen and Earner, 1954). The bacteria were grown in

uniformly labeled C^'*-glucose and the nucleic acid bases were iso-

lated and analyzed for C^'^ content. The experiments indicate

that strain 15T~is able to synthesize thymine at about 4 per cent

of the normal rate but much too slowly to permit growth of the

bacteria. This finding suggests that phage infection releases an

inhibition rather than furnishes a lacking enzyme. These

studies demonstrate the difficulty in drawing valid conclusions

without a thorough investigation of the system.

A purine requiring mutant of E. coli strain E which permitted

production of phages Tl and T5 in the absence of added purines

was reported by Gots in a discussion of the paper of Cohen

(1953b). This strain did not permit production of phages T2,

T3, and T4 unless a purine was added to the medium.

Similar experiments with amino acid-requiring strains of bac-

teria yielded different results. The infecting phage does not
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compensate for the bacterial deficiencies (Cohen, 1949; Gots

and Hunt, 1953; Burton, 1955).

Although there is abundant evidence that an infecting bac-

terial virus can seriously alter the host cell metabolism, there is

still no clear cut evidence that the invading bacteriophage in-

troduces metabolically significant enyzme systems into the host

cells. Phages can also introduce bacterial genetic substances

controlling enzyme synthesis by means of the process known as

transduction, and prophages in lysogenic bacteria may have

profound effects on the metabolic activities of the host cell (Chap-

ter XIX). Indeed, the evidence furnished by work with tem-

perate phages makes it seem quite probable that enzymatic

activities uniquely associated with infection will be demon-

strated eventually.

c. Enzymic Activity of the Host Cell

It is now generally accepted that the energy requirement for

phage multiplication must be obtained through the functioning

of the enzymes of the host cell. Much of this evidence, obtained

by the use of enzyme inhibitors, will be described in Chapter XV.
However, one piece of evidence derived directly from an interest-

ing property of the phages is worth discussing here. The infec-

tion of a susceptible bacterium by certain virulent phages pre-

vents the synthesis of adaptive enzymes which are readily formed

in uninfected bacteria (Monod and Wollman, 1947). A strain of

E. coli infected with a virulent bacteriophage lysed and liberated

mature phage if glucose were present as an energy source. How-
ever, in the presence of lactose, phage growth and cell lysis

occurred only if the bacteria had been adapted to lactose utiliza-

tion before infection. Synthesis of the required enzyme took

place in uninfected cells within an hour after addition of lactose,

but did not occur at all in infected cells. In a further refinement

of this technique Benzer (1953) demonstrated that the rate

limiting factor in phage multiplication in a lactose medium is

the amount of induced enzyme synthesized before phage infec-

tion. These experiments show clearly that the lactose-hy-
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drolyzing enzyme is a host cell enzyme and is not replaceable by

phage enzymes.

Rather similar evidence is available with respect to the

enzymes involved in the synthesis of amino acids. If a culture

of E. coli is grown in a medium containing ammonium lactate

and salts it will support the growth of a number of phage strains

without the addition of amino acids or growth factors. How-
ever, if broth-grown bacteria are transferred to the chemically

defined medium and then infected with T2 phage the latent

period is greatly prolonged and the burst size decreased. An
appropriate mixture of amino acids and purine and pyrimidine

bases restores phage production by broth grown bacteria (Fowler

and Cohen, 1948; Cohen and Fowler, 1948). These experiments

show that the rates at which the bacterium can synthesize the

raw materials for phage protein and nucleic acid depend on the

environment in which the bacteria were grown before infection.

Very similar results were observed by Gots and Hunt (1953) in

studying the requirements for growth of phage lambda after

ultraviolet induction of lysogenic cultures. It was found that for

lambda production in broth-grown cells, isoleucine, leucine, and

valine are essential. Yet when strain K12 is grown in a glucose-

ammonium chloride medium, induced lysis and phage produc-

tion occur without the necessity of added amino acids (Borek,

1952). Again the nutritional requirements for phage produc-

tion are seen to depend on the synthetic capabilities of the host

cells as conditioned by their previous environment. In bacteria

genetically incompetent to synthesize certain amino acids, phage

production does not occur unless the amino acids required for bac-

terial growth are included in the medium (Borek, 1952; Burton,

1955). Adsorption and invasion by T2 occurs in the absence of

the amino acid required for cellular multiplication. However, no

phage DNA synthesis occurs, nor does the complex become resist-

ant to ultraviolet light (see Chapter XI), until the required amino

acid is added. A similar block in development is caused by chlo-

ramphenicol (Chapter XV).
In washed and starved bacteria unknown physiological
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changes take place which interfere with phage production.

Such studies were reported by Gross (1954a, b) using phage T2
and strain K12 of E. coli gro-wn in a glucose ammonium chloride

medium. If such cultures were infected with phage T2, they

lysed normally with an average burst size of 10 to 20 phage

particles per cell. If the bacteria were washed in buffer, starved

by aeration, infected, and then returned to glucose medium there

was no phage yield. However, if the starved infected bacteria

were incubated in broth there was an average burst size of 20.

Results similar to those observed in broth were obtained by re-

suspending the bacteria in a mixture of amino acids. No single

amino acid would suffice for phage production. Evidently

starvation of the bacteria causes some physiological damage
which renders the cells unfit for phage production in unsupple-

mented media. The effect of the damage can be reversed by a

suitable mixture of amino acids.

One may conclude from what information is available that

phage production is dependent on the host cell metabolism for

energy and for the synthesis of the raw materials of protoplasm

such as amino acids and nucleic acid bases if these are not fur-

nished in the medium. Therefore, any interference with the

energy metabolism or the synthetic enzyme systems of the host

cell may be expected to have an effect on phage production.

However, it is possible to interfere with bacterial multiplication

without affecting phage growth and vice versa, showing that the

nutritional requirements for the two processes are not identical.

d. Synthetic and Energetic Machinery of the Host Cell

The immediate effects of infection by the virulent phage T2
are numerous and dramatic. Cell division is halted and the

synthesis of new respiratory enzymes is stopped, but the func-

tioning of the existing respiratory apparatus remains unim-

paired. The net synthesis of ribonucleic acid and of bacterial

deoxyribonucleic acid (l)NA) stops, and the synthesis of phage

DNA soon starts (Cohen, 1949). The bacterial nuclei are de-

stroyed (Luria and Human, 1950), but the tetrazolium reductase
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activity of the infected cells remains unimpaired (Hartman,

Mudd, Hillier, and Beutner, 1953). Synthesis of at least one

enzyme is abruptly terminated (Benzer, 1953), but protein

synthesis as a whole continues unabated (Cohen, 1949; Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954).

Cohen (1947a) summed up these metabolic effects as follows:

"The virus appears to be synthesized by the cell according to the

models (templates) which it provides for the host's enzymes."

Luria (1950) refers to "parasitism at the genetic level." Both

authors express what is now the common view: after infection

with T2 specific bacterial functions, such as synthesis of bacterial

DNA and bacterial enzymes, can be dispensed with. General-

ized processes, such as formation of amino acids and nucleotides,

and doubtless oxidative phosphorylation, remain essential to

viral growth. The bacterium, as we have seen, must furnish

these generalized working systems out of its past activity; the

phage cannot create them and indeed renders the bacterium un-

fit to do so ; it supplies mainly a new detailed plan for coordinated

action of existing metabolic systems. The following observations

are consistent with this view in showing that deliberate inter-

ference with specific bacterial syntheses does not prevent growth

of phage.

Bacteria treated with as many as 30 lethal doses of ultraviolet

light are still able to support the multiplication of phage T2
(T. F. Anderson, 1944, 1948d; Luria and Latarjet, 1947; La-

baw, Mosley, and Wyckoff, 1950a, b). Jacob, Torriani, and

Monod (1951) exposed E. coli to sufficient ultraviolet light to re-

duce the survivors by a factor of 1 0\ As a result of this treatment

the bacteria lost ability to synthesize the inducible enzyme j8-

galactosidase in detectable amounts, yet still were able to produce

T2. Phage can also multiply in bacteria treated with many
lethal doses of X-rays, as demonstrated by Rouyer and Latarjet

(1946), by Latarjet (1948), and by Labaw, Mosley, and WyckofT

(1953). Similarly, bacteria rendered nonviable by treatment

with mustard gas are able to support growth of phage T2
(Herriott, 1951b). Irradiation and mustard treatment probably
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kill bacteria by specific inhibition of DNA synthesis (Kelner,

1953; Herriott, 1951b). Evidently phage infection reverses

this inhibition, which suggests that the original damage was con-

fined to terminal steps in DNA synthesis.

Similar conclusions may be drawn from numerous papers on

the induction of phage multiplication in lysogenic bacteria by

agents normally lethal for bacteria. For instance, a dose of

ultraviolet light that kills 70 per cent of a nonlysogenic variant of

K12 gives 95 per cent induction of phage growth in the lysogenic

strain (Weigle and Delbriick, 1951).

Penicillin is supposed to interfere specifically with formation of

cell wall material in E. coli (Hahn and Ciak, 1957). Concentra-

tions of penicillin which prevent bacterial multiplication do not

prevent phage growth, although the phage yield is somewhat

reduced because of premature lysis (Price, 1947a; Elford, 1948;

Krueger, Cohn, Smith, and McGuire, 1948). Such lethal con-

centrations of penicillin do not interfere with most of the synthetic

abilities of the bacteria because the cells increase markedly in size

and in content of protoplasm after treatment with penicillin,

much as they do after treatment with ultraviolet light, X-rays,

or mustard gas.

We may conclude that viability of the host cell is not important

to the lytic cycle of phage growth provided generalized metabolic

processes continue to function. However, interference with

energy metabolism or with the source of supply of building

blocks results in failure of phage growth.

These conclusions reached from the study of phage T2 have

been informative, but must be regarded as an example of the

extreme case. Less severe metabolic effects of infection are seen

with other phages (Siminovitch, 1953). Synthesis of DNA and

cellular multiplication may be interrupted, but other biosyn-

theses, including enzymic adaptation, may continue at a reduced

rate. Even synthesis of DNA does not stop completely (Lwoff,

1 953) . Evidently if the bacterium is to survive, as in the event of

lysogenization by a temperate phage, practically all metabolic

effects of infection would have to be reversible. Tl, though little
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Studied from this point of view, may be a case in point. Accord-

ing to Luria and Delbriick (1942), Tl inactivated by ultraviolet

light does not kill bacteria. It nevertheless produces striking

cytological changes in the cells (Luria and Human, 1950). In no

instance is it clear which effects of infection should be ascribed to

action localized at the cell surface and which to the injected

materials. Thus ultraviolet-inactivated T2 and T5 (and a few

other phages, perhaps) kill bacteria with high efficiency. Ghosts

of T2 kill with low efficiency, and adsorbed ghosts that fail to

kill produce transient cellular changes (French and Siminovitch,

1955). Systematic elucidation of these questions will be a neces-

sary part of the clarification of current ideas about possible

phage-host relationship (Stent, 1958).

3. Partial Metabolic Requirements for Vegetative Replication

We have just seen that multiplication of phage T2 is inde-

pendent of specific bacterial biosyntheses such as that of DNA,
certain enzymes, and probably bacterial ribonucleic acid. Even
more remarkable is recent evidence that synthesis of phage pro-

tein and DNA are to some extent independent.

Watanabe (1957) showed that bacteria heavily irradiated with

ultraviolet light some time after infection with phage T2 showed

a markedly reduced capacity to synthesize DNA, but continued

to form serologically specific phage protein at an appreciable

rate. Their results suggest that the role of DNA in protein

synthesis is a passive one, as do the corresponding experiments

with uninfected bacteria (Kelner, 1953).

Burton (1955) first showed that synthesis of DNA is independ-

ent of synthesis of protein in bacteria infected with T2. To test

this, he used amino acid-requiring strains of E. coli, which were

grown in supplemented medium, infected with phage, and

transferred to deficient medium at various times after infection.

He found that deprivation of an amino acid during the first few

minutes after infection could prevent phage DNA .synthesis from

starting, but had little eff'ect if the transfer to a deficient medium
was postponed until a later time. The same phenomenon was
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discovered independently by Tomizawa and Sunakawa (1956),

who used the antibiotic chloramphenicol to inhibit protein syn-

thesis (Wisseman, Smadel, Hahn, and Hopps, 1954).

Hershey and Melechen (1957) made a thorough study of the

action of chloramphenicol in T2-infected bacteria. Suitable

time schedules of chloramphenicol inhibition and reversal, to-

gether with labeling of phage precursors by means of radioactive

isotopes, showed that large amounts of typical phage precursor

DNA could be accumulated in cells that contained virtually no

phage precursor protein. When such cells were transferred to a

medium free from chloramphenicol, phage particles were formed

that contained principally the phosphorus of DNA formed be-

fore, and protein formed after, the removal of the antibiotic.

These findings constitute the chief evidence for the view (Her-

shey, 1953b) expressed frequently in this book, that vegetative

reproduction and maturation in phage T2 can be equated, re-

spectively, with synthesis of phage DNA and protein. According

to Hershey (1957) the evidence is still incomplete.

Another line of evidence pointing in the same direction may
be cited here. Watanabe, Stent, and Schachman (1954) in-

fected bacteria with P^^-labeled particles of phage T2 and subse-

quently broke open the infected cells and measured the sedimen-

tation constant of the P^Mabeled DNA in the extracts. Depend-

ing on the time of breakage of the cells, the labeled material

sedimented like free DNA or like mature phage particles. No
evidence was found for phosphorus-containing structures of

intermediate complexity. The authors interpreted their results

to mean that phage precursor DNA does not form stable attach-

ments to complex particles in the cell until incorporated into a

finished phage particle.

4. Sources of Material for Phage Synthesis

Three sources of the raw inaterials used for the formation of

phage particles can be distinguished by the appropriate use of

isotopic tracers: the substance of the parental phage particles,

the bacterial contents at the time of infection, and the culture
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mediuin in which phage [growth occurs. Much of the work along

this line was done by Putnam, Kozloff, and Evans, summarized

in several reviews (E. A. Evans, Jr., 1952; Putnam, 1952;

Kozloff, 1953).

a. Materials Derived from the Parental Phage

The infection of one bacterial cell by a single phage particle

can result in the production of 100 or more progeny phage

particles. It is evident that quantitatively the contribution of

parental substance to phage progeny must be small. Nonethe-

less, this topic has been very actively studied because of the evi-

dence it may furnish about the mechanisms of phage reproduc-

tion. This work was discussed in detail in Chapter XIII. It is

sufficient here to recall that only constituents of the parental

DNA are significantly transferred to the offspring, with an

efficiency of about 50 per cent. There is no reason to suppose

that this transfer is obligatory in a nutritional sense, indeed, only

the first offspring particles to be formed contain measurable

amounts of parental phosphorus. In point of fact, however, the

transfer cannot be prevented by experimental means.

b. Protein Materials Assimilated before and after Infection

The contributions from these two sources can be measured

separately and should add up to the total phage protein. By
growing the bacteria in a medium appropriately labeled with

isotopes one can label the bacterial proteins, nucleic acids, or

both. Then by transferring to an unlabeled growth medium one

can measure the bacterial contribution to the phage substance.

The dilution suffered by a given isotope in any compound in

going from the bacterium to the phage is a measure of the bac-

terial contribution providing exchange reactions are ruled out.

Similarly by growing the phage on unlabeled bacteria in a labeled

growth medium one can determine the fractional contribution

to phage substance made by the medium. One may study the

process kinetically by introducing an appropriate isotopic label
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at any time before or after bacterial infection and similarly one

can dilute out the label at any time. This provides a tremendous

flexibility to the experiments and permits one to study the dy-

namics of phage synthesis.

Relatively less information is available as to the source of

phage proteins because the major effort has been expended on

the currently more interesting problem of nucleic acid metabo-

lism. Kozloff, Knowlton, Putnam, and Evans (1951) studied the

source of phage T6 nitrogen compounds by labeling either the

bacterium or the growth medium with N^\ They concluded

that from 10 to 20 per cent of the phage protein nitrogen is

derived from bacterial substances assimilated before infection

and the remainder is obtained from the medium after infection.

The contribution to phage amounts to about 2 per cent of the

bacterial protein indicating that most of the bacterial protein is

unavailable for phage synthesis.

The experiments were extended by Siddiqi, Kozloff, Putnam,

and Evans (1952). Using bacteria labeled with N^^ and with

C^*-lysine, they concluded that about 1 5 per cent of the phage T6
protein could have been derived from the host cell. The source

of this material was host cell proteins rather than acid-soluble

metabolites. Only 1 to 2 per cent of the bacterial lysine was

available for synthesis of phage protein. Most of the virus pro-

tein must be synthesized de novo from materials in the growth

medium.

Putnam, Miller, Palm, and Evans (1952) isolated the protein

from phage T7 grown in bacterial cells labeled with N^^ and

concluded that about 40 per cent of the phage protein nitrogen

was derived from bacterial substances assimilated before infec-

tion and the remainder was derived from the medium after in-

fection. The increased fraction of host protein in phage T7 as

compared with phage T6 is probably a reflection of the smaller

size of phage T7, since only a small amount of bacterial sub-

stance is utilized in either case.

There is one major difficulty with all these experiments, and

that is the difficulty in determining when the phage preparation
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is adequately pure. In all of the previous papers the final phage

yield used for analysis was purified only by differential centrifu-

gation. Physical and chemical criteria of purity applied to such

preparations are virtually useless as tests of radiochemical purity

in experiments of the type under consideration. This point was

tested in experiments by Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis

(1954) using phage T2 grown in bacteria labeled with preassimi-

lated S^\ The radiochemical purity of the centrifugally isolated

phage preparations was measured by following the adsorption of

the sulfur label to strain B of E. coli and failure of adsorption to

B/2. These tests indicated that indeed most of the radioactivity

of the final phage yield was due to contaminating bacterial pro-

teins and was not built into the phage particles. Only 2 to 3

per cent of the total phage protein could have been derived from

labeled bacterial protein, the latter contribution amounting to

only 0.4 per cent of the total labeled bacterial protein. Even

this small amount may have been derived from bacterial gluta-

thione rather than from bacterial protein. These experiments

demonstrate quite conclusively that the host cell makes a negligi-

ble contribution to the proteins of phage T2. This finding that

contaminating bacterial protein is responsible for the host cell

isotopic label found in the phage yield is sufficient explanation

for the observation by Kozloff', Knowdton, Putnam, and Evans

(1951) of an inverse relationship between the phage yield and the

apparent host contribution to the phage. If the amount of con-

taminating bacterial particles per cell present in the phage yield

is approximately constant, as indicated by the results of Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis (1954), it would constitute a smaller

fraction of the yield, as the yield of phage particles per cell in-

creased. This might also be the explanation for the apparently

large host cell contribution made to the small phage T7 as ob-

served by Putnam, Miller, Palm, and Evans (1952). One
may conclude that at present there is no definitive evidence that

aiiy phage materials are derived from host cell proteins although

in the case of phage T2 it is possible that 2 to 3 per cent of the

phage protein might be derived from this source. Evidently
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most if not all of the phage protein is derived from materials as-

similated from the growth medium after phage infection.

The kinetics of protein synthesis in phage-infected bacteria has

been investigated in several laboratories. Cohen (1947 a, 1948)

found that protein synthesis in T2-infected bacteria proceeded

without interruption, although the net synthesis of RNA and

DNA was stopped. The protein increment was not characterized

to determine whether it was of phage or bacterial specificity.

Levinthai and Fisher (1952, 1953), by breaking open T2-in-

fected bacteria at intervals during the latent period, observed

toroid-shaped objects ("doughnuts") which appeared before

mature phage, increased in number during early stages of phage

maturation, and then decreased toward the end of the latent

period. These objects were apparently phage precursors, re-

sembling empty phage heads in shape and size and being agglu-

tinated by antibodies to phage heads. They did not adsorb to

the host cells because the organ for attachment, the tail, was

lacking. A small number of doughnuts with tails were also ob-

served in these premature lysates. Similarly DeMars, Luria,

Fisher, and Levinthal (1953) and DeMars (1955) reported the

detection of soluble phage antigens in T2-infected bacteria which

were not part of either mature phage particles or "doughnuts."

These soluble antigens were characterized by their ability to

block phage-neutralizing antibodies. These experiments dem-

onstrate that proteins with the specificity of phage but not yet

built into mature phage are present in phage-infected bacteria

during the latent period. Similar experiments with T5-infected

bacteria were reported by Y. T. Lanni (1954).

A different kind of phage precursor was detected in T2-in-

fected bacteria by Maal0e and Symonds (1953) by the use of S^^

from the medium as a label. These precursors contained protein

but no nucleic acid, sedimented more slowly than mature phage,

adsorbed to sensitive bacteria but did not kill them, and were

agglutinated by antiphage serum, lliese properties resemble

those of "osmotic ghosts" of phage T2. Their number was ap-

proximately constant from 15 minutes after infection until lysis
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and measured 30 to 50 per infected bacterium (assuming the

same sulfur content as mature phage) . By introducing S '^•'-sulfate

into the medium at various times during the latent period it was

possible to determine the time required for a newly assimilated

S^'' atom to appear in a mature phage particle. The average

elapsed time was found to be 6 to 7 minutes. These kinetic ex-

periments also indicated that the noninfectious S^^-containing

particles are actually phage precursors and not cast off waste

products of phage multiplication.

More elaborate kinetic experiments in which total protein

synthesis and specific phage protein synthesis were determined

were reported by Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis (1954). In

confirmation of Cohen's work they found that total protein syn-

thesis continued at the same rate after infection as before. Syn-

thesis of specific phage protein began after a delay and gradually

accelerated until it was proceeding at about one-half the rate of

total protein synthesis. The nature of the remaining half of the

protein synthesized after phage infection is obscure but it is prob-

ably bacterial protein; at least much of it sediments with the

bacterial debris. The intriguing possibility remains that some of

it may be associated uniquely with vegetative phage. The ex-

periments suggest that there is a gradual shift from the synthesis

of nonphage protein to the synthesis of specific phage protein as

the infectious process continues. Inorganic sulfate from the

medium is assimilated into acid-insoluble protein in about 2

minutes. Early assimilated S^'' exists as phage precursor protein

for about 1 1 minutes before appearing in mature phage. Late

assimilated sulfur persists as phage-precursor for only 8 minutes.

The efficiency with which assimilated sulfur is converted into

mature phage is before infection, 5 to 10 per cent during the

first 5 minutes after infection, increasing to about 60 per cent

toward the end of phage growth. It is desirable to determine

the nature of the large amount of protein synthesized in phage

infected bacteria which never appears in mature phage. One
wonders if this nonphage protein is related in any way to the in-

fectious process. Interest in this question is heightened by the
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findings of Volkin and Astrachan (1956a, b). They demon-
strated that an amount of RNA small relative to the total cellular

content is synthesized beginning immediately following infection.

This RNA has a base composition unlike that of the RNA in un-

infected cells and more nearly like the analogous base composi-

tion of the infecting T2 DNA.

c. Nucleic Acid Materials Assimilated before and after Infection

Because of the importance of nucleic acids in heredity a major

effort has been expended in numerous laboratories on the study

of nucleic acid synthesis in phage-infected bacteria. As indi-

cated in Chapter VII chemical analyses of various phages shows

that those studied so far contain only protein and deoxyribose

nucleic acid. The work of Hershey and Chase (1952) demon-

strated that infection with phage T2 involved penetration of

phage nucleic acid into the host cell, leaving most if not all of the

phage protein outside of the host cell. This immediately gave

phage nucleic acid the dominant position in phage replication.

The equally startling discovery by Wyatt and Cohen (1953) of a

new pyrimidine, 5(hydroxymethyl)cytosine, in various strains of

the T2 species of phage furnished material for speculation as well

as an invaluable tool for distinguishing phage nucleic acid from

bacterial nucleic acid in bacteria infected with these phage

strains. Because of the very large number of papers related to

the problem of phage nucleic acid synthesis it would be difficult

as well as confusing to follow a chronological development of this

field. Instead we shall describe present concepts of the synthesis

of phage nucleic acid referring to those papers which relate

directly to the problem. Most work has been done with phage

strains T2, T4, and T6, and will be described first.

Infection with phage T2 involves injection of phage nucleic

acid into the host cell (Hershey and Chase, 1952). Infection

prevents further host cell division and stops the synthesis of RNA
and of bacterial DNA (Cohen, 1947a) without interrupting bac-

terial respiration. Infection is soon followed by cytologically

evident disintegration of the bacterial nuclei (see Chapter XII).
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The infected cell then contains phage DNA derived from the in-

fecting particle and bacterial DNA derived from the degenerate

bacterial nuclei. Published work from various laboratories

(Cohen, 1947a; Kozloff and Putnam, 1950; Labaw, 1951)

demonstrated that phosphorus from the host cell was found in the

phage progeny. The utilization of host cell pyrimidines (Weed

and Cohen, 1951) and host cell purines (Koch, Putnam, and

Evans, 1952) for phage synthesis is consistent with the assump-

tion that the host cell DNA is available as a raw material for

phage production. This was proved when Kozloff (1953) re-

ported that host cell thymine appeared in the phage DNA, as

confirmed by Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis (1954). There

is general agreement that the conversion of host cell DNA to

phage DNA is more or less complete. Hershey, Garen, Fraser,

and Hudis (1954) obtained evidence that a small amount of the

host cell RNA may be utilized for synthesis of phage DNA as

well. The bacteria also contain large amounts of transient in-

termediates that contribute phosphorus to phage DNA (Hershey

andMelechen, 1957).

The general conclusions about the sources of materials for the

synthesis of phage T2 DNA may be summarized in tabular form

as follows:
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tion of various components is in .general more interesting and has

occasionally been measured. The bacterial DNA (labeled in

thymine) is utilized almost completely (Kozloff, 1953; Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954), and supplies raw materials suf-

ficient to make about 30 phage particles per bacterium (Hershey

and Melechen, 1957). The bacterial RNA, on the other hand, is

utilized very inefficiently (Putnam, 1952). A bacterium that

contains RNA equivalent in mass to the DNA content of more

than 200 phage particles actually furnishes purines and pyrimi-

dines to DNA sufficient to make only about 10 particles (Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954). Transient intermediates plus

RNA present in the cell at the time of infection furnish phos-

phorus to DNA sufficient to make about 30 phage particles

(Hershey and Melechen, 1957). Thus the bacterial cell at the

time of infection contains several forms of phosphorus that is

available for incorporation into phage, the total amount being

sufficient to make about 60 particles of phage T2 per bac-

terium. The actual amount found in the isolated phage particles

may be as high as 50 phage equivalent units per bacterium (Her-

shey and Melechen, 1957) or may be much lower, depending on

the experimental conditions and techniques.

The chief point of interest in these facts is concerned with the

significance of the efficient conversion of bacterial DNA into

phage DNA. At the present time all the known facts are con-

sistent with the idea that it serves solely as a source of raw ma-
terials. Thus the amount of preassimilated phosphorus per

bacterium available for conversion into different phages is about

the same, which has the eflfect, puzzling at first sight, of causing

the contribution per phage to be about the same for large and

small phages (Labaw, 1951 ; Hershey, 1953b), and also has the

effect of causing the contribution from the medium after infection

to be very small for small phages like T7 (Putnam, Miller, Palm,

and Evans, 1 952 ; Labaw, 1 953) . The diff'erences in composition

between bacterial DNA and the DNA of T2 call for considerable

reorganization. Any direct incorporation of bacterial DNA into

phages is not consistent with current ideas about the structure
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and function of DNA, nor with much experimental evidence

(Kozloff, 1953, Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954).

5. Kinetic Studies of DNA Metabolism

Several investigators have used kinetic methods to follow the

course of nucleic acid metabolism in phage-infected bacteria.

Cohen (1947a, 1948) demonstrated that in T2-infected bacteria

net RNA synthesis stopped and there appeared to be an interrup-

tion in DNA synthesis after which DNA was produced even more

rapidly than in uninfected cells. In infected cells DNA synthesis

was well ahead of phage maturation but the two curves were

parallel as if both processes were controlled by the same rate-

limiting reaction (Cohen, 1949). The rates and total amounts

of DNA synthesis in bacteria infected with T2r"^ and T2r phages

were compared by Cohen and Arbogast (1950b). Infected cells

of both types formed DNA at the same linear rate, but synthesis

continued 2 to 3 times longer in the lysis-inhibited cells. These

findings were confirmed by Stent and Maal0e (1953) who de-

termined by use of P^^-labeling that assimilation of phosphorus

from the medium into phage proceeded at the same rate in

lysis-inhibited cultures as in cultures before lysis inhibition, and

hence that the phenomenon of lysis inhibition merely delays the

lytic reaction without directly aff"ecting phage synthesis.

By the use of isotopic labels Weed and Cohen (1951) showed

that T6r^ phage harvested after premature lysis at 35 minutes

after infection contained a much higher proportion of pyrimidines

originating in the host than did phage harvested after spontane-

ous lysis at 5 hours. The quantitative data suggested that es-

sentially all available host pyrimidines had been built into phage

which had matured during the first 35 minutes after infection.

Contrary conclusions drawn from kinetic experiments by Kozloflf,

Knowlton, Putnam, and Evans (1951) may be attributable to

two causes; the sampling times were 3.5 and 24 hours after in-

fection, long after all host contributions had been assimilated

into mature phage, and also after phage synthesis had ceased in

the lysis-inhibited cultures.
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Experiments by Maal0e and Stent (1952) indicated that dur-

ing phage maturation there was no stage in which immature

phage particles containing DNA could be detected by centrifuga-

tion, by precipitation with antiphage serum, or by adsorption

to heat-killed bacteria. They concluded that either the incor-

poration of phage DNA into its membrane was the last stage in

maturation or else that the hypothetical immature DNA-con-
taining phage particles were structurally unstable and disinte-

grated during host cell lysis. Thus there were only two observable

forms of phage DNA that could be isolated from infected bac-

teria; free DNA in solution and DNA in fully infectious, mature

phage particles.

Very detailed kinetic studies using P^^ gj-j^-j phage T4 were pub-

lished by Stent and Maal0e (1953). They concluded, in agree-

ment with Weed and Cohen (1951), that there was a greater

contribution of host cell materials to the earlier produced phage.

The first phage particles to mature received about 60 per cent

of their phosphorus from materials assimilated before infection.

About 70 to 80 per cent of the total available bacterial contribu-

tion had been incorporated into mature phage particles during

the first 30 minutes. Within a minute or two after infection the

rate of assimilation of phage-precursor phosphorus from the

medium increased by a factor of eight as compared with the rate

before infection. This is probably due in part to the elimination

of other uses for phosphorus such as synthesis of RNA (Cohen,

1952). The average time between the assimilation of phos-

phorus atoms and their incorporation into mature phage was 14

minutes with a minimum of 5 minutes.

Kinetics of phosphorus assimilation in phage T6 were studied

by Labaw (1953) by introducing P^^ j^^q ^^^ bacterial culture

at various times before or after infection. Most of his results

with this phage are similar to those already described. One
observation is in disagreement with other findings. The phos-

phorus contribution of the host cell to the mature phage is a con-

stant value of about 30 per cent of the,phage phosphorus regard-

less of the time of lysis or the mean burst size. This is in direct
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contradiction to the results of Weed and Cohen (1951), of Stent

and Maal0c (1953), and of Hershey to be discussed next. These

authors all agree that the host contribution is greater to the

phage particles that mature earlier.

The kinetic work has led to the concept of a series of pools of

raw materials at different levels of organization which contribute

to the substance of the mature phage. For instance, there is a

pool of transient intermediates that is fed from the medium and
perhaps from the host cell RNA and DNA, and from which
phosphorus is withdrawn for the synthesis of phage DNA. There

may be, in fact, a pool for each nucleoside and nucleotide in-

volved in phage synthesis, similarly nourished from various

sources. Lastly there is the pool of specific phage DNA, nour-

ished from all the other pools and the only one to be drawn upon
directly by maturing phage particles. Of these the most interest-

ing is the pool of phage-precursor DNA (Hershey, 1953a).

The infected bacterium contains three operationally dis-

tinguishable kinds of DNA: (7) mature phage DNA character-

ized by its content of hydroxymethylcytosine (HMC) and by its

organization into sedimentable particles with the physiological

properties of infectivity, adsorbability to host cells, and pre-

cipitability by antiphage serum
; (2) phage precursor DNA, after

cell lysis nonsedimentable, precipitable by trichloroacetic acid,

sensitive to deoxyribonuclease, and containing HMC; and (3)

bacterial DNA with properties similar to phage-precursor DNA
except that it contains cytosine in place of HMC. The absolute

amounts of these forms of DNA were determined by Hershey,

Dixon, and Chase (1953) at various times after infection with

phage T2. The amounts were reported for convenience in

terms of units of DNA per bacterium (the unit being the amount
of DNA contained in one phage particle), although they might

have been measured in terms of phosphorus, diphenylamine

color, optical density at 260 m/x, cytosine, or HMC.
In a typical experiment mature phage particles first appear

about 10 minutes after infection and increase at a linear rate of

about 6 phage per minute per bacterium reaching about 600
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phage particles per bacterium in 2 hours. The total DNA in-

creases at the same rate as the phage starting at about 100 units

per bacterium at the time of infection and reaching about 700

units in 2 hours. The amount of bacterial DNA per cell de-

creases approximately linearly from between 50 and 100 units

at the time of infection to less than 10 units at 30 minutes. This

means that essentially all the bacterial DNA should have

entered the pools of raw materials within 30 minutes after in-

fection, a result in agreement with most earlier studies. The
phage DNA (containing HMC) has already increased to about

10 units per bacterium at 5 minutes after infection and thereafter

increases linearly at a rate of about 7 units per minute per cell.

From the time that the first mature phage particles appear there

is a constant excess of about 80 units per cell of phage DNA above

that incorporated into mature phage. This is the pool of phage

precursor DNA.
The properties of the pool of phage-precursor nucleic acid

were reported by Hershey (1953a), who investigated the size of

the precursor pool, the rate at which raw materials from various

sources entered the pool, and the rate at which DNA was with-

drawn from the pool by phage maturation. The technique was

to label various source materials with P^^ and then determine the

rate at which this label entered the precursor pool and the ma-

ture phage. The various experiments involved labeling of

phosphorus assimilated before infection, parental phage phos-

phorus, phosphorus assimilated after infection, and phosphorus

assimilated during a few minutes only. The following conclusions

were drawn from this study.

During the first 10 minutes of phage growth in T2-infected

E. coli a pool of DNA is built up that is later to be incorporated

into phage. This pool receives phosphorus from bacterial DNA
but does not include bacterial DNA. Ten minutes after infection

phage maturation starts and DNA synthesis and phage matura-

tion keep pace so that the amount of phage precursor DNA re-

mains constant. The pool of phage precursor contains 50 to 100

phage particle equivalents of DNA per bacterium. Neither the
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precursor nor the mature phage exchanges phosphorus with

the phosphate of the medium. The phosphorus of mature phage

does not exchange with the phosphorus of the precursor DNA
indicating that maturation is an irreversible process. Matura-

tion is a remarkably efficient process ; about 90 per cent of the

phosphorus which enters the pool early is later incorporated into

phage. Phage DNA is synthesized at the rate of 7 to 8 phage

particles per minute per bacterium; this is faster than bac-

terial DNA but slower than bacterial RNA is produced in un-

infected bacteria. The transport of phosphorus from medium
to precursor DNA takes an average of 8 or 9 minutes, and Irom

precursor to mature phage an additional 7 or 8 minutes. The
usable parental phosphorus enters the precursor DNA pool be-

fore 10 minutes. The parental phosphorus is incorporated into

mature phage progeny between 10 and 25 minutes after infec-

tion. The preassimilated phosphorus from the host cell enters

the precursor pool at the same rate as the bacterial DNA dis-

appears. It has essentially all entered the pool by 25 minutes

and has been incorporated into mature phage by 40 minutes after

infection. Hershey suggests that the rate of phage maturation is

determined by the pool size and hence by the rate of synthesis of

phage-precursor DNA.
This demonstration of the properties of the pool of phage-pre-

cursor DNA is of great interest because of the resemblance of this

pool to the vegetative phage pool, or mating pool, discerned in

genetic experiments (Chapter XVIII). When a bacterium is in-

fected with two or more genetically distinguishable particles of

phage T2, the phage nucleic acids penetrate into the host cell

and are then called vegetative phage. The vegetative phage

particles multiply, and when the intracellular population be-

comes high enough for unlike pairs to collide, mating begins.

After this time vegetative phage is withdrawn from this mating

pool at a linear rate to form mature phage. Mature phage

particles play no further role in replication or mating. The
mating pool contains a constant number of 30 to 50 vegetative

phage particles. It seems reasonable to conclude (Hershey,
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1954) that the pool of phage-precursor DNA is the material sub-

stance of which the pool of mating vegetative phage is composed.

The reader is referred to reviews by Hershey (1956a, 1957) for

additional discussion.

In contrast with the tremendous amount of research dealing

with the T2 species of phage, there is a dearth of information

about the kinetics of assimilation of nutrients in the case of other

phages. Essentially all the phosphorus of phage T7 is derived

from preassimilated host cell phosphorus, whereas with phage Tl

about 70 per cent is derived from the host cells and 30 per cent

from the medium (Labaw, 1953; Putnam, Miller, Palm, and

Evans, 1952).

Experiments with phage T5 reported by Labaw (1953) pre-

sent certain unique features. Labaw believes that the host con-

tribution to phage phosphorus is not derived from complex bac-

terial substances such as nucleic acids, but rather is derived

solely from phosphorus assimilated not over two minutes before

infection. The data on this point are not convincing, however,

and the experiments were criticized by Stent and Maal0e (1953).

Labaw also observed that the rapid uptake of phosphorus from

the medium for synthesis of phage T5 did not begin until about 9

minutes after infection. This may be correlated with the fact that

penetration of phage T5 into the host cell is a slow process, as

compared with T2, requiring about 10 minutes (Lanni, 1954;

Luria and Steiner, 1954).

6. Summary

The nutritional requirements for phage production have been

discussed from several points of view considering separately the

extracellular phage particle, the infected cell, and the vegetative

phage within the cell. It has not been possible to demonstrate

metabolic systems in mature phage. The phage is dependent on

host cell enzymes for the energy and the generalized synthetic

reactions required for phage reproduction although a viable host

cell is not required. There is some circumstantial evidence sug-
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gesting that certain enzymes may be peculiar to the infected cell

but such enzymes are yet to be deinonstrated.

The materials for phage synthesis are derived from three

sources, the infecting phage particle, host cell substance as-

similated before infection, and the growth medium after infec-

tion. The contribution from parental phage is quantitatively

small, because of the large factor of increase in each growth cycle.

About 50 per cent of the parental DNA appears in phage

progeny. Less than 3 per cent of the parental protein can be

transferred to phage progeny.

The host cell contribution of preassimilated material is quan-

titatively important. Probably little or no host cell protein is

used in synthesis but essentially all the host cell DNA is con-

verted into phage DNA. In the case of phage T2, 20 to 30 per

cent of the progeny DNA is derived from host cell DNA, a small

amount from host cell RNA, and the remainder from transient

intermediates and from the growth medium after infection. The

phage protein is derived almost exclusively from materials as-

similated from the growth medium after infection.

Kinetic studies reveal that specific phage proteins appear in in-

fected cells before mature phage particles, and that these phage

proteins are probably precursors of mature phage. The phage

proteins are found in three forms, soluble protein with the anti-

genic specificity of phage tails, proteins organized as empty phage

heads, and perhaps empty phage heads with tails attached. Ap-

parently the only organized structures which contain DNA are

the fully mature phage particles. It takes about 2 minutes on

the average for sulfate from the medium to be assimilated into

protein and about 6 minutes more for this protein to be con-

verted into mature phage particles. A large amount of unidenti-

fied protein is synthesized in phage-infected bacteria immediately

after infection. The function of this protein is unknown.

Kinetic studies indicate that phage DNA synthesis starts soon

after infection and at the same time bacterial DNA is broken

down and resynthesized into phage DNA. Phage DNA is pro-

duced at a rate suflficient for 6 to 8 phage particles per minute per
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infected bacterium. There is a precursor pool containing about

80 phage equivalents of DNA which is fed from the medium and

from the host-cell nucleic acids and which is drawn upon by

maturing phage particles. The transport of phosphorus from

the medium to the precursor DNA pool requires on the average

8 to 9 minutes and from the pool into mature phage an additional

7 to 8 minutes. The great interest in this pool of phage-precursor

DNA arises from the fact that its size and kinetic properties are

similar to those deduced from genetic experiments concerning the

mating pool of vegetative phage. This striking similarity in

properties leads to the conclusion that the pool of phage-precursor

DNA is the material of which the mating pool of vegetative

phage is composed.



CHAPTER XV

CHEMICAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PHAGE GROWTH*

The effects of chemical agents on phage growth have been

touched on in previous chapters, particularly when specific

requirements for the various stages of phage development were

considered. This chapter will serve to integrate and consider in

more detail the varieties of chemical interference which may be

imposed upon the phage-reproducing system. In terms of over-

all consequences such interference is a form of chemotherapy if

we extend the definition of chemotherapy to include chemo-

piophylaxis of cyclic or subsequent infection. The inhibitors

which prevent the growth of phage do not, as a rule, cure the

afflicted bacterial host of its phage infection. The inhibitors

either prevent the bacteria from becoming infected or they halt

the formation of new phage progeny; the infected cells are

sacrificed. Therapeutic action can be considered only in terms

of freeing a bacterial community of an infectious agent so that

the healthy members are spared and the population flourishes.

As in all cases of effective chemotherapy, this implies properties

of selective toxicity in that one member of the host-parasite com-

plex is destroyed without affecting the other. Though this may
be a desirable circumstance in our development and under-

standing of viral chemotherapy, it need not be the sole pre-

requisite for consideration. Indeed, investigations with chem-

ical agents which exhibit no selective action in the phage-

bacterium system have helped considerably in determining how

much of the bacterial metabolism is required to support the

growth of phage. Further details covering problems of virus

* Chapter contributed by Joseph S. Gots.
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chemotherapy may be found in the reviews by Cohen (1949,

1953a) and by Matthews and Smith (1955).

In this chapter we will deal only with those substances which

prevent the establishment of phage infection or prevent the

production of active phage progeny. Agents which have a

direct phagicidal action were considered in Chapter V and will

not be dealt with here unless the treatment which inactivates the

free particle has a consequential bearing on some stage of the

infectious process. The specific inactivation of phage by recep-

tor substances, which results in loss of adsorbing or penetrating

potentials, was described in Chapter X.

To assess the action of a drug on phage production, its action

on the growth of uninfected bacteria should also be determined.

The results to be expected may be classified as follows.

7. Both bacteria and phage may be inhibited. The majority

of the known inhibitors fall into this category. The nonselective

action is an obvious expression of the similar requirements for the

synthesis of phage and for the synthesis of bacterial protoplasm.

The substrates and enzymic processes which are required to sup-

ply energy and to permit synthesis of protein and nucleic acid are

equally indispensable for phage and bacteria.

2. Bacterial growth may be inhibited without affecting phage

production. As indicated in Chapter XIV, viable bacteria are

not always essential for phage growth. Agents such as peni-

cillin (Price, 1947a), sulfur mustard (Herriott and Price, 1948),

and pentamidine (Boyd and Bradley, 1951; Amos and Voll-

mayer, 1957) allow phage production at concentrations which

completely inhibit the growth of the bacteria. In these cases we
must look for a metabolic process which is essential for the sur-

vival and growth of the bacteria but which plays no role in the

formation of phage. In the case of penicillin, the nature of such

a process has been revealed by the reports of Park and Strominger

(1957) and J. Lederberg (1957). Penicillin apparendy kills

bacteria by j^reventing the synthesis of cell wall material. Since

phage growth can occur in bacterial protoplasts, the maintenance

of the cell wall is not required for the synthesis of phage.
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3. Phage production may he inhibited without affecting

bacterial growth. This resuh is the essence of chemotherapy

and hence has received favored attention in the search for in-

hibitors. A number of screening programs, involving hundreds

of compounds, have been undertaken toward this aim. How-
ever, the producti\'e yield of promising agents which has come
from these heroic surveys has been disappointingly meagre.

Often there is only a narrow threshold between the concentra-

tions which inhibit bacteria and phage. Too often little attempt

is made to determine whether or not the agents exert a direct

inactivation of the phage, or to determine at what stage they

may act. Only those which have been more thoroughly studied

will be considered in later sections of this chapter,

A variety of methods has been employed in studying the action

of chemicals as inhibitors of phage development. The nature

and the extent of the method is dictated by the purpose of the

analysis. Where the purpose involves a probing analysis of the

mechanism of action, all the available techniques must be called

upon. For the screening of a large number of compounds sim-

pler methods have been devised which allow for economy of

time and effort. Specialized and ingenious techniques are

described by Jones and Schatz (1946), Hall, Kavanagh, and

Asheshov (1951), Nicolle and Mimica (1947), and Hoshino

(1954a). These methods serve only as a convenient device for

selecting agents that may deserve further attention. The final

evaluation must depend on an analytical dissection of action at all

levels of phage multiplication.

1. Prevention of Adsorption

Phage growth can be prevented at the start by preventing

adsorption. This can be achieved by a variety of means: by

imposing a physical restriction such as viscosity ; by the destruc-

tion or alteration of that portion of the phage tail which is

required for adsorption ; by the destruction of the receptor sites

on the bacterial surface; by removing or competing with

cationic requirements; and by competing with organic cofactors.
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The first recognition that chemical agents which inhibit the

action of phage can do so by preventing adsorption, ma}- be,

attributed to d'Herelle (1926). He explained the inhibition of

mass lysis by viscous colloids such as gelatin, agar, egg albumin,

and gums as a physical barrier between phage and host. Non-

viscous colloids such as colloidal silver and colloidal sulfur had

no effect. Though this concept may seem obvious in hindsight,

it was not so at the time and indeed the literature of that era

contains other more intricate explanations for the inhibitory ac-

tion of the colloids.

The anatomy of the phage particle has been dissected suffi-

ciently to allow us to assign the function of attachment to a

particular structure. This apparently resides, at least in the T
series of coliphages, in the distal portion of the tail in the form of

protein strands which are wound like the fibers of a rope and

held together by disulfide bridges. Manipulations which alter

or destroy this portion of the tail will result in an inactivation

with respect to phage attachment. Kellenberger and Arber

(1955) achieved this with T2 and T4 phages by treatment with

hydrogen peroxide and ethanol. With this treatment the rope-

like distal sheath unravels and eventually dissolves leaving phage

particles with shortened tails. These bobtailed phages may
adsorb reversibly but they are unable to proceed to the irre-

versible step of attachment and hence can neither kill the host

nor establish infection. Kozloff and Henderson (1955) ob-

tained a similar distal decaudation of T2, but not of the other

T phages, by treating the phage with cyanide complexes of

metals of the zinc group, notably the anion Cd(CN)3. The rate

of inactivation of the phage correlates directly with the rate of

appearance of the bobtailed forms. These forms can neither

attach to nor kill the host cells. The modifications obtained by

these treatments are of particular interest since the phages un-

dergo similar changes when they normally adsorb to bacteria or

even to isolated bacterial cell walls. Brown and Kozloff (1957)

demonstrated that the cleavage of the tail upon adsorption is

required to expose an enzyme which dissolves the cell wall thus

paving the way for the injection of phage DNA.
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Chemical agents whose inactivating action may be reversed by

simple procedures such as dilution, heating, or prolonged storage

apparently act by preventing adsorption. This may well be due

to a reversible interaction with groupings which are essential for

attachment. An inhibitor of this nature may be found in fresh

lysates of T2 coliphage (Sagik, 1954). The presence of such a

substance in a lysate containing bacterial products is not too

surprising since the same type of transient, reversible inactivation

of phage can be obtained with simple aldehydes and aldoses

(Kligler and Olenick, 1 943) and with a phospholipid (Levin and

Lominski, 1936).

Not only is it possible to damage the attachment organ of the

phage but it is also possible to destroy the complementary recep-

tor sites on the surface of the bacteria. Chemical agents that

can do this are described in Chapter X.

Chapter X presents an account of the inorganic requirements

for adsorption. It is possible to prevent adsorption by creating a

deficiency of cations, such as the removal of calcium ions by

citrate, or by adding a nonfunctional cation which may compete

with functional ones. Garen and Puck (1951) showed that the

second step of adsorption can be prevented by zinc ions in infec-

tions with Tl but not with T2. This was due to a specific

competition with calcium or inagnesium ions which are required

by Tl. Reversible attachment was not aflfected by zinc. In

effect, this represents a type of "cure" in that the infectious

agent, though adsorbed, is unable to establish infection and can

be removed with the restoration of a viable host. Another case

with similar consequences is found in the action of apple pectin

on T2 (Reiter, 1956). Reiter presented convincing evidence

that the inhibitory action of pectin on the production of T2
phage is primarily due to a prevention of the irreversible step of

adsorption. The phage which had been adsorbed in the

presence of pectin was not inactivated, had not penetrated, and

could be recovered in an active form by elution, or by artificial

lysis of the bacteria. Since excess NaCl reversed the inhibition,

pectin was considered to act as a polyelectrolyte which can
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compete for cations. In addition to its ability to interfere with

adsorption, pectin may also afTect phage multiplication as

evidenced by the low burst sizes obtained when pectin was

added after adsorption. The inhibition of T2 multiplication

by citrus pectin was previously reported by Maurer and Woolley

(1948). Their conclusion that the pectin might act by inducing

a lysogenic state was not supported by experimental data and

can now be explained by the findings of Reiter.

Our final consideration in the prevention of adsorption deals

with those agents which can antagonize the organic cofactors

for adsorption. Delbriick (1948) found that indole can prevent

the adsorption of certain of the T4 strains that require tryptophan

as a cofactor. The relation between indole and tryptophan in

activation of phages is not clear (Chapter XVI).

2. Prevention of Penetration

Prevention of penetration refers to the ability of a chemical

agent to pre\'ent the injection of the phage DNA into the bac-

terial host. In the case of T5, as discussed in Chapter XI, this

process requires calcium ions and can be stopped by the addition

of citrate. Other polyvalent cations are also involved, as evi-

denced by the inhibitory action of the chelating agent Versene

on T2 production (Kozloff and Henderson, 1955). When T2
is adsorbed to bacteria in the presence of the chelator, the bac-

teria are killed but no production of phage ensues. That this is

indeed interference with injection is shown by the fact that 90

per cent of the adsorbed phage DNA can be removed from the

bacteria by the Blendor technique as compared to 30 per cent

in the absence of versene. Kozloff and Henderson interpreted

this result to mean that metal complexes participate in the

injection of DNA in a manner analogous to the action of cad-

mium cyanide on T2 particles. Versene presumably acts by

combining with metals on the bacterial surface. Other chelat-

ing agents may act in the same way. The action of chymo-

trypsin as an inhibitor of rhizobium phage is suggestive of an

interference with penetration. Chymotrypsin docs not prevent
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adsorption but inhibits phage production only when added

before the phage (Kleczkowski and Kleczkowski, 1954). An-

other potent chelating agent, 8-hydroxyquinoline, is also known to

inhibit phage production (Wooley, Murphy, Bond, and Perrine,

1952).

Hershey and Chase (1952) have shown that when T2 is

treated with formaldehyde, it is rendered incapable of injecting

its DNA into the cells to which it attaches. The inactivated

phage can still adsorb to and kill the bacteria but this adsorption

does not sensitize the phage DNA to deoxyribonuclease. Sev-

enty per cent of the adsorbed phage DNA can be detached from

the bacteria in a form which is still resistant to the action of de-

oxyribonuclease. It is apparent from this experiment that

formaldehyde inactivates an ingredient of T2 phage which is

required for the injection process. Brown and Kozloff (1957)

have shown that a phage enzyme is involved in this step. This

enzyme which is located in the tail of the phage and paves the

way for injection by dissolving the cell wall might well be the

site of inactivation by formaldehyde.

3. Inhibition at the Intracellular Level

Since the two major constituents of the phage particle are pro-

tein and DNA, we can largely restrict our discussion of direct

interference with phage synthesis to the processes concerned

with the synthesis of the two macromolecules. Because the

phage itself is devoid of any independent metabolic activity,

many reactions which are required for the synthesis of phage

protein and phage DNA must be operative in uninfected bac-

teria. The same conclusion follows from the vast number of

agents that suppress phage synthesis and bacterial growth

equally. This aspect of the problem is relevant only when the

attention of the investigator is focused on differential inhibition

and chemotherapeutic response. It becomes irrelevant when

the analysis is concerned primarily with the sequence and inter-

dependence of biosynthetic steps.

Agents which prevent the synthesis of protein and nucleic
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acids may operate by interfering with nonspecific energy-

yielding reactions, by preventing synthesis or polymerization of

the essential building blocks, or by interfering with the synthesis

or function of specific cofactors. Numerous agents of many
types are known to inhibit both phage and bacteria and no

attempt will be made to list them here. The effects of literally

hundreds of compounds are reported in several heroic surveys

(Wooley, Murphy, Bond, and Perrine, 1952; Bourke, Robbins,

and Smith, 1952; Graham and Nelson, 1954).

a. Interference with Energy Metabolism

The over-all energy supply of the bacterial cell is furnished

through an integration of enzymes involved in the uptake of

oxygen and the transport of electrons, the oxidation and fer-

mentation of utilizable carbohydrates, the formation of energy-

rich phosphate bonds, and the regeneration of essential co-

enzymes. Upon infection with phage, the over-all energy

supply remains the same but it is now directed toward the

synthesis of phage rather than bacteria (Cohen and Anderson,

1946; Cohen, 1949). The action of enzyme poisons which are

known to be inhibitors of energy production further serves to

indicate that the energy supply which is essential for phage

synthesis is a product of the enzyme activities of the bacteria.

The synthesis of a variety of phages can be completely pre-

vented by azide, cyanide, fluoride, arsenite, iodoacetate, and

2,4-dinitrophenol. With few exceptions, the multiplication of

the uninfected bacteria is also inhibited. The exceptions are

reported in terms such as "little," "not appreciable," "essen-

tially inactive," or "materially unaffected." At any rate,

differential action is observed only over a limited and, in some

cases, very narrow range of concentrations. Some differential

impairment of phage synthesis was obtained with cyanide

(Dolby, 1955; Czekalowski, 1952), arsenite (Dolby, 1955;

Asheshov, Hall, and Flon, 1955), fluoride (d^Herelle, 1926) and

2,4-dinitrophenol (Fitzgerald and Babbitt, 1946; Czekalowski,

1952).
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Under special conditions where uninfected bacteria are un-

able to grow but can still produce phage when infected, phage

production is completely halted by respiratory poisons (Spizizen,

1943b; Price, 1947b). In the system described by Price, the

inhibition of phage synthesis in penicillin-inhibited staphylococci

by azide, fluoride, and iodoacetate is accompanied by a decrease

in ATP synthesis.

Another action of the metabolic poisons is their ability to

promote lysis of infected cells (Cohen, 1949; Heagy, 1950;

Doermann, 1952; Anderson and Doermann, 1952a). When
bacteria are infected with the T2 or its relatives in the presence

of cyanide, iodoacetate, or 2,4-dinitrophenol, the adsorption of

only a few particles per cell immediately initiates lysis from

without with the loss of the adsorbed phage. This does not

occur with other phages. In all cases, lysis fails when the in-

hibitors are added during the early part of the latent period,

but the infecting phage is lost and subsequent production

does not occur. When added during the second half of the

latent period, premature lysis is induced with the liberation of

those active phages which have already been formed.

b. Prevention of Protein Synthesis

As indicated in Chapter XIV, bacteria which are unable to

synthesize amino acids as a result of either a physiological or

genetic impairment will not support the growth of phage unless

the medium is supplemented with the required amino acid.

Chemical interference with amino acid metabolism, and hence

protein synthesis, would be expected to result in a cessation of

phage formation. The inhibitors which have been examined

are structural analogues of natural amino acids. Analogues of

glycine, tryptophan, methionine, glutamic acid, and phenylala-

nine have been found to inhibit phage production as well as

bacterial multiplication.

The first test of an amino acid analogue as an inhibitor of

phage synthesis was made by Spizizen (1943a). He found that

aminomethane sulfonic acid, a structural analogue of glycine,
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inhibits the production of a coHphage under special conditions

in which phage growth is supported by glycine alone.

A detailed analysis of the effects of the tryptophan analogue,

5-methyltryptophan, on T2 synthesis was made by Cohen and

Fowler (1947). When the analogue is added at the time of

infection, or even during the first half of the latent period after

infection, phage is not formed and the adsorbed phage is eventu-

ally lost. When added during the latter part of the latent

period it behaves like other metabolic inhibitors by lysing the

infected cell and liberating the intracellular phage (Doermann,

1952). Tryptophan reverses the inhibition under conditions

which will also reverse the inhibition of bacterial growth.

Upon the addition of tryptophan to inhibited infected bacteria,

phage formation resumes and lysis occurs after a time which is

equal to the difference between the normal latent period and the

time interval between infection and addition of the inhibitor.

Similar results were obtained with methionine sulfoxide, an

antimetabolite of glutamic acid (Fowler and Cohen, 1948).

Lysis and liberation of T2 is prevented by methionine sulfoxide

and this effect is reversed by glutamic acid. The inhibition of

phage growth in this instance is not complete.

The differential action of sodium salicylate and sodium gen-

tisate, as inhibitors of T2 multiplication, can be reversed by

amino acids (Spizizen, Hampil, and Kenney, 1951). Phage

production in the presence of salicylate is supported by the

addition of tryptophan or its precursors, indole and anthranilic

acid. The inhibition of bacterial multiplication requires con-

centrations of salicylate 6 to 1 times greater than the minimal

concentration for phage inhibition. Bacterial inhibition, how-

ever, is not reversed by tryptophan but can be reversed by

pantothenate which has no effect of the inhibition of phage.

This is a unique example of differential action with respect to

both inhibition and its reversal.

It is not unusual that natural amino acids may themselves

act as inhibitory antimetabolites of other amino acids. Serine

and leucine can inhibit the multiplication of T2 and the in-
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hibition by leucine can be reversed by isoleucine, valine, or

norleucine (Fowler and Cohen, 1948). Cysteine has been

found toxic for phage development and causes an abortive loss

of the adsorbed phage (Fowler and Cohen, 1948; Mutsaars,

1950; Tanami and Kawashima, 1953). The inhibition by

cysteine has been related to its ability to bind metals (Spizizen,

Kenney, and Hampil, 1951), but also to a more specific dis-

organisation of amino acid metabolism, particularly that of

threonine (Gots and Hunt, 1953). A lysogenic strain of £". coli

K12, which is known to be inhibited by valine, will not produce

lambda phage in the presence of valine unless isoleucine is

added (Gots and Hunt, 1953). An inhibition of T2 growth by

methionine has also been reported (Czekalowski, 1952).

c. Prevention of DNA Synthesis as a Consequence of Protein Deficiency

Cohen (1948) showed that 5-methyItryptophan inhibits both

protein and DNA synthesis in bacteria infected with T2. This

suggested that protein formation is an essential prerequisite for

DNA synthesis. Further analysis by Burton (1955) showed that

if deprivation of amino acids is delayed for 7 minutes after infec-

tion with T2, phage and subsequent protein synthesis is still pre-

vented, but DNA of the hydroxymethylcytosine type is formed.

Similar results have been obtained independently with another

inhibitor of protein synthesis, chloramphenicol (Melechen, 1955;

Tomizawa and Sunakawa, 1956, Hershey and Melechen,

1957). This antibiotic had been shown previously to prevent

phage formation at some stage (Edlinger, 1951; Bozeman,

Wisseman, Hopps, and Danawskas, 1954). The essentials of

these findings may be summarized by saying that the synthesis of

phage DNA requires an initial synthesis of protein which may be

inhibited by 5-methyltryptophan or chloramphenicol. If syn-

thesis of the initial protein is first allowed, continued synthesis of

protein is not required for DNA synthesis. Thus, the delayed

addition of the inhibitors will permit DNA synthesis but will

prevent the formation of further protein which is necessary for

phage growth. Hershey and Melechen (1957) employed this
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principle to demonstrate that synthesis of phage-precursor DNA
is independent of synthesis of phage-precursor protein.

d. Prevention of DNA Synthesis

Specific attack against the nucleic acid metabolism of phage-

infected bacteria has been attempted with a number of structural

analogues of the purine and pyrimidine bases. Inhibitions have

been reported in experiments with bacteria and phage, but the

effects on DNA synthesis were usually not tested. The anti-

purines whose eff'ects on phage production are significant enough

to warrant further analyses include those with triazine or triazole

substitutions (Matthews and Smith, 1955; Wooley, Murphy,

Bond, and Perrine, 1952) and 2,6-diaminopurine (Asheshov,

Hall, and Flon, 1955). The latter deserves special attention

since it is able to eliminate kappa from paramecia (Stock,

Jacobson, and Williamson, 1951).

The antipyrimidines of particular interest are those which act

as thymine antagonists by virtue of a halogen substitution in the

5 position. These do not prevent DNA synthesis but may be

incorporated into the DNA molecule in place of thymine. The
effects of this incorporation on phage activity will be considered

in a later section of this chapter. The presence of the unique

pyrimidine, 5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine, in the DNA of T2 and

related phages should off'er a possible target for specific attack.

Under special conditions where this pyrimidine can act as a

growth factor for bacterial auxotrophs which require the

pyrimidine moiety (2-methyl-5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine) of

thiamine for growth, "methioprim" (the 2-methylmercapto

derivative) behaves as a competitive inhibitor of 5-(hydroxy-

methyl)cytosine. The production of T2, however, is not

aff'ected by this analogue (Gots, unpublished observations).

e. Prevention of Coenzyme Activity

Structural analogues of the B vitamins are known to act as

specific competitive inhibitors of either the synthesis or function
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of the coenzymes. As inhibitors of phage production, special

consideration may be given to the antimetabolites of /^-amino-

benzoic acid, niacin, and pyridoxine.

In the presence of sulfanilamide, /?-aminobenzoic acid is

required for the growth of E. coli B. The requirement can be

progressively decreased by successive additions of methionine,

xanthine, thymine, and valine, all of which are end products

whose syntheses require the participation of a coenzyme derived

from /^-aminobenzoic acid. The coenzyme, presumably a folic

acid derivative, mediates the transfer of single carbon units.

Rutten, Winkler, and DeHaan (1950) looked for a /?-amino-

benzoic acid requirement for phage production by infecting

bacteria which, in medium supplemented with the end product

metabolites, are permitted to grow in high concentrations of

sulfanilamide. Phage production was obtained. However, if

the bacteria were first grown in the sulfanilamide-metabolite

medium and were then infected, they no longer supported the

growth of T2, T4, and T6 coliphages, but could still produce Tl,

T3, and T7. The inhibition of T2 and its relatives could be

relieved by /^-aminobenzoic acid. This indicates that growth of

the T2-like phages requires a metabolite different from those

that suffice for growth of bacteria and other phages. This

metabolite should differ from others by one carbon atom. A
promising candidate is 5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine. Cohen

(1953b) considered this possibility but his results were dis-

appointing since the inhibition of T4 by sulfanilamide could not

be reversed by 5-(hydroxymethyl)cytosine or its deoxyriboside,

or by 5-(hydroxymethyl)uraciI.

Deoxpyridoxine can prevent the liberation of phage under

conditions which do not affect bacterial growth (Wooley and

Murphy, 1949; Asheshov, Hall, and Flon, 1955). Since its

inhibitory effects are reversed by various organic acids as well as

pyridoxine, its role as a specific antimetabolite cannot be

accurately assessed. Furthermore, suflScient analyses have not

been made to determine whether the inhibitory effects are di-

rected against internal metabolism or against some other stage
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of the infection sequence. The same reservation must be made
in evaluating the significance of the differential action of niacin

analogues such as 6-amino nicotinic acid (Woolcy, Murphy,

Bond, and Perrine, 1952) and isonicotinic acid (Bourke, Robbins,

and Smith, 1952). In the latter case an interesting observation

was made but not pursued. Lysates of T2 obtained in the

presence of isonicotinic acid killed bacteria on subsequent infec-

tion without the production of new phage progeny.

/. Prevention of MaAiration

Only one class of substances, the acridine dyes, are known to

prevent phage growth while permitting synthesis of phage pro-

tein and nucleic acid, but they are of special interest for that

reason. When bacteria are infected with T2 in the presence of

proflavine, synthesis of protein and DNA occurs and the bacteria

lyse as usual, but do not liberate infective particles (DeMars,

1955). Phage-specific elements are found, however, and one

can only suppose that some final step in the maturation of the

particles is blocked (Foster, 1948).

This example is also exceptional because the effect depends on

the genotype of the phage. The growth of many phages is not

blocked by low concentrations of the inhibitor, and sensitive

phages can mutate to resistant forms (Foster, 1948). In the so-

called defective strains of lysogenic bacteria it is also possible to

show that phage mutations can aff"ect late steps in maturation

(Chapter XIX). Because of their potential value in the study

of phage morphogenesis, the effects of the acridines will be

discussed in some detail.

The acridines gained prominence in the early days of chemo-

therapy as drugs which exhibited a remarkable degree of selec-

tive inhibition in protozoal diseases. Wolff" and Janzen (1922)

reported that trypaflavine (acriflavine) and rivanol can inhibit

"bacteriophagy" with four different phages at concentrations

too low to affect bacterial growth or destroy free phage particles.

This observation lay dormant for 24 years until Fitzgerald and

Babbitt (1946) found that 8 out of 11 acridines inhibit the mass
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TABLE XVI
Inhibition of Phage by Acridines

Acridine

Differential inhibition

of phage

No differential

effect

Acriflavine

Proflavine

Rivanol

Quinacrine

Phosphine GRN

5-Aminoacridine

2,7-Diaminoacridinc

3,6-Diaminoacridine

Sulfa-acridine

Coli".^'^-'*

T series*-^'"'"

Salmonella"

Shigella"

Staphylococcus"' '•*

Actinomyces-'

B. subtilis*

Coli*

T2, T4, T5, Te^'"

Pseudomonas"*

Staphylococcus"

Coli"-^.'*

Salmonella"'^

Shigella"

Staphylococcus"'"

Coli"''^

T series'*

Coli*'«

Staphylococcus"

Pseudomonas"'

Staphylococcus"

ColiP

Pseudomonas'"

Streptococcus"

T2, T4, TG"

Shigella^

T1,T3, Tl"

Salmonella'

Streptococcus''

Shigella*

Staphylococcus*

T1,T3, T5, T?"

" Wolff and Janzen (1922).

" Fitzgerald and Babbitt (1946).

' Mutsaars (1951a).

" Mutsaars (1951b).

" Smith (1949)
•'' Bouit-ke, Robbins, and Smith

(1952).

''Hoshino (1954b).

"Bird (1956).

' NicoUe and Mimica (1947).

^ Woodruff, Nunhcimer, and Lee

(1947).

* Foster (1948).

' Boyd and Bradley (1951).

'"Dickinson (1948).

" Graham and Nelson (1954).

"Hotchin (1951).

P Fitzgerald and Lee (1946).
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lysis of bacteria infected with a coliphage at a very low multi-

plicity of infection. The concentrations used were insufficient

to prevent the growth of uninfected bacteria. These observa-

tions revived interest in the acridines and a flood of reports

followed which confirmed the differential action of a variety of

acridines against a variety of phages. Table XVI summarizes

this work, which shows that not all phages are inhibited selec-

tively relative to their hosts. Mutant phages resistant to acri-

flavine have been isolated by selection (Foster, 1948; Mutsaars,

1951b; Hoshino, 1954b). Diff"erential inhibition cannot be

demonstrated with these mutants since they are now more

resistant than the bacterial host.

The stage at which proflavine (2,8-diaminoacridine) prevents

the development of phage has been studied extensively. The
analysis by Foster (1948) separates phages into those (T2, T4,

T5, and T6) whose development is prevented by concentrations

which are 0.1 to 0.5 the concentration required to inhibit bac-

teria, and those (Tl, T3, and T7) which are inhibited only at

bacteriostatic concentrations. The activity of free phage and

its adsorption to bacteria are not affected by proflavine. Lysis

occurs after the normal latent period but no infectious particles

are found in the lysates. The same result is obtained when the

acridine is added at any time during the first half of the latent

period. When added later, the bursts yield only those phage

particles which had already matured before the addition of

proflavine.

DeMars, Luria, Fisher, and Levin thai (1953) examined lysates

obtained in the presence of proflavine and found the same

"doughnuts" (empty phage heads) that had been seen in prema-

ture lysates not containing proflavine (Levinthal and Fisher,

1952). The phage heads contain sulfur and phage-specific

complement-fixing antigens but no DNA. The antigen which

combines with neutralizing antibody is also present in proflavine

lysates but can be separated from the phage heads. DNA con-

taining hydroxymethylcytosine is also found (DeMars, 1955), as
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well as tail pins (Kellenberger and Sechaud, 1957). Thus the

synthesis of at least four macromolecular phage components

proceeds unhampered by proflavine. Phage production is

arrested at a late stage that may call for the assembly of these

several components (Chapter XI).

The mechanism by which proflavine interferes with matura-

tion is unknown. It may act directly on an enzyme required for

assembly, or block the synthesis of an unknown phage constitu-

ent, or alter the nucleic acid produced. Nucleic acids are

known to combine chemically with the acridines and the often

reported ability of nucleic acids, both RNA and DNA, to reverse

the inhibitory action of acridines may well be an expression of

this chemical combination. An indication that the DNA
formed by phage-infected bacteria under proflavine inhibition

may be diff'erent from normal phage DNA was described by
Astrachan and Volkin (1957). DNA labeled with P^^ ^^s
isolated from the proflavine-treated system and mixed with 20

times the amount of authentic phage DNA. The nucleotide

sequences obtained by degradation of the DNA mixture were

then examined for differences in specific activities. Differences

could not be detected among the products which were obtained

by the action of deoxyribonuclease. However, significant

differences were found at higher levels of organization among
the larger polynucleotide fragments obtained by heating the

DNA mixture.

Final ex'aluation of the mechanism of action of proflavine must

also take into account the reports of Manson (1954, 1957)

describing inhibitory effects on DNA synthesis. In a medium
containing a low level of inorganic phosphate sufficient for

normal growth of T2, proflavine prevents the synthesis of DNA
and utilization of glucose and inorganic phosphate. With
a high level of phosphate, phage development is still suppressed

but DNA synthesis is normal. In T5 infection, high levels of

phosphate do not suffice to reverse proflavine inhibition of DNA
synthesis.
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4. Abortive Infection

The term abortive adsorption (Benzer, 1952) or abortive in-

fection (Benzer and Jacob, 1953; Gross, 1954a) refers to the

tendency of bacteria, infected or held under conditions in which

growth of phage is arrested, to lose the capacity to produce phage

when transferred to normally favorable conditions. To pre-

serve the singularity of the phenomenon one excludes from

consideration those conditions, such as high temperature, that

destroy bacteria or phage separately. Numerous examples are

described by Adams (1954, 1955) and Northrop (1955a) and

some have already been referred to in this chapter. We discuss

here only a few examples that are at least partly understandable.

The abortive infection of bacteria by phage T2 in the presence

of proflavine has already been described. Since proflavine

blocks phage growth without preventing bacterial lysis, the loss

of capacity to produce phage is to that extent explained and is

not in itself very interesting.

A difTerent kind of abortive infection is observed when T5
adsorbs to bacteria in the absence of calcium (Adams, 1949b).

In this case the absence of calcium prevents injection (Luria and

Steiner, 1954). Bacteria held in the calcium-free medium
gradually lose their capacity to produce phage on subsequent

addition of calcium (Adams, 1949b). The infected bacteria

undergo cytological changes and are unable to multiply (Chapter

XII). These results may be summarized by saying that adsorp-

tion of phage under conditions in which injection fails causes

damage to the bacterium which may prevent subsequent injec-

tion when the conditions are changed or, if injection is not irre-

versibly prevented, the capacity to produce phage is nevertheless

irreversibly lost. This effect of noninjecting phage recalls the

eflfects of T2 ghosts on bacteria (Chapter V) and other types of

evidence for cellular damage at the time of infection (Chapter

XI).

In other instances the progressive loss of capacity to produce

phage is subject to nutritional control. Bacteria infected with

phage in the presence of cyanide may lose productive potential
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rapidly in simple media (Doermann, 1952), or very slowly in

nutrient broth (Benzer and Jacob, 1953), although injection is

probably slowed or prevented by cyanide in both instances

(Benzer, personal communication). Similarly, bacteria first

starved and then infected with T2 in salt solution lose productive

potential by a process that can be partly prevented by feeding

amino acids but not by feeding glucose (Gross, 1954b). In this

instance, too, there is indirect evidence for delayed injection; the

phage-producing potential of the rescuable infected cells remains

sensitive to antiphage serum for variable times up to 10 minutes

after infection (Gross, 1954a).

For experimental purposes, it is often desirable to be able to

infect bacteria under conditions in which abortive infection does

not occur, and yet phage growth is arrested at an early stage.

The use of cyanide for this purpose, mentioned above, is not

always successful, probably because injection is interfered with.

Chloramphenicol added before infection may prove more useful.

It arrests phage growth at an early stage (Tomizawa and

Sunakawa, 1956) but does not interfere with injection of T2
(Melechen and Hershey, personal communication). Low
temperatures, on the other hand, are not suitable (Adams 1954,

1955).

5. Noninfective Phage Particles Containing Structural Analogues

In the case of abortive infection, phage development is halted

before the completion of a mature phage particle. With other

chemical manipulations it is possible to allow phage development

to proceed to completion with the formation of structurally

mature phage which, however, are noninfective. In effect,

still-birth rather than abortion is brought about. This results

from the incorporation of an unnatural amino acid or pyrimidine

into the protein or nucleic acid of the phage.

In the presence of sulfanilamide, E. coli requires thymine and

other metabolites for growth. Utilizing this fact, Dunn and

Smith (1954) were able to replace thymine in the DNA of T2
and T5 by analogues of thymine in which the 5-methyl group
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had been replaced with bromine, iodine, or chlorine. For ex-

ample, T2 DNA, which normally contains 30 per cent thymine

among its bases, could be obtained with 6 per cent thymine and

24 per cent 5-bromouracil. The infectivity of such phage

progeny was measured in terms of optical density at 2,600 A per

plaque-forming particle (Chapter VII). Preparations were

obtained in which 50 to 90 per cent of the particles were non-

infective. Since the analogues were present before and after

infection it is reasonable to assume that all the phage particles,

infective or not, contained the unnatural base. Such prepara-

tions yield a high proportion of mutants (Litman and Pardee,

1956). It will be of interest to learn more about the properties

of these unnatural phage particles.

Attempts to obtain similar incorporation of purine analogues

have been disappointing. Incorporation of 8-azaguanine into

the RNA of E. coli B, but not into bacterial or phage DNA, was

obtained by Lasnitzki (1954). A comprehensive discussion of

the incorporation of analogues into RNA and DNA may be

found in the review by Matthews and Smith (1955).

Proteins may also be modified by replacing a natural amino

acid with its structural analogue. The incorporation of 7-aza-

tryptophan into bacterial and phage proteins was demonstrated

by Pardee, Shore, and Prestidge (1956). T2 produced after

infection in the presence of azatryptophan is noninfective and its

protein contains 0.4 per cent azatryptophan. Incorporation

was also obtained with tryptozan but not with 5-methyltrypto-

phan.

6. Miscellaneous Inhibitors

a. Antibioiics

In the main, antibiotics prevent phage formation only to the

extent of their antibacterial properties. Like other metabolic

inhibitors they also may induce premature lysis, thus decreasing

the normal phage yield. As mentioned previously, penicillin

allows phage production under conditions which inhibit bac-
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terial multiplication. The yield of phage may be decreased in

the manner mentioned, particularly of gram-positive bacteria

(Krueger, Cohn, Smith, and McGuire, 1948; Elford, 1948;

Himmelweit, 1945; Nicolle and Faguet, 1947). The acceler-

ated lysis in the presence of penicillin may well be a manifesta-

tion of inhibited synthesis of cell wall material.

In most cases, the inhibition of phage production by strepto-

mycin or dihydrostreptomycin parallels bacterial inhibition.

However, differential inhibition of phage was demonstrated by

Edlinger (1949) and by Bourke, Robbins, and Smith (1952).

In both cases the action could not be explained by the previously

reported ability of streptomycin to inactivate free phage particles

(Cohen, 1947b; Jones, 1945).

Aureomycin affects the production of T3 (Altenbern, 1953)

as well as that of other coliphages (Masry, 1953). In all cases,

aureomycin decreases the rate of adsorption, prolongs the latent

period, and reduces the burst size by at least one half.

A number of antibiotics with specific antiphage properties,

primarily phagicidal, have been described by Asheshov and his

associates. The notable members of this series include phagoles-

sin A58 (Hall and Asheshov, 1953) and chrysomycin (Strelitz,

Flon, and Asheshov, 1955).

b. Aromalie Diamidines

The aromatic diamidines, which include propamidine, pent-

amidine, and stilbamidine, were introduced into the chemo-

therapeutic arena as trypanosomacidal agents. Their action in

phage-bacterial systems shows two opposite effects. Pentami-

dine permits growth of Tl, and even increased production,

under conditions which are completely bacteriostatic for the un-

infected bacteria (Boyd and Bradley, 1951; Amos and Voll-

mayer, 1957). On the other hand, propamidine and stilb-

amidine, but not pentamidine, prevent the production of other

phages (Hotchin, 1951; Bourke, Robbins, and Smith, 1952;

Bird, 1956). These findings have particular significance in

view of the often recorded similarities between the actions of the
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diamidines and the acridines. Indeed, an acridine-like effect is

suggested by the fact that propamidine yields sterile lysates of

T2-infected bacteria (Bourke, Robbins, and Smith, 1952).

c. Dyestujfs

Antiseptic dyes usually inactivate free phage particles. The
inactivation may be direct or, as in the case of methylene blue,

it may require the participation of light and oxidizable sub-

strates. In a few cases, however, dyes have been shown to

differentially inhibit phage production without affecting the

activity of the free phage. Most notable of these include crystal

violet (Graham and Nelson, 1 954) and malachite green (Wolff and

Janzen, 1922; Fitzgerald and Babbitt, 1946; Czekalowski,

1952).

7. Summary

Phage production can be prevented by a wide variety of

chemical inhibitors. These may inhibit phage formation only

or, if the reactions which they affect are also required for host

metabolism, they may also inhibit the growth of uninfected bac-

teria. Infection can be prevented by interfering with the

adsorption or penetration processes. Prevention of adsorption

can be obtained by destroying the organ of attachment of the

phage with strong oxidizing agents or metal-cyanide complexes,

by destroying the complementary receptor sites of the host by a

variety of chemical treatments, or by interference at the level of

cofactor requirements for adsorption. Penetration may be

prevented by chelating agents, or by inactivating a structure

in the phage, presumably an enzyme, necessary for the injection

of DNA into the host. The synthesis of protein and nucleic acid

may be inhibited by numerous agents which include respiratory

poisons, specific inhibitors of protein synthesis, and analogues of

amino acids, purines, pyrimidines, and vitamins. In the known
cases, any interference with protein and nucleic acid synthesis

prevents not only phage production, but also multiplication of

uninfected bacteria.
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Three instances of chemical interference deserve special

mention. By the use of chloramphenicol to prevent protein

synthesis it is possible on the one hand to show a dependence of

DNA synthesis on prior protein synthesis, and on the other hand

to demonstrate the sequential synthesis of phage-precursor DNA
and protein. The acridines possess the remarkable property of

blocking maturation without preventing synthesis of phage

DNA and organized protein structures. Finally, by feeding

appropriate analogues, intact but noninfective phage particles

may be produced whose properties remain to be investigated.





CHAPTER XVI

MUTATION AND PHENOTYPIC VARIATION
IN PHAGES

D'Herelle (1926) was so much impressed with the capacity for

variation to be observed in phage that he beUeved all phages to

be variants of a single species. Other workers, struck by the

constancy of phage types, strongly opposed d'Herelle's view.

Some, though certainly aware that not all phages were alike,

wrote (and thought) in terms of "the bacteriophage." In part,

these different attitudes merely reflected different interests. In

effect, however, they produced a confusion of ideas exactly

parallel to that afflicting an earlier generation of microbiologists

who were trying to sort out the meaning of variability and con-

stancy met with among bacteria.

Today, as a result of systematic study, we know that phages

belong to many well-separated types and that limited variation

of several kinds is permissible within each type. The present

chapter summarizes the observed range of variation.

Many of the early observations on variation in phages have

been confirmed by more thorough study and many are probably

forever unconfirmable. Many observations of the latter type

can doubtless be ascribed to failure to distinguish between vari-

ation and simple contamination. Less obvious is the necessity

to distinguish between heritable and nonheritable variations.

Only in recent times has it become evident that certain types of

nonheritable variation in phages are very common.

The material treated in this chapter will be discussed at some

length because much of it has not been presented elsewhere as a

coherent topic, and because it is the conviction of the author that

most of the phenomena mentioned deserve more thorough study

than is being devoted to them at present.

289
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1. Definitions

The term genotype refers to the genetic constitution of a phage

line, inherited from ancestors and transmitted to offspring. To
determine the genotype of a phage particle one examines a

progeny derived from it or, more exactly, to demonstrate a

genotypic difference between two phage particles one examines

progenies derived from each under conditions as nearly identical

as possible. Any constant difference in properties observed in

this way is said to be heritable and implies a difference in geno-

type. Other criteria, such as persistence under a variety of

conditions of growth, or genetic recombination when applicable,

may be used to further elucidate the difference.

A genotypic difference arising within a single phage line can

be ascribed to mutation. Here further criteria can always be

applied. A mutation originates as a stepwise difference, pro-

ducing a mutant clone within the parental line. Such clones

should recur at random, producing a characteristic distribution

of clone sizes (Luria, 1951). A mutation should be identifiable

as a local change in genotype when analyzed by genetic recom-

bination (Chapter XVIII). The best studied phage mutations

show all these characteristics, but it is fairly certain that other

kinds exist (Sections 3h and 5 below)

.

The term phenotype, literally "what shows," refers to directly

observable characteristics, as opposed to genotype, which is a

somewhat more abstract concept and therefore easier to define.

With reference to a phage line, the phenotype corresponds to

the genotype (by definition), with the proviso that the phenotype

may vary with the conditions of observation whereas the geno-

type does not, but determines the phenotype under all conditions

(again by definition). Particular aspects of the phenotype of a

phage particle, therefore, may depend more on the conditions

under which the particle was formed than on pertinent aspects

of its genotype, though of course the general features of the

particle will always reflect its genotype.

To sum up, the word phenotype is used to refer to observable

characteristics, usually a particular one, of phage particles,
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whereas the word genotype denotes the constant determiner of the

recurring phenotype of a phage line observed under standard

conditions. The word mutaiion, in general, refers to any observed

change in genotype that occurs in an otherwise pure clone. A
mutation is a heritable change ; a change in phenotype may be

heritable or not; finally, and unfortunately, the phrase pheno-

typic modification means specifically a nonheritable change in

phenotype.

2. Nonhereditary (Phenotypic) Variation

Nonheritable changes in the properties of phage particles occur

under a variety of circumstances. Most of the known examples

were reviewed by Luria (1953b) in a definitive manner. The
several kinds may be classified as follows.

a. Host-Induced Modifications

Nonheritable changes in the properties of phage particles in

response to growth in different bacterial hosts were called host-

induced modifications by Luria (1953b) and host-controlled

variations by Bertani and Weigle (1953). All known examples

have many features in common but fall into two classes in one

respect.

The larger class is adaptive in the sense explained by the

following example. A phage grown on host A attacks host A
with high efficiency of plating but only a small proportion of the

particles is able to plate on host B. However, the progeny of

these few particles is able to plate on host A and on host B with

approximately equal efficiency. Host B has brought to light an

adaptive modification of the phage. The result described thus

far does not enable one to distinguish between a host range

mutation and a phenotypic modification of host range. When
the modified phage are grown again on host A, they revert com-

pletely and in one growth cycle to the original host range, with a

low plating efficiency on host B as compared with host A. This

manner of reversal of phenotype suggests a phenotypic modifica-
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tion rather than a mutation, which would be expected to revert

with much lower frequency. Numerous examples of adaptive

host-controlled modifications are described in Chapter XXI,
together with additional evidence for their nonmutational origin.

The phenomenon has been observed in many phages by Ander-

son and Felix (1952), Ralston and Krueger (1952, 1954),

Fredericq (1950), N. Collins Bruce (cited by Luria, 1953b),

Bertani and Weigle (1953), Fredericq (1953), Garen and Zinder

(1955), Beumer and Beumer-.Jochmans (1955), and E. B. Collins

(1956).

Only one example of a nonadaptive host-induced modification

is known (Luria and Human, 1952), but it was the first host-

induced modification to be recognized, and is exceptional also

because the modifying host (a particular strain of B/4) is a

mutant of the customary host (B). The nonadaptive character

of the restricted host range is indicated by the fact that T2
grown on B/4 loses its capacity to grow on B/4, but regains this

capacity on being returned to host B.

The common characteristics of all these host-induced modifica-

tions may be listed as follows (Luria, 1953b).

7. The modifications of the phage do not afTect its ability to

adsorb to its various bacterial hosts. The restricted growth on cer-

tain hosts is not due solely to failure to inject (Luria and Human,
1952; Garen and Zinder, 1955), thoughefficiency of injection has

not been measured in any instance. The abortive infection may
kill the refractory host, as with T2 and with certain Vi phages of

S. typhi, or not, as with P2 or P22. This difference probably

reflects general diff'erences in the properties of the phages, not

differences in the nature of the host-induced modification.

2. The few particles of a restricted phage that manage to

grow in cells of the refractory host are not exceptional particles;

rather the productive bacteria are exceptional. This is indi-

cated by the fact that the proportion of productive bacteria varies

with the conditions under which the bacteria were grown before

infection and with treatments, such as ultraviolet irradiation,

applied to the bacteria before infection. Single bursts of phage
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issuing from different cells of the modifying host seem to contain

identical proportions of particles capable of growing in (excep-

tional cells of) the refractory host, in contrast to the expectations

for mutational changes in the properties of the phage (Luria,

1953b; Ralston and Krueger, 1954). However, it does not

follow that the growth potential of all the particles of the modi-

fied phage is identical (Luria, 1953b).

3. In general, all of the phage particles issuing from a given

cell of the modifying host exhibit the altered host range. In

most instances, too, all the cells of the modifying host produce

the same modification of the phage, if they produce phage at all.

In one instance this is not true. One strain of B/4 contains cells

of which some yield "normal" T2 and soine restricted T2, de-

pending on the age of the culture at the time of infection (Luria,

1953b). In other instances, the modifying tendency of the host

is determined, in part, by carried prophages unrelated to the

phage undergoing modification (Chapter XXI).

The phenomenon of transduction (Chapter XIX) also fur-

nishes examples of nonheritable variations of phage particles

controlled by the host. These variations differ from the ex-

amples cited above in several respects. In most cases only a

minority of the particles is affected. The alteration may or

may not aff'ect the growth potential of the phage. The mecha-

nism is presumed to be quite different from that responsible for

other examples of host-controlled variation. The only reason

for mentioning transduction here is the possibility that it may
possess unknown features coinmon to all host-induced modifica-

tions.

In summary, nonheritable modifications of host range are

produced with very high efficiency when phages multiply in

certain hosts. Since these do not in general affect the ability of

the phage particles to complete the initial steps of infection, the

alteration is probably localized in soine of the injected inaterials

(Luria, 1953b). The next question is unanswered: are the

modifications localized in DNA or in some of the minor compo-

nents of the phage particles?
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b. Phenocopies

The term phenocopy means, literally, a nonheritable variation

that mimics in phenotype a heritable variation. We use it here

to include all nonheritable variations that seem, like mutations,

to arise "spontaneously," that is, under conditions not subject to

experimental control. Since only one example has been studied

the name is not very important.

Stocks of T5 and related phages contain about one particle

per thousand that is unusually resistant to thermal inactivation

(Lark and Adams, 1953, Chapter V). In this respect the ex-

ceptional particles resemble a much rarer mutant present in the

same stocks, but in the majority of the resistant particles the

resistance is not heritable. Remarkably enough, the number of

phenocopies per single cell yield of T5 is clonally distributed,

that is, most yields contain no resistant particles, some contain

only one or two, but a few contain 10 or more. Luria (1953b)

suggested a kind of pseudo-mutation to account for this result.

Probably an equally satisfactory interpretation would ascribe

the variation to differences in the conditions of growth in

different host cells (Adams, 1953a). In either case some sort of

host control seems to be called for, but it is clearly different from

that seen in typical host-controlled variations, in which every

particle in single bursts is affected. Different phages related to

T5 grown in different hosts yield,s similar proportions of heat

resistant particles (Adams, 1953a).

c. Phenotypic Mixing

The typical examples of host-controlled variation reflect an

interaction, probably indirect, between the genome of the modi-

fying host and that of the phage to produce phage particles of

modified phenotype. In mixed infection with related phages

one sometimes sees an interaction between the two phage gen-

omes to produce phage particles of modified phenotype. This

phenomenon is called phenotypic mixing and its resemblance to

host-controlled variation ends with the somewhat cryptic

analogy suggested by the above statements.
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The effect is best seen in the experiments of Streisinger (1 956c)

who studied mixed infections with specially prepared stocks of

T2 and T4 that differ only with respect to a single genetic locus

controlling the difference in specificity of adsorption in these

two phages. Thus T2 adsorbs to B and to B/4, but not to B/2,

and T4 adsorbs to B and to B/2, but not to B/4. The same locus

controls the difference in serological specificity by which it is

possible to prepare antisera neutralizing the infectivity of T2 but

not T4, and vice versa. This presumably means that the same

component in the phage tail is responsible for specificity of

adsorption and neutralization.

The issue of phage from bacteria mixedly infected with these

special stocks of T2 and T4 contains particles of only the two

expected genotypes: T2, forming clear plaques on the mixed

indicator B+B/4, and T4, forming clear plaques on B+B/2,
with none forming clear plaques on both indicators. One can

also determine the phenotype of the individual particles, both

with respect to specificity of adsorption and specificity of neu-

tralization by antiserum. Either method reveals three pheno-

types: particles resembling T2, particles resembling T4, and a

new kind of particle that adsorbs to both B/2 and B/4, and is

neutralized by both anti-T2 and anti-T4 sera. More remark-

able still, there is practically no correlation between phenotype

and genotype of individual particles. This result evidently

means that the tail of a phage particle contains a certain number
of unit structures, different in T2 and T4, and that a phage

particle formed in a mixedly infected bacterium receives tail

units of either kind, as well as a third structure determining the

tail-specificity of its offspring, by more or less independent acts.

The phenomenon was first observed in crosses between T2 and

T4 (Delbruck and Bailey, 1946; Novick and Szilard, 1951a)

and is also seen in mixed infections with T2 and its h mutant

(Hershey, Roesel, Chase, and Forman, 1951) and with lambda

and its h mutant (Appleyard, McGregor, and Baird, 1956). It

has not been observed with respect to any characters not asso-

ciated with specificity of adsorption.
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Phenotypic mixing thus differs from host-induced modifica-

tions with respect to the interacting units, the characters affected,

and the number of particles affected. It shows in a remarkable

way how two kinds of phage can cooperate in the formation of

a single particle.

d. Other Phenotypic Modifications

Agencies such as specific antiserum, radiations, heat, and

chemicals applied to extracellular phage particles produce, as

far as is known, exclusively phenotypic effects. They do not, at

any rate, produce typical mutations. Only a few examples are

of significance in the present context.

Ralston and Krueger (1954) noted, as is commonly observed

with phages, that the rate of loss of infectivity of the staphylo-

coccal phage PI 4 at 59 ° C. varies with the host on which titra-

tions are made. As a result, the effect of heating mimics the

effect of the host-induced modification ; both produce the same

restriction of host range. This may or may not suggest a com-

mon point of action for heat and the host-induced modification,

but two items of phage lore are worth citing in this connection.

On the one hand, antiserum and heating can produce similar

restrictions of host range (Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner,

1942). Both antiserum and heating probably interfere with

adsorption or penetration (Chapter VIII; Streisinger and

Franklin, 1956). Thus the effects of heat are probably quite

different in principle from typical host-induced modifications.

Ralston and Krueger did not make the pertinent test of reacting

antiserum with their phage in its unrestricted host range modi-

fication. Neither did they test the ability of the restricted phage

produced by heating to adsorb to the refractory host.

It is possible that heat-inactivated phages can sometimes

adsorb. Strongly heated preparations of T2 often show small

satellite plaques surrounding the few normal plaques appearing

on assay plates (Hershey, Franklin, and Streisinger, personal

communications). This suggests that some of the heated phage

particles can adsorb but fail to multiply unless helped out by
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unknown cofactors. The host-induced modification., as we

have seen, also show a dependence on bacterial physiology that

might be interpreted in nutritional terms.

Both heated and host-modified phages might well be investi-

gated to look for cofactor deficiencies (Luria and Human, 1952),

and above all to settle the question of penetration. The promis-

ing test of penetration is cross-reactivation between phage pairs

differing both in genetic markers and phenotypic modifications

(Streisinger and Franklin, 1956; Garen and Zinder, 1955).

Another special case of phenotypic modification was described

by Sagik (1954). He found that lysates of T2 often contain

phage particles that are noninfective because of failure to adsorb.

He demonstrated the noninfective particles by reactivating them

in various ways, for example by gentle heating. A similar effect

was demonstrated in another line of T2, not subject to heat

activation, in another way (Hershey and Melechen, 1957).

Sagik showed that at least part of the effect could be ascribed to

interactions between free phage particles and other products,

presumably related to receptor substances, released at the time of

lysis. Adams (1955) found that even the active particles in

such lysates fail to adsorb at °, whereas phage produced in salt-

free broth, where it presumably cannot combine with the in-

hibitor, adsorbs equally well at and 37 ° C. Y. T. Lanni and

F. Lanni, in unpublished experiments, obtained evidence that

the defective phage particles can be produced intracellularly,

which throws doubt on the adequacy of Sagik's interpretation

of the phenomenon.

3. Hereditary Variation (Mutation)

If one examines the properties of related phages such as T2,

T4, T6, and CI 6, one finds both qualitative and quantitative

differences in numerous properties. A catalogue of such differ-

ences would furnish a good idea of the capacity of the phages in

the group to vary by mutation. For practical reasons, it m.ay

not be possible to observe all the potential mutations directly.

However, by appropriate crossing one can transfer mutant
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genes from one strain to another for comparison and mapping,

just as in higher organisms. This approach to descriptive phage

genetics has been exploited particularly by Adams (1951b) and

by Streisinger (1956b) with benefits of both expected and un-

expected kinds. The information gained in this way will be

utilized below when necessary to supplement information

obtained by direct isolation of mutants.

a. Mutations Affecting Specificity of Adsorption

A given phage is likely to adsorb only to certain members of a

group of closely related bacterial strains. The phage may
acquire by mutation the ability to adsorb to a bacterium non-

receptive toward the original type, or lose by mutation an

adsorptive capacity it formerly possessed. Such mutations are

called, by common consent, host range mutations, and the locus

of such mutations is called an h locus (Hershey, 1946b). The
term host range in this connection is unsatisfactory because host

range can vary in ways not related to adsorption, but the usage is

too firmly entrenched to change. The term h mutation, how-

ever, should be restricted to its present exact meaning.

The typical procedure for the isolation of h mutants begins

with the isolation of a series of bacterial mutants resistant to the

wild type phage. The bacterial mutants are then used to

select phage mutants capable of infecting them. In general

some but not others of the bacterial mutants will prove sensitive

to h mutants present in the original stock of phage. The typical

result of this procedure is the isolation of a mutant, h, differing

by a single mutation from the parental stock, called h "*", as shown

by recombination tests. The effect of the mutation is usually

an extended host range; the mutant can infect two bacterial

strains of which the wild type phage can infect only one.

The extent to which such variation can be carried by successive

mutational steps has never been investigated, though the ques-

tion is of obvious importance to both phage and bacterial taxon-

omy (Stocker, 1955). As one remarkable instance, mutants of

Pasteurella pestis phages are known that can infect various Shigella
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species (Girard, 1943; Flu and Flu, 1946; Lazarus and Gunni-

son, 1947).

In T2, h mutations can occur at a number of widely separated

genetic loci (Hershey and Davidson, 1951 ; Baylor, Hurst, Allen,

and Bertani, 1957). Presumably these correspond to physi-

ologically different processes concerned with the organization of

tail structure in the phage. Streisinger and Franklin (1956)

studied the genetic structure of one of the regions controlling

specificity of adsorption in T2. They find that different muta-

tions tend to occur at a number of different sites, which prove to

be closely linked but separable by genetic recombination. Re-

versions to the wild phenotype, however, tend to occur at the

site of the original mutation. One can nevertheless recognize

several different phenotypes, differing in sensitivity to heat and

in other ways, among such reverse mutants.

Remarkably enough, as already mentioned, the two-fold

difference in host range between T2 and T4 seems to be due to

genetic changes at a single locus. The same locus accounts

for the difference in serological specificity (Streisinger, 1956b).

In addition to the examples cited host range mutations have

been described by Shwartzman (1927), Sertic (1929b), Sertic

and Gough (1930), Luria (1945a, b), Hershey (1946b), Wahl and

Blum-Emerique (1950, 1952a), Bresch (1953), Fraser and Dul-

becco (1953), and Appleyard, McGregor, and Baird (1956).

Probably all of these are mutations affecting specificity of ad-

sorption.

b. Mutations Affecting Growth Potential

We discuss here all those mutations affecting host range that

do not influence specificity of adsorption. In principle these

could belong to many different classes, but only a few are recog-

nized. For instance, no mutations are known to affect specifi-

cally the injection mechanism. The h mutation in Tl is a some-

what borderline case (Chapter X). The mutant can infect B/1

.

The wild type can adsorb to B/1 but the adsorption is reversible
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and has no effect on phage or bacterium. For the present this

example can be left among the h mutations.

The virulent mutants of temperate phages form one category

of mutants with altered growth potential (Chapter XIX). The
mutations decrease the frequency of lysogenization, and increase

the frequency of lytic infection, exhibited by the phage. Viru-

lent mutants produce clear plaques in contrast to the turbid

plaques formed by the temperate parent, and are often called c

mutants for this reason. Examples are described by Burnet and

Lush (1936), Gratia (1936b), Rountree (1949a), McCloy
(1951), Boyd (1951), Murphy (1952, 1954), Bertani (1953b),

Jacob and Wollman (1954), LwofT, Kaplan, and Ritz (1954),

Dickinson (1954), Barksdale and Pappenheimer (1954), Zinder

(1955), Levine (1957), Kaiser (1957).

A second category of mutations affecting virulence produces

scrong or inducing mutants of temperate phages. Such mutants

can overcome the immunity to superinfection exhibited by

lysogenic bacteria toward temperate phages closely related to

the carried prophage (Chapter XIX). Strong virulent mutants

thus form a subclass among virulent mutants, and seem to act

by inducing the lytic development of the carried prophage, as

well as initiating their own (Jacob and Wollman, 1953). Muta-
tions of this type thus produce an extended host range of a special

kind. The inducing mutant of lambda is a multiple mutant

(Jacob and Wollman, 1954). Other examples are mentioned

by Lwoff (1953) and Bertani (1953b, 1958).

Lysogenic bacteria are also refractory to infection by certain

phages unrelated to the carried prophage, including phages that

are virulent for the corresponding nonlysogenic bacteria. The
well studied example is the resistance of E. coli K12 carrying

prophage lambda to the rll mutants of T4 (Benzer, 1955)

(Chapter XVIII). The phage adsorbs to and kills the bac-

terium, and certainly injects, as shown by mixed infection ex-

periments, but usually fails to multiply. The mutation /II -^ r +

restores the limited growth potential to normal efficiency.

Other examples are cited by Bertani (1953b), and in Chapter

XXI
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Examples similar to the category last discussed, but unrelated

to lysogeny, may exist. Such examples are unknown and in

general might be difficult to establish.

The categories of mutation affecting growth potential sum-

marized above are clearly diverse, and probably many more

types exist. The utility of considering them together is that in

each case a block in one or another step in the sequence of reac-

tions essential to phage growth is released by mutation. Such

blocks are potentially identifiable in genetic and metabolic

terms (Bertani, 1953b).

c. Mutations Affecting Requirements for Adsorption

Anderson (1948b) found that a line of T4, for which trypto-

phan is a cofactor of adsorption (Chapter X), can mutate to

tryptophan independence. Delbriick (1948) isolated similar

"biochemical mutants" of T4, including some requiring calcium

ion in addition to tryptophan. The requirement for tryptophan

(or other cofactors) in T4 ranges all the way from strict depend-

ence to complete independence, with intermediate requirements

including "temperature sensitive mutants" that are helped by

tryptophan at lower temperatures but not at 37 ° C. (Anderson,

1948c; Wollman and Stent, 1952).

The adsorption of Delbriick's (1948) tryptophan-requiring

stocks was inhibited by indole, suggesting competitive interaction

of tryptophan and indole at a common site of activation. How-
ever, Anderson's (1948b) stocks are not inhibited by indole, yet

show the same kinetics of activation by tryptophan as indole-

sensitive stocks (Anderson, 1948a; Stent and Wollman, 1950).

The effects of indole and tryptophan on adsorption of different

related phages, illustrated in Table XVII, suggests that these

two substances act independently, though perhaps on a common
activation mechanism. This mechanism is unknown, but a

start has been made toward its identification (Chapter X).

Burnet and Freeman (1937) isolated from phage H (related to

T2) a variant that adsorbed more slowly to its host than did the

parental phage. The isolation was accomplished by repeated
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TABLE XVII
Role of L-Tryptophan and Indole in Adsorption of Different Phages
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phage. As a result, wild type phages of this group tend to be of

the lysis-inhibiting variety (r+), but mutate with rather high

frequency to the r (rapidly-lysing) form, which does not produce

lysis-inhibition.

2

•

« •
•

4* •
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certain mutants are rapid-lysers on E. coli B, but produce lysis

inhibition on E. coli K12 and other bacteria (Benzer, 1955, 1957).

To produce lysis-inhibition, the primary infection must be

with r+ phage, but some r mutants will serve as the superinfecting

phage (Stent and Maal0e, 1953). Different r mutants of the

same phage vary greatly in physiological properties (Hershey,

1946b; Benzer, 1957).

The r mutants form characteristic plaques, which explains

their importance in early genetic studies. One of these and

other mutants of T4 are illustrated in Figure 9.

Cohen (1956) suggested that the r mutants, compared to their

parental phages, contain a larger amount of glucose as a con-

stituent of their nucleic acids. Sinsheimer (1956) failed to

confirm this, showing that the difference cannot be character-

istic of all r mutants. Different phages related to T2 do, how-

ever, differ in their content of DNA-glucose (Sinsheimer, 1956).

The loci of all r mutations are widely spread throughout the

linkage structure of T4. A certain class of them, restricted to a

small region of the linkage structure, affect both the lysis-in-

hibiting property on E. coli B, and the growth potential in

lysogenic K12 (Benzer, 1955). The two phenotypic effects are

evidently not directly related, but neither one is understood.

The remarkable utility of the restricted host-range of the rll

mutants is discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter XVIII.

The r mutation was probably first seen by Sertic (1929c) and

Demerec and Fano (1945).

e. Mutations Affecting Plaque Type

Almost any mutation in a phage is likely to alter the appear-

ance of its plaques. Mention has already been made of virulent

mutants of temperate phages, ; mutants, and mutants of de-

creased rate of adsorption. We describe here additional plaque-

type mutations the physiological basis for which has not been

investigated.

That different phages produce plaques differing in appearance

was recognized very early. Examples were illustrated by Gratia
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(1922), Asheshov (1924), Burnet (1933d), and Asheshov,

Asheshov, Khan, and Lahiri (1933).

Some of the earliest observations of mutation affecting plaque

type and host range were made by Sertic (1929b, c). Small

plaque mutants in T2 were described by Hershey and Rotman
(1949) and in T4 by Doermann and Hill (1953). The use of

nutrient agar containing water soluble dyes to recognize "color

mutations" in Tl was introduced by Bresch (1953). Several

plaque-type mutants of T4 are illustrated in Figure 9.

/. Mutations Affecting Stability

The stability of phages subjected to inactivating agents can be

measured with precision (Chapters V and VI). It ought,

therefore, to be a simple matter to isolate and recognize resistant

mutants. However, this procedure has more often failed than

succeeded.

One difficulty was discovered by Adams and Lark (1950).

Phage T5 yields heat stable mutants but their presence in a stock

is usually obscured by the much more numerous nonmutant

heat-stable particles (Adams, 1953a).

Mutants selected for altered adsorption characteristics are

often found to differ from the wild stock in sensitivity to heat

(Burnet and Freeman, 1937; Hershey and Davidson, 1951;

Streisinger and Franklin, 1956).

T2 and T4 differ in resistance to ultraviolet light and this

difference can be traced to a single locus by interspecific crosses

(Streisinger, 1956a). Attempts to isolate a mutant of T2 having

the resistance of T4 have not succeeded, however.

A host range mutant of phage CI 6 shows an increased sus-

ceptibility to inactivation by formaldehyde (Wahl and Blum-

Emerique, 1950).

g. Mutations Affecting Antigenic Specificity

The serological difference between T2 and T4 segregates in

interspecific crosses with the host range character, both being
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controlled by the same locus (Streisinger, 1956b). In view of

this fact, it is remarkable that the effect of a single host range

mutation in T2 does not hav^e a detectable serologic effect

(Luria, 1945a; Hershey, 1946a). Lanni and Lanni (1957)

have reported serological variation in T5, however. D'Herelle

and Rakieten (1935) reported the selection of an antiserum-

resistant strain of a staphylococcal phage. Fodor and Adams
(1955) obtained segregation and recombination of serological

characters in crosses between T5 and the related phage PB.

h. Other Mutations

Mutations affecting the ability to lysogenize, usually from

temperate to virulent character, are of unusual genetic interest,

but these were mentioned above and are discussed in Chapter

XIX. The response of lysogenic bacteria to inducing agents

also appears to be subject to genetic control by the prophage and

Lwoff (1953) describes a probable mutation with respect to this

character.

Ralston and Krueger (1954) obtained variants of a staphylo-

coccal phage differing in capacity to undergo host-induced

modification.

Variation in requirements for metal ions have been described.

In the case described by Delbriick (1948) calcium is required as a

cofactor for adsorption. In other instances calcium serves as a

cofactor for injection (Luria and Steiner, 1944). Variation of a

staphylococcal phage (Asheshov, 1926) and of a megaterium

phage (Wollman and Wollman, 1938) to greater resistance to

citrate might be interpreted as a reduced requirement for a co-

factor for injection.

Beumer-Jochmans (1951) described a variant of a staphylo-

coccal phage which had acquired the ability to bring about lysis

at 44° C.

Mutation to resistance to proflavine in phages has been re-

ported several times (Foster, 1948) (Chapter XV). Resistance

can be increased by successive mutational steps. These muta-
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tions are of special interest because the action of proflavine has

been traced to the maturation step in phage growth.

Sertic (1929a) described a phage whose plaques were sur-

rounded by a spreading halo caused by a rapidly diffusible iysin.

Sertic and Gough (1930) reported hereditary variation with

respect to this character. Another example is described by

Adams and Park (1956), who cite additional pertinent literature.

In their case the Iysin was identified as an enzyme hydrolyzing

the capsular material of Friedlander's bacillus. The enzyme
was found both free in phage lysates and attached to phage

particles. It was not found in uninfected bacteria. Phage

variants were obtained diff"ering in the amount of enzyme pro-

duced, with corresponding differences in plaque-type. The
possibility of an enzyme under genetic control by the phage is

strongly indicated. The role of the enzyme in adsorption of the

phage is not yet clear.

Several results of Streisinger's intercrosses between T2 and T4
have been mentioned, but the most remarkable remains to be

described. These two phages diflfer in three characters pertinent

in the present context (Streisinger and Weigle, 1956). The
DNA of T2 contains 0.77 mole of glucose per mole of hydroxy-

methylcytosine, whereas that of T4 contains 1.0 mole (Sin-

sheimer, 1956). T2 plates with very low efficiency on certain

stocks of E. coli K12 whereas T4 plates with high efficiency. T4
suppresses the growth of T2 in mixed infections, whereas T2 does

not suppress the growth of T4. These three characters will be

called bar characters in the remainder of this discussion. They
seem to have a common genetic determination or, at any rate,

fail to segregate in crosses.

If a bacterium is infected with both T2 and T4 phages, it

liberates many particles with the host range genotype of T4 but

also some with the host range genotype of T2. Similarly, if the

T2 parent carried an r marker, some few of the offspring particles

will be r. When the offspring particles are examined for the

bar genotype, however, all of them prove to resemble T4.

Moreover, when one of the off'spring particles with the host
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range of T2, now called T2 bar, is backcrossed with T2r (non-

bar), the yield (containing some r particles) is again entirely bar

in character.

These results are remarkable in several respects. First, the

bar character, unlike the familiar genetic markers in these phages,

shows "spreading inheritance"; it does not segregate among the

offspring of bar by nonbar crosses. Second, it is associated with

a gross chemical difference in the DNA, which does not seem to

be referable to any antecedent mutational change (tests of this

possibility are still rudimentary, however). Third, the ability of

T4 to grow in K12 is associated with this gross chemical differ-

ence, which offers an opportunity to explore possible causes for

the restricted host range of T2. Fourth, the results suggest the

possibility of isolating bar mutants of T2, but this possibility has

not been adequately tested. Such a mutation would be of an

entirely new kind. Fifth, an obvious clue is offered to the nature

of one kind of exclusion between dissimilar phages (Chapter

XVII).

Additional indications that anomalous types of mutation exist

are discussed in section 5 below.

4. Mutation Frequency

Phage mutations are believed to occur exclusively during

growth of phage (Luria, 1945a; Hershey, 1946b, 1953d;

Weigle, 1953; Jacob, 1954c; Latarjet, 1949, 1954). The rates

of natural mutation are not known with great exactness, but

probably vary at least over the range from 10~^ to 10~^° per locus

per generation.

Luria (1945a) and Hershey (1946a) measured rates of h

mutation in Tl and T2. In T2 the measured rate lies between
10~^ and 10~^, which may be too high or ambiguous, depending

on how the locus is defined (Hershey, 1953d; Streisinger and

Franklin, 1956), and is almost certainly too low since phenotypic

mixing is neglected.

Hershey (1946a, b) and Luria (1951) estimated rates of r

mutation in T2 at about 10""* per phage particle per generation.
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Luria's analysis, furthermore, suggested that the mutants form

geometric clones originating at all times during phage growth,

which partly justifies the method of calculation. However, the

rates measured in this way are complex functions of the large,

unknown number of possible sites of mutation (Hershey and

Rotman, 1948; Benzer, 1957), and are not therefore very

interesting. Hershey (1946a) estimated, by a crude method that

is nevertheless free from many types of complication, the rate of

reversion from r to r+ in one of the mutants. The rate fell be-

tween 10~^ and 10~^ per phage per generation. This is probably

the rate for a single locus, since the reverse mutations tend to

occur at or near the site of the original one (Hershey and Rotman,

1948). However, the rates of reversion at different r loci vary

over a wide range (Hershey and Rotman, 1948; Benzer, 1957).

Mutations affecting host range (specificity of adsorption) in

T2 show several characteristics in common with the r mutations

(Streisinger and Franklin, 1956). Mutations from h to A+ occur

at many closely linked loci with an over-all frequency of the

order 10^'* per phage per generation. The rates at individual

loci must be considerably lower and not too dissimilar from each

other. Reversions from h+ to h, on the other hand, invariably

occur at or near the site of the original mutation to /?+. The
reversion frequency varies greatly for different h^ mutants.

Thus the A'phenotype (like the r+) seems to call for a rigidly

specified genetic configuration that is relatively stable. The h+
phenotype (like the r) can be produced by many different con-

figurations, many of which are extremely unstable. In both h

and r systems, the distinction between "forward" and "reverse"

mutations is real, though the distinction between "wild" and

"mutant," of course, is somewhat arbitrary. These conclusions

were first clearly stated by Streisinger and Franklin.

Adams (1953a) estimated the rate of the mutation to heat

stability in T5 at 10~^ to 10~^ per phage per generation.

These facts seem to permit only a few generalizations. First,

mutation rates at individual loci can vary anywhere between an

upper limit necessary for the persistence of the phage type, and a
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lower limit below which the mutation would pass undetected.

As a result, the r mutations in T4, which can occur in very many
loci, actually tend to recur rather frequently in a few (Benzer,

1957). Like the facts mentioned above concerning h muta-

tions, this shows that stability at a locus depends on local details

of structure. The same conclusion is supported by the sugges-

tion that different mutations at the same locus can be associated

with different reversion frequencies at that locus (Benzer, 1957).

So far there is no evidence that stability at a given locu ^ is influ-

enced by genetic structure at distant points. Some early

indications of this (Hershey, 1946a) have not been borne out by

further study (N. Symonds, personal communication).

Luria's (1951) demonstration of a clonal distribution of r

mutants among single cell yields of T2 provides the chief evi-

dence for a geometric mechanism (as opposed to an observed

linear rate) of phage growth.

5. Mutagenic Agents

There is as yet no indication that mutagenic agents produce

mutations in extracellular phage particles. In contrast there is

considerable evidence that these agents have a pronounced

mutagenic effect when applied to infected host cells. There was

much scepticism concerning early papers on mutagenesis be-

cause of the difficulty of ruling out possible selection by the muta-

genic agent. However, the demonstration of the phenomenon
with several different mutagens now seems convincing.

Apparently the first experiments were performed by Latarjet

(1949), who produced h mutations in T2 by ultraviolet irradi-

ation of infected bacteria. The infected bacteria were plated on

B/2 to determine the number of infected cells that liberated h

mutants and on B to determine the number that liberated any

phage. The ratio between these two numbers was taken as a

measure of the frequency of occurrence of mutations. This

frequency for unirradiated controls was 15 X 10"''. Irradia-

tion during the first third of the latent period before much DNA
synthesis had occurred gave doubtful and inconsistent results.
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Irradiation during the later two thirds of the latent period gave

a marked increase in the frequency of mutations. The fre-

quency was dose-dependent with a threshold of 3,000 ergs per

square mm. and a maximum between 5,000 and 6,000 ergs.

The maximum frequencies observed were in the range from 100

to 200 X 10"'^ to give about a 10-fold increase over the controls.

The radiation dose was in the same range as that found to be

mutagenic for the host bacterium (Demerec and Latarjet, 1946).

Phage T2 and T2^ were equally susceptible to ultraviolet in-

activation when either extra- or intracellular, but apparently no

experiments were done with mixedly infected bacteria to rule out

the possibility of selection under these conditions. The actual

yield of mutants may well have been higher than observed in

these experiments because of the probability that some mutant

particles were lost because phenotypic mixing prevented their

plating on B/2. In later experiments (Latarjet, 1954) in which

phenotypic mixing was eliminated by passage of phage progeny

through strain B before plating on B/2, the frequency of mutant

particles was raised to 37 times that of unirradiated controls.

The effect of the mutagenic agent, nitrogen mustard, on phage

T2 was studied by Silvestri (1949). The agent caused exponen-

tial inactivation of phage that was not stopped by dilution into

reagents that destroyed nitrogen mustard, but apparently was

arrested by adsorption of the phage to susceptible host cells.

The rate of inactivation was proportional to the concentration

of the mustard. The adsorption of the treated phage particles

to strain B, followed by plating of infected bacteria on B/2,

revealed a large increase in the frequency of host range mutants

among the survivors. The frequency increased from 5 X 10"^

in the controls to 10"^ in Af/20 mustard and lO"'' in Af/10

mustard. The increase in frequency was parallel to the de-

crease in survival so that a selective effect could be invoked

only if the mustard had no effect at all on mutant particles.

The most reasonable explanation of the increased frequency of

mutants is a direct mutagenic effect of the nitrogen mustard.

Although the agent is applied to the phage before infection,
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the mutagenic effect may well occur within the host cell.

Further kinetic study of this system is desirable.

A remarkable example of the induction of mutations in phage

was reported by Weigle (1953), who studied effects of ultraviolet

light on the temperate phage lambda and its host. He found

that the plaque count of ultraviolet-treated phage was much
higher when plated on ultraviolet-irradiated bacteria than when
plated on normal bacteria. The bacteria could be irradiated

before or as long as 30 minutes after adsorption of the phage.

Reactivation was also produced by bacteria that had been treated

with X-rays and with nitrogen mustard, but not when they had

been treated with hydrogen peroxide. Among the offspring

of phage particles reactivated in this way were found six dis-

tinct kinds of plaque-type mutants but no host-range mutants.

The proportion of mutant plaques increased linearly with the

dose of ultraviolet light received by the phage and also with the

dose received by the bacteria. Treatment of the irradiated

bacteria with visible light eliminated the mutagenic effect.

Illumination of irradiated bacteria after infection with irradiated

phage increased the survival of the phage but no mutants were

found. The author concluded that mutations were produced

only when both phage and host bacteria had been treated with

mutagenic agents. Weigle and Dulbecco (1953) found that the

same type of mutagenesis by ultraviolet light is demonstrable with

the virulent phage T3, in which case many of the mutants show

extended host range.

In the meantime, Fraser and Dulbecco (1953) had obtained

unexpected results in crosses between spontaneous h mutants in

T3. Their results suggested, among other things, that multiple

mutations occur in this phage with a frequency that is unreason-

ably high relative to the frequency of single mutations. Results

of this kind have to be interpreted, in general, as evidence of a

mutagenic effect that varies from bacterium to bacterium

(Bryson and Davidson, 1951). However, this peculiarity has

been seen only in mutants of phage T3, and has not been studied

in any detail in this phage.
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At this point several facts could be coordinated by making-

some radical assumptions. The study of lysogenic bacteria had

just suggested that prophages occupy a phage-specific site on the

bacterial chromosome, with the further implication, perhaps, of

genetic homology between phage and bacterium (Lederberg

and Lederberg, 1953; Lwoff, 1953; Bertani, 1953b). The
experiments of Weigle and of Fraser and Dulbecco suggested an

extension of this idea to explain the anomalous aspects of muta-

genesis in lambda and T3. The proposal was made that the

observed changes are not mutations at all, but effects of genetic

recombination between phage and bacterium (Delbriick, 1954).

This idea has been elaborated very skillfully by Stent (1958),

who shows that it has undeniable merits. These are also illus-

trated by the following work more or less directly prompted by

the idea.

Fraser (in Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954) con-

tinued work on T3 mutagenesis with the following results.

Typically, phage T3 brings about prompt lysis of infected host

cells without the production of mutant phage particles. Under
certain physiological conditions phage T3 may form a relatively

stable complex with the host cell that persists for hours and pos-

sibly multiplies. These complexes may be induced to lyse by

dilution into broth at 37 ° C, when they liberate a yield of phage

containing about one per cent of host range mutants. Ultra-

violet irradiation of the bacteria before infection also produces

many mutants among the phage progeny. The mutants pro-

duced in this way are of the same phenotype as those liberated

from late-lysing unirradiated bacteria. Fraser suggested that

these "mutants" might arise as the result of recombination be-

tween the phage genetic material and a homologous region in

the host cell genetic material. If this were so it might be antici-

pated that the "mutational patterns" would differ when the

same phage strain was used to infect different bacterial strains.

This was tested and found to be the case.

Jacob (1954c) studied mutations affecting virulence in phage

lambda with results somewhat different from those reported by
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Weigle (1953). The mutation scored by Jacob occurred spon-

taneously with a frccjucncy of about 1()~'' per infected bacterium

in strain K12S infected with a lambda derivative. The muta-

tion frequency was increased by increasing doses of ultraviolet

light applied to the host bacteria before infection, reaching a

maximum of about 5 X 10~^ per infected bacterium. Similar

results were obtained by treating the bacteria with nitrogen mus-

tard before infection with phage. There was a large increase in

the absolute numbers of mutant phage particles as well as in

their proportion in the population, that is, treatment of the host

bacteria with the mutagen before infection did not cause an

appreciable loss of infecting phage particles. The mutagenic

capacity of the treated bacteria varied with the interval between

irradiation and infection. Incubation at 37 ° C. increased muta-

genic capacity to a maximum after 20 to 30 minutes and then

decreased it.

Thus Weigie (1953) and Weigle and Dulbecco (1953) ob-

served a mutagenic effect of ultraviolet light in lambda and T3
that required irradiation of both bacteria and phage, whereas

Fraser (Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954) and Jacob

(1 954c) obtained mutagenic effects in the same phages by irradiat-

ing only the bacteria before infection. All agree that the

bacteria must be irradiated. All the results can be interpreted

in terms of the familiar, if complicated, phenomenon of radio-

chemical mutagenesis. The interesting alternative mentioned

above is genetic recombination between bacteria and phage.

The discovery that irradiation of the phages increases frequency

of genetic recombination in ordinary phage crosses (Jacob and

Wollman, 1955), adds to this argument.

Further evidence for a possible genetic homology between

phage and host cell was obtained by Garen and Zinder (1955).

Their evidence indicates that the sensitivity of phages to inacti-

vation by ultraviolet irradiation places them in two distinct cate-

gories; sensitive phages such as T2, T4, and T6 and resistant

phages such as Tl, T3, and P22. The authors suggest that the

relative resistance of the latter group is due to replacement of
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damaged phage material by recombination with homologous

genetic material present in the host cell. Phages that are highly

sensitive to inactivation may have no genetic material homol-

ogous to that of their host cell, and this is consistent with the

gross chemical differences between the DNA of some of these

phages and that of their hosts. The hypothesis of replacement

is also supported by the fact that irradiation of bacteria before

infection depresses their ability to support growth of irradiated

P22 but not that of unirradiated P22 or of irradiated T2.

The general hypothesis of phage-bacterium homology can,

however, be placed in a different light, as suggested by the fol-

lowing experiments.

Jacob and Wollman (1953) described the properties of a viru-

lent, "inducing" mutant of the temperate phage lambda. This

phage plated with equal efficiency on the lysogenic host K12
(lambda) and on the nonlysogenic strain K12S. However,

ultraviolet-inactivated phage gave a much higher plaque count

on host strain K12 (lambda) than on K12S. This reactivation

occurred only in lysogenic bacteria carrying prophage lambda,

not in bacteria carrying unrelated prophages. When the ir-

radiated superinfecting phage carried additional genetic markers,

the reactivated phage was predominantly of the superinfecting

type, but some bacteria liberated products of recombination

with the carried phage. The proportion of recombinants

in the phage yield increased with increasing doses of ultraviolet

light to the superinfecting phage. Jacob and Wollman inter-

preted the recombinants as the result of induction of the develop-

ment of prophage by the infecting particles, following by genetic

recombination between the two kinds of vegetative phage.

This example suggests the possibility that apparent muta-

genesis could often be the result of genetic recombination between

the test phage and an unknown prophage carried by the bacter-

ium. The fact that in this example, the effect is produced by irra-

diating the phage alone, is uniinportant, since the result depends

on the special property of this phage to cause the induction of

the carried prophage. With other mutants of lambda, the com-
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parable experiment could be performed only if the bacteria were

first irradiated to cause induction of prophage development.

The example cited also calls for a distinction between phage-

bacterium homology, and phage-prophage homology. At the

present time this distinction is not generally possible. It can

only acquire meaning, in fact, as the nature of prophage integra-

tion into the bacterial genome is elucidated (Chapter XIX) on

the one hand, and methods are developed for eliminating unsus-

pected prophages from bacteria, on the other.

Mutagenic action of proflavine in bacteria infected with T2
was reported by DeMars (1953). The frequency of mutations

aff"ecting lysis inhibition was increased at least 10-fold when pro-

flavine was added to the culture at the time of infection. There

seemed to be no selective eff^ect of proflavine in mixed infection

experiments.

The incorporation of 5-bromouracil into the DNA of T2
(Chapter XV) has mutagenic effects of unusual interest (Litman

and Pardee, 1956; Litman, 1956). Both plaque-type and host-

range mutants are produced. So far it is doubtful whether the

mutational eff"ects are directly related to the incorporation of the

analogue. However, the system offers new means of attacking

problems of mutagenesis.

In conclusion, numerous examples of induced mutagenesis in

phage are known. In several instances, the results can be inter-

preted in terms of genetic recombination between test phage

and phage-like material carried by the host bacterium, though

clear recognition of such instances is limited to work with known
lysogenic bacteria. In other instances, as with phage T2,

chemical and photochemical mutagenesis seems clear. In such

instances, the mutagenic agent usually has to act on the infected

bacterium ; action on the extracellular phage particles is ineflfec-

tive. In all instances, with trivial exceptions, the bacterium

must be exposed to the mutagenic agent. Exposure of the phage

may or may not be necessary in addition.
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6. Summary

Variation in phages can be divided into two broad classes,

hereditary or not, and hereditary variation can be further sub-

divided into two categories, mutation and genetic recombina-

tion. Genetic recombination between phages is a well-defined

phenomenon described in Chapter XVIII. Genetic recombina-

tion is micntioned here only when it threatens to be confused

with mutation, that is, when the initial genetic purity of a phage

clone cannot be guaranteed because of possible "contamination"

from the host.

Nonheritable variation is most informative in two examples.

The first, called phenotypic mixing, calls for interactions be-

tween two related phages multiplying in the same host and,

specifically, for an interaction between two alleles of an h (host-

range) gene in such phages. The effect is to produce phage

particles differing in h phenotype and genotype, and phage par-

ticles of mixed h phenotype. Particles of mixed genotype

(heterozygotes. Chapter XVIII) are also produced, but this

probably has little to do with phenotypic mixing.

The second example of nonheritable variation, called host-

induced modification, results from unknown causes by which

certain characteristics of the phenotype of an entire phage popu-

lation are determined by the bacteria in which it was produced.

The host range character is the principal one affected but, in

contrast to phenotypic mixing, not at the level of attachment

of phage to bacterium. Both physiological and genetic factors

in the bacterium can be recognized to play a role in this phe-

nomenon. The nature of the change in the phage is not known.

One instance of spontaneous phenotypic variation in phage has

also been described.

Mutations in phages can be classified according to character

affected, as is done in this chapter, but this classification is of

little theoretical interest. More important is the separation into

expected and unexpected categories. The expected categories

can be dismissed as follows. They arise spontaneously during

phage growth and their frequency can be increased by a few
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mutagenic agents only when these are applied to the infected

bacterium. They arise in a stepwise manner producing mutant

subclones, and in most instances prove to carry single mutant

loci. These mutations showing expected characteristics have

been studied with reasonable care only in T2 and T4.

In crosses between T2 and T4, both unexpected and expected

genetic differences are brought to light. The expected ones

consist of a pair of allelic genes responsible for the differences in

host range and serological specificity, and another pair respon-

sible for the differences in sensitivity to ultraviolet light. The
unexpected one is a difference in the DNA-glucose content to

which no locus can be assigned, because the gross difference

fails to segregate in crosses. This difference is correlated with a

difference in host range not affecting adsorption. The origin of

a similar difference by mutation has not been observed.

Other anomalous mutations arise under conditions suggesting

special interactions between phage and bacterium, possibly ge-

netic recombinations, and possibly involving carried, phagelike

materials rather than bacterial chromosomes proper, a distinction

that cannot yet be made in most cases. Such mutations have

been seen only in T3 and lambda. In T3, the spontaneous

mutants arise only under special physiological conditions, and

the mutants tend to show multiple-factor differences from wild

type. In both T3 and lambda, irradiation of the bacterium

before infection increases the frequency of mutation. It is

possible, of course, that these are, after all, for the most part

photochemically induced mutations of the conventional sort.

If so they are no less remarkable, because in this case a clear

separation of the inducer, ultraviolet light, from its ultimate

target, the phage chromosome, has been achieved.

The physiological effects of mutational changes present a

broad field for biochemical exploration, but this has scarcely

been started as yet. The topic will be discussed briefly in

Chapter XVIII.



CHAPTER XVII

MIXED INFECTION

Mixed infection may be defined as the infection of a single

bacterium by at least two distinguishable phage particles.

This evidently means something quite different from the mixed

infection of a higher plant or animal by two distinct viruses.

In the latter case the same cells need not be infected by the two

viruses and any interaction between them may be very indirect.

For this reason what was long known as "interference" between

pairs of plant and animal viruses should not be confused with

"mutual exclusion" as described below.

The ratio of infecting phage particles to infected bacteria

(the multiplicity of infection) may be varied over a wide range,

and independently for the two types of infecting phages. Because

one deals with cell populations one cannot determine for any

single bacterium exactly how many phage particles of each kind

initiated the infection. However, one can calculate by means

of the Poisson distribution the proportion of the bacterial popu-

lation that was infected with any given combination of phage

particles. The time between infections with the two viruses

can be varied from virtually zero to an interval as long as the

minimum latent period, permitting great flexibility in the design

of experiments.

Mixed infection with two distinct phages may have one of

several results. A given cell may liberate both kinds of phage,

only one of the two kinds, or neither kind. In addition it may
liberate particles differing from either infecting type. The ease

with which the significant variables in mixed infections with

phages may be controlled has permitted the rapid development

of phage genetics. The rapid progress in this field is due to two

major factors, the favorable properties of bacteriophages as

319
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materials for genetic research, and perhaps more important, the

fact that the research workers were not trained as classical

geneticists.

1. Mixed Infection with Unrelated Phages—Mutual Exclusion

The first clear-cut experiments involving the mixed infection

of bacterial cells with genetically unrelated phages were per-

formed by Delbriick and Luria (1942). They infected E. coli

strain B with the two unrelated phages Tl and T2, both of which

can grow on this host. The phage yields from such mixedly

infected bacteria were identified qualitatively by plating the

infected cells before lysis on agar plates seeded with indicator

bacteria: B/1 to recognize T2 yielders or B/2 to recognize Tl
yielders (Chapter IX). Similarly, the phage yield after lysis

could be assayed separately for its content of the two phage

types by plating samples on each of the two indicators. (Actu-

ally, in this instance, the two phages can also be distinguished

by the very different size of plaques.)

Making use of these principles, Delbriick and Luria (1942)

performed one-step growth experiments (Chapter II), infecting

cells of strain B with the mixed phages Tl and T2, and plating

samples of the culture alternately on B/1 and B/2. The early

platings showed the proportion of the mixedly infected bacteria

that liberated each kind of phage, and the later platings showed

the average yield per infected bacterium for each phage type.

Following simultaneous mixed infection with an average multi-

plicity of 4 phage particles of each type, it was found that the

mixedly infected bacteria liberated only phage T2. Phage Tl

was unable to multiply although it adsorbed normally. If the

input ratio of phage T2 was decreased the proportion of infected

bacteria liberating T2 decreased and the proportion liberating

Tl increased correspondingly. The proportion of bacteria

liberating phage Tl corresponded exactly to the expected porpor-

tion that escaped infection by T2. This result means that

adsorption of a single T2 phage particle to a host bacterium

renders that bacterium incapable of serving as a host for phage
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Tl. Phage Tl is effectively excluded from multiplying in bac-

teria that are infected with phage T2. The Tl phage particles

that are adsorbed to T2-infected bacteria are inactivated;

they are not recoverable as plaque-forming phage either before

or after lysis of the mixedly infected bacteria. In the light

of contemporary knowledge, we suppose that both phages inject,

but only T2 carries through all the steps necessary to production

of new phage particles.

Phage Tl was given a head start of various time intervals

before addition of phage T2 to see if it could escape domination

by this means. When Tl preceded T2 by 2 or 4 minutes, T2
still dominated growth. When Tl preceded T2 by 6.5 minutes,

it accounted for about 60 per cent of the yield. If Tl preceded

by 7.5 minutes, it made up nearly 90 per cent of the yield.

Tl must precede T2 by about 6 minutes in order to compete on
an equal basis with T2 in mixed infection.

In a later study of mixed infection, Delbriick (1945c) intro-

duced a new and valuable technique, the use of mixed indicator

bacteria as a test for the simultaneous liberation of different

phages from the same bacterium. To detect mixed yields

of Tl and T2, for instance, he seeded plates with a mixture of

B/1 and B/2, together with about 100 of the mixedly infected

bacteria under test. If, on such a plate, an infected bacterium

liberates only phage T2, the indicator B/1 is lysed producing a

plaque that is turbid due to growth of B/2. Similarly, a bac-

terium liberating only phage Tl produces a turbid plaque be-

cause B/2 is lysed but not B/1. If plaques of Tl and T2 over-

lap on such a plate, the overlap is completely clear. If a single

bacterium liberates both phages, the result is a concentric over-

lap, the clear center containing both phages, the turbid periphery

Tl only. This method permits the detection of mixed yielders

in any proportion in excess of about one per cent of the popula-

tion. An example of mutual exclusion revealed in this way is

illustrated in Figure 10.

In applying this technique to the phage pairs T1-T7 and

T2-T7, Delbriick could not detect mixed yielders. The results
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of the mixed indicator method were confirmed by single burst

experiments. In mixed muhiple infections with Tl and T7
phages, simultaneous infection resulted in about Vs of the bac-

teria liberating only Tl and 2/3 only T7 phages. If either Tl

Figure 10. Mutual exclusion between Tl and T7. The mixedly infected

bacteria were plated before lysis on the mixed indicator B/'l + B, 7. Note

that complete lysis occurs only where turbid plaques of the two kinds overlap.

or T7 was given a 4 minute advantage, the other was com-

pletely excluded. For the three phages studied, the order of

dominance was T2 > T7 > Tl

.

Mixed multiple infection with two unrelated phages some-

times results in a markedly reduced yield of the phage that wins

out (Delbriick, 1945c). This phenomenon is termed "depressor

effect." The depressor effect depends on the times of infection

with the two phages. The longer the interval between addition
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of the first and second phages, the less is the depressor effect on

the yield of the first phage. Presumably the depressor effect

requires the injection of the nucleic acid of the excluded phage

into the bacterium because treatment of the culture with either

antibacterial serum or antiserum against the second phage

markedly decreases the depressor effect. Both types of anti-

serum interfere with penetration of phage nucleic acid into the

host cell (Delbrlick, 1945b; Adams and Wassermann, 1956;

Chapter VIII).

In a brief report Delbriick (1945d) noted that of 14 pairs of

unrelated phages tested in mixed infection all demonstrated the

phenomenon of mutual exclusion. In contrast two pairs of

related phages, T2-T4 and T4-T6, gave clear evidence that some

mixedly infected bacteria would permit multiplication of both

infecting types.

Several mechanisms were proposed to explain mutual exclu-

sion, the most generally accepted for some time being the "pene-

tration hypothesis" (Delbriick, 1945c). According to this

hypothesis the dominant phage in a given mixedly infected

bacterium excludes the other phage by altering the bacterial

surface so that the second phage cannot penetrate. There is

some evidence that this hypothesis may be applicable to certain

examples of exclusion but quite convincing evidence that it does

not apply to most cases. In fact, the existence of the depressor

effect and the prevention of this eflfect by both antibacterial and

antiphage sera suggest that the second phage penetrates and de-

creases the rate of multiplication of the dominant phage by an

intracellular mechanism. Further evidence that the excluded

virus penetrates is derived from isotopic data indicating that

chemical components of the DNA of the excluded phage are

utilized for synthesis of the dominant phage (see Chapter XIII).

Direct evidence that the penetration hypothesis does not apply

to all cases of mutual exclusion was obtained by Weigle and

Delbriick (1951) while studying the properties of a lysogenic

strain of E. coli K12. This bacterium is a satisfactory host for

the virulent phage T5, indicating that the carried prophage
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lambda does not interfere with the multiphcation of phage T5.

Treatment of K12 with m.ild doses of uhraviolet Hght initiates

the lytic cycle of growth of phage lambda resulting in lysis some

60 to 80 minutes after irradiation. Mature phage particles

first appear in the bacteria 40 to 45 minutes after irradiation.

Suspensions of K12 were irradiated, infected with phage T5
at various intervals after irradiation, and then assayed on

appropriate indicators to determine the proportion of cells liber-

ating phage T5 or phage lambda. The proportion of bacteria

liberating lambda was less than one per cent at all intervals up to

20 minutes. It reached about 10 per cent after a 37-minute

interval and about 80 per cent after a 50-minute interval between

irradiation and superinfection. The proportion of bacteria

liberating phage T5 was as high as in the nonirradiated control

at all intervals up to 20 minutes and then decreased at longer

intervals in the same way as the proportion of lambda-yielding

bacteria increased. Platings on mixed indicator strains showed

that the proportion of bacteria liberating both T5 and lambda

was negligible, so that this is a typical example of mutual ex-

clusion. The invading T5 phage is dominant at all times after

irradiation until the maturation of lambda begins. After this

time lambda is dominant over phage T5. There was no evi-

dence for a depressor effect in these experiments.

It is obvious that in this case the penetration hypothesis

cannot be invoked as an explanation of mutual exclusion because

the lambda prophage excluded by T5 was already present within

the bacteria.

Similar results have been obtained with the unrelated tem-

perate phages PI and P8 of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In mixed

infections of the sensitive host strain 13 with PI and P8, mutual

exclusion occurs and the majority of the mixedly infected bacteria

liberate PI. However, lysogenic strain 13(8) is a satisfactory

host for PI and lysogenic host 13(1) supports growth of P8.

Therefore mutual exclusion operates in this system only during

the lytic cycle of phage growth (Jacob, 1 954a). If the lysogenic

strain 13(8) is induced with ultraviolet light and then super-
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infected with PI, the majority of the bacteria Hberate PI and

not P8, again demonstrating exclusion of endogenous induced

phage by infecting phage. The reverse experiment could not be

tried because lysogenic strain 13(1) is not inducible (Jacob,

1952c).

It seems evident that the penetration hypothesis cannot

explain many cases of mutual exclusion. The exclusion must

depend on some property of intracellular vegetative phage that is

not shared by intracellular prophage.

Although mixed infection with unrelated phages usually

results in mutual exclusion, there is at least one well documented

case in which unrelated phages can mature in the same host cell

(Collins, 1957). Phage Tl and phage BG8 have a common
host in strain Cullen of E. coli. The two phages are not sero-

logically related, are morphologically distinct, differ in their

requirement for calcium ion, and differ in the ability of the

ultraviolet inactivated particles to kill the host cell and manifest

multiplicity reactivation. Despite this strong evidence for lack

of any close relationship, mixed infection results in a large

proportion of mixed yielders. Evidence of genetic recombina-

tion was sought but not found. Any general mechanism for

mutual exclusion of unrelated phages must also consider the

fact that in certain cases mutual exclusion does not occur. At
the present time, no satisfactory mechanism can be suggested.

2. Mixed Infection with Related Phages

a. Absence of Mutual Exclusion

In the early work with the T group of coliphages it had been

observed that both burst size and latent period were independent

of the multiplicity of infection. Logically it would seem reason-

able that infection of a bacterium with two phage particles

should give either a shorter latent period or a larger burst size

than infection with only one. When neither effect was observed

it was concluded that only one phage particle could be involved

in infection of a single bacterium regardless of how many par-
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tides were adsorbed to the host cell. This notion seemed to be

confirmed when it was found that phage T2 inactivated with

ultraviolet light interfered under certain conditions with the

multiplication of active phage T2 as well as with the multiplica-

tion of the unrelated phage Tl (Luria and Delbriick, 1942).

These observations were eventually explained in other ways but

for several years the hypothesis of the "key enzyme," essential

for phage multiplication, was generally accepted. According

to this hypothesis competition between virus particles for a

limited amount of this key enzyme resulted in exclusion of all

but one of them. The key enzyme hypothesis was discarded

and replaced by Delbriick (1945c) with the penetration hy-

pothesis already discussed in this chapter. At about the same

time clear-cut evidence that more than one phage particle can

participate in multiplication within one cell was obtained.

Delbriick and Bailey (1946), working with the closely related

phage strains T2, T4, and T6, demonstrated that any pair of

these phages could grow together in the same host cell. Del-

briick and Bailey also investigated mixed infection with r"*" and r

mutant phages by the single burst technique and found that the

majority of mixedly infected cells liberated both kinds of phage

particles. Similar observations were reported by Hershey

(1946a, b) concerning mixed infection with various mutant

phages. The experiments of Delbriick and Bailey (1946)

and Hershey (1946a, b) showed that related phages are not

subject to mutual exclusion. These experiments were also

milestones in the history of phage genetics, but this is related in

Chapter XVIII.

Many examples of mixed growth of closely related phages

have been reported since. When the two phages differ by only

a few mutational steps there is no exclusion except for the

phenomenon of limited participation which presumably occurs

also in multiple infection with a single kind of phage (Dulbecco,

1949b). With less closely related phages there are likely to be

varying degrees of partial exclusion discussed below. With

unrelated phages mutual exclusion is likely to be complete.
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The generalizations just stated refer to the lytic cycle of phage

growth. During the lysogenic phase diametrically opposite

rules seem to hold (Chapter XIX). Bacteria can often be

lysogenized by several unrelated temperate phages, but seldom

by two or more related ones.

b. Partial Exclusion

Mixed infection with somewhat distantly related phage pairs

such as T2-T4, T2-T6, T4-T6 (Delbriick and Bailey, 1946),

or T5-PB (Adams, 1951a) results in one of the pair of infecting

phages being partially excluded. Thus less than half of the

bacteria to which both T5 and PB particles attach liberate both

phages. Using single cell burst experiments, Adams demon-

strated that phage PB tends to exclude T5. In mixed infections

each bacterium liberates PB-like particles, but only a fraction

liberates T5-like particles as well. The number of T5-like

particles appearing in mixed bursts is small but variable. The
similar example of T2 and T4, in which T2 tends to be ex-

cluded, has been studied by Streisinger and Weigle (1956).

They find that the ability of T4-like phages to partially exclude

T2 is correlated with several characteristics, including high

DNA-glucose content, none of which segregates in crosses as do

the usual genetic markers. The examples cited above evidently

depend on heritable differences between the phages, which may
be taken as the diagnostic criterion for partial exclusion of a

first kind.

A second kind of partial exclusion is seen when bacteria are

infected first with one and then with another of a pair of very

closely related phages. It differs from partial exclusion of the

first kind in that it does not depend (except for convenience of

demonstration) on genetic differences between the two phages.

It has been observed only withT2 and, as the following discussion

suggests, may be limited to the T2 and T5 species and very few

others. Needless to say, if a bacterium is infected first with T2
and then with T4, both kinds of partial exclusion presumably

operate.
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Partial exclusion of the second kind was demonstrated by

Dulbecco (1952b). He infected bacteria with T2 and reinfected

them after various times with an r mutant of T2. (This pair

does not exhibit partial exclusion of the first kind.) He found

that the infected bacteria very quickly develop the ability to

exclude the superinfecting phage. The fraction of mixed yielders

falls to 0.5 after an interval of one minute and to 0.2 after two

minutes. It does not develop in infected bacteria that are starved

or whose metabolism is temporarily inhibited by cyanide. It

does develop in bacteria "infected" with ultraviolet killed T2.

In this instance the superinfecting phage need not be geneti-

cally marked.

This excluding mechanism is partial in two senses. First,

some bacteria exclude and some do not. Second, some phage

particles infecting a given bacterium are excluded and others

are not. This was shown by Visconti (1953) who found that at

very high multiplicities of superinfection, nearly all the bacteria

become mixed yielders again.

Partial exclusion of the second kind can also be demonstrated

by chemical methods (Lesley, French, Graham, and van Rooyen

1951; Graham, 1953). Half of the DNA of the excluded

phage particles is quickly split into acid-soluble materials and

excreted into the culture medium. This effect develops within

two minutes, just as the genetic exclusion does. The phe-

nomenon is seen after primary infection with T2, T4, T6, or T5,

including irradiated T2, but not after primary infection with

Tl, T3, or T7. It occurs on secondary infection with T2,

but not with Tl or T7. The breakdown is not the cause of the

exclusion, because if the bacterial deoxyribonuclease is inhibited,

breakdown fails but exclusion persists (French, Graham, Lesley,

and Van Rooyen, 1952; Hershey, Garen, Fraser, and Hudis,

1954). The limitation of the breakdown to 50 per cent of the

DNA of the superinfecting phage is probably due to the fact

that only half of the superinfecting particles inject (Hershey,

Garen, Fraser, and Hudis, 1954).

Bacteria infected with T2 also develop resistance to lysis from
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without by high superinfecting multiphcities of the same phage

(Visconti, 1953). This effect seems to develop somewhat more

slowly than the exclusion effects described above, but the con-

ditions of study were not quite the same in all cases.

Thus in bacteria infected with T2 and T5 a number of altera-

tions in response to superinfecting phage ensue. The various

effects are undoubtedly related but immediate causes have not

been identified.

c. Limited Participation

Another kind of partial exclusion, first described by Dulbecco

(1949b), is usually called limited participation. Dulbecco

demonstrated it as follows. Bacteria were simultaneously in-

fected with 10 to 20 particles of T2 and one or two particles of

r mutant per cell. Yields from individual bacteria were scored

as mixed or unmixed yields. An appreciable fraction of the

yields from the mixedly infected cells always lacked the r marker.

Dulbecco interpreted his results in terms of the exclusion of one

particle in ten, chosen at random, from participation in growth.

Actually, in view of the extreme rapidity of development of

partial exclusion of the second kind, it is not clear whether his

phenomenon should be distinguished from it.

A more extreme example of limited participation in phage

lambda was reported by E.-L. Wollman and Jacob (1954).

Only six particles of this phage seemed to be able to infect a

single bacterium. Other experiments with phage lambda

appear to be incompatible with this conclusion, however. It

must be concluded for the present that limited participation is an

ill-defined and doubtful phenomenon.

3. Summary

If a bacterial strain is susceptible to two distinguishable phages,

it is possible to study the results of mixed infection of single cells

with the pair. If the two infecting phages are not related,

the usual result is mutual exclusion; one phage or the other multi-
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plies but not both. If one phage is clearly dominant under

conditions of simultaneous mixed infection it is possible to

transfer the advantage to the second strain by giving it a few

minutes head start. The mechanism of mutual exclusion is not

known but it clearly does not involve interference with adsorp-

tion, interference with penetration, or competition for a unique

key enzyme. There is one well authenticated case in which two

unrelated phages can grow simultaneously in the same host cell.

In contrast to the cases of mutual exclusion, simultaneous

mixed infection with related phages permits both to multiply.

The mixed growth is usually accompanied by genetic recombina-

tion of suitable markers. If the pair of infecting phages is not

very closely related, partial exclusion often results.

Partial exclusion between identical phages occurs under cer-

tain conditions. Primary infection of a bacterium with phage

T2 results in very rapid changes in the properties of the infected

cell. Superinfecting T2 phage is excluded from multiplication

and half of its DNA is rapidly broken down by deoxyribonuclease.

At the same time the bacterium becomes increasingly resistant

to lysis from without by high multiplicities of superinfecting

phage.

Partial exclusion may occur in all instances of multiple infec-

tion. Thus a bacterium infected with many particles of T2,

one of which is genetically marked, is likely not to yield any

marked particles. Results of this kind suggest that only a

limited number of particles, about 10 in the case of T2, can

participate genetically in multiplication within a single bacterial

cell. The mechanisms of exclusion of all kinds are unknown.



CHAPTER XVIII

BACTERIOPHAGE GENETICS

The mixed growth of two closely related phages in the same

host cell with genetic recombination was announced simul-

taneously by Hershey (1946a, b) and by Delbriick and Bailey

(1946). Hershey studied mixed infections with mutant strains

of phage T2, such as T2hr^ and T2h^r and obtained recombinant

strains such as Tlh'^r'^ and T2hr. Delbriick and Bailey used

related phage strains such as T2r and T4r"^, obtaining recom-

binant types such as T2r'^ and T4r. Because they were the first

phages to be used for genetic studies and because certain proper-

ties (highly efficient adsorption to the host cell and useful plaque

type and host range mutations) were suitable, phages T2 and

T4 have been more thoroughly studied and are better known
genetically than any other phages. Most of the important

phenomena of phage genetics have been discovered with this

pair of phages and so most of this chapter will be devoted to a

survey of papers on phage T2 and T4.

1. Mixed Infection and Recombination

Given two related phage strains that differ from each other

by at least two distinguishable hereditary characteristics, it is

possible to test the pair for genetic '-ecombination, providing

only "that a common host is available. Genetic recombination

has been found in every phage examined with the single excep-

tion of coliphage S13 (Zahler, Lennox, and Vatter, 1954). As

the list includes temperate and virulent phages, phages for both

gram-positive and gram-negative organisms, large phages and

small, it seems to be a fairly safe conclusion that genetic recom-

bination between closely related phages under conditions of

331
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mixed growth is a general property of bacteriophages. All

that is necessary to study the genetics of a phage strain is to

isolate an adequate number of variant strains with readily

recognizable genetically controlled characteristics. A descrip-

tion of various kinds of mutants that have been observed in

phages is given in Chapter XVI. Those characteristics that

have been most useful as genetic markers are host range and

plaque morphology, although others such as serological speci-

ficity, resistance to heat and ultraviolet light, and virulence have

been used.

In mixed infection experiments it is desirable to infect each

bacterial cell nearly simultaneously with both kinds of phage

particles. This is because an interval between primary infection

and secondary infection may result in genetic exclusion of the

second phage as was discussed in Chapter XVII. In the case of

rapidly adsorbing phages such as T2 one can readily calculate

from the adsorption rate constant the bacterial concentration

and the input ratio of each phage strain to be used in the adsorp-

tion mixture so that, for instance, the bacterial cells will be

infected with a mean multiplicity of five phage particles of each

type within one minute. In order to insure mixed infection of

essentially all of the bacterial population it is customary to use

conditions giving an average multiplicity of five phage particles

of each type. Another method of avoiding exclusion of one of

the infecting phage strains is to carry out the adsorption step

using bacteria suspended in buffer (Benzer, 1 952) or in cyanide

broth (Benzer and Jacob, 1953). Under these conditions simul-

taneous mixed infection is achieved starting at the moment of

addition of broth (Chapters XV and XVII). Residual un-

adsorbed phage is removed by centrifugation or use of antiphage

serum and the infected bacteria are suitably diluted in broth and

permitted to lyse. The proportions of parental and recombinant

types are then determined by suitable assays either on lysates of

a few hundred infected cells or in single cell burst experiments.

The degree of linkage between genetic loci may then be calcu-

lated from the relative proportions of parental and recombinant
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types found in the yields. These methods were described by

Hershey and Rotman (1948, 1949).

2. The Vegetative Phage Pool

Following adsorption of a phage T2 particle to the host cell

surface, the phage nucleic acid but not the protein penetrates

through the cell wall into the cell interior (Hershey and Chase,

1952). After a lag of a few minutes, copies of the phage DNA
begin to be synthesized and this DNA forms a pool of 50 to 1 00

phage equivalents of DNA per infected cell by 1 minutes after

infection. At this time phage DNA begins to be withdrawn from

the pool and is coated with protein to form mature phage par-

ticles. From this time on new phage DNA is synthesized and

added to the pool at the sam.e rate that DNA is withdrawn from

the pool by the process of phage maturation so that the pool size

remains constant. These processes of DNA synthesis and phage

maturation continue until interrupted by host cell lysis. Once

phage DNA has been incorporated into a mature phage particle

it is isolated biochemically from the DNA pool; maturation

is irreversible. Over a considerable period of time the rate of

DNA synthesis and of phage maturation is constant presumably

because a constant amount of synthetic machinery is function-

ing at capacity (Hershey, 1 953a)

.

The work of Luria (1951) on the frequency distribution of

mutant phage particles in single cell bursts demonstrated clearly

a clonal rather than a Poisson distribution with an exponential

distribution of clone sizes. This result indicates that each new

vegetative phage particle can serve as a pattern for the synthesis

of daughter phage particles. This replication of patterns may
be interrupted by maturation which withdraws one copy of the

pattern for each mature phage. If there is only one copy avail-

able at the time it is included in a mature phage particle, the

clone size will be one in that bacterium. Maturation results in

genetic as well as biochemical isolation.

If a susceptible bacterium is infected simultaneously with

two genetically distinguishable phage particles such as Tlh'^r
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and Tlhr'^, both phage particles are converted to vegetative

phage by injection of their nucleic acid, and replication of each

begins. Even though the sites of infection may be situated at

opposite ends of the bacterial cell the genetic evidence indicates

that the two pools of replicating phage DNA soon coalesce and

become a single pool. The experiments of Doermann (1953)

demonstrated that premature lysates of mixedly infected bac-

teria contained almost the same proportion of recombinant

phage particles at the beginning of phage maturation as at the

time of normal lysis. Genetic recombination must have oc-

curred at about the same frequency in the DNA pool before the

beginning of maturation as after, and hence the infecting phage

particles must have formed a single genetically mixed pool

before maturation began. Similar conclusions were drawn

from superinfection experiments by Visconti and Garen (1953).

The bacteria were singly infected with T2hr phage and after

incubation for 6 or 8 minutes were superinfected with an input

ratio of 1500 T2A"^r'^ phage particles per bacterium (Chapter

XVII). Samples were removed at intervals and diluted into

cyanide to stop further phage multiplication and to induce pre-

mature lysis. The phage progeny were then assayed for the

presence of the genetic markers introduced by the superinfecting

phage and present in recombinant phage particles. It was

found that the superinfecting parental type and both possible

recombinant types were present as mature phage particles as

early as 12 minutes after primary infection and 4 minutes after

superinfection. The numbers of the complementary recombi-

nant types increased during the latent period in the same way as

they would have under conditions of simultaneous mixed infec-

tion. Apparently the pool of vegetative phage was established

by the primary infection and the superinfecting phage then

entered this pool as much as 6 or 8 minutes after the primary

infection. The superinfecting phage nucleic acid could enter

the pool, replicate, undergo genetic recombination, and re-

appear in mature phage within 4 minutes after adsorption to the

host cell. Such a result would be difficult to visualize if each
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infecting phage particle in a mixedly infected bacterium formed

its own vegetative pool. The efficiency of the recombination

process requires thorough mixing of genetic material from the

two kinds of parents.

3. The Visconti-Delbruck Theory

By 1953 a considerable body of quantitative data had accumu-

lated as a result of genetic studies with phages T2 and T4, and

the time was appropriate for the description of a theoretical

mechanism for genetic recombination in these phages. The
genetic studies had produced a number of facts with which any

proposed mechanism must be consistent. These facts as recog-

nized in 1953 will be briefly reviewed.

a. Many Genetic Loci Are Available

Of 15 independent T2r mutants tested by recombination, all

were identical phenotypically by plaque morphology, yet each

was distinguishable genetically. Mixed multiple infection with

any two mutant r stocks gave a proportion of wild type recom-

binants that was characteristic of the pair, whereas multiple

infection with any single r stock gave only r progeny (Hershey

and Rotman, 1 948, 1 949) . Each r mutant of independent origin

was given a serial number such as T2rl, T2/2, etc., as a distinc-

tive label. Two distinct host range loci were available for phage

T2 (Hershey and Davidson, 1951) and a plaque type mutant m
(minute) which is distinct from the r plaque mutations. An-
other kind of plaque type mutation called tu for turbid was re-

ported in phage T4 by Doermann and Hill (1953) as well as the

usual r mutations. A number of distinct tu and m loci are

known.

h. Complementary Recombinants Are Formed

In a cross such as T2rh^ X T2r^h one finds both kinds of re-

combinants among the progeny: T2rh and Tlr'^h^. In crosses

involving two distinct r mutants such as T2rl and T2r7, one
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obtains as recombinants both T2+ + and T2rlr7. The double

mutant Tlrlrl particles are phenotypically like the T2r parents

but can be identified because on back crossing they give no wild

type recombinants with either parent. The proportions of the

two recombinant types from a two factor cross are equal when
averaged over the yields of many bacteria. However, in single

cell bursts the proportions of the complementary recombinants

may be far from equal. If the recombination frequency is low,

many of the bursts may contain only one of the two possible

recombinant types (Hershey and Rotman, 1949). This may
mean that the complementary recombinants are produced in-

dependently of each other in different recombination events;

or it may mean that each recombination event produces both

kinds of recombinants but that random multiplication and

random maturation may result in unequal numbers of the

complementary recombinants in the yield from a single cell.

The available data do not furnish a crucial test of this important

point but favor the concept of the independent production of

complementary recombinants.

c. Multiple Recombinations

In general, multiple factor crosses give results that might have

been predicted from the two factor crosses. Crosses of the type

T2rlr5 X T2r\r\3 yield no wild recombinants, whereas crosses

of the type T2rl X T2r4r7 do so. Multiple factor crosses in-

volving mixed infection with three distinct kinds of phage such

as r7rl3 X r4rl3 X r4r7 give a small proportion of wild type

recombinants. This result indicates that at least three different

phage particles can participate in reproduction and recombina-

tion within the same host cell. It also demonstrates that at

least two successive recombination events or matings can con-

tribute genes to a single progeny phage particle ; that is, vegeta-

tive phage may undergo several matings with different partners

before maturation. That triparental matings inxoKe successixc

events rather than a single event involving three partners is a

more reasonable assumption because of kinetic and steric con-
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siderations. The fact of multiple matings affects the calculation

of recoinbination frecjuencies because a mating of complemen-

tary recombinants would produce parental types again (Hershey

and Rotman, 1948). Additional data on triparental matings

are given by Hershey and Chase (1951).

d. Linkage and Negative Interference

The proportion of recombinants to total progeny in matings

involving a particular pair of gene loci in T2 is essentially con-

stant from experiment to experiment and is not affected by the

presence of other mutant loci elsewhere in the parental phage

particles. The proportion of recombinants is the same whether

the cross involves the parents h X rl or hr X h'^r'^. The propor-

tion of recombinants to total progeny varies greatly from one

pair of gene loci to another, ranging from less than one per cent

to as high as 40 per cent. On the basis of the various recom-

bination frequencies observed, Hershey and Rotman (1949)

proposed a linkage system involving three linkage groups, and

suggested that the gene loci were probably arranged in linear

order in each linkage group.

In studies of recombination in phage T4 Doermann and Hill

(1953) found evidence for three linkage groups that were ho-

mologous to the three linkage groups of Hershey and Rotman

(1949) as demonstrated by crosses between T2 and T4. The
recombination values between different pairs of loci were strongly

indicative of a linear arrangement of the loci in two of the linkage

groups. Not enough loci were available for testing linearity in

the third linkage group.

Hershey and Rotman (1948, 1949) had found that 8 of the

15 T2r mutants they isolated formed a single closely linked

"cluster," giving a low frequency of recombination when tested

pairwise. Doermann and Hill (1953) isolated 26 independent

tu mutants in phage T4 and found these to fall into five distinct

clusters. The frequency of recombination between loci within a

single cluster was of the order of 1 per cent. They also found an

r cluster in linkage group H that was homologous with the r
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cluster of Hershey and Rotman. This rll cluster was analyzed

in great detail by Benzer (1955, 1957) as will be described later.

A peculiar discrepancy between observed and calculated

recombination frequencies was noted by Hershey and Rotman
(1949) and by Doermann and Hill (1953). With three linked

loci in the linear order 1, 2, 3, if the recombination frequency

between locus 2 and 3 is symbolized C23, etc., the recombination

frequency between locus 1 and 3, C13 should be

C12 + C23 ~ 2(Ci2 X C23)

The negative term is to take account of the fact that if recombina-

tion occurs both between 1 and 2 and between 2 and 3 the result

will be no recombination between 1 and 3 because the second

recombination reverses the effect of the first. When recombina-

tion frequencies between terminal loci calculated in this way
were compared with observed recombination frequencies, the

calculated values were almost invariably higher than those

determined experimentally. This suggests that the frequency of

double recombinations is greater than that calculated on the

basis of the single recombination frequencies, that is, the term 2

(Ci3 X C23) is an underestimate of the frequency of double

recombinations. In classical genetics it is usually found that the

frequency of double recombinations between closely linked

markers is less than that calculated from single frequencies, a

phenomenon that has been termed "interference" because the

occurrence of a crossover appears to interfere with the occurrence

of another crossover in adjacent regions. When the opposite

phenomenon was observed in bacteriophages it was referred to

as "negative interference" without any necessary implications as

to mechanism. The term "negative interference" in phage

papers refers then to an excess of double recombinations over

those calculated on the basis of single recombination frequencies

using the classical genetic formula given above.

e. Multiplication after Recombination

There are a number of possible time relationships among the

processes of multiplication, recombination, and maturation.
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Some of these can be eliminated on the basis of available evi-

dence. If recombination occurred early as a necessary prelude

to multiplication, one would expect to find recombinants pri-

marily in large clones in single cell bursts. In actual experiments

with closely linked markers, Hershey and Rotman (1949) found

only a small proportion of bursts with more than 10 recombinant

particles, so recombination does not necessarily precede multi-

plication. If recombination were a terminal event followed

invariably by maturation, the distribution of recombinants in

single cell bursts should be Poissonian, since each act of recom-

bination would be independent of other similar acts. The

actual frequency distribution observed by Hershey and Rotman

(1949) lies between a purely Poissonian distribution and a purely

clonal distribution of the type observed for phage mutations by

Luria (1951). These results suggest that each act of recombina-

tion is an independent event but that the product or products of

the act have a definite probability of replication before being

withdrawn from the vegetative pool by the act of maturation.

Because the pool size remains constant during maturation,

replication and maturation must proceed at the same rate and a

newly formed recombinant must have about an even chance of

replicating or not before maturation providing that the act of

recombination does not alter the probability of subsequent

maturation. The latter is not likely to be an important con-

sideration because studies to be discussed later suggest that most

of the progeny particles of mixedly infected bacteria have under-

gone one or more acts of mating. The biochemical evidence

indicates clearly that maturation is an irreversible process so

that the mature phage particles do not reenter the vegetative

pool. One may conclude tentatively from the available evi-

dence that phage particles multiply in the vegetative pool after

recombination, but produce on the average only very small

clones, before maturation intervenes. Large clones of recom-

binants could seldom arise unless the recombination occurred

early in the development of a particular vegetative pool when the

rate of replication was much greater than the rate of maturation.
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It is probable that some kind of mating procedure is an un-

avoidable if not essential part of phage replication in the vegeta-

tive pool. Recombination would then be an incidental result

when the mating happens to occur between nonidentical phage

particles.

/. Drift toward Genetic Equilibrium

The proportion of recombinants among phage particles found

in premature lysates made at various times during the latent

period increases as a function of time (Doermann, 1953). With
unlinked markers the proportion increases from 0.32 at the start

of maturation to 0.42 at the time of lysis. With a given pair

of linked markers the proportion of recombinants increases from

0.06 at the start of maturation to 0.12 at the time of normal lysis.

Levinthal and Visconti (1 953), using the phenomenon of lysis inhi-

bition to prolong the latent period in crosses involving the closely-

linked markers h and rl3, found that the recombinant frequency

increased from 0.02 at 20 minutes to about 0.09 at 80 minutes.

The increase in recombination frequency paralleled the increase

in average burst size over this period of time. In a cross involv-

ing the less closely linked markers h and rl the recombinant

frequency increased from 0.25 at 30 minutes to 0.43 at 90

minutes. This effect had been originally reported by Hershey

and Chase (1951) who found that the fraction of recombinants

between h and rl was 0.17 at a burst size of 10 (premature

lysis), 0.29 at a burst size of 250 (normal lysis), and 0.42 at a

burst size of 1,710 (lysis inhibition). The recombinant fre-

quency for unlinked or distantly linked markers may approach

the equilibrium value of 0.5 but cannot reach this value for

several reasons. One obvious reason is that the final phage

yield contains phage particles that have matured at various

times during the latent period. Particles that have matured

early are taken from the vegetative phage pool long before

genetic equilibrium has been reached. Because maturation is

irreversible, the excess of parental genotypes in the early samples
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will prevent an equilibrium mixture of recombinants being

obtained even if the vegetative pool can reach genetic equi-

libriuin.

The equilibrium value of 0.5 for unlinked markers applies

only to bacteria infected with equal numbers of the two parental

types. The proportion of the two types in the vegetative pool

and in the phage progeny is presumably the same as in the

parental phage particles infecting a given bacterium. Any
disproportion in the infecting types will result in a decreased

opportunity for mating between unlike types, as pointed out by

Hershey and Rotman (1949) who developed a correction factor

applicable to the yields from single bursts. If a bacterium is

infected with m particles of one type and n particles of the other

type, the recombinant frequency would be proportional to the

factor Amn'{m + nY. When the average multiplicities of the

two infecting types are equal, the random adsorption of the

phage particles results in unequal multiplicities in individual

bacteria and this decreases the average recombinant frequency.

A correction for this effect is given by Lennox, Levinthal, and

Smith in an appendix to the paper by Levinthal and Visconti

(1953). The observed recombinant frequency should reach

about 90 per cent of the theoretical value at an average multi-

plicity of 5 for each infecting type.

It is evident that some progeny phage particles from mixedly

infected bacteria descend from particles that had no opportunity

to mate with unlike particles, whereas other progeny phage

particles descend from vegetative phage lines in which more than

one mating with unlike particles occurred. The observed

recombinant frequencies are consistent with the assumption

that the act of mating is random with respect to type of partner.

As one consequence of repeated matings in the vegetative pool,

crosses made with unequal multiplicitbs of the two parental

types may yield a higher frequency of recombinants than of

minority parents when the markers are unlinked (Doermann,

1953).
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g. A Problem in Population Genetics

On the basis of the observations described above, Visconti

and Delbriick (1953) developed a theory to explain quantita-

tively the frequencies of recoinbinants observed in various mixed

infection experiments involving phages T2 and T4. They made
the following specific assumptions that were consistent with the

available data. Phage infection involves the introduction of

phage DNA into the host cell and as a result mature phage is

converted into vegetative phage. Replication and recombina-

tion proceed in the pool of vegetative phage until interrupted by

lysis of the host cell. Phage is withdrawn from the vegetative

pool at the same rate that new phage is produced, and is con-

verted by an irreversible process into mature phage. Mature

phage particles do not replicate and do not mix genetically with

the vegetative phage pool. Within this pool the vegetative

phage particles mate pairwise and at random with respect to

partner, and each mating involves a genetically complete phage

particle. The authors considered two possibilities with respect

to order of mating, synchronous and random, and concluded that

random-in-time matings agreed better with data from experi-

ments designed to test this point. Genetic recombination in

phage is then a problem in population genetics in which the

vegetative phage pool is the population under consideration.

On the basis of these assumptions the authors derived equa-

tions to describe the results of mixed infection experiments in-

volving parental phage particles differing by two or three genetic

factors. For instance, in the two-factor cross Tlhr'^ X Tlh'^r

the frequency among the progeny of the T2hr recombinant is

given by the equation

a = (1 _/2)(i _ e~"''>)/A

In this equation the parameter / is related to the genotype fre-

quencies of the infecting parents by the following expression

:

Frequency of majority parent = (1 + /)/2
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The parameter m is the average number of random matings per

progeny phage particle and the parameter p is the probabiUty

of recombination between two markers per heterozygous mating.

Visconti and Delbriick concluded that for phage T2 under

conditions of normal lysis the parameter m had the value of five

matings per progeny phage particle. Because the matings are

random in respect to both partner and time, some progeny

phage particles may have mated only with like particles before

maturation. These particles which have had no opportunity

for recombination dilute the population in which recombination

has occurred, and dilute both single and double recombinants

by the same factor. The net effect is an apparent increase in the

frequency of double recombinants over that calculated from the

frequency of single recombinants by the classical formula.

The Visconti-Delbriick theory accounts quantitatively for this

apparent excess of double recombinants, the "low negative inter-

ference" of phage genetics. When the parameter p, the prob-

ability of recombination per heterozygous mating, is used in

constructing linkage maps, low negative interference is not

observed.

Levinthal and Visconti (1953) tested the assumptions of the

Visconti-Delbriick theory by making use of the phenomenon of

lysis inhibition to study genetic recombination over a longer

period of time than is possible under conditions of normal lysis.

Using the closely linked markers h and rl3 of phage T2 they

found that the proportion of recombinants in the total yield

increased linearly with time for about the first hour of intra-

cellular multiplication and leveled out when intracellular multi-

plication ceased. From this observation they deduced that the

recombinant frequency in the vegetative pool must also increase

as a linear function of time. Because the parameter p, the

probability of recombination per heterozygous mating, is in-

dependent of time, the average number of matings per progeny

particle must increase with time. From their data Levinthal

and Visconti calculated that one mating per progeny particle

must occur every 2 minutes in the vegetative pool. Phage
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matured in these experiments at the rate of about 1 particles

per minute. If one assumes that the vegetative phage pool

remains constant at a size of about 30 particles, then each par-

ticle can mate and duplicate every 2 minutes to give the observed

rates of genetic recombination and phage maturation. This

estimate of the size of the vegetative phage pool is in reasonable

agreement with the size of the pool (50 to 100 phage equivalents)

estimated by Hershey (1953a) from purely chemical evidence.

The experiments of Levinthal and Visconti (1953) are thus con-

sistent with the possibility that mating is a prelude to phage

duplication but of course they do not prove the essentiality of

such a relationship.

4. Heterozygosis

Although the Visconti-Delbriick theory is an eminently satis-

factory description of the kinetics of genetic recombination in

bacteriophages it does not attempt to offer a mechanism for

genetic recombination, and in particular it does not explain the

occurrence of heterozygous phage particles. A detailed de-

scription of heterozygous phage particles was given by Hershey

and Chase (1951) who discovered them. If bacteria are mixedly

infected with r and r+ phage particles and plated before lysis

each mixed yielding bacterium will produce a mottled plaque.

The mottled appearance is the result of lysis inhibition in some

regions of the plaque where r^ phage particles are multiplying

and complete lysis in other regions where r particles are growing.

A mottled plaque is produced whenever both r and r+ phages

grow together, a fact that can be checked by sampling the

plaque and demonstrating that both kinds of phage are present.

Hershey and Chase noted that lysates of bacteria mixedly

infected with T2r and T2r+ phage particles contained about 2

per cent of aberrant phage particles that produced mottled

plaques. These plaques contained r and /+ phage particles

indicating that the aberrant phage particles segregated to pro-

duce both r and r+ progeny, hence they were heterozygous for

the r locus.
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The possibility that the mottled plaques might have originated

from mixed clumps of r and r+ phage particles, rather than from

single heterozygous particles, was excluded by the fact that the

kinetics of inactivation by heat, beta rays, ultraviolet light, and

antiserum were the same as those of normal T2 phage particles.

There was no evidence that the mottling phage particles gave

rise to mottling progeny, but rather the evidence suggested that

their progeny were segregants. However, it now seems possible

that a heterozygous particle may be used one or more times as a

pattern for the synthesis of segregant progeny before its career

is interrupted by maturation.

Hershey and Chase (1951) examined five different r loci and

one h locus for evidence of heterozygosis and in each case about

2 per cent of the total phage progeny was heterozygous for the

marker examined. The proportion of heterozygotes remained

constant at about 2 per cent whether the average burst size was

10 (premature lysis), 250 (normal lysis), or 1,700 (lysis inhibi-

tion). This was confirmed by Levinthal and Visconti (1953)

with a different gene locus. This constant proportion of hetero-

zygotes indicates that heterozygous vegetative phage do not

produce heterozygous replic'^s. It is consistent with the assump-

tion that there is a constant probability per heterozygous mating

of producing a phage particle heterozygous for a particular

genetic region, and that this phage particle has a constant prob-

ability of remaining intact until it matures.

When the parental phage particles differ at two genetic loci,

such as h and r, the proportions of different kinds of heterozygotes

depend on the linkage between the markers. If the markers are

unlinked, the proportion of double heterozygotes is about 3 per

cent of all particles heterozygous for either the h or r character.

The proportion of double heterozygotes expected on the basis

of chance is 1 per cent. The excess is due to the same cause as

low negative interference ; the frequencies of single and double

heterozygotes are calculated on the basis of the total phage

population whereas they should be calculated on the basis of

heterozygous matings only. For the distantly linked markers h
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and rl the proportion of double heterozygotes is also 3 per cent of

the total heterozygotes but for the closely linked markers h and

rl3 the proportion of double heterozygotes is much greater, 59

per cent of the total number of heterozygotes for the two loci.

This information about the frequencies of single and double

heterozygotes was derived from observations of the segregation

patterns of heterozygous phage particles by sampling the phage

progeny in mottled plaques. For instance in the linked cross

hrl by h'^r'^, 44 per cent of the mottled plaques gave only hr'^

and hr particles, 50 per cent gave only A+r and /z+r+ particles

and 6 per cent gave hr and h^r^ particles plus some recombi-

nants. None of 150 mottled plaques that were sampled gave

predominantly the two recombinant types Ar+ and h'^r. This

means that 6 per cent of the particles that were heterozygous

for the r locus were also heterozygous for the h locus, and all of

these segregated to give the parental combinations rather than

recombinants. The proportion of the different genotypes

among the heterozygous particles was controlled by the ratio of

the parental particles as expected. For instance, in the unlinked

cross with five hr\ particles to one A+r+ particle, about 80 per

cent of the heterozygotes segregated to give the majority parent

and recombinant, hr and Ar"^, and 20 per cent gave the minority

parent and recombinant, A+r and A+r+.

Hershey and Chase (1951) suggested two reasonable genetic

structures for the heterozygous particles. One proposed struc-

ture is essentially haploid with a small piece of added genetic

material derived from the second parent to form a diploid region.

The second structure is diploid throughout and contains one

parental set and one recombinant set of genes. In each struc-

ture the heterozygous region must be limited in extent, being

larger than 2 map units, but shorter than 20 units, as judged by

the incidence of doubly heterozygous particles in various crosses.

The possibility that the formation of heterozygotes is related to the

formation of recombinants was pointed out byHershey and Chase.

The singly heterozygous particles as a group give rise in their prog-

eny to half recombinants and half parental types regardless of the
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linkage relationship of the two markers used, because each singly

heterozygous particle gives rise to one parental and one recom-

binant segregant. Therefore if heterozygous particles were the

precursors of all recombinant particles, it would explain the

lack of correlation between the frequencies of the sister recom-

binant types in single cell bursts observed by Hershey and

Rotman (1949). Because each of six genetic loci tested con-

tributed 2 per cent of heterozygotes to the total yield and because

the heterozygous region is limited in extent relative to the total

phage genetic material, it follows that each phage particle in the

progeny is potentially heterozygous and is therefore actually

diploid for at least a part of its genetic substance. The sig-

nificance of heterozygosis as a key to the mechanism of genetic

recombination in phage was clearly visualized by Hershey and

Chase (1951), but the phenomenon was neglected for several

years.

The genetic structure and function of heterozygous phage

particles was further considered by Levinthal (1954). He
proposed two variations of the structures suggested by Hershey

and Chase and performed three factor crosses to distinguish

between them. The proposed structures are shown in Figure

11. In model I the heterozygous phage consists of one full

parental chromosome plus an attached fragment from the second

parent to form the heterozygous region. Model H consists of

a chromosome fragment from each parent overlapping in the

heterozygous region. By using parents differing in three linked

markers it is possible to distinguish between the two models by

analyzing the segregants obtained from the heterozygous par-

ticles. The cross involved the parents Ar2+r7 and /i+r2r7+.

The characters r2 and rl are mutually epistatic which means

that a phage particle carrying either r factor will produce an r

plaque. Therefore if a heterozygote from this cross is to produce

a mottled plaque it must carry both r2+ and r7+ as well as one

of the r genes. For instance a heterozygote of the type r2+r7/r2

will not produce a mottled plaque because it will segregate to

produce rl'^rl and r2rl particles which are both pheno-
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typically r. Since only r heterozygotes containing both r2 +

and r7+ need be considered, the possible segregation patterns

are (1) r2+rl+/r2rl+ (r2 heterozygotes), (2) r2+r7+/r2+r7 {rl

heterozygotes), (3) rl'^rl/rlrl '^ (double heterozygotes), (4) ?2+-

rl'^/rlrl (double heterozygotes). Patterns (1) and (2) will lead

The Cross

_h TZ* ^7 _

produces heterozygotes by

Model I Modem

./J2_+_ .h /_2+_

r2 r?-^ (I) r2

h Tz*_ r_7_ h r 2 '*^ r^7_

r?-^" (2)
'

"r7 +

Heterozygotes for the r markers segregate to give

h'
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quencies of r2 and rl heterozygotes are equal, one may expect to

find the // allele in 50 per cent of the mottled plaques if model I

is correct and in all of the mottled plaques if model II is correct.

In the case of model II, the frequency of the h allele will be less

than 100 per cent because recoinbination in the vegetative pool

will decrease the frequency of the parental phage types in the

pool from which the heterozygotes must be drawn. As the

vegetative pool approaches genetic equilibrium the frequency of

the h allele in the heterozygotes will approach 50 per cent.

The frequency of the h allele to be expected can be calculated

from the known linkage relationships and the observed frequency

of r+ recombinants which is a measure of the approach to equi-

librium. In the case of model I the frequency of the h allele in

the heterozygotes will be the same as the frequency in the total

population, will be unaffected by the amount of recombination

in the vegetative pool, and will be 50 per cent for equal inputs

of the two parental types. From the results of Levinthal's

experiment given in Table XVIII, it is apparent that the data

TABLE XVIII
The Results of Three-Factor Crosses Made to Determine the Structure of

Heterozygotes. The Cross is hrl X r2"
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time in a manner predictable from the proportion of recombi-

nants in the yield, indicating that both recombinants and hetero-

zygotes are drawn from the same vegetative pool, and that hetero-

zygotes must be formed continuously during phage replication.

Further evidence in support of model II was obtained froin an

analysis of the genotypes of the segregants from heterozygous

particles. The heterozygotes were obtained from the hrl X
r2 cross by premature lysis at an average burst size of one.

The r character of 106 mottled plaques was determined by

plating a sample from each mottled plaque, picking 5 r plaques

from each sample and back-crossing each with both r2 and rl

stocks. The types obtained were 54 rlh; 7 r7A+; 34 r2h;

11 r2A+. The proportion of the h alleles among the r2 hetero-

zygotes was thus 75 per cent as compared with an expected value

of 82 per cent from model II after allowing for recombination

that had already taken place in the vegetative pool. As was

pointed out above, the r2 heterozygotes must have been r+ at

the rl locus in order to have formed mottled plaques, and this is

confirmed in the back crossing of the segregants. Therefore 75

per cent of the particles heterozygous for the central r2 locus were

recombinants for the end markers h and rl . As lysis is delayed

and the recombinant frequency increases, the fraction of the

heterozygotes showing recombination for the end markers de-

creases, approaching the equilibrium value of 50 per cent as

shown in Table XVIII. Because model II has proved correct

it is evident that formation of heterozygotes may be a major

mechanism of genetic recombination in phage. For instance all

segregants of heterozygotes at the r2 locus from an hrl X r2

cross must be recombinants for the h and rl loci, and half of them

will be recombinants for the h and r2 loci as well. On the basis

of the known frequency of formation of heterozygotes and an

estimate of the length of the overlap region, Levinthal (1954)

calculated the frequency of recombinants between the closely

linked h and rl3 markers that could be formed by the mechanism

of the heterozygotes. The calculated frequency of recombinants

was the same as the observed frequency leading to the conclusion
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that formation of heterozygotes is probably the mechanism for all

recombinations occurring within Hnkage groups.

5. Pseudoallelism

The gene is defined by the different operations used in studying

its properties. Thus the gene may be defined in terms of its

inutabiUty or of crossover distance from some other marker or

perhaps eventually in terms of a specific nucleic acid structure.

It has becom-e evident that these various definitions are not de-

scriptive of the same physical entity and hence that the gene

concept may vary with the operations used to study its proper-

ties. This is particularly evident in phage genetics. It was

demonstrated by Benzer (1955, 1957) that the rll region in the

genetic structure of phage T4 can be divided into subunits in

terms of function, mutation, and genetic recombination.

The rll cluster of mutants is located in a definite region of

linkage group II of phage T4 and related phages. The mutants

are identified by plaque morphology and by a unique host range

peculiarity that distinguishes them from other r mutants. The
rll mutants are unable to form plaques on the host K12 lysogenic

for phage lambda whereas the corresponding r+ phage particles

plate on K12 with the same efficiency as on host strain B. Mixed
infection of a susceptible host strain by two phage particles with

distinct but closely linked rll markers will result in the liberation

in the progeny phage of some wild type particles which can then

be detected by plating the progeny on the indicator host K12.

The resolving power of this indicator system for closely linked

rll markers is limited mainly by the background counts of r+

particles produced by the spontaneous mutation of the rll

parents. Recombinant frequencies between loci separated by a

linkage distance as short as 0.01 per cent have been measured

and the resolving power is at least 0.0001 per cent for most rll

loci. Benzer isolated a large number of independently occurring

rll mutants and arranged in a linear map those loci that were

resolvable (Figure 12). The map distances are not additive in

part because of low negative interference of the kind predicted
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by the Visconti-Delbriick theory and in part because of "high"

negative interference of a second kind that characterizes loci

close enough together to fall within the same heterozygous region.

Different ;II jnutations are often distinguishable by other proper-

ties such as the rate of spontaneous mutation to wild type, or the

"transmission coefficient" defined as the fraction of infected

Kl 2 cells that produce T4r progeny. Many of the closely linked

mutants that give less than 0.001 per cent recombination are

alike in transmission coefficient and rate of reverse mutation

and therefore are presumed to be recurrences of identical muta-

tions.
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Figure 12. Linkage map of the rll mutants of phage T4. Segments A and

B are different cistrons. Reproduced from S. Benzer, 1955, Proc. Natl. Acad.

Sci. U. S., 41, 344, with permission.

a. The Gene as a Functional Unit

It is generally assumed that the function of the gene is to

determine the specific chemical structure of a protein molecule

such as an enzyme. If it is to transmit enough information for

this purpose the gene must be a complex structure. As proteins

contain some 20 kinds of amino acid, and nucleic acids usually

contain only 4 kinds of nucleotide, it seems probable that 3 or 4

nucleotides are necessary to specify one amino acid. Therefore it

would take a DNA strand some 1,000 nucleotides in length to

determine the structure of a protein of 30,000 molecular weight.

The functional unit of the gene may then involve a DNA segment

of the order of 1,000 nucleotides in length.

A mutation may involve a chemical change any place in this

functional unit, providing only that the chemical change results

ultimately in a modified phenotype. The chemical change in
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the nucleic acid segment might be anything from an exchange

of one nucleotide for another to a deletion of the entire functional

unit. It is clear that the mutational unit may be much smaller

than the functional unit and that many different mutations may
occur at different loci within one functional gene unit. If one

can determine which mutant loci fall within the functional unit,

one can determine the extent of the functional unit in terms of

recombination frequency. If one depends on phenotype alone

this may be a difficult problem because r mutations, for instance,

occur in a number of functional units. A test for "pseudo-

allelism" developed in studies with higher organisms is used as

a definition of the functional unit. To decide if two mutants

with the same phenotype involve the same functional unit, they

are tested in diploid heterozygotes containing the two mutations

in different configurations. If the heterozygote contains both

mutant loci in the same chromosome (cis configuration) the

phenotype is usually "wild" because the second chromosome pro-

vides a complete set of functional units. However, if the heter-

ozygote contains one mutant locus in each chromosome (trans

configuration) the phenotype depends on whether one or two

functional units are involved.

If the two mutations involve different functional units, the

trans heterozygote will be wild type phenotypically because an

intact functional unit corresponding to each mutation will be

present. If the two mutations have occurred in the same func-

tional unit, the trans heterozygote will hav^e the mutant pheno-

type because neither chromosome will have a normal functional

unit and so neither chromosome can determine the synthesis of a

normal protein molecule. Therefore the results of the cis-trans

test can be used to determine whether two mutations have

occurred in the same functional unit or not. If a number of

spatially nonidentical mutations in the same functional unit

(pseudoalleles) can be mapped, the size of the functional unit

can be determined. In phage work mixed infection of single

cells with two genetically distinct phage particles simulates a

diploid heterozygote because both genetic constitutions are func-
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tioning in the same cell. This is the genetic explanation for the

phenomenon of phenotypic mixing (Chapter XVI). If the

two mutations under study are in different phage particles, the

mixed infection simulates the trans heterozygote, and if the

mutant loci are in the same phage and the second phage is wild

type, the mixed infection simulates the cis heterozygote.

The rll mutants of phage T4 have the phenotypic properties

of producing r plaques on host B and failure to lyse host K12,

although infection of this host does occur. The wild phenotype

is characterized by r+ plaques on host B and efficient lysis of host

K12. All the rll mutants are similar in these two properties

although they may differ in other characteristics such as map
location, transmission coefficient, and frequency of reverse

mutation. If host K12 is mixedly infected with two rll mutants

and efficient lysis occurs, one concludes that they are in different

functional groups. If the mixedly infected bacteria fail to lyse

it is concluded that the mutants are in the same functional

group. On the basis of this test Benzer (1955) concluded that

the rll region contained two independent functional units as

shown in Figure 12, Benzer (1957) proposed the name cistron

to describe the functional unit, defined on the basis of the cis-

trans test as that genetic region in which any two mutants in the

trans configuration fail to give the wild phenotype, but in the cis

configuration do give the wild phenotype.

b. The Mutational Unit

Most rll mutants can be located unequivocally with refer-

ence to other loci in the linkage group by recombination fre-

quency with neighboring mutants. However, Benzer (1955)

found certain anomalous rll mutants that failed to give wild

type recombinants with a number of closely linked mutants

extending over a definite span of the rll region, but gave normal

recombination with rll mutants outside that span. Such mutants

are indicated in Figure 12 by horizontal bars extending over the

region of no recombination. This observation suggests that a
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mutational event may result in chemical inodification of varying

lengths of the nucleic acid chain, and raises the question of the

ininimum extent of the mutation. A minimum-extent mutation

might be called a point mutation. A point mutation might

involve change in a single nucleotide pair, or any number of

pairs. The longer span mutations might be a summation of

point mutations or might involve some other type of chromosomal

aberration such as a deletion or inversion of genetic material.

The observation that these long span mutations do not give rise

to reverse mutations is consistent with the recombination data in

suggesting that extensive chemical alteration is involved. Benzer

(1957) proposed the term muton to designate "the smallest element

that, when altered, can give rise to a mutant form of the or-

ganism." He estimated the size of the muton in phage T4
somewhat as follows. The total amount of nucleic acid in

phages of the T4 group is about 2X10^ nucleotide pairs per

infectious particle as determined by chemical analysis. Certain

evidence based on isotope tracer studies (Levinthal, 1956)

suggests that only 40 per cent of phage T2 DNA may be in-

volved in the transmission of genetic information. Benzer

(1955) estimated that the total length of the genetically active

nuclear material is about 200 map units (1 map unit gives 1 per

cent recombinants in a standard cross) including all known mark-

ers. The true map length may differ from this somewhat and

a later estimate is 800 map units (Benzer, 1957) after correction

for negative interference. If 200 maps units are equivalent

to 2 X 10^ nucleotide pairs, then 0.01 map unit (the shortest

measured distance separating two mutations) is equivalent to

10 nucleotide pairs. As successive resolvable mutations occur

at intervals of about 0.01 map unit it is evident that the mini-

mum length of the muton may be less than 1 nucleotide pairs

and may be only one. Some of the long span mutons mentioned

above may be as long as several hundred nucleotide pairs.

The lengths of the two measured functional units or cistrons are

of the order of 4,000 nucleotide pairs each. The error in these

estimates is probably less than a factor of 10.
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c. The Unit of Recombination

On the assumption that the Watson and Crick (1953) model

of DNA is a reasonable approximation to the structure of the

phage genetic material one can make certain inferences. One
might expect that in reference to the phenotypic expression of

chemical changes in the genetic material, there would be con-

siderable variation in different regions within one functional

unit. If the functional unit controlled the synthesis of an en-

zyme, a change in a single nucleotide pair in a sensitive region

might render the derived enzyme inactive, and extensive change

in another region might have no effect on the catalytic properties

of the enzyme but might alter its antigenic specificity. Also

it would seem probable that genetic recombination might occur

at the linkage between any two adjacent nucleotides in the

genetic structure. Therefore the minimum unit of mutation

and the minimum unit of recombination might involve the same

chemical structure, the single nucleotide pair of the Watson-

Crick model. Benzer (1957) proposed the term recon for the

"smallest element in the one-dimensional array that is inter-

changeable (but not divisible) by genetic recombination."

The size of the recon is of the same magnitude as the size of the

muton in Benzer's experiments and it is probable that more

refined data will show that both units are referable to the

nucleotide pair from which the Watson-Crick model is con-

structed.

By a special technique Benzer (1957) was able to isolate 123

mutants that were not resolvable by recombination and pre-

sumably resulted from changes at the same point. These 123

mutant strains could be classified into three categories on the

basis of frequency of reverse mutations. One group of 72 strains

had reversion frequencies of the order of 0.2 X 10~^ to 4.0

X 10~^, a second group of 50 strains had reversion frequencies

of the order of 0.3 X lO"'' to 4.0 X 10"^ and 1 strain had a

reversion frequency of about 10~*^. If a point mutation involves

a substitution of a single nucleotide pair by another these dif-

ferences in reversion frequency may be a result of the substitu-
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tion of different nucleotides for that present in the wild type

genetic material. On this hypothesis there is clearly a modest

limit to the number of possible phenotypes that could arise as a

result of mutations at a single point. The four phenotypes

(wild type plus three mutant types) found by Benzer at a single

point might be attributable to the four known nucleotides of

T4. Substituents on the nucleotides, such as glucose or hydroxy-

methylcytosine, might permit a few more types but the total

number of variations that can occur at a single point locus is

clearly limited if the muton and recon are restricted to a single

nucleotide pair.

6. Radiation Genetics

The various effects of ultraviolet light and ionizing radiations

on bacteriophages have been discussed in Chapter VI. We
will consider here the genetic significance of studies involving

radiation and radioactive decay. Certain types of radiation

damage are reversible by light (photoreactivation) and by cer-

tain chemicals (chemoreactivation) without involving genetic

interaction. However, the reactivation of inactivated phages

under conditions of multiple infection (multiplicity reactivation),

or the rescue of markers of inactivated phages by mixed infec-

tion with active phages (cross-reactivation) has features sugges-

tive of genetic interaction between two or more phage particles

within an infected cell. As a result radiation has become a

tool in the study of the genetics of phages.

a. Multiplicity Reactivation of Phage Inactivated by Ultraviolet Light

Delbriick and Bailey, while assaying ultraviolet-inactivated

phage stocks, noted that the plaque counts of surviving phage

particles were quite variable and depended on the relative propor-

tions of phage lysate and bacteria in the plating mixtures.

In investigating this titration anomaly, Luria (1947) discovered

the phenomenon known as multiplicity reactivation. A fuller dis-

cussion of the experimental methods and results was given by

Luria and Dulbecco (1949). An ultraviolet-inactivated phage
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particle when absorbed to a host cell fails to reproduce itself.

However, as we have seen, it is far from inert physiologically.

It may kill the host cell, interfere with the multiplication of

other phages, or with high intensity visible light undergo photo-

reactivation and so regain its ability to reproduce. In multi-

plicity reactivation, if two or more inactivated phage particles

are absorbed to the same host cell, there is a high probability

that this multiply-infected bacterium will lyse and liberate viable

phage particles. The probability of multiplicity reactivation in

multiply-infected bacteria decreases with increasing ultraviolet

dosage but is essentially one with low doses. The probability

increases with increasing multiplicity so that an increase in

multiplicity can to some extent overcome the effect of an increase

in ultraviolet dosage. Multiplicity reactivation is a highly

efficient and readily demonstrated property of phages T2,

T4, T6, and T5, but is barely detectable with Tl and does not

occur with T3 and T7. Inactivated T2 may also display mul-

tiplicity reactivation in mixed infection with either inactive

T4 or inactive T6, but not with inactive T5. The evidence

summarized by Bowen (1953) suggests that the major damage

involves phage nucleic acid rather than phage protein and

hence may be genetic damage. Luria (1947) proposed a

hypothesis to explain these results, assuming ( 7) the inactivation

of phage by ultraviolet is due to lethal mutations in a specified

number of genetic "units" of the phage particle and (2) that

multiplicity reactivation is the result of the recombination

of an undamaged unit of each kind to recreate one active phage

particle. In order to explain the high efficiency of multiplicity

reactivation it was suggested that the undamaged units are

capable of independent multiplication before reassembly.

Luria and Dulbecco (1949) presented a mathematical formula-

lion of the expected survival based on the following simplifying

assumptions: (7) every kind of phage contains a fixed number

of genetic units, all equally sensitive to radiation; (2) one

undamaged representative of each unit is necessary and suffi-

cient to give viable progeny; (3) there is a Poisson distribution
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of the number of phages adsorbed on individual cells. Ac-

cording to these assumptions the frequency of productive in-

fection is

Z ^' [1 - (1 - e-^n'T

V =
1 - (.V + \)e-^

where y is the fraction of multiply-infected bacteria yielding

phage; x is the average multiplicity of infection; r is the av-

erage number of lethal damages per phage; n is the number of

genetic units in each phage ; and k is the exact number of phages

absorbed to individual cells.

Since y, x, and r are known for a given experiment, n can be

calculated. This equation gav-e a fairly good fit to the experi-

mental data for ultraviolet doses up to 10 or 20 lethal hits per

particle, if n was assumed to be 25 for T2, 15 for T4, and 30

for T6. On carrying these experiments to much higher doses

of radiation, Dulbecco (1952a) found two serious discrepancies

between the experimental data and the predictions of the

theory. The theory predicts the same limiting slope for the

dose-survival curve following single and multiple infection.

The observed limiting slope for multiple infection is about ^/i

of that predicted. The theory requires the extrapolated linear

portion of the survival curves to intercept the ordinate at the

value k"", whereas the observed intercept is a much smaller

value. The discrepancies suggest a kind of ultraviolet damage,

lethal in single infection, that can be repaired in multiple infec-

tion without substitution of unique phage elements. The v^alue

of n can not be equated to any known genetic or chemical

structures in the phage.

In a brief note Cairns and Watson (1956) pointed out that the

discrepancy between the observed and predicted survival curves

could be due to neglect of the deviation from a Poisson distribu-

tion of absorbed phage particles expected from the unequal

sizes of bacterial cells. If Dulbecco's (1949a) figures for dis-

tribution of cell sizes were used, and a Poisson distribution of
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phage per unit of bacterial surface ratlier than per bacterial

cell was assumed, the calculated survival curves fitted Dulbecco\s

experimental values well enough to v^alidate the original hy-

pothesis. Thus Cairns and Watson attributed the discrepancies

to a faulty assumption rather than to a faulty theory. With

very heavy doses of radiation, only a small fraction of the mul-

tiply-infected bacteria would show multiplicity reactivation and

these would be the cells that had adsorbed the largest number

of phage particles. With a skewed distribution of cell size, the

largest cells would have adsorbed the most phage particles and

the proportion of heavily infected cells in the population would

be underestimated by the Poisson distribution.

This explanation of Dulbecco's results was disputed by Harm
(1956) on experimental grounds. If the discrepancy between

observation and theory is due to the high multiplicity of infection

of filamentous cells, it should be possible to decrease the discrep-

ancy by removal of the filaments. Filtration of a washed, con-

centrated bacterial suspension through fritted glass filters re-

moved essentially all filamentous forms, leaving a much more

homogeneous cell suspension. The dose-survival curves were

the same whether the filamentous cells had been removed or

not. This result is difficult to explain unless the filamentous

cells have no greater efficiency of multiplicity reactivation than

normal cells regardless of how many additional phage particles

they have adsorbed. Harm suggested that his data as well as

those of Dulbecco might be explained by assuming that in a

part of the DNA damages are reactivated by recombination

with a probability of essentially one, whereas the efficiency of

multiplicity reactivation is fairly low in another part of the DNA.
The theory of two different kinds of lethal damage was first

proposed by Barricelli (1956). One kind of damage involves

ordinary gene loci. The probability of inactivating any given

gene locus is very small in comparison with the probability of

inactivating the phage particle. This kind of damage can be

corrected by genetic recombination in multiply-infected cells

providing the damaged regions are not overlapping. The
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second kind of damage involves so-called "vulnerable centers"

whose probability of inactivation is relatively great. The

number of vulnerable centers is small and multiplicity reactiva-

tion can occur only if at least one copy of each kind of vulnerable

center in a bacterium is undamaged. The quantitative for-

mulation of this theory is rather complex but at higher doses

of radiation simplifies to

log IV„ = rlogm - 0.43 (\V + m\oL"'~^ F'«)

where W^™ is the probability of multiplicity reactivation; r

is the number of vulnerable centers per phage particle; m
is the average multiplicity of infection; X is the average num-

ber of inactivations in vulnerable centers per unit V; \ is

the average number of inactivations in ordinary genes per unit

V; L' is the average length of ordinary chromosome damages

relative to the total length of ordinary genetic material taken as

unity; L is L' \; V is the dosage of irradiation in lethal hits

under conditions of maximum photoreactivation.

This equation gives an excellent fit to the data of Dulbecco

(1952a) both in the dark and under conditions of maximum
photoreactivation. The values of the constants for phage T2
are:

r L' Xo X Xo + X

In darkness 3 0.0049 1.83 0.47 2.3

Photoreactivation 1 0.0038 0.895 0.105 1.0

It will be noticed that two of the three vulnerable centers

are always photoreactivated. The fact that this formulation fits

the experimental data does not prove that the theory is correct

and further modifications of the theory are likely to be advanced.

However, it does suggest that modifications of the original theory

of Luria (1947) can be reconciled with the facts and that genetic

recombination may play a role in multiplicity reactivation.

A possible clue to the meaning of the vulnerable centers is

offered in the work of Krieg (1957), which is not discussed in

this book.
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b. Multiplicity Reactivation of Phage Inactivated by Ionizing

Radiations or by P^^ Decay

A certain difficulty to explain multiplicity reactivation as a

recombination phenomenon arose from the fact that the extent

of multiplicity reactivation was found to be strongly dependent

on the inactivating agent. Watson (1950) reported very slight

multiplicity reactivation after hard X-ray inactivation, and

multiplicity reactivation of P^^.jj-^activated phage was not ob-

served at all (Stent and Fuerst, 1955). However, Weigle and

Bertani (1956) demonstrated that X-ray inactivated T2 under-

goes multiplicity reactivation with high efficiency if the radia-

tion is applied after the phage has been adsorbed to the cell.

They concluded that, besides the usual lethal damage. X-rays

cause an additional "early step damage" which is expressed

only when occurring before adsorption. The fact that under

suitable conditions X-ray inactivations may be multiplicity

reactivated to a similar extent as ultraviolet inactivations,

although the two kinds of radiation are supposed to act in

very different ways, argues strongly against a direct chemical

reversal of the damage in multiplicity reactivation. The failure

to observe multiplicity reactivation following damage by de-

cay of P^2 remains unexplained.

c. Cross-Reactivation

The progeny of mixed infections of bacteria with ultraviolet-

inactivated phage and genetically marked viable phage con-

tains genetic markers of the inactivated parent (Luria, 1947).

This has been called cross-reactivation, but should perhaps

more properly be referred to as "marker rescue," because the

inactivated phage is not reactivated as a whole. Both the

probability of marker rescue and the partial burst size of phage

carrying a given rescued marker decrease with increasing dose

of radiation. Extensive analysis of cross reactivation in T4
(Doermann, Chase, and Stahl, 1955; Krieg, 1957) leads to the

following conclusions concerning the nature of the radiation
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damage which causes marker elimination and the nature of

the rescue process. The hits are damages of small dimensions

located on the linkage structure. Markers hit directly cannot

be rescued. Markers which are not directly hit may be res-

cued during matings with liv^e phage as a result of recombina-

tions occurring between the marker and the nearest hit on either

side. The probability of such recombinations decreases with

decreasing distance from the marker to the nearest hit, and

hence decreases with dose. The matings between the irradiated

phage and the viable vegetative population occur with essen-

tially normal mating kinetics. This accounts for the observa-

tion that for ultraviolet doses sufficiently high to ensure only

one rescue event in a given infected cell, the frequency distribu-

tion of the partial burst size of phage carrying the rescued

marker is like that for recombinants between very close markers

in normal crosses.

Rescue of markers from phage killed by the decay of incorpor-

ated P32 also occurs (Stent, 1953; Stahl, 1956). In detail the

effect of P^2 differs in a number of ways from that of ultraviolet

light. The genetic consequences of a single P'^- disintegration

are greater than that of a single ultraviolet damage; whereas an

ultraviolet hit is likely to eliminate only those markers rather

closely linked to it, a single P^^ decay may prevent the contribu-

tion even of markers unlinked to the decay. The kinetics of

the interaction with the viable vegetative population are also

different for the two agents. Whereas rescue from ultraviolet

damage occurs with essentially normal mating kinetics, the

rescue from P^^-inactivated phage occurs immediately fol-

lowing infection about as often as it does at any later generation

of the vegetative population.

d. Effects of Ultraviolet Light on Genetic Recombination

Jacob and Wollman (1955) discovered an interesting effect

of radiation on genetic recombination. They studied genetic

recombination between different mutants of the temperate

phage lambda and found that if the parental phages were ex-
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posed, before bacterial infection, to doses of ultraviolet light

so slight as not to cause appreciable inactivation of the phages,

genetic recombination was very much increased. This phe-

nomenon was thoroughly studied in two and three factor crosses,

with equal and unequal multiplicities of the parents, either or

both irradiated. There are striking differences between the

kinetics of recombination with unirradiated and irradiated

phages, respectively. With unirradiated phages, recombina-

tion in phage lambda occurs relatively rarely and relatively

late during the intrabacterial growth cycle. In contrast, with

irradiated phage, recombination is much more frequent and it

occurs very early, producing large clones of recombinants.

It seems that the radiation produces lesions in the genetic

material that replication tends to bypass, resulting in an in-

creased number of recombinations. This is very similar to the

situation believed to prevail in multiplicity reactivation and

cross reactivation, with the difference that in the present case

the lesions are not lethal in single infection.



CHAPTER XIX

LYSOGENY*

Although lysogenic bacteria were described many years ago,

only recently was the exact nature of the phage-bacterium

relationship in such bacteria understood. It is now well es-

tablished that lysogeny corresponds to an intimate relationship

between the genetic materials of a phage and of a bacterium,

which are integrated and reproduce as a single unit. Lysogeny

occupies therefore a somewhat unique situation at the crossroad

of virology and bacterial genetics. Several reviews have

covered the main recent advances in the field (Lwoff, 1953;

Jacob, 1954a; Bertani, 1958).

1. Definition and Occurrence

Lysogeny is the hereditary property of producing bacterio-

phage without infection with external particles. A lysogenic

bacterium possesses and transmits to its progeny the capacity

to produce phage.

Soon after the discovery of phage, it was recognized by many
workers (Bordet and Ciuca, 1921; Gildemeister, 1921) that

filtrates of bacterial cultures isolated from nature often con-

tain phages that lyse other "indicator" strains of the same

bacterial species or of related species. Two types may be dis-

tinguished among such phage-producing strains. In the so-

called carrier strains, phage production can be ultimately as-

cribed to a population equilibrium between resistant and sen-

sitive cells, the latter being constantly infected by free phage

particles. These cultures can easily be freed from phage by

successive colony re-isolation or by exposure to antiphage serum.

* Chapter contributed by F. Jacob and E.-L. Wollman.
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On the contrary, in lysogenic bacteria, each cell can potentially

produce phage. Even after many successive reisolations (Bail,

1925; Bordet, 1925) or after prolonged growth in antiphage

serum (MacKinley, 1 925) every bacterium gives rise to cultures

containing bacteriophage. A strain can therefore be considered

lysogenic if, on repeated isolations, its cultures or their filtrates

regularly form plaques when plated on indicator bacteria.

Obviously, the lysogenic character of a strain can be ascertained

only if suitable indicator bacteria are available.

Lysogeny appears to be widely spread in nature. When sys-

tematic investigations have been carried out, it has been de-

tected in many strains of various species and genera {Staphylococcus,

Vibrio, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Bacillus, Corynebacterium, etc.).

In certain species of Salmonella (Burnet, 1 932) and Staphylococcus

(Williams Smith, 1948), almost every strain is lysogenic. A
single bacterial strain may release up to five diff'erent types of

phage (Williams Smith, 1948; Rountree, 1949a).

2. Prophage

Phages released by lysogenic bacteria are able to establish

new lysogenic systems when they infect sensitive cells of the in-

dicator bacterial strain. Such phages are called temperate and

the process by which they re-establish lysogeny is called ly-

sogenization. Lysogenic clones produced in this way in the lab-

oratory differ in no significant respect from the ones isolated

from nature. The phage released by lysogenized bacteria

remains identical to the phage used for the initial infection.

Lysogeny is therefore specific and, after lysogenization, every

cell of the progeny carries in some form the genetic information

necessary for the biosynthesis of a given type of phage particle.

Phage is not maintained as such within lysogenic bacteria,

however. No infective particles can be detected after disrup-

tion of the cells (Burnet and McKie, 1929; Wollman and

Wollman, 1936b; Gratia, 1936a). One is led therefore to con-

clude that lysogenic bacteria do not contain phage particles,

but carry the information necessary for the production of phage
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particles in the form of noninfective units. Every individual

of a lysogenic population possesses at least one of these units,

for which the term of prophage has been coined (Lwoff and Gut-

mann, 1950). The prophage state, in which phage multiplies

in lysogenic bacteria without destroying them, must be distin-

guished from the vegetative state previously considered in this

book, which characteristically leads to the production of mature

phage particles and lysis of the cell. Thus in lysogenic bacteria,

temperate phages may be encountered in three different states:

the prophage state, in which phage multiplies as a noninfectious

unit in perfect coordination with the division of the host; the

vegetative state, in which phage genetic material is multiplying in-

dependently ; shortly to be converted to the infectious state, charac-

teristic of resting phage particles. Lysogenization represents the

process which converts the genetic material of resting phage

into prophage. In lysogenic bacteria phage multiplication

proper begins with the transition from the prophage state to the

vegetative state and ends with the lysis of the cell. This part of

the developmental cycle is presumably identical for virulent

and temperate phages.

Although no direct information concerning the composition

of the prophage has as yet been obtained, most of the available

evidence points to its deoxyribonucleic nature. The specificity

of lysogenization indicates that the prophage must have the

same genetic potentialities as the mature particles of the homolo-

gous type, in which the genetic specificity appears to be carried

by DNA (Hershey and Chase, 1952). Lysogenic bacteria do

not contain any detectable antigen of the homologous phage

(Miller and Goebel, 1954). The prophage contains the same

amount of phosphorus and probably ofDNA as the genetic mate-

rial of the homologous phage (Stent, Fuerst, and Jacob, 1957).

Once acquired, the lysogenic character is generally stable.

Although spontaneous losses of lysogeny have been reported in

some bacterial strains (Dooren de Jong, 1931; Gratia, 1936a;

E. S. Anderson, 1951; Clarke, 1952), lysogeny seems to be as

stable as any other genetic character.
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The main problem in the study of lysogeny deals therefore with

the nature of the prophage-bacterium relationship. The sta-

bility of the lysogenic character implies the transmission of

prophage to both daughter cells at each bacterial division.

Schematically, such a mechanism can be insured in two ways:

either a specific process of replication and segregation of the

prophage itself as a nuclear structure; or a random process,

provided the number of prophages per bacterium is high enough

so that the probability for any daughter cell not to receive at

least one is negligible.

All the available evidence supports the former hypothesis.

On the one hand, experiments with lysogenic bacteria (Bertani,

1953a; Jacob and Wollman, 1953) point to the existence of a

small number of prophages per cell, correlated with the number

of nuclei (Section 7 below). On the other hand, analysis by

crossing between lysogenic and nonlysogenic bacteria (Leder-

berg and Lederberg, 1953; Wollman, 1953; Appleyard, 1954a;

Fredericq, 1954c; Jacob and Wollman, 1957) as well as by

transduction experiments (Lennox, 1955; Jacob, 1955; Morse,

Lederberg, and Lederberg, 1956) indicate that the prophage is

indeed located at a given site on the bacterial chromosome

and constitutes the sole determinant of lysogeny. Moreover,

different types of prophage appear to hav^e different locations

each one occupying a specific site of the bacterial chromosome

(Jacob and Wollman, 1957). In one case, however, the same

prophage has been claimed to occupy, with unequal probabili-

ties, one of three possible sites (Bertani, 1956).

A lysogenic bacterium may thus be visualized as possessing

the genetic material of a phage located at a specific site of the

bacterial chromosome. The two integrated structures replicate

as a whole. Different lines of evidence suggest that the pro-

phage is added to, and not substituted for, an homologous seg-

ment of the host chromosome. It does not seem to be in-

serted into the axis of the bacterial chromosome, but is bound to

it in some yet unknown way (.lacob and Wollman, 1957).
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3. Properties of Temperate Phages

Temperate phages may be studied by the usual techniques

in which sensitive bacteria are infected with phage. Although

a certain fraction of the infected bacteria becomes lysogenic,

conditions can be obtained in which this fraction is sufficiently

low not to impair quantitative analysis. In this way one can

determine the characteristics of multiplication, such as adsorp-

tion, latent period, burst size, etc.

Temperate phages, like other phages, are composed of DNA
and proteins. However, in opposition to what has been ob-

served with the virulent phages T2 and T5, temperate phages

previously inactivated by ultraviolet light do not kill sensitive

bacteria. Their protein coat appears therefore to be devoid

of any lethal action on bacteria.

Many mutations have been described which affect various

properties of temperate phages, such as host range, plaque type,

plaque size, etc. Among these mutations, are some of a particu-

lar interest because they affect the ability to lysogenize. Plaques

formed by temperate phages are turbid because their center

is occupied by the growth of lysogenic cells. On the contrary,

plaques formed by certain mutants are clear because such phages

are unable to lysogenize (Dooren de Jong, 1931; Burnet and

Lush, 1936; Boyd, 1952a). They have lost the temperate

character.

Genetic recombination has been analyzed in several tem-

perate phages (Murphy, 1953; Jacob and Wollman, 1954;

Kaiser, 1955; Levine, 1957). The main features are essen-

tially the same as those observed with T2 and T4 (Chapter

XVIII) and the Visconti-Delbriick (1953) theory can be ap-

plied to them all. In every case studied so far, all the known
mutations can be mapped on a single linkage group and the

average number of rounds of mating is rather low, 0.5 or less.

The frequency of recombination can be increased by exposing

the phage particles to ultraviolet light before crossing (Jacob

and Wollman, 1955).
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4. Lysogenization

Upon infection with a temperate phage, a sensitive bac-

terium may respond in at least two different ways. In a certain

fraction of the population, the infecting phage enters the vegeta-

tive state. The bacteria lyse and release phage particles {pro-

ductive response). In another fraction the phage enters the pro-

phage state. The bacterium survives and gives rise to a progeny

containing lysogenic bacteria {lysogenic response). The relative

frequency with which these two responses occur depends on

both the conditions of infection and the genetic constitution of

the phage.

For a given temperate phage, the frequency of lysogenization

can be drastically modified by changing the conditions of infec-

tion. The factors which determine such alterations appear to

vary widely according to the phage-bacterium system involved.

In a phage acting on Sh. dysenteriae, 90 per cent of the infected

cells produce phage when incubated at 37 ° after infection,

whereas 80 per cent become lysogenic at 20° C. (Bertani and

Nice, 1954). With a phage of S. typhimurium, the type of re-

sponse depends upon the multiplicity of infection. When the

multiplicity of infection is less than one, most of the infected

bacteria lyse and produce phage. If the multiplicity of infec-

tion is gradually increased, the frequency of lysogenic response

increases and reaches almost 100 per cent with 10 phages per

bacterium (Boyd, 1953a). Moreover, in the same system the

frequency of lysogenization can be influenced by such treatments

as starvation of the cells or addition of various antimetabolites

to the cultures (Lwoff, Kaplan, and Ritz, 1954).

It appears, therefore, that the lysogenic response does not re-

sult from the selection of preexisting mutants, either of the

phage or the bacterium. As first demonstrated by Lieb (1953)

in E. coli, the decision between lysogenization and lysis must be

made after infection. Lieb's work suggests that, in those bac-

teria that are to become lysogenic, the genetic material of the

infecting phage for some time behaves as a cytoplasmic particle.

While in this condition it is particularly sensitive to heat, does
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not multiply, and is randomly distributed to one of the daughter

cells at each division.

Although the variability in the bacterial response to infection

with a given temperate phage depends on environmental factors,

the capacity of a phage to lysogenize is genetically controlled.

Mutants can be isolated in which the ability to lysogenize is

altered (c mutants). Valuable information about the process of

lysogenization has been gained through genetic analysis of the

c mutants (Levine, 1957; Kaiser, 1957). The power of a

phage to lysogenize appears to be controlled by a number of

closely linked factors in the genetic material of the phage.

Moreover, mixed infection with certain pairs of c mutants, each

of which is unable to lysogenize alone, may result in lysogeniza-

tion. The mixed infection simulates a heterozygous diploid

in the trans configuration and each of the mutant phages appears

to perform a reaction that the other one cannot. Evidently the

temperate parental phage carries out both reactions and by

such tests, the existence of two or three different reactions in-

voh^ed in the process of lysogenization has been demonstrated.

5. Production of Phage by Lysogenic Bacteria

a. Spontaneous Production

Large cultures of lysogenic bacteria contain free phage par-

ticles. During the exponential phase of bacterial growth, the

number of phage particles increases proportionally to the num-
ber of bacteria. Using single bacteria isolated with a micro-

manipulator, Lwoff and Gutmann (1950) demonstrated that

phages are not secreted by living and multiplying bacteria, but

are released by lysis of a small fraction of the bacteria. The con-

stant ratio between free phage particles and bacteria observed

in growing cultures expresses the fact that, at each generation,

a given fraction of the population lyses and releases a burst of

phage. The ratio observed depends on the burst size and the

frequency of lysis. Under given conditions of culture the rate

of production, expressed as the probability per bacterium per
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generation to produce phage, is constant. For different strains

of the same bacterial species, it varies widely (lO"^ to 10~^)

according to the type of prophage carried. The factors yet

unknown that determine phage production in lysogenic cultures

appear to select at random the small number of cells that lyse

in each generation.

b. Induction

In some lysogenic systems the probability of phage produc-

tion can be increased nearly to one by exposing the cultures to

the action of various agents such as ultraviolet light (Lwoff,

Siminovitch, and Kjeldgaard, 1950). After irradiation, bac-

terial growth proceeds for a time corresponding to one or two

divisions, then mass lysis occurs and a burst of phage is released

by almost every bacterium.

This phenomenon, called induction, allows one to compare

phage production by lysogenic bacteria and by sensitive bacteria

infected with the identical phage. The characteristics of phage

development appear to be similar in both systems, a result taken

to mean that after induction and after infection phage multiplica-

tion occurs in a common vegetative state (Lwoff, 1953; Jacob

and Wollman, 1953).

During the latent period following induction by ultraviolet

light, lysogenic bacteria are still able to synthesize respiratory

as well as induced enzymes (Siminovich, 1953). It appears to

be a general feature of temperate phages and their mutants

that their development, both after induction of lysogenic cells

and after infection of sensitive cells, does not interfere as strongly

with the metabolism of the host as it is the case with the virulent

phage T2.

The process of induction is under the control of at least three

different factors.

1 . Evidence for a genetic factor stems from the fact that only

certain lysogenic systems are inducible. In general, inducibility

behaves as a property of the prophage, not of the bacterial

strain.
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2. Induction requires exposure of lysogenic bacteria to the

action of inducing agents. Several inducing agents are known,

including ultraviolet light (LwofT, Siminovitch, and Kjeldgaard,

1950), ionizing radiations (Latarjet, 1951), nitrogen mustard,

ethyleneimines, epoxides, and organic peroxides (Lwoff, 1953;

Jacob, 1954a). All of these agents are also known to exhibit

mutagenic or carcinogenic activity.

Ultraviolet light allows a simple and accurate determination

of dose-effect curves for induction of phage development. As

a function of dose of ultraviolet light, the fraction of bacteria

producing phage first increases, then reaches a maximum which

may be greater than 95 per cent, and finally decreases according

to a rate which is generally controlled by the bacterial "ca-

pacity" to reproduce the homologous phage as measured by

irradiation before infection (Jacob, 1954a).

3. Finally, the bacterial response to inducing agents re-

mains under the control of the physiological condition of the cul-

tures (Lwoff, 1951). For example, the "aptitude" of inducible

lysogenic bacteria to produce phage after irradiation is greatly

reduced if they have previously been starved (Jacob, 1952a;

Borek, 1952).

Although little is known about the process of induction, sev-

eral lines of evidence indicate that the primary lesion initiated

by inducing agents does not affect the prophage itself, but the

bacterial host, the conversion of the prophage to the vegetative

state being only a secondary event. On the one hand, careful

analysis of induction by X-rays indicates that the target size is

much too large to be the prophage itself, but is of the same order

of magnitude as the whole bacterial nucleus (Marcovich, 1956).

On the other hand, analysis of lysogenic bacteria carrying two

different, but related, prophages which can simultaneously de-

velop in the same bacterium points to the existence of a correla-

tion in the production of both types of phage. Such a correla-

tion is incompatible with the hypothesis of a change in the

prophage itself as the primary event of induction (Jacob, 1952b).

Prophage development must therefore result from some bacterial
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lesions which, as suggested by the very nature of inducing agents,

could be an alteration in the nucleic acid economy of the host.

6. Immunity

Lysogenic bacteria possess the remarkable property of re-

sistance against infection with the homologous phage. As

already observed by Bail (1925), Bordet (1925), Burnet and Lush

(1936), Wollman and Wollman (1936b), lysogenic bacteria are

not sensitive to the phage they release although they may
adsorb it. Upon exposure to homologous phage particles,

lysogenic bacteria survive and the superinfecting phage does

not multiply. This property is called immunity. Lysogenic

bacteria are immune against the homologous phage and most

of its mutants, with the exception of a special class of virulent

mutants (Lederberg and Lederberg, 1953; Bertani, 1953a;

Jacob and Wollman, 1953). Immunity of lysogenic bacteria

involves a mechanism of resistance to phage infection completely

different from inability to adsorb.

That the genetic material of the infecting particles is injected

inside an immune bacterium may be demonstrated by infecting

lysogenic bacteria with a mutant of the homologous phage

(Bertani, 1953a, b; Jacob and Wollman, 1953). The infecting

particle is able to multiply in those bacteria in which the pro-

phage develops, either spontaneously or after induction by ultra-

violet light. If, for example, lysogenic bacteria are first induced

and then infected with a mutant of the homologous phage, they

release particles of the superinfecting as well as of the prophage

type. Moreover, the ratio between the two types found in the

progeny depends upon the multiplicity of infection. A ratio

of 1 : 1 is found when the multiplicity of infection is 3 or 4,

equal to the average number of nuclei per cell, a result which

suggests the presence of one prophage per nucleus in the lyso-

genic bacterium (Jacob and Wollman, 1953).

The genetic material of the phage which has entered an im-

mune bacterium does not multiply and is diluted out through

the course of bacterial multiplication. Immunity reflects a
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block in the multiplication of homologous phages as a conse-

quence of the presence of the prophage. Its mechanism is yet

unknown.

The genetic material of a temperate phage which has pene-

trated inside an immune bacterium has a low probability of

becoming a prophage (Bertani, 1953a). Whereas lysogenic

bacteria carrying several prophages may easily be produced by

successive infections with unrelated temperate phages, there

exists an incompatibility between related prophages. As a

rule, bacteria successively infected with two temperate mutants

of the same phage carry only one type of prophage. Excep-

tionally, however, the infecting phage may substitute for, or be

added to, the original prophage. In the latter case doubly

lysogenic bacteria carrying two related prophages are formed,

and genetic recombination can be observed between the pro-

phages (Bertani, 1953b; Appleyard, 1954b).

Incompatibility between mutant prophages suggests that, in

a lysogenic bacterium, the number of receptor sites specific for

a given type of prophage is limited.

7. Defective Lysogenic Bacteria

Phage production and immunity constitute the two criteria

by which the presence of a prophage may be detected. In

some lysogenic strains, a mutation of the prophage can prevent

the formation of infectious particles. Strains carrying such mu-
tant prophages are called defective lysogenic strains.

Defective lysogenic bacteria have been isolated either after

infection of sensitive bacteria with temperate phages (Jacob,

1950; Lwoff and Siminovitch, 1951) or among the survivors of

normal lysogenic bacteria exposed to ultraviolet light (Leder-

bergand Lederberg, 1953; Appleyard, 1954b; Jacob and Woll-

man, 1956). In the cultures of these defective bacteria no,

or very few, phage particles can be detected. If inducible

defective bacteria are exposed to inducing agents, mass lysis

of the culture occurs, but phage particles are produced by only

a small fraction of the bacteria. The presence of a prophage in
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defective bacteria is nevertheless demonstrated by the fact

that they exhibit the same immunity pattern as normal lysogenic

cells.

In defective strains some lesion of the lysogenic system pre-

vents the formation of mature particles. This lesion is generally

located on the prophage, since defective bacteria first induced

by ultraviolet light and then infected with an homologous phage

release a normal burst. By infection with genetically marked

phages, it is even possible to localize the defect in the genetic

linkage system of the phage. After irradiation, prophage de-

velopment may be initiated but one of the steps involved in

phage formation, such as maturation, is blocked (Jacob and

Wollman, 1956). In some strains, defective bacteria induced

by ultraviolet light and infected with homologous phages may
release, in addition to normal particles, defective particles which,

upon infection of sensitive cells, are able to establish new defec-

tive systems (Appleyard, 1956).

A defective lysogenic bacterium oflfers, therefore, the remark-

able example of a phage genetic material that can be perpetu-

ated only in the prophage state, restrained by genetic defects

from producing infectious particles. Analysis of such strains

is likely to yield new information about some of the steps in-

volved in phage production.

8. Lysogeny and Bacterial Genetics

Lysogenization of sensitive bacteria with a temperate phage

results in the appearance of new properties of the host, immunity

and phage production, which express phenotypically the pres-

ence of a prophage. In most cases, these two properties are

the only detectable differences between lysogenic and nonlyso-

genic derivatives of the same strain, which otherwise exhibit

the same growth rate and the same biochemical potentialities.

In the last years, however, it has been shown that in some cases

temperate phages and lysogeny may modify the genetic potential-

ities of the host bacterium. On the one hand, in the so-called

transduction process, certain phages can carry pieces of genetic
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material of bacterial origin from one bacterium to another. On
the other hand, in certain systems, specific alterations of bacterial

properties by lysogenization have been reported which appear

to be so entangled with the lysogenic character that they can

be ascribed to the very presence of a prophage.

a. Transduction

Certain strains of temperate phages are able to carry a piece

of genetic material from a donor bacterium, on which the phages

have multiplied, to a recipient bacterium which they infect

(Zinder and Lederberg, 1952; Zinder, 1953). Among the

recipient cells surviving the infection, some have acquired new
genetic properties originating in the donor bacterium.

In many cases transduction is not specific and any character

of the donor may be transmitted with an equal and low (10~^

or 10~^) probability. Everything appears as if the genetic

material of the donor was disrupted during the multiplication of

the phage permitting segments of this material to be incorporated

by chance into occasional phage particles.

Such nonspecific transduction is observed in Salmonella (Zinder

and Lederberg, 1952) and in E. coli (Lennox, 1955). When
characters are closely linked, they may be transduced together

(Stocker, Zinder, and Lederberg, 1953; Lennox, 1955) and

this possibility has been systematically used for genetic analysis

of small chromosomal segments of bacteria (Demerec and Dem-
erec 1956).

Among the characters which can thus be transduced from

donor to recipient bacteria is the lysogenic character itself.

A phage particle acting as a vector may carry, in addition to

its own genetic material, a piece of bacterial chromosome carry-

ing one or even more unrelated prophages (Jacob, 1955). In

other words, a phage coat may contain the genetic information

necessary for the synthesis of two or even three different phages.

Another type of phage-mediated transfer of genetic characters

has been recently described in phage lambda (Morse, Leder-

berg, and Lederberg, 1956). This transduction appears to be
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Specific in the sense that a small fraction of the lambda particles

released after induction are able to transfer exclusively the

galactose {gal) fermentation markers to which prophage lambda
is linked in E. coli K12. The phage material and the adjacent

segment of the bacterial chromosome {gal'^ for example) are

incorporated as a single unit into a phage particle. Upon ly-

sogenization of gal~ sensitive cells the whole piece is added to the

preexisting genome of the cell which becomes a "heterogenote"

for the galactose marker, that is, carries both the gal+ and gal~

alleles. Upon induction of such heterogenotes most of the re-

sulting phage particles appear to carry the gal+ marker (Weigle,

1957). In this process the specific relationship which, in lyso-

genic bacteria, ties the prophage to a given region of the bac-

terial chromosome may therefore persist during the vegetative

state and, after maturation, in infectious phage particles.

b. Changes in the Bacterium Resulting from Lysogenization

As a consequence of lysogenization with certain phages,

changes may be observed in properties of the host. Such al-

terations are phage-specific and demonstrate that, besides

conferring ability to produce phage and immunity, a prophage

may alter host function in a variety of ways.

The best studied case is the production of toxin by Coryne-

bacterium diphtheriae (Freeman, 1951). Most of the toxinogenic

strains are lysogenic and release phage particles which are ac-

tive on certain nontoxinogenic strains. Lysogenization of such

strains with the phage makes them toxinogenic, and the toxino-

genic character can be passed from strain to strain by lysogeniza-

tion. The correlation between lysogeny and toxin production

is complete. Moreover, this property appears to be restricted

to certain temperate phages of C. diphtheriae (Groman and

Eaton, 1955; Barksdale, 1955). Recent experiments even

suggest that the ability to confer toxinogenesis segregates in crosses

between related phages (Groman and Eaton, 1955).

In other bacterial species the presence of certain prophages

can affect properties of the host such as colonial morphology
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in B. megaterium (lonesco, 1953), synthesis of antigens in Sal-

monella (Iseki and Sakai, 1953), or capacity to reproduce various

unrelated phages (Anderson and Felix, 1953b; Bertani, 1953b).

Although a prophage does not interfere with the reproduction of

unrelated phages in general, it does alter the susceptibility of

the bacterium to particular phages. The prophage lambda

confers on E. coli K12 the ability to distinguish between dif-

ferent mutants of phage T4 (Benzer, 1955). This phenomenon
reflects the existence of a phage-specific block in multiplication

of infecting particles interposed by the presence of the prophage.

In other cases, the prophage plays a role in the phenomenon of

host induced modification of superinfecting phage (Chapters

XVI and XXI).

Many examples of interference by a prophage with the multi-

plication of an unrelated phage are now known. Many of

them were discovered among the typing phages used to dis-

criminate different strains of a single bacterial species. In

most instances this interference is an expression of complex

interactions at the intracellular level, of which the outcome is

determined by the genetic specificity of all three components,

namely, the bacterium, the prophage, and the superinfecting

phage, and even sometimes by a fourth factor, the particular

modification of the superinfecting phage imposed on it by the

bacterium from which it issued. Specific examples of this kind

are presented in Chapter XXI.

9. Conclusion

Lysogeny presents a remarkable situation in which the re-

lationships between virology and genetics, dimly seen in previ-

ous chapters of this book, are clearly illustrated. Certain phages

called temperate can multiply like typical viruses, bringing about

the destruction of the cells they infect. Alternatively they can

establish a stable association with the surviving host, to be

perpetuated in a nonpathogenic form called prophage. Once
established as prophage, the genetic material of the phage is

integrated in a specific manner with the genetic material of
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the host and behaves as a normal cell constituent. Although

it carries all the information necessary for phage production,

it replicates without fatal intervention in the economy of the

bacterium. The presence of the prophage at its specific chro-

mosomal site nevertheless endows the bacterium with new
properties: the potential ability to produce phage; immunity

against superinfection with homologous phages ; and new phys-

iological capacities. Thus it is not only the presence, but also

the position, of viral material in the cell that characterizes a

prophage, and determines the properties of a lysogenic bacterium.

A lysogenic system is very stable. Only when equilibrium is

upset by rare or drastic events can lysogenic bacteria produce

phage particles. The development of prophage into phage is

a lethal process that brings about the destruction of the host.

Under ordinary cultural conditions, this is an infrequent, chance

occurrence in the bacterial population. In certain strains,

however, prophage development can be initiated in nearly

all the cells by exposing them to inducing agents such as ultra-

violet light. As a consequence of induction, transition occurs

from the prophage to the vegetative state. From then on, the

series of events leading to cellular lysis and the liberation of

infectious particles appears identical both after infection and

induction.

The lysogenic character is therefore a genetic property of the

bacterium that can be acquired by infection with a virus

This is the main feature of lysogeny.



CHAPTER XX

COLIGINS AND OTHER BAGTERIOGINS*

1. Definition and Criteria

a. Definition

In 1925, Gratia discovered that the filtrates of cultures of a

particular strain of Escherichia coli strongly inhibited the growth

of another strain of the same species. The inhibitory substance,

to which the name colicin was later given (Gratia and Fred-

ericq, 1946), diffused in agar and through cellophane mem-
branes, was resistant to heat and to the action of chloroform, pre-

cipitated in acetone, and was apparently not antigenic.

In his early publications, Gratia (1932) drew a parallel be-

tween bacteriophages and colicins. Like bacteriophages, coli-

cins are highly specific. In particular, colicinogenic bacteria

are resistant to the action of the colicin they produce. From
sensitive cultures, resistant derivatives can be isolated. But an

essential difference exists between phages and colicins: whereas

the former are reproduced by sensitive bacteria the latter are not.

The production of colicin by colicinogenic bacteria is also very

similar to the production of phage by lysogenic bacteria. The
amount of colicin produced increases during the growth of the

culture. Every single bacterium is able to give rise to a colicino-

genic culture. When plated on the sensitive indicator, colicino-

genic bacteria form minute colonies surrounded by a halo which

closely resembles a plaque.

Since Gratia's original observations analogous substances have

been found by Fredericq to be produced by numerous strains of

the Enterohacteriaceae family, including Escherichia^ Aerobacter,

* Chapter contributed by F. Jacob and E.-L. Wollman.
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Salmonella, Shigella, and Proteus species. They are all called

colicins, because a substance produced by any member of the

group may be active on strains belonging to any other species of

the family, including E. coli. These colicins can be distinguished

from one another by such properties as specificity of action, the

aspect of the zone of inhibition they produce on a given indicator,

and other physicochemical properties (Fredericq, 1948).

Similar antibiotics are produced by certain strains of Pseudo-

monas pyocyanea, but their range of action seems to be restricted to

the Pseudomonadaceae family. They have therefore been called

pyocins (Jacob, 1954b). The general term of bacteriocins has

been proposed to include such antibiotics of protein nature whose

production is lethal and whose action, restricted to a narrow

range of related species, is conditioned by the presence of spe-

cific receptors (Jacob, Lwoff, Siminovitch, and Wollman, 1953).

More recently substances possessing most of these properties

have been described in gram-positive bacteria and called mega-

cins (Ivanovics and Alfoldi, 1954).

In many of their properties, particularly in their specificity of

action, bacteriocins resemble bacteriophages (Fredericq, 1948,

1953), and this explains why a chapter on bacteriocins has been

included in this book. The following discussion will be mainly

concerned with the properties of colicins, which have been the

object of most studies. Other bacteriocins will be described

briefly at the end of the chapter.

b. Detection and Titration

The methods used to reveal the presence of a bacteriocin in a

culture medium, or its production by a given bacterial strain,

are identical with those used for the detection of bacteriophage.

Spot tests of the culture medium may be made on the surface of

an agar layer seeded with sensitive indicator bacteria, or bacterio-

cinogenic and indicator bacteria may be cross-streaked on the sur-

face of an agar plate. The second method is made more sensi-
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tive if separated into two steps: the producing bacteria are

inoculated first, incubated, and then steriHzed by chloroform va-

pors (Fredericq, 1948) ; the sensitive bacteria are then seeded on

the plate. Whatever the method, the presence of a bacteriocin

results in an area where growth of the indicator is inhibited. In

order to distinguish producing from nonproducing bacteria in a

mixed population a triple agar layer is used. A suitable inocu-

lum of the bacteria under test is incorporated into a first layer,

which is then covered by a second layer of sterile agar.

When, after incubation, isolated colonies have appeared, a third

agar layer containing indicator bacteria is added. On further

incubation those colonies which produced bacteriocin are made
visible by a zone of inhibition in growth of the sensitive bacteria.

As in the case of phage, the existence of a bacteriocin cannot be

demonstrated unless a suitable indicator is available. System-

atic search for the production of bacteriocins in any group of

bacteria therefore involves the same steps as a search for lyso-

genic strains, namely, collecting a wide variety of strains and

testing them against each other in all possible pairs.

Such studies, mainly with enteric bacteria, have revealed that

about 20 per cent of the strains investigated produce colicins

active against a single selected strain oi Escherichia coli (Fredericq,

1948), or Shigella flexneri (Halbert, 1948). Seventeen different

groups of colicins have been distinguished by Fredericq using

such criteria as host range, morphology of the zone of inhibition,

and diffusibility. They are named A, B, C, D, E, etc. A single

bacterial strain may produce more than one type of colicin.

The inhibition of growth of the sensitive indicator on agar may
be used for titration of bacteriocins. An arbitrary unit of bac-

teriocin activity may be defined as the highest dilution of the

product which still gives a clear zone of inhibition under stand-

ard conditions. The range of sensitivity of this method varies

greatly according to the type of colicin under study. A more
precise method, based on the bactericidal action of colicins, will

be described in Section 2b of this chapter
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c. Physicochemical Properties

Although they differ in many of their properties, many coHcins

are rapidly destroyed by proteolytic enzymes (Frcdericq, 1948),

and were assumed to be proteins. More recent observations,

however, indicate that they may be more complex, perhaps lipo-

carbohydrate proteins (Goebel, Barry, Jesaitis, and Miller,

1955). Little work has been done on the properties and nature

of colicins. Fredericq has shown that the different colicins vary

widely in properties such as diffusibility, or sensitivity to heat and

pH. Different colicins seem to differ in size. For instance

colicin V of Gratia forms a very wide zone of inhibition on agar

(2 to 3 cm. in diameter) and diffuses through cellophane mem-
branes, whereas a colicin of type A gives a narrow halo of inhi-

bition and is not dialyzable (Fredericq, 1948). A few colicins

have been studied in more detail : one of type V by Heatley and

Florey (1946), several of the V and D type by Gardner (1950),

and one of type E from E. coli ML by Jacob, Siminovitch, and

Wollman (1952), These colicins, very soluble in water, are pre-

cipitated by ammonium sulfate and organic solvents. Even the

large colicins, such as that produced by E. coli ML, are not sedi-

mented by centrifugation at 20,000 X g for two hours. They

are insensitive to ultraviolet light and to ribo- and deoxyribonu-

clease.

A more detailed analysis of a colicin K was undertaken by

Goebel, Barry, and Shedlovsky (1956). They prepared large

quantities of this colicin and concentrated and purified it by re-

peated precipitations with 75 per cent ethanol at ° C. and with

75 per cent ammonium sulfate at pH 4.5, followed by dialysis

and treatment with chloroform-octyl alcohol. The material

thus obtained is thermostable. A spot test with 0.02 jug com-

pletely inhibits the growth on agar of sensitive bacteria. Con-

trary to what had been reported for other colicins, colicin K is a

potent antigen. Antiserum prepared against it agglutinates the

bacteria that produce it. In its chemical, physical, immunolog-

ical, and toxic properties, colicin K appears to be very similar to
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the somatic or O antigen of the producing bacteria (Goebel,

Barry, Jesaitis, and Miller, 1955).

2. Action of Colicins on Sensitive Bacteria

a. Specificity

The action of colicins is very specific. First of all, it is re-

stricted to members of the Enterobacteriaceae family. But inside

this family, there is a certain degree of group specificity (colicins

produced by shigellas, for instance, are mainly active on shigel-

las), and even of species specificity, among strains of Shigella

sonnei for example (Fredericq, 1948). Finally, like the phages,

each particular colicin exhibits a definite host-range: some of

them act on only a limited number of strains, whereas others have

a much wider range of action. This strain specificity depends on

the presence of specific receptors on the surface of the susceptible

bacteria, as shown by P. Bordet (1948) and by Bordet and Beu-

mer (1948). Specific antibacterial sera protect sensitive bac-

teria against the action of colicins. Materials contained in

bacterial extracts as well as intact sensitive bacteria adsorb coli-

cins and neutralize their activity.

The ability of a bacterial strain to adsorb a colicin and conse-

quent sensitivity to its action may be lost by mutation. In the

zones where growth of the sensitive indicator is inhibited rare

colonies may be observed (Gratia, 1925). These colonies, like

those surviving the action of phage, are formed by resistant mu-
tants which arise spontaneously during bacterial growth (Fred-

ericq, 1948). The resistant mutants appear to lack the specific

receptor for colicin fixation.

In a bacterial population sensitive to various colicins, muta-

tions to resistance against each of the several kinds usually occur

independently of each other. For example E. coli
(f),

used by

Gratia and by Fredericq for their investigations on colicins, is

susceptible to a wide variety of these agents. A mutant resist-

ant to colicin V, called 0/V, is still sensitive to other colicins.

From (f>/V one may isolate a double mutant, <f)/V,E, resistant to
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colicins V and E and only to them. This indicates that sensi-

tive cells possess different sites of action for the various types of

colicin. A classification of colicins by Fredericq (1948) is based

on such resistance patterns. The factors for resistance to the

different types of colicin segregate independently in bacterial

crosses (Fredericq and Betz-Bareau, 1952).

Most remarkable is the observation of Fredericq (1946) and

Bordet (1947) that resistance to certain phages and colicins is cor-

related. For example, Sh. sonnei E90 is sensitive to various coli-

cins (A, B, C, etc.) and to various phages (called I, II, III, etc.).

Clones isolated for their resistance to colicin E are also resistant

to phage II, but remain sensitive to the other phages and colicins.

If mutants are isolated for their resistance against phage II, they

are found to be resistant also against colicin E. In the same way,

mutants resistant to colicin K are resistant to phage III and

vice versa (Fredericq, 1953). Moreover, in bacterial crosses, re-

sistance to colicin E and phage II behaves as a single character

(Fredericq and Betz-Bareau, 1 952) . It is clear therefore that the

action of colicins and phages on sensitive cells is dependent upon

specific receptors which may be common to both agents.

b. Mode of Action

Exposure of susceptible bacteria to colicin results in the death

of cells which, however, are not lysed. The action of colicin is

thus bactericidal but not bacteriolytic. The kinetics of coli-

cin action seems to indicate that the fixation of a small number
of molecules is sufficient to bring about the death of a bacterium.

When sensitive bacteria are mixed with a suitable excess of

colicin ML, and samples of the mixture are titrated at intervals

by dilution and plating to determine the number of colony-form-

ing cells, the number surviving decreases exponentially with time

of sampling. The rate of killing is proportional to the initial

colicin concentration. These facts suggest that a single particle

of colicin is able to kill a bacterium. Moreover, if the colicin is

not in excess, the survival curve reaches a plateau that measures
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the final number of bacteria killed, which proves to be propor-

tional to the amount of colicin added. In this way one measures

the number of "lethal particles" in the sample of colicin. Hence

the most informative method of colicin titration consists in deter-

mining the total number of cells killed by a suitable quantity of

colicin. The results may then be expressed in lethal particles

per unit volume of the colicin preparation (Jacob, Siminovitch,

and Wollman, 1952).

The action of colicin on sensitive bacteria therefore appears to

be very similar to the bactericidal action of phage : either may be

described as irreversible fixation of lethal particles on specific

receptors. Once fixed, colicin interferes strongly with bacterial

metabolism (Jacob, Siminovitch, and Wollman, 1952). When
colicin ML, for instance, is added in excess to sensitive bacteria,

growth is almost immediately arrested, but no lysis occurs.

Respiration remains constant during 30 to 60 minutes. Syn-

theses of ribo- and deoxyribonucleic acids as well as induced en-

zyme synthesis are promptly inhibited. Furthermore, addition

of colicin to bacteria previously infected with phage blocks the

development of the phage. Thus in their action on sensitive

bacteria, the parallelism between colicin and virulent phages

such as T2 appears once more very striking. More especially,

since colicins do not induce bacterial lysis nor reproduce in sensi-

tive cells, their behavior is very reminiscent of that of ultraviolet

inactivated phages or phage ghosts.

3. Colicinogenic Bacteria

Problems met with in the study of colicinogenic bacteria are in

many respects analogous to those of lysogeny. They deal mostly

with the mode and genetic determination of colicin production.

For technical reasons, answers to these problems are more difl^-

cult to obtain with colicinogenic than with lysogenic bacteria.

On the one hand, colicins not being reproduced by the bacteria

they kill, titration is relatively laborious and insensitive. On the

other hand, the colicinogenic character cannot be acquired by

infection and therefore many types of experiment which have
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contributed to our understanding of lysogeny cannot be per-

formed with colicinogenic bacteria.

a. Production of Colicin

The spontaneous production of coHcin by bacteria depends

very much on the composition of the culture medium, on the

conditions of growth, and on the characteristics of the bacterial

strain. It is generally found that more colicin is produced in

complex than in simple synthetic media (Heatley and Florey,

1946; Jacob, Siminovitch, and Wollman, 1952; Goebel, Barry,

and Shedlovsky, 1956). According to the example under study

the importance of such factors as aeration (for colicin V) or pH
(colicin K) has been stressed. The colicin is sometimes stable

in the producing culture, sometimes not. An unfavorable

effect of glucose on colicin production has been observed (Gard-

ner, 1950).

The mechanism by which colicin is released by producing

bacteria was for a long time unknown. However, the possibility

of inducing colicin synthesis in certain colicinogenic strains by

exposure to ultraviolet light suggested analogies to induction of

lysogenic bacteria that proved fruitful (Jacob, Siminovitch, and

Wollman, 1952).

When a culture of E. coli ML is submitted to small doses of

ultraviolet light, the synthesis of colicin starts almost immediately

and colicin accumulates inside the cells. After a latent period of

about 80 minutes, the bacteria lyse and release colicin into the

medium. The general aspects of induced colicin synthesis are

therefore very similar, in this case, to those of induction of

phage development in lysogenic bacteria (Chapter XIX)

.

In particular, the factors that control induction appear to be

identical in both lysogenic and colicinogenic bacteria. Thus

both depend on genetic factors : certain bacterial strains are in-

ducible, others not. (Inducibility appears to be unrelated to

the type, defined by Fredericq's criteria, of colicin produced,

however.) In both cases ultraviolet light. X-rays, and nitrogen

mustard are effective inducers. In both cases the physiological
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conditions of the bacteria, both before and after exposure to in-

ducing agents, are important. Finally, bacterial metabolism

during the latent period following induction is similar in both

systems. After ultraviolet induction of either colicinogenic or

lysogenic bacteria, bacterial growth continues, respiratory en-

zymes are formed, ribo- and deoxyribonucleic acids are syn-

thesized, and superinfecting virulent phages are able to multiply,

until the time of lysis approaches.

Induction of colicin synthesis has been confirmed by Fredericq

(1954b) and by Hamon and Lewe (1955). They found, how-

ever, that after exposure to ultraviolet light of a number of in-

ducible colicinogenic strains, release of the colicin was not ac-

companied by visible lysis of the culture. Whether always ac-

companied by lysis or not, colicin synthesis brings about the

death of the productive cells. Thus, in the same way that the

expression of lysogeny is lethal for lysogenic bacteria, the expres-

sion of colicinogeny appears to be a lethal process. Both ca-

pacities can only be perpetuated in potential form.

/;. Genetic Determination of Co/icinogeny

The ability to produce a colicin is a hereditary property of a

bacterial strain. Colicinogeny is very stable, and no instance

of the loss of this character has been reported. Moreover,

colicinogenic bacteria are in general immune to the type of

colicin they produce. The problems raised by the mode of in-

heritance of colicinogeny are therefore very similar to those

raised by the hereditary transmission of lysogeny. There must

exist, in colicinogenic bacteria, specific structures endowed with

genetic continuity that confer upon the bacteria the capacity to

produce a colicin. Colicins being noninfectious, the only possible

approach to the problem of genetic determination seems to lie

in genetic analysis by bacterial intercrosses.

It was found by Fredericq that ability to produce a colicin

may be transferred from a colicinogenic to a noncolicinogenic

strain in mixed cultures. Different types of colicins are thus
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transferred with different frequencies, sometimes very high

(Frcdericq, 1954a).

Transfer of coHcinogeny appears to be a consequence of bac-

terial conjugation. In crosses between noncolicinogenic and coli-

cinogenic bacteria, the colicinogenic character but not the non-

colicinogenic character can be transferred from the donor parent

to recombinants. The resulting asymmetry in reciprocal crosses

led Fredericq (Fredericq, 1954a, 1955; Fredericq and Betz-

Bareau, 1953) to postulate that colicinogeny is under the con-

trol of cytoplasmic determinants whose transfer requires di-

rect contact between bacteria of opposite mating types.

Immunity to colicins associated with colicinogeny is distinct

from the resistance observed in mutants obtained by selection.

For instance, whereas mutants resistant to a given colicin of

group E are resistant to all the colicins of that group, bacteria

that produce a given colicin of group E may be sensitive to other

colicins of the same group. The immunity of colicinogenic bac-

teria, however, is neither as invariable nor as complete as the

immunity of lysogenic bacteria. A striking exception was de-

scribed by Ryan, Fried, and Mukai (1955). A strain of E. coli

that does not produce colicin under ordinary conditions of

growth releases, after exposure to ultraviolet light, a colicin ac-

tive on the producing strain.

The transfer of colicinogeny in bacterial crosses enabled

Fredericq (1956) to analyze the immunity pattern of the resulting

colicin-producing derivatives. Most of these, although immune
to the concentration of colicin they produce, proved to be sensi-

tive to higher concentrations. The genetic relation between

the ability to produce a given colicin and immunity to its action

seems to be complex.

4. Other Bacteriocins

Strains of Psendomonas pyocyanea are known to produce antibi-

otic substances active on a wide variety of microorganisms. In

filtrates of a certain strain PIO one finds a substance acting only

on some other strains of the same species. The synthesis of this
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substance, called pyocin, can be induced in the whole population

by exposure of the cultures to small doses of ultraviolet light or

other inducing agents. Pyocin is released into the medium by

bacterial lysis. It is adsorbed on specific receptors of susceptible

cells. Apparently a single particle of pyocin is suflftcient to kill

a cell (Jacob, 1954b). The pyocin released by P. pyocyanea PIO

behaves therefore in every respect as colicins do. The produc-

tion of such substances is not restricted to strain PIO. In the

course of a systematic investigation of various strains of P.

pyocyanea, Hamon (1956) found that about half of them produce

one or another pyocin active only on other strains of the same

species. Pyocins are protein-like substances that kill but are not

reproduced by sensitive cells. They are specifically adsorbed

by sensitive strains found only among Pseudomonas species.

They diff'er among themselves by such properties as host range,

diff'usion rate in agar, susceptibility to proteolytic enzymes, in-

ducibility etc. They are typical bacteriocins.

In B. megaterium it was observed by Ivanovics and Alfoldi

(1954) that mutual antagonism between strains is a rather fre-

quent phenomenon attributable to the production of water-

soluble antibacterial substances, of a protein-like nature, called

megacins. As with other bacteriocins, the study of a particular

strain showed that exposure of the bacteria to ultraviolet light

induces biosynthesis of megacin which, after a latent period of

70 minutes, is released into the medium by lysis of the cells.

Efforts to detect phagelike particles in the lysate failed (Ivano-

vics and Alfoldi, 1955).

A striking difference between a megacin and other bacterio-

cins was found by Ivanovics, Alfoldi, and Abraham (1955).

The range of action is much broader. Not only does this mega-

cin exert a lethal activity against every strain of B. megatherium

tested, but it is also active against other bacteria such as B.

sublilis, B. anthracis, and various pigment-forming cocci, such as

Micrococcus aurentiacus and M. cinnabareus. With some excep-

tions, sensitivity to this megacin appears to parallel susceptibility

to lysozyme (Ivanovics and Alfoldi, 1957).
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5. Bacteriocins and Bacteriophages

Analogy between phages and bacteriocins, first pointed out by

Gratia (1925, 1932), was later emphasized by almost every

worker in the field. Properties of phages and bacteriocins may
be compared at two different levels.

7. The action of phages and of bacteriocins on susceptible

cells is similar in many respects. Both agents are adsorbed on

specific receptors which, in some instances, may even be common
for phages and bacteriocins. The loss of receptors by bacterial

mutation results in resistance to the agent. Adsorption of a

single particle of either one appears to be sufl^cient to kill a cell.

Finally, bacteriocins interfere with the metabolism of susceptible

cells as strongly as virulent phages like T2 (Fredericq, 1953;

Jacob, Siminovitch, and Wollman, 1953).

2. The capacity to produce temperate phages or bacteriocins

is a genetic character perpetuated as a potential property the ex-

pression of which is lethal. In certain examples of both sys-

tems, the lethal biosynthesis can be induced by similar experi-

mental procedures in the whole population (Jacob, Siminovitch,

and Wollman, 1953).

In their adsorption specificity and mode of action bacteriocins

can best be compared to the proteinaceous "ghosts" obtained

by subjecting phage T2 to osmotic shock. Colicin K and phage

T6 adsorb on the same bacterial receptors. The killing abilities of

these two agents are destroyed at similar rates by X-rays (Latar-

jet and Fredericq, 1955), a result which would suggest that the

colicin and the protein of the tip of the tail of the phage might

be similar in nature and size. These two proteins are antigeni-

cally unrelated (Goebel, Barry, .Tesaitis, and Miller, 1955), but so

are, in general, different phages like Tl and T5 which may nev-

ertheless adsorb to the same receptors.

Although bacteriocins and bacteriophages lend themselves to

obvious comparisons, there is no indication for the existence of

any direct relationship between these two groups of antibacterial

agents, such as a colicin being the product of an incomplete

phage development. In particular no case has been as yet
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found of antigenic similarities between bacteriocins and bacterio-

phages. Even when the same bacterial strain is lysogenic and

colicinogenic, for instance, no connection between its colicins

and phages can be demonstrated. Neither has any instance of

conversion from the lysogenic to the colicinogenic state or vice

versa been observed.

Material antigenically related to phage has never been found in

sensitive or even in lysogenic bacteria, whereas some relationship

exists between certain colicins and the bacteria that produce

them. Goebel, Barry, Jesaitis, and Miller (1955) found that

colicin K is antigenically related to the O antigen of the pro-

ducing bacteria. If similar relationships could be established in

other systems, particularly where the colicinogenic and non-

colicinogenic derivatives of the same strain can be compared

(Fredericq, 1954a), they would have important consequences

concerning the relationships between bacteriocins and phages.

One must therefore conclude that, in spite of many remarkable

similarities between lysogeny and bacteriocinogeny, there is at

present no compelling reason to believe that they are in any way
connected.





CHAPTER XXI

USE OF PHAGES IN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
STUDIES*

Species of pathogenic organisms are usually constant in their

ecology and produce characteristic reactions in their hosts, and

it is often possible to recognize a bacterial species by these re-

actions. It must be borne in mind, however, that the definition

of species in bacteria is not based on such firm foundations as is

that of higher organisms. As far as the pathogenic bacteria are

concerned, much of the existing classification has resulted from

expediency—the search for methods of distinguishing with con-

fidence the pathogenic from the nonpathogenic flora with which

they may be fortuitously associated, and of obtaining them in

pure culture for diagnostic study. As the efficacy of these

methods depends on the more or less constant characters of the

bacteria concerned, they are understandably useful to the bac-

terial taxonomist. But the final validity of bacterial species, in

the sense in which the term is employed in the classification of

the higher organisms, still remains in doubt.

Communicable bacterial diseases present epidemiologists with

the task of determining the avenues by which particular epi-

demic strains of bacteria have gained access to patients. More-

over, in a given outbreak of an infectious disease such as ty-

phoid fever, it is important to know whether the organisms iso-

lated from patients all have a common origin, that is, whether

the epidemic springs from one or multiple sources. Clearly, in

an infection caused by a single bacterial species, what is needed

is a method of classification at the intraspecific level. In other

words, the species should be divisible into "types." In an effi-

* Chapter contributed by E. S. Anderson.
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cient typing scheme, the organisms isolated from patients, from

vehicles of infection such as food or water and from the carrier

responsible for the outbreak of the disease under study, all react

identically. If an organism is widely disseminated, and es-

pecially if it is commonly carried by otherwise healthy persons,

epidemiological study is impossible without such a method.

In order to be practically useful a typing method must satisfy

the following requirements: the types and the typing reagents

used for their recognition should be stable ; the organism should

be subdivisible into an adequate number of types ; the technique

should be simple and the results reproducible and easy to read.

The method should be capable of standardization in order that,

wherever it is employed, the results are comparable; the results

of the test should be available quickly; and, before being ac-

cepted for general use, the reliability of the method should be

established by exhaustive epidemiological trials.

An early attempt to distinguish between different epidemic

strains of an organism was that of Kristensen and Henriksen

(1926) in relation to the typhoid bacillus. This method was

enlarged upon by Kristensen (1938). It depends on the dif-

ferential fermentation of L-arabinose and xylose and divides

Salmonella typhi into three biochemical types. Type I ferments

xylose but not arabinose; type II ferments neither xylose nor

arabinose; and type III ferments both sugars. As this scheme

distinguishes only three types, and as most strains belong to

type I, the method is not of great epidemiological value.

Many attempts have been made to classify single bacterial

species by serological methods and have met with some success,

particularly in the group A haemolytic streptococci. In other

instances the number of types distinguishable is too small for

epidemiological purposes, or the distinction of types by antisera

too difficult.

In 1938 Craigie and Yen introduced their Vi-phage typing

scheme for Salmonella typhi. This rapidly established itself as the

method of choice for the epidemiological recognition of typhoid

strains and served as a model for the development of all later

schemes for the typing of bacteria by phage.
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1. Historical

The practicability of phage typing depends on one of the most

important properties of phages, their host specificity. This

property was recognized at an early date in phage history.

Sonnenschein (1925, 1928) isolated specific phages for Salmonella

paratyphi B and S. typhi, and suggested their use for the rapid

identification of these organisms. This method was employed

by, among others, Schmidt (1931a, b), who found that Sonnen-

schein's original paratyphoid B phage could be "adapted" to

S. typhimurium, S. cholerae suis, and S. enteritidis. The resulting

phages were on the whole specific for the serotypes on which thev

had been grown, but the phage adapted to S. enteritidis was able

to lyse S. cholerae suis. Marcuse (1931) used specific phages to

identify strains oi Shigella jlexneri, and the same author (1934a, b)

used Sonnenschein's phages for the identification of S. paratyphi

B and .5". typhi. Marcuse confirmed the specificity of these

phages. He found that 30 per cent of 469 typhoid strains ex-

amined were resistant to the original typhoid phage, but by adap-

tation of the phage to resistant strains he was able to obtain

preparations lysing the remainder. Successive phage adapta-

tion to resistant cultures resulted in the production of five phages,

dividing the strains of S. typhi into as many groups. This, then,

was an early phage typing scheme for the typhoid bacillus.

It will be noted that the word "adaptation" is used above in

relation to the propagation of phages on resistant strains. It

should be remembered, however, that many if not all salmonellas

are lysogenic, and that, in attempts at phage adaptation, there is

always the risk of contamination of the original phage with phages

carried by strains on which propagation is being carried out.

Such contaminating temperate phages may be able to lyse

strains resistant to the original phage, and high-titer prepara-

tions having new host ranges may then result which would er-

roneously be regarded as adaptations of the starting phage.

This phenomenon certainly proved to be a source of confusion in

later phage-typing schemes, and there are strong reasons for

suspecting that it played a part in the apparent phage adapta-
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tions in earlier days. Adaptation in phages, which will be dis-

cussed later, is of two types, host-induced or phenotypic modi-

fication, and host-range mutation. It can be accepted that

adaptation has occurred if the newly propagated phage is in-

distinguishable from its unadapted parent in all respects other

than host range, and if a phage that has undergone host-induced

as opposed to mutational modification of host range can be shown

to revert in one growth cycle to the host range of the unadapted

phage when propagated on a suitable bacterial strain. There is

no evidence that such tests were applied in the earlier work to

establish that true phage adaptation had taken place, and claims

that phages had been adapted must therefore be treated with

caution.

Marcuse (1925) and Hadley (1926) were perhaps the first to

point out the relationship between phage specificity and the

heat-stable surface antigens of Enterobacteriaceae. The most

important early work in this respect, however, was that of Burnet

and his colleagues (see Burnet, 1927, 1929b, 1930, 1934b;

Burnet and McKie, 1930; Gough and Burnet, 1934). These

workers showed that, in the phage-host cell systems they studied,

there was a close correspondence between the somatic antigens

and phage sensitivity. Mutation of the organisms from the

smooth to the rough state, which involved loss of the characteris-

tic somatic antigen, brought about resistance to phage. Thus,

it was possible to select rough variants of salmonellas with phages

specific for smooth strains. On the other hand, phages were

found that lysed only rough variants. Organisms surviving the

attack of "rough-specific" phages were often found to be in the

original smooth state of the host strain. Burnet (1930) recog-

nized, however, that mutation of bacteria to phage resistance

was possible without demonstrable antigenic change, and he sug-

gested that distinct bacterial agglutinogenic and phage-adsorbing

receptors were carried by a single unit. Levine and Frisch (1 933a,

b, 1934) observed that aqueous extracts of Shigella shigae and

Salmonella paratyphi B specifically neutralized the phages to which

these organisms were susceptible, but were virtually without ef-
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feet on other phages. Burnet (1934b) confirmed these observa-

tions and Gough and Burnet (1934) demonstrated that the speci-

ficity of this phage-inactivating agent was determined by a poly-

saccharide. Levine and Frisch (1935, 1936) established, by

means of phage sensitivity, differences between certain strains of

S. cholerae suis which were confirmed by antigenic analysis of the

bacteria. These findings led to the diflferentiation of the 6i and

62 somatic antigens in the G group of salmonellas. Sievers

(1943) first identified the somatic antigens oi S. koln because of

the organism's sensitivity to Sonnenschein's phage for S. para-

typhi B.

2. The Vi-Phage Typing Scheme of Craigie and Yen

In 1934 Felix and Pitt announced their discovery of the Vi

antigen of Salmonella typhi. This antigen is present in the great

majority of freshly isolated strains of the typhoid bacillus. Its

presence renders the organism inagglutinable by sera containing

antibodies against only the somatic (or O) antigen of S. typhi.

The Vi form of the organism is more virulent for mice than is the

non-Vi form, and sera containing Vi and O antibodies offer a

more powerful protection to mice against Vi-positive typhoid

strains than do sera containing the O antibody alone. Phages

specific for the Vi form of S. typhi were isolated independently by

three groups of workers (Graigie and Brandon, 1936; Sertic and

Boulgakov, 1936a; Scholtens, 1936). These phages were in-

active on and were not adsorbed by the non-Vi (or O) form of

the organism. Two years later, Graigie and Yen (1938) pub-

lished the Vi-phage typing scheme for S. typhi. These workers

had isolated four Vi phages which they designated by the Roman
numerals I to IV. They had originally intended to devise a

typing scheme for the typhoid bacillus based on the diflferential

patterns of lysis produced by these phages on different strains

of the organism. The peculiar behavior of one of the phages,

Vi-phage II, however, attracted their special attention. They
found that this phage possessed the unusual property of acquiring

a high specificity for the last strain on which it had been grown
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This capacity for modification of host range was wide enough to

enable Cragie and Yen, by progressive adaptation of the phage to

a collection of typhoid strains, to recognize 1 1 types of the ty-

phoid bacillus, and trials of the method soon showed that this sub-

division was epidemiologically reliable. The value of the scheme

was recognized by Felix (1943), and it was largely due to his

work that it was accepted for international use. Craigie and

Felix (1947) published suggestions for the standardization of the

method. As it was employed by an increasing number of

workers it was improved and extended; at present, 58 types and

subtypes of the typhoid bacillus are recognizable by the Vi-

phage typing scheme, and the flexibility of host range of Vi-phage

II is such that it is clear, on theoretical grounds alone, that many
more types could be defined. In this work the terms "type,"

"Vi-type," and "Vi-phage type" all refer to the bacterium.

The typing phages, on the other hand, are simply prefixed by the

word "phage." The original suggestion of Craigie and Yen is

retained of designating the Vi-types and the corresponding typ-

ing adaptations of Vi-phage II by identical symbols. Thus,

type A is lysed by phage A, type C by phage C, and so on. Un-
fortunately, this system of designation has led to considerable con-

fusion among workers not directly concerned with phage typing.

However, the routine terminology has found such wide accept-

ance in the practical field that it is now too late to change it.

Table XIX shows the Vi-phage typing scheme in an abbre-

viated and simplified form. Minor cross reactions are omitted

from this table.

A number of features are apparent in Table XIX. Primarily,

type A is sensitive to all the typing preparations. For reasons

which will be apparent later, it is believed that A is the most

primitive type in this scheme and that phage A represents the

wild form of Vi-phage II. A number of types form associated

groups of which one member occupies a similar position rela-

tive to the remainder to that occupied by type A in relation to

the entire scheme. In some cases it has been possible to deter-

mine the reason for the relationship between some of the
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members of these groups. Many types are lysed only l3y their

specific adaptations of Vi-phage II.

Vi-phage typing is now recognized as the method of choice for

the epidemiological "fingerprinting" of the typhoid bacillus.

It has also established itself as the model for the development of

all subsequent schemes for the typing of bacteria by phage.

3. Technical Considerations

a. Isolation of Phages for Typing Purposes

Phages may be isolated from sewage or fecal filtrates, from

sensitive bacterial strains contaminated with phage before or dur-

ing isolation (these are known as carrier strains and show phage-

nibbled colonies on plating), and from lysogenic strains of bac-

teria. Sewage usually yields virulent phages, but those obtained

from feces or carrier strains may be either virulent or temperate.

Lysogenic cultures normally produce the most specific phages,

but phages of high specificity are occasionally isolated from fecal

filtrates or carrier strains, and it is interesting to note that Vi-

phage II, the most useful of all typing phages, was originally

found in a carrier strain of Salmonella typhi (Craigie and Yen,

1938). It is often an advantage to include in a typing set a

phage which is specific only for the bacterial species under test

but which will lyse the great majority of strains of that species.

By ordinary typing standards, of course, such a phage would be

regarded as nonspecific, but, once it has been established that its

host range is effectively limited to the one bacterial species, it

provides a useful control for the identification of the latter if the

more specific typing phages do not produce lysis. Conn,

Botcher, and Randall (1945) used phages for the species identi-

fication of soil bacteria. A phage able to attack an entire bac-

terial group, such as the salmonellas, may also be usefully em-

ployed when it is necessary to confirm that a culture belongs to

that group (Cherry, Davis, Edwards, and Hogan, 1954; Wasser-

man and Saphra, 1955). It must be remembered, however,

that species or group specificity of host range is probably never
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absolute and, in the absence of other confirmatory tests, lysis of

a strain by a single phage is not accepted as offering final proof

of species or group identification.

Virulent phages are the most convenient for phage typing, be-

cause they produce clear lysis which makes the results easy to

read. Naturally, typing phages which are isolated from lyso-

genic cultures are temperate and, if the rate at which they lyso-

genize sensitive strains is high, it may be difficult to detect the lysis

they produce because of heavy secondary over-growth by lyso-

genized cells. It is thus advisable to isolate virulent variants of

such phages when possible.

b. The Routine Test Dilution

An important principle now observed in phage typing is the

use of the "routine test dilution" of the typing phages. In the

typing scheme for Salmonella typhi, modification of the host range

of Vi-phage II does not affect its capacity for adsorption to the

host cell, and all the adapted typing preparations are adsorbed

by all the Vi-types of the typhoid bacillus irrespective of their

specificity (Craigie, 1940). Phage multiplication occurs only

when the type of organism and the specificity of the phage coin-

cide. However, adsorption of a Vi-phage II preparation to a

heterologous type of the typhoid bacillus is lethal to the cells

(Anderson and Fraser, 1956). Thus, when the phage is applied

in sufficiently high concentration to a lawn of cells, mass destruc-

tion of the bacteria results, and after incubation the culture con-

cerned appears to have undergone phage lysis. It can easily be

demonstrated that this is not so by titrating the phage in decimal

dilutions on the particular strain concerned. The apparent

lysis will then be found to disappear abruptly between two suc-

cessive dilutions, and no individual plaques can be found. In

addition to this direct lethal effect of phage, concentrated lysates

may contain bacteriocins which may produce a similar effect

to that described above ; this also disappears on dilution without

yielding discrete plaques. Finally, typing phages often contain

particles that can undergo host-induced modification by heterol-
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ogous bacterial types, or host-range mutants able to multiply

in these types. The incidence of either of these two sorts of

particle may be sufficiently high (10~^ to 10"^) to cause confluent

lysis of a number of types when phages are applied undiluted,

and type distinction then becomes difficult if not impossible.

For these reasons, Craigie and Yen (1938) used each Vi-typing

phage in the highest dilution that would produce confluent

lysis on its homologous bacterial type. This dilution was origi-

nally designated the critical test dilution by Craigie and Yen but

is now more generally known as the routine test dilution (RTD)

.

As the result of its use reactions on heterologous types are mini-

mized and type distinction becomes an easy matter. Although

no other phage-typing schemes exist that depend on multiple

adaptations of a single phage, it has nevertheless been found that

the application of a similar principle to schemes employing a

number of unrelated phages aids materially in establishing

characteristic reaction patterns for epidemiologically distinct

bacterial types.

c. Technique

The technique of phage typing is simple and is substantially

the same as that described by Craigie and Yen in 1938. The
culture to be examined is inoculated into nutrient broth and

incubated until a turbidity equivalent to about 5X10^ organisms

per ml. is attained. The initial inoculum is so adjusted that this

opacity will be reached in about 2 or 2V2 hours. The culture is

then spread on the surface of a nutrient agar plate, either as a

series of discrete areas or as a complete lawn, allowed to dry, and

the phages are spotted serially on to these areas in standard

amounts of the RTD delivered either by a standardized loop or

pipette. When the spots of phage are dry the plates are in-

cubated at a temperature suitable for the system concerned.

With the Enterobacteriaceae, first readings are usually possible

at 5 to 7 hours and second readings after i'urther overnight in-

cubation. The plates are, of course, suitably marked so that

the phages that have caused lysis are easily identified. Two
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typical typhoid phage typing plates are shown in Figure 13.

For routine purposes the phages corresponding to rare Vi- types

are pooled so that the test may be completed on one plate.

Full details of the media, techniques, and methods of reading

Figure 13. Reactions of S. typhi to its typing phages. Left,

right, Vi-t ype J.

Vi-tvpe

and interpretation are given by Anderson and Williams

(1956).

4. Theoretical Aspects of Vi-Phage Typing

a. The Adaptation of Vi-Phage II

All the adapted typing preparations of Vi-phage II are

neutralized by an antiserum against phage A, which was the

form in which the phage was first isolated, and there is no doubt

that all are modifications of the one phage. The demonstration

of the variability of host range of Vi-phage II stimulated con-

siderable interest in the possible mechanism of adaptation, and

also aroused curiosity concerning the nature of the differences

between the various Vi-types of the typhoid bacillus. Craigie

and Yen (1938) believed that a specific host-range mutant of Vi-

phage II existed for each Vi-type of Salmonella typhi, and suggested

that the process of phage "adaptation" consisted in the selection
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of its complementary mutant by the type on which phage prop-

agation was carried out. It was shown by Anderson and FeHx

(1952, 1953a, c) that this suggestion was pardy true. However,

the latter workers demonstrated that another phenomenon,

host-induced modification, played an important role in the

elaboration of the typing phages. Host-induced modification

in phage was first described by Luria and Human (1952) in

phage T2. The subject was examined in some detail by Bertani

and Weigle (1953) and Weigle and Bertani (1953) in phages

P2 and lambda. A general description of the phenomenon was

given by Luria (1953b). As it appears to affect only the phage

phenotype, the present author has usually referred to host-

induced modification as "phenotypic" modification. A given

phage Xa, in which the subscript letter indicates the host range,

which will yield a plaque for every particle plated on a particular

indicator strain A, may have a low eflficiency of plating (EOP),

of, say, 10~^, on another strain B. The selection and propaga-

tion of plaques appearing on strain B may yield a phage X^b
having an EOP of 1 on B. We will assume for the present that,

whatever changes it may undergo, the phage always retains

an EOP of 1 on strain A. Clearly, the phage newly grown on B
could be descended from a host-range mutant able to multiply

in B, or from a particle which has been able to adapt itself to

B without genetic change. It is possible to distinguish between

the two types of change by propagating the phage X^b for a

single cycle in strain A, when every particle of a phage changed

in phenotype only will revert to phage X^, whereas a host-range

mutant will multiply unchanged as phage X^b- Moreover, if the

change to X^b is phenotypic only, the particles destined to under-

go it, having no genetic continuity (in terms of the ability to mul-

tiply in organism B) in the original phage stock, will exhibit a

Poisson distribution in a series of small samples grown for a single

cycle in strain A, while host-range mutants will show a clonal dis-

tribution (Luria and Delbriick, 1943; Luria, 1951). Bertani and

Weigle (1953) observed that phenotypically modifiable particles

of phage P2 conformed to a Poisson distribution, and Anderson
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and Fraser (1956) showed that it was possible, by the use of

suitable indicator strains in fluctuation tests, to measure the

incidence in the same stock of Vi-phage II of diff'erent particles,

some undergoing phenotypic modification and others host-range

mutation. It was suggested by Bertani and Weigle (1953) and

Weigle and Bertani (1953) that the phenomenon of host-induced

modification was probably due not to the presence in the parent

phage of a minority of particles able to multiply in any cell of

the new host, but to a heterogeneity amongst the host cells which

enabled a few organisms to support the multiplication of any

particle of the phage.

The host-range flexibility of Vi-phage II was examined bv

Anderson and Felix (1952, 1953a, c), Anderson (1955a), and

Anderson and Fraser (1955, 1956). It was found that some

of the typing adaptations were host-induced modifications,

some were host-range mutants, and a third group were host-

range mutants with superimposed host-induced modification.

Phage A appears to be the wild form of Vi-phage II and every

particle of phages which are pure host-induced modifications of

it reverts to phage A when grown in type A which, as Table

XIX shows, is fully sensitive to all the typing adaptations of Vi-

phage II. Host-range mutants without superadded host-in-

duced modification are unchanged by growth on type A. How-
ever, in a phage showing both varieties of modification, host-

induced change is abolished by growth in type A, and the host

range of the pure mutant is then expressed. It can thus be seen

that the following combinations aflfecting host range can occur in

Vi-phage II: wild phenotype, wild genotype (phage A) ; modi-

fied phenotype, wild genotype; wild phenotype, modified geno-

type; modified phenotype, modified genotype. As would be

expected, the widest host ranges are found in the last of these

four groups, because the respective phages have the extra range

of the host-induced modification added to that of the mutation.

A fuller discussion of this subject is given by Anderson and

Fraser (1955).
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b. Vi-Type Specificity in Salmonella typhi

The factors governing" the specificity of the Vi-types of Sal-

monella typhi have been clarified to some extent. Craigie (1942,

1946) isolated a temperate phage from type Dl of the organism

and found that he could convert type A into type Dl with this

phage, which he designated "the latent or gamma agent" of

type Dl. The significance of this observation does not seem

to have been realized, however, and the subject was not pursued.

Felix and Anderson (1951), Anderson (1951), and Anderson

and Felix (1953b) showed that the Vi-type specificity of many
types of S. typhi was partly controlled by temperate phages.

Such phages were isolated from a number of types, and lyso-

genization of type A with them produced specific types that

seemed similar in all respects to types found in nature. For

example, the phage already shown by Craigie to be carried by

type Dl, converted type A into type Dl ; that isolated from type

D6 transformed A into D6, that from 25 converted A into 25;

and so on. Thus, it became clear that Vi-type specificity in

-5". typhi, that is, the spectrum of sensitivity to the many adapta-

tions of Vi-phage II, was to some extent a resistance pattern with

which the cells were endowed when they carried particular pro-

phages. The phages concerned were designated "type-determi-

ning" phages. They were given small letter symbols when those of

the corresponding Vi-types were capitals, and a number with a

superscript prime sign when the type carrying them was desig-

nated numerically. For example, the determining phage carried

by type Dl is designated phage dl, and that carried by type 25

is phage 25'. The observations of Anderson and Felix were

confirmed by Ferguson, Juenker, and Ferguson (1955).

Unless otherwise stated, the terms lysogenic and nonlysogenic

are used in the present discussion only in relation to the presence

or absence of type-determining phages. The determining

phages differ from Vi-phage II in not being specific for the Vi

form of Salmonella typhi; in fact, some of them will even attack

other Salmonella serotypes. They are also different from the Vi

phage in serological, physiological, and physical properties.
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Moreover, they affect the sensitivity of their host cells to Vi

phages other than Vi-phage II and, more significantly, to non-

Vi phages. Bearing in mind the fact that all Vi-types will

absorb all Vi-phage II adaptations, irrespective of their speci-

ficity, it has become clear as the result of this work that the Vi

antigen of the typhoid bacillus provides the Vi-typing phages

only with a common receptor of access to the organism. Once
this function is carried out it appears to play no further role in the

control of Vi-type specificity, which is determined by the presence

of prophages, or of other factors hitherto unidentified, elsewhere

in the bacterial soma. Anderson and Felix (1 953b) found that the

specificity of a lysogenic Vi-type was determined by two factors

:

the identity of the nonlysogenic "ancestral" type; and that of

the determining phage with which it was lysogenized. It was

observed, moreover, that by the choice of suitable host strains of

S. typhi to be lysogenized, many new types could be produced

with the few determining phages isolated. It was also found,

as would be expected, that several naturally occurring lysogeni-

cally determined types that differed from each other carried the

same phage, and it was apparent that the nonlysogenic host cell

and the determining phage each played a precise part in the

control of Vi-type specificity. Like most Salmonella species,

S. typhi carries many temperate phages, but relatively few have

type-determining properties.

Of the Vi-types shown in Table XIX, types Dl, D4, D6,

F2, T, 25, and 26 have yielded determining phages. These

phages fall into three serological groups and those most closely

related to each other serologically show strong similarities in

type-determining function and other properties. The phages

carried by types Dl and D4 are indistinguishable from each

other. Table XX, which is modified from Anderson and Felix

(1953b), shows .he symbols and serological groups recognized

at present. Phages b3, 28', and k, the first two of which con-

stitute a separate serological group, have only limited type-deter-

mining properties, but are included for the sake of complete-

ness, since they were isolated at the same time as the remainder

of the phages shown.
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TABLE XX
Serological Groups of the Type-Determining Temperate Phages of Salmonella

typhi

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

b3 (a) dl (d6 t

28' (b) k (a) -!f2

(30'

Phages d6, f2, and 30' are serologically indistinguishable from

each other. Phages 25' and 26' however, which form a sepa-

rate subgroup, do not show appreciable relationship to the

remainder of group 3, nor is their relationship to each other as

close as that of the other members of the group.

In view of the constant connection between the specificities

of lysogenic Vi-types of S. typhi and the prophages they carry,

it was suggested by Luria (1953b) that lysogenically determined

types be designated by the symbol of the nonlysogenic precursor

type followed by that of the determining phage in parentheses.

This provides a sort of structural formula for the types concerned

and the suggestion was adopted and developed by Anderson

(1955a, 1956) and Anderson and Fraser (1955). A few exam-

ples of this method of symbolization are shown in Table XXI.

TABLE XXI
Structural Formulae of Vi-Types oi Salmonella typhi

Original designation
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The structural formulae provide more information about the

lysogenically determined types than do the symbols in routine

use. The relations between many types become obvious and an

explanation is found for the ability of some adapted typing

preparations to lyse heterologous Vi-types.

It so happens that the nonlysogenic precursors of all the

naturally occurring lysogenically determined types impress only

a host-induced modification on Vi-phage II. In contrast, all

lysogenic types hitherto examined are lysed only by host-range

mutants which may or may not have undergone additional host-

induced modification. Moreover, the identity of the mutants

able to carry out this lysis is decided, as might be expected, by

the determining phages. Closely related determining phages

such as d6 and f2 erect barriers to the multiplication of Vi-

phage II that are overcome by related groups of mutants.

Thus, in this system, the interesting phenomenon is found of the

selection of easily definable host-range mutants of one phage by

lysogenization of cells with other phages, some of which are re-

lated to each other, but none of which is demonstrably related

to the Vi phage. The mutant selection is so specific that it can

be used for the identification of the determining phages that

govern it.

Type A seems to be the most primitive form of Salmonella

typhi in this scheme, because it is sensitive to all the adaptations

of Vi-phage II, because it is the ancestral type of many lyso-

genic Vi-types, and because nonlysogenic types often tend to

lose their specificity and to change into type A. A number of

Vi-types are known that can be lysed only by host-range mutants

of Vi-phage II, yet are not demonstrably lysogenic, and it is not

known what controls the specificity of such types. Nor is it

known why some nonlysogenic types produce host-induced

modification in Vi-phage II, while others select host-range

mutants.

All phages studied hitherto show host-range mutations, and

phenotypic flexibility of host range is sufficiently frequent to

suggest that this also is a widespread phenomenon. The striking

feature of Vi-phage II is the latitude over which these changes,
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separately or in combination, can occur. It has already been

pointed out that 58 distinct Vi-types of the typhoid bacillus

can now be defined with this phage, and that many more types

may exist. What is perhaps still more remarkable is that this

phenomenon of wide host-range plasticity seems to be relatively

common in Vi phages. The writer (unpublished) has iso-

lated a Vi phage, serologically distinct from Vi-phage II, yet

showing a spectrum of host-range modification virtually in-

distinguishable from that of Vi-phage II. Moreover, the

phenotypic and mutational changes exhibit an exactly similar

pattern in the two Vi phages. No non-Vi phages have been

shown to possess a similar degree of host-range adaptability.

There are clearly many intriguing problems still to be solved in

this field.

Baron, Formal, and Spilman (1953, 1955) have reported that

transduction can be carried out in Salmonella typhi with Vl-phage

II.

5. The Practical Application of Vi-Phage Typing

This is not the place to embark on a detailed account of the

epidemiological value of Vi-phage typing, and only one ex-

ample will be given. In June, 1948, three children contracted

typhoid fever as the result of drinking water from the Walling-

ton river near Winchester in England. The infecting type was

El. Investigation resulted in the isolation of the same Vi-type

from the places on the river visited by the children. The
organism was traced up the river to a tributary stream, thence to

a sewage outlet, through the sewage system, and finally to a single

house where a chronic typhoid carrier excreting phage type El

was found to live. The inquiry ended one year after the children

had been infected, and over two miles upstream from the point at

which this had occurred. It was controlled throughout by

phage typing (see Lendon and MacKenzie, 1951). Typhoid

bacilli belonging to various Vi-types are common in river water,

and without the precision of phage typing this investigation

w(Aild have been difl^cult to conclude satisfactorily. Many
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more examples could be given of the reliability and value of the

method (for references see Anderson and Williams, 1956).

There are now about 60 laboratories in over 30 different coun-

tries where this work is pursued and among which information is

freely exchanged. The type distribution of S. typhi has been

determined over most of the civilized world, and the routine use

of Vi-phage typing has contributed materially to the control of

typhoid fever.

6. Phage Typing of Salmonella paratyphi B and S. typhimurium

Phage-typing schemes exist for two further Salmonella species

of major importance: S. paratyphi B and S. typhimurium (see

Felix and Callow, 1943, 1951; Felix, 1956). In contrast to

typhoid phage typing, these methods depend to only a very

limited extent on phage adaptation, most of the typing phages

being distinct from each other serologically and in other proper-

ties. The principle of using the routine test dilution, as des-

cribed earlier, is also employed in these methods.

As the typing phages of these schemes are not all adaptations

of a single phage, few types exist for which there is a single comple-

mentary typing preparation. Instead, the differentiation of

types is by "pattern reactions." The paratyphoid B typing

scheme in current international use is given in Table XXII
to illustrate this. A comparison of this table with the typhoid

Vi-typing scheme shown in Table XIX will emphasize the

difference between the two methods.

In addition to the 10 main types and subtypes shown in Table

XXII, a number of constant variant patterns of S. paratyphi

B with the typing phages have been established. These have

shown to be epidemiologically stable and the total number of

distinguishable types, subtypes, and variations now recognized

is over 30.

The paratyphoid B and typhimurium schemes were originally

developed in the belief that the final battery of typing phages for

each organism were adaptations of the single starting phage
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used. As already pointed out, however, it was later observed

that adaptation played only a limited part in the evolution of

these typing phages, and that many of the phages used were

temperate phages which had contaminated the original phage

when attempts were made to adapt the latter to lysogenic

strains. In spite of this heterogeneity and obligatory use of

pattern reactions for type distinction, the paratyphoid B and

typhimurium phage-typing schemes have shown themselves to

have an order of reliability approaching that of the more elegant

scheme for the typhoid bacillus. Furthermore, the various

pattern reactions of each serotype are so distinctive that they may
be used for the identification of the organisms concerned when
flagellar antigenic deficiencies prevent full characterization

according to the Kauffmann-White scheme (Anderson, 1955b).

An alternative phage typing method, which was devised by

Lilleengen (1948), exists for S. typhimurium. This is based on

similar principles to the scheme of Felix and Callow. It uses a

heterogeneous collection of 12 typing phages and divides the

organism into 24 types. It is of interest that transduction was

first carried out with a phage isolated from Lilleengen's type 22

(Zinder and Lederberg, 1952).

It has been shown that all the phage types of S. paratyphi

B are lysogenic (Scholtens, 1950; Felix and Callow, 1951;

Hamon and Nicolle, 1951; Nicolle, Hamon, and Edlinger,

1951; Scholtens, 1952, 1955, 1956). The phage or phages

carried are characteristic of each type, and it has already been

indicated that some of the typing phages are identical with these

temperate phages. As with the Vi-types of S. typhi, the spe-

cific patterns of sensitivity of the paratyphoid B types to the typing

phages are controlled to a considerable extent by the character-

istic lysogenicity of each type. Hamon and Nicolle (1951)

were able to convert type 1 into type 2 (see Table XXII) with

the temperate phage carried by type 2, and type 3a into type

BAOR with a phage isolated from type BAOR. Similarly,

the temperate phages of types Beccles, Taunton, and Dundee
converted type 3a into the respective types from which the phages
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had been isolated. It is thus clear that in the paratyphoid B
typing scheme some phages carry out the dual function of typing

and of type determination.

There is evidence to show that similar phenomena obtain in

the typhimurium phage-typing scheme of Felix and Callow.

7. Phage Typing of Other Salmonellas

In addition to those described above, phage-typing schemes

have been devised for S. paratyphi A (Banker, 1955); S. dublin

(Lilleengen, 1950; Williams Smith, 1951c); S. enteritidis {lAWc^n-

gen, 1950) ; S. gallinarum and S. pullorum (Lilleengen, 1952) ; and

S. thompson (Williams Smith, 1 95 1 a, b) . The aim of phage typing

is strictly practical in that the various methods are devised for

epidemiological purposes only, and there is thus little to be

gained from typing organisms that are uncommon. There are,

however, a few further salmonella serotypes to which it might

be worthwhile applying the method. In Europe, it would prob-

ably be an advantage to have a typing scheme for S. newport,

and, on the American continent, for S. montevideo and S. oranien-

burg, which are important contaminants of spray-dried Q^g
(Medical Research Council, 1947; Edwards, Bruner, and

Moran, 1948).

Typing schemes for other Enterobacteriaceae, based on the

principle of pattern reactions, have been devised for Shigella

sonnei (Hammerstrom, 1947, 1949), for Escherichia coli of infantile

gastro-enteritis (Nicolle, Le Minor, Buttiaux, and Ducrest,

1952), and for E. coli of catde (Williams Smith and Crabb, 1956).

8. Phage Typing of Staphylococcus aureus

In the following discussion the term "staphylococcus" signifies

coagulase-positive Staphyloccus aureus.

The present practice of staphylococcal phage typing started

effectively with the work of Fisk (1942) who demonstrated wide-

spread lysogenicity among staphylococci. Fisk's phages were

isolated from a number of different strains of staphylococci and
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proved to be of some value for typing (Fisk and Mordvin, 1944;

McClure and Miller, 1946). Wilson and Atkinson (1945),

using Fisk's method of isolating phages, introduced a typing

scheme in which 21 types were defined with 18 phages. Williams

and Rippon (1952) have published a detailed account of the

method now in use, which is developed from that of Wilson and

Atkinson (1945). As in all the phage-typing schemes other than

that of .5'. typhi, phage-type diagnosis in the staphylococci is

based on pattern reactions. Twenty-one phages are employed

at present for routine work. Because of pattern variability,

even in epidemiologically related staphylococci, the custom has

been adopted of designating strains by recording the actual

spectrum of typing phages to which they are susceptible, and no

attempt is now made at type designation as it is employed in

salmonellas.

Staphylococcal phage typing presents different problems from

the typing of salmonellas. To begin with, the staphylococcus

is much more widespread than the pathogenic Enterobacteria-

ceae. In contrast to the few hundred typhoid carriers known to

exist in England, there are probably at least 15,000,000 carriers

of staphylococci (Anderson and Williams, 1 956) . A much greater

variety of types might thus be expected to exist among staphylo-

cocci than in the typhoid bacillus. Practical experience seems

to confirm this expectation, for a random sample of 221 epi-

demiologically distinct strains, examined with the phages of

Williams and Rippon over a six months' period, yielded 169

different patterns (and therefore "types") which fell into 26

pattern groups (Williams, personal communication). With

such a variety, the routine use of type designations is clearly

impracticable.

The variability in reactions that has been reported between

different cultures of apparently epidemiologically uniform groups

of staphylococci is greater than would be accepted as satis-

factory in a phage-typing scheme for salmonellas. In fact, of

course, the widely different ecology of the two groups of bacteria

makes the two typing methods valuable in different ways.
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Salmonella phage typing provides a system for the stable in-

traspecific and epidemiological classification of the organisms,

on a local, national, and world-wide basis. Staphylococcal

phage typing, on the other hand, is particularly valuable in the

local sense, for example, in tracing cross infection or following

antibiotic resistant staphylococci in hospital wards, or for in-

vestigating outbreaks of staphylococcal food poisoning. Thus,

as long as the scheme is locally reliable over relatively short

periods (which it is) it fulfils its object. But the reliability goes

beyond this point, and staphylococcal phage typing as described

by Williams and Rippon (1952) has found wide acceptance.

Reference to the many instances in which it has proved useful

are given by Anderson and Williams (1956).

The routine staphylococcal typing phages were isolated from

lysogenic strains and have been fully described by Rippon (1956).

It has been possible to classify them into four serological groups,

of which three are currently used in the phage typing of staphylo-

coccal strains of human and bovine origin. From the point of

view of lytic spectrum, the phages largely fall into five groups.

Phages belonging to different lytic groups may nevertheless be

serologically indistinguishable. Many attempts at adaptation

of the typing phages to different strains of staphylococci hav^e

been made and Rippon (1954) and Rountree (1956) claim to

have observed host-induced modification in some phages. In

view of the widespread lysogenicity found in staphylococci it

seems probable that the phage sensitivity patterns of diff'erent

strains are controlled, in part at least, by lysogenicity, but this

subject has not yet been adequately explored.

9. Phage Typing of Corymbaderium diphtheriae

Keogh, Simmons, and Anderson (1938) seem to have been the

first workers to attempt the phage typing of the diphtheria

bacillus. They used only 2 phages, but their results indicated

that the method had a possible future. Fahey (1952) defined

9 types of Corynebacterium diphtheriae by pattern reactions with 5

phages. The individual phage types recognized did not seem
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to be characteristic of particular types established on a biological

basis (that is, the miiis, intermedius, and gravis varieties of C.

diphtheriae) . Thibaut and Fridericq (1956) independently

produced a typing scheme for this organism in which 8 temperate

phages define 9 types. These workers claim that 5 of the

typing phages in their scheme are different adaptations of a

single phage.

10. Bacterial Typing by Identification of Carried Phages

The typing methods described above depend on the different

sensitivities of bacterial strains to a battery of selected phages.

It has been shown that these sensitivities are frequently an

expression of resistance patterns produced in the bacteria by the

presence of prophages, the identity of which varies from type to

type. It is thus evident that the identification of these carried

phages presents another avenue of approach for bacterial typing.

Such an approach has been used by Boyd (1950, 1952), Boyd,

Parker, and Mair (1951) and Boyd and Bidwell (1957) for typing

S. lyphimiirium, and by Scholtens (1950, 1955, 1956) for S. para-

typhi B, and there is good evidence to show that the method is

reliable. Its value as a routine procedure depends on the ease

with which phages can be identified. If this is a simple matter

entailing the determination of plaque morphology and host

range of the phages concerned, or of the specific changes in

phage resistance brought about in selected indicator strains by

lysogenization (Anderson, 1956; Anderson and Williams, 1956;

Boyd and Bidwell, 1957), the method presents no great technical

difficulties, although it is much slower than the more con-

ventional operation of applying a battery of typing phages to

the strains to be investigated. If, however, serological identi-

fication of the phages and determination of their physical proper-

ties are required, the method is too slow for routine use, because

the epidemiological value of phage typing, especially in Entero-

bacteriaceae, is often determined by the speed with which results

can be obtained.

One drawback of this method is that the phage resistance
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pattern of a lysogenic bacterial strain depends on two factors

mentioned above: the character of the nonlysogenic ancestor,

and that of the carried phage. If the nonlysogenic precursor

of all lysogenic cultures of a given bacterial species always showed

the same pattern of phage resistance, identification of the tem-

perate phages would give as much information as would the

examination of the sensitivity of the strains to typing phages.

Work on the typhoid Vi-types has shown, however, that

tc|i cwV different nonlysogenic precursors may carry the same determi-

ning phage, and the resulting types react quite diflferently with

the Vi-typing phages. Identification of the temperate phage

only would erroneously indicate that these types were identical

with each other. Moreover, it is not always possible to isolate

temperate phages from cultures (this is commonly found in

S. typhi) and in such instances the method of typing by charac-

terization of temperate phages fails altogether, whereas the

examination of sensitivity patterns of a strain to a range of typing

phages is still effective. It is evident that a combination of the

two methods offers the most precise means of strain characteriza-

tion, but for routine use the determination of the spectrum of

phage sensitivity of bacterial strains is the more practical and

reliable approach.



CHAPTER XXII

PHAGE TAXONOMY

Essential for any serious study involving many different ob-

jects is the classification of the objects into well defined categories

and the development of a nomenclature to designate these cate-

gories. Because it is generally accepted that bacteriophages are

to be included among the living organisms it seems that the ulti-

mate aim should be to apply to the bacteriophages the Linnean

scheme of classification. With this in mind we will inquire

briefly into the principles of taxonomy.

1. Purpose and Principles of Taxonomy

The purpose of taxonomy is to give an appropriate and gen-

erally acceptable name to each distinct variety of organism, and

to place these \'arieties in a hierarchy of ever larger groups, to in-

dicate their natural relationships to one another. In the original

Linnean classification the natural relationships were based on

morphological resemblances. With the development of the con-

cept of evolution and the sciences of paleontology and genetics,

the Linnaean categories acquired a phylogenetic significance so

that natural relationships implied a common ancestry, more or

less remote in time.

The basic category of the taxonomist is the species, which may
be defined as a group of interbreeding natural populations that

is reproductively isolated from other such groups. The inter-

breeding test makes the species a readily delimited category in

sexually reproducing organisms. The lack of such a test has re-

sulted in the taxonomic abominations so prevalent in the field of

microbiology. For instance, Bergey's Manual (Breed, Murray,

and Hitchens, 1948) lists 150 species in the genus Salmonella.

421
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The discovery of the phenomenon of transduction (Zinder and

Lederberg, 1952) furnished a means for testing the genetic com-

patibiHty of strains within the salmonella group. It now seems

probable that the 150 "species" really should be considered as

150 serological or biochemical varieties within a single salmonella

species.

The next higher category, the genus, should include a group of

species of presumably common phylogenetic origin, separated by

a decided gap from other similar groups (Mayr, Lindsley, and

Usinger, 1953). The genus is a category more difficult to define

than the species and is a more artificial concept.

In the Linnaean classification each organism has a two-word

name, the first specifying the genus and the second the species to

which the organism has been assigned. Such a binomial nomen-

clature has been appHed to bacteriophages by Holmes (Bergey's

Manual, cited above), who lists 46 species of phage within the

genus Phagus. The use of such a nomenclature suggests that

adequate criteria are available to characterize the species cate-

gory and the genus category. Such criteria are not available

and furthermore it would be virtually impossible to allocate

a newly isolated bacteriophage to one of these species on the

basis of the published characteristics. Identification of a bac-

teriophage would require direct comparison with type cultures,

yet for many of the species listed by Holmes such type cultures

do not exist. At the present stage of development neither the

classification nor the nomenclature of Holmes is of any value.

2. Various Proposals for Phage Classification

D'Herelle (1926) proposed that there was only one species of

bacteriophage, Protobios bacteriophagus, with extreme powers of

adaptive variation. He felt that antigenic specificity and resist-

ance to destructive agents could vary as the phage became

adapted to growth in different hosts. Yet Bruynoghe and Appel-

mans (1922) had previously shown that two strains of typhoid

phage were antigenically distinct from each other. The anti-

genic specificity of phages was repeatedly confirmed by various
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workers, perhaps most thoroughly by Muckenfuss (1928) who
suggested the use of ncutraUzing antisera for the identification

and classification of bacteriophages.

Careful investigation by numerous individuals of the proper-

ties of pure strains of bacteriophages indicated that there were

great differences from one strain to another even of phages at-

tacking a single bacterial strain. However, the properties of

any one phage strain were remarkably constant through re-

peated subculture and were not subject to capricious alteration.

The existence of "adaptive" modifications in the properties of a

phage strain were early recognized but these usually involved

change in only one property at a time. The possibility of a sys-

tematic classification of the phages became evident as soon as

large numbers of phage strains attacking a single group of bac-

teria were investigated. Several such schemes for phage classi-

fication were proposed nearly simultaneously for different groups

of phages.

A classification for the cholera phages was proposed by Ashe-

shov, Asheshov, Khan, and Lahiri (1933) based primarily on

serological specificity but including also plaque morphology and

the resistance patterns of phage-resistant host cells. The coli-

dysentery phages were classified into eleven distinct serological

groups by Burnet (1933d) who also demonstrated that this group-

ing was correlated with plaque morphology, with sensitivity to

inactivation by urea and by photodynamic action, and with in-

hibition of phage growth by citrate. These same criteria were

later applied by Burnet and Lush (1935) to the classification of

phages attacking strains of Staphylococcus. Sertic and Boulgakov

(1935) classified 75 strains of typhoid phage into 14 antigenic

types and correlated these types with plaque morphology,

particle size by ultrafiltration, heat resistance, and virulence.

The property of virulence was measured by the length of time it

took for a phage infected culture of bacteria to lyse under stand-

ard conditions and is roughly proportional to the latent period.

Delbriick (1946b) classified seven strains of coliphage into four

serological groups and demonstrated that this classification was
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correlated with plaque size, morphology in the electron micro-

scope, minimum latent period, and rate of adsorption to the host

cell. Other classifications for limited groups of phages have

been published by McKie (1934) for temperate coli-dysentery

phages, by Rountree (1949b) for staphylococcal phages, by

Friedman and Cowles (1953) for megaterium phages, by Wil-

kowske. Nelson, and Parmelee (1954) for lactic acid streptococcal

phages, and by Evans (1934) and Evans and Sockrider (1942)

for hemolytic streptococcal phages. The classification of some

enteric phages has been described by Adams (1952) and by

Adams and Wade (1954, 1955).

3. Taxonomic Criteria at the Species Level

As a result of numerous studies with various groups of phages in

different laboratories a number of useful taxonomic criteria for

bacteriophages have been proposed and tested. These were

summarized and discussed by Adams (1953b). Since then cer-

tain of these criteria have been further tested with groups of

coliphages and we are in a better position to discuss critically

their taxonomic utility.

a. Serological Relationship

The serological criterion is placed first because it is experi-

mentally simple and because very extensive application has

shown it to be the most useful single test of phylogenetic relation-

ship. The neutralization of the infectivity of one phage strain

by the antiserum to a second phage strain indicates a close biolog-

ical relationship between the two strains providing certain

sources of error are eliminated. The most obvious of these is that

the antiserum under test may contain unsuspected antibodies

against some unrelated phage, through natural immunization of

the animal with phage in its own intestine or through contamina-

tion of the immunizing phage with heterologous phage antigen

through unclean apparatus, or from a lysogenic host bacterium.

To be definitive the serological relationship should be inde-
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pendent of the host bacterium on which the immunizing phage is

grown. Also the cross-reacting antibody should be removed

from the serum by absorption with homologous phage at the

same rate as is removal of homologous antibody.

In contrast to the results of a positive reaction, the failure of

an antiphage serum to neutralize a heterologous phage does not

preclude a close relationship. In the case of two phages for

Serratia marcescens it was not possible to detect directly a serolog-

ical relationship, yet each of the two phages was clearly related

serologically to other phages of the same group (Adams and

Wade, 1954). This serological group which includes phages

T3, T7, and D44 is markedly diverse antigenically, suggesting

that antigenic specificity in bacteriophages is subject to modifica-

tion by mutation. Genetic control of serological specificity is

also suggested by hybridization experiments in the T5 species

(Fodor and Adams, 1955) and in the T2 species (Streisinger,

1956b). There is no evidence so far suggesting large scale

changes in serological specificity as a result of single gene muta-

tions. One may conclude that serological relatedness has in-

variably been correlated with close relationship in other charac-

teristics as well. Absence of serological relationship, however,

does not preclude close relationship in other characteristics.

The structural diflferentiation of phage particles into head and

tail portions is correlated with antigenic diflferentiation into

serologically unrelated head antigens and tail antigens. The
anti-tail antibodies are involved in neutralization, whereas the

anti-head antibodies are detected by agglutination and comple-

ment fixation reactions. Serological cross reactions involving

the head antigens have been demonstrated with the related

phages T2, T4, and T6 by Lanni and Lanni (1953), and with the

related phage pair T5 and PB by Fodor and Adams (1955).

Rountree (1952) has reported cross reactions by the complement
fixation test among staphylococcal phages which failed to cross

react in the neutralization test. These experiments suggest the

possible taxonomic value of the phage head antigens but not

enough work has been done as yet to warrant conclusions. The
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techniques involved are much more difficult than those of the

neutralization test but may well produce worth-while informa-

tion.

b. Size and Morphology

Phage particle size as determined by ultrafiltration, centrifu-

gation, and X-ray inactivation has been used for purposes of

classification. Such methods for size estimation have been

superseded by the development of the electron microscope.

Size and morphology of phages have been discussed in Chapter

IV. It is already evident that there is great variety of size and

m_orphology among the bacteriophages and that these character-

istics are likely to be more valuable taxonomic criteria for phages

than they have been for bacteria. So far as studies have been

carried at present there has been complete agreement between

the serological and morphological criteria. It is not unlikely

that the morphological criterion may be of value at taxonomic

levels above the species but no evidence is yet available on this

point.

c. Chemical Composition

The unique occurrence of hydroxymethylcytosine in place of

cytosine in the deoxyribonucleic acid of the related phages T2,

T4, and T6 suggests that chemical composition may well be of

taxonomic value in phage work. However, it is improbable that

chemical analyses will be popular for purposes of classification

as long as technically simpler and more direct methods are avail-

able. A general survey for the presence of hydroxymethylcyto-

sine among a variety of phages may well be enlightening. Only

a few phages have so far been analyzed (Chapter VII).

d. Latent Period

The latent period is the elapsed time between adsorption of a

phage particle to its host cell and lysis of that cell with release of

phage progeny. The minimum latent period is a remarkably
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constant characteristic of a phage-host cell system when deter-

mined under standard environmental conditions. However,

the latent period may vary with different host strains, with the

nutritional environment, the temperature, and the presence of

metabolic poisons. When a number of related phage strains

are compared it is found that the minimum latent periods fall

within a limited range of times which is characteristic for the

group. Because the range of minimum latent periods for dif-

ferent phage groups may overlap, this is not by itself a good tax-

onomic criterion but in conjunction with other properties may be

of value in characterizing a phage species. It suffers from the

common fault of all quantitative criteria in not being by itself

definitive.

e. Susceptibility to Inactivation

The susceptibility of phages to inactivation by various agents

such as heat, urea, photodynamic action, ultraviolet and ioniz-

ing radiations, sonic vibration, surface inactivation, changes in

salt concentration, and pH all have possible applications to

taxonomic problems (Chapters V and VI). The difficulty with

inactivation as a taxonomic criterion is that one phage strain

differs from another quantitatively rather than qualitatively.

Where these criteria have been applied to a group of related

phages there is usually found to be considerable variation among
the members of the group, and if several different groups are

compared there is quite likely to be overlapping in the ranges

of variation in the groups. This means that no single type of

inactivation, such as temperature sensitivity, can be used as a pri-

mary taxonomic criterion, although it may be expected to cor-

relate with classification by the serological and morphological

criteria. However, it is quite possible that a given taxonomic

group of phages may have a unique pattern of sensitivities when
a number of types of inactivation are studied. It may be antici-

pated on the basis of available evidence that susceptibility of

phages to inactivation will not be a very useful taxonomic cri-
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terion although it has been used in a numl:)er of the classification

studies listed in Section 2 above.

It is possible that osmotic shock may be in a different category

with respect to taxonomic usefulness. The work of T. F. Ander-

son (1950) indicated that certain groups of phages were not sus-

ceptible to osmotic shock whereas other groups, notably T2, T4,

and T6, were highly susceptible. Further study is needed to

determine the possible usefulness of this technique in the tax-

onomy of phages. The same may be said for sensitivity to ultra-

violet light (Stent, 1958).

/. Distinctive Physiological Properties

A few tests are known which tend to separate phages into two

classes exhibiting qualitatively different responses. The all-or-

none properties detected by three tests furnish very useful tax-

onomic criteria, but unfortunately too few such properties are

known, and even the well-known properties have not been looked

for in many groups of phages.

The calcium requirement of the T5-PB species is an example of

such a property. These phages require calcium ion for penetra-

tion, and phage reproduction cannot occur without this ion.

Many phages have no calcium requirement, and for many other

phages in which a calcium requirement has been demonstrated,

the precise role of the calcium ion has not been investigated.

The literature on this point is surveyed in Chapter XIV. Bur-

net (1933e) first suggested that the calcium requirement (citrate

inhibition) was a useful taxonomic criterion. There is no evi-

dence that the calcium requirement for penetration can be al-

tered by mutation, although the requirement of calcium as an

adsorption cofactor can (Delbriick, 1948).

The phenomenon of multiplicity reactivation (Luria, 1947) of

ultraviolet-inactivated phage is another example of a useful tax-

onomic criterion. This property is demonstrated by all the

strains in the T2 and T5 species but not, or at a much lower

level, by strains in the T3 or Tl species. The occurrence of this

property outside of the enteric group of phages has not yet been
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investigated. As far as present knowledge goes, the phenomenon

of photoreactivation of ultraviolet-inactivated phages is not

likely to be useful in phage taxonomy because it seems to be a

general property of all phages so far examined.

The phenomenon of lysis inhibition (Doermann, 1948a) and

the r+ to r mutation (Hershey, 1946a) is an example of a physi-

ological property which has been demonstrated only in the T2
species of phages although it has not been looked for outside of

the enteric group. This property may be of value only in identi-

fying members of the one species, which seems to be unique in a

number of respects.

It seems probable that further research into the physiological

properties of phages will turn up other characteristic properties of

taxonomic value. One may anticipate that a pattern of be-

havior with regard to several physiological properties will be more

useful than any single property for taxonomic purposes.

g. Results of Mixed Infection Experiments

All of the properties listed above may be used to demonstrate

resemblances and differences between any two phage strains.

Suppose that we find that the two phage strains are indistin-

guishable in morphology, serologically related, and similar with

respect to several physiological properties. How do we decide

on the degree of relationship between them ; how do we allocate

them to their proper positions in the taxonomic hierarchy?

Are they derivatives of the same strain differing in a few mutated

genes; are they two varieties within the same species; are they

representatives of two different species in the same genus; or

should they perhaps be placed in different genera? This is often

a difficult problem with higher organisms and in the field of

microbiology there are as yet no satisfactory criteria for making

such decisions. However, this need not deter us from proposing

criteria which then can be put to the test. Such a criterion is the

result of the mixed infection experiment. If the two phage

strains under comparison have a common host strain of bacteria,

it is a simple matter to arrange conditions so that a majority of
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the bacterial cells are nearly simultaneously infected with at least

one phage particle of each kind.

Such a mixed infection experiment may have sev^eral possible

results:

7. Mutual Exclusion in which a mixedly infected cell liberates

one or the other of the infecting phage types but never both

(Delbriick and Luria, 1 942) . This result has been obtained with

1 5 pairs of unrelated phage strains in the T-system of coliphages

and may be accepted as the usual result of mixed infection with

unrelated virulent phages.

2. Mixed Growth without Genetic Recombination. In this case

mixedly infected bacteria liberate both kinds of phage but no

recombinants are found. This result has been found in one case

of mixed infection with unrelated phages studied by Collins

(1957) . How rare or common this result may be we cannot antic-

ipate at present. Many more systems must be studied before

the significance of such a result is understocd.

3. Mixed Growth with Genetic Recombination. In this type of re-

sult the phage progeny from mixedly infected bacteria contain

not only the two parental phage types but also phage particles

with new combinations of characteristics resulting from recom-

bination of the parental genetic determinants. This type of re-

sult is usual in mixed infection experiments with closely related

phages; typical examples have been discussed in Chapter

XVIII. The occurrence of genetic recombination implies that

the two phage strains are similar enough in genetic constitution

that genetic determinants may be interchanged between them.

This may be considered to be analogous to the criterion of inter-

breeding populations used to define the species category in higher

organisms.

On the basis of the available evidence, one may tentatively

propose the use of the results of the mixed infection experiment

as a criterion for deciding the relative taxonomic positions of two

phage strains with a common host (Adams, 1953b). If the re-

sult is mixed growth with genetic recombination, the two strains

should be placed in the same species. If the result is mutual ex-
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elusion the two strains do not belong in the same species. If the

lesult is mixed growth without genetic recombination the cri-

terion is not applicable and other criteria must be used. If no

common host is available the test cannot be used unless by this

means each strain can be related to a third strain.

In cases in which the criterion of mixed infection is not appli-

cable one must make an arbitrary decision as to whether two

strains are to be placed in the same species or not. It is sug-

gested that if two phage strains are either morphologically indis-

tinguishable or serologically related and also share a number of

physiological properties in common they should be tentatively

allocated to the same species. If they are serologically related

and morphologically indistinguishable they are almost certain to

belong in the same species.

4. Possible Taxonomic Criteria at Levels Above the Species

At the present stage of development of phage taxonomy it is

impossible to define the limits of the genus or of higher categories.

However, one can make tentative suggestions for further explo-

ration in this field. One possible basis for defining the genus

would be morphological resemblance. For instance, phage

strains which were morphologically similar but serologically and
physiologically dissimilar might be placed in different species in

the same genus. Another possibility is the use of host range.

The host range pattern is a valuable identifying characteristic

for individual phage strains, but the fact that this can change by
single step mutations limits its value at the species level. The
total range of hosts available to various phage strains within a

single species is still unknown but it is already evident that among
cne enteric phages the host range of a phage species may cover at

least four genera, Escherichia, Serratia, Salmonella, and Shigella, in

the family Enterobacteriaceae (Adams and Wade, 1 954) . How
much broader than this the host range of a species may be no one

knows but it is quite possible that the hosts for a phage species

may be limited to the various bacterial strains within one family.

In fact it is possible that extensive study of the host ranges of bac-
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tcriophages may contribute useful evidence about the taxonomy

of bacteria (Stocker, 1955). Such studies have lead Girard

(1943) to question the present taxonomic position of the plague

bacillus.

5. Special Taxonomic Criteria Applicable to Temperate Bacterio-

phages

Some phages are able to establish lysogeny in the bacteria

they infect and are said to be temperate on this account (Chapter

XIX). This property can of course be used as a taxonomic

character. Its use is limited, however, by the fact that for al-

most every temperate bacteriophage which has been studied to

some extent, mutants are known that have lost the ability to es-

tablish lysogeny. A virulent phage could thus be a virulent mu-
tant of a yet unknown temperate phage. One may even enter-

tain the view that all phages are or were originally temperate,

and that virulence represents a secondary development due to

mutation. Against such a generalization stands the fact, how-

ever, that some phages are able to kill the host cell by merely ad-

sorbing onto the bacterium, even when active multiplication of

the phage is impossible. Such phages of course could not lyso-

genize in any case unless they first lost such an ability to kill.

Other properties which are observed only with temperate

phages could presumably be used as taxonomic criteria.

One of these is the inducibility of some temperate phages. Bac-

teria lysogenic for such phages, upon receiving certain stimuli

(ultraviolet light, X-rays, carcinogenic substances, etc.), lyse

after a definite latent period, liberating phage. Bacteria lyso-

genic for other phages do not react in this manner. To date the

property of inducibility is not known to be altered by mutation,

and may very well be a good taxonomic character.

Another property which can be studied in temperate phages is

the ability of a phage to modify genetic properties of the host

cells it infects. This phenomenon may occur with various fre-

quencies, mechanisms, and specificities (Chapters XIX and

XXI). The difficulty with such properties from a taxonomic
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point of view seems to be that they require knowledge of the

genetics of the host bacterium, which is not generally available.

6. Relationship of Bacteriophages to Other Viruses

In the classification of Holmes (Bergey's Manual) the bacterio-

phages, plant viruses, and animal viruses are classified as sub-

orders in the order Virales. In the modern concept of system-

atics this implies a common ancestry for these three groups of

microorganisms. There are strong resemblances among these

three groups, but these can all be attributed to the fact that the

viruses are obligate, intracellular parasites with no detectable

metabolic activity of their own. These resemblances may be

superficial rather than basic and the result of adaptation to a

specific environment, much like the superficial resemblance be-

tween penguins and seals. It seems probable that each of the

three main groups of viruses originated and evolved independ-

ently of the other two groups, and it seems possible that dif-

ferent groups of phages have evolved independently of each other.

The morphology of the phages as demonstrated in the electron

microscope is diff'erent from that of all other viruses, which do

not possess morphologically distinct head and tail structures.

This structural diflferentiation is correlated with antigenic and

functional differentiation. From the chemical point of view, no

phage is yet known to contain ribonucleic acid, whereas the

latter is present, alone or with deoxyribonucleic acid, in quite a

few animal and plant viruses. Also the mode of attack by phage

on its host cell differs from the attack of other viruses so far in-

vestigated. The injection of phage nucleic acid into the host

cell, leaving the phage membrane on the cell surface, seems to be

unique.

Perhaps the most compelling evidence for an independent

phylogeny for the bacterial viruses may come from studies with

temperate phages (Chapter XIX). It has been proposed that

there is a homology between the genetic material of the phage

and a portion of the chromosome of the host bacterium. The
lysogenic state may be the result of crossing over between the
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infecting phage and the chromosome of the infected bacterium or

may consist in a synapsis of phage chromosome with bacterial

chromosom.e to form a heterozygous diploid region which is

replicated as such. Some of the evidence for this point of view

was presented in Chapters XVI and XIX and will be recapitu-

lated here.

/. In lysogenic bacteria the phage genetic material occupies a

definite locus on the bacterial chromosome being linked to

recognized bacterial gene loci. For instance, the lambda pro-

phage in strain K12 of E. coli is linked to a locus involved in

galactose fermentation.

2. Studies by Bertani (1954) with the temperate coliphage P2

suggest that there are several loci available for attachment of the

prophage, one site being preferred. Superinfection of a P2

lysogenic bacterium with a genetically inarked variant of P2 m.ay

result frequently in replacement of the original P2 by the super-

infecting P2 at the preferred locus, or less frequently may result

in a doubly lysogenic cell with a prophage at each locus. How-
ever, superinfection with a different phage, PI, readily giv^es rise

to bacteria doubly lysogenic for PI and P2, suggesting that these

two prophages have different preferred loci in the host cell,

3. Similarly it is possible to make a culture of Pseudomonas

aeruginosa lysogenic simultaneously for two unrelated phages 1

and 8, or for two related phages 4 and 8 (Jacob, 1952c). How-
ever, superinfection of a culture lysogenic for phage 8 with a

plaque type mutant of phage 8 does not result in either substitu-

tion or in doubly lysogenic cells suggesting that there is a unique

site for prophage 8 in this bacterial strain and other sites for pro-

phages 1 and 4 (Jacob and Wollman, 1953).

4. In addition there is another type of evidence suggesting

direct recombination between the genetic material of the phage

and the host cell and occurring with some virulent as well as tem-

perate phages. Ultraviolet-inactivated temperate phage lambda

is reactivated when adsorbed to ultraviolet-treated host cells.

Among the reactivated phage particles are found a high propor-

tion (as much as 5 to 10 per cent under certain conditions) of

plaque type mutants. These are found only when both bacteria
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and phage are treated with uhraviolet hght (Weigle, 1953).

Similar results were described for the virulent phage T3 by

Weigle and Dulbecco (1953). Although various explanations

might be suggested for the origin of these mutants, the most in-

teresting is that they result from genetic recombination between

the phage genetic material and that of the host cell.

5. Some rather different effects of combined ultraviolet irra-

diation of salmonella phage P22 and its host cells were inter-

preted in a similar manner by Garen and Zinder (1955). This

phage, like many others, is remarkably resistant to ultraviolet

light as compared with phage T2. Its resistance approaches

that of T2, however, if one measures the ability of both phages

to grow on bacteria that have been heavily irradiated themselves.

This could mean that radiation damage to phage P22, but not

to T2, can be eliminated by substitution of similar material

from the host, provided the latter is not irradiated.

These and other observations, lately reviewed by Stent (1958),

are consistent with the hypothesis that part of the genetic ma-
terial of a phage is often homologous with part of the genetic ma-
terial of its host. If this hypothesis should prove correct, it

might suggest that a given phage is more closely related to its

host than to other phages attacking unrelated hosts. The in-

fluence that such hypotheses may have on the taxonomy of bac-

terial viruses and on the relation of bacteriophages to other vi-

ruses is obvious and need not be elaborated further.

It seems clear that a Linnaean taxonomy for all viruses, or even

for the restricted group of bacterial viruses, is premature at the

present state of our information about these organisms. It would

seem wise under the circumstances to postpone the use of a bino-

mial nomenclature for these organisms at least until the taxonomic

relationships are somewhat clarified (see also Andrewes, 1957).

7. Importance of Type Specimens

In the earlier definition of a species it was customary to place a

type specimen in a museum or collection for use as a standard of

comparison by later taxonomists. In the new systematics the
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type specimen as an individual has been shown to be inade-

quate and has been replaced by the total gene reservoir of an in-

terbreeding population, which places a limit on the variability

of the individuals within that population. When we turn to

phage taxonomy we find species named and described in terms

that make identification impossible in the absence of any known

type specimens for comparison (Holmes, Bergey's Manual) . In

such a taxonomy no attempt is made to describe the liinits of

variability of different strains within a species.

One of the principal taxonomic characteristics used in all

schemes of phage classification is serological specificity as demon-

strated by the neutralization test. Yet this characteristic is

worthless unless one has either a type specimen for direct com-

parison, or at least a sample of serum containing the appropriate

antibodies. As noted above in discussing the serological cri-

terion, variability within a species may be suflficiently great so

that one type strain or antiserum is not adequate to describe the

species.

The significance of preserving type strains will be evident when
it is noted that only a few of the type strains for Burnet's eleven

serological groups of coli-dysentery phages are still available, in

spite of the great amount of work done with these phages and in

spite of the fact that they are included in Holmes' taxonomic

scheme. These serological groups may well remain forever

unidentifiable unless the original strains are recovered.

Until recently there was no type culture collection of bac-

teriophages in existence and only a few private collections of any

size. In 1954 the American Type Culture Collection, Washing-

ton, D.C., started a section for phage strains and their host cells

and a fairly representative collection is available from this

source. Other major collections are those of Asheshov, Lister

Institute, London; Boulgakov, Institut Pasteur, Paris; and the

collection of typing phages of the Public Health Laboratories in

Colindale, London.

It is proposed that whenever a new phage strain is described in

the literature attempts be made to identify it by comparison with
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known phage strains. If it cannot be related to a known phage

strain, type speciniens of the phage and a suitable host bacterium

should be placed in the ATCC or other culture collection and this

fact be recorded in the published paper. The type specimens

should be prepared for storage either as lyophilized specimens or

in a suitable fluid medium in sealed tubes and 10 to 20 specimens

should be included to minimize maintenance problems in the

collection. In the case of unstable phage strains the possibility

of preserving typing antisera should be considered as an alter-

native to indefinite maintenance of the phage strains in culture

collections. It should be recognized that publications in the

field of biology may be of relatively little value unless the bio-

logical material used is readily available for study by other in-

vestigators.

8. Summary

The taxonomy and nomenclature of bacteriophages is in an

unsatisfactory state at the present time for a number of reasons.

There are no generally applicable taxonomic criteria available

for defining the limits of the species and the genus in the bac-

teriophages. Tentative suggestions for such criteria have been

proposed for further investigation. Because of the lack of infor-

mation about the phylogeny of phages it is not possible to con-

sider taxonomic categories above the genus level. The relation-

ships among different groups of phages, of phages to other viruses

and of phages to their host cells are quite obscure at present.

Because of this it would seem that the use of a formal Linnaean

binomial nomenclature would be premature. The importance

of maintaining type specimens for the use of other investigators is

emphasized. Much of the phage literature is worthless for

taxonomic purposes because of the impossibility of identifying

the phage strains that were used.





GLOSSARY

Abortive infection: Infection accompanied by loss of the infecting phage particle

and often death of the bacterium but not yielding a phage progeny under

normally sufficient conditions. Infection is abortive because of unusual

conditions prevailing before, at the time of, or shortly after infection.

Adsorption: Attachment of phage particle to bacterium, irreversible unless

otherwise stated.

Arrhenius constant: The energy of activation of a reaction measured from the

dependence of its rate on temperature, explained in elementary texts of

physical chemistry.

Burst: Yield of phage liberated by spontaneous lysis of an infected bacterium.

This may be measured directly for isolated bacteria in single burst experi-

ments, or as an average burst size in one-step growth experiments. Also

the act of liberation.

Capacity: The ability of a bacterium to support growth of phage when infected.

Thus one speaks of the capacity of a bacterial culture varying with the dose

of ultraviolet light administered to it before infection. To preserve the

usefulness of the term, it should not be used to describe the effects of treat-

ment applied after infection.

Clone: The descendants of a single phage particle, issuing either from a single

bacterium or from repeated cycles of infection as in the formation of a

plaque. Clones also originate within intrabacterial clones, as demon-

strated by the appearance of mutant subclones, or recombinant subclones,

in single infected cells.

Cross-reactivation: Rescue of genetic markers from inviable phage particles in

mixed infection with viable particles.

Doughnuts: Empty heads of phage particles found in lysates of infected bacteria,

so called from their characteristic appearance in micrographs of certain

types of preparation.

Eclipse period: Elapsed time between infection or induction and the first appear-

ance of infective phage particles in cells, as determined by artificial lysis.

The eclipse period of individual cells is variable ; that of the culture may
be defined as the time required to produce an average of one phage per bac-

terium. The eclipse period is usually ^/o to ^/t of the minimum latent

period.

Efficiency of plating (EOP): Plaque titer of a phage preparation, determined by

plating under stated conditions, relative to some other estimate, usually

higher, of the concentration of phage particles.

Exponential killing (or survival) : Inactivation kinetics giving a straight line
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when logarithms of survivors are plotted against time of exposure to, or

dosage of, an inactivating agent. The slope of this line is the (fractional)

rate of inactivation and measures sensitivity of the phage or bacterium in

terms relative to dosage. Accumulated dosage is often expressed in

multiples of the average lethal dose or hits, since e~" survival signifies an

average of n hits per phage or bacterium.

Ghost: A phage particle that appears empty in the electron microscope. In

several instances ghosts are known to lack nucleic acid.

Host-induced modification: A variant property of phage particles strictly deter-

mined by the kind of bacterium in which they last grew. Such modifica-

tions are considered nonheritable since they disappear when the phage is

transferred to a different host. They form one class of phenotypic varia-

tions.

Host range: The range of action of a phage measured in terms of the varieties

of bacteria in which it can grow. Host range is often, but not always,

determined by success or failure of adsorption.

Immunity: Resistance to infection that does not result from failure of the phage

to adsorb and inject, characteristically associated with the lysogenic state.

Indicator bacteria: Bacteria sensitive to a specified kind of phage, usually also

resistant to other specified kinds.

Induction: The transition from the prophage to the vegetative state in lysogenic

bacteria, occurring spontaneously or after experimental application of

inducing agents.

Infection: Used loosely to indicate attachment of phage to bacterium with at

least some effects on the cell. One speaks, perhaps improperly, of infec-

tion by ghosts of T2 because the cell may be killed, though injection and

phage growth are impossible.

Infective center: A plaque-forming particle that may be either a productively

infected bacterium or a free phage particle. When one or the other is

meant, the term infective center should not be used.

Injection: Entrance of phage DNA into bacterium.

Latent period: Elapsed time between infection or induction and lysis of cells

in one-step growth. Latent periods of individual cells vary over a range

called the rise period. When reported without qualification, latent

period means minimum latent period.

Lysis: Dissolution of an infected bacterium, recognized by release of phage

particles, by loss of turbidity of a bacterial suspension, or by microscopic

changes of diverse kinds.

Lysis from without: Abortive infection accompanied by prompjt lysis of a cell,

typically following excessive multiple infection.

Lysogenic bacterium: A bacterium capable of multiplying indefinitely in tlie

infected condition. In lysogenic cultures phage is produced only by ex-

ceptional cells that lyse.
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Lysogenization: Infection of a bacterium by phage to produce a lysogenic

clone or subclone of descendants. Lysogenization occurs some time after,

or some bacterial generations after, the initial infection.

Maturation: The conversion of vegetative phage into mature, infective phage

particles.

Mixed indicator: A mixture of two bacterial strains capable of distinguishing

between phages lysing one strain only, and phages lysing both, on agar

plates.

Mixed infection: Multiple infection with each of two or more kinds of phage.

Multiple infection: Multiplicity of infection appreciably greater than one, so

that most of the bacteria in a culture are infected with more than one phage

particle.

Multiplicity of infection: Ratio of adsorbed phage particles to bacteria in a cul-

ture.

Multiplicity reactivation: Production of viable phage progeny in multiple in-

fection with individually inviable phage particles.

Mutant: A phage (or bacterium) showing one or more discrete heritable dif-

ferences from a standard type called wild. Mutations may be accumulated

by a succession of steps, defined by the methods of isolation, and may be

ascribed to one or more loci, as determined by recombination tests.

The useful mutations of phages alter host range or plaque type, though

other classes are known. Plaque-type mutants of temperate phages are

often virulent.

One-step growth ofphage: A single cycle of infection and lysis, nearly synchronous

in all the infected bacteria of the culture, usually achieved by the one-step

growth experiment (Chapter II).

Phage: Bacteriophage. Used as a noun with a singular verb in this book the

word usually means phage species (singular). Used with a plural verb

it usually means phage particles. Used in the plural it usually means phage

species (plural).

Phenotype: The properties of a phage particle considered independently of the

properties of its offspring, which are determined by the genotype. In

general, a population of phage particles may contain phenotypic and geno-

typic variants of similar properties, only the latter yielding mutant stocks

in which the variation is preserved.

Photoreactivation: Production of viable phage progeny in illuminated bacteria

infected with otherwise inviable phage.

Plate: A flat culture dish for nutrient agar; to prepare a culture in such a dish

for counting bacterial colonies or plaques. "To plate" usually means "to

titrate."

Productive infection: Infection followed by phage production.

Prophage: The form in which phages are perpetuated in lysogenic bacteria.
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Resistant bacteria: Bacteria not killed by a given phage, usually owing to fail-

ure to adsorb, also called nonreceptive bacteria. See immunity.

Sensitive bacteria: Bacteria killed by a given phage (or other agent). Sensitiv-

ity to phage is usually tested by plaque formaticjn, when al)ility t(j sup-

port growth of phage may also be inferred.

Single infection: Multiplicity of infection considerably less than one, so that

most of the infected bacteria in a culture are infected with only one phage

particle.

Superinfection: Reinfection of bacteria already infected some minutes before,

or reinfection of lysogenic bacteria.

Temperate phage: A phage capable of lysogenizing some fraction, often small, of

the bacteria it infects.

Vegetative phage: The form in which phage (or phage genes) multiply during

the lytic cycle of phage growth.

Viable: Viable bacteria are able to form colonies. Viable phage particles are

able to form plaques following single infection. Viability depends on the

conditions of test.

Virulent phage: A phage that lacks the ability to lysogenize. When known to

have originated by mutation from a temperate phage, it is called a viru-

lent mutant.
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to the publisher and to the Governing Board of Methods in Medical Research
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able stimulus and pattern for the beginner, and for the worker in allied fields

of virology, interested in refining his experiments. The original article was,

we felt, so well designed by Mark Adams that we seriously contemplated re-

printing it without any revision.

The decision to make some small revision was based upon the following

principles: The more or less theoretical material for an article intended to

stand by itself is not needed and is in some cases outdated by the text of the

present book. Such material, as well as an occasional bit of experimental

detail judged obsolete, is omitted in this reprinting, each place being indicated

by an appropriate ellipsis (...). When, after discussion with colleagues, it

was judged that omission of certain newer technical methods or details would

seem almost to misrepresent current practice, additions were made. These

were kept as few and small as seemed reasonable, and all but those of one or

two words are enclosed in brackets.

The responsibility for oinissions or changes must rest with the undersigned,

but we wish to thank the many colleagues who off'ered advice, and in particular

Dr. George Streisinger, Dr. Norton Zinder, Dr. Margeris Jesaitis, and Professor

Max Delbruck.
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lishers; Inc., Chicago, 1950, pp. 1-73. Reprinted by pennission.
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Introduction

It is now generally agreed that the bacteriophage principle of

d'Herelle is a group of filtrable viruses, parasitic on bacteria and

more closely related chemically and physically to the animal vi-

ruses than to the plant viruses. Because of the ease with which

they and their host may be grown and studied, because of the

high precision with which they may be assayed and because a

single infected host cell may be readily isolated and observed in

the absence of interaction with other cells, the bacterial viruses

have become the subjects of widespread research as models of

the host-virus relationship. The bacterial viruses have been

used as tools in the study of the synthesis of proteins and nucleic

acids in infected cells, as a test system in the search for possible

chemotherapeutic and antibiotic agents for virus diseases, in

the study of the phenomenon of virus interference, in the study

of the action of ultraviolet light and X-radiation on viruses and

in the study of the mutational patterns of viruses and bacteria.

The possibilities inherent in the bacteriophage as a tool in the

study of relationship between virus and host cell have been

largely underrated. It is because of the greatly increased in-

terest in recent years in this group of viruses that it was thought

worth while to collect in one place the various techniques found

most suitable for research in this field.

The author is greatly indebted to Prof. Max Delbriick for a

critical reading of the manuscript; many comments and sug-

gestions of his have been incorporated in the text. The author

is also grateful to S. E. Luria, R. Dulbecco, T. F. Anderson,

and A. H. Doermann for helpful discussions concerning certain

portions of the material. However, no one but the author is

responsible for any errors or omissions. Some of the photo-

graphs showing plaque morphology are included through the

kindness of Dr. Delbriick. The author's unpublished experi-

ments which have been included were aided by a gram from the

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc.
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Host Organisms and Viruses

Bacteriophages have been recorded for the various groups of

enteric bacteria such as shigella, salmonella, proteus aerobacter,

vibrio, and escherichia. They are also known for bacilli, staph-

ylococci, streptococci, corynebacteria, mycobacteria, and ac-

tinomycetes. Phagelike agents are not known for protozoa,

algae, yeasts, or molds. Extensive investigations have been car-

ried out on certain groups of phages, in particular on the staphy-

lococcus phages by Northrop (1939a) and Krueger (1932), sal-

monella and coli-dysentery phages by Burnet (1934a), cholera

phages by Asheshov, Asheshov, Khan, and Lahiri (1933), typhoid

phages by Craigie (1946), and coliphages by Schlesinger (1933a).

In the United States the most intensively investigated phages

are the group of 7 coli-dysentery phages described by Demerec
and Fano (1945) and studied by Delbriick, Luria, Hershey,

Cohen, Beard, Anderson, and many others. All methods de-

scribed here have been tested on this group of phages but are

more generally applicable. The work has been reviewed by
Delbruck (1946a, b).

Media

In work with strain B of Escherichia coli and its phages, the

most generally useful medium is nutrient broth which contains

8 g. of Difco nutrient broth and 5 g. of NaCl/liter of water.

To this is added 1 5 g. of Difco agar/liter to make nutrient agar

for plates. For most phage work the agar in the plates should

be fairly deep, the requirement being about 30 ml. of nutrient

agar/Petri dish. The plates should be stored in an incubator at

37 ° G. overnight to dry them before use. Otherwise water of

condensation will cause coalescence of plaques and ruin the

plates for quantitative use. For preparation of agar slants for

routine cultivation of the host organism and its mutants, 2

per cent nutrient agar is most suitable since bacteria from such

a slant seem to be more readily dispersed in a uniform suspen-

sion.
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Soft agar for the agar layer technique contains only 7 g. of Difco

agar /liter and is most conveniently put up in 50 ml. amounts in

bottles, to be melted and used as needed.

These media are probably suitable for use with any of the

enteric bacteria. For more fastidious host organisms special

media may have to be devised.

For certain types of work with bacterial viruses it is desirable

to grow the host organisms on chemically defined media.

[The composition of two simple media used in culturing E.

coli are given below:
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cultures. With an energy source such as lactic acid, aeration

is essential for growth. A convenient device for aeration is the

Marco air pump.*

A factor of great importance in the design of experiments is

the medium in which the host cells have been grown. E. coli

grown in nutrient broth is from the metabolic point of view

very different from E. coli grown on the ammonium lactate

medium. E. coli grown in broth, centrifuged and resuspended

in ammonium lactate medium has a long lag period before

growth starts, presumably because the organism has to synthe-

size enzymes necessary for synthesis of amino acids and growth

factors furnished in the broth medium. This property of broth-

grown E. coli was used by Fowler and Cohen (1948) in an inves-

tigation of the various constituents of the medium which may
play a role in phage synthesis in the organism. The organisms

were grown in broth, centrifuged and resuspended in an am-
monium lactate medium. The latent period of phage growth

and the burst size (p. 473) were then determined on such a cul-

ture infected with phage T2. The effect of addition of various

amino acids and growth factors on latent period and burst

size could then be readily determined.

Isolation of Bacterial Viruses

To isolate a virus lysing E. coli, 30 ml. of broth is inoculated with

1 ml. of a visibly turbid culture of the host organism. To this

is added with thorough mixing 1 ml. of supernatant obtained

by centrifuging pooled sewage for a few minutes. After incuba-

tion overnight at 37 ° C, an aliquot of the culture is centrifuged

to remove bacteria and the supernatant is filtered through a

Corning ultrafine sintered glass filfer. This filtrate is tested

for presence of phage.

a. By plating. Dilute the filtrate serially in a broth culture of

E. coli and spread 0.1 ml. samples of each dilution on agar

* Made by the J. B. Maris Company, Bloomfield, N. J. This company also

makes valves and other fittings suitable for low pressure air lines.
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plates. Incubate overnight at 37 ° C. and examine plates for

"plaques," small or large circular areas of lysis in the film of

bacterial growth. It is well to plate at least 4 serial 1:10

dilutions of the filtrate, since direct plating of a high concentra-

tion of virus may result in lysis of all bacteria and absence of

plaques, a result often confusing to the uninitiated.

b. By lysis of broth culture. Inoculate 10 ml. of broth with

0.05 ml. of visibly turbid culture of host organism and with

0.1 ml. of the filtrate to be tested for phage. Incubate at 37°

C. and examine hourly for turbidity, comparing with a control

culture inoculated with bacteria but not with filtrate. If tur-

bidity does not develop or if lysis occurs after turbidity has de-

veloped, phage is present and mav then be tested for by plating

broth dilutions of the culture as described in (a)

.

Once plaques have been obtained on an agar plate, these

may be picked and replated twice to insure a pure culture of

a single phage type. The plaque is stabbed with a sterile

platinum wire and the wire rinsed in 1 ml. of sterile broth.

Several dilutions of the broth are then plated as in (a).

It should be mentioned that a phage which brings about com-

plete lysis of broth cultures of bacteria may produce very tiny

plaques, may have a low efficiency of plating or a slow adsorp-

tion rate or may be otherwise unsuitable for quantitative work

by plaque-counting techniques. Also, a phage which produces

beautiful plaques may not bring about lysis in broth cultures,

may yield only low titer stock or be difficult to work with in

other ways. The method of isolation may in part determine the

properties of the phage isolated, through selection of variants.

In fact, repeated subculture of a phage in fluid media using

large inocula is a classic method of increasing phage "virulence,"

probably through selection of mutants with the desired proper-

ties.

After isolation, the phage may be characterized by host

range characteristics, immunologic properties, plaque morphol-

ogy, and electron microscopic appearance.

In general, a bacterial virus should be looked for in the natural
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habitat of its host. For instance, viruses lysing the various en-

teric bacteria are found in pooled sewage and animal feces. Vi-

ruses lysing staphylococci have been found in the nasal passages

and on the skin. The soil is often a good place to look for bac-

terial viruses. Other sources are the so-called lysogenic strains

of bacteria. Such strains are contaminated with latent viruses

capable of lysing other strains of the same bacterial species.

For instance, Rountree (1947a) isolated 5 different lysogenic

strains and the appropriate susceptible propagating strains

from a series of 40 cultures of pathogenic Staph, aureus.

Assay of Host Organisms

For much of the quantitative work with bacterial viruses an

accurate estimate of the bacterial concentration is essential.

The standard method for determining bacterial concentrations

is by viable count. Aliquots (0.1 ml.) of serial dilutions of the

bacterial culture are spread over the surface of agar plates with

a glass rod, and after incubation the number of colonies are

counted. From this count the number of viable organisms/ml.

of the original culture may be calculated. It is usually neces-

sary to work with cultures of the host organism which are ac-

tively growing at an exponential rate, since in such cultures the

percentage of nonviable organisms is small. Presence in the

culture of any considerable percentage of dead bacteria will

lead to difficulties, since virus particles which become adsorbed

to such bacteria do not reproduce themselves or form plaques

on agar plates. In the case of bacteria that grow in clumps

or chains, such as streptococci, the viable count does not enum-
erate single cells, but rather the chain is the unit counted.

In such cases the clumps or chains must be broken up so that

most of the cells are seen singly under the microscope. If

this is not possible, some of the statistical methods discussed

later cannot be applied to such systems; e.g., estimates of the

yield of virus/bacterial cell are likely to be misleading if the

calculations are based on chains of cells.

The viable cell count can be used to calibrate a photoelectric
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colorimeter or a nephelometer so that turbidity of a suspension

of bacteria can be used as a measure of bacterial concentration.

It must be remembered that the calibration curve so prepared

can be used only with bacteria grown under the same conditions

and in the same medium as those used in the calibration, since

a change in environmental conditions often conspicuously alters

size and morphology of the bacteria, reflected in changes in

turbidity. Also, changes in turbidity of a culture undergoing

lysis by phage cannot be interpreted in terms of numbers of

surviving bacteria, since the bacterial debris resulting from lysis

of a culture may be quite turbid and yet contain few or no

viable bacteria. Also, the phage particles themselves scatter

light appreciably.

Assay of Phage by Agar Layer Method

The agar layer method for plating bacterial viruses seems to

have been first described by Gratia (1936c), and is in general

use by practically all workers.

Procedure. The host bacteria and virus particles are mixed in

a small volume of warm 0.7 per cent agar and the mixture is

poured over the surface of an ordinary agar plate and allowed

to harden to form a thin layer. The bacteria grow as tiny sub-

surface colonies in this layer and are nourished by the deep

layer of 1.5 per cent agar which is used as foundation. The
plaques appear as clear holes in the opaque layer of bacterial

growth. The soft 0.7 per cent agar is melted in a boiling water

bath and cooled in a 46 ° C. water bath. It is then transferred

with a warmed pipet in 2.5 ml, amounts to warmed test tubes

in the 46 ° C. water bath. The bacterial inoculum is prepared

by washing the bacteria from the surface of an agar slant with

5 ml. of broth. One drop of the resultant suspension is added

to each tube of soft agar. Then the diluted virus in any volume

up to 1 ml. is pipetted into the tubes of soft agar and the mixture

poured immediately over the surface of an agar plate. The
plate is rocked gently to mix the bacteria and virus particles and

set aside to harden. Both the 1.5 per cent agar and the soft
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agar layer should be allowed to harden with the Petri dish rest-

ing on a leveled sheet of plate glass, to insure uniform distribu-

tion of the virus plaques over the plate surface. If the melted

soft agar is held at 46 ° C. for much over an hour the agar will

start to gel and poor plates will result. Neither bacteria nor

viruses seem to be harmed by a short stay at 46 ° C.

Advantages of the agar layer method are that the host bacteria

and virus particles may be more uniformly distributed over the

surface of the plate than by the spreading technique and a

larger volume of virus may be plated. The greater porosity of

the soft agar layer permits more rapid diffusion of the phage

particles and development of larger plaques than are obtained

by the spreading technique, and hence variations in plaque

morphology may be more readily studied. The chief disadvan-

tage is that melted agar must be maintained at 46 ° C. until

used. Use of this method has tremendously facilitated the

plating of bacterial viruses since it is more rapid than the spread-

ing technique.

The dark field colony counter (Spencer Optical Co.) is a good

device for observation and counting of plaques, since the plaques

appear as dark holes in the brightly illuminated layer of bac-

terial growth. An automatically recording counting apparatus

described by Varney (1935) marks each plaque as it is counted

and at the same time operates an electric recorder.

Efficiency of Plating

The efficiency of plating may be defined as that proportion

of viable phage particles which actually form plaques when
plated. It depends on the ability of the phage particles to be-

come adsorbed to a suitable host cell and on the ability of these

infected cells to liberate more phage again, thus initiating a chain

reaction which results in a plaque. The plaque continues to

increase in size until the stationary phase of bacterial growth is

reached, at which point infected cells no longer liberate virus.

A phage particle which does not become absorbed to a host
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cell or an infected host cell which does not liberate phage until

near the end of the growth period of the bacteria will not pro-

duce a placjuc and will not be counted.

Some factors known to afTcct markedly the efliciency of plat-

ing may be mentioned by way of example. Anderson (1945a)

found that the coli phage T4, when plated on a chemically

defined medium free of amino acids, produced only 10~^ the

number of plaques produced when it was plated on nutrient

agar. Addition of 100 jug. of tryptophan/ml. of the chemically

defined medium increased efficiency of plating to that obtained

in nutrient broth. Tryptophan is essential for adsorption of

phage T4 to the host cell. Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bron-

fenbrenner (1944) found that the efficiency of plating of a var-

iant of coli phage T2 on tryptose agar was markedly a function

of salt concentration. Addition of NaCl to a concentration of

0.2 M increased efficiency of plating by a factor of 10^ over

that of tryptose agar to which no salt was added. Addition of

salt in this instance enormously increased the rate of adsorption

of phage to bacterium.

The absolute efficiency of plating cannot be determined unless

there is an independent method for determining the total number
of infective phage particles in a preparation. Perhaps the best

available estimate of the efficiency of plating depends on correla-

tion between the size of an infectious unit as estimated by

chemical methods and the particle size as determined by means

of the electron microscope.

Hook and co-workers (1946), working with phage T2, found

the average dry weight of a plaque-forming particle to be 7 X
10~^^ g. and the specific volume of the dried preparation

0.66 ml./g., from which the volume of the lytic particle be-

comes 5 X 10 ~^^ ml. Assuming the particle to be a sphere,

its diameter would be about 100 it\jx. From electron micro-

graphs these workers concluded that the head of the phage

particle measures about 80 X 100 m^u and the tail about 120 X
20 m/i. This close correspondence indicates that the efficiency

of plating is certainly not grossly low.
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A method for determining the relative efficiency of plating

when this is of the order of 0.1-1 and not due to lack of ad-

sorption cofactors or nutritional deficiencies was described by

Ellis and Delbruck (1939). In this method, the phage is so

diluted in broth that there is somewhat less than 1 infectious

particle/ml. and then distributed in tubes to give 50 samples of

1 ml. each. Each sample is inoculated with a few hundred

bacteria and incubated overnight. At the end of this time a

0.1 ml. sample from each tube is plated in the usual way to see

whether phage is present or not. The proportion of samples

containing no phage is determined and the average number of

phage particles per sample is calculated from the Poisson

formula

P(0)

in which P(0) = the fraction of samples containing no phage,

n = the average number of phage particles per sample, and e

= the base of natural logarithms.

The principle of this method depends on the fact that the

chances of a phage particle adsorbing to a bacterium are some-

what greater in a broth culture of bacteria than on a plate,

owing to more rapid diffusion and longer time available for

contact, as well as a high bacterial concentration—10^/ml.

when growth ceases. Once an infected bacterium has lysed,

several hundred phage particles are liberated and the chances of

detecting the presence of phage by plating are increased. This

method obviously cannot overcome a lowered efficiency of

plating due to lack of cofactors for adsorption.

One rather obvious factor which can reduce the efficiency of

plating is presence of a considerable proportion of killed bacteria

in the culture used for plating. A phage particle adsorbed to a

dead bacterium does not multiply or produce a plaque. For

this reason only fresh cultures of bacteria should be used for

plating.
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Stability of Viruses and Selection of Diluents

Most bacterial viruses are remarkably stable when diluted

in broth, serum, ascitic fluid and similar diluents, not being

inactivated at an appreciable rate even at 60 °C. However,

when diluted in salt solutions or chemically defined media, all

the phages are less stable and some are strikingly unstable.

All the coli-dysentery phages in the T system are rapidly in-

activated at gas-liquid interfaces when diluted in media free of

protein (Adams, 1948). If dilute suspensions of phages in

protein-free media are to be subjected to bubbling or shaking,

they should be protected from "surface inactivation" by addition

to the medium of a few ^ug./ml. of gelatin or other protein.

The chemical nature and concentration of salts present in a

diluent also affect the stability of some bacterial viruses. The
coli-dysentery phages Tl and T5, when diluted in 0.9 per cent

saline, are rapidly inactivated even at room temperature.

However, addition to the saline of divalent cations such as

Mg "'"''"

or Ca"^"^ at a concentration of 10~^ Af results in a striking

increase in stability of these phages (Adams, 1949a).

Viruses in general, when suspended in salt solutions, are

subject to very rapid inactivation by small amounts of toxic sub-

stances such as cationic and anionic detergents (Stock and

Francis, 1943), oxidizing agents and heavy metals (Knight

and Stanley, 1944). These materials are much less effective

in destroying virus infectivity when the viruses are diluted in

broth. When viruses are to be diluted in salt solutions, the

most scrupulous care must be exercised to make certain that

glassware and solutions are free from traces of acid-dichromate,

detergents, heavy metals, and chlorine (which inay appear in

distilled water).

Preparation of High Titer Phage Stocks

The ability to produce a high tiler phage stock at will is

largely the result of considerable experience with the particular

phage and host cell under consideration. However, certain

general principles can be stated which may be of help. Strain
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B of E. coli, when grown in nutrient broth with aeration, will

reach a final concentration of about 5 X 10'' cells/ml. but the

logarithmic phase of growth will cease at about 10'' cells/ml.

If such a culture is grown to a concentration of 5 X 10^-10^

cells/ml. and is then inoculated with enough phage to reach a

final concentration of 2-4 X 10^ phage particles/ml. the bacteria

will all be infected nearly simultaneously, will all lyse within a

few hours, and a final titer of phage of between 10^° and 10^^

infectious particles/ml. should be achieved. Since average

yield per infected bacterium is 100-300 phage particles, it might

be expected that lO'* infected bacteria/ml. should liberate at

least 10^1 phage particles/ml. This maximal yield is seldom

achieved in practice since large numbers of liberated phage

particles are permanently lost by readsorption to infected but

not yet lysed bacteria. [Phage will also adsorb to bacterial

debris. Bacterial lysates should therefore be centrifuged at

low speed to remove the debris and thereby prevent loss of

titer on standing.
]

Similar results may be achieved with coliphages in the chemi-

cally defined media described on p. 446. It should be noted

that the medium may have to be reinforced with other sub-

stances such as salts, amino acids or other growth factors in

special instances. For example, coliphage T5 will not be

produced in this medium unless 0.001 A^ calcium ion is

added. ... In all instances better bacterial growth and higher

phage yields are obtained when air is actively bubbled through

the medium during the growth period.

[A method of preparing genetically homogeneous phage

stocks has been described by Doermann and Hill (1953).

Young plaques (4-6 hr of incubation for the T even phages)

are used to inoculate young bacterial cultures (about 10^

cells/ml.).]

Another method of obtaining very high titer phage stocks has

been described by Hershey, Kalmanson, and Bronfenbrenner

(1943a). It appears simple, but actually requires consider-

able experience to obtain consistently good yields of phage.
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Procedure. Ordinary agar plates are spread with a mixture

of heavy broth culture of £". coli and enough phage to give barely

confluent lysis when the plaques are completely developed,

i.e., 10''~10'' phage particles/plate. After incubation for

12-18 hr., about 3 ml. of broth is added to each plate and al-

lowed to stand for 15-20 min. The broth is then decanted and

centrifuged to remove any bacteria, agar or other debris. Phage

stocks prepared thus should have 10^^-10^^ infectious particles/

ml. This high concentration is not surprising since a single

plaque 2 mm. in diameter may contain between 10^ and 10^

recoverable phage particles (T. F. Anderson, 1948b) and con-

fluent lysis requires 10^-10*^ plaques/plate.

Plates prepared by the agar layer technique can be used in

this way also. Four plates were made using 10^ T5 phage

particles/plate and incubated overnight. Five ml. of broth

was added to each plate, the soft agar layer was scraped oflf

with a glass rod, and the agar layers shaken in a flask with the

20 ml. of broth. After 30 min. extraction with occasional

shaking, the agar and bacterial debris were sedimented at low

speed in a centrifuge. Yield was 15 ml. of a T5 stock with

8 X 1011 particles/ml.

[Some of the variables involved in the production of high

titer stocks of the T phages by the plate method are discussed

in a paper by Swanstrom and Adams (1951).]

Filtration of Phage Stocks

For most purposes it is desirable to use phage stocks which

are free from bacteria, molds, and insoluble debris. The first

step in such purification should be centrifugation at moderate

speed to remove most of the bacteria and larger particulate

matter. Another method of removing insoluble materials,

which is particularly applicable to large batches of bacterial

lysate, is to filter the lysate through a pad of filter paper pulp on

a Buchner funnel. Better filtration is often obtained if a layer

of infusorial earth, filter cell, or fine sand is placed above the

paper pulp. After clarification by either centrifugation or
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filtration, the lysate is passed through a fine pore bacteriologic

filter to remove the few remaining bacterial cells and spores.

Filters such as Seitz, Berkefeld, Mandler, porcelain, or sintered

glass may be used. In general, Seitz filters are not satisfactory

because a large fraction of the phage is lost in filtration. Mand-
ler, porcelain, and Corning ultrafine sintered glass filters are

usually satisfactory. The pH of the medium and the salt

concentration are important controllable variables which

affect the filter-passing ability of viruses. Gradacol membranes
of a porosity which will retain bacteria but permit passage of

the virus can also be used for sterilization of phage stocks (El-

ford, 1938).

[A simple method for the sterilization of phage stocks is to

add approximately 0.5 ml. of chloroform per 10-20 ml. of

the bacterial lysate, shaking vigorously a few times to saturate

with chloroform. After the chloroform has settled (or al-

ternatively is centrifuged) to the bottom, the stock is decanted

and aerated until it no longer contains chloroform. Although

this method has been used successfully with the T phages, it is

advisable to test the viability of any new phage strain under

these conditions.]

Concentration and Purification of Phage

A particularly valuable tool for the concentration and partial

purification of large quantities of viruses is the Sharpies super-

centrifuge. Stanley applied it to the large scale concentration

of tobacco mosaic (1942) and influenza (1944) viruses, and

Hook and co-workers used it for concentration of a number of

viruses including T2 bacteriophage (1946). The principles

involved in use of the Sharpies centrifuge for concentration of

viruses were discussed by Markham (1944). The following

description of use of the Sharpies centrifuge for concentration of

T2 phage is abstracted from the paper by Hook and co-workers

(1946).

Procedures. 1. Freshly lysed nutrient broth cultures of T2
phage were stored in the refrigerator 7-14 days, during which
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time much mucoid material was eliminated by spontaneous

precipitation. The lysate was clarified by filtration through a

10 in., 6 or 7 lb. Mandler candle. The filtered lysate was

passed through the 50 ml. concentration bowl of the Sharpies

centrifuge at a rate of 2 liters/hr. Bowl speed was 45,000 r.p.m.

(49,000 g). The lysate was followed by 1 liter of sterile 0.9

per cent saline, pH 6.5, at the same rate of flow. The bowl,

plugged and capped, was shaken vigorously and set in the

refrigerator overnight. The chilled bowl was again shaken

vigorously for 10 min., the 50 ml. of concentrate poured into a

sterile beaker, and the bowl washed with three 20 ml. portions

of sterile saline. The pooled concentrate and washings were

spun in 50 ml. Lusteroid tubes in the angle centrifuge at 2,000

g to remove particulate impurities. The supernatant fluid

showed a bright blue, opalescent Tyndall eflfect and contained

about 5 X 10^^ infectious particles/ml. with an over-all yield of

about 90 per cent. The phage in this concentrate was readily

sedimented in an ultracentrifuge at 20,000 g in 40 min., form-

ing a gel-like pellet. The pellets were easily resuspended in a

few milliliters of saline. This twice-concentrated material was

then spun in the angle centrifuge at 2,000 g to remove any

insoluble material.

The final product represented a concentration of about

360-fold with an over-all yield of infectivity of better than 80

per cent. Actual yield of purified material was between 5 and

10 mg. /liter of broth lysate. The concentrate appeared to be

homogeneous and essentially free from extraneous material

when examined in the analytical ultracentrifuge and in the

electron microscope. If one were to apply this procedure to

other phages it might be well to add 10~^ M magnesium sulfate

to the saline to increase stability of the phage (see p. 454). [The

use of this method for phage T6 has been described by Putnam,

KozlofT, and Neil (1949) and with some improvements for

T4 by Jesaitis and Goebel (1955).]

2. Another simple method for concentration of phage stocks

is by removal of water in vacuo. A phage stock clarified by
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filtration through paper pulp or a coarse Mandler filter is

placed in a large Florence flask and connected through an

efficient water-cooled condenser and receiving flask with an

aspirator or other vacuum pump. Such a system should be

designed to operate at an internal pressure of 20-30 mm. Hg and

should evaporate several liters of water an hour at a temperature

in the distilling flask of about 30 °C. . . .

Example: In a typical preparation 1 liter of Tl phage lysate with a titer of

2 X 10'" particles/ml. was concentrated in vacuo to 118 ml. at a concentration

of 2.2 X lO'i particles/ml. with no loss of activity. Eighty ml. of this concen-

trate was spun for 2 hr. at 18,000 r.p.m. in the International refrigerated centri-

fuge. After the supernatant fluid was decanted and the Lusteroid tubes were

drained well on filter paper, the pellets were resuspended in 5 ml. of chemically

defined medium and spun at low speed in the angle centrifuge to remove in-

soluble debris. The discarded supernatant from the high speed centrifugation

contained 5.6 X 10'" particles/ml., while the 5 ml. of concentrate had an ac-

tivity of 3 X 10'^ particles/ml., a yield of 80 per cent.

3. Another method of concentrating bacteriophage is by

ultrafiltration through a collodion membrane of a permeability

which will hold back the phage but permit fairly rapid passage

of water and solutes. The medium may be filtered through

these membranes at the rate of ^/t-^ liter/hr. and the phage

readily concentrated 100-fold. The method as applied to T2
phage was described in detail by Kalmanson and Bronfen-

brenner (1939) and is not included here because the methods

described above are more convenient and rapid.

Gradacol membranes are convenient for concentration and

purification of phage. Use of a membrane of porosity sufficient

to retain the phage permits rapid concentration of large volumes

of phage stock while permitting removal of proteins and other

high molecular weight substances which will pass the mem-
brane. Use of Gradacol membranes has been thoroughly

discussed by Elford (1938).

[4. Herriott and Barlow (1952) have described in detail a

method for the preparation and purification of T2 in large
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quantities (8-10 liters). The essential steps of the purification

of the lysate involve (/) separation of cell debris by filtration

through Hyflow Celite, or by settling and decantation at 5 °C.

;

(2) precipitation of the virus at 5 °C. by acidification to pH
4.0; (3) enzymatic digestion of extraneous DNA with DNAase,

which decreases the viscosity of the virus suspension, making

sedimentation easier, and increases the stability of the phage;

and (4) diflferential centrifugation, with selection of the fraction

remaining in the supernate at 5,000 g but sedimenting in 30

min. at 11,000 g. The recovery of active virus in the prin-

cipal fraction varied from 27 to 85 per cent.

5. In many cases a high recovery of smaller amounts of

active phage has been achieved essentially through diflferential

centrifugation similar to the one described above, but omitting

the acid precipitation. Such a procedure should be worked

out to suit the properties of any individual phage and host to

which it is applied.

As an example, for T2 or T4, a culture of E. coli B, grown in

M-9 synthetic medium and freshly lysed with phage, is either

centrifuged at low speed or filtered through Hyflow Celite as

described (Herriott and Barlow, 1952). The clear lysate is

passed through a Selas filter of porosity #02. It is then cen-

trifuged at high speed (12,000 g) for 90 min., the supernate is

poured oflf and the pellet resuspended in ^/so to Vs the original

volume of 0.15 M phosphate buffer containing 20 /xg. of gela-

tin per ml. The simplest method of resuspending the pellet is to

leave it undisturbed in the suspension medium a few houi^s with

occasional gentle agitation. (Resuspension of the pellet by

pipetting can result in loss of active titer.) The phage con-

centrate is then treated with DNAase (approximately 1 jug of

purified enzyme per ml. for 30-60 min at 37 °C.) and sometimes,

if desired, a similar treatment with RNAase. The preparation is

then subjected to one or more cycles of high and low speed

centrifugation, the final step being a removal of debris at low

speed.]
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Preparation and Use of Antiphage Sera

Antibodies against viruses have the general property of re-

acting with the viruses to form an antibody-virus complex

which is noninfectious for the host cell by virtue of the fact that

adsorption of virus to host cell is prevented. The virus is not

damaged by combination with antibody, as demonstrated by

the fact that treatment of the virus-antibody complex with

papain will result in destruction of antibody and recovery of

infectivity of the virus.

Example: In a typical experiment (Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner, 1943),

a sample of phage T2 was incubated with antiserum at a final dilution of 1 : 1,000

for 1 hr. at 37° C, at which time 90 per cent of the infective particles had been

neutralized. The neutralized phage was then diluted 1 :100 in activated pa-

pain and incubated at 37° C. Within 20 min. the neutralized phage was

completely reactivated. In a control experiment using inactive papain there

was no reactivation of phage. The papain solution contained 4 g. of commer-

cial papain/liter of saline and was activated just before use by addition of 0.1

ml. of 16 per cent cysteine-HCl/5 ml. of papain solution and adjustment ofpH
to 7.4.

Antibodies against viruses are extremely useful tools in virus

research since they furnish a convenient means for identification

of viruses. They permit serologic classification of the viruses

into groups in which the antigenic relationships are correlated

with morphologic and biologic resemblances (Delbriick, 1 946a)

.

Since antibodies against phages do not inhibit the infectious

process once the virus has become adsorbed to the host cell

(Delbriick, 1945b), but do prevent further adsorption of free

phage, they enable the investigator to, in eflfect, remove un-

adsorbed virus from the scene of action without interfering

with the growth of adsorbed virus.

Immunization of Animals

The production of a high titer antiserum against a bacterial

virus diflfers in no essential respect from procedures for im-

munization against bacterial antigens. The important con-

siderations are to inject enough antigen to provide an adequate
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immunologic stimulus and to use enough animals to allow for

individual variation in immunologic response.

Procedure. The rabbit is the most convenient laboratory

animal to use for production of antisera. At least 3 animals

should be immunized with each antigen because rabbits im-

munized in the same way with the same antigen may vary 10-fold

in the final titer of antibody produced. This also is insurance

against loss of animals through sickness or accidental death.

The phage stock used for immunization should have at least

10^" plaque-forming particles/ml. and may have been produced

in either broth or chemically defined media with equally good

results. The phages should not be treated with formalin or

heat since they are not infectious for the rabbit. However, it

is usual to filter the phage stocks to remove bacteria because

bacterial infections can occur.

The route of injection seems to be of no significance if high

titer stocks are used, for we have obtained equally good results

from subcutaneous, intravenous, and intraperitoneal injections.

If the stock is of low titer, or the phage a poor antigen, the

subcutaneous route is probably preferable.

The time schedule of the injections is not particularly impor-

tant, provided only that enough antigen is given over a long

enough period. We have had good results with 2 injections of

5 ml. each per week for 3 weeks with a test bleeding 1 week

after the last injection. Test bleeding is most conveniently

made by slitting the marginal ear vein and collecting about

5 ml. of blood. The blood is allowed to clot at 37 °C. in pet-

rolatum-lined centrifuge tubes and placed in the refrigerator

overnight. After centrifugation the serum is decanted, cen-

trifuged again if necessary to remove residual red cells, and

stored in sterile screw-capped vials in the refrigerator.

The serum is now assayed for antiviral activity and if suffi-

ciently potent for use the rabbit is bled by cardiac puncture.

As much as 50 ml. of blood may be removed without damage to

the rabbit. After a week's rest the rabbit may be given a second

course of injections and bled again.
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All operations in bleeding" the animals and preparing the

sera should be performed with precautions to avoid microbial

contamination. If the sera become contaminated they may be

sterilized by centrifugation followed by filtration through

ultrafine sintered glass or Berkefeld filters. It is most unwise

to add preservatives because this will interfere with certain uses

of the sera. For instance, the presence of 1 part in 10,000 of

Merthiolate in a serum which was then diluted 1 :100 for use in

one-step growth experiments caused a striking lengthening of

the latent period of phage multiplication.

Assay of Antiphage Sera

The reaction between the phage and its antibody is not

instantaneous, instead proceeding at a readily measurable

rate. This rate is a function of the concentration of virus, of

the concentration and activity of the antibody and of the tem-

perature. At constant temperature the rate may be expressed

as

~dp/dt = Kp/D (differential)

K = 23 D/t X log po/p (integral)

p/pQ = e"^^'^ (exponential)

in which pQ = phage assay at zero time, p = phage assay at

time t min., D = final dilution of serum in the phage-serum

mixture; i.e., if the concentration is Vioo that of the undiluted

serum, then D = 100, K = velocity constant.

This equation holds for inactivation of 90-99 per cent of the

phage present in the reaction mixture. The value of /T is a

characteristic of the particular lot of serum used. Once the

A' value of a sample of serum has been determined, it can be

substituted in the integral form of the equation and used to

calculate the dilution D of that serum to be used to inactivate

any desired fraction of the phage, e.g., 90 per cent, in any given
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time, 5 min. or 30 min. It must be remembered that the

equation describes the course of the reaction only over a hmited

range of inactivation, usually between 90 and 99 per cent of the

phage, and cannot be used outside this range. Also, the value

of K is not absolutely independent of the concentration of serum

but usually increases somewhat as D increases. However, the

A' value is an extrem.ely valuable characteristic of the serum

within its limitations.

Procedure. For use, the serum is diluted in the same medium
in which the phage is to be diluted, usually broth or some diluent

(p. 454), with the additional proviso that the diluent should be

approxim.ately isotonic so that the serum globulins will not

precipitate. The phage stock is diluted to a titer of lOVml.

and 0.1 ml. of phage is added to 0.9 ml. of diluted serum at 37 °C.

At 5 min. intervals 0.1 ml. samples of the phage-serum mixture

are added to 9.9 ml. of diluent to stop antibody reaction and

0.1 ml. samples of this dilution are plated by the agar layer

technique. If no inactivation of phage has occurred, about

1,000 plaques will be found after incubation of the plates;

after 90 per cent inactivation the count will be 100, etc. The
serum should be tested at dilutions of 1 :100 and 1 : 1,000.

From such an experiment it should be possible to calculate the

K value of the serum, the range of inactivation over which the

equation holds and the effect of serum dilution on the K value.

For instance if the serum at a dilution of 1 : 1 00 inactivates 90

per cent of the phage in 5 min., the K value = 2.3 X 100/5 X
log 100/10 = 46. The higher the A' value of a serum, the

further it can be diluted and still give satisfactory neutralization

of phage. Various phages differ greatly with respect to their

rates of reaction with homologous antisera. The K values of

antisera against coli phages T3 and T7 usually range between

500 and 3000, and against T2, T4, and T6, between 200 and

1,000. The coliphages Tl and T5 appear to react quite

slowly with their antisera since the K values usually range be-

tween 20 and 100 and it is most unusual to obtain a serum with

a K value higher than 200 for these phages.
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Use of K Value of Antiserum to Demonstrate Serologic Relatedness

among Phages

If 2 viruses are serologically related, an antiserum against 1

of them will neutralize the infectivity of both. In all cases

studied so far, the rate of neutralization has been greater with

homologous virus and antiserum than with heterologous sys-

tems. The K value of an antiserum when tested with various

viruses can be taken as an indication of the degree of relatedness

of the viruses. For instance, the coliphages T2, T4, and T6
form a closely related group. An antiserum against T2 had a

K value of 200 when measured against T2, a K value of 50 when
measured with T4 and of 90 when measured with T6. In con-

trast, coliphages T3 and T7 are much less similar serologically.

A T3 antiserum with a A' value of 300 with T3 had a K value

of only 1.5 with T7, whereas a T7 antiserum with a K value of

1000 with T7 had a A' value of 1 with T3.

Luria (1945a) used this method to test the relatedness of host

range mutants of Tl and T2 to the parent strains and found no

detectable difference in A' values for neutralization of parent and
mutant whether tested with antiserum against the parent or the

mutant.

With this method Hershey (1946a) attempted to find an

antigenic difference between an r type phage mutant and

its r+ ancestor, but failed to detect any difference even when
the sensitivity of the method was increased by cross-absorption

of the sera with the heterologous phage. Nor could he detect

any antigenic difference between host range mutants and their

ancestors, confirming Luria. Hershey was, however, able to

detect significant immunologic differences in various races of

T2 which had been subcultured in different laboratories for

some time, indicating that antigenic differences in phage do

develop, probably by mutation, during repeated subculture.

This method of antigenic analysis is likely to be useful in a

study of the phages released from bacteria simultaneously in-

fected with 2 different types of virus, where there is evidence for
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exchanges of genetic material (see "Mutations of Bacterio-

phages," pp. 501-8).

Other uses of antiphage sera are described in the section on

the single-step growth curve (pp. 473-85).

Rate of Adsorption of Virus to Bacterium

The first step in the growth cycle of a virus is adsorption of

virus to host cell. Since this step is most accessible to observa-

tion it has been more thoroughly studied than the subsequent

steps. Knowledge of the adsorption rate is necessary for the

design and interpretation of certain kinds of experiments to be

described later. Study of the effect of environmental factors

and of the physiologic state of the host cell on the rate of the

virus adsorption has contributed greatly to understanding of

the virus-host cell relationship.

The adsorption of virus to bacteria occurs at a rate that is

proportional to the concentrations of virus and of bacteria.

It is also a function of temperature, of the viscosity of the medium
and of the past history of the bacteria. Under constant environ-

mental conditions and uniform cultural conditions of the

host cell, the rate of adsorption follows the equation

:

-dp/dt = K{B)p

K= 2.2>/{B)t X\ogpo/p

in which pQ = phage assay at zero time, p = phage not ad-

sorbed at time t min., (B) = concentration of bacteria as num-
ber of cells/ml., K = velocity constant with dimensions ml. /min.

Example: Coliphage T2 is adsorbed on a broth-grown culture of E. coli of

a concentration of 5 X lO'^/ml. at a rate of 80 per cent in 5 min. at 37° C.

Substituting in the equation

2.3 X log 100/20
A' = -~ — - 6.4 X 10-»m . 'mm.

5 X lOVml. X 5 min.
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The adsorption follows the equation until 90-99 per cent of

the virus at least has been adsorbed, provided the ratio of phage

to bacteria is not too high. This provision is necessary because

the ability of bacteria to adsorb phage is limited, the bacterium

becoming saturated when it has adsorbed between 50 and 200

phage particles. The equation is also limited apparently by

the fact that the phage is nonhomogenous with respect to rate of

adsorption, a small and somewhat variable portion being

relatively slowly adsorbed. Delbriick (1940a) investigated the

effect of the physiologic state of the host cell on rate of adsorp-

tion. The most rapid adsorption of phage to host cell seems

to occur when the host cell is in the logarithmic growth phase

and growing in a favorable medium. Adsorption is more rapid

in stirred adsorption mixtures than in mixtures at rest. How-
ever, T. F. Anderson (1949) has observed that violent agita-

tion, as in a Waring Blendor, will prevent adsorption of phage

T4 to the host cell.

There are several independent methods for determining the

rate of adsorption of phage to bacterium which are applicable

under different conditions; these methods will now be de-

scribed in detail.

7. Assay of Unadsorbed Phage

This method of determining adsorption rate is rather direct

and is applicable under conditions in which 20-90 per cent of

the total phage present is adsorbed during the experimental

period.

Procedure. The bacterial culture is temperature-equilibrated

and a sample taken for bacterial assay just before addition of

phage. An accurately known quantity of phage is added to the

bacteria so that the initial concentration of phage in the ad-

sorption mixture will be known. After thorough mixing,

samples of the adsorption mixture are removed at known time

intervals and diluted 1 :100 to stop the adsorption process. One
ml. amounts of the diluted samples are then centrifuged at

3,000 r.p.m. for 5 min. to sediment the bacteria and adsorbed
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phage. An aliquot of the supernatant fluid is then accurately

assayed for residual free phage. The entire procedure from the

start of the adsorption process to the assay of free phage in the

centrifuge supernatant fluid must be completed before the end

of the latent period of phage growth to insure that lysis of in-

fected bacteria does not liberate additional free phage. The
dilution may be made into chilled medium and centrifugation

carried out in the cold to gain a little more time. This com-

plication can be avoided, of course, by using killed bacteria,

but it may be anticipated that the rate of adsorption will be

less than with growing bacteria.

A plot of log per cent free phage remaining as a function of

time should give a straight line, the slope of which can be used to

calculate K. If the rate of adsorption is so slow that less than 20

per cent of the added phage is adsorbed during the available

time, this method cannot be used because the accuracy of phage

assay is not sufficient to give a reliable set of determinations of

free phage. If the proportion of phage adsorbed is much more

than 99 per cent, the method becomes unreliable because of

incomplete sedimentation of infected bacteria during the cen-

trifugation period, which leads to falsely high values of free

phage. This source of error can be reduced by centrifuging

for short periods in a high speed angle centrifuge instead of in

the relatively slow centrifuge usually used to sediment bacteria.

[A recent method for measuring free (unadsorbed) phage is

to treat the infected culture with chloroform which inactiv^ates

the infected bacteria. In this procedure the adsorption mixture

is diluted into broth containing chloroform (4.5 ml. of broth

with 0.5 ml. chloroform), shaken vigorously and then assayed

for free phage. This method has been used successfully with

T2 and T4 but should be applicable to other phages which are

not inactivated by chloroform. Since infected bacteria con-

taining mature phage are lysed by chloroform to yield viable

phage (Sechaud and Kellenberger, 1956), it is essential to treat

the adsorption mixture with chloroform early in the latent period

of phage development.
]
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2. Determination of Number of Infected Bacteria

This method depends on the assumption that each adsorbed

phage particle resuhs in an infected bacterium which will

produce a plaque when plated. The free phage is eliminated

by diluting the adsorption mixture at appropriate intervals into

enough antiphage serum to inactivate at least 99 per cent of the

free phage during the period of antiserum action. In the case

of the coliphages of the T system, antiphage serum has no effect

on the ability of infected bacteria to produce plaques provided

the antiserum is so diluted that its concentration on the plate

does not affect plaque formation (Delbriick, 1945b). In the

case of other phages it is well to check this before using the

method. The ratio of phage to bacteria in the adsorption

mixture must be so low that the probability of a single bacterium

adsorbing more than 1 phage particle is negligible. For prac-

tical purposes the ratio of adsorbed phage to total bacterial count,

the multiplicity of infection, should be 0.1 or less. Also, the pro-

portion of bacteria which are dead or otherwise incapable of

forming a plaque after adsorption of a phage particle should be

less than 5 per cent. If these qualifications are met the number

of infected bacteria present at any time should give directly the

number of phage particles which have been adsorbed.

Procedure. Bring the bacterial suspension to temperature

equilibrium and remove a sample for bacterial assay. Add
the required amount of phage stock, mix well, remove a sample,

dilute, and assay for phage. If the various qualifications listed

in the preceding paragraph are met, this assay will give directly

the total number of phage particles put into the adsorption tube

since free phage and infected bacteria will both produce plaques.

At intervals during adsorption, samples are removed and diluted

1 : 10 in antiphage serum at an appropriate dilution, as calculated

from the A' value, to inactivate 99 per cent of the free phage in a

convenient time, e.g., 5 min. After this time the sample is

further diluted to dilute out the antiserum and plated to de-

termine the number of infected bacteria. The entire procedure

must be completed within the latent period of phage growth
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before lysing bacteria can contribute to the plaque count. A
sample of phage stock should be diluted into the antiserum,

held at the same temperature for the same length of time, then

diluted and plated to insure that the antiserum is really in-

activating the required proportion of free phage. The number

of infected bacteria at each time interval is then subtracted

from the total phage input in the adsorption tube to give the

amount of unadsorbed phage remaining. The log per cent

unadsorbed phage is then plotted against time and the slope

used to calculate A" as above.

This method is good for following the reaction from about

1 to 90 per cent adsorption of the phage, the principal limitation

being the ability of the antiserum to neutralize a high enough

proportion of the free phage in the time allowed.

This method can be combined with method 1 to give directly

at the same moment the number of free phage particles and the

number of infected bacteria in the adsorption tube. Obviously

the sum of the free phage and the infected bacteria should equal

the total phage input if the procedure is valid. In fact, this

method may be used to demonstrate that antivirus serum has no

neutralizing effect on virus once it has become adsorbed to the

host cell.

3. Determination of Proportion of Surviving Bacteria

The distribution of phage particles among the various bacteria

in the adsorption mixture follows closely the Poisson di tribution

provided the multiplicity of infection is less than 2. Multi-

plicity of infection is defined as the average number n of phage

particles adsorbed/bacterium in the adsorption mixture. The
general Poisson formula is

P{r) ="-^-"
r!

in which P{r) = the proportion of bacteria adsorbing r phage

particles, and n = multiplicity of infection as defined above.

The only P{r) which can be determined experimentally is /*(0),
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which is the proportion of bacteria which adsorb no phage

particles, since these bacteria are capable of forming colonies

when plated on agar. For P(0) the Poisson formula simplifies

to

P{0) = e~"

so that n, the average multiplicity of infection, can be calculated

directly from the proportion of noninfected bacteria in the

adsorption mixture. The number of phage particles adsorbed

is equal to n y. B, where B is the total number of bacteria in

the adsorption tube. The number of phage particles adsorbed

divided by the total phage input gives the proportion of phage

particles adsorbed from which the rate of adsorption can be

calculated.

Example: A bacterial culture of about 5X10' cells/ml. is brought to 37° C.

and a sample taken for accurate assay. Coliphage T2 is added to a final con-

centration of 5 X 10" particles/ml. and well mixed. After 5 min. adsorption

a sample is taken and diluted 1 :100 in the same medium to stop further ad-

sorption. It is then further diluted so that a 0.1 ml. sample would be expected

to contain between 50 and 200 surviving bacteria, in this instance a total dilution

of 10~*. Several 0.1 ml. samples of the lO"'' dilution are then spread on the

surface of agar plates with a glass spreader. The agar plates should be just pre-

viously spread with sufficient anti-T2 serum so that infected bacteria plated with

an excess of uninfected bacteria do not form plaques. This is to prevent free

phage and phage liberated from lysing bacteria from attacking the noninfected

bacteria. The amount of antiserum to use per plate must be found by trial.

The plates spread with the diluted adsorption mixture and antiserum are then

incubated and the colonies counted. By this technique the adsorption can be

followed right up to the end of the latent period of phage growth. In this

experiment, average colony count on the plates was 225, corresponding to a

survival of 2.25 X 10'' bacteria/ml. in the adsorption tube after 5 min. of ad-

sorption. Input of bacteria was 5.0 X lO'^ and the proportion not infected,

P(0) = 2.25/5.0 = 0.45 = e~". The corresponding value for n, the multi-

plicity of infection, is 0.8. The number of phage particles adsorbed is then

5X107X0.8 = 4X lOVml. Phage input in the adsorption tube was 5 X
lOVml.; hence the per cent adsorption in 5 min. at 37° C. was 80.

Tables of values of e~'^ for various values of a' are available in

handbooks of physics and chemistry, or the values can be cal-

culated by use of log tables and the value of e which is 2.718. . . .
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In the spreading technique the agar plates should be dried by

pre-incubation overnight so that the sample will be rapidly

adsorbed and not remain as fluid pools on the agar surface.

If the adsorption period is long and the rate of adsorption

slow the initial bacterial concentration cannot be used in the

calculations since the bacterial count is increasing exponentially,

doubling in 1 generation time, which is about 20 min for E.

coli in broth at 37 °C., so that the count of surviving bacteria

will be too high with respect to the initial bacterial assay. The
simplest way to avoid this problem with slowly adsorbing phages

is to increase phage input so that a reasonable proportion of the

bacterial population, about 50 per cent, will be infected in

5-10 min. If less than 20 per cent of the bacteria are infected

during Vo generation time, the method is not usable. The
method cannot be used with a multiplicity of infection higher

than 2 because the Poisson distribution is no longer applicable

without correction. The reason for this is that the derivation

of the Poisson distribution assumes complete uniformity in the

bacterial population with respect to the probability of adsorption.

Actually the probability of adsorption of a phage particle to a

bacterium is a function of the bacterial surface area, and this

is certainly not uniform in bacterial populations. This in-

troduces little error at low multiplicities of infection, but at

multiplicities higher than 2 the error begins to exceed the

experimental error of plating and leads to low values for n.

A method has been worked out by Dulbecco (1949a) for cor-

recting this discrepancy by measuring the size distribution of

bacteria in the population and appropriately altering the for-

mula for the distribution. The method is not included here

since it is unlikely that one would have to use multiplicities

above 2 to determine adsorption rates.

Use of the proportion of surviving bacteria to calculate ad-

sorption rates of phage to bacteria is possible in certain instances

in which the first 2 methods given are inapplicable. Phage
treated with ultraviolet irradiation is "killed," i.e., unable to

reproduce itself, and hence no longer produces plaques when
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plated with a susceptible host. However, Luria and Delbriick

(1942) found that T2 killed in this manner retains its ability

to become adsorbed to the host cell and that this adsorption

results in death of the host cell. It is possible then to determine

the rate of adsorption of such ultraviolet-inactivated phages by

this technique when it could not be determined otherwise.

The method has been extensively used by Luria (1947) in

investigating the conditions necessary for "reactivation" of

ultraviolet-inactivated phage (see p. 514).

The Single-Step Growth Curve

One of the most important contributions to phage research

in recent years was the development of the one-step growth

experiment by Ellis and Delbriick (1939). This technique

was designed to determine quantitatively 2 important char-

acteristics of the virus—the latent period of intracellular virus

growth and the burst size. The latent period is the minimum
length of time from adsorption of virus to host cell to lysis of

the host cell and release of the progeny of the infecting virus

particle. Burst size is the average yield of virus particles per

infected host cell. Each of these characteristics of the virus

can be determined independently by other methods to be de-

scribed later, but the single-step growth method enables one to

determine both in 1 experiment with a minimum of effort.

The technique is extremely adaptable, permitting the experi-

menter to alter the physical and biochemical environment of the

host cell at will to see what effect these changes will have on the

course of the infection. In particular, the method should prove

useful in studying the mode of action of chemotherapeutic agents

against virus infections.

The method has been used to compare the effects of single

infection with 1 virus particle per host cell with those of multiple

infection with 2 or more virus particles per cell (Delbriick and

Luria, 1942). It has also been used in determining the result

of mixed infection in which bacterial cells are simultaneously
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infected with 2 different kinds of virus (Delbruck and Luria,

1942).

Procedure. Details of a typical one-step growth experiment

will be given, followed by a discussion of the results. The

virus used will be coliphage T2 and the host cell, strain B of

E. coli grown in broth. The medium used throughout will be

broth. The number of infected bacteria will be determined by

neutralization of unadsorbed phage with anti-T2 serum, fol-

lowed by plating of a suitable dilution for plaque count. The
infection will be single, i.e., multiplicity about 0.1. All platings

for phage assay will be by the agar layer technique. It is

already known from other experiments that with strain B of

E. coli grown in broth at 37 °C., about 80 per cent of a given

sample of phage T2 will be adsorbed in 5 min.; also that with

the sample of anti-T2 serum available a dilution of 1 :50 will

neutralize about 95 per cent of a sam^ple of free phage in 5 n:iin.

It has been found from a preliminary trial experiment that the

latent period for T2 with B grown in broth at 37 °C. is between

20 and 25 min. and that burst size is about 100. This experi-

ment is designed to determine these characteristics more pre-

cisely.

a. Reagents. 1. Culture of strain B grown in broth with

active aeration to a concentration of 5 X 10" cells ^ml.

2. Stock of T2 phage diluted in broth to a concentration of

5X10' particles/ml.

3. Anti-T2 serum diluted 1 :50 in broth.

4. Nutrient broth for dilution of the infected culture. These

reagents are accurately dispensed in test tubes according to the

protocol and brought to 37 °C. before the start of the experiment

so that there will be no effect of temperature \ariations on

bacterial metabolism.

/;. Other materials. Tubes containing 2.5 ml. each of U.7 per

cent melted agar inoculated with strain B for the agar layer

technique; agar plates, and 0.1 ml. pipets.
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c. Protocol

Time.
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TABLE XXIII

Plaque Counts on Plates from First and Second Growth Tubes

Time, min. F.G.T. S.G.T.

15 98

17 105

19 93

20

21 110

22 72

23 520

24 38

25 About 4000

26 52

28 78

30 92

32 110

34 123

36 114

40 98

50 107

60 115

against the time after initiation of adsorption. The latent

period, rise period and final stationary period are clearh- evi-

dent, as is burst size.

Discussion

This experiment was designed for a one-step growth curve

under conditons of single infection; i.e., the proportion of

bacteria infected with 2 or more phage particles is small.

The input ratio of phage to bacteria was 0.1, and with 80 per

cent adsorption the multiplicity of infection was 0.08. Since

the distribution of phage particles among the bacterial popu-

lation follows the Poisson formula (p. 470), the proportion of

bacteria not infected at all is 0.923, the proportion infected

with 1 phage particle is 0.074, and the proportion infected with

2 or more phage particles is the remainder, or 0.003. Hence
the proportion of infected bacteria that are multiply infected is

0.003/0.074 = 4 per cent. To increase the proportion of multiply

infected bacteria, one simply increases the multiplicity of in-
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fection by increasing the input ratio. At a multiplicity of

2.3, about 10 per cent of the bacteria are not infected, about

23 per cent are singly infected and the remainder are multiply

infected. At a multiplicity of 5, essentially all the bacteria are

infected and the proportion of singly infected bacteria is only

3 per cent.

The adsorption period of 5 min. was selected only for con-

venience. The input ratio was selected to give the desired

multiplicity of infection on the basis of the known adsorption

rate of phage T2. With a slowly adsorbing phage such as T5
one would have to increase either input ratio or adsorption

time to reach the same multiplicity of infection. The adsorp-

tion time is limited by the necessity of completing the dilu-

tions before the end of the latent period. Also, a prolonged

adsorption time means that initiation of infection in the popu-

lation is spread over a considerable period and hence that the

rise period is also prolonged. If it is desired, for instance, to

infect at nearly the same time all the bacteria which are to be

infected, the adsorption period should be shortened to 1 min.

and the input ratio correspondingly greatly increased.

Dilution of the adsorption mixture 1:10 into the serum tube

has 2 purposes. (/) The relative adsorption rate of the phage

is decreased to 1:10 because the bacterial concentration is

decreased by this factor, while the absolute adsorption rate is

reduced to 1 :100. (2) The antiserum present rapidly decreases

the amount of free phage remaining, thus effectively halting

adsorption. In the case of high input ratios and short adsorp-

tion periods where it is desired to halt adsorption sharply,

dilution should be 1 :100.

Since the period of contact with the antiphage serum is de-

signed to inactivate essentially all of the free phage, the plating

of an appropriate dilution of this tube giv^es directly the number
of infected bacteria in the adsorption tube. If the total bacterial

concentration in the adsorption tube is known from accurate

assay just prior to infection, the proportion of the bacterial pop-

ulation which is infected is known and from this the multiplicity
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of infection can be calculated by use of the Poisson formula.

With high multiplicities of infection essentially all the bacteria

are infected, and the number of infected bacteria as determined

by plaque count are the same as the bacterial assay before

infection.

If it is desirable to avoid use of .serum in the one-step growth

experiment, e.g., in a nutrition study, the adsorption tube can

be diluted 1 :100 in the growth medium to stop adsorption and

F.G.T. and S.G.T. prepared from this dilution. In this in-

stance the number of infected bacteria can be determined by a

separate dilution into antiserum followed by plaque assay.

This experiment differs from the foregoing in that all plates

from F.G.T. and S.G.T. will have some plaques owing to input

phage which never became adsorbed, in addition to the plaques

caused by infected bacteria. That is, the plates made during

the latent period will record total infective centers, or free phage

plus infected bacteria. In most instances it is not possible to

distinguish on the plate the plaques caused by infected bacteria

from the plaques caused by free phage. However, the plates

made from dilutions of the serum tube will give the number of

infected bacteria, and the difference between the total infective

centers and the infected bacteria will give the free phage.

The free phage can also be determined directly by centi^f-

ugation of a sample of the dilution tube, followed by assay of

the supernatant fluid for free phage (described on p. 467). In

the case of multiplicities of infection of 0.1 or less, the sum of the

free phage and the infected bacteria, i.e., total infective centers,

will equal the phage input, since the proportion of multiply

infected bacteria is small. However, with higher multiplicities

of infection, the proportion of multiply infected bacteria in-

creases and the total of infective centers becomes considerably

less than the phage input.

This point is illustrated in the following example in which

the results of plaque counts are recalculated in terms of con-

centrations in the adsorption tube.
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Example: Concentration of strain B in the adsorption tube was 5 X 10''/

ml. Phage input resulted in an initial concentration of T2 in the adsorption

tube of 20 X lOVml-j or an input ratio of 4 T2 :B. Adsorption was for 5 min.

at 37° C. The total infective centers as determined by assay of the adsorption

tube at the end of adsorption period was 9 X lOVml. The number of infected

bacteria as determined by assay of the serum tube was 5 X 10'^, which agrees

with the input of bacteria, as it should with such a high multiplicity of infection.

Free phage is then the difference: total infective centers, 9 X 10^, less in-

fected bacteria. 5 X 10'^, equals free phage, 4 X 10''. Direct determination

of free phage in the supernatant of a centrifuge tube from a dilution of the ad-

sorption tube gave 4 X 10'', agreeing with the calculated value of free phage.

Total phage input, 20 X 10^, minus the unadsorbed phage, 4 X 10'^, equals

adsorbed phage, 16 X 10^. Since the 16 X 10^ phage particles were actually

adsorbed on 5X10^ bacteria, average multiplicity of infection was 16/5 = 3.2

phage particles per bacterium.

Since 16 X 10^ phage particles of a total of 20 X 10^ were actually adsorbed,

per cent adsorption was 16/20 X 100 = 80 per cent during the 5 min. ad-

sorption period. By means of the Poisson formula, the proportion of bacteria

not infected for a multiplicity of 3.2 is P(0) = e~'^ = e"^'- = 0.041, which

means that 4 per cent of the bacteria should not have been infected. Hence
the count of infected bacteria as determined by assay of the serum tube should

have been 4 per cent less than the assay of the bacterial input. This difTerence

is within the experimental errors of the assays and was not detected.

The actual number of uninfected bacteria could be deter-

mined by plating an appropriate dilution of the serum tube by

the spreading technique on an agar plate coated with anti-T2

serum (described in method 3, p. 470) and counting the bacterial

colonies. The actual number as determined by this method
will be slightly higher than that calculated on the basis of the

Poisson formula for the reason discussed on p. 472.

The dilution factor in going from the adsorption tube to F.G.T.

is chosen so that a reasonable number of plaques, usually 100-

200, will be present on the plates during the latent period. The
dilution factor in going from F.G.T. to S.G.T. is chosen on the

basis of the expected increase in plaque count at the end of the

rise period so that the plates from S.G.T. will also contain

100-200 plaques. Considerable latitude in this respect can be

obtained by varying the volume of the sample taken from

F.G.T. and S.G.T. for plating. When the agar layer technique
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is used, the sample volume can be varied from 0.05-0.5 ml.

without difficulty.

Another consideration in choosing the dilution factor in

going from F.G.T. to S.G.T. is the sampling error. In the pro-

tocol (p. 475) the 0.1 ml. sample from F.G.T. used in preparing

S.G.T. contained only 100 infected bacteria. A sample of this

size has an expected sampling error of 10 per cent and a pos-

sible error of much more so that the burst size determination is

subject to at least this error from this cause alone. A larger

sample from F.G.T. would decrease this source of error, and the

only change involved would be a larger total volume in S.G.T.

to keep the dilution factor constant.

Over-all dilution in going from the adsorption tube to S.G.T.

is usually of the order of 10~^-10~'. This is very important in

the one-step growth experiment in that it essentially prevents

readsorption of liberated phage onto surviving bacteria and so

enables one to reach a true stationary period in the curve.

However, the surviving bacteria continue to grow, increasing

by about a factor of 10 every hour, so that the probability of a

phage particle adsorbing to a bacterium is also increasing.

If the one-step growth experiment is continued for several

hours there will be a steady increase in the phage assays which

will finally cease only when all susceptible bacteria are lysed.

If this type of experiment is carried out at higher concentrations

of bacteria but low concentrations of virus, so that the virus

released from the first step is readsorbed, it is possible to get a

series of steps which become less pronounced and finally become

just a smoothly rising curve of phage activity (Ellis and Del-

bruck, 1939).

An interesting point is demonstrated by the 22 min. sample

from S.G.T. This particular plate had 72 plaques, when,

judging from F.G.T. samples, it should have had between 1

and 5 plaques. The reason for this high plaque count is that

the 0.1 ml. sample withdrawn from S.G.T. contained an in-

fected bacterium which burst and released some 70 phage

particles during the procedure of sampling. These 70 phage
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particles should have been distributed uniformly through the

10 ml. volume of S.G.T., thus actually contributing in the

neighborhood of 1 plaque to the 22 min. sample. Owing to the

timing of the burst, all 70 particles were contributed to this 1

sample. For this reason any point along the rise portion of

the single step curve may lie well above the curve. Since there

is no compensating error which may lead to correspondingly low

counts, these high points must be disregarded in drawing the

curve. This is particularly important near the end of the rise

period or the early stationary period where a belated burst in

the sampling pipet may give an abnormally high plaque count.

If this is included in the average value used to calculate the

burst size, it may lead to significant error. In the instance

cited all 70 plaques were released from the bacterium and

dispersed within 30 sec, the time required to withdraw a

sample and pour a plate by the agar layer method. This

certainly would appear to indicate that ihe phage is released

suddenly by disintegration of the host cell rather than gradually

by a process of secretion.

Up to this point it has been assumed in the discussion that

release of phage from a bacterium is the result of lysis of the

host cell. The fact that in the one-step growth curve the release

of phage is not instantaneous but occurs over a period of time,

the rise period, has been ascribed to the infected bacteria lysing

over a period of time rather than simultaneously. There is

direct evidence on this point obtained by other methods.

Lysi

1 . Direct observation under the miscroscope. An adsorp-

tion tube is set up in the usual way with an actively growing

culture of bacteria and an input of phage such that multiplicity

is about 3, so that nearly all the bacteria will beco le infected.

The depression of a hollow ground microscope slide is filled

with melted 1.5 per cent agar so that a slightly convex agar

surface projects above the level of the slide. The rim of the

depression is heavily coated with petrolatum. Well before
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the end of the latent period a loopful of the adsorption mixture

is placed on the surface of the hardened agar. After a wait of

a few minutes for the broth to be soaked up by the agar, a

cover glass is placed in contact with the agar and sealed with

petrolatum. This preparation is placed on a warm stage

microscope so that incubation of the culture can continue at

37 °C. The bacteria are now observed under the high power

or oil immersion lens and a suitable field containing 50-100

bacteria is selected. A map is drawn of this field. This should

be completed before the end of the latent period. Then the

bacteria are examined at regular intervals. When a bacterium

lyses, its image fades out during a minute or so. The time of

lysis is then recorded on the map. After lysis of the bacteria

has ceased a curve can be drawn of the number of surviving

bacteria as a function of time since the initiation of infection.

This curve will be the reciprocal of the one-step growth curve

for the same phage at the same temperature, indicating that

the lysis of bacteria coincides with the liberation of phage.

If a warm stage microscope is not available, the entire experiment

can be carried out at the temperature of the room and a one-

step growth experiment run at the same temperature. Tem-
perature control is important since the temperature coefiicient

of the latent period is of the same order of magnitude as the

temperature coefficient of the bacterial generation time. In the

case of a coli phage, both the generation time of the host

cell and latent period of the phage doubled when the tem-

perature was decreased from 37 to 25 °C. (Ellis and Delbriick,

1939).

2. Observation by turbidimetric measurements. The meas-

urement of bacterial concentrations by the decrease in light

transmission is quite precise but not very sensitive since the

minimal concentration which can be measured with any ac-

curacy with a photoelectric colorimeter is about 10^ bacteria/

ml. Photoelectric measurement of the intensity of scattered

light in a nephelometer is far more sensitive, enabling accurate

estimation of bacterial concentration over the range from 5 X
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10^ to 10^/ml. A nephelometer described by Underwood and

Doermann (1947) has been used by Doermann (1948a) to

follow the course of lysis of bacteria infected with phages. The
instrument can be placed in an incubator and a bacterial

culture can be grown with aeration in the nephelometer tube

so that the culture is under continuous observation. The light

scattering of such a culture increases exponentially at the same
rate as the bacterial population as determined by plate counts.

When such a culture is infected with a sufficient multiplicity of

phage that all bacteria are infected within 1-2 min., the tur-

bidity remains essentially constant from the moment of infec-

tion to the end of the latent period, indicating that bacterial

growth ceases immediately on infection. At the end of the

latent period, turbidity rapidly decreases, and simultaneously

there is rapid increase in phage titer. These experiments

demonstrate that the initiation of lysis as observed by nephe-

lometric measurements in concentrated bacterial cultures occurs

after the same latent period as the liberation of virus in F.G.T.

and S.G.T. of the one-step growth curve. The evidence in-

dicates that bacterial lysis is coincident with phage liberation.

This is also indicated by electron microscope photographs of

bursting bacteria caught in the act of spilling out phage par-

ticles through a gap in the bacterial membrane (Luria, Del-

briick, and Anderson, 1943).

[Adsorption of Phage Without Phage Development

In many types of experiments it is essential that phage growth

start almost simultaneously in all of the infected bacteria. This

can be accomplished because phage will adsorb to bacteria in

media in which phage growth is not possible. Two such

methods are given below. (1) Broth-grown bacteria are washed

by centrifugation and resuspended in buffered-saline (0.067 M
phosphate pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.001 M MgS04, and gelatin

at 20 /xg./ml.). Adsorption is allowed to proceed in this

environment. The infected bacteria are then centrifuged and

resuspended in prewarmed broth. Phage development will
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proceed from the time of the resuspension. Benzer (1952)

has modified this procedure by starving the washed bacteria

by incubating them with aeration for one hour before adding the

phage. This procedure while ensuring greater precision in the

initiation of phage development may also give rise to many
abortive infections. (2) The second procedure which was

developed by Benzer and Jacob (1953) is even simpler and more

useful. Broth-grown bacteria are reversibly poisoned by the

addition of KCN (final concentration 0.01 M). After 2 min.

have elapsed, the phage is added and adsorption proceeds. The
infected bacteria can be safely kept in this manner for periods

up to an hour. To initiate phage development the infected

bacteria are either diluted a factor of 100 into growth medium
or centrifuged and resuspended in growth medium. This

technique combined with the chloroform technique for meas-

uring free phage (unadsorbed) makes for a simple method for

measuring the rate of phage adsorption.]

Investigations of Chemical Action on Virus Growth

In the one-step growth experiment the adsorption of virus

to bacterium is usually carried out under conditions such that

the concentration of infected bacteria is between 10^ and 10^

cells/ml. This suspension is then diluted during the latent

period so that the concentration of infected bacteria in S.G.T.

is about 10 cells/ml. This dilution factor of lO^^-lO"'' per-

mits the addition and removal by dilution of several reagents

in succession at definite time intervals during the latent period,

permitting great flexibility in the design of experiments.

An obvious example of this is the use of antiphage serum in

the one-step growth curve. The adsorption mixture is di-

luted in antiserum to stop adsorption and neutralize free phage.

After sufficient contact with antiserum the suspension of in-

fected bacteria is further diluted to such an extent that the

antiserum will have no effect on the phage liberated from lysing

bacteria in F.G.T. and S.G.T.

This technique was used by Cohen and Fowler (1947) to
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Study effects of the antimetabolite, 5-niethyltryptophan (5-

MT), on phage-infected E. coli. The suspension of infected

bacteria can be diluted into 5-MT at any time during the

latent period, and the action of the inhibitor can be stopped

at any subsequent time by further dilution into tryptophan

which overcomes the inhibition. As long as 5-MT is present in

the growth medium, phage is not liberated from infected

bacteria. In fact there is progressive loss of plaque-forming

ability of infected bacteria on incubation with the inhibitor.

It is a rather general observation that interference with phage

synthesis in infected bacteria during the early portion of the

latent period results in gradual irreversible inactivation of

infected bacteria. This has been found when the interfering

agent is 5-MT, KCN (Doermann, 1948a), proflavine (Foster,

1948), and citrate in the case of T5 (Adams, 1949b).

Cohen also found that the latent period measured from the

time of dilution of 5-MT-inhibited, infected bacteria into trypto-

phan was the same as it would haxe been had no inhibitor been

used. The time of contact with 5-MT is a hiatus in the latent

period.

Similar results were noted by Fowler and Cohen (1948) when

methionine sulfoxide was the antimetabolite and inhibition was

reversed by dilution into glutamic acid. This method has been

extensively used by Foster (1948) in investigation of the inhibi-

tory effect of proflavine on phage multiplication.

The potentialities of the one-step growth method in studying

the effects of inhibitors, nutrients, salts and other chemical agents

on the multiplication of bacterial viruses have scarcely been real-

ized.

Single-Cell Method of Studying Virus Multiplication

This method consists essentially in diluting a suspension of in-

fected bacteria to the point that small samples of the dilution

contain no more than 1 infected bacterium. These samples are

incubated until all bacteria have burst, then the samples are

plated to determine the phage yield of the single infected bac-
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teria. The method was originaUy used by Burnet (1929a) to de-

termine the phage yield from single cells. Delbriick (1 945c) used

it in analysis of the phage yields of bacteria simultaneously in-

fected with 2 different types of phage. This technique is very

useful in study of the genetics of bacterial viruses (see pp. 501 ff.).

The distribution of particles among a number of samples fol-

lows the Poisson formula if the average number of particles per

sample is of the order of 10 or less. The Poisson formula is

P(r) = "-^

in which P(r) is the proportion of samples containing" r particles

when the average number of particles per sample is ti. For the

single-cell method the value of n should be made so low that the

proportion of samples containing 2 or more infected bacteria

will be small in relation to the proportion containing 1 . Usually

the value of n is made about 0.3-0.4. A sample experiment is

described to illustrate the principle.

Procedure. Coliphage T2 will be used to infect a broth-grown

culture of E. coli at an input ratio such that essentially all bacteria

will be infected during a 5 min. adsorption period. The free

phage will be neutralized by antiserum. The infected bacteria

will be about 0.6 bacterium/ml. This dilution will be distrib-

uted into 50 samples of 0.5 ml. each. After incubation until

all bursts have occurred the samples will be plated by the agar

layer method.

The adsorption rate for T2 is known to be about 80 per cent in

5 min. at 37 °C. for strain B grown in broth to a concentration of

5X10'^ /ml. An input ratio of 4 T2/B would then result in an

adsorption of 4 X 0.8 = 3.2 T2/B in 5 min. The proportion of

uninfected bacteria would be equal to e~^-^ = 4 per cent, or

96 per cent of the bacteria would be infected . The concentration

of unadsorbed phage in the adsorption tube would be 0.8 X 5 X
10" = 4 X 10" ml., which means less than 1 free phage particle/

bacterium. This would be negligible in comparison with the
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average burst size of the infected bacteria; however, it would

mean that a few plates would have 1 or 2 plaques due to free

phage particles This can be prevented by diluting the adsorption

tube into diluted anti-T2 serum at a concentration which would

neutralize 90 per cent of the free phage in 5 min. Then es-

sentially all plaques on the plates would represent phage liberated

from infected bacteria.

a. Reagents. 1. Culture of strain B grown with aeration in

broth to 5 X 10^ cells/ml.

2. Stock of T2 phage diluted in broth to 2 X 10^ /ml.

3. Anti-T2 serum diluted 1 : 50 in broth.

All reagents are to be prewarmed to 37 °C.

b. Protocol.

Time.
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and the contents immediately poured over the surface of an agar

plate. The plate is rocked gently for a few seconds to mix the

sample with the agar and to insure uniform layering of the agar.

Several 0.5 ml. samples from the sample flask containing the

remainder of the diluted suspension are also plated to determine

average burst size in the suspension.

c. Results. Of the 50 plates, 35 had no plaques, and 1 5 plates

had a total of 1750 plaques, individual plate counts being

8
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35" X e~^-^^
P(2) = = 0.04, or 2 plates out of 50 with 2 infected

2X1
bacteria

35^ X e~'^-^^

P(3) = — = 0.005, or no plates in 50 with 3 infected
^

^ 3X2X1 ^

bacteria

Presumably the actual distribution was 13 plates with 1 infected

bacterium and 2 plates with 2 each, or 17 infected bacteria in all.

These produced a total of 1750 plaques, or an average burst size

of 1750/17 = 103 phage particles/bacterium.

Average plaque count/0.5 ml. sample taken from the sample

flask after the end of the rise period was 39, which amounts to

an average burst size of the bacteria in the sample flask of 39/

0.35 = 111.

e. Discussion. It must be remembered that in this case the aver-

age burst size from the single cell bursts is calculated on but 17

bacteria and from the average in the sample flask from about 32

bacteria, so that neither figure is a reliable estimate of average

burst size. This is particularly true since there is such a wide

distribution in individual burst sizes, which range from 8 to 319

in the foregoing example. Of course, 2 of the plates contain

phage yields from 2 infected bacteria each, but it is impossible to

tell which plates are involved and there is certainly no a priori

reason for suggesting that these are the plates with the highest

yields. This broad range in individual burst sizes is the inter-

esting fact brought out by this experiment and one which could

hardly be demonstrated in any other way. There is no ade-

quate explanation for this extreme range in burst sizes, but it can

hardly be correlated in any simple way with the size of the host

cell, since Delbriick found that the spread of burst sizes is much
greater than the spread of cell sizes (Delbruck, 1945a). Also, he

found that the distribution of burst sizes was not dependent on

whether the samples were plated early or late during the rise

period (Ellis and Delbruck, 1939); i.e., the burst size of a bac-
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terium was not a function of the latent period for that particular

bacterium.

The only technical difficulty in carrying" out such an experi-

ment is the distribution of the large number of accurately meas-

ured sam.ples into tubes within the latent period. This sampling is

greatly facilitated by an automatic pipetting machine, a number
of which are on the market. One very convenient device is the

Cornwall Pipetting Unit* with which one person can easily dis-

tribute 200 samples in 5 min.

Host Cell Mutation to Resistance to Virus Attack

If 10 ml. of a broth culture of strain B of E. coli is grown to a

concentration of 10^ cells/ml. and is then inoculated with coli

phage T6 to a concentration of 10^ particles/ml., the culture

will clear in a few hours owing to lysis of the susceptible bacteria.

However, if the culture is further incubated overnight it will

again become turbid owing to growth of phage-resistant variants

of strain B.

Isolation of Phage- Resistant Mutants

A phage-resistant mutant can usually be isolated by simply

spreading a mixture of host cells and virus on an agar plate, incu-

bating and picking surviving colonies.

Example: One ml. of a bacterial culture containing- 2 X 10^ cells/ml. is

mixed with 1 ml. of T6 phage containing 10^" particles/ml., or an input ratio

of 50:1. After 5 min. incubation all bacteria which can adsorb phage are

infected. One-tenth ml. of the adsorption mixture is placed on the surface of

an agar plate and spread uniformly with a glass rod until all of the liquid has

been adsorbed by the agar. After incubation the colonies are counted and

12 are found. A single isolated colony is picked from this plate, suspended

in 1 ml. of broth and a loopful restreaked on another plate. Two repetitions

of this procedure should result in a pure strain of the variant which is free from

contaminating virus. If this strain is now plated with phage T6 by the agar

layer method, no plaques will be produced. Furthermore, phage T6 is not

adsorbed to this variant.

* Made by Becton, Dickinson & Co., Rutherford, N. L
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Presumably in this instance resistance is the result of failure to

adsorb the phage particles. However, if this variant is used to

assay the other phages of the T group and the results are com-

pared with parallel assays on strain B of E. coli, the efficiency of

plating of the other phages is as high on the variant as on B.

This variant is then resistant to T6 but susceptible to all the other

phages of the group. This property is transmitted unchanged

to the descendants of the cell ev^en though the bacteria are culti-

vated in the absence of virus T6. The variant is a mutant of

strain B and is called B/6. Had the mutant been found to be

simultaneously resistant to T6 and Tl it would have been called

B/6,1. Had the latter mutant been isolated by use of Tl instead

of T6 it would have been called B/1,6.

If we have a mixture of equal numbers of phage T2 and phage

T6 and plate an appropriate dilution of the mixture on strain B,

the plaque count will be the sum of the T2 and T6 plaques;

moreover the T2 plaques cannot be distinguished morphologi-

cally from the T6 plaques. However, if the mixture is plated on

B/6, only the T2 phage will form plaques and be counted.

Similarly, plating of the mixture on B/2 will enable one to assay

the T6 phages in the mixture. Such phage-resistant mutants are

called indicator strains since they enable one to assay any phage to

which the strain is susceptible in the presence of any phage to

which the strain is resistant. Some of the uses to which indi-

cator strains may be put are discussed later.

In the example cited, all 12 colonies on test are found to be B/6

and all identical. In this particular culture of B, the frequency

of B/6 mutants in the population was found to be 12/10" cells.

A series of samples taken from the same adsorption tube and

plated in the same way would have differed from this only by

the expected sampling error.

If a sample of less than 1
0*^ bacteria had been taken from this

culture, probably no mutants would have been found, so it is ob-

vious that the sample size is important. If a mutant occurs in-

frequently, a much larger sample must be taken. The bacterial

culture can be concentrated in the centrifuge and the sample can
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be spread on Petri dishes 1 ft. in diameter, permitting the sample

size to be increased to the order of 10^° bacteria. If the muta-

tion is so infrequent that one is not likely to find a mutant in 10^"

cells, the sample size can be further increased by using 10 liters of

broth culture in which the total bacterial population is of the or-

der of 10 1^ cells.

If a series of independent cultures of strain B is made, starting

with an inoculum of a few hundred cells in each culture so that

the probability of a mutant cell being present in the inoculum is

negligible and after incubation each of these cultures is assayed

for mutants, it is found that the proportion of mutants varies

widely from culture to culture. In one experiment (Luria and

Delbriick, 1943) the proportion of B/1 mutants varied from 0/10^

to 303/10^, with average value 30/10^. The reason for this high

variability in the proportion of mutants present in independent

cultures is that the probability of a mutation occurring in a bac-

terium is the same for each cell division. For mutations which

occur early in the growth of a culture, the descendants of the

original mutant cell will form a considerable proportion of the

population. For mutations which occur late in the growth of the

culture, the number of descendant mutants will be small. This

variability in the proportion of mutants found in a series of inde-

pendent cultures has been used by Luria and Delbriick (1934) to

calculate the mutation rate of bacteria.

Mutational Pattern of Strain B of E. coli

The mutational pattern of strain B with respect to resistance to

the 7 T phages was first worked out by Demerec and Fano (1 945)

and further amplified by E. H. Anderson (1946) and Luria

(1946). Some of the significant properties of the more useful

mutants are listed in Table XXIV.
Additional mutations of strain B are discussed in connection

with host range mutations of the viruses (p. 501). Most of the

mutants listed in Table XXIV are resistant by virtue of the fact

that they have lost the ability to adsorb the phages to which they
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TABLE XXIV
One-Step Mutants of Strain B of E. coli
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members of the T group and some were susceptible to all 7. The
resistance patterns of the shigella strains and their mutants were

the same as those of strain B of E. coli as far as tested. However,

this group of host cells certainly merits more intensive investiga-

tion than it has received.

Indicator Straijis and Their Properties

An indicator strain is a strain of bacteria which is resistant to 1

type of phage but susceptible to another type, thus enabling the

investigator to assay 1 type of virus in mixtures with the other

type. The ideal indicator strain must be completely resistant to

the 1 virus strain, not merely unable to support plaque forma-

tion. For instance, the B/3,4,7,2,6 strain described by Luria

(1946) would not be a suitable indicator strain for Tl and T5 in

the presence of T2 or T6 because, although the latter viruses do

not form plaques, they do kill the bacteria and hence would in-

terfere with the recording of Tl and T5. This point can be

checked by assaying low concentrations of the virus to which the

indicator is sensitive in the presence of very large amounts of the

virus to which it is resistant, and comparing the efficiency of

plating relative to the assay on the usual host strain.

The efficiency of plating of the phage on any prospective indi-

cator strain must always be determined, since it is frequently ob-

served that the efficiency of plating is reduced in mutants relative

to that in the parent strain. For instance, the efficiency of plat-

ing of phage T2 on certain B/3,4,7 strains is only 20 per cent of

that on strain B. Relative efficiency of plating can be readily de-

termined by assaying suitable dilutions of the virus in parallel on

the indicator strain and the usual host strain. If efficiency of

plating is constant and not too low, the indicator strain can still

be used with a suitable correction factor. The relative effi-

ciency of plating of infected bacteria is usually higher than that of

free phage, so both should be determined. Also, as already

mentioned, the efficiency of plating of the phage to be recorded

should be determined in the presence of a large excess of the

nonrecorded phage to be certain that there is no interference.
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Another important characteristic of an indicator strain that

must be determined is the generation time. As noted in Table

XXIV, the mutants B/3,4 and B/3,4,7 have a much longer gener-

ation time than do the other mutants and the parent strain.

This means that with these mutants, whether grown in broth or in

plates, the turbidity will develop more slowly. To compensate

for this slower growth, a larger initial inoculum must be used.

Strain B/3,4,7 is a relatively "rough" strain in comparison

with the other mutants, which means that suspensions of this

strain in broth tend to agglutinate spontaneously and settle out of

solution. Also, when this mutant is grown on a slant, it is dif-

ficult to make a uniform suspension because the organisms tend

to stick together in clumps. Unless special pains are taken to

disperse such a suspension, by repeated blowing of the suspen-

sion through a fine orifice such as a pipet tip, plates inoculated

with B 3.4,7 by the agar layer method will present a granular

and uneven appearance of the bacterial growth. Another

method of dispersing this mutant is to wash the growth from the

2 per cent agar slant with broth and aerate the broth suspension

for 20 min. at 37 ° C.

Also, as noted previously, certain phage-resistant mutants lack

the ability to synthesize certain amino acids, so that these mu-
tants cannot be used as indicator strains in chemically defined

media unless the amino acids concerned are included in the me-

dium. However, this nutritional deficiency in itself lends a cer

tain versatility to the mutant and permits the investigator to in-

terrupt phage synthesis during the latent period by simply dilut-

ing the infected bacteria in a medium free from the required

growth factor.

Plating of Mixed Viruses with Mixed Indicator Strains

This technique has led directly to important discoveries in the

field of bacterial viruses. A specific example of the technique

will first be described, then 2 applications of the technique will be

discussed which have resulted in new principles.

Procedure. A mixture of equal concentrations of phages Tl and
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T7 is made and the mixture diluted so that a 0.1 ml. sample will

contain about 100 particles of each kind of virus. This mixture

of viruses is to be plated by the agar layer technique on strain B,

on each indicator strain separately and on a mixture of the 2 in-

dicator strains. Both phage Tl and phage T7 produce large

plaques, but the plaque morphologies are distinctive enough so

that an experienced observer can usually distinguish them. In

the case of other pairs, such as T2 and T6, this is usually not pos-

sible. The appropriate indicator strains to use are B/1,5 and

B/3,4,7. The efficiency of plating of each phage on the sensitive

indicator strain is better than 90 per cent as compared with

strain B, even when an excess of the other phage is present.

Slants of 2 per cent agar heavily inoculated with B, with B/1,5

or with B/3,4,7 have been incubated overnight. Two ml. of

sterile broth is added to each slant, the bacterial growth is rubbed

off with the pipet and dispersed by filling the pipet and forcibly

blowing out the contents several times. Strains B and B/1,5 are

readily suspended, but B/3,4,7 is difficult to disperse and the

broth suspension may have to be aerated for 20 min. at 37 °C.

The suspension is allowed to stand for 10 min. so that undis-

persed clumps will settle out. The bacterial suspensions are

then removed with pipets and placed in test tubes. Usually the

suspensions of strains B and B/1,5 will be much more turbid

than the suspension of B/3,4,7. Broth is added to dilute the

more concentrated suspensions until the turbidities of the 3 sus-

pensions appear to be about the same. Then 1 part of the sus-

pension of B/1,5 is added to 4 parts of the suspension of B/3,4,7

to give the mixed indicator, and the suspensions of B and B/1,5 are

diluted 1/5 with broth. The suspension of B/3,4,7 is not di-

luted. These relative concentrations have been chosen by expe-

rience so that the larger inoculum of B/3,4,7 will compensate for

its slower growth rate and result in an equal development of tur-

bidity on the plate in 5-6 hr. when the plaques are well devel-

oped. With other combinations of indicator strains the propor-

tions to use in mixtures must be found by trial. A flask of 0.7 per

cent agar is melted, cooled to 45 °C. and dispensed in 2.5 ml.
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amounts in test tubes in the usual way. Two drops of the appro-

priate bacterial suspension are used to inoculate each tube of

agar. Then 0.1 ml. samples of the diluted virus mixture are

plated with the following results:

on B 210 clear plaques-Tl + T7
on B/ 1,5 113 clear plaques-T7 only

on B/3,4,7 107 clear plaques-Tl only

on B/1,5 + B/3,4,7 201 turbid plaques-Tl + T7

The sample plated on B gives the total number of virus parti-

cles, and an experienced eye can in most cases allocate each

plaque to either Tl or T7. About 10 per cent of the plaques

cannot be positively identified. The sample plated on B/1,5

gives only the T7 plaques, and the sample plated on B/3,4,7 gives

only the Tl plaques. The sum of the plaques on these 2 plates

should equal the total plaque count on B within the sampling

error if the efficiency of plating on the indicator strains is 1 00 per

cent. The sample plated on mixed indicator strains should give

the same number of plaques as the sample plated on B, but all the

plaques will be turbid. A Tl phage particle will lyse strain B/

3,4,7 and so produce a plaque, but strain B/1,5 will not be lysed

and will grow within the plaque area forming a turbid back-

ground which will, however, be less turbid than the area outside

the plaque where both indicator strains are growing. Similarly,

the T7 plaques will be turbid because of overgrowth by B/3,4,7.

However, where a Tl plaque happens to overlap a T7 plaque

there will occur a completely clear area because within the area

of overlap both indicator strains will be lysed. If when the agar

layer hardened a Tl phage particle happened to come to rest

very close to a T7 particle, the 2 plaques will be nearly concentric

and a completely clear plaque will result. However, the inci-

dence of such clear plaques should be quite small. Also it is

usually possible to distinguish the Tl from the T7 plaques on the

mixed indicator plates because despite the disproportionate in-

oculum the B/1,5 strain grows more rapidly and the Tl plaques

are more turbid than the T7 plaques. On long incubation the
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Tl plaques may not be distinguishable from the background ex-

cept for the overlaps, so the plates should be examined after 5 or 6

hr. of incubation. A plate of mixed viruses on mixed indicator

strains is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Figure 14. Mixture of phages Tl and T7 plated on mixed indicators B/1,5

and B/3,4,7. Note the 2 kinds of turbid plaques and clear overlapping areas

of complete lysis. Bright field illumination.

Applicaliun. A most important use of mixed indicator strains

is in analysis of the phage yields from mixedly infected bacteria.

If a bacterium is mixedly infected with 2 different viruses and

then plated on the appropriate mixed indicator strains before

the end of the latent period, 2 possible plaque types might be

found. If the infected bacterium liberates both kinds of phages, a

clear plaque will be formed. This is illustrated in the following

examples.
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1 . Mixed infection of strain B with Tl and T7 : Mutual exclu-

sion effect. The mixed infection experiment was performed to

see what would happen when a bacterial cell was simultaneously

infected with 2 difTerent viruses (Delbriick, 1945c). The pro-

cedure involved adding a mixture of the 2 viruses to a suspension

of bacteria at an input ratio such that after adsorption the aver-

age multiplicity of infection would be about 3 for each phage

type. At least 90 per cent of the bacteria would then have ad-

sorbed at least 1 phage particle of each kind and hence would be

mixedly infected (p. 479). At the end of the adsorption period

the adsorption mixture was diluted into a mixture of the 2 anti-

sera to stop adsorption and to neutralize unadsorbed phage.

After further dilution into F.G.T. the infected bacteria were

plated by the agar layer method on strain B, on the separate in-

dicator strains and on mixed indicator strains before the end of

the latent period. Also, plates were made from S.G.T. after the

end of the rise period on the separate indicator strains for deter-

mination of burst size.

The number of infected bacteria yielding the 2 types of phage

are determined from the plaque counts before the end of the

latent period. Infected bacteria were plated with the following

results

:

on B 101 plaques (total of Tl and T7 yielders)

on B/1,5 35 plaques (T7 yielders)

on B/3,4,7 70 plaques (Tl yielders)

on mixed indicators 92 turbid plaques (bacteria yielding either Tl

orT7)

3 clear plaques (bacteria yielding both Tl and

T7)

The sum of the bacteria which liberate Tl and those which lib-

erate T7 equals the total number of infected bacteria when as-

sayed on B, and also is equal to the assay of the bacteria put into

the adsorption tube since at a multiplicity of 3 nearly all bacteria

are infected. This result indicates that an infected bacterium

liberates either Tl or T7 but not both, within the sampling er-
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ror, which in this case is about 10 per cent. The plaque count

on the mixed indicator plate confirms this, since at the most only

3 of a total of 95 infected bacteria could have liberated both

kinds of phage, since only 3 clear plaques were found on this plate.

These 3 clear plaques might also have been due to accidental

overlaps or to a bacterium caught in the act of dividing, 1 mem-
ber of the pair liberating Tl and the other T7.

In general, when bacteria are mixedly infected with 2 immu-

nologically unrelated phages, they liberate either 1 or the other

phage type but not both. This phenomenon has been termed by

Delbriick the mutual exclusion effect.

The burst size of the mixedly infected bacteria is calculated

from plaque counts on the separate indicator plates made from

S.G.T. after all bursts have occurred. Burst size is of course cal-

culated on the basis of the number of bacteria which have actu-

ally been found to liberate each kind of phage rather than from

the total number of infected bacteria; i.e., the total yield of T7
phage divided by the number of infected bacteria which liberate

T7 phage gives average burst size of those bacteria which liber-

ate T7. The burst size of mixedly infected bacteria is markedly

less than that of bacteria infected with only 1 phage type. This

has been termed the depressor effect (Delbriick, 1945c).

The average multiplicity of infection for Tl and T7 can be cal-

culated by any of the methods described for the one-step growth

experiment (pp. 473 ff.). If the average multiplicity of infec-

tion is known for each phage, the proportion of mixedly infected

bacteria can be calculated by application of the Poisson distribu-

tion. This assumes, of course, that the adsorption of 1 phage par-

ticle by a bacterium does not affect the rate of adsorption of an-

other phage particle by that bacterium. This can be readily

tested by permitting the bacteria to adsorb Tl phage alone for 5

min. and then adding T7 phage and determining if the rate of

adsorption of T7 phage is normal. This is most simply done by

centrifuging samples at intervals and plating on B/1,5 so that

only the unadsorbed T7 phage in the supernatant is counted.
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2. Mixed infection of strain B with even-numbered phages T2,

T4, and T6. . . . When pairs of viruses in the immunologically

related group T2, T4, and T6 are investigated, it is found that

many mixedly infected bacteria liberate both kinds of phage.

When mixedly infected bacteria are plated on mixed indicator

strains, from 1 to 90 per cent of the plaques are clear. Also, the

sum of the plaques on the separate indicator plates is more than

the total number of infected bacteria, indicating that a consider-

able proportion of infected bacteria liberate both kinds of

phage. . . .

Mutations of Bacteriophages

The mutant forms of bacterial viruses are likely to play an

important role in the development of our ideas about hereditary

mechanisms. At present, however, only 3 well-defined types

of mutations are known among the bacteriophages: (7) host

range mutations; (2) adsorption cofactor mutations; {3)

plaque morphology mutations. Considerable effort is being

expended in an attempt to extend this list of mutant types and

to clarify the biochemical basis for the difference between mutant

and wild type phage.

7. Host Range Mutations

A host range mutant of a bacterial virus is a variant with an

extended host range. Such variants are usually found as a re-

sult of plating a large number of bacteriophage particles with a

phage-resistant bacterial mutant and picking an isolated plaque

if plaques are produced. As an example we can take phage Tl
and the phage-resistant bacterial mutant B/l,tryptophanless

(see p. 493). If several hundred Tl phage particles are plated

with B/l,tr by the agar layer technique no plaques are produced.

However, if 10 '^ or 10^ Tl phage particles are plated with B/l,tr

a small number of plaques will usually be found. One of these

plaques is stabbed with a sterile platinum wire which is then

rinsed in a few milliliters of sterile broth. This broth will now
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contain a mixture of the parent Tl phage particles which were

originally put on the plate and the new mutant form of Tl.

Several dilutions of this broth suspension are now plated on B/1,-

tr and plaques of the mutant will be produced. Two replatings

of this mutant phage in this manner suffice to free it completely

from the parent Tl phage since the latter does not multiply on

B/l,tr. When the mutant of Tl has been purified a stock may
be prepared by growing it on B/l,tr. This stock produces

plaques identical in morphology with the parent Tl, and there is

no detectable difference in immunologic properties between the

parent and the mutant. However, the mutant forms plaques

on B/l,tr whereas the parent does not. The mutant is called

T\h and the parent strain is then called Tl/z+ to indicate that it

is the wild type with respect to this particular character.

Table XXV shows the host ranges of T1A+ and Tl^ and, for

comparison, of T5. The host ranges ofTl A and T5 are identical,

although these phages may be readily distinguished by plaque

morphology and by immunologic properties. It is obvious that

the host range of a virus is ofno value in the primary classification

of the virus. However, if the immunologic and morphologic

properties are known, the host range is of further value in sub-

classification of the virus.

TABLE XXV
Host Ranges of T1A+, Tlh, and T5

When plated on T\h+ TU T5

B Plaques Plaques Plaques

B/l,tr No plaques Plaques Plaques

B/1,5 No plaques No plaques No plaques

If TIA is plated on B/l,tr and the corresponding phage-resist-

ant bacterial mutant isolated as previously described (p. 490),

this mutant will be found to be B/l,tr/l,5 ; i.e., the mutant is re-

sistant to Tl/j+, Tlh, and T5 and deficient in ability to synthe-

size tryptophan. No host range mutant of Tl capable of at-

tacking B/1,5 has been found. Similar host range mutants have
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been found for T2, T3, T4, and T7. None have been reported

for T5 and T6. Host range mutants in the T group of coli-

phages have been discussed by Luria (1945a, 1946) and by Her-

shey (1946b).

Phage stocks, when used for certain purposes, should be rela-

tively free from host range mutants. For instance, a high pro-

portion of Tl/z in a stock of Tl phage will interfere with the iso-

lation of the B/l,tr mutant, since this mutant is lysed by Tlh.

Also, a high incidence of host range mutants of T2, e.g., in a

stock of T2, may interfere with use of the indicator strain B/2 in

mixed infection experiments, because a T2h particle will form a

plaque on B/2 and may be interpreted as T4 or T6. The pro-

portion of host range mutants in a stock may be found by assaying

appropriate dilutions of the stock on B and on the resistant mu-

tant of B. It is commonly found that the efficiency of plating of

the host range mutant on the phage resistant bacterial mutant is

low when compared with assays on strain B. This must be con-

sidered when the host range mutants of the phages themselves

are to be studied, in mixed infection experiments, for instance.

2. Adsorption Co/actor Mutations

T. F. Anderson (1945a) discovered that certain stocks of col i-

phages T4 and T6 required presence in the medium of trypto-

phan in order that adsorption to the host cell might take place.

Further investigation of this phenomenon disclosed that the

tryptophan reacted in a reversible manner with the phage parti-

cles to form an "activated complex" which then became capable

of adsorption to the host cell. At concentrations of tryptophan

of 0.1 jug./ml. or less there was no detectable activation, whereas

at 2 jug. /ml., activation of the phage was maximal, all phage par-

ticles present being capable of adsorption. Anderson also was

able to demonstrate that his stocks of T4 phage were inhomogene-

ous with respect to adsorption cofactor requirement (T. F. An-

derson, 1 948b) . If high concentrations of T4 phage were plated

on agar made with a chemically defined medium free of trypto-

phan a few plaques would be produced. These plaques gave
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rise to stocks of T4 which were not cofactor requiring. Stocks of

T4 phage prepared from cofactor-requiring plaques retained the

cofactor requirement, so that these characteristics were heredi-

tary.

Broth stocks of T4 phage generally contain a mixture of dif-

ferent variants with respect to cofactor requirements. Delbriick

(1948) separated these variants from each other by adsorption

techniques.

Example: The broth stock was diluted in a tryptophan-free chemically

defined medium until the tryptophan concentration was below the threshold

for adsorption. Then adsorption of the diluted phage stock with a suspension

of B grown in the tryptophan-free medium would remove all non-cofactor-

requiring variants. The infected bacteria could be removed by centrifuga-

tion and be used to produce a stock lacking a cofactor requirement. L-Trypto-

phan was then added to the supernatant to a concentration of 4 yug./ml. and

a suspension of B grown in tryptophan-free medium added. After sufficient

time for adsorption the infected bacteria were removed by centrifugation and a

sample of the supernatant plated on nutrient broth agar. Presumably all of

the tryptophan-requiring variants should have been removed in this adsorp-

tion, yet some phage particles capable of forming plaques on nutrient broth

agar remained. One such plaque was picked and used to inoculate a broth

culture of B to prepare a stock. This stock gave very low adsorption with

tryptophan but high adsorption with broth. Apparently this stock required a

cofactor other than tryptophan. Eventually it was found that the adsorption

requirement was tryptophan />/mj calcium ion.

This adsorption technique using chemically defined media plus

various additions is a good method for separating different co-

factor-requiring variants present in a broth stock. A further

complication was introduced by Delbriick's (1948) observation

that the adsorption of some of the tryptophan-requiring variants

was strongly inhibited by indole. This inhibition was competi-

tive and the dissociation constant was less for the phage-indole

complex. Since E. coli rapidly converts tryptophan into indole,

this inhibition by indole presents a real difficulty in studying the

role of tryptophan in adsorption.

An observation of T, F. Anderson's (1948c) which has greatly

simplified study of the cofactor requirement is that a bacterium
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infected with a cofactor-requiring variant will produce a plaque

on a tryptophan-free medium while an unadsorbed phage par-

ticle will not. The efficiency of plating of the infected bacte-

rium is enormously higher than that of the free phage particle.

The reason for this is not clear, but knowledge of the fact has

permitted study of the rate of formation and of decomposition of

the tryptophan-phage complex under various conditions (T. F.

Anderson, 1948a). This study has been facilitated by Ander-

son's ''dumping" technique, a description of which follows.

Procedure. A sample of phage T4 is suspended in a chemically

defined medium containing 10 /xg./ml. of tryptophan and the

mixture incubated until all of the phage has been "activated,"

i.e., has formed a complex with tryptophan. A 0.1 ml. sample of

the activated T4 phage is placed in a large test tube and 10 ml. of

a suspension of B in a tryptophan-free medium is dumped in

from a second test tube so that the tryptophan is diluted 1 : 100 at

the same moment that the bacteria are added. The proportion

of T4 phage which is adsorbed onto the bacteria is a function

both of the rate of adsorption of activated phage onto bacteria

and of the rate of deactivation of phage by dissociation of the

phage-tryptophan complex. An estimate of the rate of deactiva-

tion is made by dumping in a large volume of tryptophan-free

medium at zero time and, after allowing deactivation to proceed

for a measured time, dumping in the bacterial suspension and

permitting the residual activated phage to adsorb onto bacteria.

In all instances the number of infected bacteria is then deter-

mined by plating on tryptophan-free medium, on which the in-

fected bacteria produce plaques but the free phage particles do
not. Under most conditions the rate of deactivation is more
rapid than the rate of adsorption, so that only a fraction of the

activated phage-tryptophan complex is registered by this

method.

3. Plaque Morphology Mutations

A thoroughly studied plaque morphology mutation occurs in

the serologically related family of coliphages T2, T4, and T6.
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The mutant is given the symbol r (rapid lysis) and the corre-

sponding wild type is designated r"^, e. g., T2r+, and T2r. The
wild type r+ particles form small plaques with very turbid halos

when plated by the agar layer technique, whereas the mutant r

variants form larger plaques with clear halos. Another char-

acteristic distinguishing /•+ from r is the time required for lysis of

Figure 15. Phage T2, showing lr+ plaque, \r plaqi

Dark, field iUumination.

and 2 mottled plaques.

visibly turbid cultures. The latent period of phage growth is about

21 min. for members of the T2, T4, T6 family regardless of

whether the virus is the r+ or the r variant. Visibly turbid cultures

of bacteria will be lysed by the r mutants between 21 and 30 min.

after all the bacteria have been infected. However, in the case

of the r+ phages, the visibly turbid cultures remain turbid for

several hours after all the bacteria have been infected. This

phenomenon of lysis inhibition was investigated by Doermann
(1948), who concluded that when a bacterial cell infected with
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an r+ phage was reinfected with a second r+ phage at least 3 min.

after the 1st adsorption, lysis inhibition occurred. The second in-

fecting particle might be T2r+, T4r+, or T6r+ regardless of the

type of the 1st r+ particle. The phenomenon of lysis inhibition

undoubtedly accounts for the small size and turbid halo charac-

teristic of the r + plaques. The physiologic mechanism responsible

for lysis inhibition is not known.

The characteristic plaque morphologies are best seen when the

phages are plated by the agar layer technique using very soft

Figure 16. Mixture of phage T2;"^ and T2r plated on strain B, showing

inhibition of development of an r plaque by an adjacent r+ plaque. Bright

field illumination.

agar. Luria (personal communication) recommended for this

purpose that the base agar be made of 1 .1 per cent agar instead of

the 1.5 per cent agar usually used, and that the soft agar for the

agar layer be 0.6 per cent instead of 0.7 per cent. With an incu-

bation period of 6-8 hr. it is usually possible to distinguish quite

sharply between r+ and r plaques, although there may be a few

plaques that cannot be definitely classified.
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If a typical stock of T2r~^ phage is diluted and plated so as to

have about 10^ plaques/plate and is examined after 8 hr. incu-

bation, 3 distinct types of plaques (Fig. 15) should be found:

(a) Most of the plaques will be typical /•+ plaques, quite small

and with a turbid halo, (b) A few plaques will be typical r

plaques, larger with a sharply defined clear halo, (c) About 1

per cent of the plaques will be mottled, i.e., will be primarily r
+

type, with a sector of complete lysis owing to the appearance of

an r mutant during development of the plaque. If an r+ plaque

overlaps an r plaque, there is a sharp boundary where lysis inhi-

bition by the r+ phage has prevented development of the r plaque

(Fig. 16).

The r mutant can be readily isolated by stabbing either an r

plaque or r sector in a mottled plaque with a sterile platinum

wire and rinsing the wire in broth. If appropriate dilutions of

this broth are then plated by the agar layer technique, many
typical r plaques should be found. A well isolated r plaque can

then be stabbed and used to inoculate a broth culture of B to pro-

duce an r stock.

Mixed Infection and Genetic Recombination

Mixed Infections with r+ and r Variants of Same Phage Type

Hershey (1946a) made mixed infections of B with T2r"'' and

T2r. The input ratio of phage to bacteria was such that the

multiplicity of infection was about 2.5 for each variant. Under
these conditions about 85 per cent of the bacteria should have ad-

sorbed at least 1 phage particle of each kind ; i.e., 85 per cent

should be mixedly infected. The free phage was neutralized

with antiserum and platings were made on B from F.G.T. before

the end of the latent period and from S.G.T. after all bursts had

taken place. In the plate before the end of the latent period the

plaque morphologies were carefully examined and showed that

14 per cent of the plaques were r+, 21 per cent r, and 65 per cent

mottled. The mottled plaques were due to mixedly infected bac-

teria which liberated both T2r+ and T2r phages. In this ex-
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periment 65/85 or 76 per cent of the possible mixedly infected

bacteria actually liberated both kinds of phage. This must be a

minimum estimate since not all mottled plaques can be recog-

nized. Mutual exclusion, if it occurs in this case, must be very

weak. Furthermore the burst size of the mixedly infected bac-

teria in this instance was the same as that of bacteria multiply in-

fected with T2r+ or T2r alone so that there is no depressor effect.

These observations have been confirmed by means of the single-

cell burst technique (Delbriick and Bailey, 1946) (pp. 485 ff.).

Recombination of Genetic Characters in Mixedly hifected Bacteria

The discovery of these genetic markers has made it possible to

analyze the yields from bacteria infected with phage particles

differing in 2 genetic characters (Hershey, 1 946b ; Hershey and

Rotman, 1949), for instance, T2/z+r and T2/zr+. T2h+ and T2A
are readily distinguished from each other by use of a mixture of B
and B/2 for plating. When plated on this mixture, T2A+ will

give turbid plaques since it will lyse B but not B/2, while T2^ will

give clear plaques since it lyses both strains. A culture of B is

mixedly infected with equal numbers of T2A+r and T2/?r.+ Af-

ter adsorption the mixture is diluted into anti-T2 serum to neu-

tralize free phage and further diluted into F.G.T. and S.G.T.

An aliquot of F.G.T. is plated on B before the end of the latent

period and a sample of S.G.T. on B + B/2 after all bursts have

occurred. About 65 per cent of the plaques from F.G.T. are

then found to be mottled, indicating that at least this proportion of

the infected bacteria are liberating both ; + and r forms. On the

mixed indicator plate from S.G.T., r+ is readily distinguished

from r by plaque size and h from /i+ by turbidity. Actually this

plate reveals 4 kinds of plaques; T2A+r and T2/?r+, the parent

types, and T2A+r"'" and T2hr, 2 new types resulting from recom-

bination of the genetic characters of the parents. This method

is ideally suited for study of exchanges of genetic characteristics

between phages during intracellular growth in mixedly infected

bacteria.
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[More recent investigations have shown that for a maximum re-

combination frequency the multiplicity of infection should be

equal and high for each phage type (around eight of each par-

ental type is recommended for T2). Dulbecco (1949b) has

shown that at least 10 phage particles can participate in growth

in a single cell. Adsorption should be performed under condi-

tions which permit initiation of phage development to be de-

layed (see p. 483) long enough to allow most of the late-reacting

phage to be adsorbed before exclusion occurs. If the total num-

ber of adsorbed phage is low or unequal, the frequency of ob-

served recombinants should be corrected as described by Lennox

et al. (1953).]

Hershey and Rotman (1948), pursuing this line of research,

discovered that not all r mutations are genetically identical al-

though the plaques may be indistinguishable morphologically.

They isolated a number of independent r mutants of T2r+ and

numbered them in the order of isolation as T2r7, T2r2, etc. A
culture of B multiply infected with T2/-7 gave only r plaques, as

did one multiply infected with T2r2. However, if B were

mixedly infected with T2r7 and T2r2, about 15 per cent of the

progeny were T2r^. Further investigation of the r progeny

demonstrated that they were of 3 types, T2r7, T2r2, and T2r/r2.

These 3 forms are identical morphologically but can be distin-

guished by making mixed infections with the parental types. The
T2/-7 type would give 15 per cent r+ when tested by mixed

infection with a known T2r2 stock and no r+ when tested with a

known T2r7 stock. However, the T2r7r2 type would give

no r+ plaques on mixed infection with either T2r7 or T2r2.

On the basis of his analysis of the r mutants of T2, Hershey con-

cluded that there are at least 2 independent linkage groups of dis-

tinct r loci.

[Benzer (1955) has developed a method for measuring very

small recombination frequencies between members of one of

these groups of r mutants (rll, the one containing r2). The
method is based on the fact that although the wild type phage can

grow on the lysogenic bacteria, Escherichia coli K-12 (X), the r
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mutants cannot. Thus any wild type progeny that arise in

crosses between different r mutants can be found by platings on

K-12, as only they will form plaques. The total yield from the

cross can be obtained by platings on coli B. In this way recom-

bination frequencies as low as 10~^ could be measured, the

only limitation being the reverse mutation rate of the parental r

strains.]

The exchange of genetic characters occurs not only between

mutants of the same phage type but between those of different

phage types. In fact, the exchanges were first observed by Del-

briick and Bailey (1946), who carried out mixed infections with

r"*" and r forms of T2, T4, and T6 in various combinations. For

instance, mixed infection of B with T2r+ and T6r yielded T2r

and T6r+ in addition to the 2 parental types. . . .

Effects of Ultraviolet Irradiation of Bacteriophage

A most convenient and generally accessible source of ultravio-

let light is the General Electric germicidal lamp, a low pressure,

mercury vapor lamp with about 80 per cent of its ultraviolet out-

put at a wavelength of 2537 A. This wavelength is very close to

that found most efficient for sterilization of bacterial suspensions

and inactivation of viruses (Gates, 1 934) . The lamp can be op-

erated in any standard fixture designed to take fluorescent lamps

of the same dimensions. A metallic reflector should be avoided,

for it will reflect ultraviolet light and complicate the geometry of

the irradiation set-up. The lamp must be shaded so that no di-

rect rays reach the eyes of anyone in the vicinity. The ultravio-

let output varies with the line potential, so that for reproducible

results a constant voltage transformer such as the Sola,* with out-

put of 0.5 amp. at 115 v., should be used with the lamp. For

most work this is not necessary. The ultraviolet output varies

slightly during the useful life of the lamp. This can be con-

trolled only by calibration of the lamp by photoelectric or bio-

logic methods. The ultraviolet dose varies directly with the

* Made by Sola Electric Company, 4627 West Sixteenth St., Cicero, 111.
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time of irradiation and approximately inversely with the dis-

tance of the sample from the tube, so that the dosage can be var-

ied within wide limits quite conveniently. The energy output

of a G.E,. germicidal lamp calibrated by Luria and Latarjet

(1947) was 16 ergs/mm. ^ sec. for the 2537 A band at a distance of

56 cm. from the lamp. Output varies from lamp to lamp but is

usually within 20 per cent of this figure.

The sample to be irradiated should be diluted in a chemically

defined medium free from nucleic acids and other substances

which absorb strongly near 2537 A. The medium should be so

diluted that no mutual screening of phage particles or bacteria

can take place. Depth of the sample under irradiation should

not be more than 1 or 2 mm., and the sample container should

be mounted on a flexible support so that the sample can be con-

stantly agitated during irradiation. A Petri dish is a convenient

vessel, and irradiation can be started by removing the cover and

stopped by replacing it, since a glass Petri dish absorbs essentially

all ultraviolet light at 2537 A.

For the coliphages T1-T7, inactivation by ultraviolet light at

2537 A is an exponential function of the dose of irradiation (Lu-

ria, 1947). This indicates that inactivation is probably a "one

hit" mechanism, 1 quantum presumably being effective if ab-

sorbed in a vulnerable site.

Under constant experimental conditions the rate of inactiva-

tion of phage follows the equation

\og/-^ = Kt
P

This leads directly to a "physiologic unit" of irradiation in which

the dose of ultraviolet light is expressed in terms of the inactiva-

tion of phage rather than in terms of ergs or other energy units.

This is important in that it permits duplication of experiments in
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different laboratories without regard for the geometry of the ir-

radiation setup and obviates the need for calibration of the lamp

in energy units. It automatically corrects for loss of radiation by

absorption in the suspending medium. Luria (1947) has de-

fined the physiologic unit r as that dose which will inactivate all

but 1/^ of the phage particles; i.e., when/?//?o
= 1/^ or log^j&o//? =

1, the phage has received 1 r of radiation.

The energy content of the r dose for different phages varies

with the sensitivity of the phage to ultraviolet radiation. In the

case of phage T2, one r dose corresponds to about 50 ergs/mm. 2,

and this phage can be used to calibrate the output of an ultra-

violet light in energy units provided the lamp is nearly mono-

chromatic at 2537 A, as is the G.E. germicidal lamp. The value

of r = \/e for the proportion of survivors was chosen because at

this per cent survival, the average number of lethal hits/phage

particle is one. This follows because the distribution of lethal

hits among the population of phage particles under irradiation is

a Poisson distribution. That is, the proportion of unhit phage

particles, P{0) = p/p^ = ^~". When n (average number of hits/

phage particle) = 1, then p/p^ = \/e = 0.3679. The course of

inactivation is followed by making phage assays in the usual way.

Samples are withdrawn after various doses of radiation, diluted

in broth and assayed for plaque-forming particles by the agar

layer technique. [To avoid photoreactivation of the UV-inac-

tivated phage (see following section) the assay plates should be

kept in the dark.] The inactivation is an exponential function

of the dose of ultraviolet light down to a survival of 10~^-10~'''.

In the case of some of the phages the inactivation becomes

markedly slower from this time on, for reasons to be explained

later.

[Photoreactivation

Dulbecco (1950) has shown that phage which has been inac-

tivated by UV^ irradiation can be reactivated (i.e., made able to

produce plaques) if exposed to sufficiently intense visible light

(3,000-5,000 A). This reactivation can take place only when
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visible light is administered during a limited period after the in-

activated phage particles have been adsorbed to host bacteria.

Illumination of free virus particles or uninfected bacteria has no

reactivating effect on inactivated phage subsequently adsorbed.

For illumination on the plate, Dulbecco used two parallel fluo-

rescent discharge lamps (40 watts each) at a distance of 12 in.

from the plate. For illumination of liquid media, a General Elec-

tric H-5 light source was used together with one or more filters.

Dulbecco (1950) has given a complete description of the appara-

tus used for illumination in liquid media.]

Multiplicity Reactivation of Ultraviolet-Inactivated Phages

Luria (1947) found that bacteria singly infected with inacti-

vated phage produced no plaques when plated. However, any

bacterium infected with 2 or more inactive phage particles did

produce plaques if not too many r doses of irradiation had been

given.

The average multiplicity of infection, n, with ultraviolet-inac-

tivated phage particles can be obtained as described above by

determining the proportion of surviving bacteria at the end of

the adsorption period. The proportion of uninfected bacteria is

related to n by the Poisson formula P{0) = e~". Once n has been

determined in this way, the proportion of singly infected bacteria

can be calculated from the formula P{\) = n 6-"". The propor-

tion of bacteria which had adsorbed 2 or more phage particles is

then 1 - {P(0) + P(l)} = 1 - (« + 1) e-", and the actual

number of bacteria which have been multiply infected is equal

to 1 — (n + 1) e~" times the total number of bacteria. The
number of bacteria which have the ability to produce plaques

can be determined by the plating of appropriate dilutions by the

agar layer method and counting the plaques, correcting the

count if necessary for non-inactivated phage particles.

Example: In an actual experiment a suspension of 10^ 5/ml. was mixed

with various amounts of an irradiated T4 phage stock. The adsorption mix-
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tures were incubated for 10 min. at 37° C, then appropriately diluted and as-

sayed for infective centers by the agar layer method. Appropriate dilutions

of the adsorption mixture with the highest input ratio of phage to bacteria

were plated to determine the number of surviving bacteria from which the

multiplicity of infection, n, for that particular adsorption tube could be cal-

culated. Once n is known for 1 adsorption mixture it can be calculated for all

the other mixtures made with the same bacterial suspension and phage stock,

assuming only that the percentage adsorption in 10 min, is the same in all adsorp-

tion tubes. The data are shown in Table XXVI.

TABLE XXVI"
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cles which must be adsorbed to the same bacterium to produce an

infective center must be increased. . . .

Another interesting" observation made by Luria is that cross-

reactivation can occur within the group T2, T4, and T6. That

is, mixed infection of bacteria with inactivated T2 and inacti-

vated T6 will result in liberation of both T2 and T6 in an active

form. In order for reactivation to take place, both phages must

be capable of adsorption on the same host cell. For instance, in-

activated T2 is not reactivated by T6 when B/6 is the host cell.

Methods of Studying Intracellular Growth of Bacteriophage

The methods described so far have been devoted to study of

the properties of extracellular phage up to the moment of ad-

sorption to the host cell and after lysis of the host cell. Little

has been said about what happens inside an infected bacterium

during the latent period of intracellular phage growth. A
number of widely differing techniques have been applied to this

problem, some of the more novel of which will be described in

detail, and others briefly mentioned with references to the litera-

ture.

Biochemical Methods

Cohen and Anderson (1946) used the Warburg respirometer

to study the respiration of normal and phage- infected host cells.

The bacteria were grown in the chemically defined ammonium
lactate medium called F medium (p. 446). The Warburg ves-

sels contained 1.5 X 10^ bacteria in a total volume of 2 ml. of

F medium. To 1 was added 8 X 10^ active T2r+ particles,

to a second was added the same number of ultraviolet-in-

activated T2 particles, and the third vessel was a virus-free

control. The experiment was conducted at 38° C. Oxygen
uptake was measured continuously and the total CO2 evolution
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determined at the end of the experiment. The bacteria in the

virus-free control took up oxygen at a rate which increased ex-

ponentially with time in the same way that the bacterial popula-

tion increased. The bacteria infected with either active T2
or ultraviolet-inactivated T2 continued to take up oxygen at

the rate which prevailed at the moment of infection. There

was no increase in oxygen absorption rate or in bacterial tur-

bidity in the vessels containing phage. The respiratory quo-

tient was the same in all 3 vessels, about 1.05. This experiment

indicates that both active and ultraviolet-inactivated T2 phage

can interrupt the multiplication of infected host cells without

altering the rate of oxygen uptake or CO2 evolution. Infection

with phage does not affect host cell respiration. Use of T2r+

phage in these experiments resulted in the phenomenon of lysis

inhibition (p. 506) and enabled continuation of experiments for

several hours before lysis began to interfere with the observa-

tions.

Cohen (1948) continued his study of virus-infected host cells

by making chemical analyses for protein and nucleic acid at

intervals during the latent period. This was done by adding

trichloroacetic acid to aliquots of the culture to a final concen-

tration of 5 per cent. The mixture was chilled 15 min. and

centrifuged 10 min. The supernatant fluid was decanted,

the tubes were drained and the precipitate washed with cold 5

per cent trichloroacetic acid. The precipitate could then be

analyzed for total phosphorus, for nitrogen by Kjeldahl, for

pentose by quantitative Bial (Mejbaum, 1939) or for desoxyri-

bosenucleic acid (DNA) by the diphenylamine reaction (Dische,

1930). About 10^ bacteria are required for these analyses

except for Kjeldahl N, for which about 10^° bacteria are needed.

Another method of following intracellular phage synthesis

was developed by Racker and Adams (unpublished experi-

ments) as a result of Cohen's work. Nucleic acids have a high

absorption of ultraviolet radiation at 2,600 A. Since phage
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particles contain about 40 per cent nucleic acid in contrast to

20 per cent for the host cell, and since apparently only phage

nucleic acid is synthesized following infection, it should be pos-

sible to study phage nucleic acid synthesis in infected bacteria by

measuring changes in light absorption at 2600 A in the Beck-

man spectrophotometer. In cultures of E. coli growing in a

chemically defined medium the absorption at 2600 A increases

exponentially with time, doubling in 1 generation time. In

cultures of E. coli infected with a 5-fold multiplicity of phage

T2, nucleic acid synthesis as measured by absorption at 2600 A
ceases completely for 5-10 min. following infection, then pro-

ceeds at a rate that is a linear function of time. . . . The concen-

tration of bacteria should be about 10^/ml. and the medium
and reagents used must not absorb too much light at 2600 A.

Radiation Alethods

As discussed in the preceding section, the inactivation of free

phage by ultraviolet light is a simple exponential function of the

dose of radiation as might be expected if 1 hit were enough to

inactivate a phage particle. It is possible that individual

phage particles inside an infected bacterium might be inac-

tivated in the same way and that the destruction of the plaque-

forming potentiality of an infected bacterium would require as

many hits as the number of phage particles it contained at the

time of irradiation. The destruction of infective centers at a

given time during the latent period would follow the course of a

multiple hit curve if 2 or more phage particles were present,

and a series of such curves at appropriate intervals during the

latent period would enable one to determine the course of virus

synthesis.

This type of analysis was attempted by Luria and Latarjet

(1947). The bacteria were singly infected with T2 phage,

diluted into anti-T2 serum to inactivate free phage and further

diluted in a chemically defined medium of low ultraviolet ab-

sorption. Samples of the highly diluted suspension of infectiv^e

centers were taken at intervals, exposed to ultraviolet irradiation
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and assayed for surviving infective centers by plating before the

end of the latent period. The killing curve for singly infected

bacteria immediately after infection is a single hit curve very

close to that for free phage. It differs only in that the infective

centers are slightly more resistant to ultraviolet light than free

phage, as might be expected owing to the screening effect of the

bacterium. The killing curve for multiply infected bacteria

immediately after infection was a multiple hit curve. This

indicates that the killing of infective centers is due to destruc-

tion of the reproducibility of the phage itself rather than to

damage to the host cell.

[The UV method for following early stages of phage develop-

ment has subsequently been used and refined by Benzer (1952)

andSymonds (1957).]

This experimental approach to the mechanism of virus

growth was modified by Latarjet (1948), using X-rays as the in-

activating agent to avoid the screening effect of intracellular

nucleic acid. The experimental procedure was the same as

that already described except that X-radiation of 0.95 A wave-

length was used at doses as high as 250 kiloroentgens.

Methods Involving Interruption of Growth During the Latent Period

Followed by Disruption of Host Cells

These methods, developed by Doermann (1948b), constitute

an important contribution to phage methodology because they

permit assay of intracellular phage particles during the latent

period of phage growth. The methods involve an interruption

of phage growth at intervals during the latent period by means

of cell poisons or low temperature, followed by release of intra-

cellular phage by means of lysis from without (Delbriick, 1 940b)

or sonic vibration (T. F. Anderson, Boggs, and Winters, 1948).

7. Lysis from without. In a typical experiment the growth

medium consisted of acid-hydrolyzed casein, tryptophan, salts,

and glycerol. Phage T4r was the infecting virus, 0.01 Af KCN
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was the metabolic poison, and phage T6 was used to hberate

the T4 phage by lysis from without. The lysing medium was

the growth medium plus O.OlAf KCN and 4X10'-' T6 particles/

ml. All assay platings were by the agar layer technique on B/6,

since this indicator strain permits assay of T4 in the presence

of T6. A culture of B was grown to 10^/ml. and concentrated

to 10^/ml. so that phage adsorption would be rapid. A stock

of T4r phage was diluted to 10^/ml. in the growth medium.

Anti-T4 serum diluted in the growth medium was used to neu-

tralize free phage.

Protocol

Time,
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determine the amount of T4 phage produced/infected bacterium

up to the time of sampHng.

Using this technique, there is no detectable intracellular T4
phage present from the earliest samples taken at about 9 min.

after infection until about 14 min. after infection, at which time

about 1 phage particle/bacterium is demonstrable. The num-
ber of intracellular phage particles that can be liberated per in-

fected cell then increases at an approximately linear rate until

the normal burst size is reached at about 28-30 min. after infec-

tion. This maximal yield is reached several minutes before the

end of the normal rise period.

It is obvious that the effect of many other cell poisons on the

growth of phage could be studied in this manner. For instance,

5-methyltryptophan, shown by Cohen and Anderson (1946)

to prevent phage growth, was used by Doermann with results

very similar to those with KCN. This inhibitor, however, does

not stop synthesis promptly in host cells able to synthesize their

own tryptophan so that the mutant B/l,tr was used as the host

cell in experiments involving 5-methyltryptophan.

[2. Premature lysis of infected cells by chloroform. A simple

technique for obtaining premature lysis of phage infected cells

has been described by Sechaud and Kellenberger (1956). They
found that chloroform eflfects a rapid lysis of infected cells when
they contain at least one infectious unit per cell. Lysis of such

cells is complete two minutes after exposure to chloroform. To
follow the intracellular development of infectious phage the

infected culture was diluted to contain around 3X10"* infected

bacteria per ml. At intervals during the latent period, samples

were taken and diluted further in a diluent containing chloro-

form (3-6 drops of chloroform per 5 ml. of diluent). These sus-

pensions were shaken vigorously for several seconds and 15-30

min. later assayed for phage. The action of chloroform was found

to be independent of the media used (i.e., tryptone, M-9, phos-

phate buffer). It was noted, however, that in the case of T2
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the pH should be between 7.5 and 8 for maximum recovery of

plaque formers. These studies were carried out using phages

T2, T4, and lambda on their respective hosts strains B and K12
of E. coli.

3. Estimation of intracellular phage development by use of

streptomycin. Symonds (1957) has developed a technique to

measure, at any time during the latent period, the number of

bacteria that contain infective phage. This technique involves

the use of a streptomycin-resistant mutant as indicator organism.

The infected bacteria are streptomycin sensitive. During the

latent period samples are plated in streptomycin-containing

agar with the resistant mutant as the indicator. The infected

bacteria are therefore killed by the streptomycin and no further

phage development proceeds. However, those of the infected

bacteria which contained, at the time of plating, infective phage,

now lyse and release this phage, thereby forming a plaque on

the streptomycin-resistant indicator.]

4. Lysis by sonic vibration. This method of lysing infected

bacteria during the latent period is restricted to small phages

such as Tl, T3, and T7, which are relatively slowly inactivated

by the sonic treatment. The method is the same as the foregoing

except that samples withdrawn from the dilution tube at inter-

vals were diluted into tubes of growth medium which had been

prechilled to ° C. This diluted sample was placed in the sonic

vibrator and treated for 5 min. at 5 ° C. Appropriate samples

were then plated by the agar layer method for phage assay.

Experiments in which separate samples from the same dilu-

tion tube were treated by lysis from without or by sonic vibra-

tion demonstrated an extremely close agreement between the

methods.
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Abortive infection, 178, 283

definition, 282, 439

Absorption spectra, of ultraviolet-

inactivated bacteriophages,

66,67

Absorption spectrum, of nucleic acid,

67

Acridines, effect on bacteriophage re-

production, 278-81, 287

Acrifiavine, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 278-80

Actinomyces phage, reproduction, in-

hibition, 279

Action spectra, of ultraviolet-inacti-

vated bacteriophages, 66, 67

Activation, of coliphages by cofactors,

144-46

Adaptation, in typing phages, 398,

405-12, 418,419

Adenine, in coliphages, 90, 91

Adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase),

in coliphage T2, 239

Adsorption, of bacteriophage to host

cell, 15, 16,137-60,392

bacterial antigens effect on, 123,

124, 152-59

effect on plaque size, 23, 24, 137

inhibition, 267-70

irradiation effect on, 77, 148

mutations affecting, 298, 299,

301, 302

as taxonomic criterion, 424

techniques in study of, 466-73,

503-5

of colicins to host cells, 385, 392

definition, 439

Aeration, 446, 447, 455, 496

effect on colicin production, 388

Aerobacter species, colicins in, 381

Agar, concentration, effect on plaque

size, 24

eflfect on bacteriophage adsorption,

268

Agar filtration method, in morpho-

logical study of bacteriophages,

184

Agar layer method, in assay of

bacteriophage, 29, 30, 450, 451

media for, 446, 507

Agglutination, of phage-coated

bacteria, 106, 107

Aggregation, of coliphages by anti-

phage sera, 105, 106

Alanine, in coliphages, 90

Albumin, egg, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophages, 268

effect on irradiation of bacte-

riophages, 75

effect on neutralization of bacte-

riophages, 112

serum, effect on irradiation of bac-

teriophages, 75

effect on neutralization of bacte-

riophages, 112

Alcohols, effect on bacteriophages, 53

Alpha particles, effect on bacterio-

phages, 78, 79

Amino acids, analogues, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

273-75, 283, 284

in coliphages, 90

as growth factors for coliphage T2,

244, 283
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5-Aminoacridine, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 279

/^-Aminobenzoic acid, as growth factor

for bacteria and bacterio-

phages, 277

Amino groups, in adsorption of coli-

phageTl, 151

Aminomethane sulfonic acid, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

273, 274

6-Aminonicotinic acid, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

278

Ammonium ion, effect on adsorption

of bacteriophage, 141

Amylase, in coliphage WLL, 238

Anthranilic acid, as growth factor

for bacteriophages, 274

Antibacterial sera, effect on colicin ad-

sorption, 385

Antibiotic action, of bacteriophages, 2,

125

Antibiotics, effect on reproduction of

bacteriophages, 284, 285

Antibody-blocking components, in

phage-free filtrates, 107-9

Antigenicity, of bacteriophages, 97-

119

mutations affecting, 305, 306,

318, 425

as taxonomic criterion, 422-26,

431

of colicins, 381, 384, 385, 393

Antigens, bacterial, composition, 156-

59

effect on adsorption of bacterio-

phages, 152-59

effect on sensitivity of bacteria to

bacteriophages, 123, 124, 398,

399, 409

phage head, as taxonomic criteria,

425, 426

phage tail, 186, 425

in assay of vegetative phage, 33

Antiphage sera, effect on bacterio-

phages, 101-7, 109-19, 142,

146, 154, 155, 296

preparation and uses, 98, 99, 461,

466, 484, 485

as taxonomic criterion for bacterio-

phages, 423-25

L-Arabinose, in typing of S. typhi

strains, 396

Arginase, in coliphage WLL, 238

Arginine, in coliphages, 90

Arrhenius constant (s), of cohphage

T5,51

definition, 439

for heat inactivation of bacterio-

phages, 57

Arsenite, effect on bacteriophages, 272

Ascorbic acid, effect on irradiation of

bacteriophages, 75

Aspartic acid, in cohphages, 90

Assay, of antiphage sera, 463, 464

of bacterial hosts, 449, 450

of bacteriophages, 27-34, 450-54

ATPase, see Adenosine triphosphatase

Aureomycin, effect on latent period

of bacteriophages. 170, 285

8-Azaguanine, in RNA of E. coli B,

284

7-Azatryptophan, in proteins of

bacteria and coliphage T2,

284

Azide, effect on bacteriophages, 272,

273

B

Bacillus anthracis, sensitivity to mega-

cin, 391

Bacillus cereus, effect of infection on,

197

Bacillus cereus phage, electron micro-

graph, 37
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Bacillus megaterium, lysogenic strain, 10

megacins in, 391

Bacillus megaterium 899, infection effect

on, 201

lysogenization effect on, 379

Bacillus megaterium phage, antigenicity,

100, 105

composition, 94

concentration and purification, 85

growth factors, 235, 306

inactivation, 79

morphology in electron microscope,

36

taxonomic criteria, 424

Bacillus megaterium phage M, neutrali-

zation, 110

Bacillus megaterium phage M5, inactiva-

tion, 67

Bacillus megaterium phage 899, growth

factors, 235

Bacillus species, 121

lysogeny in, 366

Bacillus subtilis, sensitivity to megacin,

391

Bacillus subtilis phage, antisera, 99

inactivation, 64, 79

morphology in electron microscope,

36

reproduction, inhibition, 279

Bacteria, see also Colicinogenic, Lyso-

genic, Megacinogenic, and Pyo-

cinogenic bacteria

agglutination of phage-coated, 106,

107

antigens of, 123, 124, 152-59. 398,

399

colicin-resistant, 385, 386

colicins effect on, 386, 387

detergents effect on, 52

effect on burst size of bacterio-

phages, 171

effect on host range of bacterio-

phages, 133-35, 291-93, 317

effect on latent period of bacterio-

phages, 169, 303, 304

effect on neutralization of bacterio

phages, 115, 116

environment, relation to colicin pro-

duction, 388, 389

enzymes in, relation to phage re-

production, 242-44

indicator, definition, 440

uses, 494-501

infected, changes during bacterio-

phage cycle, 18, 19, 165-68,

189-206,244,245,516-18

colicins effect on, 387

DNA synthesis in, 254-64, 518

irradiation effect on, 175-82, 247,

310,311,518-19

protein synthesis in, 249-54, 263

by two or more bacteriophages

(mixed infection), 295, 307,

308, 319-30

mustard gas effect on, 245, 246

phage-resistant, 398

methods of study, 490-501

nomenclature, 126, 127, 491

as taxonomic criterion for

bacteriophages, 423

in typing of bacteriophages, 419,

420

pre-infection, relation to phage

reproduction, 243, 244

resistance, relation to colicins and

bacteriophages, 386

resistant, definition, 442

sensitive, definition, 442

soil, identification by bacteriophage

typing, 402

strains(s) of, effect on assay of

bacteriophage, 28

typing by bacteriophages, 395-

420

ultraviolet light effect on, 148, 177,

245-47,310-16,318
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Bacteria {continued)

X-rays effect on, 177, 245, 246,

312

Bacteriocins, 381-93; see also Colicins:

Megacins; Pyocins

comparison with bacteriophages,

392, 393

definition, 382

eff"ect on results of phage typing, 403

Bacteriophage(s), see also Prophage;

Temperate phage; Vegetative

phage; and specific phages, e.g.,

Coliphage T2
adsorption to host cell, 15, 16, 23.

24,77,123, 124,137-60

inhibition, 267-70

mutations aff"ecting, 298, 299,

301,302

antibiotic action of, 2, 125

antigenic properties, 97-1 19, 422,

423

assay, 27-34, 450-54

chemical composition, 83-95

comparison with animal and plant

viruses, 6, 8, 433-35

comparison with bacteriocins, 381-

83, 386, 387, 392, 393

concentration and purification, 42,

83-85, 457-60

criteria of purity, 85-87

definition, 1, 2, 441

effect on bacterial hosts, 18, 19,

165-68, 189-206

effect on induction of enzymes in

host cell, 242, 243

epidemiological use, 395-420

technique for, 404, 405

fate of constituents during infec-

tion, 207-31

genetic studies, 331-64

host specificity, 121-35

mutations affecting, 298, 299,

301,302

and immunity to disease, 3

inactivation, 49-82

isolation, 447-49

labeled, preparation, 207

metabolic enzymes in, 237-40

morphology, 35-41, 164, 182-86

mutations, 16, 24, 116, 129-32,

297-318, 501-11

nature of, 4-6

origin, 6-8

phenotypic modification, 132-35,

291-97

preparation of stocks, 454-57

reactivation, 70-73, 76, 77, 82, 101,

102, 357-64

related, definition, 12

mixed infection with, 326-30

reproduction, 13-25, 161-87, 517-

22

inhibition, 265-87

mixed infection effect on, 319-30

nutritional and metabolic re-

quirements for, 233-64

size, 37-48, 423, 426

elTect on plaque size, 23

species of, 422

taxonomy and taxonomic criteria,

11, 12,421-37

techniques for study, 443-522

therapeutic applications, 3, 4

type-determining, 408-12, 415, 416,

418

type specimens, 435-37

Bacteriophage ghosts, see Ghosts

Benzyldodecyldimethylammonium

chloride, effect on coliphage

T6,51

Benzyl-3-methyl tryptophan, in ad-

sorption of coliphage T4, 144

5-Bromouracil, in DNA of coliphage

T2, 284, 316

Broth, effect on inactivation of bacte-

riophages, 58, 75, 454
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Brucella species, 121

Burst, definition, 439

Burst size, definition and determina-

tion, 14, 15, 170, 171,473

effect on DNA transfer from parent

to progeny phage, 220, 221

of mixedly infected bacteria, 500

variation, 171, 489, 490

Cadmium cyanide, effect on coliphage

T2, 164, 268, 270

as taxonomic criterion, 428

Calcium ion, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophages, 145, 234-36,

269, 301, 306,428

effect on heat inactivation of coli-

phages, 58

effect on stability of bacteriophages,

454

and injection by coliphage T5,

164, 165, 199, 234, 270, 282,

306

Capacity, definition, 439

Carbohydrate, in coliphages, 88, 89

Carbon, labeled, in study of bacterio-

phage composition, 90

in study of fate of infecting bacte-

riophages, 208, 211, 218, 219,

226

in study of metabolism of E. coli

15T-, 241

in study of protein synthesis in

bacteriophages, 250

Carboxyl groups, in adsorption of coli-

phage T2, 151

Carrier strains, see Pseudolysogenesis

Catalase, in coliphage WLL, 238

Centrifugation, in determination of

bacteriophage purity, 86

in determination of bacteriophage

size, 40, 42, 43

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide,

effect on coliphage T6, 51

Chelating agents, effect on coliphage

T5, 52, 59

Chilling, effect on bacteriophage syn-

thesis, 19

Chloramphenicol, effect on infected

bacteria, 182, 243, 248, 275,

283, 287

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 174

Chloroform, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophage, 152

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 174, 175,468,521,522

Cholera, bacteriophage therapy of, 4

Chromatography, in bacterial anti-

gens study, 158

in bacteriophage composition study,

90

in coliphage T2 assay, 33

Chromobacterium species, 121

Chrysomycin, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 285

Chymotrypsin, effect on bacterio-

phages, 270

Cistron, definition, 354

Citrate, effect on bacteriophages, 235,

269

as taxonomic criterion, 423, 428

effect on cohphage T5, 52, 164, 270,

306

Clone, definition, 439

Clostridium species, 121

Colicin(s), 2

comparison with bacteriophages,

381-83, 386, 387, 392, 393

conditions affecting production, 388

definition, 381,382

detection and determination, 382,

383, 387

effect on host cell, 202, 386, 387,

389, 392
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Colicin(s) (continued)

mode of action, 386, 387

occurrence, 381, 382

properties, 384, 385

specificity, 385, 386

Colicin D, properties, 384

Colicin E, resistance to, 386

Colicin K, production, pH eflfect on,

388

properties, 384, 385, 392, 393

resistance to, 386

Colicin ML, mode of action, 386, 387

Colicin V, effect of aeration on pro-

duction, 388

properties, 384

Colicinogenic bacteria, 387-90

infection effect on, 389

Colicinogeny, genetic studies, 389, 390

Coli-dysentery phages, see also Coli-

phages

classification, 11, 12

inactivation, 65, 454

stability, urea effect on, 50

taxonomic criteria, 423, 424

Coliphage(s), growth factors, 235

identification by host range, 122

neutralization, 110

reproduction, inhibition, 279, 285

taxonomic criteria, 423, 424

Coliphage BG3, eff"ect on bacterial

host, 199

heat-resistant form, 59

Coliphage BG8, reproduction, in

mixedly infected bacteria, 325

Coliphage C13, inactivation, 78

size, 40

Coliphage CI 6, antibody-blocking

component in filtrate of, 107,

108

concentration and purification, 53,

85

detergents eff'ect on, 51

inactivation, 63, 64, 67, 75, 78

morphology in electron microscope,

36

mutants, 305

neutralization, 102, 110, 112

reproduction, 193

size, 40

specific aggregation, 105

stability, pH eff'ect on, 50

Coliphage C36, inactivation, 78

Coliphage D6, detergents effect on, 51

Cohphage D20, neutralization, 110

size, 40

Coliphage D44, detergents eff'ect on,

51

Coliphage Fez, mutants, 130

Coliphage H, adsorption to host cell,

302

inactivation, 154, 155

mutant, 301,302

Coliphage L, adsorption to host cell,

302

Coliphage lambda, effect on bacterial

host, 379

genetic studies of, 363, 364, 434

growth factors, 243

inactivation, 78, 81, 82

mutants, 132, 300, 312-16, 318,

363, 364

phenotypic modification, 295, 406

reactivation, 312, 315, 434, 435

reproduction, 275, 329

in mixedly infected bacteria, 295,

324

resistance to ultraviolet light, 46, 68

transduction by, 377, 378

Coliphage lambda h, phenotypic

modification, 295

Coliphage Lisbonne, growth factors,

235

Coliphage PI , eff'ect on bacterial hosts,

201

genetic studies, 434

inactivation, 155
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Coliphage P2, effect on bacterial

hosts, 201

genetic studies, 434

lysogenization with, 128

mutants, 132

phenotypic modification of host

range, 292, 406

Coliphage PB, antigenicity, 105, 425

effect on bacterial host, 199

genetic studies, 116, 117

heat-resistant form, 59

latent period, 169

mutants, 306

reproduction, in mixedly infected

bacteria, 327

Coliphage FBI, effect on bacterial

host, 199

Coliphage poona, effect on bacterial

host, 199

Coliphage S13, absence of genetic re-

combination in, 331

growth factors, 235

inactivation, 54, 63, 64, 67, 78

size, 40

stability, pH effect on, 50

CoHphage Tl, adsorption to host cell,

143, 147-52

inhibition, 269

mutations affecting, 308

antisera, 99

Arrhenius constants for heat inacti-

vation, 57, 58

burst size, 171

composition, 94

concentration and purification, 84,

459

DNA synthesis in, 262

effect on bacterial hosts, 194, 196-

98, 246, 247

inactivation, 53-56, 66-68, 70, 80,

81, 454

latent period, 169

extension, 69

metabolic enzymes in, 241

morphology, 36

mutants, 131, 132, 305, 308, 502,

503

neutralization, 102, 110, 114

photoreactivation, 72

reproduction, 223, 224, 285

inhibition, 279, 280

in mixedly infected bacteria, 320-

22, 325, 326, 328

size, 40

stability, pressure effect on. 60

Coliphage T\h, 299, 300, 502

CoHphage Tlh+, 502

Coliphage T2, adsorption to host cell,

16, 140, 142, 143, 146-48, 150,

151, 296, 466, 467

inhibition, 268-70

mutations affecting, 299, 308-1 1

,

316

antibody-blocking component in

filtrate of, 108

antigenicity, 99, 100, 104, 425

antisera, 99

Arrhenius constant for heat inacti-

vation, 57

assay, salt concentration effect on,

28, 141, 142

assay of vegetative phage in, 33

burst size, 474, 476

composition, 87, 88-92, 94, 95, 208,

209, 426

concentration and purification, 84,

85, 457-60

criteria of purity, 86, 87

diffusion constant, 140

DNA of, 33, 236, 240, 241, 307

extraction, 50

synthesis, 247, 248, 254-57, 259-

63

effect on bacterial hosts, 193, 194,

196-98, 200, 203, 204, 244,

245, 247, 392
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Coliphage T2 {continued)

electron micrographs, 38, 39, 185

enzymic activity, 18, 238, 239,

241,271

EOP of, 28, 29, 141, 142, 307, 452

extinction coefficients, 92

fate of constitutents during infec-

tion, 209-13, 217-28

genetic studies, 116, 117, 307, 308,

318, 333-50, 355, 358, 359, 362

growth factors, 241, 243, 244

identification, 122

inactivation, 52-56, 65-70, 76-78,

80,81, 157, 158,311,314,428,

513

latent period, 169, 474

extension, 69

morphology in electron microscope,

36-39,41, 184-86

multiplicity reactivation, 73, 77,

358, 359, 361, 362, 428

mutants, 131, 132, 299, 305-11,

316, 335, 503, 506

use in genetic studies of bacterio-

phages, 333-37, 340, 342-50

neutralization, 102-4, 110-13, 115,

117, 118

penetration into host cell, 270, 271

phenotypic modification, 133, 134,

292, 293, 295-97, 406

photoreactivation, 72, 76

in premature lysis of bacteriophages,

175

protein synthesis in, 251-53

reproduction, 18, 19, 161-70, 173,

175, 177-87,217-22

inhibition, 274-84, 286

in mixedly infected bacteria, 295,

307, 308, 320-23, 326-30

in nonviable bacteria, 245, 246

techniques in study of, 518, 519

size, 40, 43, 44, 47, 48

specific aggregation, 106

stability, 50-52, 60

weight, 42, 43, 47

Coliphage T2/?, inactivation, 311

phenotypic modification, 295

Coliphage T2r, composition, 92, 304

DNA synthesis in, 257

plaque formation by, 24

reproduction in mixedly infected

bacteria, 328, 329

Coliphage T2r+, DNA synthesis in,

257

lysis inhibition by, 76, 507

plaque formation by, 24

reproduction, 220-22

Coliphage T3, adsorption to host cell,

151, 152

antigenicity, 100

antisera, 99

Arrhenius constants for heat in-

activation, 57

composition, 89-91

concentration and purification, 84

effect on bacterial hosts, 194

electron micrograph, 37

growth factors, 241

inactivation, 54-56, 68, 81, 156-58

mutants, 312-14, 318, 503

photoreactivation, 72

premature lysis, 172-74

reactivation, 101, 435

reproduction, 218, 219, 224

inhibition, 279, 280, 285

size, 40, 43

Coliphage T2>h, genetic studies, 312,

313

Coliphage T4, adsorption to host cell,

16, 142-52,234

inhibition, 268

mutations affecting, 302

antibody-blocking component in

filtrate of, 108

antigenicity, 100, 425

antisera, 99
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Arrhenius constant for heat inacti-

vation, 57

assay, tryptophan effect on, 28

composition, 89-92, 94, 426

concentration and purification, 84,

458, 460

cross-reactivation, 362, 363

DNA of, 307

synthesis, 258

effect on bacterial hosts, 194, 197,

203-5

enzymatic activity, 1

8

EOP of, 29, 307

extinction coefficients, 92

genetic studies, 116, 117, 307, 308,

318, 335, 337, 342. 351-59, 362,

363

growth factors, 241

identification, 122

inactivation, 53-56, 67, 68, 76-78,

80,81, 157-59,314,428

latent period, 169

morphology in electron microscope,

36, 38, 39, 41, 184

multiplicity reactivation, 73, 358,

359, 428

techniques in study of, 514, 515

mutants, 144, 299, 301, 303-5, 310,

335, 503

techniques in study of, 504, 505

use in genetic studies of bacterio-

phages, 337, 338, 351-57

neutralization, 113

phenotypic modification, 133, 134,

295

photoreactivation, 72

premature lysis, 174, 175

reproduction, 164, 165, 168, 218,

219,227

inhibition, 277, 279, 280

in mixedly infected bacteria, 295,

307, 308, 323, 326-28

size, 40, 43

stability, urea effect on, 50

Coliphage T4r, composition, 92, 304

plaque formation by, 303

reproduction, 220, 224

techniques in study of, 519-21

Coliphage T4r+, reproduction, 220,

300

Coliphage T4rII, genetic studies, 351-

57

host range, 300, 304, 351

Coliphage T5, adsorption to host cell,

152

antibody-blocking component in

filtrate of, 108, 109

antigenicity, 104, 105, 425

antisera, 99

Arrhenius constants for heat inacti-

vation, 57, 58

composition, 94, 95

concentration and purification, 84

DNA synthesis in, 262

effect on bacterial hosts, 194, 197.

199,200,247

extinction coefficients, 92

genetic studies, 116, 117

heat-resistant forms, 59, 294, 305

inactivation, 52, 54-56, 59, 68, 78,

80, 81, 159, 454

latent period, 169

metabolic enzymes in, 241

morphology in electron microscope,

36,38

multiplicity reactivation, 73, 358,

428

mutants, 116, 305, 306, 309, 502,

503

neutralization, 110, 114

penetration into host cell, 52, 164,

165, 199, 234, 270, 282

phenocopies, 294

photoreactivation, 72

protein synthesis in, 252

reproduction, 163-65, 168
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Coliphage T5 (continued)

inhibition, 279, 280, 283, 284

in mixedly infected bacteria, 323,

324, 327-29

resistance to ultraviolet light, 46

size, 40

stability, pressure effect on, 60

urethane effect on thermal inactiva-

tion of, 50, 51

Coliphage T5st, heat inactivation, 59

Arrhenius constant for, 57

Coliphage T6, adsorption to host cell,

16, 143, 152,392

antibody-blocking component in

filtrate of, 108

antigenicity, 425

antisera, 99

composition, 87, 88, 90-92, 94, 426

concentration and purification, 84,

458

detergents effect on, 51

diffusion constant, 140

DNA synthesis in, 258

effect on bacterial hosts, 194, 197,

203

electrophoretic studies, 44

EOP of, 29

extinction coefficients, 92

identification, 122

inactivation, 52, 54-56, 67, 68, 78,

157, 158, 314, 392, 428

latent period, 169

metabolic enzymes in, 239

morphology in electron microscope,

36

multiplicity reactivation, 73, 358,

359, 428

mutants, 503

photoreactivation, 72

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 173, 175, 520

protein synthesis in, 250, 251

reproduction, 165, 168, 217-19, 223,

224

inhibition, 277, 279, 280

in mixedly infected bacteria, 323,

326-28

size, 40, 43, 44, 47

stability, pH effect on, 50

weight, 43, 47

Coliphage T6r, composition, 92

Coliphage T7, adsorption to host cell,

151, 152

antisera, 99

Arrhenius constants for heat in-

activation, 57

composition, 87, 88, 91,94

concentration and purification, 84,

85

detergents effect on, 51

DNA synthesis in, 256, 262

effect on bacterial hosts, 194, 196-

98, 200

extinction coefficients, 92

inactivation, 54-56, 60, 67, 68, 70,

78, 81, 157, 158

latent period, 169

extension, 69

morphology in electron microscope,

36

mutants, 503

neutralization, 110

photoreactivation, 72

protein synthesis in, 250, 251

reproduction, 178-80, 182, 218, 219.

223, 224

inhibition, 279, 280

in mixedly infected bacteria, 321,

322, 328

size, 40, 47

stability, pH effect on, 50

weight, 47

Coliphage T105a, inactivation, 78

Coliphage WLL, adsorption to host

cell, 138-41
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composition, 87, 94

concentration and purification, 83

diflTusion constant, 140

metabolic enzymes in, 238, 239

mutants, 302

size, 40, 47

weight, 47

Coliphage 29 alpha, effect on bacterial

host, 199

heat-resistant form, 59

Coliphage 6X174, size, 40

Complement, in neutralization of coli-

phages, 102, 114

in phage antigens study, 104, 105,

114

Corynebacterium species, 121

lysogeny in, 366

Corynebacterium diphtheriae, lysogeniza-

tion effect on, 378

Corynebacterium diphtheriae phage (s),

morphology in electron micro-

scope, 36

typingby, 418, 419

Corynebacterium diphtheriae phage B,

growth factors, 235

Corynebacterium diphtheriae phage jS,

growth factors, 235

Corynebacterium diphtheriae strains,

typing, 418, 419

Creation hypothesis, of bacteriophage

origin, 6, 7

Cross-reactivation, definition, 439

of irradiated bacteriophages, 362-

64, 516

Crystal violet, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 286

Cyanide, see also Cadmium cyanide

effect on bacteriophage synthesis,

19,53, 173,272,273,282,283,

519,520

effect on superinfection breakdown,

214

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 174, 175

Cysteine, effect on bacteriophage re-

production, 275

effect on irradiation of bacterio-

phages, 75

effect on photodynamic action of

methylene blue, 65

Cystine, in coliphages, 90

effect on irradiation of bacterio-

phages, 75

Cytology, of infected bacteria, 190-

206

Cytosine. in coliphages. 90, 91

D

Degeneration hypothesis, of bacterio-

phage origin, 7

Dehydrogenase, in coliphage T2, 239

Deoxypentose nucleic acid, see Deoxy-

ribonucleic acid

Deoxypyridoxine, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 277

Deoxyribonuclease (DNAase), in coli-

phage T6, 239

effect on phage ghosts, 37, 38

role in superinfection breakdown,

214-16, 231

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), assay

in coliphage T2, 33

in bacteriophage, 6, 186, 187, 369

in coHphages, 88, 89, 208, 209, 315

breakdown following superin-

fection, 212-16, 328, 330

extinction coefficient, 92

incorporation of analogues into,

284, 316

penetration into bacteria, 162-68,

209, 210

in prophages, 367

synthesis during latent period, by

bacteriophages, 19, 181, 182,

247, 248, 254-64, 333, 334,

517, 518
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Deoxyribonucleic acid {continued)

by colicinogenic bacteria, 389

transfer from infecting phage to

progeny, 218-31, 249

Depressor effect, in mixed infection of

bacteria, 322, 323, 500

Detergents, effect on stability of

bacteriophages, 51, 52, 454

2,7-Diaminoacridine, effect on bacte-

riophage reproduction, 279

3,6-Diaminoacridine, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

279

2,6-Diaminopurine, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 276

Diffusion constants, of coliphages, 140

in determination of bacteriophage

size, 40, 43, 44

Dihydrostreptomycin, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

285

Dilution end-point method, in assay

of bacteriophage, 30,31

2,4-Dinitrophenol, effect on bacterio-

phages, 272, 273

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 174

DNA, see Deoxyribonucleic acid

DNAase, see Deoxyribonuclease

Dodecyl sodium sulfate, effect on

animal viruses and bacterio-

phages, 51, 52

Dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride,

effect on coliphages, 51

Doughnuts, definition, 439

role in bacteriophage reproduction,

182-87, 252

Dyes, effect on bacteriophage re-

production, 286

Eastern equine encephalitis virus,

RNA of, 89

Eclipse period, definition, 439

Efficiency of plating (EOP), in assay

of bacteriophage, 28-30, 451-53

of coliphage T2 on E. coli strains,

28, 141, 142

definition, 439

on indicator bacteria, 494

Egg albumin, see Albumin, egg

Electron microscopy, in assay of

bacteriophage, 28, 29

in study of infected bacteria,

202-5

in study of morphology and size of

bacteriophages, 35-41, 182-86

Electrophoresis, in study of bacterio-

phages, 44, 86

Enteric phages, growth factors, 235

host range, 431

neutralization, 110

taxonomic criteria, 424

Enteric phage PI, effect on bacterial

hosts, 201

genetic studies, 434

inactivation, 155

Enteric phage P2, effect on bacterial

hosts, 201

genetic studies, 434

lysogenization with, 128

mutants, 132

phenotypic modification of host

range, 292, 406

Enterobacteriaceae, 121, 431

antigens of, 398

colicins in, 381, 382

phage typing of, 404, 416

EOP, see Efficiency of plating

Epidemiology, use of bacteriophages

in, 395-420

Epoxides, effect on lysogenic bacteria,

373

Erwinia carotovora phage, morphology

in electron microscope, 36
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Escherichia coli, adsorption of bacterio-

phage to, 143

agglutination of phage-coated, 106,

107

bacteriophages of, 11, 12

induction of enzymes in, 242, 243

infection effect on, 192-94, 197, 198,

203

lysogenization, 370

media for, 445-47

photoreactivation, 71

susceptibility to bacteriophages,

124, 127

transduction in, 377

Escherichia coli B, adsorption of coli-

phages to, 140, 151, 152

8-azaguanine in RNA of, 284

EOP of coliphage T2 on, 28

inactivation by sonic vibrations, 54,

55

infection effect on, 194, 203-5

mixed infection of, 320-22

mutant(s), 122, 124, 125, 127, 148,

292, 295, 490-94

metabolism, 241

somatic antigen of, 159

ultraviolet light effect on, 177

Escherichia coli B/4, effect on coliphage

T2, 292, 293

Escherichia coli B/6, EOP of coliphage

T2 on, 28

Escherichia coli Cullen, mixed infection

of, 325

Escherichia coli Fb, mutants, 130

Escherichia coli K12, mixed infection of,

323, 324

resistance to coliphage T4rII, 300,

351,379

transduction in, 378

Escherichia coli ML, colicin of, prop-

erties, 384

colicinogenization effect on, 202

induction of colicin synthesis in, 388

Escherichia coli 15T~, metabolism, 241

Escherichia coli 88, adsorption of coli-

phage WLL to, 138-41

Escherichia coli 0, mutants, 385, 386

Escherichia coli strains, typing, 416

Escherichia species, colicins in, 381

infection effect on, 199

Ethanol, effect on bacteriophages, 53,

152, 268

Ethylenediaminetetraacetate, effect

on bacteriophages, 52, 270

Ethylenediaminetriphosphate, effect

on coliphage T5, 52

Ethyleneimines, effect on lysogenic

bacteria, 373

Ethylene oxide, effect on adsorption

of bacteriophage, 152

Exclusion, mutual, of bacteriophages

in mixed infections, 320-25,

329, 330, 430, 431, 500

partial, of bacteriophages in

mixed infections, 327-30

Exponential killing, definition, 439,

440

Extinction coefficients, of coliphages,

92-94

Fluoride, effect on bacteriophages,

238, 272, 273

Formaldehyde, effect on bacterio-

phages, 53, 152, 164, 271, 305

Freezing, effect on bacteriophages, 39

Gaffkya species, 121

Gamma rays, effect on bacteriophages,

78, 79

Gelatin, effect on bacteriophage

adsorption, 268

and stability of bacteriophages, 49,

56, 75, 454

Genes, functional units of, 352-54
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Genetic recombination, between

bacteriophages, 331-64

as taxonomic criterion, 430

techniques in study of, 509-1

1

between bacteriophages and host

cells, 313-16, 435

between bacteriophages and pro-

phages, 315, 316

between prophages, 375

between temperate phages, 369

Genetic studies, of bacteriophages,

331-64, 433-35

antigenic specificity in, 116, 117

techniques for, 508—1

1

of colicinogeny, 389, 390

Genotype, definition, 290, 291

Ghost(s), of coliphage T2, 61, 200,

247, 252, 253, 282, 392

definition, 440

production, 37, 38, 60

resemblance to colicins, 387, 392

Glossary, 439-42

Glucose, in coliphages, 91, 92

effect on colicin production, 388

in hydroxymethylcytosine, 307, 318,

327

labeled, in study of metabolism of

E. coli 15T-, 241

Glutamic acid, in coliphages, 90

as growth factor for bacteriophages,

274, 485

Glutathione, effect on irradiation of

bacteriophages, 75

Glycerine, effect on bacteriophages,

53

Glycine, in coliphages, 90

as growth factor for bacteriophages,

274

in premature lysis of bacterio-

phages, 174

Guanine, in coliphages, 90, 91

Gums, effect on bacteriophage ad-

sorption, 268

H

Halogens, effect on bacteriophages, 54

H antigens, in typhoid strains, 123

Heat, see Temperature

Heterozygosis, 344-51

Histidine, in coUphages, 90

Host-induced modification, definition.

440

Host range, of bacteriophages, 122

mutations affecting, 129—32, 298-

301, 306, 316, 318, 369, 404,

406, 501-3

phenotypic modification, 132-35,

291-93, 296, 297, 317, 403, 406,

412, 418

as taxonomic criterion, 431, 432

of colicins, 385

definition, 440

oiS. typhi phage Vi H, 399, 403,

405-7, 41

1

Hydrogen peroxide, effect on bacterio-

phage adsorption, 268

effect on coliphage SI 3, 54

effect on coliphages T2 and T4, 39

in inactivation of bacteriophages, 75

Hydrogen sulfide, effect on inacti-

vated bacteriophage, 54

Hydroxymethylcytosine, in coli-

phages T2, T4, and T6, 33,

236, 240, 241, 254, 259, 275-

77, 280, 307

as taxonomic criterion for bacterio-

phages, 426

5-(Hydroxymethyl)cytosine, in coli-

phages, 91

8-Hydroxyquinoline, effect on

bacteriophages, 271
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Immunity, of colicinogenic bacteria

to colicins, 390

definition, 440

of lysogenic bacteria to infection

with bacteriophages, 300, 374,

375

Immunization, to bacteriophages, 98,

99

Immunological test, for bacterio-

phage purity, 86

Inactivation, of bacteriophages, 49-82

effect on antigenicity, 99

as taxonomic criterion, 427, 428

Indicator bacteria, see Bacteria,

indicator

Indole, effect on adsorption of coli-

phages, 16, 145,270, 301, 302,

504

as growth factor for bacterio-

phages, 274

Induction, of bacteriocin production,

388-91

of bacteriophage production in

lysogenic bacteria, 9, 246, 312-

16,318,324,372-74,432

definition, 440

of enzymes in E. coli, 242, 243

Infection, definition, 440

Infective center, definition, 440

Influenza virus, concentration, 457

enzymatic activity, 17, 18

inactivation by detergents, 51

Influenza virus Lee (B), nucleic acids

of, 89

Influenza virus PR8(B), nucleic acid

of, 89

Injection, definition, 440

lodoacetate, effect on bacteriophages.

272, 273

Ion exchange resins, eff"ect on coli-

phage T2, 1 64

Ionizing radiations, see Radiations,

ionizing

Isolation, of bacteriophages, 447-49

Isoleucine, in coliphages, 90

as growth factor for bacterio-

phages, 243, 275

Isonicotinic acid, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 278

Isotope studies, of bacterial changes

following infection, 166, 167

of bacteriophage adsorption to host

cell, 150, 151

of bacteriophage composition, 90

of DNA synthesis in bacterio-

phages, 248, 257-61

of doughnuts, 184, 186

of fate of infecting bacteriophage,

207-31

of mixed infection of bacteria, 323

of nucleic acid content of coli-

phage T2, 88

of penetration of bacteriophage into

host cell, 17, 161-63

of protein synthesis in bacterio-

phages, 250-53

Key enzyme hypothesis, 326

Kinetic studies, of activation of coli-

phage T4, 301

of adsorption of bacteriophage to

host cell, 138-41, 144-50

of antigen-antibody reaction in

bacteriophages, 97, 109-16

ofDNA synthesis in bacteriophages,

257-64

of DNA transfer from parent to

progeny phage, 221, 222

of inactivation of bacteriophages,

52, 54-59, 64, 66, 68, 80, 154-

56

of inactivation of coliphage T5, 50,

51, 60

of mode of action of colicins, 386,

387
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Kinetic studies {continued)

of pH stability of coliphages, 50

of protein synthesis in bacterio-

phages, 252, 253, 263

Klebsiella phage, enzymatic activity,

18

Klebsiellapneumoniae, enzyme in phage

lysates of, 168

Lactobacillus S'^Gcits, 121

Latent period, definition and deter-

mination, 14, 15, 169, 440, 473

effect on DNA transfer from parent

to progeny phage, 220, 221

extension, 20, 170

by ultraviolet light, 68, 69, 170

as taxonomic criterion for bac-

teriophages, 424, 426, 427

variation, 170

Leucine, in coliphages, 90

effect on bacteriophage reproduc-

tion, 274

as growth factor for coliphage

lambda, 243

Light, see also Ultraviolet light

effect on bacteriophages, 46, 63-65,

71-73, 312

Limited participation, in mixedly

infected bacteria, 329, 330

Linoleic acid, effect on influenza

virus, 51

Linolenic acid, effect on

influenza virus, 51

Lipase, in coliphage WLL, 238

Lipid, in coliphages, 88

Lithium ion, effect on adsorption

of bacteriophage, 141

Lysine, in coliphages, 90

labeled, in study of fate of infecting

bacteriophages, 211

in study of protein synthesis in

bacteriophages, 250

Lysis, 20-25, 190, 191

definition, 440

inhibition, 20, 24, 76, 170, 171, 257

mutations affecting, 302-304,

316, 506, 507

as taxonomic criterion for

bacteriophages, 429

in lysogenic bacteria, 9, 10, 11,21

methods for observing, 481, 482

premature, 19, 20, 76, 165, 172-

75, 191, 273, 274

in assay of bacteriophage, 32, 33,

519-22

definition, 440

resistance to, 166, 167, 328, 329

Lysis time, in assay of bacteriophage,

31,32

Lysis from without, see Lysis, pre-

mature

Lysogenesis, see Lysogeny

Lysogenic bacteria, 124, 128, 129,

366-80

bacteriophage production by, 371-

74

criteria, 366

defective, 375, 376

definition, 11, 440

epoxides and ethyleneimines

effect on, 373

infection effect on, 201, 376-79

nitrogen mustard effect on, 9, 312,

314, 373

organic peroxides effect on, 373

resistance to infection, 300, 374, 375

ultraviolet light effect on, 9, 246,

312-16, 318, 324, 373

X-rays effect on, 9, 373

Lysogenization, conditions affecting,

370, 371

definition, 366, 367, 441

effect on bacterial host, 378, 379

effect on host specificity of

bacteriophages, 128, 129
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mutations affecting, 369, 371

in type-determination by typing

phages, 408-12, 415, 416, 418

Lysogeny, 8-11, 365-80; see also

Temperate phages

criteria, 10, 11

definition, 2, 6, 8, 365

and origin of bacteriophages, 7, 8

Lysozyme, effect on neutralization

of bacteriophages, 1 1

2

in induction of lysis, 20

Lytic enzyme, in bacteriophages, 25,

307

M

Magnesium ion, effect on adsorption

of bacteriophages, 235, 269

effect on heat inactivation of coli-

phages, 58, 59

effect on infected bacteria, 166

effect on premature lysis, 165

effect on stability of bacteriophages,

454, 458

effect on superinfection breakdown,

214, 215

Malachite green, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 286

Maltase, in coliphage WLL, 238

Marker rescue, see Cross-reactivation

Maturation, definition, 441

Media, for bacterial hosts, 446, 447

for bacteriophages, 445, 446, 507

Megacinogenic bacteria, 391

Megacins, 382, 391

Mercuric ion, effect on bacterio-

phages, 53, 54

Methionine, in coliphages, 90, 208

effect on bacteriophage reproduc-

tion, 275

as growth factor for bacterio-

phages, 277

Methionine sulfoxide, effect on bac-

teriophage reproduction, 274,

485

Methioprim, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 276

Methylene blue, photodynamic action

on bacteriophages, 64, 65, 286

5-Methyltryptophan, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

274, 275, 485

in premature lysis of bacteriophage,

174, 521

Micrococcus aurentiacus, sensitivity to

megacin, 391

Micrococcus cinnabareus, sensitivity to

megacin, 391

Micrococcus species, 121

Mixed indicator(s), definition, 441

techniques for use, 495-501

Mixed infection, definition, 440

effect on bacteriophage reproduc-

tion, 295, 307, 308, 319-30

in studies of bacteriophage genetics,

331-58,362-64,371, 508-11

as taxonomic criterion for bacterio-

phages, 429-31

techniques in study of, 332, 333,

498-501, 508-11

Monovalent phage, definition, 122

Morphology, of bacteriophages, 35-

41, 164, 182-86

as taxonomic criterion, 424, 426,

431

of infected bacteria, 190-97, 203

Multiple infection, definition, 441

Multiplicity of infection, definition,

441,470

effect on lysis, 191

effect on lysogenization, 370

Multiplicity reactivation, definition,

441

of ultraviolet-inactivated bacterio-

phage, 73, 357-61, 364

as taxonomic criterion, 428
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Multiplicity reactivation {continued)

techniques in study of, 514-16

of X-ray-inactivated bacterio-

phages, 77, 362, 364

Mustard gas, effect on bacteria, 245.

246

effect on stability of bacteriophages,

52, 53

Mutagenic agents, 310-16, 318

Mutation (s), of bacteria, to colicin

resistance, 385, 386

to phage resistance, 125-27.

398, 490-501

in bacteriophages, 16, 24, 116, 129-

32,297-318,405-7,412,425

techniques for study, 501-1

1

definition, 441

definition and criteria for, 290, 291

in temperate phages, 300, 369, 371,

411

Mutation hypothesis, of bacteriophage

origin, 7, 8

Muton, definition, 355

Mutual exclusion, see Exclusion,

mutual

Mycobacterium species, 121

Mycobacterium smegmatis phage, mor-

phology in electron micro-

scope, 36

N

Negative interference, 338, 343, 345.

351,352,355

Neisseria, 121

Niacin, as growth factor for bacterio-

phages, 278

Nitrogen, labeled, in study of fate of

infecting bacteriophages, 208,

217-19, 224

in study of protein synthesis in

bacteriophages, 250

Nitrogen mustard, effect on bacterio-

phages, 52, 53, 311

effect on colicinogenic bacteria, 388

effect on lysogenic bacteria, 9, 312.

314, 373

Nitrous acid, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophage, 152

Nocardia s'peciGS, 121

Nonionizing radiations, see Radia-

tions, nonionizing

Norleucine, as growth factor for

bacteriophages, 275

DL-Norleucine, effect on adsorption

of coliphage T4, 144

Nucleic acid(s), absorption spectrum.

67

in bacteriophages, 90, 91

in coliphage T2, 33

Nucleosidase, in coliphage WLL, 238

O

O antigens, resemblance to colicins,

385, 393

in Salmonella species, 123, 126, 399

Oleic acid, effect on influenza virus,

51

One-step growth, definition, 441

One-step growth experiment, in study

of infective cycle of bacterio-

phages, 14, 15, 169-71,473-85

Osmotic shock, effect on bacterio-

phages, 37, 38, 60, 61, 152,

162, 208, 209, 392

as taxonomic criterion, 428

Oxalate, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophages, 235

Oxidizing agents, effect on bacterio-

phages, 54

Oxygen, effect on irradiation of

bacteriophages, 74

Ozone, effect on bacteriophages, 54

Pantothenate, as growth factor for

bacteria, 274
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Papain, in coliphage WLL, 238

in reactivation of neutralized phage,

101,102,461

Partial exclusion, see Exclusion, par-

tial

Pasteurella phage, growth factors, 235

Pasteurella species, 121

Pasteurella pestis, effect of infection on,

197

Pasteurella pestis phage, host range, 122

mutants, 298, 299

Pectin, effect on bacteriophage ad-

sorption, 269, 270

Penetration, of bacteriophage into

host cell, 17, 18, 161-68

inhibition, 270, 271

Penicillin, effect on bacteria, 246. 266,

284, 285

effect on latent period of bacterio-

phages, 170

Pentamidine, effect on bacteria, 266

effect on reproduction of bacterio-

phages, 285

Peptone, effect on adsorption of bac-

teriophage, 41, 55

Periodate, effect on adsorption of bac-

teriophage, 152

Permanganate, effect on bacterio-

phages, 54

Peroxides, see also Hydrogen peroxide

effect on bacteriophages, 54, 77, 79,

effect on lysogenic bacteria, 9

organic, effect on lysogenic bac-

teria, 373

pH, effect on bacteriophages, 50, 146,

150, 151

as taxonomic criterion, 427

effect on colicin production, 388

effect on surface inactivation of coli

phages, 55, 56

Phage, see Bacteriophage

Phage-inhibiting agent (PIA). 103

effect on adsorption of bacterio-

phages, 152-59

Phagolesin, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 285

Phenocopies, of bacteriophages, 294

Phenol, effect on adsorption of bac-

teriophage, 151, 152

Phenotype, definition, 290, 291, 441

Phenotypic mixing, in bacteriophages,

132,133,317,354

Phenotypic modification, in bacterio-

phages, 132-35, 291-97

definition, 132,291

in S. typhi phage Vi II, 399, 403,

406, 407,411

of staphylococcal typing phages,

418

Phenylalanine, in coliphages, 90

effect on adsorption of coliphages,

143

effect on irradiation of bacterio-

phages, 75

Phosphatases, in bacteriophages, 238,

239

Phosphate, effect on heat inactivation

of coliphage T5, 58

effect on proflavine inhibition of

bacteriophage reproduction,

281

Phosphine GRN, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 279

Phosphorus, assimilation in bacterio-

phage reproduction, 257-62

labeled, effect on bacteriophages,

80-82, 180-82,362,363

in study of bacterial changes fol-

lowing infection, 166, 167

in study of bacteriophage pene-

tration into host cell, 17, 161-

63

in study ofDNA synthesis in bac-

teriophages, 248, 257-61

in study of doughnuts, 184
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Phosphorus {continued)

in study of fate of infecting bac-

teriophages, 208-10, 212-14,

218-28

in study of inhibition of bacterio-

phage reproduction, 281

Photodynamic action, of dyes on bac-

teriophages, 64, 65

as taxonomic criterion for bacterio-

phages, 423, 427

Photoreactivation, definition, 441

of ultraviolet-inactivated bacterio-

phages, 70-73

as taxonomic criterion, 429

techniques in study of, 5 1 3, 5 1

4

of X-ray-inactivated bacterio-

phages, 76, 77

PIA, see Phage-inhibiting agent

Plaque (s), definition, 14

mutations affecting, 303-5, 307,

316,369

techniques in study of, 505-8

size and morphology, 23-25

as taxonomic criteria for bacterio-

phages, 423, 424

Plaque counts, in assay of animal vi-

ruses, 34

in assay of bacteriophage, 27-30,

32, 33

Plate, definition, 441

Poliomyelitis virus MEF-1. nucleic

acids of, 89

Polyvalent phage, definition, 122

Potassium ion, efl^'ect on adsorption of

bacteriophage, 141

effect on heat inactivation of coli-

phages, 58

effect on infected bacteria, 166

Precursor theory, 5, 6

Pressure, eff'ect on stability of coli-

phages, 60

Productive infection, definition, 441

Proflavine, effect on bacteriophage re-

production, 278-81, 306, 307,

316

in premature lysis of bacteriophage,

174, 175

in preparation of doughnuts, 183-

86, 280

Proline, in coliphages, 90

as growth factor for bacteria, 493

Propamidine, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 285, 286

Properdin, in neutralization of coli-

phages, 102, 114

Prophage(s), 5, 6, 9, 11, 128, 366-68

composition, 367

conversion to vegetative phage, 373,

374

criteria, 375

definition, 441

effect on bacterial modification of

host range in bacteriophages,

293, 306, 379

genetic recombination with, 315,

316, 375

in typing of bacteriophages, 419,

420

Protease, in coliphage T6, 239

Proteins, in coliphages, 88, 208-212,

216-18

effect on inactivation of bacterio-

phages, 75, 454

incorporation of analogues into, 284

synthesis by bacteriophage during

latent period, 19, 249-54, 263

Proteus species, colicins in, 382

Pseudoallelism, 351-57

Pseudolysogenesis, 9, 365

Pseudomonadaceae, 382

Pseudomonas phage, reproduction,

inhibition, 279

Pseudomonas species, 1 2

1

lysogeny in, 366
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa 13. mixed in-

fection of, 324, 325

Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage, mor-

phology, 36

Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage PI . repro-

duction, in mixedly infected

bacteria, 324, 325, 434

Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage P4. re-

production, in mixedly in-

fected bacteria, 434

Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage P8, re-

production, in mixedly in-

fected bacteria, 324, 325 434

Pseudomonas pyocyanea, pyocins in, 382,

390

Pseudomonas pyocyanea PIO, pyocins in,

390,391

Pseudomonas pyocyanea phage, mutants.

302

Pseudomonas pyocyanea phage P8. inacti-

vation, 78

Purines, analogues, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 276, 284

as growth factor for E. coli B mu-

tant, 241

Pyocinogenic bacteria, 390, 391

Pyocins, 2, 382, 390, 391

Pyridoxine, as growth factor for bac-

teriophages. 277

Pyrimidine, analogues, effect on bac-

teriophage reproduction, 276

Quinacrine, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 279

R

Radiations, ionizing, see also X-rays,

and other specific radiations

in determination of bacterio-

phage size, 40, 44, 45, 425

effect on bacteriophages, 74-80.

427

effect on lysogenic bacteria, 373

nonionizing, see also Light, and

other specific radiations

effect on bacteriophages, 46, 63-

73

Radioactive decay, effect on bacterio-

phages, 80-82, 180-82, 362,

363

Reactivation, of bacteriophages, 70-

73. 76, 77, 82. 101, 102, 357-

64

Recombination, see Genetic recombina-

tion

Recon, definition, 356

Reproduction, of bacteriophages,

161-87

inhibition, 265-87

nutritional and metabolic re-

quirements for, 233-64

techniques in study of. 485-90,

518-22

Rhizobium phage, penetration into

host cell, 270, 271

Rhizobium species, 121

Ribonucleic acid (RNA), bacterial,

in synthesis of bacteriophage

DNA, 255, 256

in coliphages, 88

incorporation of analogues into, 284

Rivanol, effect on bacteriophage re-

production, 278, 279

RNA, see Ribonucleic acid

Routine test dilution (RTD), of typing

phages, 403, 404

RTD, see Routine test dilution

Salmonella phage(s), concentration

and purification, 85

detergents effect on, 51

reproduction, inhibition, 279

Salmonella phage P22, inactivation,

68,78,81,82
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Salmonella phage P22 {continued)

phenotypic modification of host

range, 292

reproduction, 315, 435

Salmonella species, antigens of, 399,

422

colicins in, 382

infection effect on, 199

lysogenization of, 129, 379

lysogeny in, 366

susceptibility to bacteriophages,

123,127,398

transduction in, 377

Salmonella cholera suis strains, typing,

397, 399

Salmonella dublin strains, typing, 416

Salmonella enteritidis, lysogenic strain,

10

Salmonella enteritidis strains, typing,

397, 416

Salmonella gallinarum strains, typing,

416

Salmonella koln, antigens of, 399

Salmonella paratyphi A strains, typing,

416

Salmonella paratyphi B, antigens of, 398,

399

Salmonella paratyphi B phage, mor-

phology in electron micro-

scope, 36

typing by, 397, 399, 413-16

Salmonella paratyphi B strains, type-de-

termination in, 415, 416

typing, 397,413-16, 419

Salmonella pullorum phage, morphology

in electron microscope, 36

Salmonella pullorum strains, typing, 416

Salmonella thompson strains, typing, 416

Salmonella typhi phage, 3

growth factors, 235

taxonomic criteria, 423

in typing of iS*. typhi strains, 397

Salmonella typhi phage Vi, host range,

134, 135,292,405-7,411,412

in typing of .S". typhi strains, 396,

399-403,412, 413

Salmonella typhi strains, susceptibility

to bacteriophages, 123, 124

typing, by biochemical means, 396

by phages, 397,408-12

by Vi phages, 396, 399-403, 405-

7,412,413

Vi antigen of, 399, 409

Salmonella typhimurium, infection effect

on, 194

lysogenization, 370

Salmonella typhimurium phage, typing

by,413, 415, 416

Salmonella typhimurium strains, typing,

397,413,415,416,419

Salt concentration, effect on adsorp-

tion of bacteriophages, 16,

141-43, 150,234-36

effect on assay of coliphage T2, 28.

141,142,452

effect on chromatin in infected bac-

teria, 200

effect on neutralization of bacterio-

phages, 112, 113

in inactivation of bacteriophages,

60,155

as taxonomic criterion, 427

Salts, and stability of bacteriophages,

53, 454

Saponin, effect on animal viruses and

bacteriophages, 51

Serine, in coliphages, 90

effect on bacteriophage reproduc-

tion, 274

Serratia marcescens phages, taxonomic

criteria, 425

Serum albumin, see Albumin, serum

Shiga phage, growth factors, 235

inactivation, 66

lytic process in, 191, 192
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Shiga's bacillus, bacteriophage of, 3

Shigella phage, effect of detergents on,

51

reproduction, inhibition, 279

Shigella species, colicins in, 382

infection effect on, 1 99

susceptibility of strains to coli-

phages, 493, 494

Shigella dysenteriae, infection effect on,

201

lysogenization, 370

susceptibility to bacteriophages,

124,127

Shigella dysenteriae Sh, lysogenic form,

128, 129

Shigellaflexneri, PIA of, 153-57

Shigellaflexneri strains, typing, 397

Shigella shigae, antigens of, 398, 399

Shigella sonnei, colicin specificity for,

385

susceptibility to bacteriophages, 127

Shigella sonnei E90, mutants, 386

Shigella sonnei phase I, somatic anti-

gens of, 157

Shigella sonnei phase II, coliphage ad-

sorption by, 151, 152

somatic antigens of, 157-59

Shigella sonnei phase 11/3,4,7, somatic

antigen of, 158

Shigella sonnei strains, typing, 416

Single infection, definition, 442

Size, of bacteriophages, 37-48

as taxonomic criterion, 423, 426

Sodium desoxycholate, effect on ani-

mal viruses and bacterio-

phages, 51

Sodium gentisate, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 274

Sodium hydroxide, effect on adsorp-

tion of bacteriophage, 1 52

Sodium ion, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophage, 141, 142

effect on heat inactivation of coli-

phages, 58, 59

Sodium salicylate, effect on bacterio-

phage and bacteria reproduc-

tion, 274

Sonic vibrations, effect on bacterio-

phages, 152

as taxonomic criterion, 427

in inactivation of coliphages, 54, 55

in lysis of bacteriophage, 19, 20, 173

techniques for, 522

in reactivation of neutralized phage.

101

Species, definition, 422

Stability, of bacteriophages, 49-82,

454

mutations affecting, 305

Staphylococcal phage(s), antigenicity,

99, 425

Arrhenius constants for heat inacti-

vation, 57, 58

composition, 87, 94

concentration and purification, 84

detergents effect on, 51

growth factors, 235

inactivation, 52, 53, 64-66

metabolic enzymes in, 239

morphology in electron micro-

scope, 36

mutants, 306

neutralization, 110

reproduction, inhibition, 279

taxonomic criteria, 423, 424

Staphylococcal phage 3A, antigenic-

ity, 100, 105

Staphylococcal phage K, Arrhenius

constant for heat inactivation

of, 57

inactivation, 53, 54, 79

morphology in electron micro-

scope, 36-38, 41

precipitation, 53
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Staphylococcal phage R {continued)

purification, 56

size, 40

Staphylococcal phage PI 4, phenoty-

pic modification, 296

Staphylococcal phage 42, mutants,

131

Staphylococci, adsorption of bacterio-

phage to, 138

bacteriophage of, 2, 3

infection effect on, 1 92

Staphylococcus species, lysogeny in, 366

Staphylococcus aureus phages, isolation,

449

typing by, 418

Staphylococcus aureus strains, typing,

416-18

Staphylococcus muscae phage, size and

weight, 47

Stilbamidine, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 285

Streptococcal phages, growth factors,

235

neutralization, 1 1

reproduction, inhibition, 279

taxonomic criteria, 424

Streptococcal phage B, inactivation,

79

Streptococcal phage C, inactivation,

79

Streptococcal phage D, inactivation,

79

Streptococcus species, 121

Streptococcus lactis phage, morphology

in electron microscope, 36

Streptomyces phage, growth factors,

235

Streptomyces ?,\>^€\'t?,, 121

Streptomyces griseus, photoreactivation,

70

Streptomyces griseus phage, morphology

in electron microscope, 36

Streptomycin, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 285, 522

eff"ect on superinfection breakdown,

214,215

Sulfa-acridine, effect on bacterio-

phage reproduction, 279

Sulfanilamide, effect on bacteriophage

reproduction, 277, 283

Sulfate, labeled, in study of protein

synthesis in bacteriophages,

253

Sulfhydryl groups, effect on irradia-

tion of bacteriophages, 74

Sulfur, labeled, in study of bacterial

changes following infection,

166, 167

in study of bacteriophage pene-

tration into host cell, 17, 161-

63

in study of doughnuts, 184, 186

in study of fate of infecting bac-

teriophage, 208-11, 217, 218

in study of protein synthesis in

bacteriophages, 251-53

Sulfur mustard, effect on bacteria, 266

Superinfection, definition, 442

Superinfection breakdown, 212-16,

231,328, 330

effect on DNA transfer from parent

to progeny phage, 219, 220

Surface denaturation, of bacterio-

phages, 55, 56, 454

as taxonomic criterion, 427

Tail pins, role in reproduction of bac-

teriophages, 185, 186

Target theory, in determination of

bacteriophage size, 40, 45

Taxonomy, of bacteriophages, 421-37

Temperate phages, 5, 6, 128, 367;

see also Lysogeny; Prophages;
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and specific phages, e.g., Coli-

phage lambda

composition and properties, 369

definition, 366, 442

effect on bacterial host, 190, 372,

376-78

mutants, 300, 369, 371, 375

preparation of antisera, 99

taxonomic criteria, 432, 433

type determination by, 408-12,

415,416,418

Temperature, effect on adsorption of

bacteriophages, 147-50, 152,

296, 297

effect on inactivation of bacterio-

phages, 56-60

as taxonomic criterion, 423, 427

effect on latent period of bacterio-

phages, 169

effect on lysogenization, 370

effect on photoreactivation of bac-

teriophages, 71

Thawing, effect on bacteriophages, 39

Thioglycolic acid, effect on irradiation

of bacteriophages, 75

Threonine, in coliphages, 90

Thymine, analogues, in DNA of bac-

teriophages, 283, 284

in coliphages, 90, 91

as growth factor for bacteriophages,

277, 283

as growth factor for E. coli 15T~,

241

Thymol, effect on adsorption of bac-

teriophage, 152

Tobacco mosaic virus, concentration,

457

detergents effect on, 51

Transduction, 293, 376-78, 415, 422

Trypaflavine, see Acriflavine

Trypsin, in coliphage WLL, 238

Tryptazan, in proteins of coliphage

T2, 284

Tryptophan, in adsorption of coli-

phage T4, 16, 143-49, 234, 270,

301,452

techniques for study of, 503-5

analogues, in proteins of bacteria

and coliphage T2, 284

in coliphages, 90

effect on assay of coliphage T4, 28,

452

effect on irradiation of bacterio-

phages, 75

as growth factor, for bacteria, 493

for bacteriophages, 274, 485

L-Tryptophan, effect on adsorption of

coliphage T4, 144,302

Tyrosine, in coliphages, 90

u

Ultrafiltration, in concentration and

purification of phages, 42, 459

in determination of bacteriophage

size, 40-42, 423, 426

Ultraviolet light, effect on bacteria,

148,177,245-47,310-16,318

effect on bacteriocinogenic bacteria,

388-91

effect on bacteriophages, 46, 65-73,

76, 77, 175-77, 311, 314, 315,

324, 357-64, 369

as taxonomic criterion, 427

techniques in study of, 511-13,

518,519

effect on lysogenic bacteria, 9, 246,

312-16, 318, 324, 372, 373, 432

effect on reproduction of coliphages,

18, 178-80

Urea, effect on adsorption of coli-

phage T4. 1 46

effect on bacteriophages, as taxo-

nomic criterion, 423, 427

effect on stability of coliphages, 50

Urease, in coliphage WLL, 238
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Urethane, effect on stability of coli-

phageTS, 50, 51

V

Vaccinia virus, inactivation by deter-

gents, 51

Valine, in coliphages, 90

effect on bacterial reproduction,

275

as growth factor for bacteriophages,

243, 275, 277

Vegetative phage. 5, 6, 19, 175

assay, 33

definition, 442

mating pool, 261, 262, 264, 333-

35, 339-44, 349, 350

metabolic enzymes in, 240-42

metabolic requirements for repro-

duction, 247, 248

production in lysogenic bacteria, 9

Versene, see Ethylenediaminetetraacetate

Viable, definition, 442

Vi antigen, in typhoid strains, 123,

124, 399, 409

Vibrio species, 121

lysogeny in, 366

Vibrio cholerae, bacteriophage of, 3

infection effect on, 1 96

susceptibility to bacteriophages, 1 24

Vibrio cholerae phages, taxonomic cri-

teria, 423

Virulence, of bacteriophages, method

of increasing, 448

as taxonomic criterion, 423

Virulent phage, definition, 442

Virus theory, of bacteriophages, 5, 6

Viruses, animal, assay by plaque

counting, 34

inactivation by detergents, 51

insect, DNA of, 89

plant, RNA of, 89

Vitamin(s) B, analogues, effect on

bacteriophage reproduction,

276-78

W
Weight, of bacteriophages, 42, 46, 47

X

Xanthine, as growth factor for bac-

teriophages, 277

Xanthomonas pruni phage, serological

mutants, 116

Xanthomonas s,ptc\t?., 121

X-rays, effect on bacteria, 177, 245,

246

effect on bacteriophages, 75-80,

175,177,362,392,519

effect on colicinogenic bacteria,

388, 392

effect on lysogenic bacteria, 9, 373,

432

effect on reproduction of coliphage

T2, 18, 180

Xylose, in typing of 5. /i/)/;/ strains, 396

Zinc ion, effect on adsorption of coli-

phage Tl, 148,269














